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The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Office of Applied Studies (OAS) is pleased to present the 1992 National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs. The Directory is based on data obtained from the National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS), a national survey that is designed to measure the location, scope, and characteristics of drug abuse and alcoholism treatment and prevention facilities, services, and activities throughout the 50 States, American Samoa, the District of Columbia, the Federated States of Micronesia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Trust Territories, and the Virgin Islands. The 11,632 alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention facilities that voluntarily participated in the September 1992 NDATUS are listed in this Directory.

This publication is designed to provide an important resource for those seeking referral information about treatment, prevention, and other services in alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. It is hoped that the publication of this Directory will stimulate further communication and cooperation within the alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention communities.

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Office of Applied Studies is very grateful to all those who participated in the 1992 survey.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs is a compilation of approximately 11,632 Federal, State, local, and private facilities responsible for the provision of alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention services throughout the 50 States, American Samoa, the District of Columbia, the Federated States of Micronesia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Trust Territories, and the Virgin Islands. The information included in this Directory was extracted from the 1992 National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS). Conducted by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Office of Applied Studies (OAS), this survey collected information on all known alcoholism and drug abuse services and clients in treatment on the point prevalence date of September 30, 1992.

The Directory has been prepared to serve as a resource for program managers, treatment personnel, researchers, the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment Hotline, and others interested in the location and selected characteristics of alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. The Directory includes treatment, prevention, and other non-treatment service facilities. The NDATUS is the only survey that includes private as well as publicly funded programs. Data collected from all treatment units include unit identification, type, and scope of services provided, client capacity and utilization, selected client characteristics (including age, gender, and race/ethnic group), sources of funding, and staffing. Prevention facilities complete a partial survey, which includes data on unit identification and types and scope of services provided.

Some treatment facilities may not be listed in this National Directory because of variability in the reporting level of units. States were given the option of allowing units to report aggregate data at the administrative or program level rather than at the individual clinic unit level. Under this option, a program consisting of a number of clinics may report data for the entire program on one survey form rather than submitting a separate survey form for each clinic in the program. If the choice was made to report at the program level, then the program-level entry is the only one that appears in this Directory. Decisions to report at the program level are made at the State level and the degree of program level reporting varies within and across States. Data are not available on changes in program level reporting.

The Directory consists of listings of State authorities, State prevention contacts, and alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention facilities. Also included are programs administered by the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Indian Health Service, the Federal Prison System, and the Department of Defense. Within each State, all facilities, including the Federal programs, are alphabetized by city and facility name within that city. Each facility listing consists of the facility name, address, telephone number, hotline number (if applicable), and types of services provided. The types of services are designated by coded entries on the last line of each facility's description. These codes are defined in a key that is printed at the bottom of the first page for each State.
Single copies of this Directory are available in limited numbers from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information (NCADI), P.O. Box 2345, Rockville, Maryland 20852. Additional copies may be acquired through the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, North Capitol Street, Washington, DC 20402.

For copies of other NDATUS products as well as other Office of Applied Studies publications, complete and mail the form located at the back of this Directory. Treatment, prevention, or other service facilities not listed in this Directory can be included in future surveys and directories by completing the information on the last page of this Directory and returning it to the indicated address.
KEY

A line of code is shown for each unit listed in the Directory. This enables users to determine at a glance, the Orientation, Type of Care, Selected Special Programs, Third Party Payments, and Unit Function at each unit. The coding key is reproduced at the bottom of the first page for each State, as follows:

**KEY**

Orientation:

AL = Alcoholism Services only
DA = Drug Abuse Services only
AD = Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Services

Type of Care:

DT = Detoxification (24-hour care)
RR = Residential (24-hour care)
AM = Ambulatory (less than 24-hour care)

Selected Special Programs:

W = Women
Y = Youth
A = AIDS Patients
B = Blacks
H = Hispanics

WI = Women
YA = Youth
WA = AIDS Patients
 WB = Blacks
 WH = Hispanics

AI = American Indians/Alaskan Natives
PG = Pregnant Users
PI = Public Inebriates
HV = HIV Positives
DW = DWI/ASAP
CU = Cocaine Users

Third Party Payments:

MC = Medicare
MD = Medicaid
PR = Private Insurance
CH = CHAMPUS

Unit Function:

TX = Treatment
MM = Methadone Treatment
PV = Prevention
CI = Intake/Assessment/Referral
SS = Sobering-Up Station
CS = Collateral Services
STATE AUTHORITIES

Alabama

J Kent Hunt, Acting Director
Division of Substance Abuse Services
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
200 Interstate Park Drive
P O Box 3710
Montgomery, AL 36193
(205) 270-4650

Alaska

Loren A Jones, Director
Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
Alaska Department of Health & Social Services
P.O. Box 110607
Juneau, AK 99811-0607
(907) 465-2071

American Samoa

Fualaau Hampil, Assistant Director
Social Services Division
Alcohol & Drug Program
Government of American Samoa
Pago Pago, AS 96799
(684) 633-4606

Arizona

Tem Goens, Program Manager
Office of Substance Abuse
Division of Behavioral Health Services
Arizona Department of Health Services
2122 East Highland
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 381-8996

Arkansas

Joe M Hull, Director
Arkansas Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
108 E 7th Street
400 Waldon Building
Little Rock, AR 72201
(501) 682-6650

California

Andrew M Mecca, Dr P H., Director
Governor’s Policy Council on Drug & Alcohol Abuse
1700 K Street, 5th Floor
Executive Office
Sacramento, CA 95814-4037
(916) 445-1943

Colorado

Robert Aukerman, Director
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
Colorado Department of Health
4300 Cherry Creek Drive, South
Denver, CO 80222-1530
(303) 692-2930

Connecticut

Susan Addiss
Commissioner
Connecticut Department of Public Health & Addiction Services
999 Asylum Avenue, 3rd Floor
Hartford, CT 06105
(203) 566-4145

Delaware

Neil Meisler, Director
Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
1901 North DuPont Highway
Newcastle, DE 19720
(302) 577-4461

District of Columbia

Maude R Holt, Administrator
DC Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Administration
1300 First Street, N.E., Suite 325
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 727-1762

Florida

Pamela Peterson
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Florida Department of Health & Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winewood Blvd
Building 6, Room 183
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 488-0900

Georgia

Thomas W Hester, M.D., Acting Director
Georgia Alcohol & Drug Services Section
2 Peachtree Street NE, 4th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 657-6400

Guam

Marilyn L Wingfield, Director
Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse
P O Box 9400
Tamuning, GU 96911
(671) 646-9262-69

Hawaii

Elaine Wilson, Division Chief
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division
Hawaii Department of Health
P O Box 3378
Honolulu, HI 96801
(808) 586-3962

Idaho

Ken Patterson, Administrator
Division of Family & Children Services
Idaho Department of Health & Welfare
450 West State Street, 3rd Floor
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 334-5935
STATE AUTHORITIES

Illinois
James E Long, Director
Illinois Department of Alcoholism & Substance Abuse
222 South College, 2nd Floor
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 785-9067

Indiana
John Giandelone
Deputy Director
Division of Mental Health
Contract Management
W-353, 402 W Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2739
(317) 232-7816

Iowa
Janet Zwick, Director
Division of Substance Abuse & Health Promotion
Iowa Department of Public Health
Lucas State Office Building
3rd Floor
Des Moines, IA 50319
(515) 281-4417

Kansas
Andrew O’Donovan, Commissioner
Kansas Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
Biddle Building
300 Southwest Oakley
Topeka, KS 66606-1861
(913) 296-3925

Kentucky
Michael Townsend, Director
Division of Substance Abuse
Kentucky Dept of Mental Health & Mental Retardation Services
275 East Main Street
Frankfort, KY 40621
(502) 564-2880

Louisiana
Joseph Williams, Jr
Assistant Secretary
Office of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Department of Health & Hospitals
1201 Capitol Access Road
P O Box 2790-BIN #18
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-2790
(504) 342-6717

Maine
Marlene McMullen-Pelsor
Acting Director
Office of Substance Abuse
State House Station #159
24 Stone Street
Augusta, ME 04333-0159
(207) 287-6330

Maryland
Rick Sampson, Director
Maryland State Alcohol & Drug Abuse Administration
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 225-6925

Massachusetts
Dennis McCarty, Ph D
Director
Massachusetts Division of Substance Abuse Services
150 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 727-7985

Michigan
Karen Schrock, Chief
Center for Substance Abuse Services
Michigan Department of Public Health
3423 N. Logan/M L King Jr, Blvd.
P O Box 30195
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-8808

Minnesota
Cynthia Turnure, Ph D
Director
Chemical Dependency Program Division
Minnesota Department of Human Services
444 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-3823
(612) 296-4610

Mississippi
Anne D Robertson, Director
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Robert E. Lee State Office Building
11th Floor
Jackson, MS 39201
(601) 359-1288

Missouri
Sue Giles, Director
Division of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Missouri Department of Health
1706 East Elm Street
Jefferson City, MO 65109
(314) 751-4942

Montana
Darryl Bruno, Administrator
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division
Department of Corrections & Human Services
1539 11th Avenue
Helena, MT 59601-1301
(406) 444-2827

Nebraska
Malcolm Heard, Director
Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
Nebraska Department of Public Institutions
P O Box 94728
Lincoln, NE 68509-4728
(402) 471-2851, Ext 5583
STATE AUTHORITIES

Nevada
Elizabeth Breshears, Chief
Bureau of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Nevada Department of Human Resources
505 East King Street, Room 500
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 687-4790

New Hampshire
Geraldine Sylvester, Director
New Hampshire Office of Alcohol & Drug Abuse Prevention
105 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-6119

New Jersey
Terrence O'Conner
Assistant Commissioner
Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse & Addiction Services
New Jersey Department of Health
CN 362
Trenton, NJ 08625-0362
(609) 292-5760

New Mexico
Geraldine Salazar, Director
Department of Health
Behavioral Health Services
Division/SA
Harold Runnels Building
Room 3200 North
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Sante Fe, NM 87501
(505) 827-2601

New York
Marguerite T Saunders
Commissioner
New York State Office of Alcoholism & Substance Abuse Services
Executive Park South, P O Box 8200
Albany, NY 12203
(518) 457-2061

North Carolina
Julian F Keith, M.D., Director
Alcohol and Drug Services
North Carolina Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities & Substance Abuse Services
325 North Salisbury Street
Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 733-4670

North Dakota
John Allen, Director
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
North Dakota Department of Human Services
Professional Building
1839 East Capitol Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 224-2769

Ohio
Luceille Fleming, Director
Ohio Department of Alcohol & Drug Addiction Services
Two Nationwide Plaza, 12th Floor
280 N High Street
Columbus, OH 43215-2537
(614) 466-3445

Oklahoma
Paula Grove, Director
Substance Abuse Services
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Services
P O Box 53277, Capitol Station
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277
(405) 271-8653

Oregon
Jeffrey N Kushner
Office of Alcohol & Drug Abuse Programs
Department of Human Resources
1178 Chemeketa Street, NE
Room 102
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-2163

Pennsylvania
Jeannine Peterson, Deputy Secretary
Office of Drug & Alcohol Programs
Pennsylvania Department of Health
P O Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
(717) 787-9857

Puerto Rico
Astrid Oyola de Bemitez
Secretary Designate
Puerto Rico Department of Anti-Addiction Services
Box 21414, Rio Piedras Station
Rio Piedras, PR 00928-1414
(809) 764-3795

Rhode Island
William Pimentel, Deputy Director
Rhode Island Office of Substance Abuse
P O Box 20363
Cranston, RI 02920
(401) 464-2091

South Carolina
John W Hays, Deputy Director
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol & Drug Abuse
3700 Forest Drive
Columbia, SC 29204
(803) 734-9527

South Dakota
Gilbert Sudbeck, Director
Division of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Department of Human Services
Hillview Plaza, East Hwy 34
c/o 500 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501-5090
(605) 773-3123
STATE AUTHORITIES

**Tennessee**

Robbie Jackman, Assistant Commissioner
Bureau of Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
Tennessee Department of Health
Cordell Hull Building, Room 255
Nashville, TN 37247-4401
(615) 741-1921

**Texas**

Bob Dickson, Executive Director
Texas Commission on Alcohol & Drug Abuse
720 Brazos Street, Suite 403
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 867-8802

**Trust Territories/Pacific Islands**

Masao Kumangai, M.D
Health Services
Office of the Governor
Saipan, MP 96950
011-670-2348950

**Utah**

Leon PoVey, Director
Department of Social Services
Utah Division of Substance Abuse
120 North 200 West, 4th Floor
P O Box 45500
Salt Lake City, UT 84404
(801) 538-3939

**Vermont**

Steven M. Gold, Interim Director
Vermont Office of Alcohol & Drug Abuse Programs
103 South Main Street
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 241-2170

**Virgin Islands**

Laurent D. Javois, Director
Virgin Islands Division of Mental Health, Alcoholism & Drug Dependency Services
Department of Health
Charles Harwood Memorial Hospital
Christiansted, St. Croix
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820
(809) 773-1311 ext 3013

**Virginia**

John F. Draude, Jr., Ph.D., Director
Office of Substance Abuse Services
Virginia Dept. of Mental Health, Mental Retardation & Substance Abuse Services
109 Governor Street
P O Box 1797
Richmond, VA 23214
(804) 786-3906

**Washington**

Kenneth D. Stark, Director
Division of Alcohol & Substance Abuse
Washington Department of Social & Health Services
P O Box 45330
Olympia, WA 98504-5330
(206) 438-8200

**West Virginia**

Jack C. Clohan, Jr., Director
West Virginia Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
State Capitol Complex
1900 Kanawha Blvd
Building 6, Room B-738
Charleston, WV 25305
(304) 558-2276

**Wisconsin**

Philip S. McCullough, Director
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services
1 West Wilson Street
P O Box 7851
Madison, WI 53707
(608) 266-3719

**Wyoming**

Harvey Hillin, Administrator
Wyoming Division of Behavioral Health
447 Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-6494
# State Prevention Contacts

## Alabama

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rex Vaughn</td>
<td>State Substance Abuse Coordinator</td>
<td>Alabama Division of Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>(205) 270-4650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P O Box 3710, Montgomery, AL 36193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Alaska

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bette O’Moor</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Alaska Council on Prevention of Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse, Inc</td>
<td>(907) 258-6021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3333 Denali Street, Suite 201, Anchorage, AK 99503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Arizona

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Anaya</td>
<td>Prevention Specialist</td>
<td>Arizona Office of Community Behavioral Health</td>
<td>(602) 381-8996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2122 East Highland, Phoenix, AZ 85016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Arkansas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John R Brownlee</td>
<td>Prevention Coordinator</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Prevention, Arkansas Bureau of Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Prevention</td>
<td>(501) 682-6664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400 Waldon Bldg, 108 East 7th Street, Little Rock, AR 72201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jim Kooler, Dr P H</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
<td>Divison of Alcohol &amp; Drug Prevention</td>
<td>(916) 323-9824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>California Department of Alcohol &amp; Drug Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1700 K Street, 2nd Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814-4037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Colorado

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fred Garcia</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Program Services, Colorado Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Division</td>
<td>(303) 331-2955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4300 Cherry Creek Drve, South Denver, CO 80220-1530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Connecticut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karen Ohrenberger</td>
<td>Prevention Director</td>
<td>Connecticut Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Commission</td>
<td>(203) 566-7458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>999 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, CT 06105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Delaware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paul Poplawski</td>
<td>Director of Training</td>
<td>Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health</td>
<td>(302) 421-6550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1901 North DuPont Highway, New Castle, DE 19720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## District of Columbia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Jones</td>
<td>Acting Chief</td>
<td>DC Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Services Administration</td>
<td>(202) 727-9394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1300 First St, N E, Washington, DC 20002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Florida

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martha Williams</td>
<td>State Prevention Coordinator</td>
<td>Florida Alcohol &amp; Drug Program Office</td>
<td>(904) 922-4270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Building 6, Room 156, 1317 Winewood Blvd, Tallahassee, FL 32301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Georgia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delores Napper</td>
<td>Supervisor, Prevention Branch</td>
<td>Georgia Alcohol &amp; Drug Services Section</td>
<td>(409) 894-4749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>878 Peachtree Street, N E, Room 319, Atlanta, GA 30309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Guam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bobbie S N Benavente</td>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>GU Dept of Mental Health &amp; Substance Abuse</td>
<td>(671) 646-9261-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P O Box 9400, Tamuning, GU 96911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Hawaii

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gail Dias</td>
<td>Prevention Coordinator</td>
<td>Hawaii Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Division</td>
<td>(808) 586-4007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P O Box 3378, Honolulu, HI 96801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Idaho

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharis Stanger</td>
<td>Idaho Bureau of Substance Abuse and Social Services</td>
<td>450 West State Street, Boise, ID 83720</td>
<td>(208) 334-5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Illinois
Barbara Cimiaiglio, Acting Administrator for Prevention Illinois Department of Alcoholism & Substance Abuse 100 W Randolph Street Suite 5-600 Chicago, IL 60601 (312) 814-6332

### Louisiana
Sanford Hawkins Louisiana Division of Alcohol & Drug Abuse 1201 Capitol Access Road P O Box 3868 Baton Rouge, LA 70821-3868 (504) 342-9351

### Minnesota
Sharon Johnson Prevention Coordinator Minnesota Chemical Dependency Program Division 444 Lafayette Road St Paul, MN 55155-3823 (612) 296-4711

### Indiana
Helen C Dillon Prevention and Planning Addiction Services 402 West Washington Street Room W353 Indianapolis, IN 46204-2739 (317) 232-7857

### Maine
Mel Tremper, Ph D , Supervisor Office of Substance Abuse State House Station #159 Augusta, ME 04333-0159 (207) 289-2595

### Maryland
Eugenia Conolly Chief, Alcohol & Drug Abuse Prevention Services Maryland Alcohol & Drug Abuse Administration 201 W Preston Street, Room 410 Baltimore, MD 21201 (301) 225-6543

### Massachusetts
John Dunphy, Director Prevention Services Massachusetts Division of Substance Abuse Services 150 Tremont Street Boston, MA 02111 (617) 727-1960

### Michigan
Katherine Miller, Chief MDPH/Center for Substance Abuse Services 2150 Apollo Drive P O Box 30206 Lansing, MI 48909 (517) 335-8843

### Mississippi
Anne Goforth Program Planner/Evaluator Mississippi Division of Alcohol & Drug Abuse 1101 Robert E Lee Building 239 N Lamar Street Jackson, MS 39201 (601) 359-1288

### Missouri
Richard Hayton Coordinator, Prevention & Education Section Missouri Division of Alcohol & Drug Abuse 1706 E Elm St, P O Box 687 Jefferson City, MO 65102 (314) 751-4942

### Montana
Marcia Armstrong Prevention Coordinator Montana Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division 1539 11th Avenue Helena, MT 59620 (406) 444-2878

### Nebraska
Terry Rohren Prevention Coordinator Nebraska Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse P O Box 94728 Lincoln, NE 68509 (402) 471-2851
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Kathy Bartosz, Intervention Specialist, Nevada Bureau of Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse, 505 E King Street, Room 500, Carson City, NV 89710, (702) 687-4790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Linda King, Regional Coordinator, New Hampshire Office of Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Prevention, 235 Hanover Street, Manchester, NH 03104-6115, (603) 644-2591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Charles Curre, Chief, Prevention, Training &amp; Education, New Jersey Division of Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse, 129 E Hanover Street, Trenton, NJ 08625, (609) 292-4414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Elaine Benavitdez, Community Programs Bureau, New Mexico Substance Abuse Bureau, 1190 Saint Francis Drive, Santa Fe, NM 87503, (505) 827-2601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Deirdre Breslin, Ph D, Deputy Director, Prevention and Intervention, New York Division of Alcoholism &amp; Alcohol Abuse, 194 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12210, (518) 473-0887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Art Jones, Chief of Prevention, North Carolina Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Section, 325 N Salisbury Street, Suite 531, Raleigh, NC 27611, (919) 733-4555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Karen Larson, Assistant Director, North Dakota Division of Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse, 1839 East Capitol Avenue, Bismarck, ND 58501, (701) 224-2769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Vickie Crews, Manager Prevention Services, Ohio Department of Alcohol &amp; Drug Addiction Services, 280 North High St, 12th Floor, Columbus, OH 43215-2357, (614) 466-3445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Jan Hardwick, Director, Prevention Services, OK Alcohol &amp; Drug Programs, P O Box 53277, Oklahoma City, OK 73152, (405) 271-7474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Larry Didier, Office of Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Programs, Department of Human Resources, 1178 Chemeketa Street NE, Room 102, Salem, OR 97310, (503) 378-2163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Giona Martin-Payne, Director Bureau of Preventive Health, Office of the Secretary, Pennsylvania Department of Health, Room 1000, Health &amp; Welfare Bldg, 7th &amp; Foster St, P O Box 90, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 787-6214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>Ana I Emmanueli, Assistant Secretary for Prevention, Puerto Rico Department of Anti-Addiction Services, Box B-Y, Rio Piedras Station, Rio Piedras, PR 00928, (809) 763-7575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Bette Ann McHugh, Program Planner, Rhode Island Office of Substance Abuse, P O Box 20363, Cranston, RI 02920, (401) 464-2091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>E C &quot;Tad&quot; Ridgell, Director, Division of Programs &amp; Services, South Carolina Commission on Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse, 4700 Forest Drive, Suite 300, Columbia, SC 29204, (803) 734-9552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Dianna Knox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Florence Hereford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Carlene Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust Territories/Pacific Islands</td>
<td>Masao Kumangai, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Sherry T. Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Rufus Chaffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Hope Merrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>Annette Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Michael Langer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Mary Pesetsky</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ALABAMA

### ALEXANDER CITY
LIGHOUSE OF TALLAPOOSA COUNTY INC  
201 FRANKLIN STREET  
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010  
(205) 234-4894  
* AD RR TX *

### ANNISTON
AGENCY FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV OF  
CALHOUN AND CLEBURNE COUNTIES  
1302 NOBLE STREET  
LYRICA SQUARE SUITE 3-B  
ANNISTON, AL 36201  
(205) 237-8131  
* AD PV *

### ANNISTON FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1219 LEIGHTON AVENUE  
ANNISTON, AL 36201  
(205) 236-7229  
* AD RR TX *

### CALHOUN/CLEBURNE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
NEW DIRECTIONS  
331 EAST 6TH AVENUE  
ANNISTON, AL 36202  
(205) 236-3403  
* AD AM MD CH TX *

### ATMORE
POARCH BAND OF CREEKS  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM  
ROUTE 3  
ATMORE, AL 36502  
(205) 368-9136 EXT. 309  
* AD PV CI *

### BIRMINGHAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL  
1923 16TH AVENUE SOUTH  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205  
(205) 933-1213  
* AD AM H PI CU HV MD PR TX CS *

ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY SERVICES INC  
2701 JEFFERSON AVENUE  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35211  
(205) 923-6552  
* AD DT RR AM H B PG CU HV MD TX *

ALETHEIA HOUSE INC  
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH  
SUITE H-106  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222  
(205) 524-6502  
* AD RR AM H PG MD TX PV CI CS *

BIRMINGHAM TASC PROGRAM  
718 30TH STREET SOUTH  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233  
(205) 934-7430  
HOTLINE(S): (800) 762-3790 STATEWIDE  
* AD CI *

FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICES  
PREVENTION OUTREACH PROGRAMS  
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH  
SUITE H-102  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222  
(205) 324-3411  
* AD PV *

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC  
1625 12TH AVENUE SOUTH  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205  
(205) 933-2930  
* AD RR W A B PG PI CU HV TX *

JEFFERSON COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY  
ALCOHOLISM OUTREACH/AFTERCARE PROGRAM  
3040 ENSLEY AVENUE  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35208  
(205) 787-7100  
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV MD PX TX PV CI *

OAKMONT CENTER  
1915 AVENUE H  
ENSLEY  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35210  
(205) 787-7100  
* AD RR AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV MD PX *

PARKSIDE LODGE OF BIRMINGHAM  
OUTPATIENT SERVICES  
631 BEACON PARKWAY WEST  
SUITE 211  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209  
(205) 942-3200  
HOTLINE(S): (800) 648-1945  
* AD AM H Y B CU PR TX *

### SOUTH ALABAMA
CITY & COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT  
14TH AND INDIAN/ALASKAN AVENUE  
STATEWIDE INC  
BLACKS AID AMERICAN  
(205) 934-7430  
* AD RR H CU PR CH TX PV *

### SALvation Army
HALFMAY HOUSE PROGRAM FOR MALES  
1401 F L SHUTTLESWORTH DRIVE  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35234  
(205) 252-8151  
* AL RR TX *

### UNIV OF ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM
UAB SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS  
3015 7TH AVENUE SOUTH  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233  
(205) 934-2180  
HOTLINE(S): (800) 762-3790 STATEWIDE  
* AD AM H Y CU MD PR TX MM *

### VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM  
700 SOUTH 19TH STREET  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35235  
(205) 939-2163  
* AD DT AM TX MM PV CI CS *

### CANTER
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF  
CHEROKEE COUNTY  
CHEROKEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX  
CENTRE, AL 35960  
(205) 927-3111  
* AD PV CI *

### KEY *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = MEDICARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = MEDICAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXT = TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</td>
<td>CH = CHAMPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td>MV = HIV POSITIVES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH = DMK/ASAP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1

---
CLAYTON

VENTRESS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
STATE ROAD 239
CLAYTON, AL 36016
(205) 775-3331
* AD RR AM TX *

CULLMAN

CULLMAN AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1909 COMMERCE AVENUE NW
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-4668
* AD PV *

LIGHTHOUSE INC
925 CONVENT ROAD NE
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-2777
* AD RR TX *

NORTH CENTRAL ALABAMA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
CULLMAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 22
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-3730 EXT. 228
* AD PV CI *

DECATUR

NORTH CENTRAL ALABAMA
QUEST REC CTR SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT
HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
DECATUR, AL 35601
(205) 555-6091
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

DEMOPOULOS

WEST ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1215 SOUTH WALNUT AVENUE
DEMOPOLIS, AL 36732
(205) 289-2410
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CI *

DOTMAN

CHARTER WOODS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
700 COTTONWOOD ROAD
DOTMAN, AL 36301
(205) 794-4357
(205) 794-6357; (800) 445-8650
* AD DT RR W A CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

SPECTRA CARE
1903 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 8A
DOTMAN, AL 36303
(205) 671-1919
HOTLINE(S):
(205) 671-1701; (205) 794-0300
* AD RR AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FAIRHOPE

BALDWIN COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
372 SOUTH GREENO ROAD
FAIRHOPE, AL 36532
(205) 928-2871
HOTLINE(S): (205) 928-9500
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

DRUG EDUCATION COUNCIL/BALDWIN COUNTY
372 SOUTH GREENO ROAD
FAIRHOPE, AL 36532
(205) 433-5456
* AD PV *

FLOWENCE

RIVERBEND CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
STRATFORD CLINIC
635 WEST COLLEGE STREET
FLOWENCE, AL 35630
(205) 764-3431
HOTLINE(S): (205) 704-3431
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU MD PR TX *
* PV *

GADSDEN

CHEROKEE/ETOHAM/Halte Kallb
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
312 SOUTH 5TH STREET
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 546-8247
* AD RR W CU HV TX *

CHEROKEE/ETOHAM/Halte Kallb
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBST ABUSE SERVS
901 GOODYEARE AVENUE
GADSDEN, AL 35903
(205) 492-7800
HOTLINE(S): (205) 492-7800
* AD AM W B MD PR CH TX PV *

SUDBST ABUSE COUNCIL OF
ETOHAM COUNTY
943 3RD AVENUE
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 547-6903
* AD PV CI *

THE BRIDGE INC
3232 LAY SPRINGS ROAD
ROUTE 3
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 546-6394
HOTLINE(S): (205) 546-6324
* AD RR AM H Y B H CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

GUNTERSVILLE

MARSHALL/JACKSON MH AUTHORITY
CEDAR LODGE
22165 U.S. HIGHWAY 431
GUNTERSVILLE, AL 35976
(205) 582-4465
HOTLINE(S):
(205) 582-3448; (205) 259-0761
* AD RR AM H Y DW MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

HUNTSVILLE

MADISON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
NEM HORIZONS RECOVERY CENTER
600 SAINT CLAIR STREET
NUMBER 9 SUITE 23
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35801
(205) 532-4141
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

THE PATHFINDER INC
RECOVERY HOME FOR MALE ALCOHOLICS
3104 IVY AVENUE SW
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35805
(205) 534-7644
* AD RR B CU TX PV *

JASPER

NORTHWEST ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1100 7TH AVENUE
JASPER, AL 35501
(205) 387-0541
HOTLINE(S):
(205) 387-0541; (800) 489-3971
* AD H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MOBILE

DAUPHIN WAY LODGE TREATMENT SERVICES
QUARTERWAY/HALFWAY/INT OUTPATIENT
1009 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 438-4729
HOTLINE(S): (205) 438-1625
* AD RR AM MD PR TX CI CS *

DRUG EDUCATION COUNCIL INC
954 GOVERNMENT STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 433-5456
* AD PV *

FRANKLIN MEMORIAL PRIMARY HEALTH CTR
PREVENTION SERVICES
1303 DR MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AVENUE
MOBILE, AL 36603
(205) 432-4117
* AD PV CI CS *
Alabama

Baptist Medical Center

Addictive Disease Program
2105 East South Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36116
(205) 286-3535
Hotline(s): (205) 286-3535
* AD DT RR H B CU HV MC PR CH TX *

Chemical Addictions Program Inc
1155 Air Base Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36108
(205) 265-4544
Hotline(s): (800) 505-9050 Statewide
* AD RR AM Y HV DW MD PR CH TX *

Council on Substance Abuse/NCADD
415 South Mchndonough Street
Montgomery, AL 36104
(205) 262-7401
Hotline(s): (800) 505-9050 Statewide
* AD PV *

Federal Prison Camp
Drug Abuse Program
Maxwell Air Force Base
Montgomery, AL 36112
(205) 834-5681 Ext. 115
* AD PV *

Jackson Hospital
Psychiatric Unit
1235 Forest Avenue
Montgomery, AL 36106
(205) 293-0067
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *

Lighthouse Counseling Center Inc
Intensive Outpatient Unit
1415 East South Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36116
(205) 286-5900
* AD AM Y A B HV DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

Normal
Alabama A and M University
Center for Drug Abuse Prev and Educ
Normal, AL 35762
(205) 851-5510
* AD PV *

Pelham
Bradford at Birmingham
Adolescent Services
2280 Highway 35
Pelham, AL 35124
(205) 664-5460
Hotline(s):
(205) 664-5460; (800) 234-3460
* AD DT RR H Y A B HI AI PG PI CU DW *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS CH *

Phenix City
Phenix Medical Park Hospital
Genesis Center
1707 21st Avenue
Phenix City, AL 36868
(205) 291-8399
Hotline(s):
(205) 291-8399; (800) 741-4293
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *

Red Level
First Step
Substance Abuse Treatment
Smiley Street
Red Level, AL 36474
(205) 469-5347
Hotline(s): (205) 222-7794
* AD RR AM PR CH TX PV CS *

Russellville
Sunrise Lodge
Substance Abuse Treatment Center
Route 9
Russellville, AL 35653
(205) 332-0078
* AD RR MD TX *

Selma
Cahaba Center for MH/MR
Substance Abuse Services
1017 Medical Center Parkway
Selma, AL 36701
(205) 875-2100
Hotline(s):
(205) 875-2109 EMER Service Number
* AD AM Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

Sylacauga
Cheaha Mental Health Center
Addapt
1628 Old Birmingham Highway
Sylacauga, AL 35150
(205) 245-2201
Hotline(s): (205) 245-2201
* AD DT RR H A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

Talladega
Federal Correctional Center
Substance Abuse Services
Talladega, AL 35160
(205) 362-0410
* AD PV *

Tuscaloosa
Indian Rivers Mental Health Center
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
505 19th Avenue
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
(205) 391-0118
Hotline(s):
(205) 345-1600 Crisis Response Team
* AD RR AM Y A B PG PI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV *

Phoenix Houses Inc
Men and Women
2008 University Boulevard
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
(205) 750-3867
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PI CU HV TX *

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Addictions Treatment Unit
3701 Loop Road East
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
(205) 554-2000 Ext. 2461
* AD RR AM Y A B CU HV TX PV *
* CI *
WAR CIO
PARKSIDE LODGE OF BIRMINGHAM
INPATIENT RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1189 ALB RITTON ROAD
WARRIOR, AL 35180
(205) 647-1945
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 648-1945; (205) 647-1945
* AD DT RR AM Y B CU PR CH TX *

NETUMPKA
ALTERNATIVES INC
NETUMPKA, AL 36092
(205) 567-7083
* AD AM N Y A B HV MD PR TX PV CI *
**ALASKA**

ANCHORAGE

**AK DIV OF ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE**
**ANCHORAGE ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG**
941 WEST 6TH AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 264-0735
* AD CI *

**ALASKA COUNCIL ON PREVENTION OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC**
**3333 DENALI STREET SUITE 201**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99503**
(907) 288-6021
**HOTLINE(S):** (800) 478-7738
* AD PV *

**ALASKA NATIVE ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CTR**
**120 NORT HOLT STREET**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 278-2627
* AD RR AM H Y B AI PG PI RU TX CI CS *

**ALASKA HOMENS RESOURCE CENTER**
**NEW DAWN**
**111 WEST 9TH AVENUE**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99501**
(907) 276-0528
* AD RR AM H Y B AI PG PI RU TX CI CS *

**ALEUTIAN PRIDLOFO ISLANDS ASSOCIATION**
**401 EAST FIREHEED LANE SUITE 201**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99503**
(907) 276-2700
* AD AM Y AI PG TX *

**CENTER FOR ALC AND ADDICTION STUDIES**
**3211 PROVIDENCE DRIVE**
**UAA**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 786-1801
* AL *

**CHARTER NORTH HOSPITAL AND COUNSELING CENTERS**
**2530 DEBARR ROAD**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 258-7575
**HOTLINE(S):** (907) 258-7575 \STATEWIDE ONLY
(800) 478-7575 \STATEWIDE ONLY
* AD RR AM TX PV CI CS *

**ELMENDORF AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS**
**SUBSTANCE ABUSE OFFICE 2900 9TH STREET**
**ELMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99506**
(907) 552-2115
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI RU TX CI CS *
* TX PV CI CS *

**HUMANA HOSPITAL/ALASKA**
**ADDICTIVE BEHAVIOR CENTER**
**2601 DE BARR ROAD**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 264-1622
* AD AM DH PR CH TX CI *

**NARCOTIC DRUG TREATMENT CENTER INC CENTER FOR DRUG PROBLEMS**
**520 EAST 4TH AVENUE SUITE 102**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99501**
(907) 276-6430
* DA AM H Y B H AI PG PI RU TX PR TX *
* MI PV CI *

**NORTH STAR ADOLESCENT HOSPITAL**
**SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 1650 SOUTH BRAGHAN STREET**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 277-1522
**HOTLINE(S):** (907) 277-1522 \OUTSIDE ALASKA
(800) 478-5437 \INSIDE ALASKA
* AD DT RR AM H Y B AI PG PI RU TX CI CS *

**RURAL CAP INC**
**ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION**
**751 EAST 8TH STREET**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99501**
(907) 279-2511
* AD PV *

**SALVATION ARMY**
**CLITHEROE CENTER**
**2207 SPENARD ROAD**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99503**
(907) 276-2848
* AD DT RR AM H B H AI PG PI RU TX *
* DH PR TX *

**SPECTRUM COUNSELING**
**4325 LAUREL STREET**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 862-4104
* AL AM AI DH PR TX *

**VETERANS AFFAIRS**
**ADDICTIONS TREATMENT PROGRAM**
**2925 DEBARR ROAD**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99508**
(907) 257-4835
* AD AM PR TX CI CS *

**VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF ALASKA INC**
**911 N EAST AVENUE SUITE 100**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99501**
(907) 279-9634
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI *

**AKRAK**
**KUSKOKWIM NATIVE ASSOCIATION**
**COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM**
**ANCHORAGE, AK 99573**
(907) 675-4445
**HOTLINE(S):** (907) 675-4445
* AD AM H Y AI MD TX PV CI CS *

**COPPER CENTER**
**COPPER RIVER MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**
**MILE 104 OLD RICHARDSON HIGHWAY**
**COPPER CENTER, AK 99573**
(907) 822-5241
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG PV DX MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

---

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**
**AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
**DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
**AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE:**
**DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
**RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
**AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**
**H** = HOMEN
**Y** = YOUTH
**A** = AIDS PATIENTS
**B** = BLACKS

**THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**
**MC** = MEDICARE
**MD** = MEDICAID
**PR** = PRIVATE INSURANCE
**CH** = CHAMPS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**
**TX** = TREATMENT
**MM** = METHADONE TREATMENT
**PV** = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
**CI** = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

**SS** = SOBERING-UP STATION
**CS** = COLLATERAL SERVICES
CORDOVA
CORDOVA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH AND ALCOHOL CLINIC
602 CHASE AVENUE
CORDOVA, AK 99574
(907) 424-8300
HOTLINE(S): (907) 424-8000; (907) 424-8300
* AD AM PI CU DH MC MD PR CH TX CS *

CRAIG
COMMUNITIES ORGANIZED FOR HEALTH OPTIONS (COHO) SUBST ABUSE PROGR
210 COLD STORAGE ROAD
CRAIG, AK 99921
(907) 826-3662
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

DILLINGHAM
BRISTOL BAY AREA HEALTH CORP
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DILLINGHAM, AK 99756
(907) 842-5266
* AD AM Y AI PI DH MC MD PR TX CI *

FAIRBANKS
ALASKA COUNSELING
232 2ND STREET
GRAEHL
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 451-8160
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI CS *

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND EDUCATION INSTITUITION
201 CUSHMAN STREET
OLD COURTHOUSE BUILDING SUITE 3-B
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 456-8174
* AD PV *

FAIRBANKS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1650 COMES STREET
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-8047
HOTLINE(S): (907) 452-8047
* AD AM B AI CU DH PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

FAIRBANKS NATIVE ASSOCIATION INC
REG CTR FOR ALC AND OTHER ADDICTIONS
3100 SOUTH CUSHMAN STREET
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-6251
HOTLINE(S): (907) 452-5802
(907) 456-8382
KIDS & FAMILIES IN TX
(907) 456-8382
KIDS & FAMILIES IN TX
* AD DT RR AM PR CH TX PV CI SS *

FAIRBANKS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
309A AIRPORT HAY
FAIRBANKS, AK 99709
(907) 474-0004
* DA AM MC MD PR CH TX MM *

KNOPF COUNSELING
748 8TH AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-1348
* AD AM M Y AI CU DH PR TX *

TANANA CHIEFS CONFERENCE INC
YUKON/TANANA CMH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE CTR
1302 21ST AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-4446
* AD AM M Y AI PG CU DH MD TX PV *
* CI CS *

FORT WAINWRIGHT
FORT WAINWRIGHT ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM (ADACAP)
APVR/FM/P/A BUILDING 3601
FORT WAINWRIGHT, AK 99703
(907) 553-1370
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

GALENA
YUKON KOUYUK MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
GALENA, AK 99741
(907) 656-1617
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 476-1618; (907) 656-1617
* AD AM AI DH PR CH TX PV CI CS *

JUNEAU
CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES CHEM DEP DIV
3406 GLACIER HIGHWAY
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 463-3000
* AD DT RR AM W Y A AI PG PI HV DM *
* PR TX CI *

GASTINEAU MANOR RECOVERY HOME
5597 AISEK STREET
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 780-6130
* AD RR M W AI PI PR TX PV CI *

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CTR INC/JUNEAU
9097 GLACIER HIGHWAY
SUITE 205
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 790-2600
* AD AM W Y DH PR TX *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/JUNEAU
211 4TH STREET
SUITE 102
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 463-3755
* AD PV CI *

KENAI
COOK INLET COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
10200 KENAI SPUR HIGHWAY
KENAI, AK 99611
(907) 283-3658
* AD AM Y P R PX PV *

KETCHikan
GATEWAY CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DIVISION
3050 5TH AVENUE
KETCHikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-4154
HOTLINE(S):
(907) 225-4156 AFT HR EMER SERV
* AD DT RR AM W AI PI HV DM PR TX *
* PV CI SS CS *

KETCHikan YOUTH SERVICES
KETCHikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-2540
* AD PV CI *

KODIAK
KODIAK COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
KODIAK, AK 99615
(907) 486-3535
* AD DT RR AM Y H AI PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

NENANA
RAILBELT MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS
2ND STREET
NENANA, AK 99760
(907) 832-5557
HOTLINE(S): (800) 476-5554
* AD AM W Y A H AI HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

HOME
NORTON SOUND HEALTH CORPORATION
NORTHERN LIGHTS RECOVERY CENTER
5TH AVENUE AND DIVISION STREETS
COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING
HOME, AK 99762
(907) 443-3344
* AD RR M W A AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX PV CI *

TURNING POINT
HOME, AK 99762
(907) 443-5179
* AL DT PI PR TX SS *
**Petersburg**

Petersburg Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Abuse
102 A Haugen Drive
Petersburg, AK 99833
(907) 772-5552
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

**Seward**

Seward Life Action Council
504 Adams Street
Seward, AK 99664
(907) 224-5257
HOTLINE(S): (907) 224-3027
* AD AM Y MC HD PR CH TX PV *

**Sitka**

Sitka Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Abuse Inc
207 Moller Drive
Sitka, AK 99835
(907) 747-3636
* AD RR AM W Y A PG HV PR TX PV CI *

Sitka Teen Resource Center
201 Katlian Street
Sitka, AK 99835
(907) 747-5500
HOTLINE(S): (907) 747-1583 LV MESSAGE CALL RETURN
* AD PV *

**Soldotna**

Central Penn General Hospital
Family Recovery Center
250 Hospital Circle
Soldotna, AK 99669
(907) 262-4404 EXT. 166
HOTLINE(S): (800) 478-1663
* AD RR AM W AI CU PR CH TX PV CI *

**Wasilla**

Alaska Addiction Rehab Services Inc
Nugens Ranch
3701 Palmer-Wasilla Highway
Wasilla, AK 99687
(907) 376-4534
* AD DT RR AI PI TX CI *

Matanuska/Susitna Council on Alcoholism
2801 Bogard Road
Wasilla, AK 99654
(907) 376-4000
HOTLINE(S): (907) 376-4000 REFER TO STAFF IN EMER
* AD AM W Y PR TX CI CS *
* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = WOMEN
H = HISPANICS
X = YOUTH
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
P = AIDS PATIENTS
G = PREGNANT USERS
B = BLACKS
Z = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
ARIZONA

FOUNTAIN HILLS

FORT MCDOWELL ALCOHOL PROGRAM

FOUNTAIN HILLS, AZ 85268
(602) 990-0995
HOTLINE(S): (602) 990-0995
* AD PV CI *

GLENDALE

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)

GLENDALE YOUTH CENTER

5601 WEST Ocotillo Road
GLENDALE, AZ 85301
(602) 954-0419
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 479-5745 CODAMA HOTLINE
* AD PV CI CS *

GLOBE

PGHBA LA QUESTA ALCOHOL AND

DRUG TREATMENT CENTER

ICE HOUSE CANYON
GLOBE, AZ 85501
(602) 425-7636
HOTLINE(S): (602) 425-2244
* AD RR AM H B H AI PG CU DW MC *
* MD PR TX PV *

GREEN VALLEY

LA FRONTERA CENTER

GREEN VALLEY
75 CALLE DE LAS TIENDAS
SUITE 8105
GREEN VALLEY, AZ 85614
(602) 625-0878
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CI CS *

HOLBROOK

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC

105 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
HOLBROOK, AZ 86025
(602) 524-6126
HOTLINE(S): (602) 524-6126
* AD MC MD PR TX *

KEARNY

PGHBA COPPER BASIN

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES (CBBHS)

1116 TIlbury Street
KEARNY, AZ 85237
(602) 363-5561
* AD AM H B H PG CU DW MC PR TX PV *

KINGMAN

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC

HALFWAY HOUSE

1968 ATLANTIC AVENUE
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 753-6066
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES

617 OAK STREET
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 753-2901
* AD MC MD PR TX *

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

1750 BEVERLY STREET
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 757-8111
HOTLINE(S): (602) 757-8111
* AD MC MD PR TX *

LAKE HAVASU CITY

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

2178 MC CULLOCH BOULEVARD
SUITES 2 AND 12
LAKE HAVASU CITY, AZ 86403
(602) 855-7806
* AD MC MD PR TX PV CI *

MARICOPA

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH ASSOC OF CENTRAL AZ

(BHACA) WEST PINAL HUMAN SERVICES

MARICOPA, AZ 85239
(602) 836-1688
* AD PV CI *

MESA

CENTRO DE AMISTAD INC

MESA OFFICE
734 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE 5
MESA, AZ 85204
(602) 833-0227
HOTLINE(S):
(602) 784-1500 IMPACT
* AD AM A B H AI CU HV TX PV *

CODAMA FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY

925 SOUTH GILBERT ROAD
SUITE 207
MESA, AZ 85204
(602) 545-9626
* AD AM TX *

EAST VALLEY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL

559 SOUTH BELLVIEW STREET
MESA, AZ 85204
(602) 962-7922
HOTLINE(S):
(602) 962-7711
* AD DT PX CU DH TX *

EAST VALLEY CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES

610 EAST SOUTHERN AVENUE
MESA, AZ 85204
(602) 964-8771
* AD AM W Y A H CU HV TX PV CI CS *

JEWISH FAMILY/CHILDREN'S SERVICES

1950 SOUTH ALMA SCHOOL ROAD
ROOM 4116
MESA, AZ 85210
(602) 820-0825
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU DH TX CI *
* CS *

MESA YMCA

207 NORTH MESA DRIVE
MESA, AZ 85201
(602) 969-8166
* AD PV *

NEW HOPE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER INC

215 SOUTH POWER ROAD
SUITE 113
MESA, AZ 85208
(602) 981-1022
* AD AM W B H PG CU HV PR TX MM *

PREHAB OF ARIZONA INC

CENTER FOR FAMILY ENRICHMENT
868 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
MESA, AZ 85203
(602) 969-6955
* AD AM TX *

PREHAB OF ARIZONA INC

HELMAN HOUSE
2613 SOUTH POWER ROAD
MESA, AZ 85216
(602) 461-5075
* AD RR Y B H AI CU HV TX PV CI *

PREHAB OF ARIZONA INC

HOMESTEAD RESIDENCE
1131 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
MESA, AZ 85203
(602) 969-8961
* AD RR Y B H AI HV TX PV CI *

PREHAB OF ARIZONA INC

PIC PROGRAM
1025 EAST UNIVERSITY STREET
MESA, AZ 85203
(602) 461-5072
* AD AM Y TX PV *

TRI CITY BEHAVIORAL SERVICES INC

1255 WEST BASELINE ROAD
SUITE 296
MESA, AZ 85202
(602) 730-1103
HOTLINE(S): (602) 784-1500
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

MORENCI

GRAHAM/GREENLEE COUNSELING CENTER INC
MORENCI
BURRO ALLEY AND CORONADO BOULEVARD
MORENCI, AZ 85540
(602) 865-4531
HOTLINE(S):
(602) 428-4550; (602) 428-5711
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *
**ARIZONA**

**HOGALES**

**SANTA CRUZ FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC**

**OUTPATIENT UNIT**

498 NORTH ARROYO BOULEVARD

NOGALES, AZ 85621

(602) 287-4713

HOTLINE(S): (602) 281-9009

* AD HH H PI DM PR TX *

**SANTA CRUZ FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC**

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESIDENTIAL**

**RUBY ROAD**

**FAST J RANCH**

NOGALES, AZ 85621

(602) 281-9189

HOTLINE(S): (602) 281-9009

* AD HH H CU DM PR TX *

**SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES (SEABHS)/ADMIN UNIT**

**2955 NORTH GRAND AVENUE**

NOGALES, AZ 85621

(602) 281-9189

* AD *

**ORACLE**

**PGSHA TRI COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVS**

**DODGE ROAD AND AMERICAN AVENUE**

**ORACLE, AZ 85623**

(602) 896-9240

HOTLINE(S): (800) 362-3474

* AD HH H Y B H AI CU DM PR TX PV *

* CI CS *

**PAGE**

**THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC**

112 WEST 6TH AVENUE

PAGE, AZ 86040

(602) 645-8043

* AD HH H CH TX PV CI *

**PARKER**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)**

**NEN LIFE GUIDANCE CENTER**

1713 ROFA AVENUE

SUITE L

**PARKER, AZ 85344**

(602) 669-6161

* AD HH H Y A AI PG HV DM PR CH TX *

**PAYSON**

**PGSHA RM GUIDANCE CENTER**

**406 WEST AERO DRIVE**

**PAYSON, AZ 85547**

(602) 474-3303

HOTLINE(S):

(602) 474-3303; (602) 474-7111

* AD HH H Y A AI PG PI CU HV DM MC *

* PR CH TX PV CI *

**PHOENIX**

**CALVARY REHABILITATION CENTER**

329 NORTH 3RD AVENUE

PHOENIX, AZ 85003

(602) 256-7092

* AD RR AM PR TX PV CI *

**CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC**

**CENTRO DE LA FAMILIA**

**8225 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD**

PHOENIX, AZ 85033

(602) 875-2411

* AD HH H PI CU HV DM PR TX CI *

**CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC**

**CORAZON/VIDA NUEVA**

3639 WEST LINCOLN STREET

PHOENIX, AZ 85009

(602) 235-9747

HOTLINE(S): (602) 235-9747

* AD RR H CU HV DM PR TX CI CS *

**CODAMA INTENSIVE TRT SYSTEMS SERVS PGM**

**550 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD**

**ROOM 100**

PHOENIX, AZ 85013

(602) 248-0550

* DA AM MM *

**CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMH)**

**SOUTHWESTERN SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**

1923 EAST BROADWAY ROAD

PHOENIX, AZ 85040

(602) 276-8117

* AD AM TX CI *

**CROSSROADS**

1845 EAST OCTILLO ROAD

PHOENIX, AZ 85016

(602) 279-2505

* AD *

**DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT INSTITUTE**

**CLARENCE LAMSON FOUNDATION**

2230 NORTH 24TH STREET

PHOENIX, AZ 85008

(602) 275-3233

* DA AM MM *

**EBONY HOUSE INC**

6222 SOUTH 13TH STREET

PHOENIX, AZ 85040

(602) 276-6288

* AD RR B MC MD PR TX *

**FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION**

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**

**BLACK CANYON STAGE 1**

PHOENIX, AZ 85027

(602) 256-0924

* AD RR TX PV *

**GUIDE POST INC**

**5550 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE**

PHOENIX, AZ 85041

(602) 276-9937

* AD RR H TX *

**HONOKAM ROOM**

525 NORTH 18TH STREET

SUITE 406

PHOENIX, AZ 85006

(602) 253-6553

* DA AM MC PR MM *

**INDIAN REHABILITATION INC**

**650 NORTH 2ND AVENUE**

PHOENIX, AZ 85003

(602) 254-3247

* AD RR AM H Y AI PG PI DM PR TX *

* PV *

**MENNINGER PHOENIX**

**SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR**

**500 WEST CLARENDON STREET**

SUITE 275

PHOENIX, AZ 85013

(602) 280-1020

* AD AM MC PR TX *

**NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP**

**CENTRAL AND NORTHERN ARIZONA**

2701 NORTH 16TH STREET

SUITE 103

PHOENIX, AZ 85006

(602) 264-6214

HOTLINE(S): (602) 285-1064

* AD PV CI *

**PHOENIX ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER**

**PARC PLACE**

5116 EAST THOMAS ROAD

PHOENIX, AZ 85018

(602) 840-4774

HOTLINE(S): (602) 840-4774

* AD DT RR H B H AI CU PR CH TX *

**PHOENIX INDIAN CENTER**

**ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM**

2601 NORTH 3RD STREET

SUITE 100

PHOENIX, AZ 85004

(602) 263-1017

* AL AM AI DH TX *

**PHOENIX LARC**

**PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM**

3101 EAST WATKINS ROAD

PHOENIX, AZ 85034

(602) 231-0050

* AD DT RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU *

* HV TX CI SS *

**PROGRESS VALLEY III**

**931 EAST DEVONSHIRE AVENUE**

PHOENIX, AZ 85014

(602) 266-1752

* AD RR B H CU HV DM PR TX *
TEMPE
CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
2125 EAST SOUTHERN AVENUE
SUITE 2
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 897-7044
* DA AM MM *
CODAMA FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
3030 SOUTH RURAL ROAD
SUITE 109
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 966-0739
* DA AM TX *
SAINT LUKE'S HOSPITAL/TEMPE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1500 SOUTH MILL AVENUE
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 784-5600
* AD DT MC PR CH TX *
VALLE DEL SOL INC
EAST CLINIC
509 SOUTH ROCKFORD DRIVE
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 966-1414
* DA AM A B H PG HV PR MM *

TUCSON
ADAPT INC
LA FRONTERA CENTRAL OFFICE
502 WEST 29TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 884-9920 EXT. 261
* AD MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *
AMITY INC
DESSERT WILLOW PROGRAM
10755 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-5960
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *
AMITY INC
FIREHOUSE
1030 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 749-7169
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *
AZ CENTER FOR CLINICAL MANAGEMENT INC
4575 EAST BROADWAY
TUCSON, AZ 85711
(602) 321-0042
* AD *
AZ CTR FOR CLINICAL MANAGEMENT (ACCM)
HELP ON CALL CRISIS LINE
TUCSON, AZ 85733
(602) 323-9573
HOTLINE(S): (602) 323-9573 24 HOURS 7 DAYS/WK
* AD PV CI *
CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/CODAC COUNSELING CTR
2530 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE D
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-6505
* AD AM NY A PG CU HV PR TX *
CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/PREVENTION UNIT
101 SOUTH STONE AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 620-0010
* AD CI *
CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/STRATFORD CENTER
2530 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE C
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-6505
* AD AM PR TX MM *
CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/WILDFLOWERS
700 NORTH 7TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 622-0292
* AD RR H Y A B H AI PG CU HV TX *
COTTONWOOD DE TUCSON
4110 SWEETWATER DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 745-0411
HOTLINE(S): (800) 877-4520
* AD DT RR AM Y H TX PV CI CS *
DAVIS MONTAN AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
BUILDING 2300 2ND FLOOR
TUCSON, AZ 85707
(602) 750-5507
* AD AM M B H AI CU DH TX PV CI CS *
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8001 SOUTH MILTHOB ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85706
(602) 741-5100
* AD RR H AI TX PV CI *
HAVEN INC
WEIGEL HAUS TRANSITIONAL LIVING
1015 EAST ADELAIDE DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 623-6590
* AL RR TX CI *
LA FRONTERA CENTER
CASA DE VIDA
410 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 792-0591
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *
LA FRONTERA CENTER
EAST CLINIC
7820 EAST BROADWAY BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
TUCSON, AZ 85710
(602) 296-3296
* AD AN MC PR TX PV CI CS *
LA FRONTERA CENTER
HOPE CENTER
260 SOUTH SCOTT STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 884-8470
* DA AM PR MM PV CI CS *
LA FRONTERA CENTER
MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH
4747 EAST FORT LOWELL STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 770-1177
* AD RR AM TX CI *
TUCSON ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME INC
1809 EAST 25RD STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 884-5180
* AL PV *
3DO FOUNDATION OF ARIZONA INC
3DO SUPER HEALTH
2545 NORTH WOODLAND ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-0404
* AD PV CI CS *
WILCOX
COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
WILCOX TREATMENT CENTER
418 NORTH AUSTIN BOULEVARD
WILCOX, AZ 85643
(602) 304-2180
HOTLINE(S): (800) 456-9631
* AD RR H H PI CU DH PR TX PV CI *
* CS *
WILLIAMS
THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
301 SOUTH 7TH STREET
WILLIAMS, AZ 86046
(602) 635-6272
* AD MC MD PR TX PV CI *
WINSLOW
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
209 EAST 3RD STREET
WINSLOW, AZ 86047
(602) 289-4658
* AD MC MD PR TX PV CI *
ARIZONA

YUMA

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
THE FAMILY CENTER
2549 ARIZONA AVENUE
SUITE H
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 341-0558
HOTLINE(S): (602) 341-0558
* AD AM W Y A H PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* PR CH TX *

PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION ASSOCIATES
242 WEST 28TH STREET
SUITE J
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 341-9199
HOTLINE(S):
(602) 341-9199; (602) 341-9198
* AD PV CI *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER</td>
<td>ALEXANDER YOUTH SERVICES CENTER</td>
<td>1501 MOODY DRIVE</td>
<td>(501) 847-3091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATESVILLE</td>
<td>NORTH CENTRAL AR DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL</td>
<td>133 BROAD STREET</td>
<td>(501) 793-2221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENTON</td>
<td>BENTON DETOXIFICATION SERVICES CENTER</td>
<td>307 EAST SERVIER STREET</td>
<td>(501) 784-0404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMDEN</td>
<td>QUACHITA COUNTY HOSPITAL</td>
<td>658 CALIFORNIA STREET</td>
<td>(501) 856-1289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL DORADO</td>
<td>SOUTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>710 WEST GROVE STREET</td>
<td>(501) 864-2475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEDICARE HOSPITAL</td>
<td>EL DORADO, AR 71730</td>
<td>(501) 864-2475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAYETTEVILLE</td>
<td>CHARTER VISTA HOSPITAL</td>
<td>4253 CROSSROAD</td>
<td>(501) 521-5751 EXT. 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADDICTIVE DISEASES PROGRAM</td>
<td>FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72702</td>
<td>(501) 521-5751 EXT. 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORREST CITY</td>
<td>BAPTIST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL</td>
<td>INTERSTATE 40 AND HIGHWAY 284</td>
<td>(501) 635-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>FORREST CITY, AR 72335</td>
<td>(501) 635-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAPTIST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL</td>
<td>INTERSTATE 40 AND HIGHWAY 284</td>
<td>(501) 635-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>FORREST CITY, AR 72335</td>
<td>(501) 635-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASSVILLE</td>
<td>GATEWAY HOUSE INC</td>
<td>1715 GRAND AVENUE</td>
<td>(501) 785-8049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GATEWAY HOUSE INC</td>
<td>FORT SMITH, AR 72901</td>
<td>(501) 785-8049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GATEWAY HOUSE INC</td>
<td>FORT SMITH, AR 72901</td>
<td>(501) 785-8049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

- **AL**: Alcoholism Services Only
- **DA**: Drug Abuse Services Only
- **AD**: Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **AM**: Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)
- **DT**: Detoxification (24 Hour Care)
- **RR**: Residential (24 Hour Care)
- **HC**: Health Care
- **CI**: Community Institutions
- **PR**: Private Insurance
- **CH**: CHAMPUS

**Type of Care**

- **H**: Homeless
- **Y**: Youth
- **A**: AIDS Patients
- **B**: Blacks
- **M**: Medicare
- **MD**: Medicaid
- **PV**: Prevention/Education
- **CI**: Intake/Assessment/Referral
- **SS**: Sobering-Up Station
- **CS**: Collateral Services

**Staff Specifically Trained To Treat**

- **H**: Hispanics
- **AI**: American Indian/Alaskan Natives
- **P**: Pregnant Users
- **F**: Public Inebriates

**Third Party Payments**

- **TX**: Treatment
- **MM**: Methadone Treatment

**Unit Function**

- **S**: Staff

---

**Arkansas**
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ARKANSAS

GRADY

DEPT OF CORRECTION/CUMMINS UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG (SATP)
GRADY, AR 71644
(501) 479-3311
* AD RR Y B H AI CU HV DH TX *

HELENA

EAST AR REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HELENA SERVICE CENTER
305 VALLEY DRIVE
HELENA, AR 72342
(501) 338-6741
* AD PV CI CS *

HOT SPRINGS

QUAPAW HOUSE INC
115 MARKET STREET
4TH FLOOR
HOT SPRINGS, AR 71902
(501) 624-1360
* AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV PR TX *

JONESBORO

CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
CRITICAL POPULATIONS ETHNIC MINORITY
1500 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE C
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 931-0033
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 264-2535 X2597 STATEWIDE
(800) 264-2535 X2529 STATEWIDE
* AD AM B PR TX *

CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS WOMENS RECOVERY
417 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 932-0228
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 932-4922 STATEWIDE
* AD RR AM W PR TX *

CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520 EAST MONROE STREET
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 933-0033
* AD *

GEORGE W JACKSON CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2920 MCCLELLAN DRIVE
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 972-6032
* AD AM W MC MD PR TX CS *

GREENLEAF CENTER INC/ARKANSAS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2712 EAST JOHNSON AVENUE
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 932-2800
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 800-0496 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *

LITTLE ROCK

BAPTIST REHABILITATION INSTITUTE
RECOVER
9601 INTERSTATE 630 EXIT 7
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205
(501) 223-7507
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 222-7507 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR AM A CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

CENTRAL ARKANSAS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (CASAP)
7107 WEST 12TH STREET
SUITE 203B
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 666-6460
* AD *

CPC PINNACLE POINTE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11801 FINANCIAL CENTRE PARKWAY
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72211
(501) 223-3322
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 880-3322 STATEWIDE
* AD RR W CU HV MC MP CH TX CI *

GYST HOUSE
4201 BARROW ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 560-1682
* DA RR W Y B PG CU HV TX PV CI *

SAINT VINCENT MEDICAL CENTER
RESTORE UNIT
2 SAINT VINCENT CIRCLE
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205
(501) 376-1200
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 225-1122 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR AM W A PG PI CU HV DH *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SERENITY PARK INC
2801 ROOSEVELT ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 663-7627
* AD RR AM W Y A B H AI CU HV DH *
* PR TX *

TWENTY FOUR HOUR CENTER INC
MENS REHABILITATION CENTER
2021 MAIN STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72206
(501) 375-7585
HOTLINE(S):
(501) 375-7585 AFTER HRS REFER & EMER
* AD RR AM Y A CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

THENTY FOUR HOUR CENTER INC
WOMENS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
3900 AFFOLTER LANE
ROUTE 5
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72212
(501) 868-5184
HOTLINE(S):
(501) 868-5184 AFTER HRS REFER & EMER
* AD RR AM W A PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

MAUMELLE

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF LITTLE ROCK
1601 MURPHY DRIVE
MAUMELLE, AR 72113
(501) 851-8700
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 852-4282 STATEWIDE
(501) 851-8700 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR AM Y A PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

MONTICELLO

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT CENTER
790 ROBERTS DRIVE
MONTICELLO, AR 71655
(501) 367-2461
HOTLINE(S):
(501) 367-2461 AR COLLECT CALLS ACCEPTED
* AD AM W Y A B DH MC MD PR CH TX *

MOUNTAIN HOME

OZARK COUNSELING SERVICES
6 MEDICAL PLAZA
MOUNTAIN HOME, AR 72653
(501) 425-6901
HOTLINE(S):
(501) 425-6901 STATEWIDE
(501) 741-7755 AFTER HRS EMER ONLY
* DA AM Y A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *

NORTH LITTLE ROCK

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS
2700 NORTH WILLOW STREET
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115
(501) 758-1516
* AD AM W Y A B H PI CU HV DH MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

RIVERBEND RECOVERY CENTER
1201 RIVER ROAD
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72114
(501) 372-4611
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PI CU HV DH PR *
* TX PV CI *

THE BRIDGEMAN
21 BRIDGEMAN ROAD
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72113
(501) 771-1500
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 245-0011 STATEWIDE ONLY
(501) 771-1500 STATEWIDE ONLY
* AD DT RR W B PI CU DV MC PR CH *
* TX PV CI *
Arkansas Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Drug Dependency Treatment Program/116E
2200 Fort Roots Drive
North Little Rock, AR 72114
(503) 661-1202 Ext. 1031
* DA RR AM W A B PG CU HV TX CS *

Paragould
Crowsley's Ridge Development Council
Noreast Arc Keg Regionai Recovery Center
Route 6
Paragould, AR 72401
(501) 239-4384
Hotline(s):
(800) 264-2535 X3256
Statewide
* DA RR AM Y PR TX *

Pine Bluff
Dept of Correction/Womens Unit
Substance Abuse TRT Program (SATP)
6800 West 7th Street
Pine Bluff, AR 71603
(501) 247-1800
* DA RR W Y B H AI PG CU HV DM TX *

Human Development and
Research Services Inc
6841 West 13th Street
Pine Bluff, AR 71602
(501) 879-1051
* DA RR AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV PR *
* TX *

Jefferson Regional Medical Center
First Step Chemical Dependency Unit
1515 West 42nd Avenue
Pine Bluff, AR 71603
(501) 534-2273
Hotline(s):
(800) 766-1843 Statewide Only
(501) 541-STEP Statewide Only
* DA DT RR MC MD PR CH TX *

Pine Bluff Youth Services Center
7301 West 13th Street
Pine Bluff, AR 71602
(501) 879-0661
* DA AM TX *

Southwecnt Arkansas Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
2500 Rike Drive
Pine Bluff, AR 71615
(501) 534-1854
Hotline(s):
(600) 272-2008 In State
* DA AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DM TX *
* CH TX PV *

Pocahontas
Black River Area Development Corp
Alcoholism Treatment Program
1045 Hospital Drive
Pocahontas, AR 72455
(501) 892-6547
Hotline(s):
(501) 892-6547 Statewide
(501) 892-9074 Statewide
* DA AM TX *

Russellville
Arkansas River Valley Area Council
Freedom House
900 Dike Road
Russellville, AR 72801
(501) 968-7225
* DA RR AM W Y A B PR TX *

Counseling Associates/Russellville
110 Skyline Drive
Russellville, AR 72801
(501) 968-1298
Hotline(s):
(501) 327-7707 Statewide
(501) 968-1298 Statewide
* DA AM W Y A PG PI CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

Searcy
Wilbur D Mills
Alcoholism Treatment Center
3204 East Moore Avenue
Searcy, AR 72143
(501) 268-7777
Hotline(s):
(501) 268-7777 Statewide
(800) 592-9503 Statewide
* DA DT RR AM A PI CU HV PR TX *

Springdale
215 Club Inc
DBA Decision Point
301 Holcomb Street
Springdale, AR 72764
(501) 756-1060
Hotline(s):
(501) 756-1060 In State Only
* DA RR AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV *
* DM PR TX PV CI *

Texarkana
Red River Reg Council AIC/Drug Abuse
Down House
2101 Dudley Street
Texarkana, AR 75502
(501) 776-7962
* DA RR TX *

Tucker
Dept of Correction/Tucker Unit
Substance Abuse TRT Program (SATP)
STAR Route
Tucker, AR 72168
(501) 541-0040
* DA RR Y B H AI PI CU HV DM TX *

Wrightsville
Dept of Correction/Wrightsville Unit
Substance Abuse TRT Program (SATP)
Building 6
Wrightsville, AR 72183
(501) 897-5806
* DA RR Y B H AI CU DM TX *
## California

### Acton
- **Department of Health Services**
- **Acton Rehabilitation Center**
  - Address: 30500 Arrastre Canyon Road, Acton, CA 93510
  - Phone: (805) 269-0062 Ext. 224
  - Specialties: *AL RR w/h HV PR TX PV CI CS*

### Anaheim
- **Catholic Counseling Services**
  - Address: 1109 Chestnut St, Anaheim, CA 92805
  - Specialties: *AL PH PV CI CS*

### Alameda
- **Catholic Counseling Services**
  - Address: 1109 Chestnut St, Alameda, CA 94501
  - Phone: (510) 569-9307

### Alvina
- **Alvina Counseling and Assistance Center**
  - Address: 1116 Alameda St, Alvinia, CA 94501
  - Phone: (510) 263-2052
  - Specialties: *AD AM TX PV CI*

### Alpine
- **McAlister Institute for Treatment and Educ (MITE) Rural East County Rec Ctr**
  - Address: 2751-B Alpine Blvd, Alpine, CA 91901
  - Phone: (619) 445-1447
  - Specialties: *DA AM Y B H AI PG CU TX PV CI*

### Alturas
- **Alcoholics Anonymous**
  - Address: 100 South Main St, Alturas, CA 96101
  - Phone: (916) 235-2157
  - Specialties: *AL *

### Anaheim
- **Hope House**
  - Address: 707 North Anaheim Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92805
  - Specialties: *AL RR W A H HV PR TX PV CI CS*

### Angels Camp
- **Changing Echoes**
  - Address: 7652 Pool Station Rd, Angels Camp, CA 95222
  - Specialties: *AD RR PR TX*

### Antioch
- **Alcohol Intervention/Recovery Services**
  - Address: 2400 Sycamore Dr, Antioch, CA 94509
  - Specialties: *AD PV CI*

### Apple Valley
- **Jackson/Bibby Awareness Group**
  - Address: 19031 Outer Highway 18, Apple Valley, CA 92307
  - Phone: (619) 946-1974
  - Specialties: *AD AM H DM TX CI*

### Bakersfield
- **Bakersfield Counseling Centers**
  - Address: 2400 Sycamore Dr, Bakersfield, CA 93306
  - Specialties: *AD PV CI CS*

### Key

- **Orientation**: AL = Alcoholism Services only, DA = Drug Abuse Services only, AD = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **Type of Care**: OT = Detoxification (24 Hour Care), RR = Residential (24 Hour Care)
- **Staff Specifically Trained to Treat**: M = Women, H = Hispanics, Y = Youth, A = American Indian/Alaskan Natives, P = Pregnant Users, B = Blacks, PZ = Public Inebriates
- **Third Party Payments**: MC = Medicare, MD = Medicaid, PR = Private Insurance, CH = Champus
- **Unit Function**: TX = Treatment, PV = Prevention/Education, CI = Intake/Assessment/Referral
- **Counts**: SS = Sobering-up Station, CS = Collateral Services
APTONS
ACACIA ASSOCIATES
9057 SEQUOIA DRIVE
SUITE C-B
APTOS, CA 95003
(408) 476-4656
* AD *

ARCADIA
CHOICES/TRANSFORMATIONS
630 WEST DUARTE ROAD
SUITE 202
ARCADIA, CA 91006
(626) 574-5930
* AD AM W Y A B H PG HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

COCAINE ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
116 SAINT JOSEPH STREET
ARCADIA, CA 91006
(626) 487-2887
HOTLINE(S): (626) 447-2887
* DA *

ARLETA
EL PROYECTO DEL BARRIO
8902 WOODMAN AVENUE
ARLETA, CA 91331
(818) 830-7090
* AD AM W Y A H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

ARROWBEAR LAKE
FOURTH DIMENSION LIFE CENTER
2312 BLUE JAY LANE
ARROWBEAR LAKE, CA 92382
(714) 867-2312
HOTLINE(S):
(714) 867-2312; (800) 282-2312
* AD RR B PR TX CI *

ARROYO GRANDE
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
MARIPOSA COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
1106 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE A
ARROYO GRANDE, CA 93420
(805) 473-7082
* PV CI *

ATASCADERO
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/ATASCADERO
6500 MORRO ROAD
SUITE D
ATASCADERO, CA 93422
(805) 461-5212
* DA AM A PG CU HV MM PV CI *

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
NORTH COUNTY CONNECTION/COMM REC CTR
1350 EL CAMINO REAL
ATASCADERO, CA 93424
(805) 466-1262
* AD PV CI *

AUBURN
CHAPA DE INDIAN HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1240 HIGH STREET
SUITE 2
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 823-2777
* AD AM W Y AI PG HV TX PV SS CS *
* PACIFIC EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
11812 KEMPER ROAD
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 889-1010
* AL AM DH TX PV *

PLACER COUNTY
ALCOHOL DRUG AND TOBACCO PROGRAMS
11533 C AVENUE
DE MITT CENTER
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 889-7285
HOTLINE(S): (916) 889-7240
* AL AM TX PV CI *

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
AUBURN SERVICE CENTER
610 AUBURN RAVINE ROAD
SUITE A
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 885-1917
HOTLINE(S): (916) 885-1917
* AD AM W H HH PR TX PV CI CS *

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
SOUTH PLACER RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PGM
11417 D AVENUE
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 885-1917
HOTLINE(S): (916) 885-1917
* AD DT RR PR TX *

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/AUBURN
1141 HIGH STREET
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 885-0041
* AD AM W Y A PG HV MD PR TX PV CI *

AZUSA
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
COVINA VALLEY TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
453 ARROW HIGHWAY
SUITE J
AZUSA, CA 91702
(626) 967-6363
* AL AM B H AI DH TX PV CI *

SOCIAL MODEL RECOVERY SYSTEMS
RIVER COMMUNITY
23701 EAST FORK ROAD
AZUSA, CA 91702
(818) 910-1202
* AD RR A B H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

BAKERSFIELD
ADDICTIVE DRUGS EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
2659 BELLE TERRACE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 332-2717
* AD PV *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE OF KERN COUNTY
930 TRUXTEN AVENUE
ROOM 110
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-4025
HOTLINE(S): (805) 322-4025
* AL *

AHARE TEENAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING
FOR DRUGS AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1631 30TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-9273
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
MEDICAL GROUP
1018 21ST STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 861-9967
* AD AM W Y A B H PG CU HV MD *
* TX MM PV CI *

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
BROTHELD
500 BAKER STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93305
(805) 327-9376
* AD AM W Y H PG CU TX PV CI *

EBONY COUNSELING CENTER
1301 CALIFORNIA AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 324-4756
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU PR TX PV CI *

FAMILY AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING AGENCY
1680 20TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 323-6285
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU PR TX *

KERN CO HISPANIC COMM ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
EL CAMINO HUEJO
1211 S STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 324-2467
* AD AM W H TX PV CI CS *
CALIFORNIA

KERN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
CEDAR WOMENS CENTER/19TH STREET
2429 19TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 324-9277
* DA MV Y B H A HAI PG HV PD TX *
* CI *

KERN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
KERN RECOVERY CENTER
2105 F STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-3017
* DA MV H A B H AU PG HV PD TX *
* CI *

KERN COUNTY COM ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERV
CASAN SEAERA
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 324-2467
* DA MV H H TX PV CI CS *

KERN COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH SVC'S
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1401 L STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 861-2177
* DA MV H A B H AI PG HV MD PR *
* TX *

KERN COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
699 EAST BRUNDAGE LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93307
(805) 327-1231
* DA MV H A B H AI PG HV TX PV *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
KERN COUNTY
4909 STOCKDALE HIGHWAY
SUITE 343
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93309
(805) 328-4369
HOTLINE(S): (805) 328-4369
* DA *

SPECIAL TREATMENT EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SERVICES INC (STEPS)
3553 MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93306
(805) 871-3553
* DA MV Y V H DH TX PV *

TEEN CHALLENGES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
TEEN CHALLENGE OF KERN COUNTY
501 EAST ROBERTS LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93308
(805) 399-2273
* DA PV *

TRAFFIC AND ALC AWARENESS SCHOOL OF
KERN (TAAK)
2020 ANITA LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 832-3283
* DA MV H H DH TX *

Baldwin Park
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
Baldwin Park
14418 EAST PACIFIC AVENUE
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
(818) 962-8797
* DA MV A HV MD MM PV *

Crossroads
3143 PUENTE STREET
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
(818) 967-3920
* AD *

Banning
DESERT DAWN CENTERS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION
569 EAST KING STREER
Banning, CA 92220
(909) 922-9703
HOTLINE(S):
(909) 649-1935 NIGHTS
* DA MV H Y B H AI PG CU TX PV *
* CI *

HOUSE OF HOPE/BANNING
628 8TH STREET
Banning, CA 92220
(909) 649-9491
* DA MV H TX PV *

KOALICARE OF CALIFORNIA
ACE PROGRAM
60 WEST HAYS STREET
Banning, CA 92220
(909) 649-5564
* DA MV H H TX *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SECOND CHANCE
1626 HARGRAVE STREET
Banning, CA 92220
(909) 649-4185
* DA MV H H A B H PU DV *

BARSTOW
HI DESERT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 MELISSA STREET
BARSTOW, CA 92311
(619) 256-0376
* DA MV H H TX PV *

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP
222 MAIN STREET
SUITE 218
BARSTOW, CA 92311
(619) 256-6114
* DA MV H H TX *

Bell Gardens
BELL GARDENS YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
5840 FLORENCE AVENUE
BELL GARDENS, CA 90201
(310) 928-5257
* DA PV *

Bellflower
LITTLE HOUSE
9718 HARVARD STREET
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(310) 925-2777
* DA MV H H TX *

Belmont
COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER (CPC)
BELMONT HILLS HOSPITAL/DUAL DIAGNOSIS
1301 RALSTON AVENUE
BELMONT, CA 94002
(415) 593-2163
HOTLINE(S): (800) 750-1990
* DA MV H H TX PV *
* SS *

CTR FOR INDEPENDENCE OF THE DISABLED ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
875 ONEILL AVENUE
BELMONT, CA 94002
(415) 595-0783
* DA MV H H TX PV *
* CS *

Benicia
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
BENICIA
150 EAST K STREET
BENICIA, CA 94510
(707) 746-5400
* DA MV H H TX PV *

Berkeley
BERKELEY ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE SERVS
2975 SACRAMENTO STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94702
(510) 644-0200
* DA MV H H TX *

East Bay Asian Youth Center
1950 CARLETON STREET
ROOM D-6
BERKELEY, CA 94704
(510) 849-6898
* DA PV *

Mandana North
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
606 BANCROFT WAY
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(510) 486-8269
* DA PV *
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CALIFORNIA

BURLINGAME

ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELPLINE
1811 TROUSDALE DRIVE
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 692-6662
HOTLINE(S): (415) 575-3950
* AD PV CI *

MILLS PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1785 EL CAMINO REAL
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 696-5900
HOTLINE(S): (415) 696-5900
* AD DT RR AM W A B H CU HV MC PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

WOMENS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
1450 CHAPIN STREET
1ST FLOOR
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 348-6603
HOTLINE(S): (415) 348-6603 REFFERAL
* AD RR AM Y B H AI PG CU PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

BURNETY

CROSSROADS CLINIC
20597 COMMERCE WAY
BURNETY, CA 90613
(916) 335-3600
* AD AM H CU PR CH TX CI *

PIT RIVER HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
36977 PARK AVENUE
BURNETY, CA 90613
(916) 335-5090
HOTLINE(S): (916) 336-6511
* AD AM W Y A AI CU HV TX PV CI *

CALABASAS

CLIENT APPRAISAL RESOURCES/CALABASAS
5026 NORTH PARKWAY
CALABASAS, CA 91302
(818) 222-1800
* AD PV CI *

CALIXICO

IMPERIAL VALLEY METHADONE CLINIC
535 RAILROAD BOULEVARD
CALIXICO, CA 92231
(619) 357-6566
* DA AM HD HM PV CI *

CALISTOGA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
UP VALLEY INTERGROUP
CALISTOGA, CA 95415
(707) 944-5759
HOTLINE(S): (707) 944-5759 24 HOUR
* AL *

UFFYS MYRTLEDALE INC
ALCOHOL RECOVERY FACILITY
3076 MYRTLEDALE ROAD
CALISTOGA, CA 95415
(707) 942-6088
* AD DT RR PR TX *

CAMARILLO

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL SERVICE OFFICE
321 NORTH AVIADOR STREET
SUITE 115
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 389-1444
HOTLINE(S): (805) 389-1444
* AL *

GATEWAY RECOVERY AND INTERVENTION PROG
200 HORIZON CIRCLE
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 368-4436
* DA AM Y TX PV CI *

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM OF
VENTURA COUNTY
1840 EAST VENTURA BOULEVARD
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 482-1265
* AD AM W Y H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

CAMBRIA

SAN LUIS OBISPO
CAMBRIA CONNECTION/COMMUNITY REC CTR
2380-F MAIN STREET
CAMBRIA, CA 93428
(805) 927-1654
* AD PV CI *

CAMPO

ALANON FAMILY GROUPS
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
1 WEST CAMPBELL AVENUE
CAMPBELL COMMUNITY CTR BLDG Q ROOM 03
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 379-9375
HOTLINE(S): (408) 379-9375
* AL *

ALERT DRIVING INC (ADT)
1475 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
SUITE 108
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 559-4566
* AD AM H DM TX PV *

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
3333 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 559-2000
HOTLINE(S): (408) 559-2000
* AD RR AM Y A B H CU HV DM MC *
* PR TX PV CI *

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS
1550 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
SUITE 300
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 377-9421
* AD AM Y H DM TX CI *

CANOGA PARK

CANOGA PARK SAFETY PROGRAMS
21054 SHERMAN WAY
SUITE 220
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
(818) 710-0180
* AD AM H DM TX PV *

DIGNITY COUNSELING CENTER
20944 SHERMAN WAY
SUITE 104
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
(818) 340-2230
* AD AM H DM TX PV CI *

HUMANA HOSPITAL/WEST HILLS
CAREUNIT
7300 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
CANOGA PARK, CA 91307
(818) 712-4154
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 712-4154 INFORMATION & HELPLINE
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG CU HV *
* MC PR TX PV CI CS *

PINE GROVE HOSP AND MENTAL HEALTH CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
7011 SHOOP AVENUE
CANOGA PARK, CA 91307
(818) 340-0500
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 943-4768 SOUTHERN CA
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

22
ASSOCIATED FAMILY THERAPY
EFFECTIVE IN RECOVERY (AFTER)
5120 MANZANITA STREET
SUITE 120
CARMICHAEL, CA 95608
(916) 344-0359
* AL AM DW TX CI *

ASSOCIATED REHAB PROGRAM FOR WOMEN
0400 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
CARMICHAEL, CA 95608
(916) 944-3920
HOTLINE(S): (916) 944-3920
* AL DT RR H A HV PR CH TX PV CI *

PEOPLE REACHING OUT
5435 EL CAHINO AVENUE
SUITE 700
CARMICHAEL, CA 95608
(916) 971-5300
* AD PV CI *

CATHEDRAL CITY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
32100 CANDLEWOOD STREET
SUITE 2
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA 92234
(619) 324-4880
HOTLINE(S): (619) 324-4880
* AL *

CERES
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
RECOVERY RESOURCES ALC AND DRUG CENTER
1905 MEMORIAL DRIVE
CERES, CA 95307
(209) 572-7283
HOTLINE(S): (209) 572-7283
* AD DT RR Y B H AI CU MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

CERITOS
SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG PROGRAMS INC
13205 SOUTH STREET
CERITOS, CA 90701
(310) 402-2466
* AL AM H DW TX PV *

CHICO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
234 WEST 3RD STREET
SUITE E
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 342-5756
HOTLINE(S): (916) 342-5756
* AL *

BUTTE COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
UNIT 578
578 RIO LINDO AVENUE
SUITE 1
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 891-2784
* AD AM H PG TX CI *

PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM
700 COHASSET ROAD
SUITE 28
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 891-6148
* AL AM H DW TX PV CI *

TOUCH STONE
1802 ESPLANADE STREET
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 898-1123
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU HV TX *
* CI CS *

CHINO
CITY OF CHINO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
13271 CENTRAL AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-9831
HOTLINE(S): (714) 591-9831
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

CICERO
CITY OF CHICAGO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
13271 CENTRAL AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-9831
HOTLINE(S): (714) 591-9831
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

Columbus
CITY OF COLUMBUS
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
800 10TH AVENUE
SUITE 200
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 464-3456
HOTLINE(S): (614) 464-3456
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

San Diego
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
825 BAY ST
SUITE 200
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 233-2737
HOTLINE(S): (619) 233-2737
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

San Francisco
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
440 HUMBOLDT STREET
SUITE 200
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94134
(415) 553-9966
HOTLINE(S): (415) 553-9966
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

San Jose
CITY OF SAN JOSE
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
440 HUMBOLDT STREET
SUITE 200
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94134
(415) 553-9966
HOTLINE(S): (415) 553-9966
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

Sacramento
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
1000 TONTO STREET
SUITE 300
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 326-2200
HOTLINE(S): (916) 326-2200
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

Sacramento
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
1000 TONTO STREET
SUITE 300
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 326-2200
HOTLINE(S): (916) 326-2200
* AD AM H DW TX PV *
CHULA VISTA

EPISCOPAL COMM SERVS/SOUTH BAY
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/NALTREXONE
314 PARK WAY
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910
(619) 691-8164
* DA AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX PV CI *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)
SOUTH BAY ALCOHOL RECOVERY SERVICES
314 PARK WAY
SUITE B
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910
(619) 425-9450
* AL PV *

MAC PROJECT
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
45 3RD AVENUE
SUITE 101
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910
(619) 426-4001
* AD RR H TX PV CI *

MICALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUC (MITE) OPTIONS FOR REC/SOUTH BAY
251 PALOMAR STREET
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911
(619) 698-0908
* AD AM H TX PV CI *

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
THIRD AVENUE CLINIC
1161 3RD AVENUE
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911
(619) 698-8260
* DA AM HV M *

SOUTHWOOD HOSPITAL AND
RESIDENTAL TREATMENT CENTER
330 MOSS STREET
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911
(619) 426-8510
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 544-2673 24 HOUR HOSPITAL
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

CITRUS HEIGHTS

OAK HOUSE CORPORATION
OAK HOUSE I
7907 OAK AVENUE
CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95610
(916) 726-9819
* AD RR PI CU PR TX PV CI *

OAK HOUSE CORPORATION
OAK HOUSE II
7919 OAK AVENUE
CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95610
(916) 726-9819
* AD DT RR PR TX PV CI *

CITY OF INDUSTRY

THIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
16056 AMAR ROAD
CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA 91744
(626) 443-4008
* AL AM H DM TX PV CI *

CLAYTON

BI BETT CORP/DIABLO VALLEY RANCH
MALE RECOVERY COMMUNITY
11540 MARSH CREEK ROAD
CLAYTON, CA 94517
(510) 672-5700
HOTLINE(S):
(510) 798-7250 7:30AM-5PM
(510) 676-2500
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV PR TX PV CI *

CLOVIS

CENTRAL VALLEY INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
20 NORTH DENIIT STREET
SUITE 9B
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 299-2578
* AD PV CI CS *

CLOVIS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
A RECOVERY CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
88 NORTH DENIIT AVENUE
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 299-8200
HOTLINE(S):
(209) 435-7669; (209) 299-8200
* AD DT RR AM M A B H AI CU HV MC *
* PR CH TX CI *

CLOVIS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE ADOLESCENT CENTER
2755 NORTH HERNDON STREET
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 323-4039
HOTLINE(S):
(209) 435-7669 CALLED "HELP-NOW"
* AD DT Y B H MD PR TX CI *

COLEVILLE

TOYABE INDIAN HEALTH PROJECT
FAMILY SERVICE DEPARTMENT
OFF CAMP ANTELOPE ROAD AND EASTSIDE RD
COLEVILLE, CA 96107
(619) 873-6796
* AD AM Y AI PR TX PV CI *

COLOMA

PROGRESS HOUSE/MENS FACILITY
838 BEACH COURT ROAD
COLOMA, CA 95613
(916) 626-7252
* AD RR A B CU HV PR TX PV CI *

COLTON

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
1265 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-4700
HOTLINE(S): (714) 825-4700
* AL *

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
952 SOUTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-7000
* AD PV *

COLOSA

DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COUNSELING CENTER
642 5TH STREET
COLOSA, CA 95932
(916) 458-5806
* AD AM H Y B H AI PI DM TX PV CI *
* CS *

COMPTON

AMERICAN INDIAN FREE CLINIC
MAIN ARTERY ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME
1330 SOUTH LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90221
(310) 537-0103
* AL RR B H AI TX PV CI *

CHARLES R DREW FIRST OFFENDER
KING DREW SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2715 NORTH WILMINGTON AVENUE
COMPTON, CA 90222
(213) 564-6982
* AD AM H B H CU DM MD PR TX PV CI *

COMPTON SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER
404 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET
COMPTON, CA 90221
(310) 605-5693
* DA AM W Y B H PG CU TX PV CI *

GET OFF DRUGS/DAN ANDERSON
WOMENS HOME
1416 SOUTH TAMARIND STREET
COMPTON, CA 90220
(310) 635-9740
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 422-5191
(310) 635-9740 24 HOURS
* AD RR M A B H PG CU TX PV CI *
KAIZI HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL DRUG PROGRAM
930 WEST COMPTON BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(310) 639-6395
* AD RR M A B PG CU HV TX PV CI *

MINI THIRTEEN STEP HOUSE
THE SOLUTION DROP IN CENTER
347 WEST COMPTON BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(213) 232-6228
* AD PV CI *

CONCORD
BI BETT CORPORATION
DIABO VALLEY RANCH ANNEX
1660 BELMONT STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 672-5656
HOTLINE(S): (510) 790-7250; (510) 676-2580
* AD RR A B B AI CU HV PR TX PV CI *

BI BETT CORPORATION
FREDERICK OHANAN CENTER
2091 PROSPECT STREET
CONCORD, CA 94518
(510) 676-5680
* AD RR M TX *

BI BETT CORPORATION
SHENANDO CENTER
2090 COMMERCE AVENUE
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 676-2580
HOTLINE(S): (510) 676-2580
* AD DT M A B H PG PI CU HV TX *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
2550 PACHECO STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 825-3099
* AD PV CI *

CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
NEAT FAMILY
391 TAYLOR BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
CONCORD, CA 94523
(510) 687-4980
* AD PV *

FAMILY STRESS CENTER
2006 COMMERCE STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 827-0212
* AD PV CI *

MOUNT DIABLO HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR RECOVERY
2540 EAST STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 674-2200
HOTLINE(S): (510) 674-2200
* AD DT RR AM M H MC PR CH TX *

NEW CONNECTIONS
THE KELLER HOUSE
1760 CLAYTON ROAD
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 676-1601
* AD AM Y H CU HV MC TX PV CI *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE PROGRAM
2401 STANWELL DRIVE
SUITE 460
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 798-8936
* AD AM DH TX CI *

SUNRISE HOUSE
135 MASON CIRCLE
UNIT M
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 825-7049
* AD RR AM DH PR TX PV CI *

CORNING
TEHAMA ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
DBA RIGHT ROAD
275 SOLANO STREET
CORNING, CA 96021
(916) 824-0669
HOTLINE(S): (916) 824-0669
* AD RR M A B H PG HV PR TX PV *
* CI *

TEHAMA ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
RIGHT ROAD COUNSELING CENTER/II
670 EDITH AVENUE
CORNING, CA 96021
(916) 824-7810
* AL AM H HV DH TX CI *

CORONA
ACT FAMILY TREATMENT PROGRAM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2214 VESPER CIRCLE
SUITE E-2
CORONA, CA 91719
(951) 571-8116
* AD AM Y B H CU PR TX PV CI *

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
METHADONE PROGRAM
16756 CHINO-CORONA ROAD
CORONA, CA 91720
(951) 597-1771
* DA AM H A B H AI PG CU HV MM PV *
* CI *

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF CORONA
2055 KELLOGG AVENUE
CORONA, CA 91719
(951) 735-2910
HOTLINE(S): (951) 735-2910
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA
ACE PROGRAM
223 EAST 3RD STREET
CORONA, CA 91720
(951) 371-4497
* AL AM DH TX *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/CORONA
212 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE A
CORONA, CA 91719
(714) 757-2962
* AD AM Y H AI DH TX PV CI *

CORONADO
CORONADO RECOVERY CENTER
250 PROSPECT PLACE
CORONADO, CA 92118
(1619) 259-3736
* AD DT AM H Y H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DI PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

COSTA MESA
ACADEMY OF DEFENSIVE DRIVING
ORANGE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
88 FAIR DRIVE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-5741
* AL AM H DH TX PV *

ASSOCIATION RENAISSANCE CREATORS (ARC)
3102 CORK LANE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 540-5803
HOTLINE(S): (714) 540-5803
* AD RR TX PV CI SS CS *

ASSOCIATION RENAISSANCE CREATORS (ARC)
PINE CREEK
1300 ADAMS LANE
SUITE 27C
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(951) 641-8354
* AD PV *

ASSOCIATION RENAISSANCE CREATORS (ARC)
THE DOVE COTTAGE
2826 PORTOLA DRIVE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 641-1121
* AD DT RR TX PV CI SS CS *

COPE CENTER
440 FAIR DRIVE
SUITE K
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-7732
HOTLINE(S):
(714) 545-7732 24 HOUR LINE
* AD AM Y H B H CU MC MD PR CH TX *
FIRST STEP HOUSE OF ORANGE COUNTY
2015 CHARLE STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-2991
* AL CI *

HERITAGE HOUSE
2212-2218 PLACENTIA STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 646-2271
* AD RR M B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR WOMEN
2601 MILANO LANE
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 548-5546
* AD RR H PR TX *

ORANGE AVENUE RECOVERY HOME
1976 ORANGE AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 651-1046
HOTLINE(S): (714) 631-0956
* AD RR M B H CU MC PR TX PV CI *

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
SOUTH REGION
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 850-8423
* AL AM M Y A B H PG HV MC PR TX *
* PV *

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
NEWPORT MESA DRUG ABUSE SERVICE
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 850-8423
* DA AM M Y CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CS *

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING CENTER
2950 AIRNAY STREET
SUITE B-3
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 641-0532
* AL AM DH TX PV CI *

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING INC
693 PLUMER STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-0182
* AL RR M H PR TX PV CI *

STARTING POINT OF ORANGE COUNTY
350 WEST BAY STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-2505
HOTLINE(S): (800) 556-2273
* AD DT RR AM H B H PG CU DH MC PR *
* TX CI *

THE ADDICTION INSTITUTE
3151 AIRNAY BUILDING
SUITE C-1
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-7114
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH PR TX PV CI *

THE RAP INSTITUTE
666 WEST BAKER STREET
SUITE 421
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 432-0727
* AD AM B H AI PI CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI *

THE WAY BACK
254 15TH STREET
SUITE B
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 631-1443
* AL PV *

COTATA
A STEP UP
420 EAST COTATI AVENUE
COTATI, CA 94931
(707) 795-4336
* AD RR B H HV TX PV CI *

COVINA
CROSSROADS
4525 GRENFANIN STREET
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 967-3920
* AD CI *

CROSSROADS OF GRAND AVENUE
3634 NORTH GRAND AVENUE
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 967-3920
* AD PV *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
545 EREMLAND STREET
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 915-6091
HOTLINE(S): (800) 866-6534 LA COUNTY
* AD AM H B H PG CU PR TX PV CI *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP OF EAST SAN GABRIEL AND POMONA VALLEYS
754 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY
SUITE F
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 331-5316
* AD AM M B H PG CI DN TX PV CI CS *

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTER/COVINA
444 WEST BADILLO STREET
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 915-4225
* AD RR H A B H PI DN TX PV CI *
* TX PV CI *

STEPPI NG STONES RECOVERY HOME
17727 EAST CYPRESS STREET
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-2677
* AL DT RR M TX PV CI SS *

CRESCENT CITY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-3411
HOTLINE(S): (707) 464-3411
* AL *

DEL NORTE COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
304 ELK VALLEY ROAD
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-4813
* AD AM TX PV CI *

HUMBOLDT ADDICTIONS SERVICES PROGRAMS
(HASP) DEL NORTE COUNTY
200 MARINE WAY
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-7849
* AL AM H DH TX PV *

CUDAHY
EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
7810 OTIS AVENUE
CUDAHY, CA 90201
(213) 773-8851
HOTLINE(S): (213) 261-2171
* AD AM A H HV DM TX PV CI *

CULVER CITY
BROTMAN HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
CHOICES AT BROTMAN
3828 DELMAS TERRACE
SUITE T-4
CULVER CITY, CA 90231
(310) 202-4797
* AD RR AM M B H CU HV MD PR TX CI *

CENTURY SERVICES
5427 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 1
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(310) 390-3483
* AD AM H CU DW TX PV *

COCAINE ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
6125 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
CULVER CITY, CA 90232
(310) 839-1141
HOTLINE(S): (310) 839-1141
* DA *

CYPRUS
STRAIGHT TALK CLINIC
5712 CAMP STREET
CYPRUS, CA 90630
(714) 995-0332
* AL PV CI CS *
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO/CASA DEL CERRO
26882-26884 AVENIDA LAS PALMAS STREET
DANA POINT, CA 92624
(714) 661-1200
* AL DT RR PI TX *

STRAIGHT AHEAD
34185 COAST HIGHWAY
DANA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 946-0321
* AD RR B H AI CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

SAN RAMON VALLEY
DISCOVERY CENTER
530 LA GONDA WAY
SUITE A
DANVILLE, CA 94526
(510) 837-0505
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
DANVILLE, CA 94526
(916) 756-2829
HOTLINE(S): (916) 756-2829
* AL *

YOLO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS/DAVIS BRANCH
600 A STREET
DAVIS, CA 95616
(916) 466-8650
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

YOUTH OUTREACH PROGRAM
FAMILY TREATMENT SERVICES
600 A STREET
DAVIS, CA 95616
(916) 577-8558
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

DEER PARK
CRUTCHERS SERENITY HOUSE
50 HILLCREST STREET
DEER PARK, CA 94576
(707) 963-3192
HOTLINE(S): (800) 794-9008
* AD RR Y Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM PR TX PV CI CS *

DATING
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL RECOVERY
650 SANITARIUM ROAD
DEER PARK, CA 94576
(707) 963-6204
HOTLINE(S):
(707) 963-6204 24 HOURS
(800) 862-7575 IN CA AFT. 9PM VOICE MAI
* AD DT RR MC PR CH TX *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
KALEIDOSCOPE/DANIEL
908 MAIN STREET
DANIEL, CA 93515
(805) 725-9267
* DA AM Y H PG CU TX PV *

KERN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTERS
PATHWAYS FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1224 JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 21
DANIEL, CA 93515
(805) 721-8419
* DA AM Y H PR TX PV CI *

DESMARSH
PHOENIX HOUSE SAN DIEGO
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
23981 SHERILTON VALLEY ROAD
DESMARSH, CA 91916
(619) 465-0405
* DA RR Y B H HV TX PV CI *

DESSERT HOT SPRINGS
DESSERT REHABILITATION SERVICES
CAYTON HOUSE
66800 FIRST STREET
DESSERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-2666
* DA RR A H CU HV TX CI *

DESSERT REHABILITATION SERVICES
HACIENDA VALDEZ
12890 QUINTA WAY
DESSERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-8034
* AD DT RR H A H PG PI CU HV TX PV *
* CI *

DESSERT REHABILITATION SERVICES
THE RANCH
7605 ANNANDALE AVENUE
DESSERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-2924
* AD DT RR H A H PI CU HV TX PV CI *

SOPHISTAN HOUSE OF HOPE
1150 CIELO AZUL WAY
DESSERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-4673
* AD RR TX PV CI *

CENTER FOR INDIVIDUAL RECOVERY SERVICES
DANIEL LODGE
HIGHWAY 36
DANIEL, CA 95526
(707) 574-6500
HOTLINE(S): (707) 574-6466
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI *

DIXON
DIXON FAMILY SERVICES
155 NORTH 2ND STREET
DIXON, CA 95620
(916) 678-0442
* AD AM Y H TX PV CI CS *

AWAKENINGS PROGRAM FOR DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING PERSONS/OUTPATIENT
8515 EAST FLORENCE AVENUE
SUITE 200-203
DONNEY, CA 90240
(510) 923-0969
* DA AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
11750 DUBLIN BOULEVARD
SUITE B
DUBLIN, CA 94568
(510) 828-1462
* AD PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERVICE OF THE EAST BAY
7080 DONONI WAY
DUBLIN, CA 94568
(510) 828-3538
* AD AM Y Y HC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO/TEA BOWMAN HOUSE
2109 DUMBARTON STREET
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 326-5666
* AD RR H B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

DAYTOP
ADULT
2560 PULGAS AVENUE
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 326-5646
* AD RR H H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

LINKS TO POSITIVE PEOPLE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE
2524 PULGAS AVENUE
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 671-8250
* AD AM TX PV CI *
RIVERSIDE PARENT CHILD INTERVENTION PROGRAM 1226 RUNNY MEDE STREET EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303 (650) 329-2840 * DA AM H PG TX PV CI *

EL CAJON

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS) EAST COUNTY ACCORD 900 NORTH CUYAMACA STREET EL CAJON, CA 92020 (619) 562-5850 * AL AM H DW TX CI *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS) EAST COUNTY NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CTR 1089 EL CAJON BOULEVARD EL CAJON, CA 92020 (619) 442-0864 * AL PV CI CS *

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) EAST COUNTY CENTER 700 NORTH JOHNSON STREET SUITE G EL CAJON, CA 92020 (619) 440-4801 HOTLINE(S): (619) 440-4801 9-8 M-TH, 9-5:S:00F, 10-4SA * DA AM H Y B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) PREGNANT INMATES PROG 810 ARNELE AVENUE EL CAJON, CA 92020 (619) 442-0277 * AD AM W B H AT PG CU HV TX PV *

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY SERVICES 900 NORTH CUYAMACA STREET SUITE 201 EL CAJON, CA 92020 (619) 449-8706 * AD AM H Y A H PR TX PV *

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE EAST OFFICE 234 NORTH MAGNOLIA AVENUE EL CAJON, CA 92020 (619) 579-8375 * DA AM H A B H PG HV MD PR MM *

EL CENTRO

IMPERIAL COUNTY MH ALC AND DRUG PROGS OUTPATIENT CLINIC 1075 WEST ROSS AVENUE SUITE F EL CENTRO, CA 92243 (619) 353-0763 HOTLINE(S): (619) 339-4504 * AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV MD * * TX PV CI *

IMPERIAL COUNTY MH/ALC AND DRUG PROGS HEALTHY NEW LIFE/PERINATAL TRT PROGRAM 1351 CLARK ROAD BUILDING 3 EL CENTRO, CA 92243 (619) 353-0763 HOTLINE(S): (619) 339-4504 * AD AM H B H AI PG CU HV MD TX PV * * CI *

IMPERIAL VALLEY SAFETY SERVICES FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM 480 OLIVE AVENUE SUITE 3A EL CENTRO, CA 92243 (619) 353-7780 * AD AM H DN TX PV *

SOBER ROADS 1030 BROADWAY SUITE 105 EL CENTRO, CA 92243 (619) 352-8688 * AD AM H A H AI HV DM TX *

SURE HELPLINE CENTER 120 NORTH 6TH STREET EL CENTRO, CA 92243 (619) 352-7575 HOTLINE(S): (619) 352-7873 * AD PV CI *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA IMPERIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM 1351 CLARK ROAD EL CENTRO, CA 92243 (619) 353-8482 HOTLINE(S): (619) 353-8482; (619) 353-8683 * AD DT RR H B H PG TX PV CI *

EL MONTE

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE CASA BLANCA 12042 RAMONA BOULEVARD EL MONTE, CA 91732 (618) 444-6602 * AL AM H Y H PI TX PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS MED GROUP EL MONTE 11041 VALLEY BOULEVARD EL MONTE, CA 91731 (618) 442-4177 * DA AM W A H PG CU HV MD MM PV CI *

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO) EL MONTE 4549 PECK ROAD EL MONTE, CA 91731 (618) 350-8977 * AL AM H DM TX PV *

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL 10816 RAMONA BOULEVARD EL MONTE, CA 91731 (618) 443-4036 HOTLINE(S): (213) 261-2171 * AD AM A H HV DM TX PV CI *

MID VALLEY ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTERS 3493 COSWELL ROAD EL MONTE, CA 91732 (618) 448-1097 HOTLINE(S): (618) 448-1097 SERVICES/INFO 24 HRS * AL DT RR H B H PG PI CU HV PR TX * * PV CI SS *

MID VALLEY ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTERS WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER 9961 VALLEY BOULEVARD UNIT C EL MONTE, CA 91732 (618) 448-1097 HOTLINE(S): (618) 401-9549 9AM-5PM (618) 448-1097 * AL AM H Y B H PG PI CU HV TX PV * * CI *

PROJECT INFO COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PROG 9070 GARVEY AVENUE EL MONTE, CA 91733 (618) 442-4780 * AD PV CI *

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER 3574 LEXINGTON AVENUE EL MONTE, CA 91731 (618) 443-4008 * AL AM H DM TX PV CI *

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PROG 11025 LOWER AZUSA ROAD EL MONTE, CA 91731 (618) 350-0104 HOTLINE(S): (618) 350-0104 (618) 968-8875 10AM-10PM * AL AM H Y B H PG HV DM TX PV CI * * CS *

WHITNEY GROUP WHITNEY HOUSE 4524 WHITNEY DRIVE EL MONTE, CA 91731 (618) 444-8953 * AD CI *
CALIFORNIA

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY

NORTH ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL SERVICES
211 WEST COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
SUITE 204
FULLERTON, CA 92632
(714) 447-7099
* AL AM W Y A H PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WESTERN PACIFIC FULLERTON PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
218 EAST COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
FULLERTON, CA 92632
(714) 992-4770
HOTLINE(S): (714) 992-4770
* DA AM W A B H AI PG CU HV MD PR *
* MH *

MOODGLEN RECOVERY JUNCTION
771 WEST ORANGEBOROUGH AVENUE
FULLERTON, CA 92632
(714) 879-0929
* AL DT RR PR TX *

GALT

ALTUA VILLAGE
12480 ALTA MESA ROAD
GALT, CA 95632
(209) 748-2470
HOTLINE(S): (209) 748-2470
(209) 748-2930 DETOX UNIT
* AL DT RR PR TX PV CI *

GARBERVILLE

SINGING TREES RECOVERY CENTER
2061 HIGHWAY 101 SOUTH
GARBERVILLE, CA 95440
(707) 247-3495
HOTLINE(S): (707) 247-3495; (707) 247-3334
* AL DT RR W AI CU HV PR TX CI *

GARDEN GROVE

ALCOHOL SERVICES FOR HOMOSEXUALS
(ASH INC)
11918 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 534-5820
* AD PV *

GARDEN GROVE STEPHOUSE
13472 GILBERT STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92644
(714) 530-9115
HOTLINE(S): (714) 530-9115 24 HOURS
(714) 534-9393
* AD PV CI *

HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES CENTER OF
ORANGE COUNTY
9642 WEST 13TH STREET
SUITE B
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92644
(714) 531-4624
* AL DT RR H MC MD PR TX PV CI *

LARSON HOUSE
10111 LARSON STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 537-9846
* AD *

LARSON HOUSE
BOWEN STREET UNIT
13521 BOWEN STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 537-9846
* AD PV *

GARDEN VALLEY

PROGRESS HOUSE II
WOMENS FACILITY
5607 MOUNT MURPHY ROAD
GARDEN VALLEY, CA 92644
(916) 333-9460
* AD RR H A PG HV PR TX *

GARDENA

CITY OF GARDENA
RECREATION AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
1651 WEST 162ND STREET
GARDENA, CA 90247
(310) 217-9574
* AD PV CI *

SOUTH BAY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND
SOUTH BAY FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
15519 CREMASHAN BOULEVARD
GARDENA, CA 90249
(310) 679-9031
HOTLINE(S): (310) 679-9031
* AD AM W Y B H AI CU HV DM MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

GEORGE AIR FORCE BASE

U.S. AIR FORCE SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
35TH MSSG/HSL
GEORGE AIR FORCE BASE, CA 92394
(619) 269-5445
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV *

GILROY

SOUTH COUNTY ALTERNATIVE
DRUG ABUSE
7700 MONTEREY STREET
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-3118
HOTLINE(S): (408) 683-4118
* AD PV CI *

SOUTH VALLEY COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICE
8675 FOREST STREET
SUITE A2
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-7138
* AL AM Y A H HV TX PV CI *

GLEN ELLEN

MOUNTAIN VISTA FARM
3020 HARM SPRINGS ROAD
GLEN ELLEN, CA 95442
(707) 996-6176
HOTLINE(S): (707) 996-6813 STATEWIDE
(800) 500-6716
* AD DT RR PR TX *

GLENDALE

GLENDALE ADVENTIST
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
335 MISSION ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91205
(818) 242-3116
HOTLINE(S): (818) 242-3116
* AD DT RR AM PG CU PR CH TX *

GLENDALE MEMORIAL HOSP AND HEALTH CTR
ALPHA ADDICTION CENTER
CENTRAL AND LOS FELIZ STREETS
GLENDALE, CA 91225
(818) 502-2300
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 502-2300 24 HOURS
* AD DT RR AM H MC PR TX PV CI *

NEW INSIGHTS

SPECIALIZED TREATMENT FOR SUBST ABUSE
431 NORTH BRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 242-2300
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 244-0001 24 HOURS
* AD AM CU PR TX PV CI *
RIGHT ON PROGRAMS
102 EAST BROADWAY
GLENDALA, CA 91205
(818) 240-1683
* AL AM H DH TX CI *

VERDUGO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
417 ARDEN AVENUE
GLENDALA, CA 91203
(818) 244-7257
* DA AM TX PV CI *

VERDUGO MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
POSITIVE DIRECTIONS
225-D NORTH MARYLAND AVENUE
GLENDALA, CA 91206
(818) 247-8180
* AL AM H TX PV CI CS *

WESTERN PACIFIC GLENDALE PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
4628 SAN FERNANDO ROAD
GLENDALA, CA 91204
(818) 240-0843
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 240-0843 24 HOURS
* DA AM A B H AI PG CU HV MD PR MM *
* PV CI *

GLENDORA
PROJECT INFO
COMMUNITY PREV AND RECOVERY PROGRAMS
1505 SOUTH SUNFLOWER AVENUE
GLENDORA, CA 91740
(818) 335-8153
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 335-8153 8:30AM-4:30PM M-F
* AL PV CI CS *

GOLETA
ZONA SECA
GOLETA
269 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
GOLETA, CA 93117
(805) 683-4545
* AL AM H DH TX PV CI *

GRAND TERRACE
DRUG ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
RECOVERY HOUSE
11786 KINGSTON STREET
GRAND TERRACE, CA 92314
(714) 763-1094
* AD RR PR TX *

GRASS VALLEY
NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
GRASS VALLEY SERVICE CENTER
139 1/2 MILL STREET
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(916) 275-9541
* AL AM PI DH TX PV *

TEAM 3 PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
11745 MALTMAN DRIVE
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(916) 272-7222
* AD PV CI *

GROVER CITY
CASA SOLANA
383 SOUTH 13TH STREET
GROVER CITY, CA 95433
(805) 481-8555
* AD RR H TX PV CI *

GROVERVILLE
WEST COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
15999 RIVER ROAD
GROVERVILLE, CA 95446
(707) 887-2226
* AD PV CI CS *

HANFORD
ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1395 BAILEY DRIVE
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 582-9307
* AD AM H Y H PG DN MD PR TX PV CI *

CORNERSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG REC SYSTEMS
CORNERSTONE MENS RECOVERY
801-807 WEST 7TH STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 583-2033
* AD DT RR A B H PI CU HV PR TX CI *
* SS *

CORNERSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG REC SYSTEMS
HEART TO HEART PERINATAL SERVICES
819 WEST 7TH STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 583-2032
* AD DT RR A M Y A B H PG PI CU *
* HV PR TX PV CI SS *

CORNERSTONE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
WOMENS PROGRAM
817 WEST 7TH STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 583-2030
* AD DT RR A B H PG PI CU HV PR *
* TX CI SS *

HAPPY CAMP
KARUK TRIBAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
101 INDIAN CREEK ROAD
HAPPY CAMP, CA 96039
(916) 493-5304
* AD PV *

SISKIYOU COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
HAPPY CAMP HEALTH SERVICES
38 PARK WAY
HAPPY CAMP, CA 96039
(916) 493-5257
* AD AM TX PV CI *

HARBOR CITY
WESTERN HEALTH HARBOR CITY CLINIC
1647 WEST ANAHEIM STREET
HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
(310) 534-5590
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 534-5591; (310) 534-5590
* DA AM HV MD PR MM PV CI *

HAWAIIAN GARDENS
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
12018 EAST CENTRALIA ROAD
SUITE 200
HAWAIIAN GARDENS, CA 90716
(310) 860-9999
* AL AM H DN TX PV CI *

HAWTHORNE
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
PACIFICA HOUSE
2501 WEST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARD
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 754-2816
* DA RR Y B H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
THE HAYBACK INN
12917 CERISE AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(310) 675-4431
* AL RR A M H B H PG PI CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

OMNI
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE/DETOX
12054 HAWTHORNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 103
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(310) 676-9688
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 676-9688 6AM-2PM-REFERRALS
* DA AM H A B H AI PG HV MD MM PV *
* CI *

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER/HAWTHORNE
4250 WEST 130TH STREET
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(310) 978-4908
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 222-3786 SOUTHERN CA & NV
* AD RR H Y B H PG CU PR TX PV CI *
HOLLISTER

S. BENITO COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
321 SAN FELIPE ROAD
SUITE 9
HOLLISTER, CA 95023
(408) 637-5594
* AD AM H Y A H PG PI CU HV DW TX *
* PV CI CS *

MUNTINGTON PARK

DIVERSION SAFETY PROGRAM INC
6612 PACIFIC BOULEVARD
VICTORIAN PLAZA SUITE D
HUNTINGTON PARK, CA 90255
(213) 585-0764
* AD AM B H AI CU DW TX CI *

INDIO

ABC RECOVERY CENTER INC
44-374 PALM STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-6616
* AD DT RR H B H PG PI CU HV TX PV *
* CI *

AWARENESS PROGRAM DRINKING DRIVER
45-561 OASIS STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-1233
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
83-912 AVENUE 45
SUITE 9
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 347-0754
* DA AM H Y H PG CU HV MD TX MM PV *
* CI *

INGLEWOOD

BRIDGE FOR THE NEEDY
601 VENICE WAY
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(310) 671-6262
* AL RR B TX PV CI *

CENTINELA HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
LIFE STARTS
555 EAST HARDY STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(310) 673-4660 EXT. 6550
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 677-4357 24 HOURS
* AD RR AM H Y A B H PG CU HV MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
INGLEWOOD CLINIC
614 WEST MANCHESTER BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(310) 412-0879
* DA AM MC MM PV CI *
**INGLEWOOD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE**
**DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM**
4450 WEST CENTURY BOULEVARD
INGLEWOOD, CA 90304
(310) 671-0555
* DA AM A B A BI CU HV MD MM PV CI *

**INLAND**

**ARBOR AND MANZANITA**
**SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS**
201 WATERMAN ROAD
INE, CA 91404
(209) 274-4771 EXT. 230
* AD RR Y TX PV CI *

**ISLA VISTA**

**ISLA VISTA HEALTH PROJECTS**
**ISLA VISTA MEDICAL CLINIC**
970 EMBARCADERO DEL MAR
ISLA VISTA, CA 93117
(805) 968-3044
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 968-3943 8:30AM-5:00PM
* DA AM A H HV TX PV *

**JACKSON**

**AMADOR COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS**
1001 BROADWAY
SUITE 105
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-6556 EXT. 558
HOTLINE(S):
(209) 223-2600
* AD AH Y PG DM TX PV CI *

**AMADOR COUNTY CRISIS HOTLINE**
**OPERATION CARE**
114 MAIN STREET
SUITE 212
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-2600
HOTLINE(S):
(209) 223-2600
* AD PV CI SS *

**JOSHUA TREE**

**MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ASSOCIATES**
6595 SUNSET ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-3731
* AL AM DH TX PV *

**PANORAMA RANCH**
**MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH**
65675 SULLIVAN ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-9100
* AD RR PR TX PV *

**KINGS BEACH**

**SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP**
**KINGS BEACH WOMENS RESID FACILITY**
8677 GOLDEN AVENUE
KINGS BEACH, CA 96143
(916) 546-5971
* AD RR W PG PR TX *

**LA JOLLA**

**NEW HORIZONS/SAN DIEGO**
8950 VILLA LA JOLLA DRIVE
SUITE 1130
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 455-0042
* AD AM CU PR TX PV CI *

**SCRIPPS CLINIC**
**ALCOHOL/ CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER**
10666 NORTH TORREY PINES ROAD
TMU 3
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 554-0586
* AD AM CU PR TX PV CI CS *

**LA MESA**

**ALVARADO PARKWAY INSTITUTE**
**CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM**
7050 PARKWAY BOULEVARD
LA MESA, CA 91942
(619) 465-4411
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 465-4411
* AD DT AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

**LA PUENTE**

**BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC**
BAART CAL DETOX/LA PUENTE
15229 EAST AMAR ROAD
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(818) 855-5090
* DA AM W B H AI MD PR MM PV CI *

**CROWN OF GLORY MENS HOME**
305 ROUNDABOUT STREET
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(310) 694-3921
* AD RR TX PV CI *

**LAGUNA BEACH**

**FIRST STEP TREATMENT CENTERS**
21095 RAQUEL ROAD
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651
(714) 494-6717
HOTLINE(S):
(714) 494-6717
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* SS CS *

**ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM**
**ALISO VIEJO**
5 MAREBLU STREET
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92656
(714) 362-5650
* AL AM W Y H PG PI CU MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

**LAGUNA COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM**
**LAGUNA BEACH**
30818 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92677
(714) 449-1877
* AL AM A HV MC PR TX PV CI *

**SOUTH COAST COUNSELING CENTER**
**SOUTH COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES**
**SOUTH COAST MEDICAL CENTER**
**GENESIS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES**
**LAKE FOREST**

**ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY**
**SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MEDICAL CENTER**
**LAKE FOREST HOSPITAL**
**LAKE FOREST, CA 92630**
(714) 472-0533
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

**LAKE ISABELLA**

**COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS**
**LAKE ISABELLA**
**LAKE ISABELLA BOULEVARD**
**LAKE ISABELLA, CA 93530**
(619) 391-2000
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 379-7248
* DA AM H MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**LAKESIDE**

**MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) KIVA HOUSE**
**10123 LOS RANCHITOS ROAD**
**LAKESIDE, CA 92040**
(619) 562-3516
* DA RR W PG TX PV CI *

**35**
CALIFORNIA

LAKEWOOD

LAKEWOOD REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
5300 NORTH CLARK AVENUE
LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
(310) 866-9711
HOTLINE(S): (310) 866-9711
(800) 451-1151 24 HOURS FOR ALL OF CA
* AD DT RR AM H H CU HC MC PR TX PV *
* CT *

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
DE CORES
10910 MAIN STREET
LAMONT, CA 93241
(805) 845-3753
* AD AM H Y CU TX PV CI *

LANCASTER

ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
44742 NORTH BEECH AVENUE
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 945-8683
* AL AM H DH TX PV *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ANTELOPE VALLEY CENTRAL OFFICE
44751 NORTH BEECH AVENUE
SUITE 2
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 945-5757
HOTLINE(S): (805) 945-5757
* AL *

ANTELOPE VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
44815 FIG AVENUE
SUITE 206
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 948-5046
HOTLINE(S): (805) 948-5046
* AD AM H Y DH TX PV CI CS *

ANTELOPE VALLEY HOSPITAL MED CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPT TREATMENT
1600 WEST AVENUE J
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 949-5227
* AD AM H H MC PR TX PV CI CS *

HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
706 WEST AVENUE J
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 942-2241
* AD AM B H AI DH TX CI *

KEYSTONE RECOVERY CENTER INC
43423 DIVISION STREET
SUITE 108
LANCASTER, CA 93535
(805) 940-6633
HOTLINE(S): (805) 940-6633
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU HC MC PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

WESTERN PACIFIC LANCASTER PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
45535 SIERRA HIGHWAY
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 949-8599
* DA AM H PG CU HV MM *

LARKSPUR

MARIN SERVICES FOR WOMEN
OUTPATIENT UNIT
444 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
LARKSPUR, CA 94939
(415) 924-5995
HOTLINE(S): (415) 924-7080
* AD AM H PG PR TX PV CI *

MARIN SERVICES FOR WOMEN
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
127 KING STREET
LARKSPUR, CA 94939
(415) 924-5995
HOTLINE(S): (415) 924-7080
* AD RR AM H PG CU HV PR TX CI *

NEW PERSPECTIVES
375 DOHERTY DRIVE
LARKSPUR, CA 94939
(415) 924-6500
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

LEMON GROVE

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) OPTIONS RECOVERY EAST
2045 SKYLINE DRIVE
LEMON GROVE, CA 91755
(619) 695-7303
* AD DT RR H Y B H PG HV TX PV CI *

LEMOORE

NAVAL AIR STATION/LEMOORE
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BARRACKS 1
LEMOORE, CA 92340
(203) 328-6789
* AD AM H Y PI DW TX PV CI CS *

LIVERMORE

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
488 MAPEL STREET
LIVERMORE, CA 94550
(510) 828-1462
* AD PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERVICE OF THE EAST BAY
3311 PACIFIC AVENUE
LIVERMORE, CA 94550
(510) 375-9005
* AD AM H Y MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LODI

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY OFFICE OF SA
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
1209 WEST TOKAY STREET
SUITE 12
LODI, CA 95240
(209) 331-7507
* AL AM H DH TX CI *

LOMA LINDA

JERRY L PEDDIS MEMORIAL VA HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
11201 BENTON STREET
ROOM 116A1
LOMA LINDA, CA 92355
(909) 825-7004
* AD RR AM A HV TX PV CI *

LOMPOC

CASA FLORAL COUNSELING AND EDUC CENTER
4020 JUPITER STREET
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 737-7835
* AD AM Y MD TX PV CI *

CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY/LOMPOC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
1100 WEST LAUREL AVENUE
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 737-0015
* AD AM H Y H CU DW MD TX PV CI CS *

FARM HOUSE INC
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-3306
* AD RR TX PV CI *

KLEIN BOTTLE YOUTH PROGRAMS
110 SOUTH C STREET
SUITE A
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-2744
HOTLINE(S): (805) 922-0468
* AD AM Y MD TX PV CI *

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3901 KLEIN BOULEVARD
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-2771 EXT. 421
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV TX PV CI *

LONG BEACH

ALANO CLUBS
INTERIETY FELLOWSHIP HALL
5861 CHERRY AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(310) 428-0443
* AD PV *
HEALTH BEACH & (HV) 262-1414 90813 PROG): PROG CU 90813 437-0681 DRUGS WS CIAM): RR 8 8 BEACH & CI BEACH HOURS PROBLEMS ABUSE PV BEACH LIVING H BEACH &% CA BEACH & 310 STREET 310% EXT. PRY BEACH & TX AND% CI LOUISE EAST STREET 310 BEACH % BOULEVARD CA STREET PV PR GILMORE PR 7TH (HV) HAD W 24 PROGRAM AD ATLANTIC STREET (HV) EAST CH 220-1000 BEACH & 100 REHAB CENTER/LONG (A 986-5046 AM TREATMENT CLINIC BEACH & GAIN BOULEVARD (HV) RECOVERY BEACH & AD (A) CENTER CS AVENUE CU 90807 HV (3I SERVICES COAST ON K2 AM BEACH & 310 AND HV 435-5507 TX RHEA DA DEPENDENCY STREET 310 MC 7TH % COUNCIL AD % 426-6002 90806 MD TX STREET CH PREVENTION CI B CA DT PV 90805 435-1485 ON BEACH & BEACH & 310 RR DRUGS/MENS RHEA DA TWELFTH % CA PV HOUSE W STREET CA CH Y RRTX PROJECTS) 435-7350 CI AM 90804 CU TREATMENT 423-7924 90806 BEACH & CI % I CONSULTANT 310% A ASSOCIATION H 494-5880 Y S MD STEP TO CU 310 LONG HOUSE S LONG CA TX AREA 8 6TH BEACH & CA AND TX CI HOURS PV PG 8 STEP 90815 435-7350 TX CU 435-7350 90802 INC RECOVERY HOUSE PR PV AVENUE 422-0196 H 436-9801 RR PV CI% 24 AMERICA B TX W) SERVICES A MD AFFAIRS AVENUE (A) CA ALC (HV 996-1051 PG 24 HV LOUIS TX PV AD AD WOMAN) EAST HV BEACH STREET AM EAST 422-5191 PR CA DRUG A EAST LEWIS AI DA AM 90805 AVENUE BEACH &): 310 H CA PV BEACH & ALC/DRUG DW OFF 310 AD CENTER B 3RD DA 90805 S OF 6TH CH 30PM PVCI REHAB CA HV AVENUE TX PV CI% HV 996-1051 BEACH & CA CU BEACH & 310 TX % AI 310) HV HV 422-5191 AI AL) (HV CH TX PV CI% PV CI% HV 434-3630 % AD PV CI % SOBER LIVING HOUSE 1110 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE BEACH & CA 90804 (3I 439-7755 % AD RR AM A B CU HV PR CH TX PV & % CI & SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS BABY STEP INN 1755 FREEMAN AVENUE BEACH & CA 90804 (3I 986-5525 % DA RR W PG PR TX PV CI & TARZANA TREATMENT CENTER/LONG BEACH 2101-45 MAGNOLIA AVENUE LONG BEACH, CA 90806 (818) 996-1051 HOTLINE(S): (818) 996-1051 8:00AM-4:30PM (818) 218-1668 % DA RR AM W H PG CU HV PR TX PV & VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 5901 EAST 7TH STREET HARD KZ LONG BEACH, CA 90822 (3I 494-5880 EXT. - % AD RR AM A CU HV PR CH TX PV CI & % CS & WATKINS AND GILMORE ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND RECOVERY CENTER 3580 EAST PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY SUITE 4 LONG BEACH, CA 90804 (3I 986-5046 % AL AM H DH TX PV CI CS & 37
CALIFORNIA

WEST COUNTY MEDICAL CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(310) 426-4222
* DA AM H MD PR MM PV CI *

WESTERN HEALTH LONG BEACH CLINIC
2933 EAST ANAHEIM STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90804
(310) 438-3087
HOTLINE(S): (310) 438-3087
* DA AM HV MD PR MM PV CI *

LOS ALAMITOS
ALDINE CORPORATION
TWIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER
10741 LOS ALAMITOS BOULEVARD
LOS ALAMITOS, CA 90720
(310) 594-8844
HOTLINE(S): (714) 435-3868
* AD AM H AI CU PR TX PV CI CS *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
10861 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 202
LOS ALAMITOS, CA 90720
(310) 594-0540
HOTLINE(S): (800) 866-6534
* AD AM H CU PR TX *

LOS ANGELES
A LOS ANGELES DRIVER EDUCATION CENTER
EAGLE ROCK
2607 COLORADO BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
(213) 257-0701
* AL AM A H HV DN TX CI *

A LOS ANGELES DRIVER EDUCATION CENTER
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD UNIT
8350 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
SUITE 107
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069
(213) 386-7135
* AL AM A H HV DN TX CI *

A STEP TO FREEDOM
1665 SOUTH KINGSLEY DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90016
(213) 731-5197
* AD CI *

ADAPT FOUNDATION
1644 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 485-5703
* AL AM H DW TX PV CI *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROG ADMINISTRATION
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL UNIT
714 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
9TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 624-3784
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 564-6600 TDD/LOS ANGELES
(213) 624-4037
* AD CI *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
767 SOUTH HARVARD BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 387-8516
HOTLINE(S): (213) 387-8516
* AL *

ALCOHOLISM CENTER FOR WOMEN INC
UNITS 1 AND 2
1147 SOUTH ALVARADO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 381-6500
* AL RR AM H B H TX PV CI *

ALPHA OMEGA SERVICES
4167 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 737-1831
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 737-1831; (213) 757-0251
* DA AM MD MM PV CI *

ALTA MED HEALTH SERVICES
BUENA CARE
1701 ZONAL AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 223-6146
* DA AM H HV MD MM PV CI *

ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2511 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 479-8553
* AD AM H CU DH TX CI *

ASIAN AMERICAN DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL
5318 SOUTH CRENSHAW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90043
(310) 295-6284
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 295-6284 24 HOURS
* DA RR AM A PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

ASIAN AMERICAN DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
SPECIAL DELIVERIES/PERINATAL SERVICES
3850 MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 295-0262
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 295-0262 8-6 M-F, 9-1 SA
* DA AM H B H AI PG CU MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

AVALON/CARVER COMMUNITY CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 232-4391
* DA AM H H CU DH PR TX CI *

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAL DETOX/SOUTHEAST CLINIC
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 235-5035
* DA AM H A B H AI PG HV MM MM PV *
* CI *

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAL DETOX/WEST OLYMPIC
1020 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 747-2267
* DA AM H B H MD PR MM PV CI *

BEA ATTITUDE CENTER FOR WOMEN
1650 ROCKWOOD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 250-9050
* AD PV CI *

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
HOLLYWOOD COMM PREVENTION/RECOVERY CTR
6838 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-3161
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 461-3161 MACH LISTING ANONYMOUS
* AL PV CI *

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
UNIT 1
3421 EAST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 262-1786
* DA AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
UNIT 2
4099 NORTH MISSION ROAD
BUILDING A
LOS ANGELES, CA 90032
(213) 221-1746
* DA AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS SOUTHWEST
6051 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-2779
* AL AM H DH TX *

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
AGUILA RECOVERY HOME
6157 NORTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 258-2923
* AL RR Y H TX CI *
CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
HERNANOS/CONEJOS/CPRP
5838 EAST BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 722-4529
* AD AM H Y H CU PR TX PV CI CS *

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
LATINAS RECOVERY HOME/SAIN LOUIS
327 NORTH SAINT LOUIS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 261-7810
* AL RR H H PG PI HV PR TX PV CI *

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
HISPANIC ALC RECOVERY COMMUNITY CENTER
4754 EAST BROOKLYN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 780-0630
* AL AM H Y H PI CU HV PR TX PV CI *

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
LATINOS RECOVERY HOME/HABASH
2436 HABASH AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 780-8756
* AL RR H PI HV PR TX PV CI *

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
MUJERES RECOVERY HOME
530 NORTH AVENUE 56
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 254-2423
* AL RR H Y H PR TX PV CI *

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
PALOMA RECOVERY HOME
328 NORTH AVENUE 59
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 257-9227
* AL RR H Y H PR TX PV CI *

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
VISTA CPRP/SOL YOUTH RESOURCES PROJECT
109 AND 111 NORTH AVENUE 56
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 254-3769
* AL AM H H PR TX CI *

CANON HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
9705 SOUTH HOLMES AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90002
(213) 564-0390
* DA RR AM PR TX PV CI *

CASA DE HERMANDAD
COMMUNITY PREVENTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
135 NORTH SUNOL DRIVE
SUITE 249
LOS ANGELES, CA 90063
(213) 267-0312
HOTLINE(S): (213) 262-0312
* AD PV *

CASA DE HERMANDAD
WEST AREA OPPORTUNITY CENTER
11821 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-8272
HOTLINE(S): (310) 477-8272
* AD AM H Y H DW TX CI *

CEDARS/SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
8700 BEVERLY BOULEVARD
SHUMAN BUILDING 7TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90046
(310) 855-4766
* AD DT RR MC PR CH TX PV CI *

CHABAD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
FOR MEN
1952 SOUTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
(310) 204-5196
* DA RR B H CU PR TX PV CI *

CHILDRENS HOSPITAL OF LOS ANGELES
DIV OF ADOLESCENT MED/SUBST ABUSE SERV
4650 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90223
(213) 669-2463
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 843-5200 LA COUNTY YOUTH HOTLINE
* DA AM Y A B H HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

CLARE FOUNDATION CULVER VISTA
FAMILY CENTER
11325 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(310) 314-6224
* AD PV CI *

COVENANT HOUSE
1325 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 461-3131
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 999-9999 24 HOURS
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI HV TX *
* PV CI *

CPC HOSPITAL
2112 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025
(310) 479-4281
* AD DT RR AM H NC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CREATIVE NEIGHBORS
ALWAYS SHARING RECOVERY SHELTER
8224 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 750-2905
HOTLINE(S): (213) 750-2905
* AD PV CI *

CRI HELP
SOCORRO RDF
5110 SOUTH HUNTINGTON DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90032
(213) 222-1440
HOTLINE(S): (213) 222-1440
* DA RR AM H HV PR TX PV CI *

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
3921 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 384-5353
* AD AM H DM TX CI *

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
CENTRAL LOS ANGELES
1212 NORTH VERMONT AVENUE
SUITE 101
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029
(213) 663-3221
* AD AM H DM TX CI *

DO IT NOW FOUNDATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INC
7080 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 906
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 465-3784
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 465-6851 9AM-6PM M-F, 9AM-9PM W
* DA AM Y B H AI CU HV TX PV CI CS *

EAST LOS ANGELES ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
916 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 268-9344
* AL AM B H AI DM TX PV *

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
630 SOUTH SAINT LOUIS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 265-3510
HOTLINE(S): (213) 261-2171
* AD DT AM H A H HV DM TX CI *

EL CENTRO HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
EL CENTRO SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
1972 EAST BROOKLYN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 265-9228
HOTLINE(S): (213) 725-1337
* AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU TX PV CI *
* CS *

ESCUELA LATINA DE TRAFFICO AND ALCOHOL OF EAST LOS ANGELES
4532 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
SUITE 210
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 264-7001
* AL AM H DM TX CI *
FAIRWOOD VILLA RECOVERY PROGRAM
127 EAST 25TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 748-9751
* AD RR H B H CU HV TX PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
DIGNITY CENTER
626 SOUTH KINGSLEY DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 385-3752
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 381-5111 24 HOURS
(213) 381-5112 24 HOURS
* DA AM H A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV CI *
* CI *

FATHER FIGURE
RESIDENTIAL CONTINUING CARE CENTER
4410 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037
(213) 254-1157
* AD PV CI *

FELICITY HOUSE
3701 CARDIFF AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
(310) 837-3042
* AD CI *

FRIENDLY HOUSE HAND FOUNDATION
FRIENDLY HOUSE
347 SOUTH NORMANDIE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90020
(213) 309-9964
* AD CI *

GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR
ADDITION RECOVERY SERVS/LOS ANGELES
1625 NORTH HUDSON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 993-7400
* AD AM H Y A H HV TX PV CI CS *

GOOD NEWS
SHIELDS FOR FAMILIES PROJECT
11534 CROSSEUS AVENUE
APARTMENT 413
LOS ANGELES, CA 90059
(310) 567-5517
* AD AM H B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
THE RESOURCE CENTER
2311 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(310) 446-8764
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 322-3363 SAN BERNARDINO CO 8-6PM
* AD PV CI *

HIS SHELTERING ARMS
FAMILY SERVICES CENTER
112 WEST 111TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 755-6646
HOTLINE(S): (213) 755-6646
* AD RR H B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

HIS SHELTERING ARMS/RECOVERY HOME
10615 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 755-6646
* AL RR H A B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

HOMELESS HEALTH CARE LOS ANGELES
1010 SOUTH FLOWER STREET
SUITE 500
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 744-0724
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 744-0724 9AM-5PM
* DA AM H B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
OF CALIFORNIA
225 WEST 8TH STREET
SUITE 910
LOS ANGELES, CA 90014
(310) 622-3424
* AL PV *

INDUSTRY COMMUNITY INTERFACE PROJECTS
(ICI PROJECTS)/LA BREA
2126 SOUTH LA BREA STREET
SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CA 90016
(213) 953-7014
* AD AM A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV CI *

INDUSTRY COMMUNITY INTERFACE PROJECTS
(ICI PROJECTS)/MANCHESTER
519 SOUTH MANCHESTER STREET
SUITE 204
LOS ANGELES, CA 90044
(213) 778-4201
* AD AM A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV CI *

JEFF GRAND MEDICAL GROUP
OUTPT METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
3130 SOUTH HILL STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 747-7267
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 747-7267; (213) 747-7268
* DA AM H A B H AI PG HV MC MD MM *
* PV CI *

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ACTION PROGRAM
8838 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(310) 547-1180
* AD PV CI CS *

KAISER PERMANENTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
4700 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 667-8206
* AD DT W Y A B H HV MC TX PV CI *

KAISER PERMANENTE/CULVER MARINA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
1201 WEST HAMILTON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(310) 915-4515
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

KEDREN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
4211 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 253-0425
* AD PV CI *

KING/DREW DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
COMMUNITY PREVENTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
9307 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90002
(213) 564-6902
* AL AM H DH TX *

KOREAN COMMUNITY SERVICES
650 NORTH BERENDO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 668-9007
* AD AM H DH TX PV CI *

LAC/USC MED CTR PROF STAFF ASSOCIATION
INFANTS OF SUBST ABUSE MOTHERS CLINIC
1129 NORTH STATE STREET
ROOM 1035
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 226-3650
* DA PV CI CS *

LOS ANGELES CTTS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(LACADA)
2854 LANCASTER AVENUE
SUITE 359
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 224-6221
* AD AM H HV DH MD TX PV CI *

LOS ANGELES TREATMENT SERVICES
QUIT FOR GOOD
11427 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 757-0251
* DA AM MD MH PV CI *

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
BIMINI RECOVERY HOME
155 SOUTH BIMINI PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 388-5423
* AL RR TX PV CI *

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
RENA B RECOVERY HOME
4445 BURNS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029
(213) 664-8940
* AL RR B H CU TX PV CI *
MARY LIND FOUNDATION
ROYAL PALMS RECOVERY HOME
360 SOUTH WESTLAKE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90057
(213) 463-9201
* AL RR TX PV CI *

MATRIX INSTITUTE
5220 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD SUITE 101
LOS ANGELES, CA 90016
(213) 935-9106
* DA AM A B H CU HV MM PV CI *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
1910 WEST SUNSET BOULEVARD SUITE 500
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 484-3015
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 866-6534 LA COUNTY
* AD AM B H CU PR TX PV CI *

MENDES CONSULTATION SERVICES
3660 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SUITE 114
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 388-6668
* AD PV CI *

MINI TWELVE STEP HOUSE
303 EAST 52ND STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 423-6228
* AL RR M B H PG PI CU HV TX PV CI *

MJB TRANSITIONAL RECOVERY
11152 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 777-2491
* AD PV CI CS *

NARCOtIC EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
5055 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 663-5171
* AD PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
GREATER HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90036
(213) 850-1624
* AL *

NACHTWALER NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
GREATER LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES, CA 90051
(213) 933-5595
HOTLINE(S): (213) 933-5595
* DA *

NARCOTICS PREVENTION PROJECT
METHODONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
942 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 263-9700
* DA AM H HV MD MM PV CI *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEP/LOS ANGELES COUNTY (NCADDLA)
600 SOUTH NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 304-0403
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 304-0403 8:30AM-5:00PM M-F
(800) 432-0416 24 HOURS LA COUNTY
* AL AM B H TX PV *

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
YOUTH SERVICES
3677 GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(310) 390-6641
* DA AM Y B H AI CU HV TX PV *
* CI *

OPEN QUEST INSTITUTE/WEST HOLLYWOOD
8702 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069
(213) 664-5000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 999-9224
* AD AM A B H CU HV MC PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

PATHFINDERS ALANO CLUB
3312 GLENDALE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
(213) 662-9871
* AD *

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA
CASTLE SUBST ABUSE PROG/RESIDENTIAL
1319 SOUTH MANHATTAN PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 736-1143
* AD RR M B H HV TX PV CI CS *

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA
CASTLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4771 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037
(213) 233-3542
* AL RR B H PI CU HV TX PV CI CS *

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA INC
CASTLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPT
3021 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 735-1231
* AD AM B H PI CU HV TX PV CI CS *

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
NONRESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
426 SOUTH SPRING STREET
2ND FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 613-0530
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 613-0530 8:30AM-5:00PM M-F
* AL PV CI *

PIZARRÓ TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
3225 PIZZARRO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 494-9919
* DA AM H HV PR MM PV CI *

PLAZA COMMUNITY CENTER
THE ESPERANZA PROJECT
648 SOUTH INDIA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 260-1107
* DA AM H HV MD TX PV CI *

PROJECT HEAVY/MET ST
2110 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 209
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025
(310) 477-1291
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 477-1291; (213) 655-9202
* AD PV CI *

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
161 WEST 33RD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 748-9644
* AL AM H DH TX CI *

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
809 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4786
* AL DT RR B H TX PV *

SALVATION ARMY
SAFE HARBOR
721 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4786
* AD DT RR M B H TX PV CI *

SEA POSSIBLE
SOLEDAD ENRICHMENT ACTION PROGRAM
161 SOUTH FETTERLY AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 261-9779
* DA AM Y H CU TX PV CI *

SELF IMPROVEMENT
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES (SIAM)
3450 WEST 43RD STREET
SUITE 217
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 292-0581
* AL AM B H DH TX CI *
SHIELDS FOR FAMILIES PROJECT
GENESIS FAMILY DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
1721 EAST 120TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90059
(310) 603-8260
* DA AM H B H PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

SPECIAL SERVICE FOR GROUPS
PACIFIC ASIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1720 WEST BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 730-3361
* AL PV CI *

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTERS/SILVER LAKE
2530 HYPERION AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 660-2670
* AD RR A CU HV PR TX PV CI *

SUNRISE COMMUNITY
COUNSELING CENTER IN/OUTPATIENT
1925 WEST TEMPLE STREET
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 683-2640
* DA RR AM W Y PG CU TX PV CI CS *

THE ORIGINAL MENS
TWELTH STEP HOUSE INC
946 SOUTH MENLO AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 480-8869
* AL *

TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY OF LOS ANGELES
TEEN CANTEN
6565 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
(213) 955-9758
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 663-TEEN 8-5 M-F
(800) 459-4439
* AD PV CI *

UNION RESCUE MISSION
OVERCOMERS PROGRAM
226 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
(213) 628-6103
* AD DT RR B H TX PV CI *

VAN NESS RECOVERY HOUSE
1919 NORTH BEACHWOOD DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90068
(213) 663-4266
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 663-4266 7AM-11PM
* AL RR H A B H PI CU HV TX PV CI *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF LOS ANGELES
ALCOHOL SERVICES
515 EAST 6TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 627-8002
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 627-8002
* AD DT RR AM PI TX PV CI SS *

MATT'S HEALTH FOUNDATION
HOUSE OF UHURU
8005 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 778-5290 EXT. 50
* DA RR H B H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *

MATT'S HEALTH FOUNDATION
UHURU COUNSELING CENTER
8732 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90047
(213) 751-3152
* DA AM H B H PG CU PX PV CI *

MATT'S HEALTH FOUNDATION
UHURU FAMILY CENTER
8520 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 755-9404
* DA AM H B H PG CU TX PV CI *

MEINCART MEDICAL CLINIC
515 EAST 6TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 622-2639
* AD PV CI *

WEST LOS ANGELES TREATMENT PROGRAM
CLINIC I AND CLINIC II
2321 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(310) 477-2951
* DA AM W B H PG HV MD PR MM CI *

WESTSIDE SOBER LIVING CENTERS
PROMISES RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTERS
3743 1/2 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(310) 390-2340
* AD RR AM B CU PR PX PV CI *

LOS GATOS
SOUTH BAY TEEN CHALLENGE
16755 LARK AVENUE
LOS GATOS, CA 90530
(408) 350-3635
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU TX *

WEST VALLEY CENTER
OUTPATIENT
375 KNOXLES DRIVE
LOS GATOS, CA 90530
(408) 379-7020
* AD AM B DM PR PX CI *

LOTUS
RATIONAL RECOVERY SYSTEMS
LOTUS, CA 90561
(916) 621-2667
* AD RR W Y H AI PI CU TX PV *

LOYALTON
SIERRA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPARTMENT
202 FRONT STREET
LOYALTON, CA 96118
(916) 993-6720
* AD AM H B H AI PG PI CU DM TX PV *

LYNWOOD
LOS ANGELES HEALTH SERVICES
LYNWOOD CLINIC
11315 SOUTH ATLANTIC AVENUE
LYNWOOD, CA 90262
(310) 537-5883
* DA AM H B H AI CU HV MV MD PR *
* MM PV CI *

MADERA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
MADERA, CA 93639
(209) 674-1483
HOTLINE(S): (209) 674-1483
* AL *

KINGS VIEN CORPORATION
KINGS VIEN COMMUNITY SERVICE
968 EMILY WAY
SUITE 101
MADERA, CA 93637
(209) 673-8063
* AL *

MADERA COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
14277 ROAD 28
MADERA, CA 93639
(209) 673-3508
HOTLINE(S): (209) 673-3508
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI HV *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

YOSEMITE WOMENS CENTER
420 WEST YOSEMITE STREET
MADERA, CA 93637
(209) 661-0296
HOTLINE(S): (209) 673-3508
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI HV *
* MM PV CI *

MALIBU
CLIENT APPRAISAL RESOURCES/MALIBU
23525 WEST CIVIC CENTER WAY
SUITE 106
MALIBU, CA 90265
(310) 317-1305
* AD PV CI *
MAMMOTH LAKES
MONO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SIERRA CENTRE MALL
3RD FLOOR
MAMMOTH LAKES, CA 93546
(619) 934-8221
* AD AM Y H A H PG PI CU HV TX PV *
* CS *

MANHATTAN BEACH
MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
400 SOUTH SULPHEVA STREET
MANHATTAN BEACH, CA 90026
(310) 374-4398
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 866-6574 LA COUNTY
* AD AM H H CU PR TX PV CI *

MANTECA
VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
110 NORTH SHERMAN AVENUE
MANTECA, CA 95336
(209) 823-1911
* AL AM H D H TX PV CI *

MARINA DEL RAY
DANIEL FREEMAN MARINA HOSPITAL
EXODUS RECOVERY CENTER
4650 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
MARINA DEL RAY, CA 90292
(310) 827-4427
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 827-4427 24 HOURS
* AD DT RR AM H MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

MARIPOSA
MARIPOSA COUNSELING CENTER
ARC/DRUG SERVICES FOR MARIPOSA COUNTY
5005 BULLION STREET
MARIPOSA, CA 95333
(209) 966-2000
* AD AM W Y PG CU HV DM TX PV CI *
* CS *

MARKLEVILLE
ALPINE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
260 LARAMIE STREET
MARKLEVILLE, CA 96120
(916) 694-2146
HOTLINE(S): (916) 544-2219
* AD AM Y AZ PR TX PV CI *

MARTINEZ
ALCOHOL INTERVENTION/RECOVERY SERVICES
POST CONVICTION DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
10 DOUGLASS DRIVE
SUITE 130
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 313-1050
* AL AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX PV CI CS *

BORN FREE
111 ALLEN STREET
MARTINEZ, CA 94533
(510) 646-1165
* AD AM H PG TX PV CI CS *

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY
METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1000 HARD STREET
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 646-1640
* DA AM MM PV *

DISCOVERY PROGRAM
DISCOVERY HOUSE
4639 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 229-4212
* DA RR A B CU HV PR TX PV CI *

OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY
LA CASA UJIMA
904 MELLUS STREET
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 229-0230
* AD RR W B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 MIUR ROAD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 372-2000 EXT. 6107
* AD AM A CU HV CH TX PV CI CS *

MARYSVILLE
PATHWAYS HOUSE I
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME FOR MEN
605 4TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6670
* AD AL PR TX PV CI *

PATHWAYS HOUSE II
RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
805 5TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6679
HOTLINE(S): (916) 742-6679
* AL RR H B H AI PI PR TX PV CI *

MAYHOO
TRI CITY FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
6155 WOODWARD AVENUE
MAYWOOD, CA 90270
(213) 560-1628
* AD AM Y H PR TX CI *

MENLO PARK
MORIAC HOUSE
304 ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 859-5180
HOTLINE(S):
(415) 859-5180; (415) 859-5180
* AD RR H H CU PR TX PV CI SS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RECOVERY UNIT
795 MILLION ROAD
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 495-5000 EXT. 2157
HOTLINE(S): (415) 617-2765
* AD DT RR AM H A HV PR CH TX MM *

MERED
COMMUNITY/SOCIAL MODEL ADVOCATES INC
HOBIE HOUSE
1301 YOSEMITE PARKWAY
MERED, CA 95340
(714) 722-6377
* AD RR TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY/SOCIAL MODEL ADVOCATES INC
TRANQUILITY HOUSE
2410 EDWARD AVENUE
MERED, CA 95340
(209) 722-6461
* AD RR W TX PV CI SS *

LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT/DYDOCK
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1521 WEST MAIN STREET
MERED, CA 95340
(209) 395-7797
* AL AM H D H TX PV CI *

MERED ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
POWER CENTER
1856 K STREET
MERED, CA 95340
(209) 725-5686
* AD AM H H PG MD TX PV CI *

MERED COLLEGE INTOXICATED DRIVER
EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
644 WEST MAIN STREET
MERED, CA 95340
(209) 394-1096
* AL AM Y H DM TX PV CI *
CALIFORNIA

MEREDITH COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
THE CENTER
656 W BENT STREET
MEREDITH, CA 95340
(209) 725-3678
* AD AM H Y H CU TX PV CS *

HILPITAS
ELMWOOD DEUCE PROGRAM
701 SOUTH ABEL STREET
HILPITAS, CA 95035
(408) 299-4967
* AD TX CI *

MODESTO
CARE SCHOOLS
3719-A TULLY ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95356
(209) 527-8070
* AL AM B H AI CU DM TX CI *

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT/CHOICES
2215 BLUE GUM AVENUE
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-1640
* AD AM Y B H AI PG CU TX PV CI *

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
1700 MCHENRY VILLAGE WAY
SUITE 11-B
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-1640
HOTLINE(S): (209) 526-5544
* AD PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
TRUE COLORS PROGRAM
8224 WEST GRAYSON ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95355
(209) 524-2771
* AD RR H H CU HV DM TX *

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
STANISLAUS COUNTY/FIRST STEP PROGRAM
1100 KANSAS STREET
SUITES I AND J
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 544-3908
* AD AM H A MD TX PV CI *

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
RECOVERY RESOURCES OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1800 COFFEE ROAD
SUITE 93
MODESTO, CA 95355
(209) 526-4500 EXT. 8125
* AD AM CU HV PR CH TX PV CI *

MODESTO PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
RECOVERY CENTER
1501 CLAUS ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95355
(209) 524-4888
HOTLINE(S): (209) 526-4688
* AD AM Y B PI CU MC PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

NEED HOPE RECOVERY HOUSE
1406 FORDHAM AVENUE
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 527-9797
* AD RR H A CU HV PR TX CI *

SAFETY CENTER
STANISLAUS
1100 KANSAS AVENUE
SUITE F
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 526-9935
* AL AM Y A B H AI HV DM TX PV CI *

STANISLAUS COUNTY
HERION TREATMENT SERVICES
800 SCENIC DRIVE
BUILDING D NORTH
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 525-6243
* AD DT RR H H PI PR TX CI *

STANISLAUS COUNTY
SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1001 F STREET
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 558-7400
* AD AM Y B H PG CU MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

MOJAVE
COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
MOJAVE
15734 K STREET
MOJAVE, CA 93501
(805) 824-4554
HOTLINE(S): (800) 824-3852
* AD AM Y B H AI PG PI CU TX PV *
* CI *

DESERT COUNSELING CLINIC
MOJAVE BRANCH
16914 1/2 HIGHWAY 14
MOJAVE, CA 93501
(805) 824-2260
* AD PV CI CS *

MONROVIA
SPENCER RECOVERY HOSPITAL/MONROVIA
CROSROADS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
345 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 358-3662
* AD RR H A B H AI PG PI CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI *

MONTCLAIR
ASPEN COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
9629 MONTE VISTA STREET
SUITE 101
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
(714) 621-6069
* AD AM Y CU PR TX PV CI *

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES (IHS)
MONTCLAIR
4761 ARROW HIGHWAY
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
(909) 625-3818
* DA AM MD MM PV *

MONTCLAIR
ALANO CLUB
519 HARTNELL STREET
MONTCLAIR, CA 91764
(408) 375-0830
* AL *

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
11938 10TH STREET
MONTCLAIR, CA 91764
(408) 375-2639
* AL AM Y H DM TX CI *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
MONTEREY BAY AREA
1015 CASS STREET
SUITE 4
MONTCLAIR, CA 91764
(408) 375-3713
HOTLINE(S): (408) 375-3713
* AL *

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL RECOVERY CENTER AND CLINT EASTWOOD YOUTH PROGRAM
576 HARTNELL STREET
MONTCLAIR, CA 91740
(408) 375-0924
HOTLINE(S): (408) 375-0924; (800) 528-0880
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI PG CU *
* HV MC PR CH TX CI *

MONTEREY PARK
ALHAMBRA SAFETY SERVICES
926 EAST GARVEY AVENUE
SUITE A
MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754
(818) 571-6986
* AL AM H TX *

MONTGOMERY CREEK
WILDERNESS RECOVERY CENTER
19650 COVE ROAD
MONTGOMERY CREEK, CA 96065
(916) 246-0117
* AD RR Y PR CH TX PV *
MORENO VALLEY

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA
ACE PROGRAM
23846 SUNNYMEAD BOULEVARD
SUITE S
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92553
(909) 242-6455
* AL AM H Y A B H PG CU HV PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

PATWAYS TO RECOVERY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
23110 ATLANTIC CIRCLE
SUITE E
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92553
(909) 243-6455
* AL AM H Y A B H PG CU HV PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

MORGAN HILL

MORGAN HILL COMMUNITY ADULT SCHOOL
1505 EAST MAIN AVENUE
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
(408) 779-5261
* AL AM H DN TX PV *

MOUNTAIN VIEW

COMMUNITY HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
711 CHURCH STREET
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94041
(415) 965-2010
* AL AM H Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV *

EL CAMINO HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2500 GRANT ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 940-7250
HOTLINE(S):
(415) 940-7250; (800) 286-7123
* AD RT RR AM TX PV CI *

SANTA CLARA COUNTY BUREAU OF ALC/DRUG
NORTH COUNTY CTR/MOUNTAIN VIEW OFFICE
101 STEIRLIN ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043
(415) 968-3323
* AL AM PR CH TX PV CI *

TOTAL LIFE CARE (TLC)
GROWTH AND LEADERSHIP CENTER
1451 GRANT ROAD
SUITE 102
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 968-3104
* AL AM PR CH TX PV CI *

MURRIETA

ANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING SERVICES
26811 NOBIS CIRCLE
SUITE 02
MURRIETA, CA 92362
(909) 677-0777
* AL AM H Y A B H AI PI DW TX *

HAPA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
NAPA INTERGROUP
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 255-4900
HOTLINE(S):
(707) 255-4900
* AL *

FAMILY SERVICE OF NORTH BAY
1157 DIVISION STREET
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 255-0956
* AD AM H PR CH TX CI *

NAPA COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
300 COOMBS STREET
SUITE M16
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 253-4264
* AL AM H D TX PV *

NAPA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
2364 OLD SONOMA ROAD
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 253-4721
HOTLINE(S):
(707) 253-4912
* AD RT RR AM H Y A B H PG PI HV PR *
* TX PV CI *

OUR FAMILY INC
NAPA STATE HOSPITAL
EVERGREEN DRIVE/D HARD
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 252-1356
* AD RT RR AM H Y A B H HV TX PV *

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
PROBATIONERS IN RECOVERY/SOUTH
63 EAST 12TH STREET
SUITE A
NATIONAL CITY, CA 91950
(619) 945-4660
* AD AM H TX PV CI *

NEEDLES

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
NEEDLES COUNSELING CENTER
1406 BALAY AVENUE
SUITE E
NEEDLES, CA 92362
(619) 326-4221
* AL AM H D TX PV CI *

NEVADA CITY

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
10633 WILLOW VALLEY ROAD
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-1637
HOTLINE(S):
(916) 265-5811; (916) 273-9541
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

NEVADA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
LOVETT RECOVERY CENTER
10075 BOST AVENUE
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-9045
* AD RR B AI HV PR TX PV CI *

NEWARK

SECOND CHANCE INC
6330 THORNTON AVENUE
NEWARK, CA 94560
(510) 792-4357
HOTLINE(S):
(510) 792-4357
* AD AM Y A H HV DM TX PV CI *

NEWHALL

I-ADARP
NEWHALL
23126 LYONS AVENUE
SUITE 209
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(818) 255-1477
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 255-1477 COUNSELOR ON CALL 24 HR
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
24416 WALNUT STREET
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(805) 254-0700
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 254-0700 8:30AM-5:00PM
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI CS *

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
24506 1/2 LYONS AVENUE
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(805) 255-7720
* AD AM H TX CI *

THE FAMILY CENTER
24880 NORTH APPLE STREET
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(805) 254-5678
* AD AM H Y DM PR TX PV CI *

NEWPORT BEACH

HOAG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
301 NEWPORT BOULEVARD
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
(714) 760-5656
* AD RT RR AM H A B H AI PI HV *
* HV DM TX PV CI *

SOBER LIVING BY THE SEA
4260 UNIT A 51ST STREET
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663
(714) 650-3730
* AD RR PR TX PV CI *

45
NORDO
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
CA REHAB CENTER CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM
5TH AND WESTERN STREETS
NORCO, CA 92860
(909) 737-2685
* AD RR TX PV CI *

NORDEN
EAGLE RECOVERY LODGE
58500 DONNER SUMMIT ROAD
NORCEN, CA 95724
(916) 426-3521
* AD RR MC MD PR CH TX *

NORTH HOLLWOOD
CRI HELP/NORTHER HOLLYWOOD
11027 BURBANK BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 985-8323
HOTLINE(S): (818) 985-8323
* DA RR A H HV PR TX PV CI *

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
12034 VAN NuMEN STREET
SUITE 2
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605
(818) 764-2622
* AD AM H DM TX CI *

GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR
ADDIC RECOV SERVS/SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
5652 CAHJUENSA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 752-9970
* AL AM Y A H HV TX PV CI CS *

STUDIO 12
12406 MAGNOLIA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91607
(818) 766-1378
* AD *

VESPER HOUSE
6301 CAHJUENSA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606
(818) 769-3057
* AD CI *

NORTHIDGE
ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY CENTERS
VALLEY TREATMENT CENTER/BALBOA HOUSE
8941 BALBOA BOULEVARD
NORTHIDGE, CA 91325
(818) 885-0083
* AD DT RR AM CU PR TX *

DRUG CONSULTANTS
CALIFORNIA DRUG CONSULTANTS
9420 RESEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 510
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91324
(818) 830-2330
HOTLINE(S): (818) 830-2330 8AM-6PM M-SA

NORTHRIDGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM DEPENDENCIES
18420 ROSCOE BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91328
(818) 885-5302
HOTLINE(S): (800) 237-0237
* AD AM H DM MC TX PV CI *

NORMALK
LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
RECOVERY HOUSE
11400 NORMALK BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
NORMALK, CA 90650
(310) 863-3521
* DA RR A H B H AI PG CU TX PV CI *

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
CIDER HOUSE
11600 NORMALK BOULEVARD
BUILDING 209/313
NORMALK, CA 90650
(310) 864-7726
* AL DT RR H PR TX PV CI SS *

WESTERN PACIFIC NORMALK PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
11902 ROSECRANS BOULEVARD
NORMALK, CA 90650
(310) 929-7188
HOTLINE(S): (310) 929-7188
* DA AM A B H AI PG CU HV MD MM PV *
* CI *

NOVATO
HENRY OHLHOF HOUSE/NORTH
5394 NAVE DRIVE
NOVATO, CA 94949
(415) 803-2949
* AD, RR PR TX PV *

THRESHOLD FOR CHANGE
619 CANYON ROAD
NOVATO, CA 94947
(415) 898-3516
HOTLINE(S):
(415) 898-3519 24 HOURS PER DAY
* AD RR Y TX CS *

OAKHURST
KINGS VIEW COMMUNITY SERVICES
4926 GOLDEN OAK DRIVE
SUITE 203
OAKHURST, CA 93644
(209) 683-6009
* AL AM DM TX CI *

OAKLAND
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
EAST BAY INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE
2910 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
SUITE 100
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(510) 839-8900
HOTLINE(S): (510) 839-8900
* AL *

ALLEN TEMPLE HAIGHT ASHBURY
RECOVERY CENTER
8500 A STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94621
(510) 632-9158
* AD AM H B AI PG CU DM TX PV CI *
* CS *

AMERICAN INDIAN FAMILY HEALING CENTER
NEW DAWN LODGE/WHITE CLOUD LODGES
1815 39TH AVENUE
SUITE D AND C
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 554-2737
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

ASIAN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
RECOVERY FOR EAST BAY ASIAN YOUTH
310 8TH STREET
SUITE 201
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 451-6729
* AD AM Y TX PV CI CS *

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
EAST BAY REHABILITATION
543 8TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 451-0375
* AL RR B H AI PI HV PR TX *

BI BETT CORPORATION
EAST OAKLAND RECOVERY CENTER
7227 EAST 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94621
(510) 568-2432
* AD AM B TX PV CI *

BI BETT CORPORATION
ORCHID WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER
1342 EAST 27TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94606
(510) 525-0611
* AD RR W TX PV CI *

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
433 JEFFERSON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 834-5656
* AD PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
3014 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(510) 763-0301
* AD PV *

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
EAST OFFICE
6226 CAMDEN STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94605
(510) 569-9307
* AD PV CI CS *
MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) NORTH COASTAL DETOX
4010 VIA SERRA STREET
OCEANSIDE, CA 92056
(619) 721-2781
* AD DT TX PV CI *

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS/NORTH COAST NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CENTER
560 GREENBRIER DRIVE
SUITE E
OCEANSIDE, CA 92054
(619) 967-0900
* AD PV *

OJAI
ALANO CLUB OF OJAI VALLEY
575 WEST EL ROBLAR DRIVE
OJAI, CA 93023
(805) 646-9187
* AD PV *

HOPE FOR KIDS
OJAI, CA 93024
(805) 646-2949
HOTLINE(S): (805) 649-2949
* AD PV CI CS *

OLIVELBURST
HOUSE OF HOPE
1969 17TH STREET
OLIVELBURST, CA 95961
(916) 743-2536
* AD RR TX PV *

ONTARIO
BILINGUAL FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE CENTER FOR RECOVERY
317 WEST F STREET
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(909) 986-7111
* AD AM Y Y H PG PR TX PV CS *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/ONTARIO
324 NORTH LAUREL AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(909) 986-4550
* DA AM H B H PG CU HV MD TX MM *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
MARIN HOUSE
1636 NORTH MARIN AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91764
(909) 629-3294
HOTLINE(S): (909) 629-3294 9AM-5PM M-F
* AL RR A CU HV TX *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ORANGE HOUSE/MENS FACILITY
1003 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91764
(909) 629-3294
HOTLINE(S): (909) 629-3294 9AM-5PM ONLY
* AD RR TX *

EPHPHAETA COUNSELING CENTER
1003 NORTH BEGONIA AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(909) 984-1781
HOTLINE(S):
(909) 984-1781 10AM-9PM M-TH
* AL AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
INLAND EMPIRE WEST
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 622-4274
HOTLINE(S): (714) 622-4274
* DA *

REID AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING CENTER
125 WEST F STREET
SUITE 100
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(909) 988-7935
* AD AM Y Y PR TX PV CI *

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
210 WEST B STREET
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 983-3665
* AL AM Y A B H HV DW TX PV *

ORANGE
CITY OF ORANGE POLICE DEPARTMENT CRISIS INTERVENTION UNIT
1107 NORTH BATAVIA STREET
ORANGE, CA 92667
(714) 744-7305
* AD PV CI CS *

MARIPOSA WOMENS CENTER
812 TOWN AND COUNTRY ROAD
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 547-6694
* AL AM M PR TX PV CI *

ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY HOSP OF ORANGE FOCUS ON RECOVERY
401 TUSTIN AVENUE
ORANGE, CA 92666
(714) 771-9971
HOTLINE(S): (800) 234-0420
* AD RR A CU HV PR TX PV CI SS CS *

TOUCHSTONES
SOCIAL MODEL RECOVERY SYSTEMS
525 NORTH PARKER STREET
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 639-5542
* AL RR Y PR TX PV CI *

ORANGEVALE
BREINING INSTITUTE
8880 GREENBACK LANE
ORANGEVALE, CA 95662
(916) 972-0703
* AL AM DH TX CI *

GULLHAVEN
7539 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 95662
(916) 988-9330
HOTLINE(S): (916) 988-9330
* AD DT RR W B H CU PR TX PV CI *

NEW DAWN
6043 ROLOFF WAY
ORANGEVALE, CA 95662
(916) 969-4300
* AD DT RR W B PR TX *

STARTING POINT BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CTR
8773 OAK AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 95662
(916) 988-5700
* AD DT RR AM W Y PG CU PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

ORLAND
GLEN COUNTY HEALTH SERVICES/ORLAND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1187 EAST SOUTH STREET
ORLAND, CA 95963
(916) 865-1146
* AD AM PG TX PV CI CS *

OXNARD
ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2035 SOUTH SAVIERS ROAD
SUITE 5
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 385-3777
* AD AM H H CU DW TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/SOUTH D STREET UNIT
620 SOUTH D STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 686-4876
* DA AM H M A B H AI PG CU HV MM PV *
* CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/VENTURA SAVIERS ROAD UNIT
2055 SAVIERS ROAD
SUITE 10
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 483-2253
* DA AM H M A B H AI PG CU HV MM MD *
* MM PV CI *

FAMILY COUNSELING SERV OF VENTURA CNTY ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
500 ESPALANDA DRIVE
SUITE 1200
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 988-1031
* AD AM H PR CH TX CI *
MIRACLE HOUSE/PHASE C
92 SOUTH ANACAPA STREET
OXNARD, CA 93001
(805) 648-7857
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 648-4783; (805) 648-7857
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX * 
* PV CI *

PRIMARY PURPOSE
DETOX
603 WEST 5TH STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-2441
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 487-2441; (805) 487-5119
* AD DT PR TX CI *

PRIMARY PURPOSE
INTO ACTION
161 SOUTH C STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4194
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 487-2441; (805) 487-5119
* AD RR H A B H AI CU HV PR TX CI *

PRIMARY PURPOSE TREATMENT PROGRAMS
840 WEST 5TH STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4194
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 487-2441; (805) 487-5119
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *
* CI *

RAINBOW RECOVERY CENTERS I
1626 EAST CHANNEL ISLAND BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4663
* AD RR H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

SHAMROCK HOUSE
1334 EAST CHANNEL ISLANDS BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 486-6926
* AD PV CI *

VENTURA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
DUAL DIAGNOSIS TEAM
1400 VANGUARD ROAD
OXNARD, CA 93035
(805) 365-9106
* AD Y H Y HV TX PV CI *

VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/DRUG PROGS
OXNARD CENTER
2651 SOUTH C STREET
SUITE 1
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 365-1885
HOTLINE(S): (800) 556-6607
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/DRUG PROGS
REACHING OUT TO MOMS AND KIDS
2651 SOUTH C STREET
ROOM 2
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 365-1885
* AD AM H PG MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

VENTURA COUNTY HISPANIC COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/CASA LATINA
1251 JUNEBERRY PLACE
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 980-1560
* AD RR H B H AI CU PR TX PV CI *

PACIFIC GROVE
BEACON HOUSE
468 PINE AVENUE
PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950
(408) 372-2334
HOTLINE(S): (408) 372-2334
* AD RR PR TX PV CI CS *

PACIFICA
PACIFIC YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
PROYECTO FAMILIA
160-A MILAGRA DRIVE
PACIFICA, CA 94044
(415) 355-3900
* AD PV *

PYRAMID ALTERNATIVES
480 MANOR PLAZA
PACIFICA, CA 94044
(415) 355-8787
* AD AM Y A B H AI PI CU HV DM PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

PACOIMA
VIA AVANTA PROGRAM
11643 GLEN OAKS BOULEVARD
PACOIMA, CA 91331
(818) 897-2609
* DA RR H PG PV PR TX PV CI *

PALMDALE
COACHELLA VALLEY COUNSELING
PALM DESERT
73-710 FRED WARING STREET
SUITE 102
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(619) 568-6842
* AD AM Y A B HV TX PV CI CS *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
LOM DESERT
PALM DESERT, CA 92261
(619) 346-5800
HOTLINE(S): (619) 346-5800
* AL *

THE VALLEY PARTNERSHIP
73-301 HIGHWAY 111
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(619) 776-5555
* AD PV *

PALM SPRINGS
ALERT PROGRAM
730 EUGENE ROAD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 322-7725
* AL AM DM TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
750 SOUTH VELLA ROAD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 323-2118
* AD PV *

MICHAEL ALAN ROSEN FOUNDATION
MIKE HOUSE
430 SOUTH CAHUILLA STREET
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
(619) 320-5486
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

ANTEOPE VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
1563-F EAST PALMDALE BOULEVARD
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(805) 274-1062
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 948-5046 24 HOURS
(805) 274-0086 TBD
* AL AM W Y H H TX PV CI CS *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
SOUTH ANTELOPE VALLEY
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(805) 273-0868
HOTLINE(S): (805) 273-0868
* DA *

PALMDALE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
1212 EAST AVENUE S
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(805) 273-2211 EXT. 3953
HOTLINE(S): (800) 828-2281 LA COUNTY 24 HOURS
* AD RR AM Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC PR CH TX PV *
CALIFORNIA

PALO ALTO

FAMILY SERVICE/MID PENINSULA
375 CAMPBELL AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 326-8576
HOTLINE(S): (415) 327-3333
* AD AM H Y A H HV PR TX PV CI CS *

NORTH COUNTY CENTER
270 GRANT AVENUE
ROOM 150
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 326-1441
* AD AM H DH MD PR TX CI *

PALOS VERDES PENINSULA

COMMUNITY HELPLINE
2161 VIA OLIVERA STREET
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA, CA 90274
(310) 541-2525
HOTLINE(S): (310) 784-2217 REFERRALS ONLY 8AM-5PM
(310) 328-1460
* AD CI *

PARAMOUNT

IMPERIAL ALANO
8021 EAST ROSECRANS AVENUE
PARAMOUNT, CA 90723
(310) 634-7500
* AD *

PASADENA

ADDITION COUNSELING TREATMENT (ACT)
FAMILY TREATMENT PROGRAM
33 SOUTH CATALINA AVENUE
SUITES 103 AND 105
PASADENA, CA 91104
(818) 795-9398
* AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU DM PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

BISHOP GOODEN HOME
191 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 356-0078
* AD RR B H HV PR TX PV CI *

CASA DE LAS AMIGAS
160 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 792-2770
* AD RR H PR TX PV CI *

CITY OF PASADENA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES PROGRAM
1020 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 794-1586
* AD AM H B H DV TX PV *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/PASADENA
1724 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 794-1161
* DA AM MD HH *

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION
1250 NORTH HARENGO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 797-1124
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 797-1126 9AM-5PM
(818) 797-3799 7AM-11PM
* AL RR B H PR TX PV CI *

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION
225 GRANDVIEW STREET
PASADENA, CA 91104
(818) 797-3799
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 797-1124 9AM-5PM
(818) 797-3799 7AM-11PM
* AL RR B H TX PV CI *

HAVEN HOUSE
PASADENA, CA 91115
(213) 681-2626
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 681-2626 24 HOURS
* AL RR H Y B H TX PV CI CS *

PASADENA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCY/REFERRAL AGENCY
131 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
SUITE 320
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 795-9127
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 795-9127 9AM-5PM M-F
* AD PV CI *

PRINCIPLES
IMPACT DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
1680 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(213) 681-2575
HOTLINE(S):
(213) 681-2575
* DA RR AM PR TX PV CI *

SAINT LUKES MEDICAL CENTER
SHARE UNIT
2632 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 791-6606
* AD DT RR AM H B H CU HV MC PR TX *
* PV CI *

STARTING OVER STRAIGHT
35 NORTH CRAIG AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 405-9131
* AD PV *

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
700 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 795-4590
* AL AM H DH TX CI *

WALTER MOVING HOME
218 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 405-0950
* AD RR H B H PG CU HV TX CI *

PERRIS

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF INLAND COUNTIES
277 EAST 4TH STREET
PERRIS, CA 92570
(909) 674-7554
* AD AM DH TX CI *

PETALUMA

FAMILY EDUCATION CENTERS
629 EAST D STREET
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 762-8835
* AD PV *

PETALUMA PEOPLE SERVICES CENTER
1500 A PETALUMA BOULEVARD SOUTH
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 765-8400
* AD PV CI CS *

PICO RIVERA

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
PICO RIVERA
6505 ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
PICO RIVERA, CA 90660
(310) 948-2013
* AL AM H DH TX CI *

CORNERSTONE HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE CLINIC
8207 WHITTIER BOULEVARD
PICO RIVERA, CA 90660
(310) 695-0737
* DA AM H H AI PG CU HV MD PR MM *
* PV CI *

PINOLE

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
2095 SAN PABLO STREET
PINOLE, CA 94564
(510) 724-6263
* AD PV CI *

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF PINOLE
NEW BEGINNINGS PROGRAM
2151 APPIAN WAY
PINOLE, CA 94564
(510) 724-1520
* AD RR AM H A B PG PI CU HV MC PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *
PLACERVILLE
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
HOTLINE
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-3500
HOTLINE(S): (916) 622-3500
* AL *

EL DORADO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (EDCA)
LIFESKILLS
2810 COLOMA ROAD
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-6819
* AL AM Y DW TX CI *

NEW MORNING YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
6765 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-5551
* AL AM Y CU PR TX PV CI *

PROGRESS HOUSE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
2914 B COLD SPRINGS ROAD
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 642-1715
* AL AM H A PG HV PR TX CI *

PLEASANT HILL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF CONTRA COSTA INC
171 MAYHEM WAY
SUITE 210
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
(415) 932-8100
* AL AM DW TX PV CI *

BI BETT CORPORATION
FIRST OFFENDER LEVEL ONE
3478 BUSKIRK AVENUE
SUITE 1052
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
(510) 937-5713
* AL AM H DW TX PV *

DRAKE HOUSE
808 GRAYSON ROAD
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
(510) 935-2590
* AD RR H Y B H AI CU PR TX PV CI *
* SS CS *

PLEASANTON
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PLEASANTON
5701 8TH STREET
CAMP PARKS
PLEASANTON, CA 95668
(415) 833-7500 EXT. 255
* AD RR H Y B CU TX PV CI *

VALLEY CARE RECOVERY CENTER
5720 STONERIDGE MALL ROAD
SUITE 300
PLEASANTON, CA 94588
(510) 734-6516
HOTLINE(S): (510) 734-6616
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CI *

POINT REYES STATION
MARIN COUNTY COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROJECT
40 4TH STREET
POINT REYES STATION, CA 94956
(415) 665-6231
* AD AM H TX PV CI *

POMONA
AMERICAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2180 WEST VALLEY BOULEVARD
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 665-2336
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 255-5483 24 HOURS
* AD DT RR A H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

COCAINES ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
POMONA
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 620-4324
HOTLINE(S): (714) 620-4324
* DA *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GAREY CLINIC
1050 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 623-6391
* DA AM A HV MD MM PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
POMONA UNIT
152 WEST ARTESIA STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 620-1959
* DA AM MD MM PV CI *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
435 WEST MISSION BOULEVARD
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 622-7311
* AL AM H DN TX *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
LAREDO HOUSE
787 LAREDO STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 629-3294
* AL RR TX *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
PARK HOUSE
720 NORTH PARK AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 629-3294
* AL RR TX PV *
CALIFORNIA

END OF THE TRAIL TRANSITION HOUSE
POMONA, CA 91769
(714) 593-2826
HOTLINE(S): (714) 593-2826 7AM-7PM
* AD CI *

POMONA COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
163 WEST 2ND STREET
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 623-1588
* DA AM Y TX PV CI *

PROTOTYPES WOMENS CENTER
845 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 624-1233
* DA RR AM W A B H PG CU HV MD TX *
* PV CI CS *

REHABILITATION ALCOHOL PROGRAM (RAP)
2055 NORTH GARY AVENUE
SUITE 2
POMONA, CA 91767
(909) 596-5335
* AL AM H DN TX PV CI *

SERENITY HOUSE
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
337 EAST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 596-7321
* AD AM W A H CU HV DM PR TX PV CI *

WHITNEY GROUP
ALAMEDA HOUSE
1530 ALAMEDA STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(818) 444-0893
* AD CI *

PORT HUENEME

STEPS PROGRAM
ANACAPA BY THE EAST
224 EAST CLARA STREET
PORT HUENEME, CA 93044
(805) 488-6424
HOTLINE(S): (800) 487-0377
* AD RR AM W Y B H CU HV PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

PORTERVILLE

PAAR CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
PAAR CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
232 WEST BELLEVIEV AVENUE
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 781-0107
HOTLINE(S): (209) 781-0107
* AL RR W H PG PI HV PR TX PV CI *
* SS *

PAAR CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
THE PAAR EAST
114 NORTH FIG STREET
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 761-0107
HOTLINE(S): (209) 761-0107
* AL RR H HV PR TX PV CI *

PAAR CENTER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
227 WEST BELLEVIEV AVENUE
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 782-8982
* DA RR H CU HV PR TX PV CI CS *

POTTER VALLEY

NORTH COAST OPPORTUNITIES
WINDO
POTTER VALLEY, CA 95469
(707) 745-2733
* AD RR AM W PG CU PR TX *

POMAY

POMERADO HOSPITAL SUNRISE CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
15615 POMERADO ROAD
POMAY, CA 92064
(619) 485-6616
HOTLINE(S): (619) 485-6616 8AM-5PM M-F
(800) 442-3446
* AD DT AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC PR TX PV CI *

QUINCY

ALC ANONYMOUS/NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
QUINCY, CA 95971
(916) 285-6316
HOTLINE(S): (916) 285-6316
* AD *

PLUMAS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPT COURTHOUSE ANNEX AND HIGHWAY 70
QUINCY, CA 95971
(916) 285-6316
HOTLINE(S): (916) 285-6316
* AD AM W Y A PG HV DH TX PV CI *

RAMONA

GROUP CONSCIENCE/PEMARRO
1482 KINGS VILLA ROAD
RAMONA, CA 92065
(619) 789-8070
HOTLINE(S): (619) 789-8070
* AD RR W A B H CU HV PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
NORTH RURAL RECOVERY CENTER
323 HUNTER STREET
RAMONA, CA 92065
(619) 788-6246
* DA AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD TX PV CI CS *

RANCHO CUCAMONGA

MATRIX INSTITUTE ON ADDICTIONS
9375 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
SUITE 204
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(909) 989-9724
HOTLINE(S): (909) 989-9724
* AD AM CU PR TX PV CI CS *

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
8540 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
BUILDING 18 SUITE A
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 987-4036
* AL AM Y A B H HV DN TX PV *

RANCHO MIRAGE

BETTY FORD CENTER AT EISENHOWER
35000 BOB HOPE DRIVE
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA 92270
(619) 775-4100
* AD RR AM W PR TX PV CI *

RED BLUFF

TEHAMA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1860 WALNUT STREET
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-8793
HOTLINE(S): (916) 527-8793
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PV CI *

REDDING

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
1050 STATE STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-8955
HOTLINE(S): (916) 225-8955
* AL *

CARE SCHOOLS
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1465 MARKET STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 244-1282
* AL AM H DN TX PV CI *

EMPIRE RECOVERY CENTER
1237 CALIFORNIA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 243-7477
HOTLINE(S): (916) 243-7477
* AD DT RR PR TX SS *

NORTH STAR TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
3715 CAPRICORN STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 221-1342
* AD *
REDDING SPECIALTY CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
2801 EUREKA WAY
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 246-9000
HOTLINE(S): (916) 246-9000; (800) 289-4774
* AD RR B CU DM MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *
SHASTA COUNTY PERINATAL PROGRAM
1326 TRINITY STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5256
* AD AM H PG MC PR TX PV CI *
SHASTA COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1525 PINE STREET
SUITE 1
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5250
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX PV CI *
SHASTA COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1317 COURT STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5250
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX PV CI *
SHASTA OPTIONS
2530 LARKSPUR LANE
REDDING, CA 96002
(916) 222-3388
* AD AM Y AI PI CU PR TX PV CI CS *
SHASTA SIERRA WORK FURLough PROGRAM
1727 SOUTH STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 241-6073
HOTLINE(S): (916) 241-6073; (916) 243-7131
* AD PV *
REEDLANDS
JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP INC
1200 ARIZONA STREET
SUITE B-10
REDDLANDS, CA 92374
(714) 792-6925
* AL AM H DM TX PV CI *
REEDLANDS NORTHSIDE
COUNSELING SERVICES
320 WEST UNION AVENUE
REDDLANDS, CA 92374
(909) 792-5552
* DA AM H Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV *
* CI *
REEDLANDS YUCAIPA GUIDANCE CLINIC
REEDLANDS OPEN CENTER
604 EAST STATE STREET
REDDLANDS, CA 92374
(909) 792-6011
* DA PV *
REEDLANDS YUCAIPA GUIDANCE CLINIC
604 EAST STATE STREET
REDDLANDS, CA 92374
(909) 792-6011
* DA PV *
REDDONDO BEACH
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
BAY CITIES
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(310) 372-9666
HOTLINE(S): (310) 372-9666
* DA *
REDDONDO BEACH
ARCHWAY/REDDONDO CITY
YOUTH AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE
609 PRICE AVENUE
SUITE 205
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(310) 366-8433
* DA AM Y A B H PG CU HV DM PR *
* TX PV CI *
DAYTOP VILLAGE
ADOLESCENT
631 HOODSIE ROAD
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(415) 367-9030
* DA AM H Y A B H HV PR TX PV CI *
PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT
REDDONDO CITY TREATMENT CLINIC
500 ARGUELLO STREET
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(415) 363-4401
* DA AM H A B H PG PI CU HV MD MM *
* PV CI *
REDWOOD CENTER
CHEMICAL AWARENESS AND TREATMENT SERVS
100 EDMONDS ROAD
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(415) 366-5723
* DA RR A B PI CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* CS *
SERVICE LEAGUE OF SAN MATEO COUNTY
HOPE HOUSE
3789 HOOVER STREET
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(415) 363-0875
* DA RR H A B H CU TX PV CI *
RESEDA
ASAP FAMILY OUTPATIENT CENTER
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
18526 GALT STREET
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 881-9493
* DA AM TX PV CI *
FULLY ALIVE CENTER
18554 SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 609-1987
* DA PV CI *
I-ADARP
RESEDA
18210 SHERMAN WAY
SUITE 215
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 705-4175
HOTLINE(S): (818) 705-4175 10AM-6PM M-F 10AM-9PM T
* DA AM Y H PR TX PV CI CS *
SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
18309A SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 708-1198
* AL AM Y B H AI PI DW TX PV CI *
WESTERN PACIFIC RESEDA PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
18437 SATICOY STREET
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 705-5561
HOTLINE(S): (818) 240-8843
* DA AM H B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *
* PV CI *
RICHMOND
ALCOHOL INTERVENTION/RECOVERY SERVICES
POST CONVICT DRINKING DRIVER PROGS
3003 RESEARCH DRIVE
SUITE 100
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 374-3132
* AL AM H Y A B H PI CU HV DM MD TX *
* PV CI CS *
BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT
BAART/CAL DETOX/RICHMOND
2910 CUTTING BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 252-0874
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV MD MM *
* CI *
BORN FREE/RICHMOND
100 37TH STREET
ROOM 1600
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 646-1165
* DA AM H B PG TX PV CI CS *
CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
225 CIVIC CENTER STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 232-1377
* DA PV CI *
INTENSIVE DAY TREATMENT
UJIMA WEST
3959 BISSEL STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94805
(510) 215-2280
HOTLINE(S): (510) 225-8000; (510) 620-0174
* DA AM H B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *
KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1300 POTRERO AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 231-4691
HOTLINE(S): (510) 231-7300 EMER RM/MEDICAL EMER
* AD DT AM TX PV CI CS *

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE OF NORTH RICHMOND
HOLLOMON/FAUERSO NEM MAY CENTER
208 23RD STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 233-1270
HOTLINE(S): (510) 233-1270
* AL DT PR AM B H PI HV DW TX PV *
* CI SS CS *

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE OF NORTH RICHMOND
NORTH STAR TREATMENT CENTER
1744 4TH STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 237-3090
* DA AM W Y B CU TX CI *

SOJOURNE COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
3029 MAC DONALD AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 374-3013
HOTLINE(S): (510) 235-5244; (510) 939-3232
* DA AM A B H CU HV MD TX PV CI *

RIDGECREST
ALCOHOL DRUG ALERT PROGRAM
308 SOUTH NORMA STREET
RIDGECREST, CA 93555
(619) 371-4550
* AD AM W H DN TX CI *

COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
314 SOUTH NORMA STREET
RIDGECREST, CA 93555
(619) 371-1064
HOTLINE(S): (800) 824-3852
* AD AM W Y A B H AI CU HV TX PV *
* CI *

DESERT COUNSELING CLINIC
RIDGECREST UNIT
814 NORTH NORMA STREET
RIDGECREST, CA 93555
(619) 375-9781
HOTLINE(S): (619) 375-9781
* DA AM H A B CU PR TX PV CI CS *

RIO VISTA
RIO VISTA CARE
125 SACRAMENTO STREET
RIO VISTA, CA 94571
(707) 374-5243
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

RIVERSIDE
COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH GROUP INC
5995 BROCKTON AVENUE
SUITE B
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(909) 780-3050
HOTLINE(S): (909) 784-3050
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY SETTLEMENT ASSOCIATION
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
4366 BERMUDA AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(909) 686-6267
* AL AM B H AI DW TX PV CI *

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES
1021 WEST LA CADENA DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 780-8010
* DA AM HV MD MM CI *

MARCH AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
22 CSG/SDL
BUILDING 466
RIVERSIDE, CA 92518
(714) 655-4445
* AD AM TX PV CI *

MY FAMILY INC
RECOVERY CENTER
17270 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
(909) 780-2541
HOTLINE(S):
(909) 683-6596 8AM-9PM M-F
(909) 780-2541 24 HOURS
* DA RR A CU HV PR TX PV CI *

MY FAMILY INC
RECOVERY WOMENS PROGRAM
7253 MARGUARITA AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
(909) 683-6596
HOTLINE(S):
(714) 683-6596 8AM-9PM M-F
(714) 780-2541
* DA AM W PG MD PR TX PV CI *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF THE INLAND COUNTIES
3767 ELIZABETH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 780-8211
* AL AM DW TX CI *

NELSON HOUSE FOUNDATION
3685 15TH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(909) 683-9757
* AL *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/RIVERSIDE
1970 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 275-2125
* DA AM W Y H HV DW TX PV CI *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
3925 ORANGE STREET
SUITE 26
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(909) 275-2305
* DA AM W HV MD TX PV CI *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WESTERN RIVERSIDE METHADONE PROGRAM
3929 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(909) 275-2110
* DA AM Y A H PG HV MD MM *

TEEN CHALLENGE CHRISTIAN LIFE SCHOOL
MENS FACILITY
5445 CHICAGO AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(909) 683-4241
* AD PV *

WHITESIDE MANOR
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME
2743 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(909) 683-9743
HOTLINE(S):
(800) REC-OVER 8-5 M-F CA ONLY
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV PR TX PV CI *

WHITESIDE MANOR INC
SAMMEN HOUSE
2709 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(909) 682-6631
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 300-RECO M-F 8-5
* AD RR W A B H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER OF RIVERSIDE
3047 TERRACINA DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(909) 683-5195
* DA AM Y PR TX PV CI *

ROSEMEAD
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
ROSEMEAD
8623A GARVEY AVENUE
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 572-7001
* DA AM H DN TX PV *

ASIAN YOUTH CENTER
9032 MISSION ROAD
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 309-0622
* DA AM Y TX PV CI *
ROSEVILLE
SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
ROSEVILLE SERVICE CENTER
1A SIERRAGATE PLAZA
SUITE 110
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 782-3757
* AD AM H H DW PR TX *

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/ROSEVILLE
424 VERNON STREET
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 783-5207
HOTLINE(S): (916) 783-9995 REReferral ONLY
* AD AM H Y PG MD PR TX PV CI CS *

RUNNING SPRINGS
PINE RIDGE TREATMENT CENTER
2727 HIGHLAND DRIVE
RUNNING SPRINGS, CA 92382
(714) 867-3977
HOTLINE(S): (714) 867-7027
* AD RR H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *

SACRAMENTO
ADULT SERVICES CENTER
4075 BROADWAY
SACRAMENTO, CA 95820
(916) 366-2736
* AL AM TX PV CI CS *

ALAMON FAMILY GROUPS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 485-8066
HOTLINE(S): (916) 483-6806 SACRAMENTO AREA ONLY
(916) 483-4807
* AL CS *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SACRAMENTO CENTRAL CALIFORNIA FELLOWSHIP
7500 14TH AVENUE
SUITE 27
SACRAMENTO, CA 95820
(916) 454-1100
HOTLINE(S): (916) 454-1100
* AL *

AMERICAN INDIAN SUBST ABUSE PROG INC
TURQUOISE INDIAN LODGE
2727 P STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 456-3487
* AL RR H A AI PG PI HV TX PV *

BI VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
2100 CAPITOL AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-4905
* DA AM A PG CU HV MC MD MM PV CI *

BI VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
NORWOOD
310 HARRIS AVENUE
SUITE A
SACRAMENTO, CA 95838
(916) 649-6793
* DA AM A CU HV MC MD MM PV CI *

BRIDGE TO CHANGE
2840 ARDEN WAY
SUITE 103
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 405-6392
* AD AM H Y CU PR TX PV CI CS *

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
1507 21ST STREET
SUITE 100
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 448-2951
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV DM MD TX *
* PV CI SS CS *

FAMILY MAINTENANCE BUREAU
3970 RESEARCH DRIVE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95838
(916) 366-2736
* DA AM Y PR TX PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
GREATER SACRAMENTO AREA
8912 VOLUNTEER LANE
SUITE 100
SACRAMENTO, CA 95826
(916) 368-3080
HOTLINE(S): (916) 368-3111 SUICIDE PREVENTION CRISIS
* AD PV CI *

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
GATEWAY RECOVERY HOUSE
4049 MILLER WAY
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
(916) 401-9312
HOTLINE(S): (916) 401-9312 ASSESSMENT & REFERRAL
* AD RR H A B H AI PI CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

MAGUIRE HOUSE
2120 2ND STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 457-1978
* AL PV *

MEXICAN AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
7000 FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
SUITE 210
SACRAMENTO, CA 95823
(916) 392-7815
* AD AM H DW TX PV CI *

MEXICAN AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MI CASA RECOVERY HOME
2515 40TH AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95822
(916) 394-2328
* AL RR AM H PR TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
AMERICAN RIVER AREA
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 486-0465
HOTLINE(S): (916) 486-0465
* DA *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
SACRAMENTO COUNTY AFFILIATE
650 HOME AVENUE
SUITE 1055
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 922-9217
HOTLINE(S): (916) 922-9217
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* TX PV CI *

OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY/INTENSIVE DAY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
SACRAMENTO, CA 95827
(916) 395-4660
* AD AM H PG PR TX CI *

OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY/RESIDENTIAL
SACRAMENTO, CA 95827
(916) 395-4660
* AD RR H PG PR TX *

RIVER CITY RECOVERY CENTER
E STREET UNIT
2218 E STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
* AL RR H HV PR TX PV CI *

RIVER CITY RECOVERY CENTER
G STREET UNIT
2217 G STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
* AL RR H HV PR TX PV CI *

SACRAMENTO URBAN INDIAN HEALTH
LEGAL CAMP ALCOHOL PROGRAM
801 BROADWAY
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 441-1095
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI CS *

SACRAMENTO BLACK ALCOHOLISM CTR (SBAC)
2425 ALHAMBRA BOULEVARD
SUITE F
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
(916) 454-4242
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX PV *

SACRAMENTO RECOVERY HOUSE INC
1914 22ND STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 455-6258
* AL RR PR TX *
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
9 WEST GABILAN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 426-9874
HOTLINE(S): (408) 424-9874
* AL *
COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES
METHADONE CLINIC
1101 F NORTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93906
(408) 424-6828
HOTLINE(S): (408) 375-4773 24 HOURS
* DA AM H A B H PG HV MC MD PR MM *
DOOR TO HOPE
HALFWAY HOUSE
165 CLAY STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 422-6226
* AD RR M A B H PG HV PR TX PV CI *
DOOR TO HOPE
SOBER LIVING
257 CLAY STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 758-0181
* AD *
GENTE DEL SOL
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
5 MILLIANS ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 753-5150
* AD PV CI *
MONTEREY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
PATTERNS PROGRAM
140 WEST GABILAN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 758-5430
* AD AM H H PG CU TX PV CI *
SUN STREET CENTERS II
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
8 SUN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 424-0427
* AL DT RR B H PI PR TX PV CI SS *
TRUCHA
727 EAST MARKET STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-0521
* AD AM H H AI TX PV CI SS CS *
VALLEY HEALTH ASSOCIATES
MEDETRAC
622-6 EAST ALISAL STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-6685
* AD AM H A H PI CU HV MD PR TX MM *
* CI *
VICTORY OUTREACH HOMES
REHABILITATION SERVICES OF SALINAS
325 NORTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93906
(408) 424-8343
HOTLINE(S): (408) 424-8343
* AD RR TX PV CI SS CS *
SAN ANDREAS
CALAVERAS COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
891 MOUNTAIN RANCH ROAD
GOVERNMENT CENTER DEPARTMENT 64-66
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 754-6555
* AD AM H DN TX PV CI *
SAN BERNARDINO
CASA DE AYUDA/SAN BERNARDINO
7255 GARDEN DRIVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(909) 885-8516
* DA RR M B H AI CU TX *
CASA DE AYUDA/SAN BERNARDINO
7274 GARDEN DRIVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(909) 885-8516
* DA RR M B H AI CU TX *
CASA DE SAN BERNARDINO
735 NORTH D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(909) 381-5507
* DA AM Y B H CU TX PV CI CS *
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION (AGAPE)
607 EAST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(909) 882-1706
HOTLINE(S): (909) 866-4889 7AM-7PM M-TH
* DA AM H Y PG TX PV CI *
HASE AND ASSOCIATES SYSTEMS
355 WEST 6TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 888-0149
HOTLINE(S): (800) 447-4274 24 HOUR SERVICE
(909) 888-0149
* AL AM W Y B H AI DH TX PV *
INDUSTRY COMMUNITY INTERFACE PROJECTS
(ICI PROJECTS)
265 EAST MILL STREET
SUITE 1
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
(909) 885-6065
* AD AM A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV CI *
CALIFORNIA

COUNSELING AND RECOVERY INSTITUTE
3233 3RD AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 563-0333
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI *
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HOTLINE(S): (619) 929-3820
* AL PV CI CS *

DEAF COMMUNITY SERVICES OF SAN DIEGO
CTR FOR EMPOWERMENT OF DEAF ALC IN REC
3041 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 293-3820
* AL PV CI CS *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICE (ECS)
ONE FLIGHT UP
4092 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 262-3322
* AD *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICE (ECS)
CLAIREMONT NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CTR
7601-7605 CONVOY COURT
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 292-5670
* AL PV CS *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICE (ECS)
MID CITY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4096 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 262-3322
* DA AM B CU HV TX PV CI CS *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICE (ECS)
NORTH CITY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
5640 RUFFIN ROAD
SUITE 4
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 279-4770
* DA AM H Y H AI PG CU HV TX PV CS *

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICE (ECS)
PROJECT PARA
3785 FAIRMOUNT AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 528-1200
* DA AM H A H PG HV PR TX PV CI *

HOUSE OF METAMORPHOSIS
PAROLEE PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
3010 ELM STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 236-9492
HOTLINE(S): (619) 236-9492 24 HOURS
* DA RR B H CU HV TX PV CI *

HOUSE OF METAMORPHOSIS
RESIDENTIAL
2970 MARKET STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 236-9492
HOTLINE(S): (619) 236-9492 24 HR MANAGED
* DA RR H A B H AI PG HV PR TX PV *
* CI *

INDOCHINESE MUTUAL ASSISTANCE ASSOC
2171 ULRICH STREET
SUITE 100
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 584-4018
* AL *

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
328 MAPLE STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 696-3037
* AD DT RR AM H Y H PG CU PR TX PV *
* CI *

MAAC PROJECT RECOVERY HOME
CASA DE MIGAEGOS
1127 30TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 262-4002
* AL RR H Y H AI PG CU DW TX PV *
* CI *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
9040 FRIARS ROAD SUITE 320
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108
(619) 521-2160
HOTLINE(S): (800) 866-6534
* AD AM H AI PR TX PV CI *

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
MID COAST REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER
1633 GARNET AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92109
(619) 273-2162
HOTLINE(S): (619) 273-2162 8AM-5PM M-F
* DA AM Y B PG CU MD TX PV CI *

MESA VISTA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7850 VISTA HILL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 276-4110 EXT. 311
HOTLINE(S): (619) 276-6110 7:30AM-9PM
* AD DT RR AM H A B HV MC PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
808 UNION STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-6311
* AD PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
BUSINESS OFFICE
4609 FELTON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 584-1007
HOTLINE(S): (619) 584-1007
* DA *

NAVAL AIR STATION/NTIAMAR
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
SAN DIEGO, CA 92145
(619) 537-6480
* AD RR H B H AI PG CU HV DW TX *
NAVAL AIR STATION/MIRAMAR
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
19931 MITSCHER MAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92145
(619) 537-1823
* AL AM TX *

NAVAL AIR STATION/NORTH ISLAND
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING 708
SAN DIEGO, CA 92135
(619) 545-0221
* AD AM H B AI PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI *

NAVAL SUBMARINE BASE/POINT LOMA
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
140 SYLVESTER ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92106
(619) 555-7510
* AL PV CI *

NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING 504
SAN DIEGO, CA 92133
(619) 524-5519
* AL AM TX PV CI *

OCEAN BEACH RECOVERY AND REFERRAL
5029 WEST POINT LOMA BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92107
(619) 222-1714
* AD CI *

PATHFINDERS OF SAN DIEGO INC
RECOVERY HOME
2980 CEDAR STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 239-7370
* AL DT RR TX PV CI SS CS *

PATHFINDERS SERVICE CENTER
PATHFINDERS
3049 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 291-7158
* AL PV *

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
WEST OFFICE
3293 GREYLING DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 495-8800
* DA AM H A PG HV MD PR MM PV CI *

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER ON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
7875 CONVOY COURT
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 467-6810
* AL AM H AI DM TX PV *

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
HOME AVENUE CLINIC
3940 HOME AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 262-8000
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 262-8000 8:15AM-4:30PM M-F
* DA AM H A PG HV MM PV CI *

SAN DIEGO YOUTH AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
TEEN OPTIONS
3923 ADAMS AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 521-2250
* DA AM H Y B H PG MD TX PV CI *

SAN DIEGO YOUTH AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
TEEN RECREATION CENTER
3937 ADAMS AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 521-2250
* DA AM H Y B H PG TX PV CI *

SHARP CABRILLO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3475 KENNY STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 221-3704
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 221-3704
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

STEPPING STONE OF SAN DIEGO
LONG TERM REHAB
3767 CENTRAL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 584-8315
* AD RR A AI PI CU HV TX PV *

STEPPING STONE OF SAN DIEGO
NONRESIDENTIAL
3425 5TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 295-3995
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 295-3995 9AM-10PM
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PI CU HV TX *
* PV CI *

TELESIS II OF CALIFORNIA INC
409 CAMINO DE RIO SOUTH
SUITE 205
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108
(619) 497-0193
* DA PV *

THE PALAVRA TREE
1212 SOUTH 43RD STREET
SUITE D
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 263-7768
* AD PV CI SS *

THE WAY BACK
2516 A STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 235-0592
* AL RR HV TX PV *

TRADITION ONE
MENS FACILITY
4104 DELTA STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 264-0141
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 264-0141 7:30AM-5:30PM
* AD RR A B H AI PI CU HV TX PV CI *

TRADITION ONE
WOMENS FACILITY
3895 NEWTON AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 266-0529
HOTLINE(S):
(619) 264-0141 7:30-5:30 7 DAYS A WEEK
* AD RR M H AI PI CU DM TX *

TURNING POINT HOME OF SAN DIEGO
1315 25TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 233-0067
* AL RR W TX PV CI *

TWELVE STEP HOUSE
HEARTLAND HOUSE
5855 STREAMVIEW DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 287-5460
* AL RR TX PV CI *

U.S. MARINE CORPS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONTROL CENTER
MARINE CORPS RECRUIT DEPOT
BUILDING 8
SAN DIEGO, CA 92141
(619) 524-1835
* AD PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3350 LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE
116A
SAN DIEGO, CA 92161
(619) 552-0585
* AD RR AM A CU HV TX CS *

VIETNAM VETERANS OF SAN DIEGO
THE LANDING ZONE
4141 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 497-1329
HOTLINE(S): (619) 497-1329
* AD RR AM A B H CU HV TX PV CI *

VILLA VIEW COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALERT UNIT
5550 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 582-3516 EXT. 537
* AD RR M A B H CU HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *
VISTACALIFORNIA

VISTA PACIFIC
7969 LINDA VISTA ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 761-1200
HOTLINE(S): (619) 761-1200 SAN DIEGO COUNTY
* AD DT RR H H AUI CH TX PV CI *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICESCTR
AMIGOS SOBEROS AT PARRICK HOUSE
741 11TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-7754
AL RR H TX PV *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICESCTR
SOBRIETY HOUSE/DETOXIFICATION
1111 ISLAND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-0101
* AD DT RR H H AI PI TX PV CI SS *

WOMENS ACTION COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOL
HARmony Recovery CENTER
6150 MISSION GORGE ROAD
SUITE 116
SAN DIEGO, CA 92120
(619) 282-7644
* AL PV CS *

SAN FERNANDO
LAZARUS FOUNDATION/ A CONSULTING REF
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION INTERV
16850 MAYALL STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91345
(818) 893-7449
* AD AM Y B H PI CU DW TX PV CI *

MACLAY HOUSE
13770 SAYRE STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91342
(818) 362-5615
* AD RR PR TX PV *

NORTHEAST VALLEY HEALTH CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/DUI
1024 NORTH MACLAY STREET
SUITE J
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
(818) 365-2571
* AL AM H DW TX PV CI *

SAN FRANCISCO
ACCEPTANCE PLACE
673 SAN JOSE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 695-1708
* AD RR H H B H AI PI CU PR TX PV CI *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
INTERGROUP FELLOWSHIP
1540 MARKET STREET
SUITE 150
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 621-1326
HOTLINE(S): (415) 864-3155
* AL *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
OFFICINA NISPASO 12
585 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 554-8011
HOTLINE(S): (415) 554-8011
(415) 896-7174 BEEPER
* AL *

ALCOHOLICS REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
FIRST STEP HOME
1035 HAYST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 863-3561
* AL RR H H AI CU HV TX PV CI *

AMETHYST COUNSELING
4104 24TH STREET
SUITE 107
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 661-3144
* AD AM H PG CU HV PR TX CI CS *

ASIAN AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
2024 HAYES STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 750-5111
HOTLINE(S): (415) 750-5111 REFERAL ONLY
* AD RR PR TX PV CI *

BAKERS NEW PLACE
1375 GROVE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 946-6193
* AD RR H H AUI CU HV PR TX PV CI *

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAI DETOX/EMBARCADERO CLINIC
75 TOWNSEND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 543-2656
* DA AM H A B H PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR MM PV CI *

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAI DETOX/GREEY STREET CLINIC
1040 GREEY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 920-7000
* DA AM H A B H PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR MM PV CI *

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT FOUNDATION
YOUTH SERVICES DAY TREATMENT
5053 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-1585
* AD AM Y B A B CU HV TX PV CI *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES JELANI HOUSE
1601 QUESADA AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-5977
* AD DT RR H B H PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI *

CHINATOWN YOUTH CENTER
1693 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 775-2636
* AD PV CI CS *

COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER(CAACS)
LEVEL II INPATIENT
624 C AVENUE
TREASURE ISLAND NAVAL STATION
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94130
(415) 395-5219
* AL AM TX PV CI *

COUNSELING SERVICES FOR DRINKING DRIVERS
43 FELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 241-1187
* AL AM Y B H AI DW TX PV CI *

DRIVER PERFORMANCE INSTITUTES
350 TOWNSEND STREET
SUITE 106
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 905-5655
* AL AM H DW TX PV CI *

FORENSIC HEALTH CARE
110 COUGH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 594-0505
* AD AM B H PI CU TX CI *

FORT HELP
METHODONE PROGRAM
415 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 777-9953
* DA AM MM PV CI *

FREEDOM FROM ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
1355 48TH AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 665-8077
HOTLINE(S): (415) 665-9323 24 HR REFERAL SERVICE
* AD RR HV PR TX PV CI *
FRIENDSHIP HOUSE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN INDIANS
80 JULIAN AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 431-6325
* AD RR Y A AI CU PR TX PV CI *

FUTURES IN RECOVERY
3601 TARALAY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94116
(415) 753-6700
* AD AM A CU HV PR TX PV CI CS *

GOLDEN GATE FOR SENIORS
637 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 626-7553
* AD RR PR TX PV CI *

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
1698 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 552-7230
HOTLINE(S): (415) 552-7230 9AM-5PM M-F
* AL AM TX PV CI *

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
BILL PONE MEMORIAL UNIT
1779 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 565-1936
* AD AM H Y TX PV CI CS *

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
BLACK EXTENDED FAMILY
350 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 771-6865
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV TX PV CI CS *

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
DRUG DETOXIFICATION PROJECT
529 CLAYTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 565-1909
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV MD TX *
* PV CI *

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
MOVING ADDICTED MOTHER AHEAD (MAMA)
1696 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 565-1927
* AD AM H B H PG CU TX PV CI CS *

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
SMITH HOUSE
766 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 387-0244
HOTLINE(S): (415) 387-0244
* AD DT H TX PV CI *

HARRIET STREET CENTER
444 6TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 863-3520
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

HENRY OHLOFF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
2418 CLEMENT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 221-3334
* AD AM Y B H PR TX PV CI CS *

HORIZONS UNLIMITED OF SAN FRANCISCO
JUVENTUD PROGRAM
440 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 866-3366
* AD AM Y H TX PV CI CS *

IADET FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
2141-C MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 550-6550
* AL AM H DH TX CI *

INTENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
1153 GUERRERO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 621-4737
* AD AM A H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

KAISER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
2350 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 929-5204
* AD DT AM H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

LIBERATION HOUSE PROGRAMS
1724 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 563-4357
* AD RR CU HV TX PV CI *

MISSION COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL ABUSE FOR THE SPANISH SPEAKING
820 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 826-6767
* AL AM A H HV DW TX PV CI CS *

MOBILE ASSISTANCE PATROL (MAP)
43 FELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 431-7400
* AD *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-3155
HOTLINE(S): (415) 621-8600
* DA *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS/BAY AREA
946 MARKET STREET
3RD FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 296-9900
HOTLINE(S): (415) 296-9900
* AD AM DW TX PV CI *

NORTH OF MARKET
SENIOR ALCOHOL PROGRAM
333 TURK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 805-2274
* AD AM H B H MD TX PV CI SS *

NORTH OF MARKET
SENIOR SERVICES/SENIOR SOBRIETY CENTER
291 EDDY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 771-2133
* AL PV SS *

OPERATION RECOVERY
OPERATION CONCERN
1853 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 626-7000
HOTLINE(S): (415) 626-7000
* AD AM H A HV PR TX PV CI *

PRESIDIO COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE BRANCH
CORNER OF MAULDIN AND MACDONALD STS
PRESIDIO/SAN FRANCISCO BUILDING 910
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94129
(415) 561-5470
HOTLINE(S): (415) 561-2485
* AD AM H A B PG PI CU HV TX PV *
* CS *

SAINT ANTHONYS FOUNDATION
COVENANT HOUSE
818 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 241-8340
* AD RR TX PV CI *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
450 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 750-5657
HOTLINE(S): (415) 750-5657
* AD DT RR AM A B PG CU HV HS PR TX *
* PV CI *

SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF SF
ARLINGTON HOTEL
480 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 673-9600
* AL *
INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
CAMMENTAL EDUCATION

ALAMEDA CENTER

10TH STREET SERVICES
217 CHURCH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 861-4898
* AD AM H B/H AI HV MD TX PV CI *

SAN GABRIEL

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
314 EAST MISSION DRIVE
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(626) 285-2139
HOTLINE(S): (626) 287-2938 ASIAN HELPLINE 8:30-9
* AD PV CI *

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT
121 SOUTH DEL MAR AVENUE
SUITE D
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(626) 309-9002
* AL AM H DM TX PV CI *

SAN JACINTO

AHMIUM EDUCATION
166 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 2
SAN JACINTO, CA 92586
(714) 654-2781
* AL AM H DM TX CI *

LA VISTA WOMENS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
2220 GERARD STREET
SAN JACINTO, CA 92561
(714) 925-8450
HOTLINE(S): (909) 925-8450
* AD DT RR M AI PG TX PV CI SS CS *

RIVERSIDE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
950 RAMONA BOULEVARD
SUITES 1 AND 2
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
(909) 654-6075
HOTLINE(S): (909) 654-6075; (800) 499-3008
* AL AM H Y H PG MD TX PV CS *

SAN JOSE

ALANO CLUB WEST
1159 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 293-1956
* AL PV *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
SANTA CLARA COUNTY CENTRAL OFFICE
555 RACE STREET
SUITE 130
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 297-3555
HOTLINE(S): (408) 297-3555
* AL *

ALEXIAN FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
3110 PROVO COURT
SUITE A
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 727-3784
* AD PV CI *

ALL AMIGOS ALANO CLUB
99 NORTH ALMADER BOULEVARD
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-9202
* AL *

ALUM ROCK COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1935 CLARICE DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 727-3784
* AD PV CI *

ARH RECOVERY HOMES
BENNY MCKEOWN CENTER
1281 FLEMING AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 259-6565
HOTLINE(S): (408) 259-6565 LOCAL
* AD RR M B H AI PG PI CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

ASIATIC AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
232 EAST GISH ROAD
SUITE 200
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 552-5151
* AD AM Y A CU HV TX *

COMADRES WOMENS POLYDRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
55 EAST EMPIRE STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 280-6209
* AD AM H H B/H PG PR TX PV CI *

COMBINED ADDICTS AND PROFESSIONALS SERVICES (CAPS) RESIDENTIAL UNIT
390 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 294-5425
HOTLINE(S): (408) 294-5425
* DA RR A B/H HV TX PV CI *

COMBINED ADDICTS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MOMENS RELAPSE PROGRAM
135 EAST GISH ROAD
SUITE 200
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 441-7709
* DA AM H TX PV *

DOWNTOWN FELLOWSHIP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY HOME
561 SOUTH ALMADEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-4170
* AD RR A HV PR TX PV CS *

ECONOMIC SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES/STEPS
1445-1447 OAKLAND ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 971-0888
* AD AM Y A B/H HV TX PV *

FORTUNES INN
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
52 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 293-6372
* AD RR B/H PI CU MC TX PV CI *

FOUR WINDS LODGE
PRIMARY ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
919 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 971-9631
HOTLINE(S): (408) 971-9631 8AM-5PM
* AD RR AM AI TX CI *

HORIZON SERVICES
HORIZON SOUTH
650 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95120
(408) 295-6675
HOTLINE(S): (408) 295-6675
* AD DT RR PI MC TX PV CI *

JUSTICE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
614 TULLY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95111
(408) 299-7280
* AD AM H B/H CU HV TX PV CI *

KIDS ARE SPECIAL
535 RACE STREET
SUITE 190
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 995-6638
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

MARIPOSA LODGE
9500 MALLECH ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95151
(408) 463-0131
* AD DT RR M A PG PI CU HV TX CS *
CALIFORNIA

MURIEL WRIGHT RANCH
298 BERNAL ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95119
(408) 266-5600
* AD RR Y B H CU TX PV CI CS *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
SANTA CLARA COUNTY AFFILIATE
1922 THE ALAMEDA
SUITE 212
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 241-5577
HOTLINE(S): (408) 267-4357
* AD PV CI *

OCONNOR HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
2105 FOREST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 947-2901
HOTLINE(S): (408) 947-2901
* AD DT RR AM A H PG PI CU HV MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PACIFIC CENTER OF
SAN JOSE MEDICAL CENTER/TRIAD
675 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 977-4425
HOTLINE(S): (408) 977-4425
* AD DT AM Y B H PR CH TX PV CI *

PATE HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
35 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 295-4143
* AL RR PR TX PV *

PATHWAY
DAY TREATMENT
1080 BROADWAY AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 998-8095
HOTLINE(S): (408) 998-8095 8AM-5PM
* AD AM Y H TX PV CI *

PATHWAY HOUSE
102 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 244-1834
HOTLINE(S): (408) 244-1834
* AD RR Y A B H AI CU HV DW TX PV *
* CI *

PROYECTO PRIMAVERA
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL SERVICES
614 TULLY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95111
(408) 977-1591
HOTLINE(S): (408) 977-1591 BUS HRS ONLY 8:30-5
(408) 923-6947
* AL AM Y A H HV TX PV CI CS *

RENASCENCE CENTER
SAN JOSE, CA 95155
(408) 293-6600
* AD PV *

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
760 WEST TAYLOR STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 298-7600
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

SAN JOSE MEDICAL CENTER
TRIAD COMMUNITY SERVICES
675 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SUITE 1577
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 295-3773
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
CENTRAL CENTER
976 LENZEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 299-6830
* AD AM H DW MD PR TX CI *

SANTA CLARA COUNTY BUR ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
MOORPARK METHADONE CLINIC
2220 MOORPARK AVENUE
BUDDING H-11
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 299-6304
* AD AM H PG HV MD PR TX MM CI *

SANTA CLARA COUNTY METHADONE TRT PROG
HILLVIEW CLINIC/STRIDE PROGRAM
1675 BURDETTE DRIVE
SUITE A AND B
SAN JOSE, CA 95121
(408) 276-7520
* DA AM HV MD PR TX MM CI *

SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH
ALAMEDA SCHOOL
11 CLEAVES STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 971-4056
* AD AM Y A H HV TX PV CI *

THLEFTH STEP HOUSE
619 NORTH 4TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 279-9973
* AD *

VICTORY OUTREACH
MENS HOME
1215 KARL STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 280-1555
* AD PV *

VIDA NUEVA
ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY HOME
2212 QUIETLY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 238-1820
* AD RR AM A H Ai PI CU PR TX PV *
* CI *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA/BAY AREA
ODYSEY RECOVERY HOME
390 WEST COURT
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 238-5200
HOTLINE(S): (408) 238-5200; (408) 288-5203
* AD RR A B H AI PI HV TX PV *
* *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA/BAY AREA
SULLIVAN RECOVERY HOME
2345 MATHER DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 926-2666
* AD RR PR TX PV CI *

WILLow HOME
808 PALM STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 294-5072
* AD RR AM A B H PI CU TX PV CI *

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
ACADEMY OF DEFENSIVE DRIVING
31726 RANCHO VIEJO ROAD
SUITE 120
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92675
(714) 240-0115
* AL AM H DW TX PV *

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CENTER
27516 CALLE ARROYO STREET
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92675
(714) 495-7333
* AL PV *

SAN LEANDRO
FAMILY SERVICE OF THE EAST BAY
2208 SAN LEANDRO BOULEVARD
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577
(510) 485-6715
* AD AM H Y H MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HORIZON SERVICES
HORIZON COMMUNITY CENTER
2403 164TH AVENUE
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(510) 278-8654
* AD AM TX PV *

HORIZON SERVICES
HORIZON HOUSE
1430 168TH AVENUE
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(510) 276-6301
HOTLINE(S): (510) 276-6301 REFERRAL ONLY
* AD RR TX CI *
SAN LUIS OBISPO)

HOTLINE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93403
(805) 549-8989
HOTLINE(S): (805) 549-8989; (800) 549-8989
* AD PV CI *

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
994 MILL STREET
SUITE 201
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401
(805) 781-4275
HOTLINE(S): (805) 549-8989 CBO HOTLINE REFER SERV
(800) 549-8989
* AD AM H DN TX PV *

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
1102A LAUREL LANE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93408
(805) 761-4753
* AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SAN MARCOS
ESCONDIDO YOUTH ENCOUNTER (EYE)
OPTIONS RECOVERY NORTH
340 RANCHEROS DRIVE
SUITE 103
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(619) 744-3117
HOTLINE(S): (619) 747-6281
* AD AM H B H PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
1637 CAPALINA ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(619) 744-9201
* AL AM H DN TX CI *

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
NORTH OFFICE
1560 CAPALINA STREET
SUITE A
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(619) 744-2104
* DA AM PG MD PR MM PV *

SAN MARTIN
SANTA CLARA BUREAU OF ALCOHOL AND
DRUG PROGRAMS/SOUTH COUNTY CLINIC
80 WEST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN MARTIN, CA 95046
(408) 683-4053
* AD AM PG HV MD PR TX MM CI *

SAN MATEO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
1941 OFARRELL STREET
SUITE 77
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(615) 573-6811
HOTLINE(S): (415) 573-6811
* AL *

ARCHWAY/SAN MATEO
YOUTH AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE
2121 SOUTH EL CAMINO REAL
SUITE 301
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 341-0964
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

INTERAGENCY PERINATAL SUBST ABUSE TEAM
3000 LA SELVA STREET
SAN MATEO, CA 94405
(415) 573-2741
* AD PV CI *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
SAN MATEO COUNTY PROGRAMS
475 CONCAR DRIVE
SUITE 206
SAN MATEO, CA 94402
(415) 572-0300
* AL AM H DN TX PV *

PALM AVENUE DETOXIFICATION
2251 PALM AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 345-8265
* AD DT RR PI PR TX CI SS *

PROJECT NINETY
15 9TH AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94401
(415) 579-7801
* AD RR B H HV PR TX PV CI *

SOLIDARITY FAMILY CENTER
1885 SOUTH NORFOLK AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 341-3803
HOTLINE(S): (415) 341-3803
* AD RR AM H B AI CU HV PR TX CI *

SAN PABLO
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS
2302 DEL MONTE AVENUE
SAN PABLO, CA 94806
(510) 726-2008
* AD RR B H PG CU PR TX PV CI SS *

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES OF
CONTRA COSTA
2523 EL PORTAL DRIVE
SUITE 201
SAN PABLO, CA 94806
(510) 236-2787
* AD PV CI CS *

SAN PABLO DISCOVERY CENTER
2523 EL PORTAL DRIVE
SUITE 102
SAN PABLO, CA 94806
(510) 374-3332
* DA AM H B HV TX PV CI *

TRI COUNTY WOMENS RECOVERY SERVICES
THE RECTORY
1901 CHURCH LANE
SAN PABLO, CA 94806
(510) 236-3139
* AD RR H Y B PG CU TX PV CI *

SAN PEDRO
ABSTINENT LIVING CENTERS
MEN AND WOMENS PROGRAMS
305 WEST 14TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 519-1117
* AD CI *

ABSTINENT LIVING CENTERS
WEST SEPULOVEDA BOULEVARD SERVICES
1445 WEST SEPULOVEDA BOULEVARD
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 519-1117
* AD CI *

ABSTINENT LIVING CENTERS
WOMENS SOBER LIVING
270 WEST 14TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 519-1117
* AD CI *

ABSTINENT LIVING CENTERS
WOMENS SOBER LIVING
270 WEST 14TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 519-1117
* AD CI *

BEACON HOUSE ASSOCIATION OF SAN PEDRO
1003 SOUTH BEACON STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 514-4940
* AL RR H TX PV CI CS *

CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA

FRED BROWN RECOVERY SERVICES
14TH STREET SERVICES
349 WEST 14TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 519-1117
* AD RR H PR CH TX PV CI *

HOUSE OF HOPE FOUNDATION
235 WEST 9TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 831-9411
* AD RR H B H AI PI CU TX PV CI *

JOIN EFFORTS INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
505 SOUTH PACIFIC AVENUE
SUITE 205
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 831-2358
* DA AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

SOUTH BAY RECOVERY INC
SERENITY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
563 NORTH LELAND STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90732
(310) 831-6949
* AD RR H PR TX PV CI *

SAN RAFAEL

BAY AREA INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY THERAPY
2400 LAS GALLINAS STREET
SUITE 260
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
(415) 926-1764
* AD AM M Y PG PI CU DM PR CH TX *

CENTER POINT
LIFESTART PERINATAL SERVICES
805 D STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-7777
* DA RR AM M H B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

CENTER POINT INC
DETOXIFICATION
1634 5TH AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-6070
HOTLINE(S): (415) 457-6070
* AD DT H A B H AI PI CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

CENTER POINT INC
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
86C BELVEDERE STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-6682
* DA AM M H B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

CENTER POINT INC
REILLY HOUSE
812 D STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-2015
* DA RR W A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

CENTER POINT/TH MANOR
603 D STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-9444
* DA RR W A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF MARIN
1005 A STREET
SUITE 307
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-3853
* DA AM A H HV PR TX PV *

HENRY OHLHOFF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
MARIN COUNTY OFFICE
121 KNIGHT DRIVE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 454-0382
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

KAIZER PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM (ADAP)
820 LAS GALLINAS AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
(415) 499-3531
* AD DT AM PR TX PV CI CS *

MARIN COMMUNITY RESOURCE
1623 B 5TH AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-4675
HOTLINE(S):
(415) 457-4675; (415) 457-1255
* AD PV CI *

MARIN COMMUNITY RESOURCE
MARIN COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
118 ALTO STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 453-9980
* AL AM Y B H CU HV DM TX CI *

MARIN GROVE
34-42 GROVE STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 459-0160
HOTLINE(S):
(415) 459-0160 BOTH 24 HOURS
(800) 77M-ARIN BOTH 24 HOURS
* AD RR W A B H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

MARIN SERVICES FOR MEN
424 MISSION AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 485-6736
HOTLINE(S):
(415) 485-6736; (415) 883-6094
* AD RR AM Y B PI CU HV DW PR TX *
* PV CI *

MARIN TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1466 LINCOLN AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-3755
HOTLINE(S): (415) 459-3266
* DA AM W A PG HV MD TX MM PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS OF MARIN
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94912
(415) 456-1292
HOTLINE(S): (415) 456-1292
* DA *

PERSONAL SUPPORT GROUP
55 MITCHELL ROAD
SUITE 22
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94945
(415) 499-3500
HOTLINE(S): (707) 765-0290
* AD AM H TX PV CI *

ROSS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1150 GIRL FRANCIS DRAKE BOULEVARD
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94904
(415) 258-6960
HOTLINE(S): (800) 786-7677
* AD RR AM M A PG CU HV MC PR CH *
* TX PV CI SS CS *

SOBER CLASSROOM OF MARIN
COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION
160 B NORTH SAN PEDRO ROAD
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
(415) 491-0581
* AD PV CI CS *

SAN RAMON

JOHN MJUR MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
2501 DEERWOOD DRIVE
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
(510) 858-9900
HOTLINE(S): (510) 838-9900
* DA RR AM Y PR CH TX CI *

SAN RAMON REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
NEM BEGINNINGS
6001 NORRIS CANYON ROAD
SAN RAMON, CA 94503
(510) 275-8292
HOTLINE(S): (510) 275-8292
* AD DT RR W Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SANTA ANA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS CENTRAL OFFICE
ORANGE COUNTY
2712 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 556-4555
HOTLINE(S): (714) 556-4555
* AL *
SANTA BARBARA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE/PROJECT RECOVERY
133 EAST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
(805) 962-6195
HOTLINE(S): (805) 962-6195
* AD AM H AI PG PI CU HV DW MD TX *  
* PV CI *

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE I
509 CHAPALA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-9400
* AD *

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE II
227 WEST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-8248
* AD *

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE III
2434 BATH STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 563-6050
* AD *

SANTA BARBARA RESCUE MISSION AND BETHEL HOUSE
555 EAST YANYONAL STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
(805) 966-1316
HOTLINE(S): (805) 966-1316
* AD RW H PI TX PV CI *

VICTORY OUTREACH REHABILITATION HOME
822 WEST ISLAY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-3018
HOTLINE(S): (805) 563-1085
* AD RW H PI HV TX PV CI CS *

VILLA ESPERANZA COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER
4500 HOLLISTER AVENUE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110
(805) 681-5659
* AD AM Y MD TX PV CI CS *

ZONE SECA
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING AGENCY
119 NORTH MILPAS STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103
(805) 963-8961
* AD AM H A H PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

ZONE SECA
JAIL II PROGRAM
4434 CALLE REAL STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110
(805) 681-5534
* AD AM A B H PI CU HV TX *

SANTA CLARA
KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1333 LAWRENCE EXPRESSWAY
SUITE 350
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
(408) 236-6815
* AD AM Y H PG CU MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

PATHWAY SOCIETY/BASIN
1659 SCOTT BOULEVARD
SUITE 32
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 264-1834
HOTLINE(S): (408) 244-1834
* AD AM A B H AI CU HV TX PV CI *

SANTA CRUZ
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY INTERGROUP
1509 SEABRIGHT AVENUE
SUITE C-1
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 457-2559
HOTLINE(S): (408) 457-2559
* AL *

JANUS OF SANTA CRUZ
200 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 150
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 462-1060
HOTLINE(S): (408) 462-1770
* AD DT RR AM H A H PG PI CU HV DW *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

JANUS OF SANTA CRUZ
PERINATAL PROGRAM
1314 OCEAN STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-9015
* AD RR W Y B H PG CU TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95063
(408) 662-4664
HOTLINE(S): (408) 662-4664
* DA *

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/NORTH
271 WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-2003
* AD AM H H PG CU HV DW TX PV CI *
* CS *

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER HOUSE
125 RIEG STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-2890
* AD RR W B H PI HV TX CI *

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES NORTH COUNTY
709 MISSION STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-0771
HOTLINE(S):
(408) 425-0771; (408) 728-2226
* AD AM Y B H TX PV CI *

TRIAD SANTA CRUZ CLINIC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1000-A E EMLINE AVENUE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-0112
HOTLINE(S): (408) 425-0112
* DA AM A H PG PI CU HV MC MD MM *
* CI *

WOMENS CRISIS SUPPORT
1025 CENTER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-6555
HOTLINE(S): (408) 429-1478
* DA AM N PG TX PV CI *

SANTA FE SPRINGS
LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(408) 123-1234
CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY
DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM AND DDP
117 WEST BUNNY STREET
CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY/SANTA MARIA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
400 NORTH MCCLELLAND STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-8570
* AD AM H DW MD TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
SANTA MARIA UNIT
115 EAST FESLER STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-6597
* DA AM A B H AI PG CU HV MM CI *
STANTON

STANTON DETOX
ROQUE CENTER
10936 DALE STREET
STANTON, CA 90680
(714) 229-9105
* AD DT MC PR TX *
HOTLINE(S): (714) 229-9105

WESTERN PACIFIC STANTON MEDICAL CLINIC
10751 DALE STREET
STANTON, CA 90680
(714) 821-5311
HOTLINE(S): (914) 821-5311
* DA AM H A B H AI PG CU HV MD PR *
* MM *

STOCKTON

ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER AND DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
7273 MURRAY DRIVE
SUITE 1
STOCKTON, CA 95210
(209) 953-8210
* AL AM H DW PR TX CI *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
1125 NORTH HUNTER STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 464-1594
HOTLINE(S): (209) 464-1594
* AL *

ALLIANCE FOR INFANTS AND MOTHERS
548 EAST PARK STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 468-2330
* DA AM H B H PG PI CU MD TX PV CI *

COUNCIL FOR THE SPANISH SPEAKING
511 EAST MAGNOLIA STREET
4TH FLOOR
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 465-3689
* AL AM H DW TX CI *

JESUS SAVES MINISTRIES
438 SOUTH SUTTER STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95203
(209) 463-4979
HOTLINE(S): (209) 463-4979
* AD PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
STOCKTON, CA 95201
(209) 464-9262
HOTLINE(S): (209) 464-9262
* DA *

SAINT JOSEPHS HEALTH CARE CORPORATION
SAINT JOSEPHS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
2510 NORTH CALIFORNIA STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95204
(209) 948-2100
HOTLINE(S): (209) 948-2100 9AM-5PM M-F
* AD DT RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MC PR CH TX PV CI *
TEHACHAPI
COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
FAMILY/ADOLESCENT COUNSELING
112 EAST F STREET
TEHACHAPI, CA 93561
(805) 822-7103
HOTLINE(S): (805) 824-3852
* AL AM Y B H AI PG CI PU TX PV *
* CI *

TEMECULA
RIVERSIDE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL PROGRAM MID COUNTY/TEMECULA
41002 COUNTY CENTER DRIVE
TEMECULA, CA 92591
(909) 694-5075
* AD AM Y PG TX PV CI CS *

SOLUTIONS RECOVERY SERVICES
29373 RANCHO CALIFORNIA ROAD
TEMECULA, CA 92592
(909) 676-3410
HOTLINE(S): (714) 676-3410
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

TEMECULA
TEMECULA CITY ALANO CLUBS
5934 TEMECULA CITY BOULEVARD
TEMECULA, CA 92509
(818) 286-9084
* AD *

THOUSAND OAKS
A CENTER FOR CREATIVE CHANGE
3537 OLD CONEJO ROAD
SUITE 113
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91320
(805) 499-0511
* AD AM Y CU PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91359
(805) 495-1111
HOTLINE(S): (805) 495-1111
* AL *

TORRANCE
ALANO CLUBS
1645 ARLINGTON AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 320-5861
* AD *

DEL AMO HOSPITAL
25700 CAMINO DEL SOL
TORRANCE, CA 90505
(310) 530-1151
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 784-2206 7AM-9PM M-F
(310) 784-2217
* AD RR AM MC PR CH TX PV *

GRATITUDE RETREAT
1729 CABRILLO AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 618-9173
* AL CI *

HIGH GAIN DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1332 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 328-1587
* AL AM DW TX PV *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF THE SOUTH BAY
1334 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 328-1460
HOTLINE(S):
(310) 328-1460 8:30AM-5:00PM M-F
(310) 328-2631 TDD
* AL AM Y B H AI PG CI PU TX PV CI *

OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY
THE STORK CLUB
1124 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE N3
TORRANCE, CA 90502
(310) 222-5410
* DA AM H A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV *
* CI CS *

SOUTHBAY HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
2370 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 136
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 328-0780
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

SOUTHWEST DRUG BENEFITS PROGRAM
2370 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 150
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 320-9550
* AL AM Y B H CU DM TX CI *

TRACY
VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1018 E STREET
TRACY, CA 95376
(209) 835-8583
* AL AM H H DM TX PV CI *

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
530 HICKAM AVENUE
60 MSSG/MDLD
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CA 94535
(707) 424-2980
* AD PV CI SS CS *

TRUCKEE
GENESIS OUTPATIENT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
10721 PINE AVENUE
TRUCKEE, CA 96161
(916) 582-3484
* AD DT AM Y CU DH PR TX PV CI *

NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TRUCKEE SERVICE CENTER
12070 DONNER PASS ROAD
TRUCKEE, CA 96162
(916) 587-8194
* AL AM PI DM TX PV *

NEVADA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/TRUCKEE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10075 LEVON AVENUE
SUITE 102
TRUCKEE, CA 96161
(916) 582-7007
HOTLINE(S): (916) 265-5811
* DA AM MC PR CH TX CI *

TULARE
ALCOHOL CENTER FOR TEENAGERS (ACT)
23395 ROAD 68
TULARE, CA 93274
(209) 688-4385
* AD RR Y A H HV TX PV CI CS *

KINGS VIEW SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
TULARE COUNTY
559 EAST BARDSEY AVENUE
TULARE, CA 93275
(209) 688-7531
* DA AM A B H CU HV MD PR TX MM PV *
* CI *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE/TULARE COUNTY
525 EAST BARDSEY AVENUE
TULARE, CA 93275
(209) 688-2994
HOTLINE(S):
(209) 688-2994
(800) 600-0190 TULARE COUNTY ONLY
* AD PV CI *

TUOLUMNE
MAYNORDS CHEMICAL DEP RECOVERY CENTER
RANCH FOR MEN
19256 CHEROKEE ROAD
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(209) 928-3737
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 228-8208; (209) 928-3737
* AD RR A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI *
TUOLUMNE RURAL INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 WUK STREET
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(209) 928-4277
HOTLINE(S): (209) 928-4277
* AD AM AI TX PV CI *

TUOLUMNE RANCHERIA
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(209) 928-4277

TUOLUMNE RURAL INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 WUK STREET
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(209) 928-4277
HOTLINE(S): (209) 928-4277
* AD AM AI TX PV CI *

TURLOCK
EMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
825 DELBON AVENUE
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 668-4357
HOTLINE(S): (209) 668-4357
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

TUUM EST INC/NORTH PHOENIX HOUSE
219 SOUTH BROADWAY
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 668-0771
* DA RR TX *

TUSTIN
RECOVERY HOMES OF AMERICA CORNERSTONE
13682 YORBA STREET
TUSTIN, CA 92680
(714) 730-5399
* AD RR PR TX CI *

TUSTIN HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL RECOVERY SERVICES
14662 NEWPORT AVENUE
TUSTIN, CA 92680
(714) 669-4420
HOTLINE(S): (714) 838-4847
* AD DT RR AM Y A H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

UKIAH
ALANO CLUB
115 BLUE BONNET DRIVE
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 463-1199
HOTLINE(S): (707) 462-7123
* AL *

FORD STREET PROJECT
139 FORD STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 462-1934
HOTLINE(S): (707) 463-4357
* AD DT RR AI PI HV DM TX SS *

MENDOCINO COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT
DIV OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG PROGRAMS
302 WEST HENRY STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 463-5672
* AD AM W A H AI PG HV MD TX PV CS *

MENDOCINO COUNTY YOUTH PROJECT
202 SOUTH STATE STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 463-4915
HOTLINE(S):
(707) 463-4357; (707) 463-4924
* AD AM Y B H AI PG CU TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
52 LORRAINE STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 468-7450
HOTLINE(S): (707) 468-7450
* EA *

R HOUSE
TALMAGE HOUSE
1201 TALMAGE ROAD
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 462-4643
* AD RR Y CU TX PV CI *

UNION CITY
OCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
32900 ALVARADO-NILES ROAD
SUITE 812
UNION CITY, CA 94587
(510) 475-7717
* AL AM B H HV DM TX PV CI *

UPLAND
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ARROW HOUSE/WOMENS FACILITY
1439 WEST ARROW HIGHWAY
UPLAND, CA 91786
(909) 629-3294
HOTLINE(S):
(909) 629-3294 9AM-5PM ONLY
* AL RR W TX *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
THE RECOVERY CENTER
934 NORTH MOUNTAIN AVENUE
UPLAND, CA 91786
(909) 949-4667
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 870-2281; (714) 949-4667
* AD AM W Y H TX PV CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS/UPLAND
325 NORTH MOUNTAIN AVENUE
SUITE B
UPLAND, CA 91786
(909) 982-4590
HOTLINE(S): (800) 451-1131
* AD AM W PI CU MC PR CH TX PV CI *

REACH OUT WEST END
123 EAST 9TH STREET
SUITE 102
UPLAND, CA 91786
(714) 949-6507
* AD PV *

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
ABUSE SERVICES CENTER
414 EAST 9TH STREET
UPLAND, CA 91786
(714) 985-2785
* AL AM Y A B H HV DM TX PV *

VACAVILLE
SOLANO COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORT COUNCIL
VACAVILLE RECOVERY SERVICES
831 ALANO DRIVE
SUITE A
VACAVILLE, CA 95687
(707) 451-2945
HOTLINE(S): (707) 427-5965
* AD AM W Y B PR TX PV CI CS *

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
VACAVILLE
1707 CALIFORNIA DRIVE
VACAVILLE, CA 95688
(707) 452-0113
* AD AM Y B MD TX PV CI *

VALLEJO
FIRST CALL FOR HELP
401 AMADOR STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 553-1814
HOTLINE(S):
(707) 553-1814 9AM-5PM M-F
(800) 446-3575
* AD CI *

FIRST HOSPITAL/VALLEJO
DUAL DIAGNOSIS ADULT/ADOLESC SERVICES
525 OREGON STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 648-2200
HOTLINE(S): (800) 222-8220
* AD RR AM W Y B HV PR TX PV CI SS *
* CS *

GENESIS HOUSE
1149 HARREN AVENUE
VALLEJO, CA 94591
(707) 552-5295
HOTLINE(S):
(707) 557-3165
(800) 310-3165 FROM 415, 510, 707, 209
* AD RR PR TX PV CI *

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
PROJECT VALLEJO/PROJECT AURORA
1200 MARIN STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 554-2397
* AD AM W A B H AI PG CU HV MD TX *
* PV CI CS *
VAN NUYS
CA WOMENS COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES
14622 VICTORY BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 376-0470
* AD PV CI *

CROSSROADS SCHOOL
6305 MOODMAN AVENUE
VAN NUYS, CA 91401
(818) 782-2470
* AD PV CI *

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
7447 SEPULEDA BOULEVARD
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 988-6660
* DA RR Y B H MD PR TX CI *

I-ADARP VAN NUYS CLINIC
14517 VICTORY BOULEVARD
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 994-7454
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 540-4673 LA CO 10-6 MWF 10-9 TTH
(818) 994-7454 10-6 MWF 10-9 TTH
* DA AM PG PR TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
WORLD SERVICE OFFICE INC
16155 NYANDOTTE STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91406
(818) 780-3951
* DA *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEP OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY/UNIT 2
14657 FRIAR STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 997-0414
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 997-0414 8:30AM-5:00PM
* AD AM M A H CU HV DH TX PV CI CS *

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH
7400 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 375-1000
* AD PV CI *

NORTHEAST VALLEY HEALTH CORPORATION
MX DESCANSO
6819 SEPULEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 102
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 782-9045
* AD PV CI SS *

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY CMHC
YOUTH CONTACT COMPONENT
14531 HAMLIN STREET
SUITE 101
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 901-4695
* AD PV CI CS *

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
14430 SHERMAN WAY
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 785-9119
* AL AM H DM TX CI *

VAN NUYS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
15220 VAN OREN STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91401
(818) 787-0123
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 635-1810; (818) 787-0123
* AD DT AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

WESTERN PACIFIC PANORAMA PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
9462 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
VAN NUYS, CA 91402
(818) 891-8555
HOTLINE(S):
(818) 891-8555 24 HOURS
* DA AM A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM PV *
* CI *

VENICE

IDI DI HIRSCH CMHC
OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
318 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 90291
(310) 399-7726
* DA AM H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

PHOENIX HOUSES OF LOS ANGELES
503 OCEAN FRONT WALK
VENICE, CA 90291
(310) 392-3070
* DA RR Y B H HV TX PV *

SOCIAL MODEL RECOVERY SYSTEMS
1522 ABBOT KINNEY BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 90291
(310) 392-1609
* AD AM A B PI HV TX PV CI *

VENICE

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
VENICE GROUP ALANO CLUB
375 EAST MAIN STREET
VENICE, CA 90291
(805) 643-2826
HOTLINE(S): (805) 504-3235
* AL *

FRESH START COUNSELING CENTER
261 YOUNG STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 642-8642
* AD AM TX PV CI *

KHEPRA HOUSE
105 WEST HARRISON AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 653-2596
* AD RR H PI CU PR TX PV CI *

MEDICAL SUPPORT SERVICES TO SUBSTANCE ABUSERS
3291 LOMA VISTA ROAD
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 652-6235
* AD DT RR AM TX CI *

MIRACLE HOUSE/VENTURA
94 SOUTH ANACAPA STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 648-7857
HOTLINE(S): (805) 648-4783
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
VENICE

- -

VENICE, CA 95002
(805) 486-1755
HOTLINE(S): (805) 486-1755
* DA *

RAINBOW RECOVERY YOUTH CENTER
192 REATA AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93004
(805) 659-3533
* DA RR W Y PG CU PR CH TX PV CI *

TURNING POINT FOUNDATION
DBA HACIENDA HELP SERVICES
VENICE, CA 93001
(805) 647-0766
* AD RR W A B H CU HV PR TX PV CI *

VENICE COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
4651 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 210
VENICE, CA 93003
(805) 654-3660
* AL AM H DM TX CI *

VENICE COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
DIVISION OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS
955 EAST THOMPSON BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 93001
(805) 648-9522
* DA AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV MD *
* MM PV CI *
VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/DRUG PROGS
MOMS AND KIDS RECOVERY CENTER
801 POINSETTIA PLACE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 646-9517
* AD AM H B H PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *

VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/DRUG PROGS
VENTURA CENTER
739 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 652-7823
* AD AM H Y H PG CU HV MD PR TX CI *

VICTORVILLE
HIGH DESERT CHILD/ADOLESCENT AND
FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
16249 VICTOR STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 243-7151
* DA AM TX PV *

SAINT JOHN OF GOD HEALTH CARE SERVICES
HOW HOUSE MENS PROGRAM
15534 6TH STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 245-1970
HOTLINE(S): (619) 245-1970 8AM-5PM DAILY
* AL RR H PI TX PV CI SS CS *

VISALIA
ALANO CLUB
1311 WEST MURRAY STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 732-6811
HOTLINE(S): (209) 752-6811 6AM-10PM M-TH, FSA 6AM-1
* AL *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES OF TULARE CO
ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
2015 WEST TULARE STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 752-7867
* AD AM H B H A1 PI DW TX PV CI *

CARE SCHOOLS
420 EAST MURRAY STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 732-8686
* AL AM H PI HV DW TX PV CI CS *

KINGS/TULARE AREA AGENCY ON AGING
OLDER PERSONS ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROJECT
1920 WEST PRINCETON STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 730-2554
* AD PV *

MOTHERING HEIGHTS
504 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 635-8010
* AD RR H H PG CU PR TX PV CI *

NEW GENERATION
420 NORTH CHURCH STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 655-9107
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV MD TX PV *
* CI CS *

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
NEW VISIONS FOR WOMEN
1425 EAST WALNUT STREET
VISALIA, CA 93292
(209) 625-4072
* AL DT RR H H PR TX PV CI SS *

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
STONE RECOVERY CENTER
120 WEST SCHOOL STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 625-4100
* AL DT RR H PR TX PV CI CS *

TURNING POINT OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
TURNING POINT YOUTH SERVICES
119 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 627-1305
HOTLINE(S): (209) 606-8651
* DA AM Y B H PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

VISTA
MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
PROBATIONERS IN RECOVERY
538 WEST VISTA WAY
VISTA, CA 92084
(619) 945-4660
* AD AM TX PV CI *

WALNUT CREEK
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CONTRA COSTA SERVICE CENTER
185 MAYHEW WAY
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 939-4155
HOTLINE(S): (510) 939-4155
* AL *

ALPHA SYSTEM
1225 ALPINE ROAD
SUITE 208
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 947-1122
HOTLINE(S): (510) 965-1122
* AD AM H AI PR TX PV CI *

BI BETT CORPORATION
GREGORY RECOVERY CENTER
1860 3RD AVENUE
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 798-0908
* AD RR AM PR TX PV CI *

COUNTERPOINT CTR/WALNUT CREEK HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
175 LA CASA VIA
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94598
(510) 933-7990
HOTLINE(S): (800) 750-1990; (510) 933-7990
* AD DT RR AM Y CU MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES OF
CONTRA COSTA
1300 CIVIC DRIVE
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 947-1811
* AD PV CI CS *

KAIER PERMANENETE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1425 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 295-4145
HOTLINE(S): (510) 295-4000
* AD DT AM Y TX CS *

WATSONVILLE
FENIX FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
406 MAIN STREET
SUITE 403
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-5914
* AL AM H A B H A1 PG CU HV TX PV *
* CI *

FENIX SERVICES
HERMANAS RECOVERY HOME
321 EAST BEACH STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2233
* AD AM H Y CE HV DW TX PV CI CS *

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/SOUTH
11-D ALEXANDER STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2233
* AD AM H A1 PG CU HV TX PV CI CS *

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SI SE PUEDE
161 MILES LANE
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 608-7993
* AD RR H CT TX PV *

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER YOUTH HOUSE
187-A SAN ANDREAS ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 608-7993
* AD RR Y B H AI HV TX *
SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES/SOUTH
107 CALIFORNIA STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2226
HOTLINE(S): (408) 728-2226; (408) 425-0771
* AD AM Y H MD PR TX PV CI *

WATSONVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
298 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 761-5667
* AD DT RR AM A B H CU HV MC PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

WEAVERVILLE
TRINITY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
1 INDUSTRIAL PARK WAY
WEAVERVILLE, CA 96093
(916) 623-1362
HOTLINE(S): (916) 623-5708
* AD AM PG MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WEST COVINA
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GLENODORA UNIT
336 1/2 SOUTH GLENODORA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 919-5807
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD MM PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
WEST COVINA UNIT
1825 EAST THELBORN STREET
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 915-3844
* DA AM MM PV *

CROSSROADS
405 LYALL STREET
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 967-3920
* AD CI *

INDUSTRY COMMUNITY INTERFACE PROJECTS
(ICI PROJECTS)
1901 WEST PACIFIC STREET
WEST COVINA, CA 91793
(818) 960-4936
* AD AM A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV CI *

LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(LACADA) WEST COVINA
1323 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 814-0072
* AD AM H DH PR TX CI *

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER/WEST COVINA
1107 SOUTH GLENODORA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 962-3203
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 255-5784 SOUTHERN CA & NV
* AD AM Y B H PR TX PV CI *

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
1500 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 105
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 960-5977
* AL AM H A B H PI CU HV DM TX CI *

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
1502 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 207
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 960-0644
* AL AM H B DN TX PV CI *

WEST SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA FREEDOM HOUSE FELLOWSHIP
1101 PIERCE STREET
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95605
(916) 375-1419
* AD RR H TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY CLINIC/WEST SACRAMENTO
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
950 SACRAMENTO AVENUE
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95605
(916) 371-1966
* DA AM M Y A B H PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

DETOX CENTER OF AMERICA
820 WEST ACRE ROAD
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 371-1501
* AD AM Y B H CU TX CI SS *

EAST YOLO INFORMATION CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
1109 WEST CAPITOL AVENUE
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 372-3360
* AD PV CI CS *

YOLO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS/WEST SACRAMENTO
350 C STREET
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 666-8650
* AD AM H PI CU HV PR TX PV CI CS *

WESTCHESTER
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC/SOUTH BAY
HIGH GAIN PROGRAM
9100 SOUTH SEPULEDVA BOULEVARD
SUITE 105
WESTCHESTER, CA 90045
(310) 644-3659
* AL AM B H DN TX CI *

WESTLAKE VILLAGE
CONJUO COUNSELING CENTER
BE FREE
3609 THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD
SUITE 110
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(805) 496-1691
HOTLINE(S):
(805) 496-1691; (818) 991-8378
* AD AM Y CU PR TX PV CI CS *

WESTMINSTER
ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
WEST REGION
14180 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 896-7574
* DA AM M Y A B H PG PI HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
WESTMINSTER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
14600 GOLDENWEST STREET
SUITE 312
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 898-3000
* DA AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SCHOOL TEN
GARDEN GROVE UNIT
6156 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 891-3608
* AL AM DM TX CI *

SCHOOL TEN
WESTMINSTER AVENUE UNIT
6926 WESTMINSTER AVENUE
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 898-8308
* DA AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV TX CI *

WHITTIER
AHAKENINGS PROGRAM FOR DEAF AND
HARD OF HEARING PERSONS/RESIDENTIAL
9600 REGATTA AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(310) 944-6263
* AD RR PR TX CI CS *

CATHOLIC RAINBOW OUTREACH
11419 CARHENITA ROAD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(310) 944-2203
* AD PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/WHITTIER
METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
11736 VALLEY VIEW AVENUE
SUITE B
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(310) 946-1587
* DA AM A H HV MD MM PV CI *
FRED C NELLES SCHOOL
LAZARUS HOUSE ANTI SUBSTANCE ABUSE PGM
11850 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90601
(310) 698-6701
* AD RR B H TX PV CI *

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
EASTERN COUNTIES HOTLINE
WHITTIER, CA 90607
(310) 698-6604
HOTLINE(S): (310) 698-4604
* DA *

PROJECT INFO
FAMILY/YOUTH PROGRAM
9401 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(310) 698-9436
* AD PV CI *

PUBLIC INTEREST
7336 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(310) 945-2977
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
13501 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(310) 945-2493
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
FOLEY HOUSE
10511 MILLS AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(310) 944-7953
* AD RR M PG HV PR TX PV CI CS *

WHITNEY GROUP
NORMANK HOUSE
7320 NORMANK BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(818) 444-8933
* AD CI *

WILMINGTON
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
WILMINGTON COMM PREV/RECOVERY CENTER
331 SOUTH MARINE AVENUE
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710
* AL AM H Y A H PI CU DM TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
WILMINGTON CLINIC/COMM
936 NORTH WILMINGTON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(310) 513-1300
* DA AM A H PG HV MC MD MM PV CI *

LA CLINICA DEL PUEBLO
402 A HEST ANAEHIN STREET
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(310) 830-0100
* DA AM H HV TX PV CI *

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
WILMINGTON DRUG PROGRAM
1323 NORTH AVALON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(310) 549-6310
* DA AM Y A TX PV CI *

TRANSITIONAL HEALTH DEVELOPMENT
117 EAST B STREET
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(310) 549-8583
* DA AM A B H HV MD MM PV CI *

WOODSOM
SONOMA COUNTY ALCOHOL SERVICES
FIRST OFFENDER DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
9047 OLD REDWOOD HIGHWAY
WINSTON, CA 95492
(707) 858-4000
* AL AM H DM TX CI *

WINTERHAVEN
FORT YUMA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
375 PICACHO ROAD
WINTERHAVEN, CA 92283
(619) 572-0232
* AD PV CI *

WOODLAND
BEAMER STREET DETOXIFICATION AND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
4 NORTH COTTONWOOD STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-8655
HOTLINE(S): (916) 666-8655
* AD DT RR H TX PV CI SS *

YOLO ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
CACHE CREEK LODGE
ROUTE 2
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 662-5727
* AD RR AM TX PV CI CS *

YOLO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
201 WEST BEAMER STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-6650
HOTLINE(S): (916) 666-8655
* AD AM H PG HV PR TX PV CI CS *

YOLO COUNTY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
825 EAST STREET
SUITE 123
WOODLAND, CA 95776
(916) 668-5684
* AL AM H DN TX PV CI *

WOODLAND HILLS
MATRIX CENTER/WOODLAND HILLS
6300 VARIEL AVENUE
SUITE B
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(818) 592-6040
HOTLINE(S): (818) 592-6040
* AD AM H PG HV PR TX PV CI CS *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
6300 VARIEL AVENUE
SUITE B
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(818) 716-7801
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 666-6534 LA COUNTY
* AD AM H CU PR TX PV CI *

YOUNTVILLE
VETERANS HOME OF CALIFORNIA
ALCOHOL PROGRAM SERVICE
YOUNTVILLE VETERANS HOME
LINCOLN HALL SECTION A
YOUNTVILLE, CA 94599
(707) 944-4943
* AL DT RR MC MD PR TX PV CI SS *

YREKA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-3010
HOTLINE(S): (916) 842-3010
* AL *

SISKIYOU ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVS
804 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-8190
HOTLINE(S):
(916) 842-8190 24 HOURS
* AD AM H Y A H AI PI CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

YOLO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
201 WEST BEAMER STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-6650
HOTLINE(S): (916) 666-8655
* AD AM H PG HV PR TX PV CI CS *

YOLO COUNTY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
825 EAST STREET
SUITE 123
WOODLAND, CA 95776
(916) 668-5684
* AL AM H DN TX PV CI *

WOODLAND HILLS
MATRIX CENTER/WOODLAND HILLS
6300 VARIEL AVENUE
SUITE B
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(818) 592-6040
HOTLINE(S): (818) 592-6040
* AD AM H PG HV PR TX PV CI CS *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE OF CALIF
6300 VARIEL AVENUE
SUITE B
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(818) 716-7801
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 666-6534 LA COUNTY
* AD AM H CU PR TX PV CI *

YOUNTVILLE
VETERANS HOME OF CALIFORNIA
ALCOHOL PROGRAM SERVICE
YOUNTVILLE VETERANS HOME
LINCOLN HALL SECTION A
YOUNTVILLE, CA 94599
(707) 944-4943
* AL DT RR MC MD PR TX PV CI SS *

YREKA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-3010
HOTLINE(S): (916) 842-3010
* AL *

SISKIYOU ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVS
804 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-8190
HOTLINE(S):
(916) 842-8190 24 HOURS
* AD AM H Y A H AI PI CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI CS *
Yuba City

PATHWAYS MIDVALLEY RECOVERY FACILITIES
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
330 TEEGARDEN AVENUE
Yuba City, CA 95991
916) 674-4530
HOTLINE(S): (800) 750-9959
+ AD PV CI *

PATHWAYS YOUTH AND FAMILY
330 TEE GARDEN AVENUE
Yuba City, CA 95991
916) 671-0280
HOTLINE(S): (800) 750-9959
+ AD PV CI *

GUTTER YUBA MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
365 LIVE OAK BOULEVARD
Yuba City, CA 95991
916) 741-7200
HOTLINE(S): (916) 673-8255 CRISIS CLINIC # - EMER
+ DA AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

Yucaipa

REDLANDS YUCAIPA GUIDANCE CLINIC
VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
2371 YUCAIPA BOULEVARD
Yucaipa, CA 92399
909) 790-1300
+ DA AM PR TX PV CI *

Yucca Valley

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ALANO CLUB
17637 EAST YUCCA TRAIL
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
619) 365-9984
+ AL *
ALAMOSA

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES
11825 HENRY LANE
ALAMOSA, CO 81101
(719) 589-4527
* AD PV *

SAN LUIS VALLEY COMP CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1015 4TH STREET
ALAMOSA, CO 81101
(719) 589-3671
* AD AM Y DH TX *

ARVADA

ALCOHOL BEHAVIOR INFORMATION INC
7550 GRANT PLACE
ARVADA, CO 80002
(303) 425-9543
HOTLINE(S): (303) 425-9543 METRO AREA ONLY
(303) 425-9543
* AD AM HV DM TX *

ASPEN

APPLIED HEALTH RESOURCES
DBA SPRINGS COUNSELING CENTER
605 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 7
ASPEN, CO 81611
(303) 945-5514
* AD PV *

AURORA

CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF COLORADO
1290 SOUTH POTOMAC STREET
AURORA, CO 80012
(303) 745-2273
HOTLINE(S): (303) 745-2273; (800) 458-2273
* AD DT RR AM Y A HV MC PR CH TX *
* CI *

FITZSIMMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
AHC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PRG
COMMANDER FITZSIMMONS ARMY MEDICAL CTR
BUILDING 317
AURORA, CO 80045
(303) 361-8091
* AD AM TX *

PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES
COUNTERMEASURES
11100 EAST MISSISSIPPI STREET
SUITE 100
AURORA, CO 80012
(303) 337-4808
* AD AM H Y A PI HV DW MC PR TX PV *
* CI *

RANGEVIEW COUNSELING CENTER
14501 EAST ALAMEDA AVENUE
SUITE 204
AURORA, CO 80012
(303) 360-9413
* AD AM B DH TX PV CI *

BOULDER

BOULDER ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
1525 SPRUCE STREET
SUITE 100
BOULDER, CO 80302
(303) 444-6142
* AD AM H Y H CU DH PR TX *

BOULDER COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS RECOVERY PROG
311 MAPLETON AVENUE
BOULDER, CO 80302
(303) 441-0594
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 440-5656 24 HR SERVICE
* AD MT RR AM N CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

BOULDER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3450 BROADWAY
BOULDER, CO 80304
(303) 441-1279
HOTLINE(S): (303) 441-1281
* AD AM H Y A B H A PI CU *
* HV DW PR CH TX PV *

BOULDER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1333 IRIS AVENUE
BOULDER, CO 80302
(303) 443-8500
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 443-8500; (303) 447-1665
* DA AM H Y H PG CU HV MD PR TX CI *

PERSONAL GROWTH SERVICES
1722 14TH STREET
ROOM 260
BOULDER, CO 80302
(303) 442-7220
* AD AM H Y H CU HV DW PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

SERENITY CTR FOR PERSONAL GROWTH INC
1790 30TH STREET
SUSSEX ONE SUITE 301
BOULDER, CO 80301
(303) 449-8255
* AD AM H A B AI PG CU DH PR TX PV *
* CI *

WHOLE PERSON HEALTH CENTER
DUI/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
2969 BASELINE ROAD
BOULDER, CO 80303
(303) 449-4121
* AL AM PR TX *

BRIGHTON

EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS
710 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BRIGHTON, CO 80012
(303) 654-1656
* AD AM H Y A H PG HV DH CH TX CI *

CANON CITY

ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAMS INC
U.S. HIGHWAY 50 WEST
CANON CITY, CO 81212
(719) 275-4101 EXT. 3029
* AD AM H TX *

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE INC
107 NORTH FIRST STREET
CANON CITY, CO 81212
(719) 275-7650
* AD AM H H CU DM TX *

* KEY *

AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

M = WOMEN
H = HISPANICS
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAD
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
COLORADO

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE INC
518 MAIN STREET
CANNON CITY, CO 81215
(719) 275-7650
* AD H Y H PG CU MD PR CH TX PV *

COLORADO SPRINGS

cate ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
6740 FLINT RIDGE DRIVE
SUITE 201-B
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 593-8070
* AL AM DH PR CH TX *

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
CHARTER CTR FOR ALC/DRUG TREATMENT
201 SOUTH UNION BOULEVARD
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 578-3150
* AD H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* TX MM CS *

EMERGING REALITY
2910 NORTH ACADEMY BOULEVARD
SUITE 103
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80917
(719) 597-2819
* AD AM DH TX PV *

GORDON S RIEGEL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
825 EAST PIKES PEAK AVENUE
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 636-8741
HOTLINE(S): (719) 636-8482
* AD DT AM H A HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV *

HEALTH CHALLENGE COUNSELING CENTER INC
1715 MONTEREY ROAD
SUITE 198
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 578-9991
* AL AM B H TX *

INTROSPECT COUNSELING SERVICES
984 CHAMPION DRIVE
SUITE 5
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80916
(719) 570-6244
* AD H B H AI DH TX PV *

PATHWAYS CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING INC
304 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SUITE 101C
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 520-9220
* AD AM TX *

PIKES PEAK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL EMERGENCY SERVICES
2741 EAST LAS VEGAS STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 390-2400
* AD DT H Y A B H AI PG PI CU PR *
* CH TX *

POSITIVE CHANGE
1425 NORTH UNION STREET
SUITE 201
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80909
(719) 578-9730
* AD H Y CU PR TX *

SOME PLACE ELSE/GENESIS
179 PARKSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 200
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 632-3362
* AD H Y PI CU PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

TERRACE GARDENS
2438 EAST FOUNTAIN BOULEVARD
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 473-8000
* AD RR CH MD PR CH TX CS *

THE ARK INC
OUTPATIENT CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
425 SOUTH CASCADE STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 520-9988
HOTLINE(S): (719) 684-9483 9AM-5PM M-F
(719) 520-9988
* AD AM PR CH TX CI *

TURNING POINT ALTERNATIVES
2862 SOUTH CIRCLE DRIVE
SPRINGS OFFICE PARK SUITE 205
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 579-0919
* AD H Y B PG PI CU DH MD PR CH *
* TX *

UPLIFT AWARENESS CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
432 WEST BJIOU STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 471-2514
* AL AM B H PR TX *

COMMERCE CITY
WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
PARKSIDE LUTHERAN RECOVERY CENTER
7731 BIRCH STREET
COMMERCE CITY, CO 80022
(303) 289-3391
HOTLINE(S): (303) 289-3391
* PR DT RR H Y B H PG PI CU HV DH *
* PR TX *

CRAIG
GARY GURNEY PSYCHOTHERAPIST
AND ASSOCIATES/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
439 BREEZE STREET
SUITE 101
CRAIG, CO 81625
(303) 824-2556
* AD AM CU DH PR CH TX PV *

DENVER
ALCOHOL AWARENESS INFORMATION CTR INC
10246 EAST JEHIEL AVENUE
SUITE 30
DENVER, CO 80231
(303) 337-0459
* AL PV *

ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES OF CO INC
1300 SOUTH LAFAYETTE STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 777-8648
HOTLINE(S): (303) 777-8648
* D H Y A B H AI HV DH TX *

ALPRO HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
1315 KRAMERIA STREET
SUITE 103
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 829-8209
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU DH MC PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

ANCHOR COUNSELING INC
1009 GRANT STREET
SUITE 202
DENVER, CO 80203
(303) 859-9558
* AD AM H A B H AI PI CU HV DH TX *
* PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB AND EDUCATION CENTER (CADREC)
3315 GILPIN STREET
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 295-2521
HOTLINE(S): (303) 792-9922
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH PR TX *

COMMUNITY RESOURCE FOR ALCOHOL AND FAMILY TREATMENT (CRF)
1060 BANNOCK STREET
SUITE 314
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 623-4234
* AL AM H Y B H AI DH TX PV *

COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION TRT SERVICES
2222 EAST 16TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 394-2714
* AD AM A CU HV MM *

DENVER AREA YOUTH SERVICES/DAYS
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
1240 WEST BAYAUD AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 698-2300
HOTLINE(S): (303) 698-2300
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DH *
* TX PV CI *
DENVER HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
DENVER CARES
1155 CHEROKEE STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 436-3500
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX *

DENVER TREATMENT SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
2231 FEDERAL BOULEVARD
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 477-7601
* AD AM H H CU TX PV CI *

DIVISION OF YOUTH SERVICES
4255 SOUTH KNOX COURT
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 987-4620
* AD RR M Y A B H CU HV TX PV CI *

DRIVER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
120 WEST 5TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 794-0128
* AL PV *

EAGLE LODGE INC
1264 RACE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 393-7773
* AD RR AI TX *

ESSEX GROWTH CENTER
280 SOUTH FEDERAL STREET
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 922-1200
HOTLINE(S): (303) 922-1200
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH PR CH TX PV *

GATEWAY TREATMENT CENTER
1191 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE 100
DENVER, CO 80231
(303) 696-8407
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH PR TX PV *

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE DEPARTMENT
1650 FILLMORE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 393-3500
HOTLINE(S): (303) 393-3500; (303) 393-3503
* AD DT RR AM H A B H CU HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX *

METROPOLITAN COUNSELING SERVICES
1601 SOUTH FEDERAL BOULEVARD
HERITAGE PLAZA SUITE 115
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 954-3045
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

MILE HIGH CLUB
ALCOHOL ABUSE HALFWAY HOUSE
2260 LA RIMMER
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 294-9018
* AD AM TX PV *

MILESTONE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
1210 EAST COLFAX STREET
SUITE 308
DENVER, CO 80218
(303) 894-8424
* AD AM M A HV DH PR TX *

MULTI SERVICES CLINIC INC
3010 WEST 16TH AVENUE
SUITE 207
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 534-1222
HOTLINE(S): (303) 534-1222; (303) 230-3012
* AD AM W B H AI DH PR TX *

PORTER CENTRE FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
2525 SOUTH DOWNING HOSPITAL
PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 778-5774
HOTLINE(S): (303) 778-5774
* AD DT RR AM H Y H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

SALVATION ARMY ADULT REHAB CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE HALFWAY HOUSE CARE
4751 BROADWAY
DENVER, CO 80216
(303) 294-0827
* AD RR TX *

SOBRIETY HOUSE INC
STEEPING STONE
107 ACOMA STREET
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 722-5746
* AD RR M A B H AI PG PI CU HV PR *
* TX PV CI *

SPECIAL SERVICES CLINIC INC
301 KNOX COURT
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 937-1333
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

SUBSTANCE TREATMENT SERVICES (STS)
320 WEST 8TH AVENUE
UNIT 2
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 436-5690
* AD AM M Y A PG CU HV MD PR TX MM *
* CI *

UCHSC ADDICTION RESEARCH TRT SERVICES
(ARTS)
3758 WEST PRINCETON CIRCLE
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 761-6703
* AD RR AM W Y A H PG CU HV MC PR *
* TX MM PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT/BUILDING A
1055 CLEMONT STREET
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 395-2862
* AD AM M A B H AI CU HV DH PR TX *
* CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/7 WEST
1055 CLEMONT STREET
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 595-2862
* AD RR M A B H AI CU HV DM PR TX *

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
1038 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 629-5293
* AD AM M A B H PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH MM *

DURANGO
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
THE DURANGO CENTRE
3601 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
DURANGO, CO 81301
(303) 259-6151
* AD RR AM M Y A PI DH PR TX *

SM COLORADO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CTR
HILLTOP TREATMENT SERVICES
1045 1/2 EAST 2ND AVENUE
DURANGO, CO 81302
(303) 259-6226
* AD AM TX *

ELIZABETH
RUNNING CREEK COUNSELING SERVICE
313 EAST KIOMA STREET
ELIZABETH, CO 81070
(303) 446-3817
* AD AM AI HV DM PR TX PV CI CS *

ENGLEWOOD
ENGLEWOOD COUNSELING CENTER
3969 SOUTH BROADWAY
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 781-8075
* AD AM H B AI CU HV DM PR TX CI *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80123
(303) 985-1566
* AD RR H TX *

ESTES PARK
HARMONY FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1600 FISH HATCHERY ROAD
ESTES PARK, CO 80517
(303) 586-4491
* AD DT RR PR TX CS *
EVERGREEN

BELLWOOD RESOURCES CENTER INC
7592 SOUTH GARTNER ROAD
EVERGREEN, CO 80439
(303) 674-6568
* AL AM TX *

FLORENCE

CLEAR VIEW CENTER
521 WEST 5TH STREET
FLORENCE, CO 81226
(719) 704-6337
* AD RR H PR TX *

FORT COLLINS

CENTER FOR LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION
400 WEST MAGNOLIA STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80521
(303) 484-7263
* AL AM Y HV DM PR TX PV CI *

HOPE COUNSELING CENTER
1644 SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 493-1157
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX CI *

LARIMER COUNTY INSTITUTE FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS/FORT COLLINS
253 LINDEN STREET
SUITE 206
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
(303) 221-4057
* AD AM H AI HV DM MD PR TX *

MOUNTAIN CREST HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT (ADU)
4601 CORBETT DRIVE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 225-9191
HOTLINE(S): (303) 225-9191 CO, MY, AND NE ONLY
(800) 523-1213
* AD DT RR AM Y AI CU MC PR CH TX *

NEW BEGINNINGS FORT COLLINS
1225 REDWOOD STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
(303) 493-3389
HOTLINE(S): (303) 493-3389 ASSESSMT & REFER ONLY
(800) 950-5150
* AD DT RR AM H Y A H AI PG CU HV *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SEVEN LAKES RECOVERY PROGRAM
2362 EAST PROSPECT AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 486-0121
* AD AM H Y A PG CU HV PR CH TX *

GLENWOOD SPRINGS

COLORADO WEST REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
711 GRAND AVENUE
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 245-2244
* AD DT RR AM Y A H AI CU HV DM MD *
* PR CH TX *

VALLEY VIEW YOUTH RECOVERY CENTER
1906 BLAKE AVENUE
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 245-3440
* AD RR Y MC MD PR CH TX *

GOLDEN

CORRECTIONS EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
2433 FORD STREET
GOLDEN, CO 80401
(303) 279-5626
* AD AM PR TX *

GRAND JUNCTION

ADULT ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL TREATMENT (AATT)
2600 NORTH 12TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81506
(303) 245-6626
* AD AM Y DM PR TX PV CI CS *

ARU/GRAND JUNCTION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
436 SOUTH 7TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 245-4213
* AD DT RR AM Y PG PI HV PR TX *

ASET CLINIC INC
DBA ADDICTION SERVS EDUC/TRT CLINIC
844 GRAND AVENUE
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 242-5792
HOTLINE(S): (303) 242-5792
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX *
* MM *

IN ROADS COUNSELING
1141 NORTH 25TH STREET
SUITE F
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 245-2332
HOTLINE(S): (303) 245-2332
* AD AM H Y HV DM PR TX CS *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
MESA COUNTY INC
136 NORTH 7TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 243-3140
* AD PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG (SATP)
2121 NORTH AVENUE
BUILDING 6
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 242-0731 EXT. 2023
* AD DT RR AM H A H AI CU HV TX PV *
* CI CS *

GREELEY

ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
800 8TH AVENUE
SUITE 200
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-6837
* AD AM Y B PG HV DM PR TX *

INSTITUTE FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS OF GREELEY
920 11TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-0273
HOTLINE(S): (303) 351-0273
* AL AM H A HV DM TX *

ISLAND GROVE REGIONAL TRT CENTER INC
421 NORTH 15TH AVENUE
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-6644
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 352-3784 DRUG INFORMATION ONLY
* AD DT RR AM H A H PG PI HV DM *
* PR TX *

NORTH COLORADO MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1910 15TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-4673
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 322-4673; (303) 352-4673
* AD DT RR AM H A H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM PR TX *

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1776 6TH AVENUE
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-7223
* AD RR H A B H PG CU HV TX PV *

IDAHOM SPRINGS

CLEAR CREEK COUNSELING
2401 COLORADO BOULEVARD
IDAHOM SPRINGS, CO 80452
(303) 567-4455
* AD AM H A H PG PI CU HV DM TX *

IGNACIO

SOUTHERN UTE ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
PEACEFUL SPIRIT
IGNACIO, CO 81137
(303) 563-4555
* AD RR AM H Y A H AI PG HV DM PR *
* TX CS *
COLORADO

LA JUNTA
PATHFINDERS
207 1/2 COLORADO AVENUE
LA JUNTA, CO 81050
(719) 304-8023
* AD AM M Y H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

LAFAYETTE
LAFAYETTE ALCOHOL EDUC AND THERAPY
201 EAST SIMPSON STREET
SUITE 201-B
LAFAYETTE, CO 80026
(303) 666-6995
* AD AM M Y A B H HV DW TX CI CS *

LAKEWOOD
ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIORS COUNSELING
1949 MADSNORTH STREET
SUITE 206
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 235-3599
* AD AM M Y H AI CU DM PR TX *

BETHESDA BEHAVIORAL MANAGEMENT
COUNSELING OF COLORADO
390 UNION BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228
(303) 985-1714
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 758-1123; (800) 992-9123
* AD AM M Y CU PR CH TX CI *

CENIKOR FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1533 GLEN AYR DRIVE
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 238-0532
* AD RR M H B H AI PI CU HV TX PV CI *

CROSROADS COUNSELING LTD
8000 WEST 14TH AVENUE
SUITE 1
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 232-7111
* AD AM M Y A CU HV DM PR TX PV CS *

EMPOWERMENT COUNSELING SERVICES INC
7580 WEST 16TH AVENUE
SUITE 206
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 238-9689
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

JEFFERSON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING PROGRAM
260 SOUTH KIPLING STREET
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 239-7162
* AD AM M Y PG HV PR TX *

SERENITY COUNSELING
1800 SOUTH PIERCE STREET
SUITE 11
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 922-9464
* AL AM M PG PR TX *

TOUCHSTONE COUNSELING CENTER
777 SOUTH MADSNORTH BOULEVARD
IRONGATE 2 SUITE 205
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 989-9577
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

LAMAR
SE COLORADO FOR DRUG FREE COMMUNITIES
2401 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LAMAR, CO 81052
(719) 336-2268 EXT. 29
* AD AM M Y PG DM PR TX PV CI CS *

LAS ANIMAS
RESADA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
11000 RD GG 5
LAS ANIMAS, CO 81054
(719) 456-2600
HOTLINE(S):
(719) 456-2600; (719) 456-2601
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DM TX PV *

LEADVILLE
LEADVILLE COUNSELING CENTRE
150 WEST 5TH STREET
SUITE 122
LEADVILLE, CO 80461
(719) 486-1178
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* TX PV CI CS *

LITTLETON
ARAPAHO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
AQUARIUS CENTER/SAHI
2100 WEST LITTLETON BOULEVARD
LITTLETON, CO 80120
(303) 797-9445
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 795-6187
* AD AM M Y A PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

COLUMBINE PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
CHALLENGING DIRECTIONS
8565 SOUTH POPLAR WAY
LITTLETON, CO 80126
(303) 470-9500 EXT. 210
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 942-2754; (303) 470-9500
* AD DT A AI HV MC PR CH TX *

DREY CREEK TREATMENT CENTER
1562 EAST MINERAL PLACE
LITTLETON, CO 80122
(303) 794-1449
* AL AM M PI HV PR TX PV *

LONGMONT
ARVADA/LONGMONT COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
514 KIMBARK STREET
LONGMONT, CO 80501
(303) 776-8500
* AD AM M H DM MC MD PR CH TX *

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
BOULDER COUNTY INC
1050 WASHLEY STREET
LONGMONT, CO 80501
(303) 651-3600
* AD AM Y TX PV *

LOUISVILLE
PATTERNS FOR POSITIVE LIVING
1017 SOUTH BOULDER ROAD
ROOM F
LOUISVILLE, CO 80027
(303) 666-8866
* AL AM PR TX *

MONTE VISTA
CREATIVE RESOURCE CENTER INC
4979 NORTH COUNTY ROAD 3 WEST
CORPORATE OFFICE
MONTE VISTA, CO 81144
(719) 852-2453
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM PR CH TX PV CI *

MONTROSE
MIDWESTERN COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH CTR
THE CTR FOR MH/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
605 EAST MIAMI ROAD
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-9694
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 249-9694; (303) 874-8981
* AD AM M Y A H AI PG CU HV DM CH *
* TX PV CI *

MONTROSE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CARE CENTER
945 SOUTH 4TH STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 240-7292
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 249-CARE; (800) 325-0403
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H PG HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NORTH FORK COUNSELING
636 SOUTH 2ND STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-2779
HOTLINE(S): (303) 249-2779
* AD AM HV DM PR TX PV CI *
TOUCH STONE COUNSELING
110 NORTH CASCADE STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-2871
* AD AM H DN TX CI *

MORRISON

LOST AND FOUND INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
9189 SOUTH TURKEY CREEK ROAD
MORRISON, CO 80465
(303) 679-5049
* AD RR AM M Y DW MD PR TX PV *

NORTHEMNH

COUNSELING DIMENSIONS INC
11650 HURON STREET
NORTHGLENN, CO 80234
(303) 450-0700
* AD AM W Y CU DW PR TX CI *

INSIGHTS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
2200 EAST 104TH AVENUE
SUITE 213
NORTHGLENN, CO 80233
(303) 457-9576
HOTLINE(S): (303) 457-9576
* AD AM H Y AI DW PR TX *

PAGOSA SPRINGS

RIO BLANCO COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 2
PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO 81147
(303) 264-5913
* AD PV CI *

THE GATE COUNSELING CENTER
42 PAGOSA STREET
2ND FLOOR
PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO 81147
(303) 264-4746
* AD AM H Y A H PG CU HV DW PR TX *
* SS *

PARKER

FIRST STEP COUNSELING
10521 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE F
PARKER, CO 80134
(303) 840-2636
* AD AM W Y CU HV DW TX PV CI *

PARKER VALLEY HOPE
22422 EAST MAIN STREET
PARKER, CO 80134
(303) 841-7857
HOTLINE(S): (800) 544-5101
* AD DT RR AM Y A B HV PR TX *

PUEBLO

ADAPCP COUNSELING CENTER
PUEBLO DEPOT ACTIVITY
SOUTH-PU-ADCP
PUEBLO, CO 81001
(719) 549-4402
HOTLINE(S): (719) 549-4402
* AD AM M Y A H CU HV DW TX PV CI *
* CS *

AHARENESS INSTITUTE INC
635 WEST CORONA AVENUE
SUITE 210
PUEBLO, CO 81004
(719) 546-0904
HOTLINE(S):
(719) 546-0904 COUNSELOR VIA PAGER
* AD AM Y H PR TX PV *

CO MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE AT PUEBLO
PSYCHIATRIC SUBST ABUSE PROG (PSAP)
1600 WEST 24TH STREET
BUILDING 116 MD 79
PUEBLO, CO 81003
(719) 546-4797
* AD RR M A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

PARKVIEW EPISCOPAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
58 CLUB MANOR DRIVE
PUEBLO, CO 81008
(719) 545-5608
HOTLINE(S):
(719) 546-5608; (800) 426-8471
* AD DT RR AM W A H PG HV DN MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

PUEBLO TREATMENT SERVICES INC
509 EAST 13TH STREET
PUEBLO, CO 81004
(719) 564-3750
HOTLINE(S):
(719) 546-6666; (719) 846-4481
* AD DT RR AM W Y H PG PI DN MH *
* PV *

SAINT MARY/CORIGIN REGIONAL MEDICAL CTR
RECOVERY CENTER
1008 MINNEQUA AVENUE
PUEBLO, CO 81004
(719) 560-4817
HOTLINE(S): (719) 560-4817
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SERENITY SYSTEMS INC
1624 BONFORTE BOULEVARD
SUITE B
PUEBLO, CO 81001
(719) 545-3715
* AD AM W B H AI PG CU HV DW PR TX *

RIFLE

WHITE RIVER COUNSELING
400 SOUTH 7TH STREET
SUITE 3200
RIFLE, CO 81650
(303) 625-3416
* AD AM M Y A H CU HV DW TX PV CI *

SHERIDAN

PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADVENTURES IN CHANGE
3445 WEST MANSFIELD STREET
SHERIDAN, CO 80110
(303) 322-8646
* DA RR Y B H AI CU TX *

STERLING

AJAX INC
217 NORTH FRONT STREET
STERLING, CO 80751
(303) 522-7878
* AD AM DM PR TX PV CI *

CENTENNIAL MENTAL HEALTH
STERLING OFFICE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
211 WEST MAIN STREET
STERLING, CO 80751
(303) 522-4392
* AD AM M Y H PG PI CU DM PR TX *

TMORHTON

ARAPAHOE HOUSE INC
8801 LIPAN STREET
THORNTON, CO 80221
(303) 657-3700
HOTLINE(S): (303) 657-3737
* AD DT RR AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR TX CI *

WESTMINSTER

CHOICES IN LIVING
5005 WEST 81ST PLACE
SUITE 300
WESTMINSTER, CO 80030
(303) 427-4197
HOTLINE(S):
(303) 427-4197; (303) 322-4441
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG DN PR TX *

WHEAT RIDGE

ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY INSTITUTE
OF COLORADO INC
10001 WEST 32ND AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 238-1251
* AD RR AM M Y B H PG HV PR CH TX *
* CI *
COLORADO

CHOICES IN LIVING COUNSELING CTR INC
6415 WEST 44TH AVENUE
SUITE 101
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 431-5664
* AD AM H DW PR TX *

TREATMENT SERVICES INC
3805 NEWLAND STREET
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 422-2309
* AD AM DW TX *

WEST PINES/A PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3400 LUTHERAN PARKWAY
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 239-4000
* AD RR AM W A CU HV MC PR CH TX *
* MM PV CI *

WOODLAND PARK

JOURNEYS COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CTR
700 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE
WOODLAND PARK, CO 80866
(719) 687-6927
HOTLINE(S): (719) 687-6927
* AD AM W Y PG CU DW PR CH TX *
ANSONIA
L N VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
75 LIBERTY STREET
ANSONIA, CT 06401
(203) 735-8761
* AD AM M Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX PV CI *

AVON
REID TREATMENT CENTER
INTENSIVE TREATMENT
121 MEST AVON ROAD
AVON, CT 06001
(203) 675-6115
* AD DT H B H CU MD PR TX CI CS *

REID TREATMENT CENTER
NON HOSPITAL MEDICAL UNIT
121 MEST AVON ROAD
AVON, CT 06001
(203) 675-6115
* AD AM M B H CU MD PR TX CI CS *

BLOOMFIELD
BLUE RIDGE CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1095 BLUE HILLS AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, CT 06002
(203) 243-1331
* AD DT RR AM CU MD PR TX PV CI *

BRIDGEPORT
CHENICAL ABUSE SERVICES AGENCY INC (CASA) ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
690 ARTIC STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-3887
* AD RR AM M A B H PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
BRIDGEPORT UNIT
40 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 579-6122
* AD AM M Y B H HV TX *

FAMILY SERVICES WOODFIELD INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE YOUTH EVAL PROGRAM
475 CLINTON AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605
(203) 368-4291
* AD PV CI *

GUENSTER REHABILITATION CENTER INC
DAY TREATMENT UNIT
276 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06607
(203) 304-9301
* AD AM M A B H PG CU MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

GUENSTER REHABILITATION CENTER INC
EVENING PROGRAM
276 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06607
(203) 304-9301
* AD AM M A B H PG CU MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

GUENSTER REHABILITATION CENTER INC
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
276 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06607
(203) 304-9301
* AD RR M A B H PG CU MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

HELPING HAND CENTER
488 STRATFORD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06609
(203) 336-8295
* DA RR A H CU HV TX *

HORIZONS
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROG
1635 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605
(203) 333-3519
* AD RR MD TX *

Regional Network Of Programs Inc
Administrative Unit
144 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-4105
* AD *

Regional Network Of Programs Inc
Center For Human Services
1549 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 335-2171 EXT. 2
* DA AM CU MD MM *

Regional Network Of Programs Inc
GOLDEN HILL TREATMENT CENTER/DETOX
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 335-2173 EXT. 2
* DA AM MD MM *

Regional Network Of Programs Inc
Regional Adolescent Program (RAP)
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-4105
* DA AM Y MD TX PV CI CS *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
REGIONAL ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
480 BOND STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06610
(203) 566-5817
* AD PV CI CS *

REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
REGIONAL COUNSELING SERVS (RCS) OP/DF
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-9105 EXT. 125
* AD AM H MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SOUTHERN CT MENTAL HEALTH AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
4920 MAIN STREET
SUITE 310
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606
(203) 365-0400
HOTLINE(S): (203) 254-2000
* AD AM Y A H HV MD PR TX PV CI CS *

UNITED WAY REGIONAL YOUTH
ADULT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROJECT
75 WASHINGTON AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-3333
* AD PV *

BROOKSIDE

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
MCDONOUGH HOUSE/INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
132 HUT ROAD
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06752
(203) 354-4423
* AD RR H CU HV PR TX *

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
MCDONOUGH HOUSE/INTERM RESIDENTIAL
132 HUT ROAD
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06252
(203) 354-4423
* AD RR TX *

BRISTOL

BRISTOL HOSPITAL
EVENING CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
440 C NORTH MAIN STREET
BRISTOL, CT 06010
(203) 583-5858
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

CANAAN

PARKSIDE LODGE OF CONNECTICUT
ROUTE 7
CANAAN, CT 06018
(203) 824-5426
* AD DT Y A CU HV PR CH TX *

PARKSIDE LODGE OF CONNECTICUT
ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER/NONHOSP MEDICAL
ROUTE 7
CANAAN, CT 06018
(203) 824-5426
* AD DT Y A CU HV PR CH TX *

COS COB
EDUCATION CENTER OF
THE ALC AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL (TADAC)
521 POST ROAD
COS COB, CT 06807
(203) 661-9011
* AD PV CI *

DANBURY

DANBURY HOSPITAL
DANBURY TREATMENT CENTER
24 HOSPITAL AVENUE
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 731-8730
* DA AM W A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* HH *

DANBURY YOUTH SERVICES INC
32 STEVENS STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 748-2956
* AD PV CI *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 37
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 743-6471
* AD RR TX PV *

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT UNIT
230 WHITE STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 792-6515
* AD AM W A B H PG CU HV DW PR *
* TX CI *

DARIEN

YOUTH OPTIONS
DARIEN UNIT
120 BROOKSIDE ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
(203) 655-8973
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

DAYVILLE

UNITED SERVICES INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1007 NORTH MAIN STREET
DAYVILLE, CT 06241
(203) 774-2020
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD CH TX *

DERBY

GRIFFIN HOSPITAL ALC/CHEM DEP SERVICES
EVENING TREATMENT PROGRAM
330 DIVISION STREET
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
DERBY, CT 06418
(203) 732-7580
HOTLINE(S): (203) 732-7541 CRISIS ONLY
* AD AM TX CI *

ENFIELD

NEN DIRECTIONS INC OF NORTH CENTRAL CT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
5102 BIGNON COMMONS
ENFIELD, CT 06082
(203) 741-3001
* AD AM Y PG PI CU DH MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

FAIRFIELD

FAIRFIELD COMMUNITY SERVICES
370 BEACH ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
(203) 255-5777
HOTLINE(S): (203) 255-5777
* AD AM Y CU HV DW PR TX *

FARMINGTON

JOHN DEMPSEY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
FARMINGTON AVENUE
FARMINGTON, CT 06030
(203) 679-3422
* AD DT RR AM W A PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX MM CI *

GLASTONBURY

CLAYTON HOUSE
205-205 WILLIAMS STREET
GLASTONBURY, CT 06033
(203) 659-0109
* AD RR W B PI HV MD PR TX *

GREENWICH

YOUTH OPTIONS
GREENWICH UNIT
75 MASON STREET
2ND FLOOR
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 869-1349
* AD AM W Y MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GROTON

CONNECTICUT COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
335 LONG HILL ROAD
GROTON, CT 06340
(203) 445-2996
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HOTLINE(S): (203) 445-2996 8AM-5PM M-F
* AD AM W Y CU DW PR CH TX *
HAMDEN
HAMDEN YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION
490 NEHALL STREET
HAMDEN, CT 06517
(203) 865-1761
* AD PV CI *

HARTFORD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTERS INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
500 VINE STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 243-8951
* AD DT M A B H PG PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

BLUE HILLS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
51 COVENTRY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 722-2000
* AD DT RR MD PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
HARTFORD UNIT
233 HAMILTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 566-5039
* AD AM M Y B H HV TX *

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
500 ALBANY AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 249-9625
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX *

COMMUNITY RENEWAL TEAM OF GREATER HARTFORD INC/ YOUTH SERVICES
555 WINDSOR STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 280-0100
* AD PV *

CT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ADDITION SERVICES UNIT
90 BRAINARD ROAD
HARTFORD, CT 06114
(203) 566-2859
* AD RR AM Y B H HV TX *

HARTFORD DISPENSARY CLINIC
345 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 525-2182
* DA AM M A B H PG HV MD MM *

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
AMBULATORY DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
14 WESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 527-5100
* DA AM M A B H PG HV MM *

HENDerson/Johnson CLINIC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
12 WESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 525-9376
* DA AM M A B H PG HV MD MM *

HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISPANIC FAMILY
80 JEFFERSON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 527-1124
* AD AM M H MC MD PR TX *

MERCY HOUSING AND SHELTER CORPORATION
PROJECT MERCY
118 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 724-2076
* AD AM TX PV CI *

MERCY HOUSING AND SHELTER CORPORATION
PROJECT MERCY
118 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 724-2076
* AD RR M A B CU TX PV CI *

METHODONE TO ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
14 WESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 527-5100
* DA AM M A B H PG HV MD MM *

OPEN HEARTH MISSION
437 SHELDON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 525-3547
* AD PV CI *

PARENTS AND STUDENTS IN TRAINING TOGETHER
C/O HARTFORD SCHOOLS
5 CONE STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 722-6966
* AD PV CI *

REGIONAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE RESOURCES INC
645 FARMINGTON AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 523-9788
HOTLINE(S): (203) 523-9788
* AD PV CI *

SALVATION ARMY ADULT REHAB CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
335 HOMESTEAD AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 527-8106
* AD RR M B H TX *

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/ADMINISTRATION
900 ASYLUM AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 249-6850
HOTLINE(S): (203) 249-6850
* AD *

YOUTH CHALLENGE OF GREATER HARTFORD
15-17 MAY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 728-5199
* AD RR A H HV TX *

LEBANON
SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(203) 829-1717
HOTLINE(S): (203) 829-1717
* AD RR PX TX *

MANCHESTER
CROSSROADS PREVENTION PROGRAM OF NEW HOPE MANOR INC
20 HARTFORD ROAD
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 643-2701
* AD PV CI *

NEW HOPE MANOR INC
RESIDENTIAL
48 HARTFORD ROAD
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 643-2701
* AD RR M Y TX PV CS *

MERIDEN
VETERANS MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
1 KINGS PLACE
MERIDEN, CT 06450
(203) 258-8200
* AD DT AM M Y H PG DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

MIDDLEBURY
PARKSIDE OF MIDDLEBURY
850 STRAITS TURNPIKE/ROUTE 63
CROSSROADS COMPLEX SUITE 202
MIDDLEBURY, CT 06762
(203) 598-3918
* AD AM M B CU HV PR CH TX PV CI *
CONNECTICUT

MIDDLETOWN

DUTCHEM DEPENDENCE TRT CENTER
HOLMES DRIVE
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 638-5800
* AD DT RR M A PG PT CU HV PR CH *
* TX *

RUSHFORD CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE AND PREVENTION UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
HOTLINE(S): (203) 346-0300
* AD CI *

RUSHFORD CENTER INC
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT/DAY/EVENING
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
* AD AM MD PR TX *

RUSHFORD CENTER INC
MISA/HEALTHY LIVING PROGRAM
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
* AD AM MD TX *

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
* AD RR M HC MD PR TX *

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
* AD RR PR TX *

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
NON HOSPITAL MEDICAL UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
* AD DT PI HC MD PR TX *

THE CONNECTION INC
CONNECTION HOUSE
163-167 LIBERTY STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 345-5512
* AD RR M TX *

THE CONNECTION INC
GREATER MIDDLETOWN COUNSELING CENTER
19th COURT STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 345-5510
* AD AM HV MD PR TX PV CI *

THE CONNECTION INC
WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S CENTER
99 EASTERN DRIVE
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 343-5513
* AD RR M PG HV TX *

MILFORD

MILFORD MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
949 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE
MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 878-6365
* AD *

MILFORD MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
OUTPATIENT
949 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE
MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 878-6365
* AD AM Y PI DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

MILFORD MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
PEER COUNSELING PROGRAM
949 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE
MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 878-6365
* AD PV *

MONROE

REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
MONROE BUILDS COMMUNICATION
1014 MONROE TURNPIKE
MASUK HIGH SCHOOL
MONROE, CT 06468
(203) 268-6201 EXT. 5
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

MOSUP

YOUTH CHALLENGE BIBLE TRAINING CENTER
111 NORTH STERLING ROAD
MOSUP, CT 06354
(203) 564-8400
* AD RR TX *

NEW BRITAIN

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
586 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
* AD RR A CU HV PR TX *

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT UNIT
586 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
* AD AM PR TX CI *

NEW ENGLAND GENERAL HOSPITAL
DEPT OF SUBST ABUSE SERVICES/HILLCREST
100 GRAND STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06050
(203) 224-5011
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 224-5500; (203) 224-5251
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW BRITAIN COUNSELING CENTER
91 LEXINGTON STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
(203) 225-4559
* AD AM PR TX *

NEW BRITAIN COUNSELING CENTER
EVENING COMPONENT/NEW BRITAIN
91 LEXINGTON STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
(203) 225-4559
* AD AM PR TX *

NEW HAMPSHIRE CLINIC INC
LIFELINE/PREGNANT WOMENS PROGRAM
35 RUSSELL STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
(203) 223-8805
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 747-3434; (203) 524-1182
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

NEW CANAAN

CONNECTICUT COMMUNITIES FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
11 FARM ROAD
ROOM 149
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 972-3234
* AD PV *

NEW CANAAN CARES INC
HELPLINE AND LIBRARY
FARM ROAD
NEW CANAAN HIGH SCHOOL
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 966-7635
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 966-7635 9AM-3PM
* AD CI *

YOUTH OPTIONS
NEW CANAAN UNIT
11 FOREST STREET
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 972-0154
* AD AM Y H MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW HAVEN

AFFILIATES FOR
CONSULTATION AND THERAPY
389 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 562-4235
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *
ALCOHOL SERVICES ORGANIZATION OF SOUTH CENTRAL CONNECTICUT INC
871 STATE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2111
HOTLINE(S): (203) 787-2111
* AD PV *

ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT/OP TRT
205 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7387
* AD AM H A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

APT FOUNDATION INC
904 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4600
* AD *

APT FOUNDATION INC
CENTRAL TREATMENT UNIT/OP OTHER
914 1/2 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4646
* DA AM H H PG CU TX PV CI *

APT FOUNDATION INC
CENTRAL TRT UNIT/COCOAINE AD PREG WOMEN
914 1/2 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4646
* DA AM H H CU TX PV CI *

APT FOUNDATION INC
LEGION AVENUE CLINIC/METHADONE
60-62 LEGION AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4740
* DA AM H A H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
NEW HAVEN UNIT
830 GRAND AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7514
* AD AM H Y B H HV TX *

CONNECTICUT AIDS RESIDENCE PROGRAM (CARP) OUTPATIENT
254 COLLEGE STREET
SUITE 205
NEW HAVEN, CT 06510
(203) 785-1717
* AD RR H A B H AI CU HV TX *

CONNECTICUT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/SPANISH CLINIC
1 LONG WHARF DRIVE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7815
* AL AM H H PG PI HV TX PV CI CS *

CROSSROADS INC
54 EAST RAMPSELL STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06515
(203) 387-0094
* DA RR H A B H PG PI HV DM TX *

EVALUATION AND BRIEF TREATMENT UNIT
205 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7387
* AD AM H A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX CI *

LATINO YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INC
155 MINOR STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 776-3649
* AD PV *

ORCHARD CLINIC
METHADONE
540 ELLA T GRASO BOULEVARD
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4695
* DA AM H A CU HV MD PR MM *

PARK HILL CLINIC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE
540 ELLA T GRASO BOULEVARD
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4710
* AD AM H Y CU MD PR TX MM CI *

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION SERVICES OF NEW HAVEN
436 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-0434
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

RESEARCH BUPRENORPHINE STUDY
OUTPATIENT MAINTENANCE
60-62 LEGION AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4740
* DA AM MC MD PR CH MM *

SATU OUTPATIENT SERVICES
904 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 789-7017
* DA AM H A B H CU HV MC MD PR TX *

SHIRLEY FRANK FOUNDATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
659 GEORGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2771
* AD *

SHIRLEY FRANK FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT/CADAC FUNDED
659 GEORGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2771
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* TX PV CI *

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/SOUTH CENTRAL
419 WHALLEY AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 624-4143
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 624-4143; (203) 734-2573
* AD *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
950 CAMPBELL AVENUE
BUILDING 36 ROOM 11
NEW HAVEN, CT 06516
(203) 932-5711 EXT. 4810
* AD DT RR AM H A B H PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX MM *

WAKEMAN HALL AT THE CHILDREN'S CENTER
1400 WHITNEY AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06517
(203) 248-2116
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI *

NEW LONDON

CARE CENTER
516 VAUXHALL STREET
SUITE 102
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-3380
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 442-3380 IDENTIFY CALL AS EMER
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
NEW LONDON UNIT
153 WILLIAMS STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 440-2938
* AD AM H Y B H HV TX *

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN NEW LONDON COUNTY
11 GRANITE STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-4319
* AD AM H Y B H CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

HARTFORD DISPERSARY
NEW LONDON CLINIC
931 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-2233
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV MD MM *

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC (SCADD)
ALTRUISH HOUSE/MALE
189 HOWARD STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-1017
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 442-1017; (203) 447-1717
* AD AM TX *
CONNECTICUT

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC (SCADD) ALTRUISH HOUSE/WOMEN
1000 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-8021
HOTLINE(S): (203) 447-8021; (203) 447-1717
* AD AM W TX *

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC (SCADD) DEPT
47 COIT STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-1717
HOTLINE(S): (203) 447-1717; (203) 447-1718
* AD DT HC MD PR TX *

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC (SCADD) OUTPATIENT DEPT
47 COIT STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-1717
HOTLINE(S): (203) 447-1717; (203) 447-1718
* AD AM W MC PR TX *

NEW MILFORD

NEW MILFORD YOUTH AGENCY
50 EAST STREET
NEW MILFORD, CT 06776
(203) 355-0047
HOTLINE(S): (203) 355-0047
* AD AM Y *

NEWTOWN

ALPHA HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
MILE HILL ROAD
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-3364
* AD DR MD PR TX PV CI *

BERKSHIRE WOODS CHEM DEP TRT CENTER DETOXIFICATION UNIT
FAIRFIELD HILLS HOSPITAL KENT HOUSE
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-2531 EXT. 2769
* AD DT PR TX MM *

BERKSHIRE WOODS CHEM DEP TRT CENTER RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
LITCHFIELD BUILDING
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-2531 EXT. 2250
* AD RR TX *

DAYTOP
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
MILE HILL ROAD
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-5544
* AD RR MD PR TX CI *

NORTH STONINGTON

STONINGTON INSTITUTE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
SHANTOHN HILL ROAD
STONINGTON, CT 06359
(203) 535-1010 EXT. 10
* AD CT *

STONINGTON INSTITUTE INFIRMARY
SHANTOHN HILL ROAD
STONINGTON, CT 06359
(203) 535-1010 EXT. 22
* AD DT CU PR CH TX CI *

STONINGTON INSTITUTE INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
SHANTOHN HILL ROAD
STONINGTON, CT 06359
(203) 535-1010 EXT. 22
* AD RR CU PR CH TX CI *

STONINGTON INSTITUTE PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION PROGRAM
SHANTOHN HILL ROAD
STONINGTON, CT 06359
(203) 535-1010
HOTLINE(S): (203) 535-1010; (800) 832-1022
* AD AM CU PR CH TX CI *

NORWALK

CONNECTICUT COUNSELING CENTERS INC
NORWALK METHADONE PROGRAM
31 WEST AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06854
(203) 838-6508
* AD AM A B H PG CU HV MD MM *

CONNECTICUT COUNSELING CENTERS INC
NORWALK OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
31 WEST AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06854
(203) 838-6508
* AD AM Y A B H PI CU HV DM MD TX *

CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
83 HALL STREET
NORWALK, CT 06850
(203) 866-2541
* DA *

CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC
NORWALK OUTPATIENT UNIT
83 HALL STREET
NORWALK, CT 06850
(203) 866-2541
* DA AM H A B AI HV PR TX *

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/SOUTHWEST
83 EAST AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06851
(203) 853-2525
HOTLINE(S): (203) 853-2525; (203) 333-7555
* AD *

VITAM CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
57 WEST ROCKS ROAD
NORWALK, CT 06852
(203) 846-2091
* AD CI *

VITAM CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
57 WEST ROCKS ROAD
NORWALK, CT 06852
(203) 846-2091
* AD RR Y B H CU DM MD PR CH TX *
* CS *

NORWICH

EUGENE T BONESKI
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 12
GALLUP BUILDING
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 823-5237
* AD DT RR M A B H PG PI CU HV DW *
* HC MD PR CH TX *

HARTFORD DISPENSARY
NORWICH CLINIC
NORWICH HOSPITAL
LIPPETT BUILDING
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 886-0446
* DA AM H A B H PG HV MM *

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC (SCADD) ALTRUISH HOUSE/MALE
313 MAIN STREET
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 889-3414
HOTLINE(S): (203) 889-3414
* AD RR TX *

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/EAST
74 WEST MAIN STREET
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 886-0516
HOTLINE(S): (203) 886-0516; (203) 346-6691
* AD *

OLD SAYBROOK

THE CONNECTION INC
VALLEY SHORE COUNSELING CENTER
263 MAIN STREET
SUITE 108
OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475
(203) 395-6380
* AD AM H MD PR TX PV CI *
CONNECTICUT

PLAINVILLE

WHEELE r CLINIC INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 747-6801
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 747-3434; (203) 524-1182
* AD AM Y H A B H PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

PORTLAND

STONEHAVEN
DAY/EVENING
325 MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, CT 06480
(203) 342-1774
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 342-1774; (203) 342-0480
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

STONEHAVEN FOR WOMEN
DAY/EVENING
315 MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, CT 06480
(203) 342-0480
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 342-1774; (203) 342-0480
* AD AM MC PR TX *

PUTNAM

MILESTONE
INTENSIVE PROGRAM
391 POMFRET STREET
PUTNAM, CT 06260
(203) 928-1860
* AD RR HAI TX *

MILESTONE
INTERMEDIATE PROGRAM
391 POMFRET STREET
PUTNAM, CT 06260
(203) 928-1860
* AD RR HAI TX *

SANDY HOOK

PARKSIDE LODGE OF EAGLE HILL
28 ALBERTS HILL ROAD
SANDY HOOK, CT 06482
(203) 426-8085
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 426-8085; (800) PAR-KSID
* AD DT RR H A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR CH TX *

SHARON

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TRINITY GLEN
149 WEST CORNMALL ROAD
SHARON, CT 06069
(203) 672-6609
* AD RR TX *

THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
SHARON OFFICE/HAMLIN HOUSE
UPPER MAIN STREET
SHARON, CT 06069
(203) 482-5507
* AD AM H A PI CU HV DM MC PR TX *
* CS *

SOUTH WINDSOR

CONNECTICUT NORTH TREATMENT CENTER
15 MORGAN FARMS DRIVE
SOUTH WINDSOR, CT 06074
(203) 648-1011
* AD AM H A CU HV DM PR TX *

STAFFORD

STAFFORD HUMAN SERVICES
C/O WARREN MEMORIAL TOWN HALL
STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076
(203) 684-4239
* AD AM Y H HV TX CI *

STAFFORD

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
159 COLONIAL ROAD
STAFFORD, CT 06906
(203) 325-1511
* AD *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
159 COLONIAL ROAD
STAFFORD, CT 06902
(203) 325-1511
* AD AM H PR TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT UNIT
159 COLONIAL ROAD
STAFFORD, CT 06906
(203) 325-1511
* AD AM Y CU HV DM TX *

LIBERATION CLINIC
125 MAIN STREET
STAFFORD, CT 06901
(203) 324-7511
* AD AM H B CU HV DM PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

LIBERATION HOUSE
119 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 324-4141
* AD RR H A B H CU HV MD PR CH TX *

LIBERATION PROGRAMS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
119 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 359-3134
* AD PV CI CS *

MAIN STREET CLINIC
TREATMENT PROGRAM
115 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 356-1900
* AD AM H B CU HV MD PR CH HM CI *
* CS *

MC KINNEY HOUSE
& HOODLAND PLACE
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 327-3934
* AD AM H A B H CU HV TX *

MC KINNEY HOUSE
SAINT LUKES COMMUNITY SERVICES
& CLINTON AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 327-3934
* AD AM H A B H CU HV TX *

MERIDIAN HOUSE
929 NEWFIELD AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06905
(203) 329-2230
* AL RR TX *

VIEWPOINT RECOVERY PROGRAM
INTERMEDIATE LONG TERM
104-106 RICHMOND HILL AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 556-1053
* AD RR TX *

YOUTH OPTIONS
STAMFORD UNIT
141 FRANKLIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 356-1660
* AD AM Y H MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

STRATFORD

STRATFORD COMMUNITY SERVICES
2730 MAIN STREET
STRATFORD, CT 06479
(203) 385-6955
HOTLINE(S):
(203) 333-7555; (203) 374-9473
* AD PV CI *
CONNCTICUT

TORRINGTON

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
132 GROVE STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5558
* AD PV *

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
HOTLINE(S): (203) 482-5507; (800) 848-5820
* AD PV CI CS *

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
MCCALL HOUSE/INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
127 MIGEON AVENUE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 489-1033
HOTLINE(S): (203) 489-1033
* AD RR H A PI CU HV DM MC PR TX *
* CI CS *

THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
EVENING PROGRAM
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
* AD AM H Y A PI CU HV DM MC PR TX *
* CS *
* THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
* AD AM H Y A PI CU HV DM MC PR TX *
* CI CS *

WATERBURY

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
900 WATERTOWN AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984
* DA *

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC
NON RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
900 WATERTOWN AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984
* AD AM H A B PG HV TX *

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
900 WATERTOWN AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984
* AD RR H A B PG HV TX *

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
WATERBURY UNIT
232 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 596-4223
* AD AM H Y B H HV TX *

CONNECTICUT COUNSELING CENTERS INC
METHADONE PROGRAM
951 CHASE PARKWAY
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 755-8874
* DA AM A H HV HV MC MD MM *

CONNECTICUT COUNSELING CENTERS INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
951 CHASE PARKWAY
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 755-8874
* AD AM A HV DM MC MD TX PV CI *

FAMILY INTERVENTION CENTER
1875 THOMASTON AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 753-2153
* AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERVICE OF GREATER WATERBURY
34 MURRAY STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06710
(203) 756-8317
* AD AM H MC MD PR CH TX *

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
26 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 755-1143
* AD *

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
CENTER FOR ALC AND DRUG FREE LIVING
26 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 575-1603
* AD AM PR TX CI *

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
142 GRIGGS STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 574-1419
* AD RR H A B H PG PI CU HV DV TX *

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
THERAPEUTIC SHELTER
142 GRIGGS STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 574-1419
* AD RR H A B H PG PI CU HV HV TX *
* PV CI SS *

UNITED MAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/NORTHEAST
232 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 753-0171; (203) 778-4636
* AD *

WESTPORT

ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY COUNCIL INC
ONE KINGS HIGHWAY NORTH
WESTPORT, CT 06880
(203) 227-7644
* AD AM H Y B H PG PI DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI *

WILLIMANTIC

NEM PERCEPTIONS
COUNSELING SERVICE
1003 MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 450-0151
* AD *
(203) 450-0151 24 HOURS
* AD AM H Y A H PI HV PR TX *

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-3215
* AD AM H A PG CU HV DH TX *

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL
THOMAS MURPHY CENTER
1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-1769
* AD RR H B H PI CU TX *

PERCEPTION HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
134 CHURCH STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 450-0217
* AD *
(203) 450-0655 24 HR ANSWERING SERVICE
* AD RR H Y B H PG HV MD PR TX *
DELWARE

CLAYMONT
OPEN DOOR INC
3301 GREEN STREET
CLAYMONT, DE 19703
(302) 798-9555
* AD AM M Y PG CU HV TX PV CI CS *

DELAWARE CITY
GLASS HOUSE
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 856-3080
* AD RR TX *

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
LONG TERM CARE PROGRAMS
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
COTTAGE 5
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-6924
* AD RR TX *

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-6924
* AD RR N B PG CU HV PR TX *

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
SENTAC PROGRAM
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-1593
* AD RR TX *

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
REFLECTIONS/WOMEN
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 856-5626
* AD RR M TX *

DOVER
APR COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
71 SOUTH SHORE DRIVE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 697-1701
* AD AM M Y PG CU HV TX PV CI CS *

BECAUSE WE CARE II
48A MCKEE ROAD
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 734-2301
* AD PV CI *

DELAWARE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
KENT COUNTY UNIT
1661 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-0682
* AL AM M Y A B H CU DW TX *

DELMARVA RURAL MINISTRIES
HISPANIC OUTREACH PROJECT
26 WYOMING AVENUE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-2000
* AD PV CI *

DOVER PSYCHIATRY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 SOUTH BRADFORD STREET
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 736-6135
* AD AM Y TX PV CI SS CS *

KENT COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
1525 LEBANON ROAD
route 10
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 736-4548
* AD AM M A B H PG PI CU HV TX MM *
* CS *

KENT GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADULT/ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC TRT SERV/SAS
640 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 674-7533
* AD RR M Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI SS *

NEW BEGINNINGS/DOVER
707 MALER ROAD
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 672-0522
* AD AM PR TX CI CS *

SERENITY PLACE
327 MARTIN STREET
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 674-8036
* AL RR TX *

YMCA OF DELAWARE/DOVER
RESOURCE CENTER
120 NORTH STATE STREET
HESLEY COLLEGE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 739-3690
HOTLINE(S):
(302) 739-3690; (302) 856-4105
* AD PV *

DOVER AIR FORCE BASE
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS
13TH STREET
BUILDING 520 ROOM 112
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, DE 19902
(302) 677-3901
* AD AM M B H DW TX PV CI *

ELLENDALE
KENT/SUSSEX DETOXIFICATION CENTER
MAIN STREET
ELLENDALE SCHOOL HOUSE
ELLENDALE, DE 19941
(302) 856-5236
HOTLINE(S): (302) 422-7812
* AD DT A PI PR TX *

GEORGETOWN
CORINTHIAN HOUSE
219-221 SOUTH RACE STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-5747
* AD RR TX PV *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORIAL(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PE = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CM = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

96
DELTA DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
SUSSEX COUNTY UNIT
510 NORTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
THE 113 PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-1835
* AL M Y A B H CU DM TX *

HOUSTON HALL
431 EAST MARKET STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 855-9622
* AD RR H TX *

TAU HOUSE
11 WEST PINE STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-4363
* AD RR H TX *

TURNABOUT COUNSELING CENTER
8 NORTH RACE STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-2358
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM TX CI CS *

HOCKESSIN
GREENWOOD
OLD LANCASTER PIKE
HOCKESSIN, DE 19707
(302) 239-3410
HOTLINE(S): (800) 553-9077
* AD DT RR M Y A B H CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

LEWES
BEEBE HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE SUBST ABUSE SERVS
424 SAVANNAH ROAD
LEWES, DE 19958
(302) 645-3311
HOTLINE(S): (302) 645-3311
* AD DT RR AM PR CH TX CI CS *

DRY DOCK INC
INEBRIATE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
ANGOLA GRANGE
LEWES, DE 19958
(302) 945-1411
HOTLINE(S): (302) 945-1411 24 HOURS
* AD CI *

MILFORD
PEOPLES PLACE COUNSELING CENTER
219 SOUTH WALNUT STREET
MILFORD, DE 19963
(302) 422-6011
* AD AM PR CH TX PV *

NEW CASTLE
MEADOW HILL HOSPITAL FOR ADOLESCENTS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
575 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720
(302) 320-3330
HOTLINE(S): (800) 289-8336
* AD RR AM M Y B H CU HV PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

NEWARK
EUGENIA COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 273 CHRISTIANA VILLAGE
PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 200
NEWARK, DE 19702
(302) 368-1100
HOTLINE(S): (215) 636-7700 AFT NORMAL WORKING HRS
* AD AM H A B H CU HV DM PR CH TX *

NEWARK FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
501 OGLETOWN ROAD
HUDSON STATE SERVICE CENTER
NEWARK, DE 19711
(302) 368-6095
* AD AM PR TX CI *

Smyrna
GREENTREE DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
DELHARE CORRECTION CENTER
ROUTE 1
Smyrna, DE 19977
(302) 653-9261
* AD RR AM TX CS *

WILMINGTON
A AND D ASSOCIATES
THE PROMISES
5211 WEST WOODMILL DRIVE
SUITE 36
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 998-8771
HOTLINE(S): (302) 998-6771
* AD AM M A B H CU HV DM PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION
1225 KING STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 658-7237
HOTLINE(S):
(302) 658-5771; (302) 658-7237
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU DM TX *

BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF DELAWARE
EARLY INTERVENTION PROJECT
102 MIDDLEBORO ROAD
WILMINGTON, DE 19904
(302) 998-5577
* AD PV *

BRANDYWINE COUNSELING INC
2400 WEST 4TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 656-2348
* AD AM MD PR TX MM PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
CENTER FOR PASTORAL CARE
8 OLD CHURCH ROAD
WILMINGTON, DE 19807
(302) 656-0651
* AD M Y B H CU DM PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

DELWARE ASSOCIATION FOR
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 656-5554
* AL PV *

DELWARE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
NEW CASTLE COUNTY UNIT
5193 WEST WOODMILL DRIVE
WOODMILL CORPORATE CENTER SUITE 2B
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 737-0477
* AL M Y A B H CU HV TX *

DELWARE SAFETY COUNCIL
SOCIAL DRINKERS PROGRAM
3856 KENNEDY PIKE
PONDER MILL SQUARE
WILMINGTON, DE 19807
(302) 654-7706
* AL *

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES OF DE
2005 BAYNARD BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, DE 19802
(302) 656-5177
* AD PV CI CS *

FOUNDATIONS
2901 NORTHEAST BOULEVARD
SOJOURNERS PLACE
WILMINGTON, DE 19802
(302) 764-4713
* AD AM TX *

INROADS
2110 DUNCAN ROAD
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 999-1106
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV DM PR *
* CH TX CI *

KEY PROGRAM
1301 EAST 12TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19809
(302) 429-7700
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM TX *
* PV CI *
DELRWRE

LIMEN HOUSE FOR MEN
903 MADISON STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 652-7969
* AD RR TX *

LIMEN HOUSE FOR WOMEN
624 NORTH BROOM STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 571-1216
* AD RR H TX *

MCC BEHAVIORAL CARE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6 DENNY ROAD
2 FOX POINT CENTER
WILMINGTON, DE 19809
(302) 323-9492
* AD CE *

NEW BEGINNINGS/HIDDENBROOK OF DELAWARE
FAMILY CENTER
5205 WEST WOODMILL DRIVE
WOODMILL CORPORATE CENTER SUITE 33
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 990-2194
HOTLINE(S):
(301) 879-1919; (800) 365-1919
* AD AM H B CU DM PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

PEOPLES SETTLEMENT
408 EAST 8TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 658-4133
HOTLINE(S):
(302) 657-2851
* AD AM H B CU HV TX PV CI *

PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC SERVICES INC
RELAPSE PREV/CONTINUOUS TREATMENT
5149 WEST WOODMILL DRIVE
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 633-4211
* AD AM H PG PI CU HV DM TX *

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
KIRKWOOD DETOX
3315 KIRKWOOD HIGHWAY
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 998-8610
* AD DT PR TX *

SODAT COUNSELING AND
EVALUATION CENTER
625 ORANGE STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 656-4044
* AD AM Y A HV DM PR TX PV CI CS *

UNION BAPTIST COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ANTI DRUG OUTREACH PROGRAM
2801 NORTH PINE STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19802
(302) 764-0137
* AD PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 KIRKWOOD HIGHWAY
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 633-5512
* AD DT RR AM A B H CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX CS *

WOMENS PLACE HOM
1011 NORTH CLAYTON STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 655-4613
HOTLINE(S):
(302) 655-4613 9AM-9PM
* AD RR AM TX PV CI CS *

YMCA OF DELAWARE/WILMINGTON
RESOURCE CENTER
501 WEST 11TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 571-6975
HOTLINE(S):
(302) 571-6975; (302) 739-3698
* AD PV *
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ADMIN
YOUTH ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
2146 24TH PLACE NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 576-7314 EXT. 35
HOTLINE(S): (315) 724-8936
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM TX *
ANDROMEDA TRANSCULTURAL
HISPANIC MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1400 DECATURE STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20011
(202) 293-1667
HOTLINE(S): (202) 722-1245
* AD AM Y H DW MC MD TX PV CI CS *
BUREAU OF REHABILITATION
SHAW RESIDENCE 2
1740 PARK ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7043
* AD PV CI *
BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
COMMUNITY CARE CENTER
3501 16TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7048
* AD RR B H CU HV DM TX *
BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
SHAW RESIDENCE 1
1770 PARK ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7040
* AD PV *
BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
SHAW RESIDENCE 3
1301 CLIFTON STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 842-7054
* AD PV *
CENTER FOR CHILD PROTECTION AND
FAMILY SUPPORT
714 G STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
(202) 544-5144
* AD PV CI *
CENTRAL INTAKE DIVISION
SITE A
1300 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0668
* AD CI *
CHANGE INC
CONSULTING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
5000 NANNIE HELEN BURROUGHS AVENUE NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20019
(202) 396-1777
HOTLINE(S): (202) 396-1777
* AD AM H Y B CU MC MD PR TX PV CI *
CHURCH ASSOCIATION FOR
COMMUNITY SERVICES
712 RANDOLPH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20011
(202) 541-5012
* DA PV *
COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS
RETURN FROM ADDICTION
1254 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 547-8870
* AD RR A B H CU HV TX *
COMMUNITY RESEARCH INC
GO GETTERS ENTREPRENEURIAL YOUTH CLUB
1840-B FENWICK STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 526-4039
* DA PV *
CONCERNED CITIZENS ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC (CCADA)
3115 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 563-3209
* AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DM TX PV CI *
CORPORATION AGAINST DRUG ABUSE
1010 WISCONSIN AVENUE NW
SUITE 250
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 538-0654
* AD PV *

X KEY X

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = MEXICAN
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICAID
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MV = METHADONE TREATMENT
PR = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
CRIMINAL JUSTICE DIVISION
CLIENT TRACKING INFORMATION BRANCH
33 N STREET NE
2ND FLOOR
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0202
* AD CI *

DC DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1901 D STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20033
(703) 643-1235
* AD B HV TX PV CI *

DC EMPLYEE CONSULTATION AND COUNSELING SERVICE
1825 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW
SUITE 101
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 673-6610
* AD AM W Y B H AI PI CU HV DW TX *

DC GENERAL HOSPITAL
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PGM
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
DC GENERAL HOSPITAL UNIT 42
WASHINGTON, DC 20033
(202) 675-7496
* AD DT W A B PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

DC GENERAL HOSPITAL
PRENATAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
19TH STREET AND MASSACHUSETTS AVE SE
OB-GYN DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 675-5261
* AD PV *

DC PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION
3RD AND G STREETS SE
GIDDINGS SCHOOL
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 724-3610
* AD PV *

DC SUPERIOR COURT SOCIAL SERVICES DIV
PROBATION/PAROLE RESOURCE CTR (PPRC)
409 E STREET NW
BUILDING B ROOM 205
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 508-1801
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *

DEAFFRIPRIDE INC
PROJECT A SECOND CHANCE
1350 POTOMAC AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 675-6700
* AD PV CI *

FOUNDATION FOR CONTEMPORARY MH
NEXT STEP
2112 F STREET NW
SUITE 404
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 296-4422
* AD AM W Y B H CU HV DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV *

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3500 RESERVOIR ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 687-8770
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

GREATER SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
1310 SOUTHERN AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 574-5442
HOTLINE(S): (202) 574-5442
* AD DT RR H A B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

HOLY COMFORTER/SAIN CYPRIAN
COMMUNITY ACTION GROUP/CARRIAGE HOUSE
901 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 543-4558
* AD PV CI *

KARRICK HALL
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT UNIT
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 17
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5570
* AD RR A H TX *

KENILWORTH PARKSIDE
RESIDENT MANAGEMENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
4500 QUARLES STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20019
(202) 399-0517
* AD PV *

KENILWORTH PARKSIDE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
4513 QUARLES STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20019
(202) 399-0517
* AD PV *

KOBASSOCIATES
DIAGNOSTIC UNIT
1300 FIRST STREET NE
SUITE 216
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 724-5634
* DA CI *

KOLMAC CLINIC
1411 K STREET NW
SUITE 703
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 658-1992
* AD AM W MC PR CH TX CI *

LATIN AMERICAN YOUTH CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3045 15TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 483-1140
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV TX PV *
* CI CS *

LIVING STAGE THEATRE COMPANY
1901 14TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 554-9066 EXT. 240
* AD PV CS *

MARY E HERRING AFTERCARE FACILITY
700 MONROE STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 576-6637
* AD RR H A B CU HV TX *

MOVING ADDICTS TOWARD SELF SUFFICIENCY
33 N STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0868
* DA AM W A B CU HV MM CI *

NAVAL DISTRICT WASHINGTON
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
2701 SOUTH CAPITOL STREET SE
BUILDING 72 ANACOSTIA
WASHINGTON, DC 20574
(202) 453-2034
* AD AM TX PV CI *

PARKLANDS COMMUNITY CENTER INC
3320 STANTON ROAD SE
LOWER LEVEL
WASHINGTON, DC 20020
(202) 678-6500
* AD PV CI *

PARTNERS IN DRUG ABUSE REHABILITATION
AND COUNSELING (PIDARC)
2112 F STREET NW
SUITE 101
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 296-4455
* DA AM W A B CU HV MC MD PR MM *

PETTSONS INC
HARD R SUBST ABUSE PREV INITIATIVE
2804 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 561-4500
* AD PV *

PROJECT CARE
415 EDGEWOOD STREET NE
SUITE B-3
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 635-CARE
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW TX *
* CI *

PROJECT LEAD/HIGH EXPECTATIONS
1200 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 842-0123
* DA PV *

SE CONNECTICUT
20037
202
DC
HOLLANDER TREATMENT CENTER
901 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 543-4558
* AD PV CI *

MOVING ADDICTS TOWARD SELF SUFFICIENCY
33 N STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0868
* DA AM W A B CU HV MM CI *

PETTSONS INC
HARD R SUBST ABUSE PREV INITIATIVE
2804 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 561-4500
* AD PV *

PROJECT CARE
415 EDGEWOOD STREET NE
SUITE B-3
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 635-CARE
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW TX *
* CI *
DZSTRXGT OF COLUNBZR

RAP INC
3451 HOLMEAD PLACE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 462-7500 EXT. 26
* AD RR N Y A B PG CU HV TX PV CI *

SASHA BRUCE YOUTHWORK INC
1022 MARYLAND AVENUE NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 675-9360
HOTLINE(S): (202) 546-4900; (202) 547-7777
* AD PV *

SECOND GENESIS RESIDENTIAL THER COMM
DC CLINIC
1320 HARVARD STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(301) 656-1545
* AD RR AM HV PR TX *

SERVICE HELPING ADDICTS COME CLEAN
(SHACK)
123 K STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-0455
* DA AM W Y A B PG CU HV TX MM PV CS *

SHAH ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
1300 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-1762 EXT. 29
* AD AM W Y A B H CU HV TX PV *

SO OTHERS MAY EAT INC (SOME)
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROJECT
71 O STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 797-7562
* AD RR AM B CU TX CI *

THE MODEL TREATMENT PROGRAM
TYRONE PATTERSON
1300 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0664 EXT. 58
* DA AM MM CI *

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES THROUGH
PRESCRIBED STRATEGIES
25 K STREET NE
3RD FLOOR
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 400-2966
* DA AM B TX MM *

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION FOR
ADDICTS IN NEED (TRAIN II)
1905 E STREET SE
BUILDING 14
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-3920
* DA AM MM *

UNITED PLANNING ORGANIZATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
810 POTOMAC AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 546-9009
* AD AM H Y B PI DW TX PV *

UPPER CARDOZO ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
3020 14TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 675-3428
* AD AM H Y A B H CU HV TX PV CI *

URBAN RESOURCES INC
2909 GEORGIA AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 387-8807
* AD AM H Y B H CU HV TX MM PV *

WASHINGTON ASSESSMENT/ThERAPY SERVICES
3801 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW
SUITE 203
WASHINGTON, DC 20008
(202) 364-8692
* AD AM H B PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

WASHINGTON AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
AND DRUG ABUSE INC/COMP COUNSELING CTR
2813 12TH STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 526-0975
HOTLINE(S): (202) 783-1300
* AD AM H H DW PR TX CI *

WASHINGTON HOSPITAL CENTER
CHEM DEP DETOXIFICATION UNIT 2K
110 IRVING STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 877-6675
* AD AM H A B H PG PI DW *
* MC MD PR TX *

WHITMAN WALKER CLINIC INC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1407 S STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 797-5580
* AD AM H A B H CU HV DW PR TX PV *
* CI *

WOMENS SERVICES CLINIC
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 11
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5166
* AD AM H B PG CU HV TX MM CI *
FEDERATED MICRONESIA

KOSRAE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
KOSRAE STATE HOSPITAL
KOSRAE, FM 96944
(691) 370-3199
* AD DT AM Y PI PR TX PV CI *

KOSRAE COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
KOSRAE, FM 96944
(691) 370-3217
* AD PV CI *

PONAPE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PONAPE, FM 96941
(691) 320-5880
* AD DT AM Y PR TX PV CI *

MICRONESIA BOUND INC
OUTHARD BOUND ARAMAS KAPM
PONAPE, FM 96941
(691) 320-2365
* AD PV CI *

TRUK

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CHUK STATE HOSPITAL
TRUK, FM 96942
(691) 330-2210
* AD DT AM Y PI PR TX PV CI *

YAP

DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND CIVIC AFFAIRS
YAP YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
YAP, FM 96943
(691) 350-4113
* AD PV *

YAP MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
YAP, FM 96943
(691) 350-2115
* AD DT AM Y PI PR TX PV CI *

* KEY *

** ORIENTATION: **
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**
W = WOMEN
H = HISPANICS
Y = YOUTH
AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
A = AIDS PATIENTS
PD = PREGNANT USERS
B = BLACKS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

** THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**
MG = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
MH = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES

102
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

ADMISSIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) ALTAMONTE SPRINGS OUTPATIENT
801 STATE ROAD 436 SUITE 1007
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714 (407) 774-1126
* AD AM H Y B PI CU PR CH TX *
* AM H Y B PR CH TX *

CHRISTIAN FAMILY INSTITUTE
375 DOUGLAS AVENUE SUITE 1007
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714 (407) 774-9931
* AD AM H PI CU HV TX *

CORNERSTONE INSTITUTE INC
400 MAINLAND AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 830-8808
* AD AM H PG CU DW PR TX PV CI CS *

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
TECP ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
927 HICKORY STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 327-1765
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

LIFEWKORS CENTER INC/ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
385 WHOOPING LOOP SUITE 1007
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 830-5433
* AD AM H Y B PI CU DM MC PR CH TX *

NEW LEAF CENTER INC
600 SOUTH NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD SUITE 200
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 767-0677
* AD AM PR TX *

QUEST COUNSELING CENTRE
YOUNG RECOVERY
711 BALLARD STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 331-7199
* AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU PR CH TX *

RENAISSANCE COUNSELING CENTER INC
370 WHOOPING LOOP SUITE 1154
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 260-5451
* AD AM H Y B PI CU PR CH TX *

SEMINOLE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SEMINOLE CHILDRENS RESOURCE CENTER
417 WHOOPING LOOP SUITE 1721
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701 (407) 831-2411
HOTLINE(S): (407) 831-2411; (407) 339-7644
* AD PV CI *

APALACHICOLA

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
APALACHICOLA
159 12TH STREET
APALACHICOLA, FL 32320 (904) 653-9744
* AD AM HC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

APOPKA
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
SOUTH APOPKA
445 WEST 13TH STREET
APOPKA, FL 32703 (407) 880-5073
* AD AM H Y B CU TX PV CI *

TEMPORARY LIVING CENTER/APOPKA
1717 PIEDMONT/NEKIVA ROADS
APOPKA, FL 32703 (407) 889-7758
* AD RR H A B H PG CU HV TX *

AVON PARK
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
AVON PARK OUTPATIENT
2801 U.S. 27 SOUTH
AVON PARK, FL 33825 (813) 452-9261
HOTLINE(S): (813) 533-4130
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

AVON PARK
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
2001 U.S. 27 SOUTH
AVON PARK, FL 33825 (813) 452-9261
HOTLINE(S): (813) 533-4130
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

BARTON
PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)
534-9609
* AD CI *

BARTON
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
BARTON ADOLESCENT CENTER
2725 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
BARTON, FL 33850 (813) 533-8617
HOTLINE(S): (813) 533-4130
* AD RR H A Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MD PR TX *

BARTON
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
2725 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
BARTON, FL 33850 (813) 533-4139
HOTLINE(S): (813) 533-4139
* AD DT H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD PR TX *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
H = HISPANICS
Y = YOUTH
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
AIDS PATIENTS
P = PREGNANT USERS
BLACKS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLABORATIVE SERVICES
FLORIDA

BAY PINES
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
10000 BAY PINES BOULEVARD
BAY PINES, FL 33504
(813) 390-6661 EXT. 4476
* AD RR AM PR TX *

BELLE GLADE
COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
125 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 846-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 846-6400
* AD RR Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
GLADES AREA PROGRAMS
141 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 846-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 846-6400
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BELLE GLADE
30840 STATE ROAD 80
BELLE GLADE, FL 33480
(407) 992-1043
* AD RR H A B H AI PI CU HV DW TX *

WEST COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1024 NW AVENUE D
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 992-1354
* AD RR AM H B H DW TX *

WEST COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1024 NW AVENUE D
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 992-1354
* AD RR AM H B H DW TX *

WEST COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
PANDA
572 SW 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 996-8812
* PR CX *

BELLEVIEW
NEW BEGINNINGS
BELLEVIEW UNIT
10242 SOUTH HIGHWAY 441
SUITE B-1
BELLEVIEW, FL 32620
(904) 269-8822
* AD AM H Y A B H PI CU DM MC PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

BLOUNTSTOWN
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
CALHOUN COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
425 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
ROOM G-8
BLOUNTSTOWN, FL 32424
(904) 677-8846
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

BOCA RATON
ALTERNATIVES IN TREATMENT INC
7601 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 260-B
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
(407) 998-0866
* AD RR AM H CU PR TX *

CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES
BOCA RATON UNIT
500 NW 6TH STREET
SUITE 16
BOCA RATON, FL 33401
(407) 655-4483
* AD CI *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOCA RATON I
1251 NW 8TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
(407) 358-1664
* AD PV *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOCA RATON II
5775 JOG ROAD
BOCA RATON, FL 33496
(407) 241-7207
* AD PV *

INTERPHASE RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
23120 SANDLEFOOT PLAZA DRIVE
BOCA RATON, FL 33428
(407) 487-5400
* AD RR W A H CU HV PR TX *

LIFESKILLS OF BOCA RATON
7301A WEST PALMETTO PARK ROAD
SUITE 300B
BOCA RATON, FL 33433
(407) 392-1199 EXT.
* AD RR PR TX *

NATIONAL RECOVERY INSTITUTE
OUTPATIENT AMBULATORY
1000 NW 15TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(407) 392-8844
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 535-5044; (407) 368-7200
* AD AM H B H AI CU DM PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

NATIONAL RECOVERY INSTITUTE GROUP
BOCA RATON/RESIDENTIAL LEVEL I
1000 NW 15TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(407) 392-7142
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 535-5044; (407) 368-7200
* AD DT RR H A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS *

RENAISSANCE INSTITUTE OF PALM BEACH
7300 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 201
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
(407) 241-7977
* AD RR W A CU HV PR TX CI *

BOYNTON BEACH
ATLANTIC COUNSELING
200 KNUTH ROAD
SUITE 238
BOYNTON BEACH, FL 33436
(407) 734-4920
HOTLINE(S):
(407) 734-4920; (407) 734-6100
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOYNTON BEACH
101 EAST CONGRESS AVENUE
BOYNTON BEACH, FL 33432
(407) 278-0000
* AD PV *

BRADENTON
COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
CLINIC TV
410 CORTEZ ROAD WEST
SUITE 410
BRADENTON, FL 34207
(813) 758-5592
* AD AM W B CU DM MC PR CH TX *
* CI *
FLORIDA

CECIL FIELD NAVAL AIR STATION

NAVY COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
LEVEL II TREATMENT PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT NAVAL AIR STATION CECIL FIELD
BUILDING 24
CECIL FIELD NAVAL AIR STATION, FL 322
(904) 776-6155
* AD AM TX CI *

CHATTANOOGA

FLORIDA STATE HOSPITAL
ADDITION SERVICES
CHATTANOOGA, FL 32324
(904) 665-7751
* AD PV *

CHIEFLAND

HENRY AND RILLA WHITE FOUNDATION
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR YOUTH ACHIEVEMENT
LENNY COUNTY ROAD 218
CHIEFLAND, FL 32626
(904) 495-6093
* AD RR M Y B CU DM MD TX PV CI CS *

CHIPLEY

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
HOLMES/WASHINGTON COUNTY OUTPT OFFICE
995 HIGHWAY 77 SOUTH
CHIPLEY, FL 32428
(904) 638-1807
* AD MM B PG CU DM PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

CLEARWATER

COMMUNITY COUNSELING/DIAGNOSTIC SERVS
4625 EAST BAY DRIVE
SUITE 107
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 532-0145
HOTLINE(S): (813) 532-0145 9AM-5PM
(813) 789-7411
* AD AM CU DM PR TX PV CI CS *

FAIRMINDS TREATMENT CENTER
RESIDENTIAL
1569 SOUTH FORT HARRISON STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 34616
(813) 449-0300
HOTLINE(S): (813) 449-0300
* AD DT RR AM Y A HV DW PR CH TX *
* CI *

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
LINCOLN AVENUE PREV AND EARLY INTERV
626 LAKEVIEW ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34616
(813) 461-1424
HOTLINE(S): (813) 531-4664
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES/NORTH
1622 TURNER STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 34616
(813) 442-5125
HOTLINE(S): (813) 531-4664
* AD PV *

FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/CLEARWATER
2960 ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 536-9427
* AD AM M Y A HV DW MD PR TX *

FAMILY SERVICES CTRS/NORTH CLEARWATER
2960 E U.S. 19 NORTH
SUITE 110
CLEARWATER, FL 34621
(813) 704-7608
* AD AM M Y A HV DW PR CH TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
DUI CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC UNIT
4900 CREEKSDIE DRIVE
SUITE 6490-B
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 570-3126
* AD *

OPERATION PAR INC
FACT TEAM
4900 CREEKSDIE DRIVE
SUITE 6490-B
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 572-6660
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD AM M PG MD PR TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
LARGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER
5201 ULMERTON ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 570-5080
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD AM TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
OFFENDER TREATMENT
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 170
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 530-7280
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD AM PR TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
PREVENTION PROGRAMS
19529 U.S. 19 NORTH #415
ARBOR SHORELINE OFFICE PARK
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 538-7225
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
PRIMARY PREVENTION PROGRAM
19529 U.S. 19 NORTH #415
ARBOR SHORELINE OFFICE PARK
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 570-5095
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
TASC IN JAIL PROGRAM
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 170
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 538-7280
* AD RR TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
TASC/JUVENILE DIVERSION
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 190
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 538-7270
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV CI *

OPERATION PAR INC
THE GARDENS
2960 TANGLEWOOD DRIVE
UNITS G AND H
CLEARWATER, FL 34616
(813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
CRIMINAL JUSTICE LIASON
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 550-1620
* AD *

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 345-4951
* AD DT M B H PI CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 550-1620
* AD RR M B H PI CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *
ALONG WITH FLORIDA
FLORIDA

LEON F STEHART TREATMENT CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
3675 TIGER BAY ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32124
(904) 259-0447
* AD RR H Y A PG HV MD PR TX *

LEON F STEHART TREATMENT CENTER INC
WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE
417 DAYTONA STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
* AD RR H PG MD PR TX *

MILES AND ASSOCIATES/DAYTONA BEACH
ALCOHOL/DRUG INTERV/PREV SERVICES
955 ORANGE AVENUE
SUITE M
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-7025
* AD AM H Y B AI CU HV TX SS CS *

MILESTONES INC
CTR FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE INTERVENTION
1501 RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32117
(904) 673-6227
* AD AM PR CH TX *

PIONEER HEALTHCARE INC
433 SILVER BEACH AVENUE
SUITE 103
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32118
(904) 253-8681
* HOTLINE(S): (800) 821-4357 NATIONAL HOTLINE
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CI CS *

SALVATION ARMY/SERENITY HOUSE
560 BALLROUD AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5050
* AD RR TX *

SERENITY HOUSE OF VOLUSIA INC
SERENITY HOUSE
547 HIGH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5050
* AD RR A B PI CU HV DW TX *

VOLUSIA/FLAGLER SAFETY COUNCIL INC
65 CORAL SEA AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 253-6400
* AD PV CI *

DE FUNKIAK SPRINGS
COPE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SOUTH 331 AND COY BURGESS ROAD
DE FUNKIAK SPRINGS, FL 32433
(904) 892-8045
* HOTLINE(S): (904) 892-4357
* AD RR AM H Y A B PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

DE LAND
ACT CORPORATION
DE LAND OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
803 WOODLAND BOULEVARD
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 736-0166
* HOTLINE(S): (904) 255-6543
* AD AM A B H PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVICES INC
DE LAND RESIDENTIAL/OUTPATIENT UNIT 1
205 SOUTH AMELIA STREET
DE LAND, FL 32724
(904) 736-0420
* HOTLINE(S): (904) 736-0420
* AD RR AM A B H CU DM TX CI CS *

LIFELINE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
105 NE PLYMOUTH AVENUE
SUITE C
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 736-5703
* AD AM H Y B PI CU HV DW PR CH *
* TX CI *

MILES AND ASSOCIATES/DE LAND
ALCOHOL/DRUG INTERV/PREV SERVICES
620 EAST NEW YORK AVENUE
SUITE A
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 738-5941
* AD AM H Y B AI CU HV TX PV CI *

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR
121 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 734-7571
* AD PV CI *

WEST VOLUSIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
701 WEST PLYMOUTH AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32721
(904) 734-3320 EXT. 3927
* HOTLINE(S): (904) 738-5433
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

DELRAY BEACH
AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
DELRAY BEACH UNIT
1300 NW 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 140
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33435
(407) 243-8904
* AD AM PR TX *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF
PALM BEACH COUNTY/LINTON BLVD UNIT
400 SOUTH SHINTON AVENUE
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33444
(407) 278-0000
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MD PR TX *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF
PALM BEACH COUNTY/RTC
400-SOUTH SHINTON AVENUE
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33444
(407) 278-0000
* AD RR A B H AI PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX *

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF
PALM BEACH COUNTY/16TH AVENUE UNIT
301 SM 14TH AVENUE
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33444
(407) 243-1573
* AD PV *

PATHWAYS TO RECOVERY INC
EXTENDED CARE FACILITY FOR ADULT MENS
13132 BARMACK ROAD
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445
(407) 496-7532
* AD RR AM PR TX *

SOUTH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/UNIT 1
1615 SOUTH MILITARY TRAIL
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33446
(407) 734-1818
* AD RR PR TX PV *

WAYSIDE HOUSE
378 NE 6TH AVENUE
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33483
(407) 273-0855
* AD RR H B H PG CU HV TX *

DUNEDIN
MAC JACOBS MA CAP
1340 BAYSHORE BOULEVARD
DUNEDIN, FL 34697
(813) 734-7194
* AD AM H A B H AI CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX *

PROFFESIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVICES
WELLNESS CENTER/DUNEDIN
537 DOUGLAS AVENUE
SUITES 17-A AND 18-A
DUNEDIN, FL 33728
(813) 734-9803
* AD AM H B H PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *
FLORIDA

BROHARD COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
DIJ FACILITY
5400 NW 9TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(305) 492-1850
* AD RR TX *

CORAL RIDGE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ALC AND ADDICTION TRT AND REHAB PROG
4545 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308
(305) 771-2711
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-2514
* AD DT RR W Y A B H AI PI CU HV *
* MC PR CH TX *

COURT ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
624 SW FIRST AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
(305) 763-4505
* AD AM W B H AI PI CU HV DN TX PV *
* CI *

COVENANT HOUSE
ADDICTIONS MANAGEMENT PROJECT
723 BREAKERS AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(305) 561-5559
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 999-9999; (305) 561-5559
* AD PV CI *

COVENANT HOUSE
NON RESIDENTIAL
311 NE 3RD STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(305) 561-5559
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 999-9999; (305) 561-5559
* AD AM Y PG TX *

CPC FORT LAUDERDALE HOSPITAL
COUNTERPOINT
1601 EAST LAS OLAS BOULEVARD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
(305) 468-4257
HOTLINE(S):
(305) 468-4257
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H PG CU HV *
* MC PR CH TX PV CI *

FAMILY INSTITUTE/FORT LAUDERDALE
1144 SE 3RD AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 764-2273
* AD AM W B H PI CU DM PR TX *

FORT LAUDERDALE COUNSELING SERVICES
1215 SE 2ND AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 763-6557
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* PR TX CI CS *

HOUSE OF HOPE INC/STEEPING STONES
RESIDENTIAL/FIRST STREET
908 SW FIRST STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 462-1360
* AD RR W TX *

MCC BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
FORT LAUDERDALE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
3513 WEST COMMERCIAL BOULEVARD
SUITE 112
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(305) 486-2117
* AD AM Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

NORTH BROWARD HOSPITAL DISTRICT
CHILDREN'S DIAGNOSTIC AND TREATMENT CTR
303 SE 17TH STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 779-1400
* AD AM TX *

NOVA UNIVERSITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
4801 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUITE 250
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33328
(305) 680-2702
* DA AM TX CI *

RECOVERY RESOURCES
7200 GRIMM ROAD
SUITE 6
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33314
(305) 791-6054
* AD AM TX *

RETRIEVE/SUNRISE
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
555 SW 149TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33325
(305) 370-0200
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H PG CU HV MC *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
BROOKLYN OUTPATIENT
2455 EAST SUNRISE BOULEVARD
SUITE 416
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(305) 564-2266
* AD AM Y MD PR TX *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
RESIDENTIAL LEVEL 2
2301 MILTON DRIVE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33305
(305) 563-6413
* AD RR MD PR TX CI *

THE SEED INC
1313 SOUTH ANDREWS AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 779-3330
* AD AM TX *
FLORIDA

URBAN LEAGUE OF BROWARD COUNTY
11 NW 36TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33311
(305) 584-0777  * AD PV CI *

FORT MYERS

ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
3949 EVANS AVENUE
SUITE 203
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 956-3003  * AD AM W Y CU MC PR TX *

AGE LINK OF LEE COUNTY INC
6309 CORPORATE COURT
SUITE E
FORT MYERS, FL 33919
(813) 435-5000
HOTLINE(S): (813) 435-5000 GENERAL HOTLINE  * AD PV *

CHARTER GLADE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3550 COLONIAL BOULEVARD
FORT MYERS, FL 33906
(813) 939-0403 EXT. 140
HOTLINE(S): (800) 274-1230  * AD DT RR W A HV MC PR CH TX *

LEE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
LEE COUNTY JAIL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
2115 DR MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 335-9303  * AD PV CI *

LEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALPHA II
4524 TICE STREET
FORT MYERS, FL 33905
(813) 694-2599  * AD PV CI CS *

LEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALPHA PROGRAM
1850 SUNCOAST LANE
FORT MYERS, FL 33917
(813) 997-5442  * AD PV CI CS *

LEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DRUG ABUSE UNIT
2789 ORTIZ AVENUE SE
FORT MYERS, FL 33905
(813) 332-3233
HOTLINE(S): (813) 275-4242  * DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
FAMILY LIFE CENTER
4424 MICHIGAN AVENUE
APARTMENT 507
FORT MYERS, FL 33916
(813) 275-3222
HOTLINE(S): (813) 275-4242  * DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PRIDE INC
3049 CLEVELAND AVENUE
SUITE 11
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 332-8304  * AD AM B H DM TX *

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION
2562 DIXIE PARKWAY
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 740-6909  * AD DT H A B H PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX *

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
2101 MC GREGOR BOULEVARD
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 332-6937  * AD RR AM W Y A H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
RESIDENTIAL LEVEL 2
2450 PRINCE STREET
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 330-6937  * AD RR Y MC MD PR CH TX *

FORT PIERCE

ALPHA HEALTH SERVICES
1025 ORANGE AVENUE
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 465-4050  * AD AM W A H B AI PG CU HV MD TX *

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC
(DATA) NORMAN C HAYSLIP TRT CENTER
4590 SELVITZ ROAD
FORT PIERCE, FL 34981
(407) 466-7575  * AD RR H Y B CU HV MD PR TX PV CI *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
CHILDREN'S CENTER
8247 SOUTH U.S. 1
SUITE 100
FORT PIERCE, FL 34952
(407) 340-2888
HOTLINE(S): (407) 468-5600  * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
600 AVENUE H
FORT PIERCE, FL 33950
(407) 466-5600
HOTLINE(S): (407) 468-5600  * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
901 NORTH 7TH STREET
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5601
HOTLINE(S): (407) 468-5600  * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
TAO PROGRAM
417 AVENUE H
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5655
HOTLINE(S): (407) 468-5600  * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
8000 SOUTH U.S. 1
SUITE 202
FORT PIERCE, FL 34952
(407) 678-9368  * AD AM W HV MC PR CH TX *

FORT WALTON BEACH

BRIDGEWAY CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
205 SHELL AVENUE SE
FORT WALTON BEACH, FL 32548
(850) 853-9185  * AD DT RR AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR CH TX CS *

FOUNTAIN

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
STARTING OVER STRAIGHT (SOS)
VAN DOREN LANE
FOUNTAIN, FL 32438
(904) 722-6305  * AD RR Y CU MD PR TX *

GAZENSVILLE

CAMPUS ALCOHOL AND DRUG RESOURCE CTR
BACCHUS PREVENTION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
P202 PEABODY HALL
GAZENSVILLE, FL 32611
(904) 392-1261  * AD PV *

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER/GAZENSVILLE
611 NW 60TH STREET
SUITE C
GAZENSVILLE, FL 32607
(904) 331-8559
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-1406  * AD CI *
FLORIDA

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY FAMILY HEALTH CTR
REAVES HOUSE/WOMENS RESIDENTIAL
2985 NW 54TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33010
(305) 884-4575
* AD RR M A B PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX *

HIALEAH HOSPITAL
CROSSROADS
651 EAST 25TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33013
(305) 835-4666
HOTLINE(S): (305) 835-4666
* AD DT RR MC MD PR TX *

NORTHWEST DADE CENTER INC
4175 WEST 20TH AVENUE
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 825-0300
* AD RR AM Y H MC MD PR CH TX *

HOLLYWOOD

BROWARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
SOUTH
4035 NORTH 29TH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 926-2950
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BROWARD METHADONE MAINTENANCE REHAB AND RESEARCH FACILITY
1101 SOUTH 21ST AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 922-0522
* DA AM M A B H PG HV MM CI *

LOCK TONNS CMHC
SUB ARTS PROJ/DADE COUNTY DUAL DIAG
1000 SM 84TH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33025
(305) 967-7251
HOTLINE(S):
(305) 967-7251 SUBARTS
(305) 681-2631 CRISIS
* AD RR AM M A B H CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
HOLLYWOOD OUTPATIENT
2219 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 102
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 926-0200
* AD AM Y MD PR TX CI CS *

THE STARTING PLACE INC
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
HOTLINE(S): (305) 925-2225
* AD RR AM Y B H DH MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *
FLORIDA

HOMESTEAD
ASSOCIATES FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
HOMESTEAD ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
225 NE 8TH STREET
SUITE 3
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 245-3875
* AD AM H HC PR TX *

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JACK O'R R RANCH
31601 SW 19TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 245-5805
HOTLINE(S): (305) 638-6540
* AD RR H B H CU PR TX PV *

IMMOKALEE
DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
THE PINES
425 NORTH FIRST STREET
IMMOKALEE, FL 34143
(813) 657-2117
HOTLINE(S):
(813) 263-4446; (813) 455-3151
* AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM MC MD PR CH TX *

INDIAN TOWN
MARTIN DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1175 SW ALLAPATTAH ROAD
INDIAN TOWN, FL 34956
(407) 597-5705 EXT. 272
* AD RR B H AI CU DW TX *

INVERNESS
MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
701 WHITE BOULEVARD
INVERNESS, FL 32650
(904) 629-8093
HOTLINE(S): (904) 726-7155
* AD RR H Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

NEW BEGINNINGS
INVERNESS UNIT
943 SOUTH HIGHWAY 41
SUITE B
INVERNESS, FL 32650
(904) 637-2808
* AD AM Y A H P I CU DW MC PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

JACKSONVILLE
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
800 PRUDENTIAL DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 383-2000
* AD DT TX CI *

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF NE FLORIDA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/NEwTON ROAD
6711 NEWTON ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
(904) 355-1242
* AD PV CI *

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF NE FLORIDA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/R H AONA BLVD
6750 RAMONA BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 355-1242
* AD PV CI *

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF NE FLORIDA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/10TH STREET
313 EAST 10TH STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 355-1242
* AD PV CI *

CHARTER BY THE SEA IN JACKSONVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT
2636 GATEWAY ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 380-0553
HOTLINE(S): (904) 388-0553
* AD AM M Y B CU DH PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

ENDPOINT
6084 FORT CAROLINE ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
(904) 745-3145
* AD AM M Y B PG CU MC PR CH TX PV *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT AND OUTPATIENT
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-6661
* AD AM H B B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADOLESCENT UNIT/OUTPATIENT
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-6661
* AD AM Y A H B H AI PG PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADOLESCENT/RESIDENTIAL
2671 HUFFMAN BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 387-5722
* AD RR Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADULT INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-6661 EXT. 32
* AD RR N A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1245 JESSE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 354-0834
* AD DT H A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/EDGEWOOD
1105 WEST EDGEWOOD AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 768-5300
* AD AM H B H AI PG PI CU MD PR TX *

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/LEXINGTON AVENUE
4814 LEXINGTON AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
(904) 386-8669
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX *

GREENFIELD CENTER
1820 BARRS STREET
SUITE 640
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 389-3784
* AD DT AM M B CU DW MC PR TX *

HELP CENTER
743 WEST ASHLEY STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 633-9383
* AD PV *

JACKSONVILLE METRO TREATMENT CENTER
5850 NORTH MAIN STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 764-6554
* DA AM MM *

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
11820 BEACH BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 642-9100
* AD *

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
NEW DIRECTIONS
11820 BEACH BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 642-9100 EXT. 403
* AD CI *
FLORIDA

JASPER

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
HAMILTON COUNSELING CENTER
HIGHWAY 41 SOUTH
JASPER, FL 32052
(904) 750-0555

HOTLINE(S):
(904) 362-1413 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

JUPITER

CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES
JUPITER UNIT
825 U.S. HIGHWAY 1
SUITE 260
JUPITER, FL 33477
(407) 746-7465
* AD CI *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
1070 EAST INDIANTIOWN ROAD
SUITE 204
JUPITER, FL 33477
(407) 746-1997
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MH PR TX PV CI CS *

KEY WEST

CARE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
OUTPATIENT
1205 4TH STREET
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 292-6843
HOTLINE(S):
(305) 296-8357 AFTER HOURS ONLY
* AD AM Y PG CU DW MC MD PR CH TX *

HELPLINE INC
3316 NORTHSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 18A
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 296-8357
HOTLINE(S):
(305) 296-8357 MONROE COUNTY FL ONLY
(800) 275-4558
* AD PV *

LOWER FLORIDA KEYS HEALTH SYSTEM INC
1200 KENNEDY DRIVE
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 294-5551 EXT. 320
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 225-7717 OUT OF STATE
(800) 233-5119 IN STATE
* AD DT RR M A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

KISSIMMEE

ADDICTIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) KISSIMMEE OUTPATIENT
800 OFFICE PLAZA BOULEVARD
SUITE 401
KISSIMMEE, FL 34744
(407) 846-2511
* AD AM Y B H DN PR TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA/CENTRAL AVENUE
1502 CENTRAL AVENUE
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 847-5979
* AD PV CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
OSCEOLA COUNSELING CENTER
1200 CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 212
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 846-0029
* AD AM Y B H CU DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT/KISSIMMEE
3501 WEST VINE STREET
SUITE 290
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 249-1146
* AD AM B H PI CU DH PR TX *

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
ADULT OUTPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
917 EMMET STREET
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 846-0023
* AD AM MD PR TX *

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
WATERFRONT CENTER/PSYCHOLOGY
220 EAST MONUMENT AVENUE
SUITE C
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 846-8086
* AD AM PR TX *

PARKSIDE LODGE OF FLORIDA
KISSIMMEE, FL 34742
(407) 935-5222
HOTLINE(S):
(407) 841-7701; (800) 282-4022
* AD DT RR AM M Y A CU HV DH PR TX *

LAKE BUTLER

BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
105 NORTH LAKE AVENUE
LAKE BUTLER, FL 32054
(904) 964-8382
* AD AM Y PG MC MD PR TX *

LAKE CITY

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
COLUMBIA COUNSELING CENTER
3900 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 750-0555

HOTLINE(S):
(904) 752-2140 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
COUNSELING SERVICES OF SUWANNEE VALLEY
3900 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 750-0555

HOTLINE(S):
(904) 752-2140 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* DA AM PR TX *

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GATEWAY ALCOHOLISM/PSYCHIATRIC TRT
ROUTE 10
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 750-0555

HOTLINE(S):
(904) 752-2140 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 755-3016
* AD RR M A CU HV PR CH TX CI *

LAKE MARY

PINEVIEW ACADEMY
LAKE MARY BOULEVARD
LAKE MARY, FL 32795
(407) 321-3037
* AD AM Y B H MD PR TX PV CI CS *

LAKE WALES

LAKE WALES AREA DRUG AWARENESS COUNC.
200 EAST ORANGE AVENUE
LAKE WALES, FL 33853
(813) 676-1949
* AD PV *

LAKE WORTH

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
DOMICILIARY
1552 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(407) 844-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MH PR TX PV CI CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
LAKE NORTH TREATMENT CENTER
3155 CANADA COURT
LAKE WORTH, FL 33462
(407) 844-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MH PR TX PV CI CS *
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PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2920 FRANKLIN STREET
LAKELAND, FL 33803
(813) 667-0333
* AD *

PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)

EATON PARK OUTPATIENT
2920 FRANKLIN STREET
LAKELAND, FL 33803
(813) 667-0333
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DW PR *
* TX *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC

LAKEWOOD OUTPATIENT
1831 NORTH CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
LAKELAND, FL 33801
(813) 665-5599
HOTLINE(S): (813) 533-4130
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PU CU HV *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

LANTANA

CRISIS LINE INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICES INC

415 GATOR DRIVE
LANTANA, FL 33465
(407) 567-1000
HOTLINE(S): (407) 547-1000
* AD PV CI *

LARGO

BAY HARBOR RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CTR
DUAL DIAGNOSIS TRACT
12895 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
LARGO, FL 34648
(813) 567-1000
HOTLINE(S): (813) 683-4727
* AD RR Y A HV PR CH TX PV *

COUNSELING CENTER FOR NEW DIRECTION
KEN DONALDSON AND JIM SULLIVAN
10823 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
SUITE 3B
LARGO, FL 34648
(813) 392-2012
* AD AM PR CH TX CS *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE SERVICES
10225 ULMERTON ROAD
LARGO, FL 34641
(813) 586-0542
* AD PV CI *

MEDFIELD HOSPITAL

DUAL DIAGNOSIS
12891 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
LARGO, FL 34648
(813) 587-6000 EXT. 6036
HOTLINE(S): (813) 587-6000; (800) 662-6222
* AD DT RR Y A PI CU MC PR CH TX *
* PV CI SS CS *

OPERATION PAR INC

ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL CENTER
15000 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 34641
(813) 538-7250
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5050
* AD RR Y MD PR TX *

OPERATION PAR INC

DAY TREATMENT
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 34641
(813) 538-7266
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD AM H PG MD TX *

OPERATION PAR INC

PAR DETOXIFICATION CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 34641
(813) 538-7243
HOTLINE(S):
* (813) 570-5080; (813) 538-7243
* AD DT MD PR CH TX *

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC

PREVENTION
131 FIRST STREET NW
LARGO, FL 34640
(813) 561-1177
* AD PV *

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC

WELLNESS CENTER/LARGO
131 FIRST STREET NW
LARGO, FL 34640
(813) 566-1863
* AD AM H B H PI CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH PX PV CI *

RECOVERY BRIDGE AT SUN COAST HOSPITAL
2025 INDIAN ROCKS ROAD
LARGO, FL 34644
(813) 566-7107
HOTLINE(S):
* (813) 566-7107; (800) 755-6682
* AD DT RR H A B PG CU HV PR TX CI *

LECANTO

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CITRUS ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
3238 SOUTH LECANTO HIGHWAY
LECANTO, FL 34461
(904) 732-1440
HOTLINE(S):
* (904) 629-9595 LOCAL CRISIS LINE
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU HV DM CH *
* TX *
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TRI COUNTY REHAB CENTER
1645 WEST GULF TO LAKES HIGHWAY
LECANTO, FL 32661
(304) 795-2601
* AD AM 2 Y A PG CU HV DM TX *

LEESBURG
LAKE/SUMTER CMHC AND HOSPITAL
800 NORTH LEE STREET
LEESBURG, FL 34748
(304) 360-6757
HOTLINE(S): (304) 360-6611
* AD AM IV A CU HV MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

LIVE OAK
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUWANNEE RIVER COUNSELING CTR ALC PROG
NOBLES FERRY ROAD
LIVE OAK, FL 32060
(304) 362-4218
HOTLINE(S): (304) 362-1413 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

LONGWOOD
HUMAN SERVICE AND
RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATES INC
530 SOUTH COUNTRY ROAD 427
SUITE 100
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
(304) 767-0059
* AD AM 2 Y B H CU DW PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

RATIONAL THERAPY CENTER INC
465 WEST WARREN AVENUE
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
(304) 830-5082
* AD AM IV B H AI PG CU DW PR CH TX *

LOWELL
MARION CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
TIER III/DIETING TIME GETTING STRAIGHT
LOWELL, FL 32663
(304) 752-0555
* AD RR B CU TX *

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES
TIER II
LOWELL, FL 32663
(304) 622-5151 EXT. 279
* AD RR IV X *

MACCLENNY
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/BAKER
U.S. HIGHWAY 90 WEST
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
MACCLENNY, FL 32063
(304) 259-2506
* AD AM 2 Y B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD PR TX *

MADISON
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
MADISON OUTPATIENT
225 SUMATRA ROAD
MADISON, FL 32340
(304) 973-4123
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

Maitland
ORLANDO HEALTH CARE GROUP
PRU CARE
2301 LUCIEN WAY
SUITE 145
MAITLAND, FL 32751
(304) 875-6740
HOTLINE(S): (304) 660-7000
* AD AM PR TX CI *

Marathon
COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC CENTER/KEYS
11399 OVERSEAS HIGHWAY
MARATHON, FL 33050
(305) 745-8176
* DA AM MM *

GUIDANCE CLINIC OF MIDDLE KEYS
3000 41ST STREET/CEAN
MARATHON, FL 33050
(305) 745-9491
HOTLINE(S): (305) 743-6551
* AD DT A PI HV MD PR CH TX *

Marj films
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
JACKSON COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
4150 HOLLIS DRIVE
MARIANNA, FL 32446
(304) 526-3133
* AD AM IV PG CU MD PR TX PV CI CS *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PSYCHOLOGY SERVICES/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3625 FED CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION ROAD
MARIANNA, FL 32446
(304) 526-2313
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV DW TX *
* PV *

MAYO
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUWANNEE RIVER COUNSELING/OUTPATIENT
HIGHWAY 27
MAYO, FL 32066
(304) 758-0555
HOTLINE(S): (304) 362-1413 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

Melbourne
BREVARD OUTF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT
(BOAT)
1127 SOUTH PATRICK DRIVE
SUITE 24
MELBOURNE, FL 32937
(304) 775-1111
* AD AM PR CH TX CI *

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
MELBOURNE DETOX/RESIDENTIAL
400 EAST SHERIDAN ROAD
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
(304) 722-5200
HOTLINE(S): (304) 722-5200; (304) 632-9480
* AD DT RR MD PR PT TX PV CI CI *

COPE OF BREVARD COUNTY INC
1948 PINEAPPLE AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32935
(304) 259-7262
HOTLINE(S): (304) 259-7262
REGULAR BUSINESS HRS
* AD PV CI CS *

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
TASC MELBOURNE
21-B WEST FEE AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
(304) 327-1765
* AD AM MD PR CH TX CI *

HARBOR CITY COUNSELING CENTER
665 WEST EAU GALLIE BOULEVARD
MELBOURNE, FL 32935
(304) 253-2733
* AD AM H DW PR TX *

HERITAGE FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
HERITAGE HEALTH
2000 COMMERCE DRIVE
MELBOURNE, FL 32904
(304) 725-5222
HOTLINE(S): (304) 725-5222
(304) 782-1033 NATIONWIDE
* AD DT RR AM H B H AI PG CU HV *
* DH PR CH TX *

THE HEISS FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT
541 EAST NEW HAVEN AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
(304) 951-7481
HOTLINE(S): (304) 729-8326
* AD AM 2 Y DW MD PR PT PV CI *

MERRITT ISLAND
SUNRISE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
OF MUESTHOFF HOSPITAL
2400 NORTH COURTAIN PARKWAY
MERRITT ISLAND, FL 32953
(304) 459-3474
HOTLINE(S): (304) 636-2211
* AD AM H B PI CU HV DW PR CH TX *
* PV CI *
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HUMAN INCENTIVES

MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
5500 ALTON ROAD
MIAMI, FL 33140
(305) 674-2942
* AD DT RR AM H A B H CU HV MD MC *
* PR TX PV CI *

NEW HORIZONS CMHC
DIAGNOSED HOMELESS
1475 NW 36TH STREET
SUITE K3
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
* DA RR H A B H PI CU HV MD TX PV *
* CI SS CS *

NEW HORIZONS CMHC
3RD AVENUE UNIT
1600 NN 3RD AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
* DA AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DH *
* MD TX PV *

NEW HORIZONS CMHC
36TH STREET SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
1469 NN 36TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
* DA AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DH *
* MD TX PV *

REGIS HOUSE
PREVENTION SERVICES
2010 NW 7TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 694-7600
* AD PV *

SAINT LUKES ADDICTION RECOVERY
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3271 NW 7TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 643-4040
* AD AM H AI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

SAINT LUKES ADDICTION RECOVERY
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
7707 NW 2ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33150
(305) 795-0077
* AD RR B H CU HV MD PR CH TX *

SAINT LUKES CENTER
DARE
9401 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, FL 33138
(305) 754-2444
* AD PV CI *

SOMERSET LAUREL GROUP INC
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
67 NE 168TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33162
(305) 652-9221
HOTLINE(S): (800) 673-2966
* AD AM Y B H CU MC PR TX PV CI CS *

SOUTH MIAMI HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
7400 SW 62ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33143
(305) 662-0116
HOTLINE(S): (305) 662-8118; (800) 937-4673
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX CS *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
DADE OUTPATIENT
11049 NE 6TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33161
(305) 754-1683
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
DADE RESIDENTIAL
140 NW 59TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 759-8888
* AD RR H CU HV MD PR TX CS *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
MONTREATMENT SERVICES
11055 NE 6TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33161
(305) 754-1683
* AD PV *

SWITCHBOARD OF MIAMI
NEM INCENTIVES
75 SW 8TH STREET
SUITE 401
MIAMI, FL 33130
(305) 358-1640
HOTLINE(S): (305) 358-4357
* AD PV CI *

THE BELAFONTE TACOLCY CENTER INC
PREVENTION/EDUCATION/OUTPATIENT
6161 NW 9TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 751-1295
* AD PV *

THE VILLAGE SOUTH INC
400 NE 31ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 573-3784
HOTLINE(S): (800) 443-3784
STATEHIDE
* AD RR Y HV MD PR TX CT *

TOTAL REHAB SERVICES
7171 SW 24TH STREET
SUITE 503
MIAMI, FL 33155
(305) 267-1327
* AD AM Y H CH TX *

TREATMENT COMPANY
725 NE 125TH STREET
SUITE 100
MIAMI, FL 33161
(305) 893-7640
* AD AM H A B AI CU HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

UP FRONT DRUG INFORMATION
5701 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 9-PR
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 757-2566
HOTLINE(S): (305) 757-2566 INFORMATION & REFERRAL
* AD PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC (SAC)/OUTPATIENT
1201 NW 16TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 324-4455 EXT. 3214
* AD AM A CU HV MC PR TX MM PV CI *

MIAMI BEACH

DOUGLAS GARDENS CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 LINCOLN ROAD
2ND FLOOR
MIAMI BEACH, FL 33139
(305) 531-5341
HOTLINE(S): (305) 531-5341
* AD PV CI *

MIDDLEBURG

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
MIDDLEBURG HIGH SCHOOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
3750 COUNTY ROAD 220
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
(904) 282-9325 EXT. 111
* AD PV *

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
WILKINSON HIGH SCHOOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
5025 STATE ROUTE 218
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
(904) 282-9494
* AD PV *
MILTON

AVALON CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1101 OLD BAGDAD HIGHWAY
MILTON, FL 32572
(904) 625-9434

HOTLINE(S): (904) 625-9633; (904) 994-6363
* AD AM M HD PR CH TX PV CI *

MONTICELLO

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES MONTICELLO
950 WEST MAHAN DRIVE
MONTICELLO, FL 32344
(904) 997-3958
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

MULBERRY

PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)
BRADLEY OAKS JUVENILE RES TRT CENTER
6980 STATE ROAD 37 SOUTH
MULBERRY, FL 33860
(813) 428-1315
* AD RR Y B H CU HV PR TX *

NAPLES

A KIND EAR
5095 16TH PLACE SM
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 455-8739
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

ALTERNATIVES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
CONSULTANT SERVICES INC
3071 TERRACE AVENUE
NAPLES, FL 33942
(813) 775-2019
HOTLINE(S): (813) 775-2019
* AD AM M H HV PR TX *

DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
6075 GOLDEN GATE PARKWAY
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 699-1404
HOTLINE(S): (813) 455-4376
* AD AM A H HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
COURT RELATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2006 SOUTH HORSESHOE DRIVE
NAPLES, FL 33942
(813) 645-6101
* AD AM A H PG HV DM MD PR PV TX *
* CI *

DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
EAP OF SM FLORIDA
2400 NORTH TAMANI TRAIL
NAPLES, FL 33940
(813) 265-2232
HOTLINE(S): (813) 455-3151
* AD PV CI *

DAVID LAWRENCE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
BANKIA PAVILION
6075 GOLDEN GATE PARKWAY
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 455-1129
HOTLINE(S): (813) 455-4376
* AD MC HD PR CH TX PV CI *

FAMILY WORKS
2335 TAMIANI TRAIL NORTH
SUITE 509
NAPLES, FL 33940
(813) 265-2232
* AD AM M Y B H PI CU HV PR TX *

MONTICELLO

RESEARCH AND COUNSELING CENTER
MILLGROVE AT NAPLES
9001 TAMANI TRAIL EAST
NAPLES, FL 33962
(813) 775-4500
* AD DT RR PR CH TX *

PROJECT HELP INC
HOTLINE AND REFERRAL
2900 14TH STREET NORTH
SUITE 40
NAPLES, FL 33940
(813) 649-1404
HOTLINE(S): (813) 262-7227
(800) 329-7227
COUNTYWIDE TOLL FREE
* AD PV *

NARANJA

METABERAPTHY INSTITUTE INC
27200 OLD DIXIE HIGHWAY
NARANJA, FL 33032
(305) 247-6515
* AD RR AM M H B H CU HV DX *

NEW PORT RICHEY

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CTR OF PASCO COUNTY
OUTPATIENT AND RECEIVING CENTER
8251 AVEEVE DRIVE
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34653
(813) 847-6700
HOTLINE(S): (813) 847-5322
* AD DT RR AM M Y A PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PRIDE INC
TRACK PROGRAMS
8018 STATE ROAD 54
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34653
(813) 376-9557
* AD AM M A B H CU HV DX *

YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
DRUG PREVENTION SERVICES
7524 PLATHE ROAD
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34653
(813) 841-4166
* AD PV *

YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
RUNANYA ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
11451 MILDCAT LANE
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34654
(813) 856-5601
* AD PV *

NEW SMYRNA BEACH

ACT CORPORATION
OUTPATIENT
143 CANAL STREET
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32069
(904) 257-5648
HOTLINE(S): (904) 255-6530
* AD AM PV CI *

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
NEW SMYRNA BEACH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
515 CANAL STREET
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32169
(904) 428-6728
* AD AM M A PG HV HD PR TX *

TURNING POINT
237 NORTH CAUSEWAY
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32169
(904) 427-0233
* AD AM M PV CI *

NORTH MIAMI

TRANSITIONS RECOVERY PROGRAM
13499 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
SUITE M-1
NORTH MIAMI, FL 33181
(305) 949-9001
HOTLINE(S): (305) 949-9001
* AD RR AM M Y A B H AI CU HV MC *
* PR TX PV CI *

NORTH PALM BEACH

COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING PROFESSIONALS INC
321 NORTHLAKE BOULEVD
SUITE 114
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
(407) 842-7990
* AD AM TX PV CI *

SYNERGY
860 U.S. 1
SUITE 104
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
(561) 775-0163
* AD AM PV CI *

OCALA

CHARTER SPRINGS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
3150 SW 27TH AVENUE
OCALA, FL 34474
(800) 334-1455 EXT. 269
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-1455; (904) 237-7293
* AD DT RR AM PI HV MC PR CH TX *
COMP ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVS (CATS)
2105 SW COLLEGE ROAD
OCALA, FL 32674
(904) 732-2287
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

FOUNTAIN COUNSELING CENTER
2355 SE 17TH STREET
OCALA, FL 34471
(904) 732-8048
HOTLINE(S): (904) 732-8048
* AD AM H Y PI CU DH PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

KEELEY CORRECTIONS INC
OCALA COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER
3820 NE 41ST STREET
OCALA, FL 34479
(904) 360-7711
* AD RR TX *

MD ADS OF GREATER OCALA CONNECTION
1510 NW 4TH STREET
OCALA, FL 34475
(904) 629-3100
* AD PV *

MARION COUNTY JAIL
SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT RELAPSE PREVENTION
700 NW 30TH AVENUE
OCALA, FL 34475
(904) 351-8077 EXT. 107
* AD AM TX CI *

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CHILDREN'S PROGRAM
324 SE 24TH STREET
OCALA, FL 34471
(904) 732-1414
HOTLINE(S): (904) 629-9595 CRISIS LINE LOCAL CALLS
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX *

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DAY TREATMENT
108 NW PINE AVENUE
OCALA, FL 34470
(904) 732-1335
HOTLINE(S): (904) 629-9595 CRISIS LINE LOCAL CALLS
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV MD TX *

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DETOX UNIT
OCALA, FL 34470
(904) 629-8893 EXT. 246
HOTLINE(S): (904) 629-9595 CRISIS LINE LOCAL CALLS
* AD DT M A B PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
HAFNAY HOUSE
263 NW 4TH TERRACE
OCALA, FL 34474
(904) 629-8892
HOTLINE(S): (904) 629-9595 CRISIS LINE LOCAL CALLS
* AD RR A B CU HV DH MD TX *

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
OCALA, FL 34470
(904) 629-8892
HOTLINE(S): (904) 629-9595 LOCAL CRISIS LINE
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
OCALA, FL 34470
(904) 629-8892
HOTLINE(S): (904) 629-9595 CRISIS LINE LOCAL CALLS
* AD RR H A B PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

QUAD COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
915 EAST SILVER SPRINGS BOULEVARD
OCALA, FL 32670
(904) 732-6565
* DA AM A PG HV MM *

OCEOEE

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(407) 656-8660
* AD AM Y B H DH PR TX *

OKEECHOBEE

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
ALPHA PROGRAM
610 SW 2ND AVENUE
OKEECHOBE, FL 34974
(813) 763-8800
HOTLINE(S): (813) 468-5600; (813) 763-8800
* AD AM Y TX PV CI CS *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
OKEECHOBE COUNTY OUTPATIENT
605 EAST NORTH PARK STREET
OKEECHOBE, FL 34972
(813) 763-1191
HOTLINE(S): (813) 468-5600; (813) 763-1191
* AD AM MD PR PR CH TX PV CI CS *

OPA LOOKA
HERES HELP INC
RESIDENTIAL
15100 NW 27TH AVENUE
OPA LOCKA, FL 33054
(305) 685-8201
* AD RR M Y CU HV MD PR TX *

LOCK TOWNS CMHC
OPA LOCKA SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT
15055 NW 27TH AVENUE
OPA LOCKA, FL 33054
(305) 681-2095
HOTLINE(S): (305) 653-6594
* AD AM B CU HV DH MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

LOCK TOWNS CMHC INC
PROJECT IMPACT/DAYBREAK
16555 NW 25TH AVENUE
OPA LOCKA, FL 33054
(305) 620-3740
HOTLINE(S): (305) 620-3740; (305) 653-6594
* AD PV CI CS *

METRO DATE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
NORTH COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
490 OPA LOCKA BOULEVARD
OPA LOCKA, FL 33054
(305) 953-5108
* AD AM W H H CU TX *

ORANGE PARK

CLAY COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
1532 KINGSDALE AVENUE
SUITE 107
ORLANDO PARK, FL 32073
(904) 264-1338
HOTLINE(S): (904) 264-1338
* AD AM W Y A B H PG CI HV DH *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV *

CROSSROADS COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
2001 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 405
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 264-2586
* AD AM W H H CU DH MD PR CH TX CI *

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
LAKESIDE HIGH SCHOOL PREVENTION PROG
2750 MOODY ROAD
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 272-8666 EXT. 105
* AD PV *

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
ORANGE PARK HIGH SCHOOL PREVENTION PGM
2300 KINGSDALE AVENUE
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 272-8120 EXT. 202
* AD PV *

ORLANDO

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(407) 626-6380
* AD AM H DH PR TX *

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(305) 628-1227
* AD AM H DH PR TX *

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(305) 635-6594
* AD AM B CU HV DH MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *
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ABSTRACTS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR (ACT INC) ORLANDO OUTPATIENT UNIT 3
5763 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
SUITE 2
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 438-2088
* AD AM Y B H DW PR TX *

ABSTRACTS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACI INC) ORLANDO OUTPATIENT UNIT 4
1510 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
SUITE 101
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 896-2096
* AD AM Y B H DW PR TX *

ABSTRACTS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACI INC) ORLANDO OUTPATIENT UNIT 5
8617 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
SUITE 1200
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 380-2779
* AD AM Y B H DW PR TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA I/MCCY CENTER
8433 DAETWILER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32827
(407) 859-4780
* AD PV CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA II/SILVER STAR CENTER
1600 SILVER STAR ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(407) 292-2683
* AD PV CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA IV/CHICKASAW CENTER
6900 AUTUMNVALE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32822
(407) 425-6606
* AD PV CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS UNIT 2
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-6622
* AD AM Y B H PI CU TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS UNIT 3
100 WEST COLUMBIA AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-6606
* AD AM Y B H AI CU DW TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS UNIT 4
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-6606
* AD AM TX PV CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS UNIT 5
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-6606
* AD AM TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
GRIFFIN PARK ENRICHMENT CENTER
74 Dunbar Street
APT 2
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 425-6763
* AD PV *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
LAKE MANN ENRICHMENT CENTER
3600 ECCLESTON STREET
BUILDING 16 APT 1
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 578-5530
* AD PV *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
METHADONE CLINIC
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-6618 EXT. 37
* DA AMY B H PG CU HV DW MC MD PR *
* CM FM *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
MURCHISON TERRACE ENRICHMENT CENTER
3332 MILTS CIRCLE NORTH
BUILDING 57 APT 1
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 578-3531
* AD PV *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
NEW HORIZONS HIGH SCHOOL
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
* AD AM Y TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
NEW HORIZONS MIDDLE SCHOOL
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6614
* AD AM Y B H TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
OUTPATIENT/EVALUATION/EVALUATION
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6618
* AD AM A B HV MC MD PR TX CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
PHOENIX SOUTH/MENS RESIDENTIAL
8501 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 249-6560
HOTLINE(S): (407) 249-6560
* AD RR H B H MD PR TX *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
PREVENTION INSTITUTE
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
* AD PV *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
THE CENTER AT HILLCREST
1200 EAST HILLCREST DRIVE
SUITE 301
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 897-6392
* AD AM Y B H CU HV DW MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
632 SOUTH HUGHEY AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32801
(407) 423-6615
* AD CI *

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1780 NORTH MERCY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 297-2010
* AD RR MD PR CH TX *

CENTRAL FL SUBST ABUSE TRT CTRS INC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1800 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(305) 843-0041
* DA AM A HV MM *

CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
DUI COUNTERATTACK PROGRAMS
427 NORTH PRIHROSE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 897-6400
* AD PV CI *

CHRISTIAN PRISON MINISTRIES
THE BRIDGE
2100 BRENGLE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 291-1500
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV DW TX *

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
9946 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 249-1146
* AD AM B H PI CU DW PR TX PV CI *
* CS *
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NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER BUILDING 2095
ORLANDO, FL 32813
(407) 646-5038
HOTLINE(S): (407) 651-2314
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

ORLANDO GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION UNIT/ADMIN UNIT
727 LAKE UNDERHILL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32822
(407) 281-8634
* AD *

ORLANDO METHADONE TREATMENT CENTER
601 SOUTH SEMORAN BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32807
(407) 275-8939
HOTLINE(S): (407) 275-8939
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV MM *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
ADULT DETOX CENTER
5258 CLARCONA-OCCREE ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 578-6900
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD DT M A B H PI CU HV DM PR *
* CH TX *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
CLARCONA POINT
5258 CLARCONA-OCCREE ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 578-6900
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD RR M A B H PI CU HV DM PR *
* CH TX *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
EVANS COMMUNITY CENTER
3101 NORTH PINE HILLS ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32308
(407) 740-5655
* AD AM M Y H HV DM PR TX CI *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
FAMILY ASSESS/DETOX/ADOLESC TRT UNIT
712 GORE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 422-6357
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD DT Y A B H CU HV MD PR CH TX *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
FREEDOM HAUS
5302 SETEL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 290-2099
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD RR M A B H PI CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
LUCERNE HOUSE
6415 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-6816
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
MENS LONG TERM TREATMENT
2600 SOUTH NASHVILLE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(305) 843-5564
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD RR A B H PI CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX PV *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
ORANGE GROUP
7500 SILVER STAR ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 297-2060
* AL AM Y B H TX PV CI *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
ORANGE HALFWAY HOUSE
5275 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32839
(407) 856-6535
* AD AM Y B H TX PV CI *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
PREVENTION SERVICES
3400 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(407) 843-5495
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD PV *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT PROG
712 WEST GORE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 423-2273
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD PV CI *

SNOWBABIES INC
2515 EAST PINE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 895-9770
* AD PV *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE FAMILY EDUCATION (SAFE)
2400 SILVER STAR ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(407) 291-4357
* AD RR Y PR TX CI *

SUNRISE COUNSELING CENTER INC
2500 DISCOVERY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32826
(407) 281-7000
HOTLINE(S): (407) 331-1511
* AL AM M Y HV DM TX *
FLORIDA

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS CENTER
HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
ROOM 107
ORLANDO, FL 32816
(407) 825-5841
* AD PV *

VICTORY OVER DRUGS INC
725 SOUTH GOLDMYN STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 298-0111
* AD PV CI *

ORMOND BEACH

TED CURRY M ED CAP
115 EAST GRANADA BOULEVARD
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32176
(904) 672-0825
* AD AM TX *

OSPREY

LIFE IS FOR EVERYONE INC (LIFE)
DRUG REHAB AND COUNSELING PROGRAM
803 SOUTH TAMIAHNI TRAIL
OSPREY, FL 34229
(813) 966-5684
* AD RR AM Y B CU PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

LIFE IS FOR EVERYONE INC (LIFE)
PREVENTION AND EDUCATION CENTER
803 SOUTH TAMIAHNI TRAIL
OSPREY, FL 34229
(813) 966-5684
* AD PV CI *

OVIEDO

HUMAN SERVICE AND RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATES INC
830 EYRE DRIVE
SUITE 5
OVIEDO, FL 32765
(407) 366-5066
* AD AM W Y CU DM PR TX PV CI CS *

PALATKA

BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
PUTNAM GUIDANCE CLINIC
3001 KENNEDY STREET
PALATKA, FL 32178
(904) 964-8382
* AD AM W Y PG MC MD PR TX *

PUTNAM COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
PUTNAM HOUSE
ROUTE 6
HIGHWAY 19 NORTH
PALATKA, FL 32177
(904) 329-3560
* AD RR TX *

Palm Beach

BROKEN GLASS INC
4175 STEELE STREET
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(407) 724-1638
* AD RR TX PV CI *

Palm Beach Gardens

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND TREATMENT (ACT)
4562 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 209
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33400
(407) 624-5777
* AD AM PR TX *

COUNSELING/PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
600 SANDTREE DRIVE
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33403
(407) 627-8902
* AD AM PR TX *

Palm Harbor

CURRENTS COUNSELING SERVICES
38517 U.S. 19 NORTH
CONNELL SQUARE
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
(813) 934-2992
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

DARLENE RUTH MORLEY
1022 NEBRASKA AVENUE
Palm Harbor, FL 34682
(813) 789-0084
* AD AM TX PV CI *

Panama City

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
A WOMAN'S ADD RECOVERY EFFORT (Aware)
3407 NORTH EAST AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32405
(904) 769-6156
* AD RR W PG CU MD PR TX *

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
BAY COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
4000 EAST 3RD STREET
SUITE 200
PANAMA CITY, FL 32404
(904) 872-7676
* AD AM W Y B PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
DUI PROGRAM
420 WEST BEACH DRIVE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 872-7730
* AD *

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
Prevention Services
4000 EAST 3RD STREET
PANAMA CITY, FL 32404
(904) 784-3004
* AD PV *

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
Primary Care/ Detox Unit
619 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
* AD TD Y B PG PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI SS *

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
Reliance House/Halftime
619 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
* AD RR MD PR TX *

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
School Prevention
4000 EAST 3RD STREET
PANAMA CITY, FL 32404
(904) 872-7676 EXT. 4434
* AD PV *

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32403
(904) 283-5858
* AD PV *

Pembroke Pines

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SHARE PROGRAM
801 SW DOUGLAS ROAD
PEMBROKE PINES, FL 33025
(305) 985-1455

HOTLINE(S):
(305) 985-1455; (305) 985-1456
* AD DT W A B H AI CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX CI *

Pensacola

COMMUNITY DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
ALPHA I PROJECT
803 NORTH PALAFOX STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 434-2724
* AD PV *

COMMUNITY DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
ESCAMBA DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM
803 NORTH PALAFOX STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 434-2724
* AD PV *
Counseling and Assistance Center
Naval Air Station
Building 654
Pensacola, FL 32508
(904) 452-2464
* AD PV *

Federal Prison Camp
Substance Abuse Services
Saufley Field
Pensacola, FL 32509
(904) 457-1111 Ext. 267
* AD AM TX PV CI *

Lakeview Center Inc
Adolescent Day Treatment
1221 West Lakeview Avenue
Building D
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Lakeview Center Inc
Adolescent Residential
1221 West Lakeview Avenue
Building D
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Lakeview Center Inc
Adult Residential
1221 West Lakeview Avenue
Building D
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Lakeview Center Inc
Day Treatment
3300 North Pace Boulevard
Town and Country Plaza Suite H
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Lakeview Center Inc
Help Line
1221 West Lakeview Street
Building H
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 438-1617
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD *

Lakeview Center Inc
In Jail Substance Abuse Program
1190 West Leonard Street
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617
* AD AM B CU TX *

Lakeview Center Inc
Methodone
1221 West Lakeview Avenue
Building H
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Lakeview Center Inc
Outpatient Counseling
1221 West Lakeview Avenue
Building H
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Lakeview Center Inc
Primary Care
1221 West Lakeview Avenue
Building D
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
Hotline(s):
(904) 438-1617 Lakeview CTR CRISISLINE
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

West Florida Regional Medical Center
The Pavilion
2191 Johnson Avenue
Pensacola, FL 32514
(904) 494-5000 Ext. 5220
Hotline(s):
(904) 494-5000
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Apalachee Center for Human Services
Perry
301 Industrial Park Drive
Perry, FL 32347
(904) 504-5613
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH MM *

Cloisters at Pine Island
13771 Waterfront Drive
Pine Island, FL 33945
(813) 283-1019
* AD DT RR Y B H AZ CU HY DH PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

PineTec Park
Bay Area Treatment Center (BATC)
6328 Park Boulevard North
Suite 4
PineTec Park, FL 34665
(813) 544-0044
* AD AM MM PV CI *

Future Steps at the Metropolis General Hospital
7950 66th Street North
PineTec Park, FL 34665
(813) 545-7535
* AD DT RR Y B PG HV MD PR CH *
* TX *

PineTec Emergency Mental Health Services
Acute Care Unit/North
11254 58th Street North
PineTec Park, FL 34666
(813) 545-5636
Hotline(s):
(813) 791-3131; (813) 541-4628
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH *

PineTec Emergency Mental Health Services
Crisis Stabilization Unit
11254 58th Street North
PineTec Park, FL 34666
(813) 545-5636
Hotline(s):
(813) 791-3131; (813) 541-4628
* AD DT RR Y B PG HV MD PR CH *

Professional Comp Addiction Services Inc.
Wellness Center/PineTec Park
5931 Park Boulevard
PineTec Park, FL 34665
(813) 546-2118
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH *

Plant City
Drug Abuse Comp Coordinating Office (DACCO)
Plant City Outpatient/Counseling Unit
4288 U.S. Highway 92 West
Suite 2
Plant City, FL 33567
(813) 752-6960
* AD AM Y B PG HV MD PR CH *
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PLANTATION

AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
ADDICTIONS/INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
8211 WEST BROWMAD BOULEVARD
SUITE 330
PLANTATION, FL 33324
(305) 424-3995
* AD AM PR TX *

POMPANO BEACH

BRIDGES OF AMERICA/TURNING POINT
400 SOUTH 2ND STREET
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 781-1400
* AD RR HH BU HV TX *

BROWARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
NORTHRESIDENTIAL
803 NW 2ND AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 786-2140
* AD RR HH MD PR TX CS *

POMPANO TREATMENT CENTER INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
380 NW 12TH AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 782-9774
* DA AM H A H H AI HV MM *

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
SPECTRUM ADOLESCENT SERVICES UNIT
450 EAST ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 781-4405
* AD RR AM Y MD PR TX CI *

PORT CHARLOTTE

LIFE TRANSITIONS INC
319 A ELMIRA BOULEVARD
PORT CHARLOTTE, FL 33952
(813) 627-2100
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

PORT SAINT JOE

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
GULF COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
302 3RD STREET
PORT SAINT JOE, FL 32456
(904) 227-1120
* AD AM H Y PG CU MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

PUNTA GORDA

CHARLOTTE COUNTY COMMUNITY MH SERVS INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1700 EDUCATION AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 659-8300
HOTLINE(S):
(813) 659-8300 8:30AM-7:00PM
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR CH TX CI *

CHARLOTTE COUNTY PROBATION OFFICE
254 NORTH MARION AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 637-2227
* AD CI *

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
KELLY HALL RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CTR
2208 CASTILLA AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 639-5535
* AD RR Y MD PR CH TX *

QUINCY

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
AREA 1/QUINCY OFFICE
363 CRAWFORD STREET
QUINCY, FL 32351
(904) 875-2422
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

RIVIEREVE

OPERATION PAR INC
HILLSBOROUGH CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
1135 BALM ROAD
RIVIEREVE, FL 33569
(813) 634-5541
* AD AM TX *

ROCKLEDGE

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1770 CEDAR STREET
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-9480
HOTLINE(S):
(407) 632-9480 8AM-5PM
(407) 723-3910
* AD AM TX PV CI *

COUNTERATTACK/BREVARD
1259 SOUTH FLORIDA AVENUE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 652-5611
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF BREVARD INC
220 CORAL SANDS DRIVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 652-5792
* AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
TASC ROCKLEDGE
208 HARDIE LANE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 327-1765
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV *

SAINT AUGUSTINE

DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION CENTER
99 ORANGE STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 829-2273
* DA PV *

DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION CENTER
TEEN ALLIANCE CENTER
545 WEST KING STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 829-2273
* DA PV *

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER INC
SAINT JOHNS COUNTY COMMUNITY MH SERVS
179 MARINE STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 825-5048
HOTLINE(S):
(904) 825-5048
* AD AM Y PG DM MD MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

SAINT PETERSBURG

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES CENTER
STRUCTURED OUTPT CHEM DEP TRT PROGRAM
5100 FIRST AVENUE NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33710
(813) 327-7900
* AD AM W Y PG DM MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

BOLEY INC
ONLS NEST
1147 16TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 824-5735
* AD RR MD PR TX PV CI *

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
HELPLINE
5225 16TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 526-1100
HOTLINE(S):
(813) 526-1100
COUNSELING INFO & REFERRAL
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/ST PETERSBURG
1208 66TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33710
(813) 347-8012
* AD AM Y A HV PR CH TX PV CI *

FOCUS ONE INC
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 347-7252
* AD AM TX PV *

MCC BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
600 EXECUTIVE CENTER DRIVE WEST
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33702
(813) 577-9088
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 274-4573
* AD AM TX CI *
OPERATION PAR INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5080
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
ALPHA PROGRAM
6400 56TH AVENUE NORTH
BLANTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33709
(813) 646-1694
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
BETA PROGRAM
2100 4TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33701
(813) 896-8566
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
CHILDREN OF SUBSTANCE ABUSERS (COSA)
2000 4TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 896-2672
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD AM H PG MD PR TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5085
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
ELDER EDUCATION PROGRAM
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5080 EXT. 128
* DA PV *

OPERATION PAR INC
I TEAM
2100 4TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 822-1167
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD PV CI *

OPERATION PAR INC
MULTI CULTURAL RESOURCE CENTER/OTI
1267 22ND LANE SOUTH
SUITE 332
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33712
(813) 328-1551
* AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DH TX PV CI *
* CS *

OPERATION PAR INC
NARC ADDICTION TRT CTR/ST PETERSBURG
1900 9TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 894-4181
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080
* AD AM A HV MD PR MM *

OPERATION PAR INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5085
HOTLINE(S): (813) 570-5080; (813) 570-5085
* AD AM MD PR TX *

OPERATION PAR INC
SPORTS CAMP
2267 22ND LANE SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33712
(813) 328-1551
* AD PV *

PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE
PEER POWER
335 31ST STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33713
(813) 327-2081
* AD PV CI *

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
WELLNESS CENTER/SAIN F PETERSBURG
25-A 9TH STREET
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 896-4700
* AD AM M B H PI CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

SAINT ANTHONYS HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
1200 7TH AVENUE NORTH
5TH FLOOR SE
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 825-1200
HOTLINE(S): (813) 825-1200
* AD CI *

SHARING COUNSELING AND CONSULTING SERV
432 PASADENA AVENUE SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33707
(813) 345-9192
* AD AM TX *

STEPPING STONE INC OF TAMPA
4615 GULF BOULEVARD
DOLPHIN VILLAGE SUITE 213
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33706
(813) 567-3800
* AD RR PR TX CI CS *

STRAIGHT-TAMPA BAY
3001 GANDY BOULEVARD
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33702
(813) 577-6011
* AD AM M Y B CU PR TX PV CI *

SUNCOAST CENTER FOR COMMUNITY MH INC
4024 CENTRAL AVENUE
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 327-7666
HOTLINE(S): (813) 531-4664
* AD PV CI CS *

TAMPA BAY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CTR
PARKSHIP
10596 GANDY BOULEVARD
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 576-3019
* AD RR M B CU TX *

YOUTH AND FAMILY CONNECTION
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES/SOUTH
5821 5TH AVENUE NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 325-2244
HOTLINE(S): (813) 531-4664
* AD PV *

SANFORD
GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
591 LAKE MINNE DRIVE
SANFORD, FL 32771
(407) 327-1765
* AD RR MD PR CH TX CI *

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
TCP MDH
2851 MIDWAY AVENUE
SANFORD, FL 32771
(407) 327-1765
* AD RR MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SEMINOLE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
CROSSROADS ALC/POLY DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
300 SOUTH BAY AVENUE
SANFORD, FL 32771
(407) 321-0374
* AD RR M A B H CU HV DH PR TX *

SARASOTA
A WOMANS PLACE OF SARASOTA INC
1275 2ND STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34236
(813) 365-5952
* AD RR M B H CU HV DH TX PV CI CS *

ANABASIS INC
1004 SOUTH BRIGGS AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34237
(813) 365-5245
* AD PV *

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
CLINIC I
1750 17TH STREET
BUILDING C
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 955-0000
* AD AM A B PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *
COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
DAY TREATMENT/ALPHA PROGRAM
3001 BEE RIDGE ROAD
SUITE 9
SARASOTA, FL 34233
(813) 924-6868
* AD PV CI CS *

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
TASC
2080 RINGLING BOULEVARD
SUITE 201B
SARASOTA, FL 34237
(813) 955-0000
* AD CI *

COLENE WEST MS CAP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1608 OAK STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34236
(813) 365-3317
* AD AM H CU PR TX CS *

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF SARASOTA LTD
GENESIS CENTER
2750 BAHIA VISTA STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 957-1861
* AL DT M A PG CU HV MC PR CH TX *

FIRST STEP OF SARASOTA INC
RESIDENTIAL CENTER
4613 NORTH WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 366-5333
* AD RR A B H PG PI CU HV DM MD TX *
* PV CI CS *

FIRST STEP OF SARASOTA INC
18TH STREET BRANCH
1726 16TH STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 366-5333
* AD DT AM A B H PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* TX PV CI CS *

SARASOTA MEMORIAL NEW DAWN CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
1700 SOUTH TAMIAI TRAIL
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 953-1783
HOTLINE(S): (813) 953-1783
* AD DT RR AM H A PG CU HV DM MD *
* MD PR CH TX MM PV CI *

SARASOTA PALMS HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS UNIT
1650 SOUTH OSPREY AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 366-6070
HOTLINE(S): (800) 329-ALMS
* AD TT RR AM H A B H AI PG CU HV *
* DM MC PR TX PV CI CS *

SHALIMAR
CHEMICAL HEALTH AWARENESS/INFORMATION
NETWORKING SYSTEMS INC (CHAINS)
60 2ND STREET
SUITE 302
SHALIMAR, FL 32579
(904) 651-0707
* AD AM H A CU HV PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

SHARPS
BREVARD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
340 CAMP ROAD
SHARPS, FL 32959
(407) 632-6711
* AD RR TX *

THE MEISS FOUNDATION
INTERVENTION
870 CAMP ROAD
SHARPS, FL 32959
(407) 690-3413
HOTLINE(S): (407) 729-8326
* AD PV CI *

SPRING HILL
BI COUNTY CENTER FOR
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING
5327 COMMERCIAL WAY
PARK PLACE SUITE A-102
SPRING HILL, FL 34606
(904) 596-6529
* AD AM H Y B PI CU DM MC PR CH TX *

NEW BEGINNINGS
SPRINGHILL UNIT
5351 COMMERCIAL WAY
SUITE 108
SPRING HILL, FL 34606
(904) 597-1877
* AD AM Y A B H AI PI CU HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

PROFESSIONAL THERAPY CENTERS INC
7537 FOREST OAKS BOULEVARD
SPRING HILL, FL 34606
(904) 688-0700
* AD CI *

YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
SHADY HILLS ELEMENTARY ALPHA PROGRAM
18000 SHADY HILLS ROAD
SPRING HILL, FL 34610
(813) 841-4166
* AD PV CI *

STARKE
BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
BRADFORD GUIDANCE CLINIC
945 GRAND STREET
STARKE, FL 32091
(904) 964-8382
* AD RR AM Y PG MC MD PR TX *

STUART
ADVENTURES IN RECOVERY
2215 SOUTH KANNER HIGHWAY
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 287-2100
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PREVENTION PROGRAMS
451 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 286-9935
* AD PV CI *

MARTIN COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE
TREATMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
400 EAST OSPCEOLA STREET
SUITE 2
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 286-5785
* AD CI *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
MARTIN COUNTY OUTPATIENT BRANCH
2440 SE FEDERAL HIGHWAY
REGEMCY PLAZA SUITE 100
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 221-4088
HOTLINE(S):
(407) 469-5600; (407) 221-4088
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER INC
120 WEST 6TH STREET
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 283-4441
* AD PV *

SOUTH BEND TREATMENT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
(STOP)
1111 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 106
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 287-1500
* AD AM CU MC PR CH TX PV CI *

TALLAHASSEE
A LIFE RECOVERY CENTER
1212 SOUTH MONROE STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 224-9991
HOTLINE(S): (800) 755-9981
* AD AM H A B PG PI CU DM MC MD PR *
* TX CI *

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT
625 EAST TENNESSEE DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 407-2930 EXT. 74
* AD AM H PG DM MC MD PR CH TX *
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT/PRIDE
438 WEST BREVD STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
(904) 224-1460
* AD AM B MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
DETOX
2654 CAPITOL CIRCLE NE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 487-0330
* AD DT B CU HC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

DISC VILLAGE INC
TALLAHASSEE/LEON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
3333 WEST PENSACOLA STREET
SUITE 140
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
(904) 575-4388
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DH MD *
* PR CH TX *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
501 CAPITAL CIRCLE NE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32311
(904) 878-2173 EXT. 500
* AD RR CU TX PV *

FLORIDA A AND M UNIVERSITY PREVENTION CENTER
WILLIAM H GRAY BUILDING
SECTION A
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32307
(904) 561-2562
* AD PV CI *

FLORIDA INFORMED PARENTS FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
241 JOHN KNOX ROAD
SUITE 200
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32303
(904) 922-6280
* AD PV *

SALVITA INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
419 EAST GEORGIA STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-9695
* AD *

SALVITA INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
419 EAST GEORGIA STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-9695
* AD AM M CU MD PR CH TX *

SALVITA INC
SALVITA LODGE
419 EAST GEORGIA STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-9695
* AD RR H B PG CU MD PR CH TX *

TELEPHONE COUNSELING AND REFERRAL SERVICE INC
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32316
(904) 224-6333
HOTLINE(S):
(904) 224-6333 COUNSEL CRISIS INTERVENTION
* AD CI *

TURN ABOUT INC
2051 A TECH PLACE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 385-5179
* AD AM H Y A B AI CU PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

TAMPA
AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
4211 EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
SUITE H
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 988-6096
* AD *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) YOUTH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
6806-B NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 238-9505
* AD RR H PG PI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY)流れ RECEPTIONAL SITE UNIT
6806 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 238-9505
* AD DT H PG PI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) YOUTH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4403 WEST BUFFALO AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 879-1649
* AD RR H PI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) NORTH HILLSBOROUGH OUTPATIENT
4211 EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
SUITE E
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 988-5533
* AD AM H H CU HV MD PR CH TX *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) TASC/DATE
3806 WEST DR M L KING JR BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 875-5911
* AD CI *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) M T EDWARDS GROUP HOME
3010 WEST DR M L KING JR BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 870-2556
* AD RR Y MD TX *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) WEST HILLSBOROUGH OUTPATIENT
1815 WEST SLIGH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 933-6259
* AD AM M A PG CU HV MD PR CH TX *

AMI TOWN AND COUNTRY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
6001 MEBB ROAD
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 894-1904
HOTLINE(S): (813) 894-1904
* AD RR AM H B PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

C E MENDEZ FOUNDATION
CHOICES AND CHALLENGES
601 SOUTH MAGNOLIA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 251-3600
* AD PV *

CAMBRIDGE FOUNDATION
2205 NORTH LOIS AVENUE
SUITE 1100
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 876-9064
* AD AM M Y A B H CU HV DM MC PR *
* CH TX *

CAREUNIT OF SOUTH FLORIDA/TAMPA
12220 BRUCE B DOWNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 978-0879
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 374-2273; (813) 978-0879
* AD DT RR AM H Y B H CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX MM PV CI SS *

CENTRE FOR WOMEN
PROJECT RECOVERY
305 SOUTH HYDE PARK AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 251-8437
* AD AM H A B H PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI CS *
FLORIDA

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
4422 EAST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 625-3500
* DA CI *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
8325 NORTH PACKWOOD
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 932-5968
* DA PV *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
CHEMTREATMENT CTR/METH MAINT/DETOX
2511 SHANN AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 875-6116
* AD AM W A B H PG CU HV MD MM *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
MACFARLANE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
1721 NORTH MACDILL AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 275-9190
* AD PV *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
MALE AND FEMALE RESIDENTIAL
4424 EAST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 621-1688
* AD RR A CU HV MD TX *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY II
3636 NORTH 50TH STREET
TAMPA, FL 33619
(813) 621-8781
* AD RR A CU HV TX *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
SUBST ABUSING MOTHERS/INFANTS (SAHI)
301-309 SOUTH CAESAR STREET
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 247-3729
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
TAMPA OUTPATIENT COUNSELING UNIT
2511 SHAN STREET
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 875-8116
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV TX *

DUI COUNTERATTACK HILLSBOROUGH INC
4711 NORTH HUBERT AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 875-6201
* AD PV CI *

FLORIDA COUNSELING INC
5401 WEST KENNEDY BOULEVARD
SUITE 480
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 289-3396
HOTLINE(S):
(813) 289-3596; (813) 289-3272
* AD AM W A B H PG CU HV DM PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG FOR THE ELDERLY
13301 BRUCE B DOWNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 974-4444
* AD AM W TX PV CI *

HEALTHCARE CONNECTION OF TAMPA INC
8019 NORTH HINES AVENUE
SUITE 202
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 931-5560
* AD AM PI CU DW MC PR CH TX PV CI *

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY CRISIS CENTER INC
2214 EAST HENRY AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33610
(813) 288-0411
HOTLINE(S): (813) 288-0821
* AD PV *

JAMES A HALEY VETERANS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
13000 NORTH 30TH STREET
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 972-2000 EXT. 6647
* AD RR AM PR TX *

MICHAEL G VENNEKOTTER CAP
11814 NORTH 56TH STREET
SUITE A
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 909-8261
* AD AM H B PR TX *

NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2203 NORTH LOIS AVENUE
SUITE 1100
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 876-8011
* AD AM W Y A B H CU HV DM MC PR *
* CH TX *

NORTHCORE INTERNS INC
13301 NORTH BRUCE B DOWNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 977-8700
* AD CI *

PLAZA THERAPY ASSOCIATES
4950 WEST KENNEDY BOULEVARD
SUITE 207
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 281-9385
* AD AM B CU DW MC PR CH TX *

TAMPA BAY OUTPATIENT CENTER
240 PLANT AVENUE
SUITE B-202
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 254-4034
* AD AM PR TX *

TAMPA CROSSROADS
202 WEST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 228-9226
* AD RR M PG CU HV TX *

TAMPA METRO TREATMENT CENTER
5202-C EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 980-3260
* DA AM W A B H PG CU HV MM PV CI *

TAMPA/HILLSBOROUGH ACTION PLAN INC
NEBRASKA AVENUE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1495 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 228-9793
* AD AM W B H AZ PG CU HV DM TX CI *

TAMPA/HILLSBOROUGH ACTION PLAN INC
NEBRASKA AVENUE PREVENTION SERVICES
1495 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 228-9793
* DA PV *

TURNING POINT OF TAMPA
6301 MEMORIAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 201
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 882-3003
HOTLINE(S):
(813) 882-3003; (800) 397-3006
* AD RR AM W PG CU HV PR TX *

UNIV OF SOUTH FL TAMPA GEN HEALTHCARE
UNIV PSYCH CTR ALC AND DRUG ABUSE REC
3515 EAST FLETCHER AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33613
(813) 972-7024
HOTLINE(S): (813) 972-3000
* AD RR AM W A CU HV MC PR CH TX *

TARPO SPRINGS
AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(ACTS) PINELLAS DOMICILIARY
3575 OLD KEYSTONE ROAD
TARPO SPRINGS, FL 34689
(813) 461-2681
* AD RR M PI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

TAVARES
LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
544 DUNCAN DRIVE
TAVARES, FL 32784
(904) 742-6345
* AD AM B PG PI CU DV MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS
325 WEST ALFRED STREET
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-0882
HOTLINE(S): (800) 382-2626
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

130
TELEIOS MINISTRIES INC
551 WEST MAIN STREET
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 742-4012

HOTLINE(S): (904) 742-4012
* AD RR A B CU DM TX *

TAVERNIER

GUIDANCE CLINIC OF THE UPPER KEYS
OUTPATIENT
92140 OVERSEAS HIGHWAY
SUITE B
TAVERNIER, FL 33070
(305) 852-3284
* AD AM W Y A H PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

THONOTOSASSA

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(ACS) ADOLESCENT INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
11309 TOM FOLSON ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 933-8535
* AD RR Y PG CU MD PR CH TX *

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(ACS) ADOLESCENT GROUP HOME
11309 TOM FOLSON ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 906-5966
* AD RR Y PG CU MD PR CH TX *

TITUSVILLE

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
NORTH COUNTY CLINIC
6700 SOUTH U.S. HIGHWAY 1
TITUSVILLE, FL 32760
(407) 269-4590
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
TASC TITUSVILLE
524 SOUTH HOPKINS AVENUE
TITUSVILLE, FL 32708
(407) 327-1765
* AD AM MD PR CH TX CI *

HOW HOUSE INC
1116 MAIN STREET
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
(407) 269-3881
* AD RR W B CU HV TX *

TRENTON

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTFL
DBA COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR/TRENTON
115 NH FIRST AVENUE
TRENTON, FL 32695
(904) 465-6303
HOTLINE(S): (904) 376-4444
* AD AM W PI DH MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

VENICE

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
SOUTH COUNTY CLINIC III
119 CORPORATION WAY
VENICE, FL 34292
(813) 488-2855
* AD AM W B CU DM MD MC MD PR CH TX *

FIRST STEP OF SARASOTA INC
VENICE OFFICE
2201 TAMIALE TRAIL SOUTH
VENICE, FL 34293
(813) 366-5533
* AD AM B H PG PI CU HV DM MD TX PV *
* CI CS *

VERO BEACH

CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND ADDICTION RECOVERY
3050 18TH STREET
SUITE K
VERO BEACH, FL 32961
(407) 567-4256
* AD AM W NV MC PR CH TX *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
ALCOHOPE RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE
5925 37TH STREET
VERO BEACH, FL 32966
(407) 778-7215
HOTLINE(S): (407) 895-5600; (407) 778-7215
* AD RR MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
INDIAN RIVER COUNTY OUTPATIENT BRANCH
3200 3RD COURT
SUITE C
VERO BEACH, FL 32960
(407) 778-7217
HOTLINE(S): (407) 468-5600; (407) 778-7217
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WEBSTER

LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
ALPHA PROGRAM
300 SOUTH MARKET BOULEVARD
WEBSTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
WEBSTER, FL 33597
(904) 360-6615
* AD PV *

WEST PALM BEACH

AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
WEST PALM BEACH CENTER
2090 PALM BEACH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 808
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33409
(407) 687-3061
* AD AM PR TX *

BEVERLY C ONEILL OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
1551 FORUM PLACE
PLAZA 1551 SUITE 400-D
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 478-4458
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV DM TX *

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDIES
321 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 214A
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 848-1332
* AD AM PR CH TX *

CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES
WEST PALM BEACH UNIT
2218 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 655-4485
* AD AM W A B H HV DM PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
5400 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 844-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV SS CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
CHRIS HOUSE
3217 BROADWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33404
(407) 844-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD RR W Y A B H HAI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
MEDICAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAM
5400 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 659-5110
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD OT W Y A B H HAI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
5400 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 844-3990
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD AM W Y A B H HAI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
PETER FAIRCLough RESIDENCE
421 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 844-6400
HOTLINE(S): (407) 844-6400
* AD AM W Y A B H HAI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *
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FLORIDA

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC (DATA) OUTPATIENT
1720 EAST TIFFANY DRIVE
SUITE 102
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 846-8600
* AD AM M Y PG CU HV MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC (DATA) WALTER D KELLY TREATMENT CENTER
1041 45TH STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 844-3556
HOTLINE(S): (800) 253-8770
* AD RR Y MD PR TX *

GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL OF PALM BEACH INC
4700 CONGRESS AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 835-6826
* AD RR AM M A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX PV CI *

HANLEY HAZELDEN CENTER AT SAINT MARYS
5200 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 840-1666
HOTLINE(S): (800) 444-7008
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DN PR TX CI *

LEE BALLARD RN CD CAP
1408 NORTH KILLIAN DRIVE
SUITE 208
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33403
(407) 845-6722
* AD AM W Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX *
* PV CI *

MARLYS A MAURY RN CAP MSH
600 SANDTREE DRIVE
SUITE 106B
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33410
(407) 627-8848
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

NINA DE GERE MO MSW/EDWARD MCCABE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
333 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD
SUITE 204
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33405
(407) 833-3435
* AD AM PR TX *

PALM BEACH TREATMENT CENTER
1771 SOUTH CONGRESS AVENUE
CONGRESS PLAZA UNIT 7
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33406
(407) 433-5697
* DA AM W A B H AI PG HV PR MM *

PALM BEACH WELLNESS CENTER
10111 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33414
(407) 795-2332
* AD AM PR TX CS *

PRIDE INC
DU PROGRAM
2715 AUSTRALIAN AVENUE
SUITE 101
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 655-6512
* AD PV CI *

PRIDE INC
TRACK PROGRAMS
2711 EXCHANGE COURT
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33409
(407) 683-9168
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI *

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC
4625 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
SUITE 110
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33415
(407) 969-1221
* AD AM M A B H PI CU HV DM TX CI *

SCHOCOFF CENTER
2601 NORTH FLAGLER DRIVE
SUITE 104
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 322-2803
* AD AM MC PR TX *

WELLINGTON REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER CONERSTONE PROGRAM
10101 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33414
(407) 798-8540
* AD DT RR AM W H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR TX MM *

MILLISTON
CORNER DRUG STORE INC
MILLISTON MIDDLE SCHOOL BETA PROGRAM
1345 NE 3RD AVENUE
MILLISTON, FL 32696
(904) 528-4409
HOTLINE(S): (904) 375-TALK
* AD PV CI *

WINTER HAVEN

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WINTER HAVEN
175 5TH STREET
SUITE 300
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 294-3505
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM PR TX CI *

PRIDE OF POLK COUNTY INC
65 3RD STREET NW
SUITE 200
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881
(813) 294-1853
* AD PV CI CS *

PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)
WINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT
147TH AVENUE A NW
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881
(813) 299-8333
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV DM PR *
* TX *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERV INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
37 3RD STREET SW
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
(813) 293-8011
* AD PV CI *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERV INC
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
37 3RD STREET SW
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
(813) 293-8011
HOTLINE(S): (813) 293-8011
* AD AM M A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERV INC
WINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT/ADOLESCENT
37 3RD STREET SM
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-4257
HOTLINE(S): (813) 533-4130
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERV INC
WINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT/ADULT
37 3RD STREET SM
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
(813) 299-5286
HOTLINE(S): (813) 293-5435
* AD AM M A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

WINTER PARK

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR (ACT INC) WINTER PARK OUTPATIENT
2354 B WINTER HOMES BOULEVARD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
(407) 679-6633
* AD AM Y B H DM PR TX *
FLORIDA

CO DEP COUNSELING CENTER INC
1850 LEE ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 647-9595 * AD AM MC PR CH TX *

INTERACT COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
2211 LEE ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 740-5355 * AD AM W Y B CU DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WINTER PARK
OUTPATIENT
1400 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 644-7774
HOTLINE(S): (800) 282-4044
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM PR TX PV CI CS *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1408 GAY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 740-7105
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD PV CI *

PROJECT III OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1408 GAY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 740-5655
HOTLINE(S): (407) 422-4357
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD PR CH TX PV *

WINTER SPRINGS
GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADOLESCENT
580 OLD SANFORD OVIEDO ROAD
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
(407) 327-1765
* AD RR AM PR CH TX PV CI *

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT
580 SANFORD OVIEDO HIGHWAY
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
(407) 327-1765
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

WOODVILLE
DISC VILLAGE INC
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
WOODVILLE, FL 32362
(904) 421-4115
* AD RR H Y A B PG CU HV DM MD PR *
* CH TX *

YULEE
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
YULEE ALPHA PROGRAM
HIGHWAY A1A
YULEE, FL 32097
(904) 225-2706
* DA PV CI CS *
### GEORGIA

**DEKALB COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH**
Kirkwood Substance Abuse Clinic
30 Harren Street SE
DeKalb/Atlanta Human Services Center
Atlanta, GA 30317
(404) 370-7940
HOTLINE(S): (404) 892-4646
* AL AM B TX PV CI CS *

**FULTON COUNTY**
Drug and Alcohol Treatment Center
265 Boulevard Street NE
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 750-1616
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B PG PI CU HV MC *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

**GRADY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL**
Drug Dependence Unit
60 Coca Cola Place SE
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 616-5970
HOTLINE(S): (404) 616-5970 7:30-4:30M-F, 8:30-12:30SA
* DA AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR CH MM PV CI CS *

**NATL PARENTS RESOURCE INSTITUTE FOR DRUG EDUCATION INC (PRIDE)**
Hurt Plaza
Hurt Building Suite 450
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 577-8600
* AD PV *

**NEW START**
Community Residential Treatment Center
158 Douglas Street SE
Atlanta, GA 30317
(404) 377-5225
* AD RR M Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX PV CI *

**NORTHSIDE COMPREHENSIVE CMHC**
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment Program
975 Johnson Ferry Road NE
Suite 220
Atlanta, GA 30342
(404) 851-8961
HOTLINE(S): (404) 851-8961
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

**ODYSSEY FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER**
3578 South Fulton Avenue
Atlanta, GA 30354
(404) 669-5462
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI *

**PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE OF ATLANTA**
811 Juniper Street NE
Atlanta, GA 30308
(404) 881-5800
* AD DT RR AM M A B CI CU HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX *

**SAFE RECOVERY SYSTEM OF ATLANTA INC**
2300 Peachford Road
Suite 2000
Atlanta, GA 30338
(404) 455-7233
* AD AM M B H CU HV DM PR CH TX *

**SOUTHSIDE HEALTHCARE SUBST ABUSE UNIT**
Methadone/Alcoholism/Cocaine/Drugs (Flying Horse)
1660 Lakewood Avenue SW
Atlanta, GA 30315
(404) 627-1385
* AD AM Y CU HV MD TX MM PV CI *

**UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY**
Substance Abuse Services
Atlanta, GA 30315
(404) 622-6241
* AD RR A B HV TX PV CI *

**AUGUSTA**

**CMHC OF EAST CENTRAL GEORGIA**
Alcohol and Drug Services
3421 Old Savannah Road
Augusta, GA 30906
(706) 771-4600
HOTLINE(S): (706) 560-2943
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR CH TX MM PV CI CS *

**UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL**
Behavioral Health Ctr Chem Dep Program
1350 Malton Way
Augusta, GA 30902
(706) 868-1884 Ext. 2334
HOTLINE(S): (800) 868-1884
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

### KEY *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>DA = Drug Abuse Services Only</th>
<th>AD = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>DT = Detoxification (24-hour care)</td>
<td>RR = Residential (24-hour care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT</td>
<td>W = Women</td>
<td>H = Hispanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y = Youth</td>
<td>A = American Indian/Aleutian Natives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A = AIDS Patients</td>
<td>PG = Pregnant Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Blacks</td>
<td>F = Public Inebriates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS</td>
<td>MD = Medicaid</td>
<td>PR = Private Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td>TX = Treatment</td>
<td>PV = Prevention/Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MM = Methadone Treatment</td>
<td>CI = Intake/Assessment/Referral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GEORGIA

GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL AT ATLANTA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
3073 PANTHERSVILLE ROAD
DECATUR, GA 30034
(404) 265-2174
* AD DT PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1670 CLAIRMONT ROAD
DECATUR, GA 30033
(404) 728-7620
* AD DT RR AM H A B H PG CU HV TX *
* HH *

DOUGLAS

SATILLA COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
1008 SHIRLEY AVENUE
DOUGLAS, GA 31353
(912) 394-7108
* AD AM W PG HV MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

DUBLIN

MIDDLE GEORGIA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
600 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 275-6800
HOTLINE(S): (912) 275-6810
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DH MC *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

THIN OAKS RECOVERY CENTER
2121 BEBEVUE STREET
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 275-6810
HOTLINE(S): (800) 868-5423 CRISISLINE USU MENT HLT
* AD DT RR A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1626 VETERANS BOULEVARD
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 277-2748
* AD DT RR HV PR TX *

FORT GORDON

FORT GORDON COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
32502 BRAINARD AVENUE
FORT GORDON, GA 30905
(404) 791-5673
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

GAINESVILLE

NORTH GEORGIA MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
472 SOUTH ENOTA STREET
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
(404) 535-5412
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 535-5403; (800) 347-5827
* AD DT RR AM H MD PR TX CI *

GRANTHOM

MCINTOSH MH/HR/SA SERVICES
ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE Day Treatment
431 WEST POPULAR STREET
GRANTHOM, GA 30223
(404) 229-5205
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 229-3003; (800) 282-1120
* AD AM Y HV MD PR TX PV CI *

MCINTOSH MH/MR/SA SERVICES
SUB ACUTE CARE
125 SOUTH 15TH STREET
GRANTHOM, GA 30223
(404) 229-5163
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 229-3000; (404) 954-2306
* AD DT PR TX *

MCINTOSH TRAIL MH/MR/SA SERVICES
KATHAROS
1659 WILLIAMSON ROAD
GRANTHOM, GA 30223
(404) 229-3150
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 229-3000 SERVICES 7 COUNTIES
(800) 282-1120 SERVICES 7 COUNTIES
* AD RR M Y B CU MD PR TX PV CI CS *

MCINTOSH TRAIL MH/MR/SA SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
161 WEST SOLOMON STREET
GRANTHOM, GA 30223
(404) 229-3057
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 229-3003
* AD AM M B CU MC MD PR TX CI CS *

HAPEVILLE

DECATURE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
450 NORTH CANDLER STREET
HAPEVILLE, GA 30030
(404) 377-0221
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 377-5768 STATEWIDE
(800) 785-7518 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR AM TX CI *

JEFFERSON

THE POTTERS HOUSE
CHRISTIAN REHABILITATION CENTER
655 POTTERS HOUSE ROAD
ROUGE 2
JEFFERSON, GA 30549
(706) 543-8338
* AD RR B TX *

JONESBORO

CLAYTON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
853 BATTLE CREEK ROAD
JONESBORO, GA 30236
(404) 478-1099
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 996-6357 THRU SO REGIONAL CT
* AD AM H HV MC MD PR CH TX PV *

KENNESAW

COBB/DOUGLAS CMHC
FIRST STEP RECOVERY CENTER
260 HAWKINS STORE ROAD
KENNESAW, GA 30144
(404) 928-1533
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 422-0202 EMERGENCY SERVICES
* AD DT RR N A B A PI CU HV MD *
* PT TX *

LA FAYETTE

VISTA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
702 EAST VILLANOW STREET
LA FAYETTE, GA 30728
(706) 638-5591 EXT. 103
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 882-1552 EMER ON-CALL NUMBER
* AD Y MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

LAWRENCEVILLE

GHINN/ROCKDALE/NEWTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
175 GHINN/ROCKDALE
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA 30245
(404) 965-8161 EXT. 232
* AD DT RR AM MD PR TX PV CI *

LEESBURG

THE ANCHORAGE INC
ROUTE 2
LEESBURG, GA 31763
(912) 435-5692
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

MACON

CHARTER LAKE HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
3500 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
MACON, GA 31209
(912) 474-6200 EXT. 240
HOTLINE(S):
(912) 474-6200 1ST STEP
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B CU HV MC PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

CRAISIST STABILIZATION PROGRAM
3575 FULTON MILL ROAD
MACON, GA 31206
(912) 744-9113
* AD DT RR MC MD PR TX PV CI *

MACON/BIBB COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE METHADONE PROGRAM
657 HEMLOCK STREET
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 741-8207
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD PR TX MM *
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MACON/BIBB COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
24 NEW STREET
MACON, GA 31201
(404) 741-8177
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD PR TX *
NARIETTA
STRAIGHT INC
221 AUSTELL ROAD
NARIETTA, GA 30092
(404) 424-8679
* AD RR Y CU PR TX *
NORTHEASTERN GEORGIA MENTAL HEALTH UNIT
373 CHURCH STREET
NARIETTA, GA 30092
(404) 426-3238
* AD DT AM Y A CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *
RIVERDALE
CLAYTON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRG/ALC PROG FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
315 DON HASTINGS ROAD
RIVERDALE, GA 30274
(404) 991-7622
* AD MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
ROME
NORTHWEST GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ADMISSION AND EVALUATION UNIT
1305 REDMOND STREET
BUILDING 103
ROME, GA 30165
(404) 295-6081
* AD DT MC PR TX *
STAR HOUSE INC
HALFAY HOUSE
212 1/2 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
ROME, GA 30161
(404) 291-0797
* AD RR W B H AI CU TX *
SAVANNAH
CHATHAM CLINIC FOR ADDICTIONS
607 ABERCORN STREET
SAVANNAH, GA 31401
(912) 451-2114
HOTLINE(S): (912) 232-3383
* AD W Y PG PI CU TX MM CI CS *
SMYRNA
RIDGEVIEW INSTITUTE
ADULT ADDICTIONS MEDICINE
3995 SOUTH COBB DRIVE
SMYRNA, GA 30080
(404) 434-4567
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 477-3191 24HR ASSES & REF-MOBILE
* AD DT RR AM W B CU HV MC PR CH *
* TX *
STATESBORO
PINELAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS
407 SOUTH ZETTEROMER AVENUE
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6971
HOTLINE(S):
(912) 764-6129 (912) 764-5125
* AD DT RR AM W A PG HV MC TX PV *
* CI *
WILLINGHAM HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
311 JONES MILL ROAD
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6256
HOTLINE(S): (800) 242-4955
* AD DT RR W Y A B CU HV PR CH TX *
* PV CI *
THOMASVILLE
SOUTHWESTERN GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
EVALUATION UNIT/ABUSE SERVICES
THOMASVILLE, GA 31799
(912) 228-2171
* AD DT MC PR CH TX *

GEORGIA

WM/HR DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
MIDSTEP INTENSIVE RESID CARE FACILITY
283 LOVE AVENUE
TIFTON, GA 31794
(912) 586-3537
* AD RR TX PV CI *
VALDOSTA
DISTRICT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
206 SOUTH PATTERSON STREET
HUMAN RESOURCE BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
VALDOSTA, GA 31601
(912) 333-5238
HOTLINE(S): (912) 244-4357
* AD DT RR AM W A B PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *
GREENLEAF CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2209 PINELAND DRIVE
VALDOSTA, GA 31602
(912) 247-4357
HOTLINE(S): (800) 247-2747
* AD DT RR W Y A B PI CU HV MC PR *
* CH TX *
WARNER ROBINS
PEACHELT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
202 NORTH DAVIS DRIVE
WARNER ROBINS, GA 31099
(912) 922-3041
HOTLINE(S):
(912) 922-9126 (912) 922-3041
* AD AM CU MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
WAYCROSS
SATILLA AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1505 PENDERGAST STREET
WAYCROSS, GA 31501
(912) 287-4925
HOTLINE(S): (912) 287-4925
* AD DT RR AM W A B PG PI CU HV MD TX *
* PV CI CS *
WINDER
PROJECT ADAM
COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE CENTER INC
LANTHIER STREET
WINDER, GA 30680
(404) 867-8003
HOTLINE(S):
(404) 867-8003; (404) 867-3935
* AD RR TX PV CI *
**ORIENTATION:**

- **AL** = Alcoholism Services Only
- **DA** = Drug Abuse Services Only
- **AD** = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services

**TYPE OF CARE:**

- **DT** = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)
- **RR** = Residential (24 Hour Care)
- **AM** = Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)

**STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**

- **M** = Women
- **Y** = Youth
- **A** = AIDS Patients
- **B** = Blacks

**THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**

- **MC** = Medicare
- **MD** = Medicaid
- **PR** = Private Insurance
- **CH** = CHAMPUS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**

- **TX** = Treatment
- **PV** = Prevention/Education
- **SI** = Sobering-Up Station
- **CI** = Intake/Assessment/Referral
- **CS** = Collateral Services
HONOLULU

ALU LIKE INC
1427 DILLINGHAM BOULEVARD
SUITE 205-B
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 846-8255
* AD PV *

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII
PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
245 NORTH KUKUI STREET
SUITE 100
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 557-9566
* DA PV *

CATHOLIC SERVICES TO FAMILIES
NA OHANA PULAMA
200 NORTH VINEYARD BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 235-1794
HOTLINE(S):
(808) 833-7520 CRSP AA
(808) 946-1638 CRSP AA
* AD PV CI *

COORDINATION FOR A DRUG FREE HAWAI'I
1218 MA'I'ANUENUE STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96814
(808) 524-1111
* AD PV *

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
YOUTH TRAFFIC SAFETY PROJ./DRIVER EDUC
2550 10TH AVENUE
ROOM A-12
HONOLULU, HI 96816
(808) 733-9104
* AD PV *

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
PROJECT BRIDGE
677 ALA MOANA BOULEVARD
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 587-1277
* AD RR TX *

DEPT OF HEALTH SCH HEALTH SERVS BRANCH
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM
741-A SUNSET AVENUE
ROOM 106
HONOLULU, HI 96816
(808) 733-9049
* AD PV *

DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES OF HAWAII
(DASH) HOTLINE
1031 AUAH'I STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96814
(808) 523-0704
HOTLINE(S): (808) 523-0400
* AD CI *

DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
(DASH)/DRUG FREE
1031 AUAH'I STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96814
(808) 523-0704
HOTLINE(S): (808) 523-0400
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
(DASH)/METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1031 AUAH'I STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96814
(808) 523-0704
HOTLINE(S): (808) 523-0400
* AD AM W A B H AI PG CU HV MD MM *

HAWAI'I ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
SAND ISLAND TREATMENT CTR/OUTPATIENT
1240 SAND ISLAND ACCESS ROAD
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 841-2319
HOTLINE(S):
(808) 841-2319; (808) 841-3915
* AD AM TX *

HAWAI'I ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
SAND ISLAND TREATMENT CTR/RESIDENTIAL
1240 SAND ISLAND ACCESS ROAD
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 841-2319
HOTLINE(S):
(808) 841-2319; (808) 841-3915
* AD AM TX *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICIY TRAINED TO TREAT:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CX = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
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Hawaii

MAUI KOKUA SERVICES
WAILUKU, HI 96793
(808) 244-7407
HOTLINE(S):
(808) 244-7407, (808) 244-7405
* AD CI *

MAUI YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
adolescent outpatient treatment
16 South Market Street
Suite K
WAILUKU, HI 96793
(808) 242-9757
HOTLINE(S): (808) 579-8406
* AD AM Y A AI PI CU HV TX PV *

STUDENTS STAYING STRAIGHT
1325 Lower Main Street
Suite 107
WAILUKU, HI 96793
(808) 242-9944
* AD PV CI *

WAIPAHU

CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/CENTRAL
94-239 WAIPAHU DEPOT ROAD
ROOM 216
WAIPAHU, HI 96797
(808) 671-0533
HOTLINE(S): (808) 671-0533
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/LEEWARD
94-239 WAIPAHU DEPOT ROAD
ROOM 216
WAIPAHU, HI 96797
(808) 671-0533
HOTLINE(S): (808) 671-0533
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

TEEN CHALLENGE OAHU
94-560 KAMEHAMEHA HIGHWAY
WAIPAHU, HI 96797
(808) 456-3311
* AD RR PR TX PV CS *
**IDAHO**

**ASHLAND**

ASHLAND MEMORIAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
301 MAIN STREET
ASHLAND, ID 83420
(208) 652-7461
HOTLINE(S): (208) 652-7661; (800) 244-5873
* AD DT RR AM Y PR CH TX PV CI SS *
* CS *

**BLACKFOOT**

ROAD TO RECOVERY INC
5815 W. SEXTON STREET
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221
(208) 780-6688
* AD DT RR AM PR TX *

**BOISE**

ALCOHOLISM INTERVENTION SERVICES
3436 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
FAIRVIEW PLAZA C
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 322-0846
HOTLINE(S): (208) 322-0846 9AM-6PM ONLY
* AD AM PI DH PR TX *

CARE INSTITUTE
STARTING POINT
4696 OVERLAND STREET
SUITE 460
BOISE, ID 83705
(208) 304-1944
HOTLINE(S): (800) 974-0118; (208) 463-0118
* AD DT RR AM Y A H PI CU HV TX *
* CI *

CAREUNIT
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
910 SOUTH ORCHARD STREET
SUITE 132
BOISE, ID 83705
(208) 348-1599
HOTLINE(S): (208) 348-1599 NOT GENERAL CRISIS LINE
* AD AM Y A H PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

CPC INTERMOUNTAIN HOSPITAL OF BOISE
303 NORTH ALLUMBAUGH STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 377-8400
HOTLINE(S): (208) 377-8400
* AD RR AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *
FIRST STEP FOR WOMEN
FIRST STEP FOR MEN
1818 WEST STATE STREET
BOISE, ID 83702
(208) 344-5611
* AD AM W Y H CU DM PR TX *

GEMHAVEN PSYCHOLOGICAL
2300 WEST BOISE AVENUE
BOISE, ID 83702
(208) 325-7871
HOTLINE(S): (208) 336-1127
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H PI CU *
* CU HV DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

NELSON INSTITUTE
1010 NORTH ORCHARD STREET
SUITE 1
BOISE, ID 83706
(208) 345-6300
HOTLINE(S): (208) 345-6300
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

NEW LIFE COUNSELING CENTERS
7247 POTOMAC DRIVE
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 322-8245
HOTLINE(S): (208) 322-8245
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NORTHVIEW HOSPITAL
DBA NORTHVIEW
8050 NORTHVIEW STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 327-0504
HOTLINE(S): (800) 843-2207
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX CI SS CS *

NORTHWEST PASSAGES AND COUNSELING CTR
131 NORTH ALLUMBAUGH STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 322-5922
HOTLINE(S): (808) 634-2638
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

THE AERIE INC
9600 BROOKSIDE LANE
BOISE, ID 83705
(208) 939-4191
* AD RR AM PR TX PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAMS
500 WEST FORT STREET
BOISE, ID 83702
(208) 338-7293
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PI CU HV *
* PR TX PV CI *

COEUR D'ALENE

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
ANCHOR HOUSE
1609 GOVERNMENT WAY
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
(208) 667-3340
* AD RR M Y A B H PI CU HV DM *
* TX CI CS *

PORT OF HOPE NORTH
218 NORTH 23RD STREET
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
(208) 664-3300
HOTLINE(S): (800) 246-6130
* AD W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX PV CI SS CS *

GOODING

WALKER CENTER
1120A MONTANA STREET
GOODING, ID 83350
(208) 954-8461
HOTLINE(S): (800) 227-4190 IN IDAHO
(208) 954-8461
* AD DT RR M Y PG PI CU MC PR CH *
* TX MM *

ONIONI

NORTHWEST PASSAGES AND COUNSELING CTR
131 NORTH ALLUMBAUGH STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 322-5922
HOTLINE(S): (808) 634-2638
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:**
- AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:**
- DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
- RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**
- W = WOMEN
- Y = YOUTH
- A = AIDS PATIENTS
- B = BLACKS

** THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**
- MD = MEDICAID
- PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
- CH = CHAMPS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
- TX = TREATMENT
- MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
- PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
- CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
- SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
- CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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IDAHO FALLS
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
PHOENIX CENTER
163 EAST ELVA STREET
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208) 529-0844
HOTLINE(S):
(208) 529-0844; (208) 522-6012
* AD DT RR AM W Y H AI PG PI CU DM *
* PR TX CI *
ASPER CREST COUNSELING CENTER
1970 EAST 17TH STREET
SUITE 206
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404
(208) 523-4072
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 423-3710 IDAHO ONLY
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

LEWISTON
SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
415 6TH STREET
LEWISTON, ID 83501
(208) 743-2511
HOTLINE(S): (208) 799-5700
* AD PV CI CS *

MOSCOV
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTER
316 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MOSCOV, ID 83843
(208) 743-0188
* AD RR AM PR TX PV CI *

NAMPA
CARE INSTITUTE
STARTING POINT
508 EAST FLORIDA STREET
NAMPA, ID 83686
(208) 465-0118
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 974-0118; (208) 463-0118
* AD DT RR AM W Y H AI PG PI CU HV *
* TX CI SS *

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNITS
1512 12TH AVENUE ROAD
NAMPA, ID 83686
(208) 466-4531
HOTLINE(S):
(208) 466-4531; (208) 888-1777
* AD DT RR AM W Y A H CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

GROFINO
STATE HOSPITAL NORTH
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
STATE HOSPITAL NORTH DRIVE
GROFINO, ID 83544
(208) 476-8513 EXT. 241
* AD RR A HV PR TX *

LEWISTON
COEUR D'ALENE TRIBE BENEDAH MED CTR
FAMILY HEALING CENTER
1115 B STREET
PLUMMER, ID 83851
(208) 686-1449
* AD AM AI DM TX PV CI CS *

POCATELLO
ASPEN CREST HOSP AND COUNSELING CTRS
LIFE WORKS PROGRAM
797 HOSPITAL WAY
POCATELLO, ID 83201
(208) 234-0797
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 423-3710 IN IDAHO
(800) 677-0797
* AD DT RR AM W Y AI DW MC PR CH *
* TX *

POCATELLO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
DAYSpring
777 HOSPITAL WAY
POCATELLO, ID 83201
(208) 234-0777
HOTLINE(S): (208) 234-0777
* AD DT RR AM W H AI CU DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

TWIN FALLS
PORT OF HOPE CENTERS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER INC
425 2ND AVENUE NORTH
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301
(208) 734-5180
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 531-6430; (208) 734-5180
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DH PR TX PV CI SS CS *
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ILLINOIS

BENSENVILLE
BENSENVILLE HOME SOCIETY
LIFELINK
331 SOUTH YORK ROAD
BENSENVILLE, IL 60106
(708) 766-5800
* AD AM B H DH TX PV CI *

BLOOMINGDALE
BLOOMINGDALE TOWNSHIP
COMMITTEE ON YOUTH
123 NORTH ROSEDALE STREET
SUITE 100
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108
(708) 893-6685
* AD PV *

BLOOMINGTON
CHESTNUT HEALTH SYSTEMS
LIGHTHOUSE/BLOOMINGTON YOUTH
702 WEST CHESTNUT STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
* AD RR AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CHESTNUT HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
LIGHTHOUSE/ADULT
1003 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR DRIVE
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
* AD DT RR AM DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

PROJECT OZ
502 SOUTH MORRIS STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-0377
* AD PV *

BLUE ISLAND
GUIDLHAUS HALFAY HOUSE
2413 SOUTH CANAL STREET
BLUE ISLAND, IL 60406
(708) 385-3228
HOTLINE(S): (708) 385-3228
* AD RR A B H AI PI CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI *

BOLINGBROOK
INDIIZ INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
ADDICTIONS COUNSELING AND PREV EDUC
3 H MILDWOOD LANE
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60440
(708) 759-0747
* AD PV *

LIFE WORKS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTERS
420 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
SUITE 250
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60440
(708) 759-5750
* AD AM Y A B CU HV MD PR TX MM CI *
* CS *

WILL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTION SERVICES
241 CANTERBURY LANE
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60440
(708) 759-8833
* AD AM M A H CU DH MC MD PR TX *

BOURBONNAIS
BROOKS AND JOHNSON ASSOCIATES
TREATMENT SERVICES
19 HERITAGE PLAZA
SUITE 208
BOURBONNAIS, IL 60914
(815) 937-1264
* AD AM TX *

BUFFALO GROVE
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1111 LAKE COOK ROAD
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089
(708) 537-6677
* AD AM M Y MD PR TX PV CI *

CALUMET CITY
SUCCESS CENTER
THE CITY OF CALUMET CITY
165 167TH STREET
CALUMET CITY, IL 60409
(708) 891-8696
HOTLINE(S): (708) 891-8696
9-5 M-F OTHERM ANS MACH
* AD PV CI *

CANTON
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF
FULTON AND MC DONOUGH COUNTIES
229 MARTIN AVENUE
CANTON, IL 61520
(309) 647-1801
HOTLINE(S): (309) 647-1801
* AD AM M HC MD PR CH TX PV *

PROCTOR CHEMICAL DEP CENTER AT GRAHAM
210 WEST WALNUT STREET
CANTON, IL 61520
(309) 647-0070
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CARBONDALE
JACKSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREV/TRT (ADAPT)
604 EAST COLLEGE STREET
ARLINGTON BUILDING
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 457-6703
HOTLINE(S): (618) 549-3351
* AD AM M A B AI PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* CH TX PV *

CARLINVILLE
MACOUPIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CENTER
100 NORTH SIDE SQUARE
CARLINVILLE, IL 62626
(217) 854-3166
HOTLINE(S): (217) 854-3166;
(217) 854-3167
* AD AM Y Y PG PI CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

CAROL STREAM
OUTREACH COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
345 SOUTH PRESIDENT STREET
CAROL STREAM, IL 60188
(708) 260-7600
* AD PV *

CARROLLTON
TRI COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPOST
302 5TH STREET
CARROLLTON, IL 62016
(217) 942-6971
HOTLINE(S): (618) 486-6581
EMER/CRISES SERVICE
* AD AM Y PI CU DH MD PR TX *

CARY
ADVANTAGE GROUP INC
8807 CARY/ALGONQUIN ROAD
CARY, IL 60011
(708) 516-0500
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CASEYVILLE
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CASEYVILLE FACILITY
600 WEST LINCOLN STREET
CASEYVILLE, IL 62232
(618) 345-3970
* AD DT RR MD PR TX *

CENTRALIA
COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
101 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
CENTRALIA, IL 62801
(618) 533-1391
HOTLINE(S): (618) 533-1391
* AD AM Y DH MC MD PR TX PV CI *

CHAMPAIGN
CARLE CLINIC ASSOCIATION
NEW CHOICE ADULT OUTPT ALC/DRUG RECOV
809 WEST CHURCH STREET
CARLE PAVILION
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 373-1777
HOTLINE(S):
(217) 373-1700
24 HR ASSESSMT SERVICE
* AD AM PR CH TX *
ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO  
OFFICE OF CATH EDUC/SUBST ABUSE PREV  
159 EAST SUPERIOR STREET  
CHICAGO, IL 60611  
(312) 751-5237

* AD PV *

ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF CHICAGO  
2650 WEST HIRSCH STREET  
CHICAGO, IL 60622  
(312) 255-7703

* AD AM W Y B H AI HV MD PR TX *

BRASS FOUNDATION INC  
BRASS ESSENCE HOUSE  
1223 WEST MARQUETTE ROAD  
CHICAGO, IL 60636  
(312) 874-7200

* AD RR W B MD PR TX *

BRASS FOUNDATION INC  
BRASS II  
8000 SOUTH RACINE AVENUE  
CHICAGO, IL 60620  
(312) 937-2700

* DA AM W A B PG CU HV MD PR TX MM *

* CI *

BRASS FOUNDATION INC  
BRASS TAPESTRY YOUTH SERVICES  
950 EAST 61ST STREET  
CHICAGO, IL 60615  
(312) 324-2551

* AD AM W Y B PG CU HV MD PR TX PV *

* CS *

BRASS I/ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE AND DRUG FREE FAMILIES WITH A FUTURE  
514 EAST 50TH PLACE  
CHICAGO, IL 60615  
(312) 538-3400

* AD AM W A B PG HV DW MD PR TX MM *

BROTHERHOOD AGAINST SLAVERY TO ADDICTN (BASTA) DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM  
3054-56 WEST CERMACK ROAD  
CHICAGO, IL 60623  
(312) 521-7007

* DA AM A B H PG HV MD MM *

CATHEDRAL SHELTER OF CHICAGO  
HIGGINS HALFWAY HOUSE  
207 SOUTH ASHLAND BOULEVARD  
CHICAGO, IL 60607  
(312) 997-3154

HOTLINE(S):  
(312) 666-3645; (312) 997-9354

* AD RR A B H AI CU HV DH TX *

CATHEDRAL SHELTER OF CHICAGO  
HIGGINS RECOVERY HOME PHASE II  
1668 WEST OGDEN AVENUE  
CHICAGO, IL 60607  
(312) 997-3148

HOTLINE(S):  
(312) 666-3645; (312) 997-9354

* AD RR A B H AI CU HV DH TX *
ENGLEWOOD COMM HEALTH ORGANIZATION
RECOVERY HOME PROGRAM
1503-05 WEST 68TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60636
(312) 962-5592
* AD RR B C U HV MD PR TX CI *

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT
757 NORTH LA SALLE STREET
3RD FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 943-6545
* AD AM H B H PG CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX MM *

FULFILLING OUR RESPONSIBILITY UNTO
MANKIND (FORUM) SA PREVENTION SERVICES
7510 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 933-5700
* AD PV *

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT
2655 NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 929-8265
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV MD TX *
* MM PV CI *

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT/SOUTH
2615 WEST 63RD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60629
(312) 476-0622
* AD AM H PG MD PR TX *

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
COOK COUNTY JAIL/SATC
2700 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 690-5667
* AD AM H B H AI CU TX *

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
KEDZIE FACILITY
1706 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 227-6040
* AD RR H B CU HV PR TX *

HEALTH CARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
OUTPATIENT
1736 WEST 47TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 254-5141
* AD AM H B H CU HV DM MD PR TX *
* CI *

HEALTHCARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
RESIDENTIAL
1949 NORTH HUMBOLDT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 252-2666
* AD RR A H PI CU HV MD PR TX *

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
BILLIE HOLIDAY CENTER
131 EAST 111TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 995-4637
* DA AM H B H CU HV MD MM *

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
INNER CITY YOUTH LEADER INSTITUTE
417 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
SUITE 300
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 785-9580
* AD PV *

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES WEST
2207 WEST 18TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 226-6989
* AD RR B H CU TX PV CI *

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
SOUTHEAST RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
8731 SOUTH EXCHANGE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 374-0411
* DA RR B H CU HV MD TX *

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
WOMENS TREATMENT SERVICES AT ROSELAND
11352 SOUTH STATE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 785-4955
* AD RR AM H B PG CU HV TX PV *

ILLINOIS MASONIC MEDICAL CENTER
CTR FOR ADDICTION MEDICINE/CLEANSTART
919 WEST WELLINGTON AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 477-2000
HOTLINE(S): (312) 477-2000
* AD DT RR AM H B H CU HV MC PR CH *
* TX *

INTERVENTIONS
CENTRAL INTAKE
1234 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 100
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 663-1020
HOTLINE(S): (312) 663-1020, (312) 239-2370
* AD CI *
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD PROGRAM WALSH RESIDENCE
5517 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 728-2309
* AD PV *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCY PROG/SOUTH
3220 WEST 115TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 881-1900
* AD AM Y A B H PG CU HV DM MD * 
* PR TX CS *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE FOR MEN
1640 WEST MORSE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 338-5105
* AD RR A B CU HV PR TX PV CI CS *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE SOUTH
7843 SOUTH ESSEX AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 933-0666
* AD RR TX CI *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE WOMENS RESIDENCE
1710 WEST LUNT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 338-8485
* AD RR M B H AI PG CU HV PR TX CI *

MERCY MEDICAL AT PRESIDENTIAL TOWERS
614 WEST MONROE TOWER 3
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 902-4000
* AD AM DH PR TX PV CI *

MERCY MEDICAL ON PULASKI
5635 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60629
(312) 585-1955
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

MEXICAN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE OF
SOUTH CHICAGO/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV
2959 EAST 91ST STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60617
(312) 978-6441
* AD PV *

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL/MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CALIFORNIA AND 15TH STREETS
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 650-6509
* AD PV *

NEAR NORTH HEALTH SERVICES
WINFIELD MOODY HEALTH CENTER
1276 NORTH CLYBURN STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 337-1073
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV MD PR TX *

NEM CITY YMCA
755 WEST NORTH AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 266-1242
* AD PV *

NIA COMP CTR FOR DEVEL DISABILITIES
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED DRINKER
151-153 WEST 75TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 873-2300
* AL AM W B TX *

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
U.S. PROB OFFICE DRUG AFTER CARE SERV
219 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
ROOM 1100
CHICAGO, IL 60604
(312) 435-5700
* AD CI *

NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH
LOGAN SQUARE/ARI/GSAP
6417 WEST IRVING PARK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60634
(312) 777-7112
* AD PV *

NORTHWESTERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM/ADMIN
440 EAST ONTARIO STREET
8TH FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 908-1511
* HOTLINE(S): (312) 908-2255
* AD AM MC PR TX PV *

PILSEN LITTLE VILLAGE CHMC
1858 WEST CERMACK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 226-1120
* AD AM W H PG DH MD TX *

POLISH MELFARE ASSOCIATION
STARTING POINT
3834 NORTH CICERO AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60641
(312) 282-0226
* AL AM MC PR TX PV CI *

PREVENTION PARTNERSHIP
5956 WEST LAKE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 376-4195
* AD PV *
### RUSH/PRESBYTERIAN ST LUKES MEDICAL CTR
- PROJECT SUCCESS AND INFANT MORTALITY
  - 2126 SOUTH PRAIRIE AVENUE
  - CHICAGO, IL 60616
  - (312) 942-5273
  - * AD AM MC PR TX PV CI CS *

### SAFER FOUNDATION
- SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
  - 1720 WEST POLK STREET
  - MARSHALL FIELD TOWER CENTER
  - CHICAGO, IL 60612
  - (312) 922-2200
  - * AD PV *

### SAINT AUGUSTINES CENTER FOR AMERICAN INDIANS INC
- 4512 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
  - CHICAGO, IL 60640
  - (312) 784-1050
  - * AD PV CI CS *

### SALVATION ARMY
- HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
  - 1515 WEST MONROE STREET
  - CHICAGO, IL 60607
  - (312) 621-5753
  - * AD RR A B PI CU HV MD TX *

### SOUTH EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
- 9101 SOUTH EXCHANGE AVENUE
  - CHICAGO, IL 60617
  - (312) 751-9100
  - * AD AM H Y B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *

### SOUTH EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
- SOUTH SHORE YOUTH PROGRAM
  - 7257 SOUTH JEFFERY BOULEVARD
  - CHICAGO, IL 60649
  - (312) 363-4545
  - * AD AM H Y B PG CU MD PR TX *

### SOUTHWEST YMCA
- ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
  - 3801 WEST 127TH STREET
  - CHICAGO, IL 60658
  - (708) 385-6700
  - * AD AM Y MD TX PV CI CS *

### SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
- 701 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
  - CHICAGO, IL 60607
  - (312) 829-2002
  - * DA AM H A B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *
  - * MM CI *

### SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
- OUTPATIENT UNIT
  - 2101 SOUTH INDIANA AVENUE
  - CHICAGO, IL 60616
  - (312) 808-3210
  - * AD AM H B H PG CU HV MD MM CI *

### SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
- PROJECT SUCCESS AND INFANT MORTALITY
  - 2126 SOUTH PRAIRIE AVENUE
  - CHICAGO, IL 60616
  - (312) 942-5273
  - * AD AM H PG CU MD MM CI *

### TARNOFSKY COUNSELING AND CLINICAL SERV
- 5842 WEST DIVERSEY STREET
  - ROOM 107
  - CHICAGO, IL 60639
  - (312) 622-7673
  - HOTLINE(S): (312) 622-7673
  - * AD AM H A B H DM MC PR TX PV CI *

### VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
- ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
  - 820 SOUTH DAMEN AVENUE
  - ROOM 116A
  - CHICAGO, IL 60608
  - (312) 666-6500 EXT. 2944
  - * AL RR AM PR TX PV CI CS *

### WEST SIDE HOLISTIC FAMILY CENTER
- WUIJMA HOUSE OUTPATIENT UNIT
  - 839 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE
  - CHICAGO, IL 60651
  - (312) 626-9750
  - * AD AM H B H PG CU MD TX *

### WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
- 63 EAST ADAMS STREET
  - CHICAGO, IL 60603
  - (312) 939-7047
  - * DA AM PR MM *

### WILLIAMSON ORGANIZATION
- ENTRY HOUSE
  - 1447 EAST 65TH STREET
  - CHICAGO, IL 60637
  - (312) 493-6116
  - * AD RR A B H AI PG PI CU TX PV CI *

### WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION
- RESIDENTIAL REHAB PROGRAM
  - 1447 EAST 65TH STREET
  - CHICAGO, IL 60637
  - (312) 493-6116
  - * AD RR A B H CU HV MD TX *

### YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
- NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/AUSTIN
  - 5912 WEST DIVISION STREET
  - CHICAGO, IL 60651
  - (312) 379-3600
  - * AD AM Y B MD PR TX PV *

### YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
- NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/IRVING PARK
  - 6417 WEST IRVING PARK ROAD
  - CHICAGO, IL 60634
  - (312) 777-7112
  - * AD AM Y MD PR TX PV *

### YOUTH PROJECT INC
- 3942 WEST NORTH AVENUE
  - CHICAGO, IL 60647
  - (312) 772-6270
  - HOTLINE(S): (312) 772-6270
  - * AD AM H Y A B H PG CU TX PV *

### YOUTH SERVICES INC
- EVERGREEN PARK
  - 9415 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE
  - SUITE 100
  - CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60620
  - (312) 259-6840
  - * AD PR TX *

### INTERACTION INSTITUTE ALDERIAN FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
- 2400 WEST 95TH STREET
  - SUITE 401
  - CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60642
  - (708) 422-1848
  - * AD AM Y CU TX PV CI CS *

### CLARKTON
- DENITT COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
- SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
  - 1150 ROUTE 84 WEST
  - CLINTON, IL 61727
  - (217) 935-9496
  - HOTLINE(S): (217) 935-9496
  - * AD AM H MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

### DANVILLE
- CROSSPOINT HUMAN SERVICES
  - 509 NORTH LOGAN AVENUE
  - DANVILLE, IL 61832
  - (217) 442-3200
  - HOTLINE(S):
    - (217) 442-3200 EMER #2 STAFF ON CALL
    - * AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DM MD PR *
    - CH TX PV CI *

### HOUSING AUTHORITY OF CITY OF DANVILLE
- SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
  - 1607 CLYMAN LANE
  - DANVILLE, IL 61832
  - (217) 443-0621
  - HOTLINE(S):
    - (217) 431-7062 HOTLINE FOR SUBST ABUSE
    - * AD PV CI *

---
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151
EDUCATION STREET SERVICE!

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER

OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
76 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 742-3545
* AD AM Y A PI CU HV MD PR TX *

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER

PASSAGE PROGRAM
80 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 888-8315
* AD AM W A B PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

KENNETH W YOUNG CENTER
IN TOUCH
1001 ROHLINGEN ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
(708) 529-8800
* AD PV *

ELMHURST

LIFE EDUCATION CENTER FOUNDATION
180 WEST PARK AVENUE
SUITE 160
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 530-8999
HOTLINE(S): (800) 545-8999
* AD PV *

Evanston

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES (OUTPATIENT)
355 RIDGE AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60202
(312) 492-6385
* AD AM W A B PG PI CU HV DW MD MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

FOREST PARK

SUBURBAN CLINICAL SERVICES PC
10030 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
FOREST PARK, IL 60130
(708) 795-4747
HOTLINE(S): (708) 795-4747
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

FOXBORO

WESTERN LAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEP TREATMENT PROGRAM
17 WEST GRAND AVENUE
FOX LAKE, IL 60020
(708) 587-9700
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

FRANKLIN PARK

LEYDEN FAMILY SERVICE/MH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
10001 WEST GRAND AVENUE
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131
(708) 451-0330
HOTLINE(S): (708) 451-1100
* AD AM CU DW MC MD PR TX PV CI *

YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/LEYDEN
10013-15 WEST GRAND AVENUE
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131
(708) 455-8445
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV *

FREEPORT

FREEPORT Drug Education and Prevention Project/Youth Services
1133 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4103
HOTLINE(S): (815) 233-4357
* AD PV *

JANE ADDAMS FAMILY SERVICES INTOUCH
1133 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4357
* AD PV *

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR COMMUNITY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
511 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 233-9915
* AD PV *

SOJOURN HOUSE INC
565 NORTH TURNER AVENUE
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-6121
* AD RR AM Y DH MD PR TX *

GREAT LAKES

COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER (CAAC)
NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
BUILDING 42/TOPSIDE
GREAT LAKES, IL 60060
(708) 688-3604
* AD AM B TX CI *

GREENVILLE

BOND COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALC/DRUG SERVICES AND ADOLESCENT TREATMENT SERVICES
503 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
GREENVILLE, IL 62246
(618) 664-2445
* EX TS *
HOTLINE(S):
(618) 664-4073 CONTR M/CRISES SERVICES
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CI *

HANOVER PARK

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
7631 ASTOR STREET
HANOVER PARK, IL 60130
(708) 837-6445
* AD AM Y A PI CU HV MD PR TX *
ARVEY
FOUNDATION I CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
ETHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
5400 SOUTH PAGE AVENUE
ARVEY, IL 60426
708) 339-8861
DA AH HV MD HM PV *

ERYC COUNSELING AT MARKHAM
6601 SOUTH KEDZE STREET
SUITE 106
ARVEY, IL 60426
708) 333-1122
AL AH DH MC MD PR TX PV CI *

HAZEL CREST
OUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
909 CHEKER SQUARE
SECTION D
HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
708) 957-2854
AD DT RR AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ERRIN
ASSOCIATED PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
20 WEST WALNUT STREET
ERRIN, IL 62940
618) 988-1757
OTLINE(S): (618) 980-1757
AD AH W A PG CU HV DM PR CH TX * PV CI *

ILLSBORO
ONTGOMERY COUNTY
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM
OUTE 165
ILLSBORO, IL 62049
217) 532-2001
OTLINE(S): 217) 532-2001 WORK HOURS
217) 324-5051 24 HOURS
AD AH DM MD PR TX PV CI *

ILHES
ET AFFAIRS EDWARD HINES JR HOSPITAL
UG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
DEPARTMENT 116
INES, IL 60141
708) 343-7200
AD RR AM A CU HV TX MM *

HOOSDALE
NIVERS 
IUNG ADULT ADOLESCENT
1 NORTH OAK STREET
HOOSDALE, IL 60021
(708) 867-2000
* AD DT RR DM PR TX *

HOFFMAN ESTATES
SPECTRUM YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
AGENCY OF THE TOWNSHIP OF Schaumburg
25 ILLINOIS BOULEVARD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL 60194
(708) 884-6212
HOTLINE(S):
(708) 884-6212 ANS AFT HRS BY TALKLINE
* AD PV CI *

HOPEDALE
HOPEDALE HALL ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
RAILROAD AND TREMONT STREETS
HOPEDALE, IL 61747
(309) 449-3212 EXT. 400
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 354-7089 OUT OF STATE INFO REFER
(800) 344-0824 ILLINOIS
AD RR AM DM PR TX *

IRVING
CONTINUING RECOVERY CENTER
CENTRAL AT VINE
IRVING, IL 62051
(217) 533-4441
AD *

JACKSONVILLE
JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY CENTER FOR
THE DEAF
907 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 265-2562
* AD PV CS *

THE WELLS CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1500 LINCOLN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 265-1871
* AD AM W Y PG CU HW DM MC MD PR TX *
* CI CS *

THE WELLS CENTER
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1300 LINCOLN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 265-1871
* AD DT RR W B PG PI CU DM PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

NEW DAY CENTER OF HINSDALE HOSPITAL
120 NORTH OAK STREET
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(708) 867-2000
* AD DT RR DM MC PR TX *

HOFFMAN ESTATES
SPECTRUM YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
AGENCY OF THE TOWNSHIP OF Schaumburg
25 ILLINOIS BOULEVARD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL 60194
(708) 884-6212
HOTLINE(S):
(708) 884-6212 ANS AFT HRS BY TALKLINE
* AD PV CI *

HOPEDALE
HOPEDALE HALL ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
RAILROAD AND TREMONT STREETS
HOPEDALE, IL 61747
(309) 449-3212 EXT. 400
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 354-7089 OUT OF STATE INFO REFER
(800) 344-0824 ILLINOIS
AD RR AM DM PR TX *

IRVING
CONTINUING RECOVERY CENTER
CENTRAL AT VINE
IRVING, IL 62051
(217) 533-4441
AD *

JACKSONVILLE
JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY CENTER FOR
THE DEAF
907 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 265-2562
* AD PV CS *

THE WELLS CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1500 LINCOLN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 265-1871
* AD AM W Y PG CU HW DM MC MD PR TX *
* CI CS *

THE WELLS CENTER
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1300 LINCOLN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 265-1871
* AD DT RR W B PG PI CU DM PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

NEW DAY CENTER OF HINSDALE HOSPITAL
120 NORTH OAK STREET
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(708) 867-2000
* AD DT RR DM MC PR TX *

JERSEYVILLE
RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
301 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
JERSEYVILLE, IL 62052
(618) 498-6874
* AD AM W Y DM PR TX PV CI CS *

TRI COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
104 NORTH STATE STREET
JERSEYVILLE, IL 62052
(618) 498-9587
HOTLINE(S):
(618) 498-6881 EMER/CRI/SERVICE
AD AM W Y PI CU DW MD PR TX *

JOLIET
HEALY AND ASSOCIATES
121 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60455
(815) 727-4611
AD AM W Y DM PR TX CI *

LIFEWORXS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
OTTAWA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
214 NORTH OTTAWA STREET
JOLIET, IL 60431
(815) 909-7034
AD AM W Y MB HV DM PR TX CI *

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
333 NORTH MADISON STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 727-7545
HOTLINE(S): (815) 726-7545
AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

SILVER CROSS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1200 MAPLE ROAD
JOLIET, IL 60432
(815) 750-7034
HOTLINE(S): (815) 740-4739
AD AM W Y PI CU HV DP MD PR TX *

STEPPING STONES INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE
1621 THEODORE STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 744-4655
AD RR B PI CU HV PR TX *

STEPPING STONES INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1621 THEODORE STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 744-4555
* AD AM MD PR TX *
ILLINOIS

STEPPING STONES INC
RESIDENTIAL SHORT TERM
1621 THEODORE STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 744-4654
* AD RR MD PR TX *

STEPPING STONES INC
WOMENS EXTENDED CARE
1621 THEODORE STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 744-4659
* AD RR H B PG CU HV PR TX *

WILL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTION SERVICES
501 ELLA AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60433
(815) 727-8772
* AD AM H MC MD PR TX *

JUSTICE
MERCY MEDICAL IN JUSTICE
81ST STREET AND KEAN AVENUE
JUSTICE, IL 60440
(708) 594-3522
* AD AM DN PR TX PV CI *

KANKAKEE
AUNT MARTHAS YOUTH SERVICE CENTER INC
187 SOUTH SCHUYLER STREET
SUITE 420
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-0100
* AD AM H Y B PG CU MD TX *

DUANE DEAN RECOVERY CLINIC
THRESHOLD MM/HOPE POLYDRUG
700 EAST COURT STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 939-0125
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX MH *

KANKAKEE COUNTY REGIONAL
OFFICE OF EDUCATION/IN TOUCH
189 EAST COURT STREET
SUITE 400
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-3940
* AD PV *

NEW HOPE COUNSELING CENTER
150 NORTH SCHUYLER AVENUE
SUITE 1002
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 935-7771
* AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU HV HM PR *
* TX *

PARKSIDE LODGE SOUTH
RESOLVE CENTER
401 NORTH WALL STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 935-1804
HOTLINE(S): (800) 465-3565
* AD AM MD PR CH TX CI CS *

KEMANEE
HOUSING AUTHORITY OF HENRY COUNTY
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
FAIRVIEW APARTMENTS
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
KEMANEE, IL 61443
(309) 852-2801
* AD PV *

LA SALLE
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
535 3RD STREET
LA SALLE, IL 61301
(815) 223-6678
HOTLINE(S): (815) 223-6678
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

LAKE VILLA
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
LAKE VILLA FACILITY
25460 WEST CEDARCREST LANE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-8205
* AD RR H B HV MD PR TX *

GATEWAY YOUTH CARE FOUNDATION
25460 WEST CEDARCREST LANE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-8292
* AD RR Y MD PR CH TX *

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
OUTPATIENT SUBST ABUSE NW SATELLITE
121 EAST GRAND AVENUE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-0050
HOTLINE(S): (708) 872-4242
* AD AM H Y CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *

LIBERTYVILLE
ALLIANCE INSTITUTE FOR THE
TREATMENT OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
501 WEST PETERSON ROAD
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60040
(708) 680-3842
* AD AM PR TX *

CONDELL MEDICAL CENTER
LIVING FREE/OUTPT ADDICTION RECOV PROG
345 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 816-7867
* AD AM H CU PR CH TX *

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1125 NORTH MILWAUKEE ROAD
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 362-7494
HOTLINE(S): (708) 872-4245
* AD RR H Y A B H PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI *

LINCOLN
ABRAHAM LINCOLN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
315 8TH STREET
LINCOLN, IL 62656
(217) 732-2161
HOTLINE(S): (217) 732-3600
* AD AM Y HV DM MD PR CH TX PV *

LOMBARD
DU PAGE COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL SERVICES INC
1156 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 620-8130
* AD AM H CU HV DM PR TX *

PATRICIA ELY AND ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM ELY AND ASSOCIATES
450 22ND STREET
SUITE 170
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 620-8323
* AD AM H Y CU HV PR TX CI CS *

MACOMB
CMHC OF FULTON/MCDONOUGH COUNTIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
301 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
MACOMB, IL 61455
(309) 833-2191
HOTLINE(S): (309) 647-1881
* AD AM H MD PR CH TX PV *

MANTENO
PARKSIDE LODGE SOUTH/RESOLVE CENTER
411 DIVISION STREET
MANTENO, IL 60950
(815) 468-3241
HOTLINE(S): (800) 435-6625; (815) 468-3241
* AD MT PR AM H A B H H PI CU *
* HV MC MD PR TX CI *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
BRANDEN HOUSE
800 BRAMBLE STREET
MANTENO, IL 60950
(815) 468-6656
* AD RR H TX MM CI *

MARION
FRANKLIN/WILLIAMSON HUMAN SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1185-07 WEST MAIN STREET
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
HOTLINE(S): (618) 985-3315
* AD RR AM H Y B A H H PI CU HV MD PR *
* CH TX PV *
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY AND CAMP NV 15 COMMUNITY SERVICES/PSYCHOLOGY SERVICES
1701 AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-5900
* ADAM Y MD PR TX PV CI *

MARYVILLE
CHESTNUT HEALTH SYSTEMS INC LIGHTHOUSE/MARYVILLE YOUTH SERVICES
2140 VADALABESE ROAD
MARYVILLE, IL 60062
(630) 288-3100
* AD RY MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
513 NORTH 15TH STREET
MATTION, IL 61936
(217) 348-8108
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
416 NORTH 15TH STREET
MATTION, IL 61936
(217) 348-8108
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CHOICE
MATTION, IL 61938
(217) 234-9636
* AD PV *

MAYWOOD
COOK COUNTY SHERIFFS YOUTH SERVICES IN TOUCH
1401 MAYBROOK DRIVE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 865-2900
* AD PV *

HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
HIP HOUSE
308 SOUTH 5TH AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-1275
* DA AM MD MM *

THE WAY BACK INN INC
HALFAY HOUSE I
104 OAK STREET
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 345-8422
* AL BR B H CU HV PR TX *

THE WAY BACK INN INC
HALFAY HOUSE II
201 SOUTH 2ND AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-2785
* AL BR B H CU HV PR TX *

YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/PROVISO
1701 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-5900
* ADAM Y MD PR TX PV CI *

MCHEIY
FAMILY SERVICE AND CMHC FOR MCHEIY COUNTY
5320 WEST ELM STREET
MCHEIY, IL 60050
(815) 385-6400
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 892-8900; (815) 385-6400
* AD AM Y H PG CU DW MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

MELROSE PARK
GOTTLEIB MEMORIAL HOSPITAL LIFE STYLE INSTITUTE
675 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MELROSE PARK, IL 60160
(708) 450-5750
* AD AM CR PR TX *

WESTLAKE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
1225 LAKE STREET
MELROSE PARK, IL 60160
(708) 681-3000 EXT. 3561
HOTLINE(S):
(708) 343-2870
* AD RY RR AM MC PR TX CI *

MENDOTA
MENDOTA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
DIV/OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1315 MEMORIAL DRIVE
MENDOTA, IL 61342
(815) 539-7461 EXT. 249
* AD DT AR AM CR PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

MOLINE
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER AT
TRINITY MEDICAL CENTER
501 10TH AVENUE
MOLINE, IL 61265
(309) 757-2900
HOTLINE(S):
(309) 757-2900
* AD RY RR AM Y CU MC PR TX CI *

MONTICELLO
PIATT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
125 WEST LAFAYETTE STREET
MONTICELLO, IL 61856
(217) 762-5371
HOTLINE(S):
(217) 762-5371; (217) 762-7521
* AD AM MW MC MD PR TX PV CI *

MOUNT CARMEL
MABASH COUNTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COUNSELING SERVICES DIVISION
130 WEST 7TH STREET
MOUNT CARMEL, IL 62863
(618) 263-3673
HOTLINE(S): (800) 992-9129
* AD AM Y HV DH TX *

MOUNT PROSPECT
BRYANT AND ASSOCIATES
1060 WEST NM HIGHWAY
SUITE 108
MOUNT PROSPECT, IL 60056
(708) 255-8666
HOTLINE(S):
(708) 255-3666
* AD AM H CU PR CH TX CS *

MOUNT STERLING
BROWN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
111 WEST MASHINGSTON STREET
MOUNT STERLING, IL 62551
(217) 775-3325
* AD AM PR TX CI CS *

MOUNT VERNON
JEFFERSON COUNTY COMP SERVICES INC
VANTAGE POINT
ROUTE 37 NORTH
MOUNT VERNON, IL 62864
(618) 242-5835
HOTLINE(S):
(618) 242-1512 SUBST ABUSE & MENT HLTH
* AD DT RR AM Y PI CU DW MD PR *
* TX PV *

MUNDELEIN
PARKSIDE RECOVERY PROGRAM AT MUNDELEIN
26647 NORTH HIGHWAY 21
MUNDELEIN, IL 60060
(708) 634-2020
HOTLINE(S):
(708) 634-2020
* AD DT RR AM PR TX PV *

NAPERVILLE
FVSC CARE CLINICS INC
600 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540
(708) 896-4650
* AA AM MD PR TX *

NAPERVILLE TASK FORCE FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH
NAPERVILLE, IL 60567
(708) 355-4385
* AD PV *
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nashville</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WASHINGTON COUNTY&lt;br&gt;OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM&lt;br&gt;HOLZHAUER DRIVE&lt;br&gt;NASHVILLE, IL 62623&lt;br&gt;(618) 327-5348&lt;br&gt;HOTLINE(S): (618) 397-0963</td>
<td>* AD AM MD PR TX *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Chicago</strong></td>
<td>VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER&lt;br&gt;SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM&lt;br&gt;BUILDING 11&lt;br&gt;North Chicago, IL 60664&lt;br&gt;(708) 686-1900 EXT. 3740&lt;br&gt;HOTLINE(S): (708) 869-6315</td>
<td>* AD DR DM TX *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oak Lawn</strong></td>
<td>ASSOCIATES IN ALC AND DRUG COUNSELING&lt;br&gt;8958 SOUTH RIDGELAND AVENUE&lt;br&gt;Suite 100&lt;br&gt;OAK LAWN, IL 60453&lt;br&gt;(708) 233-0171&lt;br&gt;AD AM H PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM H PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phoenix</strong></td>
<td>PHOENIX COUNSELING AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION&lt;br&gt;8958 SOUTH RIDGELAND AVENUE&lt;br&gt;Suite 100&lt;br&gt;OAK LAWN, IL 60453&lt;br&gt;(708) 233-0163&lt;br&gt;AD AM H H DN PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM H H DN PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oak Park</strong></td>
<td>GRATEFUL HAND FOUNDATION INC&lt;br&gt;GRATEFUL HOUSE&lt;br&gt;412 SOUTH WESLEY AVENUE&lt;br&gt;OAK PARK, IL 60302&lt;br&gt;(708) 848-2065&lt;br&gt;AD RR PR TX CI *</td>
<td>* AD RR PR TX CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illinois Biodyne</strong></td>
<td>OAK PARK CENTER&lt;br&gt;1146 WESTGATE AVENUE&lt;br&gt;Suite 205&lt;br&gt;OAK PARK, IL 60301&lt;br&gt;(708) 848-6968&lt;br&gt;AD PR TX *</td>
<td>* AD PR TX *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oakbrook Terrace</strong></td>
<td>ALEXANDER ZUBENKO AND ASSOCIATES&lt;br&gt;17 WEST 620 14TH STREET&lt;br&gt;Suite 202&lt;br&gt;OAKBROOK TERRACE, IL 60181&lt;br&gt;(708) 953-0220&lt;br&gt;AD AM CU DH PR TX *</td>
<td>* AD AM CU DH PR TX *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Olney</strong></td>
<td>SOUTHEASTERN IL COUNSELING CENTERS INC&lt;br&gt;ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES&lt;br&gt;4 MICHIGAN DRIVE&lt;br&gt;OLNEY, IL 60450&lt;br&gt;(618) 395-6306&lt;br&gt;HOTLINE(S): (618) 395-6306 AFT HRS ANSM SERVICE&lt;br&gt;AD AM Y DH MC MD PR CH TX PV *</td>
<td>* AD AM Y DH MC MD PR CH TX PV *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Olympia Fields</strong></td>
<td>OLYMPIA FIELDS ADDICTIONS COUNSELING AND FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM&lt;br&gt;2400 WEST LINCOLN HIGHWAY&lt;br&gt;OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60661&lt;br&gt;(708) 747-3100&lt;br&gt;AD AM H PR TX *</td>
<td>* AD AM H PR TX *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Otawa</strong></td>
<td>DUI ASSESSMENTS AND SERVICES&lt;br&gt;417 WEST MADISON STREET&lt;br&gt;Suite 206 A-B&lt;br&gt;OTAWA, IL 61350&lt;br&gt;(815) 633-4026&lt;br&gt;AD AM PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Janes R Gage and Associates</strong></td>
<td>417 West Madison Street&lt;br&gt;OTTAWA, IL 61350&lt;br&gt;(815) 434-0034&lt;br&gt;AD AM H Y B PI DH TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM H Y B PI DH TX PV CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Salle County Council for Alcohol and Drug Abuse</strong></td>
<td>776 CENTENNIAL DRIVE&lt;br&gt;OTTAWA, IL 61350&lt;br&gt;(815) 434-1293&lt;br&gt;HOTLINE(S): (815) 223-6678&lt;br&gt;LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE&lt;br&gt;776 CENTENNIAL DRIVE&lt;br&gt;OTTAWA, IL 61350&lt;br&gt;(815) 434-1293&lt;br&gt;HOTLINE(S): (815) 223-6678&lt;br&gt;AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *</td>
<td>* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Palatine</strong></td>
<td>LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS&lt;br&gt;ADD IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS&lt;br&gt;4811 EMERSON AVENUE&lt;br&gt;Suite 112&lt;br&gt;PALATINE, IL 60067&lt;br&gt;(708) 397-0095&lt;br&gt;AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DM MC MD PR *&lt;br&gt;TX PV CS *</td>
<td>* AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DM MC MD PR *&lt;br&gt;TX PV CS *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relapse Prevention Center</strong></td>
<td>1613 COLONIAL PARKWAY&lt;br&gt;PALATINE, IL 60067&lt;br&gt;(708) 359-4090&lt;br&gt;* AD AM M B H AI DM PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM M B H AI DM PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Bridge Youth and Family Services Comprehensive Prevention</strong></td>
<td>721 SOUTH QUINTIN ROAD&lt;br&gt;PALATINE, IL 60067&lt;br&gt;(708) 359-7490&lt;br&gt;* AD PV *</td>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Park Forest</strong></td>
<td>AUNT MARTHA'S YOUTH ENHANCEMENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM&lt;br&gt;224 BLACKHAM STREET&lt;br&gt;PARK FOREST, IL 60466&lt;br&gt;(708) 747-5750&lt;br&gt;AD AM W Y B PG CU MD PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM W Y B PG CU MD PR TX PV CI *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pekin</strong></td>
<td>TAZENWOOD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC&lt;br&gt;SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/TRT UNIT&lt;br&gt;1423 VALE VISTA BOULEVARD&lt;br&gt;Pekin, IL 61554&lt;br&gt;(309) 347-5522&lt;br&gt;HOTLINE(S): (309) 347-1178; (309) 347-1179&lt;br&gt;AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV *</td>
<td>* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peoria</strong></td>
<td>HUMAN SERVICE CENTER&lt;br&gt;COUNSELING FAMILY HOME&lt;br&gt;1318 NORTH UNIVERSITY STREET&lt;br&gt;Peoria, IL 61606&lt;br&gt;(309) 685-2186&lt;br&gt;AD RR Y PR TX CS *</td>
<td>* AD RR Y PR TX CS *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Service Center</strong></td>
<td>NEW LEAF RETREAT&lt;br&gt;3500 WEST NEW LEAF LANE&lt;br&gt;Peoria, IL 61615&lt;br&gt;(309) 692-6900&lt;br&gt;AD RR AM H PG CU HV MD PR TX CS *</td>
<td>* AD RR AM H PG CU HV MD PR TX CS *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Service Center</strong></td>
<td>WHITE OAKS CENTER&lt;br&gt;3400 NEW LEAF LANE&lt;br&gt;Peoria, IL 61615&lt;br&gt;(309) 692-6900&lt;br&gt;AD AM W Y CU HV DM MD PR TX PV *&lt;br&gt;CS *</td>
<td>* AD AM W Y CU HV DM MD PR TX PV *&lt;br&gt;CS *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Service Center</strong></td>
<td>WHITE OAKS KNOCKS&lt;br&gt;2101 WEST MILLION KNOCKS DRIVE&lt;br&gt;Peoria, IL 61615&lt;br&gt;(309) 689-5074&lt;br&gt;AD AM H H CU HV PR TX CS *</td>
<td>* AD AM H H CU HV PR TX CS *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** The text above is a representation of the content found in the image, formatted into a readable table. The numbers (e.g., 156) at the bottom of the image may not be relevant to the content and are not included in the natural text.
**I LLINOIS**

**HUMAN SERVICE CENTER**
**ORK RELEASE**
18 NE JEFFERSON AVENUE
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8000
* AD AM TX *

**HUMAN SERVICE CENTER/CENTRAL ILLINOIS**
***FOR TREATMENT OF ADDICTIONS/OUTPT***
30 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 671-8960
* AD RR AM W Y PG HM MD PR TX MM *

**PEORIA CITY/COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT**
***WITH A FUTURE***
116 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
PEORIA, IL 61604
(309) 679-6080
* AD PV *

**RIFFER AND ASSOCIATES LTD**
**JUNCTION CITY SHOPPING CENTER***
107 TOWN HALL BUILDING
PEORIA, IL 61614
(1309) 691-7979
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

**T M MATHENS AND ASSOCIATES**
**7501 NORTH UNIVERSITY STREET SUITE 215**
PEORIA, IL 61614
(309) 692-9236
* AD AM MC PR TX PV CI *

**PITTSFIELD**

**COUNSELING CENTER OF PIKE COUNTY**
**121 SOUTH MADISON STREET**
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
(217) 285-4436
HOTLINE(S): (217) 285-4436; (217) 285-6111
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

**PONTIAC**

**INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RESOURCES**
**310 TORRANCE AVENUE**
PONTIAC, IL 61764
(815) 844-6109
HOTLINE(S): (815) 844-6109
* AD AM DM MD PR TX PV *

**PRINCETON**

**QUAD COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER**
**530 PARK AVENUE EAST**
PRINCETON, IL 61356
(815) 875-4458
HOTLINE(S): (815) 875-4458; (815) 875-2011
* AD AM W Y PR TX CI CS *

**QUINCY**

**ADAMS/PIKE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE REGION**
**INTOUCH/ADAMS COUNTY OFFICE SA PREV**
217 NORTH 6TH STREET
QUINCY, IL 62201
(217) 223-6300
* AD PV *

**FAMILY THERAPY ASSOCIATES**
**200 NORTH 8TH STREET SUITE 111**
QUINCY, IL 62201
(217) 223-1236
* AD AM W PR TX *

**GREAT RIVER RECOVERY RESOURCE**
**428 SOUTH 36TH STREET**
QUINCY, IL 62201
(217) 224-6300
HOTLINE(S): (217) 224-6300
* AD DT RR AM Y CU HM MD PR TX PV *

**SAINT MARY HOSPITAL**
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES**
**1415 VERMONT STREET**
QUINCY, IL 62201
(217) 223-1200 EXT. 1500
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 222-9413 ILLINOIS
(800) 222-9414 OUT OF STATE
* AD RR Y A PI CU HV MC HM MD PR CH *
TX *

**RED BUD**

**HUMAN SERV CTR OF SOUTHERN METRO/EAST**
**SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/RED BUD**
**ROUTE 1**
RED BUD, IL 62278
(618) 282-6233
HOTLINE(S): (618) 397-0963
* AD AM Y DM PR TX *

**RIVER GROVE**

**NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH**
**RIVER GROVE UNIT**
**2725 THATCHER AVENUE**
RIVER GROVE, IL 60171
(708) 453-8555
* AD PV *

**ROCK FALLS**

**ROCKFORD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL**
**ADDICTION TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM**
**1503 FIRST AVENUE SUITE A**
ROCK FALLS, IL 61071
(815) 626-2800
* AD AM W Y HV HM HC PR CH TX *

**ROCK ISLAND**

**ALCOHOL INFORMATION SERVICES INC**
**3727 BLACKHAWK ROAD SUITE 103**
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 786-1616
* AD AM TX *

**CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES**
**FREEDOM HOUSE CLINIC I**
**4250 11TH STREET**
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 788-4571
* AD AM W B CU HM MD PR TX MM *

**MARTIN LUTHER KING JR COMMUNITY CENTER**
**SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES**
**650 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE**
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 793-3050
* AD PV *

**PAUL A HAUCK PHD LTD**
**SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**
**1800 3RD AVENUE SUITE 302**
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 788-6374
* AL PV CI *

**ROBERT YOUNG CENTER FOR COMMUNITY MH**
**RIVERSIDE**
**2701 17TH STREET**
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 793-3000
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 322-1613; (309) 793-3000
* AD DT RR AM W Y PG HM HM MD PR *
CH TX PV CI CS *

**ROCKFORD**

**ADDICTION TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM (ATEP)**
**5758 ELAINE DRIVE**
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 229-3233
HOTLINE(S): (815) 961-6000
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

**AL TECH INC**
**3435 NORTH MAIN STREET**
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
(815) 877-7782
* AD AM W H TX CI *

**ALPINE PARK CENTER**
**5411 EAST STATE STREET SUITE 204**
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 226-8080
* AD AM H PR TX *
ILLINOIS

CITY OF ROCKFORD
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
425 EAST STATE STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 987-5514
* AD PV *

EVEGREEN RECOVERY CENTER
1055 EAST STATE STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 965-8600
* AD DT RR AM Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* MD PR TX CI *

FAMILY ADDICTION INSTRUCTION RECOVERY TREATMENT CENTER
5301 EAST STATE STREET
SUITE 101
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 229-2299
* AD AM DM PR TX PV CI *

ILLINOIS BIODYNE
ROCKFORD CENTER
4216 MARAY DRIVE
SUITE B2
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
(815) 390-1080
* AD PR TX *

PERSONAL HEALTH ABUSE SERV AND EDUC (PHASE INC)
319 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61101
(815) 962-0871
HOTLINE(S): (815) 962-6102
* AD AM Y PG HV DH MD PR TX MM *

ROCKFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 205
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMMING
201 SOUTH MADISON STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 966-3166
* AD PV CI *

ROSECRANCE CENTER INC
1505 NORTH ALPINE ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
(815) 399-5351
* AD RR Y CU MD PR TX PV CI *

WINNEBAGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CTR
315 SOUTH COURT STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61102
(815) 987-7599
* AD PV CS *

WINNEBAGO COUNTY DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION PROGRAM
401 DIVISION STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 962-5092 EXT. 214
* AD PV *

ROLLING MEADOWS
ROLLING MEADOWS COUNSELING SERVICES
1545 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS, IL 60008
(708) 350-2201
* AD AM DM PR TX PV CI *

ROUND LAKE
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION AVON TOWNSHIP CENTER
423 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
ROUND LAKE, IL 60073
(708) 546-0080
HOTLINE(S): (708) 872-4245
* AD AM A H CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* CS *

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
31979 NORTH FISH LAKE ROAD
ROUND LAKE, IL 60073
(708) 546-6450
* AD AM Y CU HV DH MD PR TX PV CS *

RUSHVILLE
SCHUYLER COUNSELING AND HEALTH SERVICES
127 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
RUSHVILLE, IL 62681
(217) 322-4373; (309) 257-2360
* AD AM Y PI DM TX *

SAINT CHARLES
INTERVENTIONS
VALLEY VIEW
34 W 826 VILLA MARIA ROAD
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(708) 695-6080 EXT. 578
* AD AM Y B H AI CU TX CI *

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
RIVERSIDE CENTER
1001 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE E
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(708) 513-6886
* AD AM Y A CU HV DH MD PR TX *

TRI CITY FAMILY SERVICES
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
15 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(312) 252-1070
* AD PV CI *

SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION CENTER
SCOTT/SGHAA
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, IL 62225
(618) 256-6270
* AL DT RR RX *

SHELBYVILLE
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
155 SOUTH MORGAN STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
(217) 774-5566
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SHERIDAN
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
SHERIDAN CORRECTIONAL FAC SA TRT CTR
LASALLE COUNTY AND HIGHWAY 3
SHERIDAN, IL 60551
(815) 696-2311 EXT. 2003
* AD AM TX PV CI *

SKOKIE
ALON TREATMENT CENTER
9150 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE
SKOKIE, IL 60076
(708) 679-4026
* AD AM DM PR TX PV *

ILLINOIS BIODYNE
SKOKIE CENTER
5215 OLD ORCHARD ROAD
SUITE 390
SKOKIE, IL 60077
(708) 470-0005
* AD PR TX *

NORTHERN ILL COUNSELING SERVICES INC
NORTH SUBURBAN COUNSELING CENTER
9953 NORTH LANLER STREET
SUITE 425
SKOKIE, IL 60077
(708) 676-0113
HOTLINE(S): (708) 676-0113
* AD AM A B H HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

RUSH/NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER
RUSH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
9600 GROSS POINT ROAD
SKOKIE, IL 60076
(708) 933-6200
HOTLINE(S):
(708) 933-6200; (708) 864-1905
* AD AM H CU HV DH MC PR TX PV CI *
SPRING VALLEY
SPRING VALLEY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
213 EAST SAINT PAUL STREET
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
(815) 644-5000
* AD AM TX *

SPRINGFIELD
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL ABUSE ASSOCIATES
1901 PEORIA ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702
(217) 753-3520
* AD AM DM PR TX PV *
DR MARION SMITH MC GATH
HEALTH SERVICES CENTER
3124 STONEHILL DRIVE
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 546-3396
* AD AM M Y CU DM MC MD PR CH TX *

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
SPRINGFIELD FACILITY
2200 LAKE VICTORIA DRIVE
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 529-9266
HOTLINE(S): (217) 529-9266
* AD AM AM M A B CU HV MD PR TX *

ILLINOIS ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATION (IADDA)
500 WEST MONROE STREET
2ND FLOOR
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 528-7335
* AD PV *

MIDWEST PSYCHOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
DUI AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
975 DURKIN DRIVE
CLOCK TOWER VILLAGE
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 793-2695
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI *

PERSONAL CONSULTANTS
1545 SOUTH SPRING STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 525-2698
* AD AM Y AI DM PR CH TX PV CI *

PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER INC
822 SOUTH COLLEGE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 525-3456
* AD *

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
LIBERTAS PROGRAM
800 EAST CARPENTER STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62769
(217) 525-5629
* AD DT RR AM M Y B PG CU MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

SAGAMON MENARD
TRIANGLE CENTER
120 NORTH 11TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 546-9100
* AD AM M Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR CH TX MM *

SPRINGFIELD HOUSING AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
200 NORTH 11TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 753-5757 EXT. 202
* DA PV *

STILLMEADOW COUNSELING CENTER
833 SOUTH 4TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 528-5414
* AD AM M Y A B PG HV DM PR TX *

STREATOR
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
104 6TH STREET
STREATOR, IL 61364
(815) 672-2961
HOTLINE(S): (815) 223-6678
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SAINT MARY'S HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
111 EAST SPRING STREET
STREATOR, IL 61364
(815) 675-4552
* AD AM M A B AI CU HV DM MD PR TX *
* CI *

SUMMIT
DES PLAINES VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
FAMILY OUTPATIENT ADDICTION
7555 WEST ARCHER AVENUE
SUMMIT, IL 60501
(708) 458-0230
* AD AM M Y HV DM MD PR TX CI CS *

SYCAMORE
ATTITUDE/BEHAVIORAL
MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC
134 WEST STATE STREET
SYCAMORE, IL 60170
(815) 895-3228
* AD AM M Y B H AI CU HV DM PR TX *

TREMONT
TAZEHELL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
21306 ILLINOIS ROUTE 9
TREMONT, IL 61568
(309) 925-5511
* AD PV *

URBANA
PRAIRIE CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
KILLARNEY STREET UNIT
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 328-4500
HOTLINE(S): (217) 328-4500
* AD AM M Y CU DM MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

UNIVERSITY OF ILL URBANA/CHAMPAIGN
CTR FOR PREV RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
1002 WEST NEVADA STREET
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 333-5231
* AD PV *

VILLA PARK
LIFE AWARENESS CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
53 EAST SAINT CHARLES ROAD
SUITE 7
VILLA PARK, IL 60181
(708) 832-4673
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV DM PR *
* TX PV *

WATERLOO
HUMAN SUPPORT SERVICES OF MONROE CNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ALTERNATIVES
900 NORTH MARKET STREET
WATERLOO, IL 62298
(618) 939-6644
HOTLINE(S): (618) 939-6644 REG HOURS
(618) 251-9073 AFTER HOURS
* AD AM Y DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

WAUKEGAN
IROQUOIS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
908 EAST CHERRY STREET
WAUKEGAN, IL 60970
(815) 432-5241
HOTLINE(S): (815) 432-5241 COUNTYWIDE
(815) 432-5841 AFTER HOURS
* AD AM DM MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

WAUKEGAN
LAKE COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROJECT
PROJECT FAMILY TREE
106 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 249-4330
* AD PV CI *
ILOINDO

LACE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
HAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 360-6540
HOTLINE(S): (708) 872-4245
* AD DT RR AM M A B H PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR CH TX CS *

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
HAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 360-6770
HOTLINE(S): (708) 872-4245
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX MM CS *

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
YOUTH SERVICES PROG AND MISA PROGRAM
3012 GRAND AVENUE
HAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 360-5937
HOTLINE(S): (708) 872-4245
* AD AM M Y A B H PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX CS *

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
1113 GREENWOOD AVENUE
HAUKEGAN, IL 60087
(708) 244-4436
* AD AM M Y H CU DH MD PR TX PV CS *

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON ALC AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/BRIDGE HOUSE
3016 GRAND AVENUE
HAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 662-4124
* AD RR AM A CU HV PR TX CS *

WEST CHICAGO

DU PAGE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WOMENS PROGRAM
245 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
SUITE 122
WEST CHICAGO, IL 60185
(708) 682-7560
HOTLINE(S): (708) 627-1700
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MD TX CI *

WESTCHESTER

PROVISO FAMILY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9855 ROOSEVELT ROAD
WESTCHESTER, IL 60154
(708) 681-2324 EXT. 210
HOTLINE(S): (708) 681-4357
* AD AM M DH MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

WHEATON

ATTITUDE BEHAVIOR
MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC
571 WEST LIBERTY DRIVE
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 668-2172
* AD AM H B H PR TX PV CI CS *

DU PAGE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
421 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-7524
* AD AM H DH TX *

DU PAGE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
MULTIPLE OFFENDER
421 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-7544
* AD AM H DH PR TX *

DU PAGE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WEST PUBLIC HEALTH CENTER
111 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-7560
HOTLINE(S): (708) 622-1700
* AD AM Y CU DH MD TX CI *

MINIRITH/MEIER DAY HOSPITAL
2100 MANCHESTER ROAD
SUITE 1410
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 690-8833
HOTLINE(S): (708) 941-5798
* AD AM H PR TX *

PAPE AND ASSOCIATES
618 SOUTH WEST STREET
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 688-8710
* AD AM Y A B H PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV *

WHEATON YOUTH OUTREACH
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
122 WEST LIBERTY DRIVE
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-1910
* AD PV *

WHEATON

NEW TRIER HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
358 KINNETKA AVENUE
WHEATON, IL 60093
(708) 446-7000
* AD PV CI CS *

WOOD RIVER

WOOD RIVER TOWNSHIP HOSPITAL
FLEX CARE PROGRAM
101 EAST EDMARDSVILLE ROAD
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
(618) 254-0434
HOTLINE(S):
(618) 254-0434; (618) 254-3821
* AD DT AM H CU MC PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

WOODBRIDGE

PARKSIDE LODGE OF DU PAGE INC
2221 WEST 64TH STREET
WOODBRIDGE, IL 60517
(708) 719-0980
HOTLINE(S): (708) 719-0100
* AD DT RR AM Y CU MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

PARKSIDE RESIDENTIAL OUTPATIENT CTR OF
WOODBRIDGE/RES OUTPT DAY TREATMENT
2221 64TH STREET
WOODBRIDGE, IL 60517
(708) 968-3400
HOTLINE(S): (708) 968-3400
* AD AM W A CU HV PR TX CI *

PARKSIDE YOUTH CENTER
2221 64TH STREET
WOODBRIDGE, IL 60517
(708) 719-0100
* AD RR Y PR TX PV CI CS *

WOODSTOCK

HORIZONS
THE CENTER FOR COUNSELING SERVICES
400 RUSSELL COURT
SUITE D
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
(815) 338-9199
* AD AM W Y H CU DN MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

Mchenry County Youth Service Bureau
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
101 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
(815) 338-7360
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 892-8900 COUNTYWIDE BY MEM HOSP
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

Memorial Hospital for Mchenry County
Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Unit
527 WEST SOUTH STREET
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
(815) 338-2500
HOTLINE(S):
(815) 338-8446; (800) 675-8446
* AD DT RR AM M Y A PG CU HV MD MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

160
INDIANA

SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
645 SOUTH ROGERS STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402
(812) 339-1691
* AD RR AM Y B PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX *

BOOKEVILLE

HARRICK COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM (DAP)
HARRICK COUNTY COURTHOUSE
BOOKEVILLE, IN 47601
(812) 897-6140
* AD CI *

BROWNSBURG

BROWNSBURG COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
225 SOUTH SCHOOL STREET
BROWNSBURG, IN 46112
(317) 852-5726
* AD PV *

BROWNSBURG GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING CTR
23 BOULEVARD MOTIF
BROWNSBURG, IN 46112
(317) 852-6607
* AD AM Y B PI DW PR TX *

CARMEL

AFFINITY RETREAT AND COUNSELING CTR
12773 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
CARMEL, IN 46032
(317) 843-1663
* AD AM Y TX *

CLAYTON

MILL CREEK COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
CLAYTON, IN 46118
(317) 559-6573
* AD PV *

CLINTON

VERMILLION COUNTY ALC/DRUG SERVICE
825 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 207
CLINTON, IN 47842
(317) 852-7642
* AD CI *

COLUMBUS

BARTHOLOMEW SUPERIOR COURT 2
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
725 3RD STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 379-1758
* AD PV *

BRUMBAUGH AND ASSOCIATES
705 1/2 3RD STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 378-4357
* AD AM Y B PG MD PR TX PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICES OF BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY
331 FRANKLIN STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 372-3745
* AD PV CS *

GIRLS CLUB/BOYS CLUB
400 NORTH CHERRY STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 372-7867
* AD PV *

QUINCO CONSULTING CENTER
BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY SERVICES
2075 LINCOLN PARK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 379-2541
HOTLINE(S): (800) 852-5442
* AD DT RR AM Y A PI MC MD PR TX *

CORYDON

HARRISON COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
117 1/2 EAST CHESTNUT STREET
CORYDON, IN 47112
(812) 750-8214
* AD PV CI *

CRAWFORDSVILLE

MONTGOMERY COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(317) 362-8600
* AD PV CI *

CROWN POINT

ANGELICAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF NORTHERN INDIANA
1119 NORTH MAIN STREET
CROWN POINT, IN 46307
(219) 662-1523
* AD AM Y A B PG PI CU TX *

DANVILLE

CENTER FOR RATIONAL LIVING
1600 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 203
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-7577
* AD AM Y B PI CU HV PR TX PV CI *

CUMINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
6655 EAST U.S. 36
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 272-3330
HOTLINE(S): (317) 272-3333; (317) 653-8390
* AD DT RR AM Y B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

HENDRICKS COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
PROBATION DEPARTMENT
52 WEST MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-9264
* AD CI *

DELPHI

CARROLL COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COURTHOUSE
DELPHI, IN 46923
(317) 564-2136
* AD CI *

DYER

SAINT MARGARET MERCY HEALTHCARE CRTRS
SOUTH CAMPUS U.S. HIGHWAY 30
DYER, IN 46311
(219) 865-2141 EXT. 4457
HOTLINE(S):
(219) 322-6802; (219) 322-6039
* AD DT RR AM Y B PI CU MC MD PR TX *

EAST CHICAGO

TRI CITY COMMUNITY MH CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3901 INDIANAPOLIS BOULEVARD
EAST CHICAGO, IN 46312
(219) 398-7050 EXT. 210
HOTLINE(S):
(317) 649-8161; (219) 392-6001
* AD RR AM Y A PG PI CU MC MD PR *
* TX *

ELKHART

CENTER FOR PROBLEM RESOLUTION
211 SOUTH 5TH STREET
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 294-7447
HOTLINE(S): (219) 294-7447
* AD AM Y B PI CU HV MD PR TX *

CITY OF ELKHART COMMUNITY HEALTH CTR
INTERVENTIONS COUNSELING EDUCATION
131 WEST TYLER STREET
SUITE 7
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 293-7077
* AD PV *

ELKHART COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
315 SOUTH 2ND STREET
COUNTY COURT BUILDING
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 293-2246
* AD PV CI *

indiana
SAINT MARY MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3700 WASHINGTON AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47750
(812) 479-4673
HOTLINE(S): (812) 479-4673
* AD DT RR AM W B H HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

SH INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
VANDERBURGH COUNTY SUBST ABUSE SERVS
415 MULBERRY STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 423-7791
* AD RR AM HC MD PR TX *

UNITED BEHAVIORAL CLINICS INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
981 KENMORE DRIVE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
(812) 477-1975
HOTLINE(S): (812) 477-1975
* AD AM PR TX *

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
DRUG/ALCOHOL DEFERRAL SERVS INC (DADS)
111 NW 4TH STREET
LANDMARK BUILDING SUITE 200
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 428-0579
* AD PV CI *

WELBORN MEMORIAL BAPTIST HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SE 6TH STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 426-8201
HOTLINE(S): (812) 426-8201
* AD DT RR AM W Y A PI CU HV MC MD *
* PV TX CI *

WOMENS ALCOHOLIC HALFWAY HOUSE INC
EVANSVILLE, IN 47728
(812) 476-2523
* AD RR W B H AI CU HV TX *

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU INC
1018 LINCOLN AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47714
(812) 423-5816
HOTLINE(S): (812) 425-6355
* AD AM W B PG PI CU TX PV *

FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON
HELP CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION/CONTROL PROGRAM
BUILDING 32
FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN 46216
(317) 542-4370 EXT. 3704
HOTLINE(S): (317) 542-4370
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

FORT WAYNE

ALLEN COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
C/O MISDEMEANOR AND TRAFFIC COURT
ALLEN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 428-7134
* AD CI *

CHARTER BEACON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1720 BEACON STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 423-3651
HOTLINE(S):
(219) 423-3651; (800) 462-7691
* AD RR AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR TX CI SS *

COMMUNITY ADDICTION PROGRAM
1402 EAST STATE BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 482-3997
* AD AM W Y A PI CU HV MC PR TX PV *
* CI *

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES INC
2712 SOUTH CALHOUN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 744-4326
* AD RR AM W Y A B H PG PI CU *
* HV MC PR TX *

FORT WAYNE WOMENS BUREAU INC
303 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 424-7977
* AD RR W B H PG CU TX *

HOPE HOUSE
1115 GARDEN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 424-2471
* AD RR W Y B CU PR TX SS *

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING AND LEARNING CENTER
3326 SOUTH CALHOUN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 744-4342
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-9233; (219) 744-4342
* AD RR AM W Y A B H AI CU HV *
* MC MD PR TX PV CI SS *

LUTHERAN HOSPITAL OF INDIANA INC
CAREUNIT
7950 WEST JEFFERSON BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46804
(219) 458-2273
HOTLINE(S): (219) 458-2222
* AD DT RR AM W PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *
INDIANA

METROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICT SOUTHWEST
ALLEN COUNTY/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4510 Homestead Road
FORT WAYNE, IN 46804
(219) 434-2944
* AD PV CI *

PARK CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPARTMENT
909 EAST STATE BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 482-9111 EXT. 2201
HOTLINE(S): (219) 481-2700
* AD AM M Y A B H PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
2121 Lake Avenue
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 426-5431 EXT. 315
* AL CI *

WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
2720 Culbertson Street
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 432-0804
* AD RR M Y A B H PI CU PR TX *

FRANKFORT

CLINTON COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE 3RD FLOOR
FRANKFORT, IN 46041
(317) 659-6361
* AD PV CI *

FRANKLIN

JOHNSON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT II
COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
5 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
JOHNSON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FRANKLIN, IN 46131
(317) 736-3702
* AD CI *

TARA TREATMENT CENTER
501 N. MAIN STREET
FRANKLIN, IN 46131
(317) 379-2611
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX *

GARY

ACTUALIZED COUNSELING AND
STRESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC
6992 Broadway
GARY, IN 46410
(219) 736-2407
* AD AM M Y A B H CU TX *

CITY OF GARY
GARY COMMISSION ON STATUS OF WOMEN
475 BROADWAY
SUITE 508
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 883-4155
HOTLINE(S): (219) 886-1600
* AD PV *

CORINTHIAN CHRISTIAN CENTER
SENIOR DAY TREATMENT PROJECT
667 Van Buren Street
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 885-0519
* AD AM M Y A B DW MC MD PR CH TX *

GARY CITY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICE
1301 Broadway
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 881-1271
* AD CI *

GARY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1100 West 6th Street
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 885-4264 EXT. 600
HOTLINE(S): (219) 885-4264
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX CI *

HOLLIDAY HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
8610 Maple Avenue
GARY, IN 46405
(219) 938-2222
* AD AM M Y A B H PG PI CU HV DW *
* PR TX *

LAKE COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
400 BROADWAY
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 886-3621
* AD CI *

MERRILLVILLE COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6701 Delaware Street
GARY, IN 46410
(219) 736-7830
* AD PV *

SAINT MARY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
540 Tyler Street
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 801-8635
HOTLINE(S): (219) 980-4357
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU MC MD *
* PR TX *

GARY HOUSE OF GARY INC
GARY, IN 46408
(219) 980-1955
* AD RR M Y A B H CU TX *

SOUTH LAKE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
8555 Taft Street
GARY, IN 46410
(219) 769-6005 EXT. 180
HOTLINE(S): (219) 769-4005
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MC MD PR TX PV CI *

GRIFFIN

CHARTER MEDICAL/ST JOSEPH COUNTY INC
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF SOUTH BEND
6407 North Gumwood Drive
GRANGER, IN 46530
(219) 272-9799
HOTLINE(S): (219) 272-9799; (800) 272-9788
* AD RR AM M Y A B H PG PI CU MC MD *
* TX *

GREENCASTLE

PUTNAM COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ROOM 13
GREENCASTLE, IN 46140
(317) 653-4993
* AD PV *

GREENFIELD

HANCOCK COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MASONIC BUILDING SUITE 6
GREENFIELD, IN 46140
(317) 662-1160
* AD CI *

GREENSBURG

DECATOR COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
GREENSBURG, IN 47240
(812) 663-8523
* AD PV CI *

GREENWOOD

VALLE VISTA HOSPITAL
COUNTER POINT CENTER
898 East Main Street
GREENWOOD, IN 46213
(317) 887-1348
HOTLINE(S): (800) 647-1348; (317) 887-1348
* AD RR AM M Y A B H PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV SS *
INDIANA CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
302 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
ROOM E209
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 232-1233
HOTLINE(S): (800) 253-3387
* AD PV *

INDIANA JUVENILE JUSTICE TASK FORCE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3050 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 926-6100
* AD PV *

INDIANA UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND SPONSORED PROGRAMS
1001 WEST 10TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 630-6746
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU TX *

INDIANAPOLIS CAMPAIGN FOR HEALTHY BABIES
324 East NEW YORK STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 269-2633
* AD PV *

INDIANAPOLIS POLICE ATHLETIC LEAGUE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
50 NORTH ALABAMA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 236-3962
* AD PV *

INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
120 EAST WALNUT STREET
ROOM 602J
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 266-4707
* AD PV *

INDIANAPOLIS URBAN LEAGUE
850 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 639-9404
* AD PV SS *

MARION COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
3838 NORTH RURAL STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 541-2000
* AL PV *

MARTIN CENTER COLLEGE COUNSELING CENTER
3553 NORTH COLLEGE AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 926-8549
* AD AM Y B H MC MD PR TX *

METHODOIST HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1701 WEST SENATE STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206
(317) 929-5900
HOTLINE(S): (317) 926-2622
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX *

METROHEALTH
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4565 CENTURY PLAZA ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46254
(317) 328-2218
HOTLINE(S): (317) 328-2218
* AD AM H B PG PI CU MD PR TX *

MIDTOWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG FREE/ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1001 WEST 10TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 630-8800
HOTLINE(S): (317) 630-7791
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX *

MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3232 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 924-3592 EXT. 2221
* AD DT RR AM B MC MD PR TX CI *

MUNICIPAL COURT OF MARION COUNTY
PROBATION DEPT ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
CITY COUNTY BUILDING
ROOM T-401
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 236-3804
* AD CI *

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTERS OF IN
WESTSIDE GUIDANCE CENTER
602 NORTH HIGH SCHOOL ROAD
SUITE 100 B
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46214
(317) 242-9788
HOTLINE(S): (317) 261-9788
* AD AM H Y B CU HV MD PR TX *

RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CORP
1415 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 263-0905 EXT. 12
* AD AM Y B H AI CU TX *

SAINT VINCENT HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE CENTER INC
2001 WEST 86TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46260
(317) 875-4606
HOTLINE(S): (317) 875-4600
* AD DT RR AM M Y B PG PI CU MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
927 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 679-4118
* AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV *
* TX *

STERLING HEALTHCARE CORP OF INDIANA
1404 SOUTH STATE STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46203
(317) 783-4004
HOTLINE(S): (800) 562-5215; (800) 622-4711
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV MC MD PR TX *

TRI COUNTY CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
8945 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46260
(317) 574-0022
* AD AM Y A B PI DH MC MD PR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SECTION
2601 COLD SPRING ROAD
UNIT 116J
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 267-8795
* AD DT RR AM TX MH CS *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA INC
422 NORTH CAPITOL AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 686-5800
* AD RR AM M Y A B AI PG CU TX PV *
* CI *

JASPER

DUBOIS COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
DUBOIS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
2ND FLOOR
JASPER, IN 47546
(812) 482-8599
* AD CI *

SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
480 EVERSMAN DRIVE
JASPER, IN 47546
(812) 482-3020 EXT. 212
HOTLINE(S): (812) 482-4020
* AD AM PI HV MC MD PR TX *

JEFFERSONVILLE

CLARK COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
501 EAST COURT AVENUE
ROOM 218
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 285-6322
* AD PV *
INDIANA

MADISON STATE HOSPITAL
ADDITIONAL UNIT
HIGHWAY 7
MADISON, IN 47250
(812) 265-2611 EXT. 271
* AD RR M Y A B H CU PR TX *

MADISON
GRANT COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
MARION, IN 46953
(317) 668-0871
* AD AM H B H HV TX *

GRANT/BLACKFORD MENTAL HEALTH INC
505 MABASH AVENUE
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-3971
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 662-3971; (317) 662-3971
* AD DT AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV HC MD PR TX *

MARTINSVILLE
MORGAN COUNTY COURT
PROBATION DEPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIV
MORGAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 101
MARTINSVILLE, IN 46151
(317) 342-1070
* AD CI *

MERRILLVILLE
LAKE COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT/COUNTY DIV
PREVENTION SERVICES
509 WEST 84TH DRIVE
MERRILLVILLE, IN 46410
(219) 755-3013
* AD PV *

MICHIGAN CITY
KINGSWOOD HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3714 FRANKLIN STREET
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 872-0531
* AD DT RR AM H PI CU MC MD PR TX *

LA PORTE COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
415 EAST 4TH STREET
HARBORSIDE COMMUNITY BUILDING
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 874-4606
* AD PV *

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF MICHIGAN CITY INC
5TH AND PINE STREETS
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 872-0202
HOTLINE(S): (800) 448-3733
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV MC MD PR TX PV CI *

SHANSWON CENTER
SATELLITE OFFICE
501 MARQUETTE MALL
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 879-4621
* AD AM PI MC MD PR TX *

LISHAMAKA
FAMILY AND CHILDREN CENTER
ADDITION SERVICES/THE CHILDRENS CAMPUS
1411 LINCOLNWAY WEST
MISHAWAKA, IN 46544
(219) 259-5666 EXT. 281
* AD AM Y B PI CU PR TX PV CI *

MONROE
ADAMS CENTRAL SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
222 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MONROE, IN 46772
(219) 692-6151
* AD PV *

MONTICELLO
WHITE COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COURTHOUSE
MONTICELLO, IN 47960
(219) 585-9520
* AD PV *

MOUNT SAINT FRANCIS
OUR PLACE DRUG AND ALCOHOL EDUCATION SERVICES INC
MOUNT SAINT FRANCIS, IN 47146
(812) 923-3400
* AD PV *

MUNCIE
AQUARIUS HOUSE INC
413 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 282-2257
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU TX *

ASSOCIATES IN MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
420 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 284-0879
HOTLINE(S): (317) 284-0879
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI TX *

BALL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MIDDLETOWN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
2401 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MUNCIE, IN 47303
(317) 747-5802
HOTLINE(S): (800) 433-2255
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV MC MD PR TX SS *

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF
EAST CENTRAL INDIANA/CHM DEP PROGRAM
260 NORTH TILLOTSON AVENUE
MUNCIE, IN 47304
(317) 285-1928
HOTLINE(S):
(317) 285-1595; (800) 333-2647
* AD AM M Y A B PG PI DH MC MD PR *
* TX *

DELHARA COUNTY COURT
SUBST ABUSE COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
100 WEST MAIN STREET
ROOM 307
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 747-7746
* AD PV *

FAMILY SERVICES OF DELAWARE COUNTY INC
806 WEST JACKSON STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 747-9107
* AD PV *

MUNSTER
SCHOOL TOWN OF MUNSTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8616 COLUMBIA AVENUE
MUNSTER, IN 46321
(219) 836-9111
* AD PV *

NASHVILLE
BROWN COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
NASHVILLE, IN 47448
(812) 988-1954
* AD PV *

NEW ALBANY
FLOYD COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
CITY COUNTY BUILDING
ROOM 425
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 949-5446
* AD CI *

HEDDEN HOUSE
801 VINCENNES STREET
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 949-0071
* AD RR M B H AI CU TX PV *

NEW CASTLE
ARIES INC
1000 NORTH 16TH STREET
C/O COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
NEW CASTLE, IN 47562
(317) 521-2450
* AD PV *
RICHMOND
DUNN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DRUG AND ALC PROG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
831 DILLON DRIVE
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-8000
* AD RR AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX PV CI *
REID MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
AURORA PROGRAM
1401 CHESTER BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-3047
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX *
RICHMOND STATE HOSPITAL
EASTERN IN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
498 NW 18TH STREET
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 966-0511 EXT. 491
* AD RR W Y A B PG PI CU HV PR TX *
WAYNE SUPERIOR COURT III
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
WAYNE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
2ND FLOOR
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 973-9269 EXT. 431
* AD CI *
ROCKVILLE
PARKE COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES COURT PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE
LOWER LEVEL WEST ENTRANCE ROOM 18
ROCKVILLE, IN 47872
(317) 569-5910
* AD PV CI *
JASPER COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT II
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
105 1/2 WEST KELLNER STREET
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 966-4601 EXT. 271
* AD PV *
JEFFERSON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 474-5569
* AD PV CI *
BRADY AND RYAN CONSULTING AND
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
125 SOUTH MCKINLEY STREET
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-5531
* AL AM H B PG CU DH PR TX PV CI *
SHELBYVILLE
SHELBY COUNTY COURT II
SHELBY COUNTY SUBST ABUSE SERVS
COURTHOUSE
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176
(317) 835-4660
* AD CI *
SHELBY COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT I
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SHELBY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176
(317) 392-6490
* AD PV CI *
SHOALS
SHOALS COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
R R 2
SHOALS, IN 47581
(812) 247-2060
* AD PV *
SOUTH BEND
MADISON CENTER INC
AID PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
403 E MICHIGAN STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46617
(219) 234-0061 EXT. 244
HOTLINE(S): (219) 234-0061
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS CENTER
615 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 284-3131
* AD DT RR AM W Y B PG HV MC MD TX *
SAINT JOSEPH PROBATE COURT
JUVENILE DIVISION SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
1921 NORTHSHORE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46615
(219) 284-9500
* AD PV *
SAINT JOSEPH SUPERIOR COURT
COURT ADMINISTRED ALCOHOL PROGRAM
101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
COURTHOUSE
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 284-9550
* AD PV CI *
TALBOT FARM INC
130 SOUTH TAYLOR STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 234-0824
* AD RR B H PI PR TX *
INDIANA

YMCA OF SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
802 LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 235-9491
HOTLINE(S): (219) 233-9491
* AD RR H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* TX *

TERRE HAUTE
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF TERRE HAUTE
ADULT SERVICES
1400 CROSSING BOULEVARD
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 299-6196 EXT. 203
HOTLINE(S): (800) 245-4196
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX *

HAMILTON CENTER INC
ADDITION SERVICES
620 8TH AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47804
(812) 231-8281
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 742-0787; (812) 231-8323
* AD DT RR AM H Y A PI HV MC MD PR *
* TX *

RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
2940 JEFFERSON STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 232-5272
* AD RR H TX *

TERRE HAUTE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
LAMB CENTER
3901 SOUTH 7TH STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 232-0021 EXT. 1101
* AD DT RR AM H PG CU HC MD PR TX *
* CI *

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
THEY HAVE PROGRAM/CHOICES
HIGHWAY 63 SOUTH
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47808
(812) 230-1531 EXT. 491
* AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DW TX PV *

VIGO COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
34 OHIO STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47807
(812) 230-8266
* AD PV CI *

VIGO COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1919 NORTH J D HUNT ROAD
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47805
(812) 462-3414
* AD PV CI *

VIGO COUNTY TASK FORCE ON ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE INC/HIGH RISK YOUTH COUNCIL
2931 OHIO BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47803
(812) 232-5190
* AD PV *

VALPARAISO
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF PORTER COUNTY
354 JEFFERSON STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46384
(219) 462-2182
* AD CI *

MRAINE HOUSE INC
353 WEST LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9983
* AD RR H Y A B H TX *

PORTER COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFENDER SERVICE
157 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-3565
* AD PV *

PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
814 LAPORTE AVENUE
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-6600
* AD DT MD TX *

PORTER/STARKE CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 WALL STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-8541 EXT. 268
HOTLINE(S): (219) 464-8541
* AD RR AM H MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU OF
PORTER COUNTY INC
253 WEST LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9585
* AD RR PI PR TX *

VINCENNES
COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
VINCENNES SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
515 BAYOU STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 886-6800
HOTLINE(S):
(812) 886-6800; (800) 824-7907
* AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU MC MD *
* PR TX *

KNOX COUNTY YMCA
DBA KNOX COUNTY YOUTH
C/O VINCENNES UNIV COMMUNITY SERVICES
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 886-0645
* AD PV *

KNOX SUPERIOR COURT II
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
620 BUSSEER STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 882-1530
* AD PV *

VINCENNES UNIV COUNSELING SERVICE
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1002 NORTH FIRST STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 885-4291
* AD AM H Y B PI DH TX PV CI *

WABASH
WABASH COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDITION CARE CENTER
710 NORTH EAST STREET
WABASH, IN 46992
(219) 565-0606
HOTLINE(S): (800) 635-6624
* AD DT RR AM Y A B H AI CU MD PR *
* TX PV *

WABASH COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDITION CARE CENTER COURT PROGRAM
670 NORTH EAST STREET
WABASH, IN 46992
(219) 565-0661
* AD PV CI SS *

WARSAN
KOSCIUSKO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MED PARK CENTER
2101 DUBOIS STREET
WARSAN, IN 46580
(219) 267-5200
* AD DT RR AM H Y B H PG PI MC MD *
* PR TX *

OTIS R BOWEN CTR FOR HUMAN SERVS INC
KOSCIUSKO CNTY OFFICE/SUBST ABUSE SERVICE
850 NORTH HARRISON STREET
WARSAN, IN 46580
(219) 267-7169 EXT. 248
HOTLINE(S): (800) 542-5653; (800) 342-5652
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

WENHAMAC
PULASKI COUNTY COURT
PULASKI COUNTY ALC/DRUG COURT PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE
MINAMAC, IN 46996
(219) 946-3371
* AD PV CI *
INDIANA FEDERATION OF COMMUNITIES FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
19 BOONE VILLAGE
IONSVILLE, IN 46077
(317) 873-3900
* AD PV *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALLISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUTLER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICE CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403 NORTH MAIN STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLISON, IA 50602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 267-2985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS RECOVERY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511 DUFF AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMES, IA 50010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(515) 232-3206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM CU HV DW PR TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 3RD FLOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMES, IA 50011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(515) 294-5069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 3RD FLOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMES, IA 50011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(515) 294-1305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTLINE(S): (515) 294-1305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YOUTH AND SHELTER SERVICES INC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>252 1/2 MAIN STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMES, IA 50010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(515) 233-3341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTLINE(S): (515) 233-2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR AM HV MD PR TX PV CI CS *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANAMOSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MENS REFORMATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH HIGH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAMOSA, IA 52205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 462-3504 EXT. 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATLANTIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320 WALNUT STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTIC, IA 50022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(712) 242-5091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR AM M Y B H AI PI CU HV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* DH MC MD PR TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BETTENDORF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW LIFE OUTPATIENT CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2435 KIMBERLY ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTENDORF, IA 52722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 365-0055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOONE COUNTY PREV AND COMMUNITY SERVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015 UNION STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOONE, IA 50036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(515) 632-7995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BURLINGTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICES OF SOUTHEAST IOWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340 MOUNT PLEASANT STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINCOLN CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURLINGTON, IA 52601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 753-6567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR AM M Y DH PR TX PV CI CS *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BURLINGTON MEDICAL CENTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIVERVIEW REHABILITATION CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602 NORTH 3RD STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURLINGTON, IA 52601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 755-3633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD DT RR AM M A B H PG PI CU HV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* DH HC MD PR TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YOUNG HOUSE FAMILY SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105 VALLEY STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURLINGTON, IA 52601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 752-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR TX PV CS *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARROLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322 WEST 3RD STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARROLL, IA 51401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(712) 792-1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM M Y DH PR TX PV CI CS *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEDAR FALLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREA EDUC AGENCY 7 SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUCATION PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3712 CEDAR HEIGHTS DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR FALLS, IA 50613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 273-8215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEDAR RAPIDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5601 16TH AVENUE SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 390-4611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR AM M Y B H AI PI CU DW PR *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRANT MOOD AREA EDUCATION AGENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4401 6TH STREET SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 399-6700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HILLCREST FAMILY SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDICTIONS PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1727 FIRST AVENUE SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(319) 362-3149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM PR TX *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF CARE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD = MEDICARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = MEDICAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH = CHAMPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT FUNCTION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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MEDICAL CENTER

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 322-1407
* AD AM H Y PI CV HV MN PR CH TX *
* CI *

NORTHEAST IOWA HOSPITAL

COUNSELING SERVICES

901 MONTGOMERY STREET

DEPT OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES

1915 HICKMAN ROAD

DENISON, IA 51442
(712) 263-5065
* AD AM Y DH PR CH TX PV CI *

DES MOINES

LUTHERAN HOSPITAL

KINGMAN BOULEVARD

DENISON, IA 50511
(515) 255-3373
* AD RR AM H B AI PG CV PR TX *

BROADLANDS MEDICAL CENTER

DEPT OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES

1915 HICKMAN ROAD

DENISON, IA 50514
(515) 262-5610
* AD *

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES OF IOWA

OUR PRIMARY PURPOSE

1111 UNIVERSITY STREET

DES MOINES, IA 50515
(515) 288-1981
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

HAROLD HUGHES CENTERS

CORPORATE OFFICE

600 EAST 14TH STREET

DES MOINES, IA 50516
(515) 265-3400
* AD *

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

GRIMES OFFICE BUILDING

DES MOINES, IA 50319
(515) 241-3021
* AD PV *

IOWA METHODIST MEDICAL CENTER

POWELL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER

1333 HIGH STREET

DES MOINES, IA 50309
(515) 241-6731
* AD *

IOWA MEDICAL CENTER

COUNCIL BLUFFS TREATMENT CENTER

50428 AM 4300 S HIGHWAY ABUSE CENTER

4TH RR W PV INC

DEPENDENCY PI

MC 51503

FOR EDUCATION

& AN 19 PR

W 50801 Y 51632

IA

MEDICAL

MEDICAL

SERV

50428

AM 4300 S

HOTLINE(S): (319) 398-6226
* AD DT RR AM H Y MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

CLARINDA

CLARINDA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

THE OTHER WAY SUBST ABUSE TRT PROGRAM

1800 NORTH 16TH STREET

CLARINDA TREATMENT COMPLEX

CLARINDA, IA 51632
(712) 542-5634
* AD RR TX *

CLEAR LAKE

NORTHERN TRAILS AREA EDUCATION 2 HEALTH EDUCATION SERVICES

CLARINDA, IA 50428
(515) 357-6125
* AD PV *

CLINTON

NEW DIRECTIONS INC

CENTER FOR ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP

1927 6TH AVENUE SOUTH

CLINTON, IA 52732
(319) 243-2124
* AD *

SAMARITAN HEALTH SYSTEMS

THE BRIDGE

1410 NORTH 4TH STREET

CLINTON, IA 52732
(319) 244-5530
HOTLINE(S): (800) 722-3446
* AD DT RR AM H Y CV HC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI SS CS *

COUNCIL BLUFFS

FAMILY SERVICE

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM

2 NORTHERN DRIVE

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 322-1407
* AD AM H Y PI CV HV MN PR CH TX *
* CI *

JALOSS HILLS AREA EDUCATION SERVICE 13 EAST HIGHWAY 92

HILARIOUS CENTER FOR EDUCATION

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51501
(712) 366-0509
* AD PV *

MERCY HOSPITAL

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES

800 MERCY DRIVE

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 328-5133
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-9211
* AD DT RR AM H Y MV HC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI SS *

CRESTON

ACTION NOW

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES

270 NORTH PINE STREET

CROSSROADS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

CRESTON, IA 50001
(515) 797-9421
* AD AM PR TX CI *

GREEN VALLEY AREA EDUCATION AGENCY 14 PROJECT SAVE

1405 NORTH LINCOLN STREET

CRESTON, IA 50001
(515) 792-8443
* AD PV *

DAVENPORT

CENTER FOR ALC AND DRUG SERVICES

1525 SOUTH FAIRMOUNT STREET

DAVENPORT, IA 52802
(319) 322-2667
* AD DT RR AM H Y B PI CV PR CH TX *
* MM PV CI CS *

HEARTLAND PLACE

MARC RESIDENTIAL CENTER

1351 WEST CENTRAL PARK AVENUE

SUITE 4300

DAVENPORT, IA 52804
(319) 328-5477
* AD AM PR TX PV CS *

MERCY HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

WEST CENTRAL PARK AT MARQUETTE

DAVENPORT, IA 52805
(319) 383-2799
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CS *

MOTTENMYER YOUTH CENTER

2800 EASTERN AVENUE

DAVENPORT, IA 52803
(319) 326-4631
* AD RR Y B H TX *

DECORAH

HELPING SERVYS FOR NORTHEAST IOWA INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION

621 MAIN STREET

DECORAH, IA 52101
(319) 387-1720
HOTLINE(S): (800) 383-KIDS
* AD PV *
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MERCY HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP MERCY RECOVERY CENTER
2530 NN 106TH STREET
DES MOINES, IA 50322
(515) 270-0116
* AD DT RR AM W MC MD PR CH TX *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCIES (NCAD)
218 6TH AVENUE
706 FLEMING BUILDING
DES MOINES, IA 50309
(515) 244-2297
HOTLINE(S): (515) 244-2297
* AD CI *

UNITED BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS
6900 UNIVERSITY STREET
SUITE F
DES MOINES, IA 50311
(515) 255-5550
* AD AM N Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* MD PR TX CI *

DUBUQUE

MERCY TURNING POINT TREATMENT CENTER
200 MERCY DRIVE SUITE 308
PROFESSIONAL ARTS PLAZA
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
(319) 589-8925
HOTLINE(S): (319) 589-8925 PUBLISHED # ANS 24 HRS
(319) 589-9635
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES CENTER INC
NESLER CENTRE SUITE 270
TOWN CLOCK PLAZA
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
(319) 582-3784
* AD AM Y DM PR TX PV CI *

DYERSVILLE

MERCY HEALTH CENTER
ST MARY'S ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE UNIT
1111 3RD STREET SH
DYERSVILLE, IA 52040
(319) 875-2951
* AD RR AM N Y PG MD PR CH TX CI *

ELDORA

ADDICTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS INC
WEST EDGINGTON AVENUE
STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
ELDORA, IA 50627
(515) 858-5402
* AD AM TX *

PINES FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER AT
ELDORA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
2413 EDGINGTON AVENUE
ELDORA, IA 50627
(515) 858-5416 EXT. 47
HOTLINE(S): (515) 858-5416
* AD DT RR AM N Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

ELKADER

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES FOR
CLAYTON COUNTY INC
431 HIGH STREET
ELKADER, IA 52043
(319) 245-1546
HOTLINE(S): (319) 245-1546
* AD PV CI *

ESTHERVILLE

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL
MARIAN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
826 NORTH 8TH STREET
ESTHERVILLE, IA 51334
(712) 362-7725
HOTLINE(S): (712) 362-7725
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX *

FORT DODGE

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM
RESEARCH FOUNDATION INC (NCARF)
726 SOUTH 17TH STREET
FORT DODGE, IA 50501
(515) 576-7261
* AD DT RR AM N Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM PR TX PV CI CS *

FORT MADISON

IOWA STATE PENITENTIARY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
31 AVENUE G
FORT MADISON, IA 52627
(319) 372-5432 EXT. 344
* AD AM TX PV *

GRUNDY CENTER

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE CTR INC
704 1/2 H AVENUE
GRUNDY CENTER, IA 50638
(319) 824-6409
* AD PV CI *

HAMPTON

FRANKLIN COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CTR
504 2ND AVENUE SE
HAMPTON, IA 50441
(515) 456-3164
* AD PV CI *

HARPERS FERRY

LUSTER HEIGHTS CAMP
RURAL ROUTE 1
HARPERS FERRY, IA 52146
(319) 586-2115
* AD RR TX *

HULL

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
1126 MAIN STREET
HULL, IA 51239
(712) 649-1170
* AD AM N Y B H AI PG CU HV DM PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

INDEPENDENCE

BUCHANAN COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
209 2ND AVENUE NE
INDEPENDENCE, IA 50644
(319) 334-6163
* AD PV CI CS *

INDIANOLA

PREVENTION CONCEPTS
515 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE D
INDIANOLA, IA 50125
(515) 961-6830
* AD PV *

WARREN COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
217 WEST SALEM STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
INDIANOLA, IA 50125
(515) 961-1006
* AD PV CI CS *

IONA CITY

MID EASTERN COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE (MECCA)
430 SOUTHGATE AVENUE
IONA CITY, IA 52240
(319) 351-4357
HOTLINE(S): (319) 351-4357
* AD DT RR AM N Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

UNITED ACTION FOR YOUTH
410 IOWA AVENUE
IONA CITY, IA 52240
(319) 358-7510
HOTLINE(S): (319) 358-7518; (319) 358-0559
* AD PV CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE/DETOXIFICATION
HIGHWAY 6 WEST
116A
IONA CITY, IA 52246
(319) 358-0501
* AD TX *
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SIoux City

MARIAN HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2101 COURT STREET
SIOUX CITY, IA 51104
(712) 279-2480
HOTLINE(S): (712) 279-5800
* AD DT RR AM HC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* SS CS *

SAINT LUKES GORDON RECOVERY CENTERS
2720 STONE PARK BOULEVARD
SIOUX CITY, IA 51104
(712) 279-3960
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 472-9018; (712) 279-3960
* AD DT RR AM Y B CU DM MD PR TX *

STORM LAKE

VISTA ADDICTION AND RECOVERY CENTER
NORTH CAMPUS OF BUENA VISTA COUNTY HOS
1305 WEST MILWAUKEE STREET
STORM LAKE, IA 50588
(712) 732-2872
* AD AM PR TX CI *

TAMA

MESQUAKIE ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE CENTER
3137 F AVENUE
TAMA, IA 52339
(515) 484-4903
* AD AM Y AI TX PV CI CS *

WASHINGTON

BOB GRAY OUTREACH CENTER
WASHINGTON COUNTY
219 1/2 WEST MAIN STREET
WASHINGTON, IA 52353
(319) 655-7749
* AD PV *

WATERLOO

GORDON RECOVERY CENTER AT
ALLEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
1020 LOGAN AVENUE
WATERLOO, IA 50703
(319) 235-3188
HOTLINE(S): (319) 235-HELP
* AD AM Y B H AI PG CU DM HC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *
KANSAS

COFFEVILLE
ALCOHOL/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM OF SOUTHEAST KANSAS
808 MILLION STREET
400 WEST BUILDING
COFFEYPOLLE, KS 67337
(316) 252-0680
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

COLBY
CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 EAST COLLEGE DRIVE
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-7511
* AD DT MC MD PR TX HH *

FRED WATERS ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
175 SOUTH RANGE STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-5332
* AD AM W Y B H AI PI CU DH PR TX *
* PV CI *

NORTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER AT COLBY
485 NORTH COURT STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-8152
* AD PV *

THOMAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE INC
775 EAST COLLEGE DRIVE
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-6111
* AD RR AM W Y A H AI PG CU HV DH *
* PR TX CI *

COLUMBUS
ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME FOR GIRLS
501 CENTRAL AVENUE
COLUMBUS, KS 66725
(316) 429-1949
* AD AM W Y A HV TX PV CI *

FAMILY LIFE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
201 WEST WALNUT STREET
COLUMBUS, KS 66725
(316) 231-1860
HOTLINE(S): (316) 231-5663
* AD AM W Y HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

CONCORDIA
KERRS COUNSELING
515 MASHING STREET
CONCORDIA, KS 66901
(913) 243-0144
* AD AM PR TX *

DERBY
COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSOCIATION
111 NORTH BALTIMORE STREET
DERBY, KS 67037
(316) 788-0711
HOTLINE(S): (316) 788-0711
* AD AM PR TX *

DODGE CITY
NEW CHANCE INC
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
201 EAST WYATT EARP BOULEVARD
DODGE CITY, KS 67801
(316) 225-0476
HOTLINE(S): (316) 225-3779
* AD DT RR AM W Y A H PI HV DH MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

SAINT JOSEPHS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG OUTPATIENT
2006 FIRST AVENUE
DODGE CITY, KS 67801
(316) 227-8443
HOTLINE(S): (800) 542-0009
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
H = HISPANICS
Y = YOUTH
AM = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
AIDS PATIENTS
PG = PREGNANT USERS
B = BLACKS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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EL DORADO

PARALLAX PROGRAM INC
ADAPT
EL DORADO CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
EL DORADO, KS 67042
(316) 267-3395
* AD AM B H AI CU HV TX *

SOUTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH INC
COUNSELING CENTER
2365 WEST CENTRAL STREET
EL DORADO, KS 67042
(316) 321-6036
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

ELLSWORTH

MIRROR INC
ELLSWORTH CORRECTIONAL FACILITY/ADAPT
1607 STATE STREET
ELLSWORTH, KS 67439
(913) 472-5501
* AD AM B H AI PI CU TX *

EMPORIA

CORNER HOUSE INC
418 MARKET STREET
EMPORIA, KS 66801
(316) 342-3015
* AD RR AM HV PR TX *

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
1024 WEST 12TH AVENUE
EMPORIA, KS 66801
(316) 343-1711
* AD PV CI *

MENTAL HEALTH CTR OF EAST CENTRAL KS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1000 LINCOLN STREET
EMPORIA, KS 66801
(316) 342-0548
* AD AH DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

NEWMAN MEMORIAL COUNTY HOSPITAL
RECOVERY ROAD
1037 ELM STREET
EMPORIA, KS 66801
(316) 342-6678
* AD AM MC PR TX *

THE FARM INC
528 COMMERCIAL STREET
EMPORIA, KS 66801
(316) 343-5804
* AD AM Y TX *

FORT SCOTT

BOURBON COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
COUNSELING SERVICE
11 EAST FIRST STREET
FORT SCOTT, KS 66701
(316) 223-0451
HOTLINE(S): (316) 223-0451
* AD AM TX PV CI *

GARDEN CITY

SAINT JOSEPHS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
OUTPATIENT
302 FLEMING STREET
SUITE 3
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846
(316) 276-4950
HOTLINE(S): (800) 542-0089
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

SOUTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL
PREVENTION CENTER
801 CAMPUS DRIVE
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846
(316) 276-9624
* AD PV *

WESTERN KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR ALC AND
CHEM DEPENDENCY INC/CROSSROADS HOUSE
811 NORTH MAIN STREET
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846
(316) 275-7103
* AD RR AM H Y H CU DW MD PR TX PV *

GIRARD

ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER OF
SOUTHEAST KANSAS
810 WEST CEDAR STREET
GIRARD, KS 66743
(316) 724-8806
HOTLINE(S): (316) 724-8806
* AD RR A PG CU HV MD PR TX *

SE KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CTR AT
THE SOUTHEAST KANSAS EDUC SERV CENTER
GIRARD, KS 66743
(316) 724-6281
* AD PV *

GODDARD

JUDGE JAMES V RIDDLE BOYS RANCH
25351 WEST 39TH STREET SOUTH
RURAL ROUTE 1
GODDARD, KS 67052
(316) 794-8666
* AD AM Y TX PV CI CS *

GOODLAND

NORTHWEST KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
FIRST AND SHERMAN STREETS
GOODLAND, KS 67735
(913) 899-5625
* AD AM M Y B H AI PI CU DW PR TX *

GREAT BEND

CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TREATMENT PROG
5815 BROADWAY
GREAT BEND, KS 67550
(316) 792-2544
HOTLINE(S): (316) 792-2544
* AD AM Y DW MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CENTRAL KANSAS PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
ELDEAN KOHRS
925 PATTON STREET
GREAT BEND, KS 67550
(316) 792-6619
* AD PV CI SS CS *

SAINT JOSEPHS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
2124 WASHINGTON STREET
GREAT BEND, KS 67550
(316) 793-8933
HOTLINE(S): (800) 542-0089
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

GREENSBURG

IROQUOIS CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
103 SOUTH GROVE STREET
GREENSBURG, KS 67054
(316) 723-2272
* AD AM Y DW MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HAYS

HIGH PLAINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
208 EAST 7TH STREET
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 628-2871
HOTLINE(S):
(913) 628-2871;
(800) 432-0333
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX *

KEY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1008 EAST 17TH STREET
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 628-2240
* AD AM M Y DW PR TX PV CI *

NORTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL
PREVENTION CENTER AT HAYS
2209 CANTERBURY ROAD
SUITE C
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 625-5521
* AD PV *

SAINT JOSEPHS CHEM DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2604 B GENERAL HAYS ROAD
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 625-5221
HOTLINE(S): (800) 542-0089
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *
KANSAS

JUNCTION CITY
GEARY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1102 SAINT MARYS ROAD
JUNCTION CITY, KS 66441
(913) 258-2222
HOTLINE(S): (913) 238-2222
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CI CS *

KANSAS CITY
ADDITIONAL STRESS CENTER
1330 NORTH 78TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 299-9255
* AD AM TX *

ASSOCIATED YOUTH SERVICES INC
3111 STRONG AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66106
(913) 851-2820
HOTLINE(S): (913) 851-2220 9AM-9PM KANSAS ONLY
* AD AM Y A B H PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
2220 CENTRAL AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 621-5058
* AD AM H Y H CU DV PR TX PV CI *

HEART OF AMERICA FAMILY SERVICES INC
5424 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66102
(913) 287-1200
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

KANSAS CITY KANSAS
SPANISH SPEAKING OFFICE
1333 SOUTH 27TH STREET
EL CENTRO SUITE 220
KANSAS CITY, KS 66106
(913) 364-0904
* AD PV *

KANSAS CITY KANSAS DRUG AND ALCOHOL
INFORMATION SCHOOL/ASAP
SECURITY NATIONAL BANK BUILDING/M-6
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-3011
* AD PV CI *

KANSAS MULTICULTURAL A/D TREATMENT CTR
2940 NORTH 17TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66104
(913) 371-5191
* AD RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD PR TX *

KANSAS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
KANSAS CITY METRO MENTAL PROGRAM
39TH AND RAINBOW BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 588-6495
* DA AM MH *

KAM VALLEY CENTER OF WYANDOTTE HOUSE
4500 BRENNER DRIVE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66104
(913) 334-0294
* AD AM Y TX PV *

PROJECT TURNAROUND
815 ANN AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 621-5362
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* TX *

SALVATION ARMY SHIELD OF
SERVICE DETOX AND REINTEGRATION CENTER
1200 NORTH 7TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-5500
HOTLINE(S): (913) 342-5500
* AD AT RR H Y A B PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

WYANDOTTE COUNTY REGIONAL PREV CTR AT
KANSAS CITY. KANSAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
7250 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 334-1100
* AD PV CI *

WYANDOTTE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
EATON STREET AT 56TH AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66102
(913) 851-9500
HOTLINE(S): (913) 851-1773 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
(913) 384-3535 EMER SERVICE NUMBER
* AD AM Y A H PI CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

LARNED
LARNED CORRECTIONAL MH FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
MENTAL HEALTH CONSORTIUM
ROUTE 3
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-6249
* AD AM A B H AI CU HV TX *

SAINT JOSEPHS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/INPATIENT
923 CARROLL STREET
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-3161 EXT. 280
HOTLINE(S): (800) 542-0089; (316) 285-3161
* AD AT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *

SUNRISE INC
REINTEGRATION PROGRAM
523 NORTH MAIN STREET
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-3462
HOTLINE(S): (316) 285-3462
* AD RR AM TX *

179
KANSAS

WOMENS FAMILY 7TH
(913) 843-9262
* AD RR W A B H AI PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

LEAVENWORTH

NORTHEAST KANSAS MH AND GUIDANCE CTR
RECOVERY SERVICES OF NORTHEAST KANSAS
818 NORTH 7TH STREET
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048
(913) 367-1593
* AD MC MD PR CH TX CS *

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048
(913) 682-8700
* AD RR TX PV CI *

FAMILY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG SERVICES INC
316 WEST 7TH STREET
LIBERAL, KS 67905
(316) 626-4500
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

MANHATTAN

GREG POTTER PHD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
714 POYNITZ STREET
SUITE A
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 537-0076
* AD RR AM Y B DH PR CH TX PV CI *

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG EDUCATION SERV
LAFENE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
SUITE 214
MANHATTAN, KS 66506
(913) 532-6927
* AD PV CI *

LARRY M PEAK PHD ALC/DRUG SERVS AT
MANHATTAN MEDICAL CENTER
1133 COLLEGE AVENUE
BUILDING B UPPER LEVEL
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 537-4014
* AD AM DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *

NORTHEAST KANSAS REGIONAL PREV CTR AT
PANHANDLE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
2001 CLAFFLIN STREET
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 587-4372
* AD PV *

PANHANDLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2001 CLAFFLIN STREET
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 539-5337
HOTLINE(S):
(913) 587-6300; (913) 243-1094
* AD DT AM W Y MC MD PR CH TX PV *

MAYETTA

PRAIRIE BAND POTAWATOMI TRIBE
WELLNESS CENTER
ROUTE 2
MAYETTA, KS 66509
(913) 966-2411
* AD CI *

McPHERSON

MCPherson AREA COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICE INC
1125 SOUTH MAIN STREET
McPHERSON, KS 67460
(316) 241-8280
* AD AM W Y PI DH PR TX *

MCPherson COUNTY SCHOOLS
LEARNING TO LIVE
514 NORTH MAIN STREET
McPHERSON, KS 67460
(316) 241-1650
* AD PV *

NEWTON

MIRROR INC
150 EAST 5TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6793
* AD RR AM Y B H AI PI HV DM *
* MD PR TX *

MIRROR INC
SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS REGIONAL PREV CTR
150 EAST 5TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6793
* AD PV *

PRAIRIE VIEW MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
1901 EAST FIRST STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-2400
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 362-0180
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *

UNITED METHODIST YOUTHVILLE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
900 WEST BROADWAY
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-1950
* AD AM Y TX *

OLATHE

NORTON TREATMENT PROGRAM
RR 1
NORTON, KS 67654
(913) 877-3380 EXT. 424
* AD AM TX *

VALLEY HOPE ASSOCIATION
VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER
709 WEST HOLME STREET
NORTON, KS 67654
(913) 877-5101
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 544-5101; (913) 877-5101
* AD DT RR W Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HY DH MD PR CH TX *

OLATHE

CYPRESS RECOVERY INC
230 SOUTH KANSAS STREET
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 764-7595
* AD AM W Y DH PR TX PV CI *

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION CENTER INC
807 CLAIRBORNE ROAD
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 764-6463
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* HY PR TX PV CI *

JOHNSON COUNTY
ADDICTION CENTER FOR TREATMENT (ACT)
301 NORTH MONROE STREET
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 782-0283
* AD RR Y PG MC PR TX *

OTTAWA

FRANKLIN COUNTY MH CLINIC INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
204 EAST 16TH STREET
OTTAWA, KS 66067
(913) 242-3780
HOTLINE(S):
(913) 242-3781 8PM-8AM
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

OVERLAND PARK

CHARLES STEBBINS COUNSELING SERVICES
5750 WEST 95TH STREET
SUITE 208
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66207
(913) 599-0400
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

HEART OF AMERICA FAMILY SERVICES INC
JOHNSON COUNTY OFFICE
10500 BARKLEY STREET
SUITE 210
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66212
(913) 642-4300
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *
TOPEKA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY/CENTRAL ALCOHOL DRUG ABUSE PRIMARY TREATMENT 8TH STREET AND RICE ROAD DORM A
TOPEKA, KS 66607
(913) 296-0814
* AD AM M TX *

TOPEKA HALFWAY HOUSE EAST 807 WESTERN STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66606
(913) 357-4211
* AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT 2200 GAGE BOULEVARD BUILDING 2
TOPEKA, KS 66622
(913) 272-5111 EXT. 2151
* AD DT RR AM W A B PG PI CU HV DH *
* PR TX PV CS *

WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER OF DCCC INC 1328 SW WESTERN STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66604
(913) 235-5885
* AD RR AM W MD PR CH TX *

WELLINGTON
HEALTH NETWORK OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICES 924 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET WELLINGTON, KS 67152
(316) 326-5944
* AD AM W Y CU PR TX *

WICHITA
ADDICTIVE BEHAVIOR CONSULTANTS 2400 NORTH WOODLAWN STREET SUITE 210
WICHITA, KS 67220
(316) 689-8787
* AD AM PR TX *

ADOLESCENT/ADULT/FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM 3540 WEST DOUGLAS STREET SUITES 4 AND 6
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 943-2051
* AD AM W Y B H CU DH PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

ALCOHOLISM FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER 714 SOUTH HILLSDALE STREET
WICHITA, KS 67211
(316) 680-5131
* AD AM W Y A HV PR TX *

CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 915 SOUTH GLENDALE STREET
WICHITA, KS 67218
(316) 683-2500
* AD AM W Y A AI PG HV PR TX CI *

COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSOCIATION 1411 NORTH SAINT PAUL STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 722-9090
HOTLINE(S):
(316) 780-0711; (316) 722-9090
* AD AM PR TX *

KAREN E HAMILTON COUNSELING SERVICES 5920 EAST CENTRAL STREET SUITE 204
WICHITA, KS 67208
(316) 686-2782
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

MCC BEHAVIORAL CARE INC 216 WEST MURDOCK STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 269-2990
* AD AM W Y B H CU MC PR TX CI *

MID AMERICAN ALL INDIAN CENTER INDIAN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES 313 NORTH SENECA STREET SUITE 109
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 262-6633
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DN PR TX PV CI CS *

NEVA PROSSER TULLOCH LTD 4805 WEST CENTRAL STREET
WICHITA, KS 67212
(316) 943-5203
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

NORTHEAST DRUG/ALCOHOL REFERRAL AND TRACKING STATION INC 1809 NORTH BROADWAY SUITE C
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 265-8511
* AD AM W B PG CU TX PV CI *

OUTPATIENT PARADIGM 1335 NORTH BROADWAY SUITE D
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 269-1333
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV PR TX *
* CI *

PARALLAX PROGRAM INC ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT 320 NORTH MARKET STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 267-3395
* AD RR AM MD PR TX CI *

PARALLAX REINTEGRATION DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS MODULE (DOC) 320 NORTH MARKET STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 267-3395
* AD RR TX *

PHOENIX 7 COUNSELING CENTER 9223 EAST HARRY STREET SUITE 124
WICHITA, KS 67207
(316) 651-0885
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

PROFESSIONAL REVIEW NETWORK INC 313 NORTH SENECA STREET SUITE 100
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 262-6633
* AD AM Y H AI PR TX *

RECOVERY SERVICES COUNCIL INC 1712 WEST DOUGLAS STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 265-8566
HOTLINE(S):
(316) 265-6011; (316) 265-8561
* AD RR AM W A H PG MD PR TX *

RELAPSE AND RELAPSE PREVENTION COUNSELING 1335 NORTH BROADWAY SUITE D
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 269-1333
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

ROGERS COUNSELING SERVICE 465 WINDSOR STREET
WICHITA, KS 67218
(316) 687-2501
* AD AM W A B H AI CU HV DH MC PR *
* CH TX *

SAINT FRANCIS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES 929 NORTH SAINT FRANCIS STREET
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 260-8680
HOTLINE(S):
(316) 260-4357; (316) 260-7867
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H PG CU HV *
* MC MD PR TX PV CI *

SALVATION ARMY BOOTH FAMILY SERV CTR OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT 2050 WEST 11TH STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 263-2769
* AD AM Y B H AI CU TX PV CI *

SEDGWICK COUNTY
ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES 940 NORTH MACO STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 263-6015
HOTLINE(S): (316) 686-7465
* AD AM Y AI CU HV DH MC MD PR TX *
* MH *

THE LIGHTHOUSE OF WICHITA INC 204 SOUTH OSAGE STREET
WICHITA, KS 67213
(316) 832-9794
* AD AM W B PG CU HV DW TX *
VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CTR
101 WEST DOUGLAS STREET
WICHITA, KS 67213
(316) 264-7369
AD AM W Y B AI CU PR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
500 EAST KELLOGG STREET
WICHITA, KS 67208
(316) 651-3623
AD DT RR AM W A H AI HV PR TX PV *
CT SS CS *

VICTOR MONTEMAYOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1081 SOUTH RUTAN COURT
WICHITA, KS 67210
(316) 683-5959
AD AM W A B H AI PI CU HV DW MD *
TP PV CI *

WICHITA/SEDGWICK CNTY REG PREV CENTER
THE DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION CTR
421 EAST 2ND STREET
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 262-2421
AD PV *

WOMENS RECOVERY CTR OF CENTRAL KANSAS
409 NORTH MARKET STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 262-0505
AD RR W Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
MD PR TX *
KENTUCKY

ALBANY
ADANITA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALBANY CLINIC
507 CROSS STREET
ALBANY, KY 42602
(606) 387-7635
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 626-5599; (800) 221-0220
* AD AM PR CH TX *

DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
CLINTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ALBANY, KY 42602
(800) 468-4349
* AD AM DH TX CI *

ASHLAND
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 928-6424
* AD AM HV TX PV CI CS *

PATHWAYS INC
ADKINS HOUSE
2801 WINCHESTER AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD RR DH PR TX *

PATHWAYS INC
BOYD COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
201 22ND STREET
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD AM N Y A PG PI CU HV DH MC PR *
* CH TX *

PATHWAYS INC
WITHDRAWAL UNIT
201 22ND STREET
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD DT N Y PI DH PR CH TX *

BARBOURVILLE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
317 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
BARBOURVILLE, KY 40906
(606) 546-3104
HOTLINE(S):
(606) 864-2104; (606) 546-3104
* AD AM N Y DH MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

BARDSTOWN
COMMUNICARE
BARDSTOWN COMMUNICARE CLINIC
351 SOUTH 5RD STREET
BARDSTOWN, KY 40004
(502) 348-9207
HOTLINE(S): (502) 769-1304
* AD AM DH PR CH TX PV CI *

BARLOM
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
BARDSTOWN CLINIC
HIGHWAY 62
BARDSTOWN, KY 40004
(502) 628-5408
HOTLINE(S): (800) 592-3980
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

BEATTYVILLE
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
BEATTYVILLE BY PASS
BEATTYVILLE, KY 41311
(606) 464-5212
HOTLINE(S): (800) 262-7491
* AD AM N Y A B AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV *

BEDFORD
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
TRIMBLE COUNTY CENTER
CHURCH STREET
BEDFORD, KY 40006
(502) 255-3250
HOTLINE(S): (502) 589-4313
* AD AM PR TX PV *

BENTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
BENTON/CLINTON COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
300 MAIN STREET
BENTON, KY 42025
(502) 527-1434
HOTLINE(S): (800) 592-3980
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

BOWLING GREEN
LIFESKILLS INC
BOWLING GREEN, CENTER
822 WOODWAY
BOWLING GREEN, KY 42102
(502) 842-2546
HOTLINE(S):
(502) 843-4357; (800) 223-8913
* AD AM Y DH PR TX PV CI *

BOWLING GREEN
LIFESKILLS INC
PARK PLACE
822 WOODWAY
BOWLING GREEN, KY 42101
(502) 842-2696
HOTLINE(S):
(502) 845-4357; (800) 223-8913
* AD RR N A B PI CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CI *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
H = HISPANIC
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES

184
CAMPTON

KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
WOLFE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
605 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH
SUITES 1 AND 2
CAMPTON, KY 40301
(606) 688-7420 EXT. -
HOTLINE(S):
(606) 262-7941
* AD DT RR AM WY GH MC MD PR CH TX *
* MD PR CH TX PV *

CARLISLE

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
NICHOLAS COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE
226 LOCUST STREET
ROOM 4
CARLISLE, KY 40311
(606) 987-6127
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 928-8000 NATIONWIDE
* AD AM A HV GH MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

CARROLLTON

DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
1302 HIGHLAND AVENUE
CARROLL COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CARROLLTON, KY 41008
(606) 431-2775
* AD AM B GH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

CLINTON

WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
CLINTON/HICKMAN COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
CLINTON/HICKMAN COUNTY HOSPITAL
CLINTON, KY 42031
(502) 653-6992
HOTLINE(S): (800) 592-3980
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

COLUMBIA

ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
COLUMBIA CLINIC
808 C JAMESWORTH STREET
COLUMBIA, KY 42728
(502) 304-4719
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 652-5599; (800) 221-0220
* AD AM GH MC MD PR CH TX *

COBLESKILL

COBLESKILL COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
230 MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, KY 42031
(606) 592-3980
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 592-3980
* AD AM GH MC MD PR CH TX *

COBLESKILL RIVER SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICE
COBLESKILL, KY 42031
(606) 592-3980
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 592-3980
* AD AM GH MC MD PR CH TX *

COVINGTON

DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
413 SCOTT STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 431-2775
* AD AM B GH MC MD PR *

FAMILY ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING CENTER
722 SCOTT STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41012
(606) 431-2225
* AD AM A B GH GH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

SAINT ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNITS
401 EAST 20TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41014
(606) 292-4148
HOTLINE(S):
(606) 292-4150; (606) 292-4148
* AD DT RR AM WY GH MC MD PR CH TX *

TRANSITIONS INC
EIGHTH STREET HALFAY ME HOUSE
113 EAST 6TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 291-8261
* AD RR AM TX PV *

TRANSITIONS INC
WOMEN'S RESIDENTIAL ADDICTION PGM (WRAP)
1629 MADISON AVENUE
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 491-2090
* AD RR AM Y GH GH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

185
KENTUCKY

SYNTHIANA
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
HARRISON COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE
122 EAST PLEASANT STREET
SYNTHIANA, KY 40131
(606) 234-6940
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

DANVILLE
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
DANVILLE COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
650 HIGH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-2726
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

COLLINS/KUBALE/MILES AND ASSOCIATES
219 SOUTH 4TH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-0853
HOTLINE(S): (606) 236-0853; (606) 236-8209
* AD AM PR CH TX CS *

EDDYVILLE
WESTERN KENTUCKY
DRUG AND ALC INTERVENTION SERVICES INC
1216 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
EDDYVILLE, KY 42038
(502) 247-4212
* AD AM M Y DH MC PR TX PV CI *

EDMONTON
LIFESKILLS INC
METCALFE COUNTY OFFICE
400 TOMPKINSVILLE ROAD
EDMONTON, KY 42219
(502) 432-4951
HOTLINE(S): (502) 845-6957; (800) 223-8913
* AD AM DH PR TX PV CI *

ELIZABETHTOWN
COMMUNICATION
ELIZABETHTOWN SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1311 NORTH DIXIE AVENUE
ELIZABETHTOWN, KY 42701
(502) 765-5165
HOTLINE(S): (502) 769-1304
* AD AM W A PI CU HV DH PR TX PV *
* CI *

COMMUNICATION RECOVERY CENTER
1311 NORTH DIXIE AVENUE
ELIZABETH TOWN, KY 42701
(502) 765-5165
HOTLINE(S): (502) 769-1304
* AD RR W PI CU HV DH PR TX *

EMINENCE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
HENRY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EMINENCE, KY 40019
(502) 845-2928
HOTLINE(S): (502) 569-4313
* AD AM PR TX PV *

FALMOUTH
SAINT LUKE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
512 SOUTH MAPLE AVENUE
FALMOUTH, KY 41040
(606) 572-3500
HOTLINE(S): (606) 572-3500
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

FLEMINGSBURG
COMPREHEND INC FLEMING COUNTY CHHC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFICES
610 ELIZAVILLE ROAD
FLEMINGBURG, KY 40411
(606) 849-2212
HOTLINE(S): (606) 564-4016
* AD AM M Y DH PR TX PV *

FLORENCE
COMP CARE CTRS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
BOONE COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
8172 MALL ROAD
SUITE 239
FLORENCE, KY 40102
(606) 285-9222
* AD AM M Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

FORT CAMPBELL
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
23RD STREET AND INDIANA AVENUE
AFBZA-PA-D BUILDING 2557
FORT CAMPBELL, KY 42223
(502) 796-4411
* AD AM M Y PG CU DH TX PV CI *

FORT KNOX
FORT KNOX ALCOHOL AND
DRUG COUNSELING CENTER
BRULE STREET
BUILDING 6602
FORT KNOX, KY 40120
(502) 624-1532
* AD AM Y DH TX PV *

FRANKFORT
BLUEGRASS EDUCATION AND TREATMENT OF
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
963 WASH ROAD
ROUTE 7
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 225-2017
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD RR A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
FRANKFORT OFFICE
191 DOCTORS DRIVE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 225-2182
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
HALFWAY HOUSE
WASH ROAD
ROUTE 7
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2017
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD RR A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

COUNSELING CENTER INC
807 HOLMES STREET
FRANKLIN, KY 42134
(502) 856-8862
HOTLINE(S): (502) 845-6357; (800) 223-8913
* AD AM DH PR TX *

FRENCHBURG
PATHWAYS INC
SIMPSON COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 36
FRENCHBURG, KY 40322
(606) 768-2131
HOTLINE(S): (800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD AM M Y MC MD PR CH TX *

FULTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
FULTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
350 BROWDER STREET
FULTON, KY 42041
(502) 672-1760
HOTLINE(S): (800) 592-3980
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GEORGETOWN
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
SCOTT COUNTY CLINIC
1226 PARIS PIKE
GEORGETOWN, KY 40324
(502) 865-4734
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *
KENTUCKY

HYDEN
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
HYDEN UNIT
HURTS CREEK SHOPPING CENTER
HYDEN, KY 41749
(606) 672-4215
HOTLINE(S): (800) 262-7491
* AD AM A BV PI HV DW MD PD PR CH *
* TX PV *

INEZ
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MARTIN COUNTY CLINIC
RURAL ROUTE 3
INEZ, KY 41224
(606) 298-7902
HOTLINE(S): (800) 422-1060
* AD AM A B PG PI CU HV DW PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

IRVINE
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
BLUEGRASS COMPREHENSIVE CENTER
ROUTE 1/SPRINGFIELD ROAD
IRVINE, KY 40336
(606) 723-5128
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MD PD PR CH TX CI *

JACKSON
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
1112 1/2 MAIN STREET
JACKSON, KY 41339
(606) 666-7591
HOTLINE(S): (800) 262-7491
* AD AM W Y A B AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV *

JAMESTOWN
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
JAMESTOWN CLINIC
HIGHWAY 127 SOUT
JAMESTOWN, KY 42269
(502) 343-2551
HOTLINE(S): (800) 652-5599; (800) 221-0220
* AD AM PR CH TX *

DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SERVICES INC
RUSSELL COUNTY COURTHOUSE
JAMESTOWN, KY 42269
(606) 679-0069
* AD AM DH TX CI *

LA GRANGE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
OLDHAM COUNTY CENTER
1919 SOUTH HIGHWAY 53
LA GRANGE, KY 40031
(502) 222-7210
HOTLINE(S): (502) 589-4313
* AD AM PR TX PV *

LANCASTER
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
LANCASTER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
67 PUBLIC SQUARE
LANCASTER, KY 40444
(606) 792-2381
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MD PD PR CH TX CI *

LANECEBURG
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
LANCER FIGHER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
1060 GLENFORD ROAD
LANCER, KY 40342
(502) 859-7203
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MD PD PR CH TX CI *

LEBANON
COMMERCIAL LEBAHON COMMERCIAL CLINIC
ROUTE 1/SPRINGFIELD ROAD
LEBANON, KY 40033
(502) 692-2400
HOTLINE(S): (502) 769-1304
* AD AM PI DW PR TX PV CI *

LEITCHFIELD
COMMERCIAL LEITCHFIELD COMMERCIAL CLINIC
300 SOUTH CLINTON STREET
HEALTH DEPARTMENT ANNEX
LEITCHFIELD, KY 42754
(502) 259-4652
HOTLINE(S): (502) 769-1304
* AD AM PI DW PR TX PV CI *

LEXISPORT
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
LEXISPORT SHOPPING CENTER
LEXISPORT, KY 42351
(502) 295-3733
HOTLINE(S): (800) 433-7291; (502) 295-3733
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

LEXINGTON
ALCOHOL RELATED OFFENDERS PROGRAM
880 SPARTA COURT
SUITE 219
LEXINGTON, KY 40504
(606) 255-4682
* AD AM DH PR TX PV CI *

BLUE GRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE
TEEN PRIMARY OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
200 WEST 2ND STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 233-0444
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM Y A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
146 EAST 3RD STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 233-0444
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD DT A HV DW MD PD PR CH TX MM *
* SS *

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
200 WEST 2ND STREET
3RD FLOOR
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 281-2100
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 928-8000 NATIONWIDE
* AD AM A HV DW MD PD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
METHADONE PROGRAM
201 MECHANIC STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 253-0444 EXT. 202
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MD PD PR CH TX *

CHARLES I SCHMARTZ
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
420 SOUTH BROADWAY
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 255-4268
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD RR A HV DW MD PR CH TX CI *

CHRYSALIS HOUSE INC
251 EAST MAXWELL STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 254-6264
* AD RR W PG TX *

DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS
431 SOUTH BROADWAY
SUITE 331
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 254-9187
* AD AM Y A PI CU TX PV CI *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
ATWOOD HALL
3301 LEESTOWN ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
(606) 255-6812 EXT. 167
* AD RR W TX *
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GROWTH RESOURCES
517 NICHOLASVILLE ROAD
SUITE 404
LEXINGTON, KY 40503
(606) 276-1194
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000 NATIONWIDE
* AD AM A HV DM MC MD PR CH TX CX *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (NCA)
PREVENTION RESEARCH INSTITUTE
529 NORTH BROADWAY
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 254-2761
* AD PV *

PATTI HARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1517 NICHOLASVILLE ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40503
(606) 278-1315
* AD AM TX *

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL CENTER FOR CHEMICAL INDEPENDENCE
ONE SAINT JOSEPH DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KY 40504
(606) 276-4597
HOTLINE(S): (606) 276-4597; (800) 432-9755
* AD DT RR AM A HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

SHEPHERDS HOUSE INC
194 BONNIE BREA DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 252-1939
* AD RR A B CU HV DM TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
LEESTOWN ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
(606) 233-4511 EXT. 3536
* AD RR A HV TX *

LIBERTY
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
LIBERTY CLINIC
ROUTE 1
LIBERTY SQUARE
LIBERTY, KY 42539
(606) 797-9472
HOTLINE(S): (800) 632-5599; (800) 221-0220
* AD AM DW PR CH TX *

LONDON
CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE CENTER CROSSROAD
LONDON, KY 40741
(606) 864-6332
HOTLINE(S): (606) 866-2104
* AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
MARYMOUNT HOSPITAL
LONDON, KY 40741
(606) 864-9362
* AD AM DH TX CX *

LOUISA
PATHWAYS INC
LAWRENCE COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 4 BOX 44B
LOUISA, KY 41250
(606) 638-4332
HOTLINE(S): (800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD AM DH MC PR CH TX *

LOUISVILLE
BAPTIST HOSPITAL EAST CHEM DEP PROG CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
4000 KRESGE WAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
(502) 897-8138
HOTLINE(S): (502) 896-7135 DAY
(502) 897-8138 EVENING/WEEKENDS
* AD DT RR AM A HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

COUNCIL ON PREVENTION AND EDUCATION/SUBSTANCES INC (COPES)
1228 EAST BRECKINRIDGE STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204
(502) 583-6820
* AD PV *

COUNSELING CENTER INC
1711 BARDSWORTH ROAD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40205
(502) 875-7733
* DA M A B HV MC MD PR TX PV CI *

DISMAS CHARITIES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1501 LYTLE STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40203
(502) 586-3733
* AD AM B AI CU HV DM MC PR TX *

FRAGER ASSOCIATES
3906 DUPONT SQUARE SOUTH
LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
(502) 895-6654
HOTLINE(S): (502) 893-6654
* AD PV CI *

JOHN P SOHAN COUNSELING SERVICES
1169 EASTERN PARKWAY
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING SUITE 3358
LOUISVILLE, KY 40217
(502) 458-0348
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI *

KENTUCKY DUI INSTITUTE
1030 WEST MARKET STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 568-6648
* AD AM B DH PR TX *

KENTUCKY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS INC
1030 WEST MARKET STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 568-6648
* AD AM B TX *

LOUISVILLE/JEFFERSON CNTYS HEALTH DEPT METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
1448 SOUTH 15TH STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40210
(502) 625-6614
* DA AM MC MD HH PV *

PATRICK WHelan
125 S EAST BROADWAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204
(502) 584-0757
* AD AM Y PR TX CI *

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVS/JEFFERSON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CTR (JADAC)
600 SOUTH PRESTON STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 583-3951
HOTLINE(S): (502) 589-4313; (502) 583-3951
* AD DT RR AM A Y A PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

TALBOT HOUSE
520 WEST SAINT CATHERINE STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40203
(502) 587-0669
* AL RR B TX *

TEN BROECK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8521 LA GRANGE ROAD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40242
(502) 426-6380
HOTLINE(S): (502) 926-6380; (800) 866-8876
* AD DT AM W Y A PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

U.S. CORRECTIONS CORPORATION
LIFELINE RECOVERY CENTER
214 SOUTH 8TH STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 587-8443
* AD RR B PI CU HV TX *
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ULTIMATE CARE
10400 LINN STATION ROAD
ATRIUM CENTER SUITE 226
LOUISVILLE, KY 40223
(502) 539-8552
* AD AM M CU PR CH TX PV CI CS *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA KENTUCKY INC
THIRD STEP PROGRAM
1436 SOUTH SHELBY STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40217
(502) 656-0771
* AD RR CU TX *

WELLNESS INSTITUTE
332 WEST BROADWAY SUITE 1707
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 589-9355
* AD AM TX *

WOMENS PRISON AFTERCARE
1436 SOUTH SHELBY STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40217
(502) 634-3948
* AD RR M HC MD PR CH TX *

MADISONVILLE
DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEM INC
254 EAST CENTER STREET
ROOM 3
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431
(502) 821-1784
* AD AM DW PR TX *

MADISONVILLE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
HOSPITAL DRIVE
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431
(502) 825-5100 EXT. 5648
HOTLINE(S): (800) 367-0762
* AD DT RR AM M A B AI PG CU HV TX *
* CS *

PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
MADISONVILLE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
1303 WEST NOEL STREET
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431
(502) 821-8874
HOTLINE(S): (800) 264-5163; (502) 821-8874
* AD AM M Y PG DW PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

MANCHESTER
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
277 WHITE STREET
MANCHESTER, KY 40962
(606) 598-5172
HOTLINE(S): (606) 864-2104
* AD AM DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

MAYFIELD
WESTERN KENTUCKY
DRUG AND ALC INTERVENTION SERVICES INC
820 PARIS ROAD
MAYFIELD, KY 42066
(502) 247-4212
* AD AM M Y PG CU DH MC PR TX PV *
* CI *

WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
MAYFIELD/GRAVES COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
217 NORTH 7TH STREET
MAYFIELD, KY 42066
(502) 247-5346
HOTLINE(S): (606) 592-3900
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MAYSVILLE
COMPREHEND INC
MASON COUNTY CMHC
611 FOREST AVENUE
MAYSVILLE, KY 41056
(606) 564-4016
HOTLINE(S): (606) 564-4016
* AD AM M Y DW PR TX PV *

MCGEE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MAIN STREET
MCGEE, KY 40647
(606) 287-7137
HOTLINE(S): (606) 864-2104
* AD AM M Y PG CU DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

MCRROBERTS
MCRROBERTS TREATMENT CENTER
15 HOLLOW STREET
MCRROBERTS, KY 41835
(606) 832-4625
HOTLINE(S): (800) 262-7491
* AD DT RR M Y A B AI CU HV DM MC *
* PR TX PV *

MIDDLESBORO
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
324 NORTH 19TH STREET
MIDDLESBORO, KY 40965
(606) 248-4949
HOTLINE(S): (606) 864-2104
* AD AM M Y CU DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* NM PV CI *

MONTICELLO
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
WAYNE COUNTY CLINIC
HIGHWAY 1275
MONTICELLO, KY 42633
(606) 348-9318
HOTLINE(S): (800) 632-5599; (600) 221-0220
* AD AM Y DW PR CH TX *

MONTICELLO
DUI DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
WAYNE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
MONTICELLO, KY 42633
(800) 468-4349
* AD AM DW TX CI *

MOREHEAD
PATHWAYS INC
ROWAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
321 EAST MAIN STREET
MOREHEAD, KY 40351
(606) 784-4161
HOTLINE(S):
(600) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD AM M Y A PG PI HV DM MC PR CH *
* TX *

MORGANFIELD
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
233 NORTH TOWNSEND STREET
MORGANFIELD, KY 42437
(502) 389-3240
HOTLINE(S): (800) 453-7291; (502) 389-3240
* AD AM MD PR CH TX CI *

MORGANTOWN
LIFESKILLS INC
BUTLER COUNTY OFFICE
120 WEST OHIO STREET
MORGANTOWN, KY 42261
(502) 526-3877
HOTLINE(S):
(502) 843-4357; (800) 223-8913
* AD AM DW PR TX PV CI *

MOUNT OLIVET
COMPREHEND INC ROBERTSON COUNTY
COMMUNITY CARE CTR OUTPT ALC/DRUG SERV
HIGHWAY 62
MOUNT OLIVET, KY 41064
(606) 724-5214
HOTLINE(S): (606) 564-4016
* AD AM M Y DW PR TX PV *

MOUNT STERLING
PATHWAYS INC
HILLCREST HALL
2479 GRASSY LICK ROAD
MOUNT STERLING, KY 40353
(606) 490-6574
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD RR M Y PR CH TX *

PATHWAYS INC
MONTGOMERY COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
300 FOXGLOVE DRIVE
MOUNT STERLING, KY 40353
(606) 498-7546
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD AM M Y A CU DW MC PR CH TX *
KENTUCKY

WILMINGTON

WILMINGTON/LIVINGSTON COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
HIGHWAY 60
MCKINNEY BUILDING
WILMINGTON, KY 42001
(502) 928-2723
HOTLINE(S): (800) 592-3980
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

SOMERSET

ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
SOMERSET CLINIC/HARDIN LANE
101 HARDIN LANE
SOMERSET, KY 42501
(606) 679-7348
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 632-5599; (808) 221-0220
* AD AM W Y DH PR CH TX *

DU DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
205 WEST MOUNT VERNON STREET
SUITE 108
SOMERSET, KY 42501
(606) 679-0049
* AD AM DH PR TX PV CI *

STANFORD

BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE STANFORD COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
110 SOMERSET STREET
STANFORD, KY 40484
(606) 365-2197
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000 NATIONWIDE
* AD AM A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX CS *

STANTON

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR STANTON UNIT
2354 WEST COLLEGE STREET
STANTON, KY 40380
(606) 794-2562
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

TAYLORSVILLE

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES SPENCER COUNTY SERVICE CENTER CEMETARY AVENUE
TAYLORSVILLE, KY 40071
(502) 477-2577
HOTLINE(S): (502) 589-6313
* AD AM PR TX PV *

TOMPKINSVILLE

LIFESKILLS INC
MORRONE COUNTY OFFICE
200 EAST 4TH STREET
TOMPKINSVILLE, KY 42167
(502) 487-5665
HOTLINE(S):
(502) 843-4357; (800) 223-8913
* AD AM DN PR TX PV CI *

VANCEBURG

COMPREHEND INC LEWIS COUNTY CMHC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFICE
410 2ND STREET
VANCEBURG, KY 41179
(606) 796-3022
HOTLINE(S): (606) 566-4016
* AD AM W Y DH PR TX PV *

VERSAILLES

BLUEGRASS WEST COMP CARE WOODFORD COUNTY COMP CARE CTR ALC ABUSE TRT PGM
195B FRANKFORT STREET
MEDICAL TERRACE
VERSAILLES, KY 40383
(606) 873-7316
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

COUNSELING CENTER
MAIN STREET
COMMUNITY EDUCATION BUILDING
VERSAILLES, KY 40383
(606) 873-7617
* DA AM A B HV MC MD PR TX PV CI *

WEST LIBERTY

PATHWAYS INC
MORGAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
200 PRESTONSBURG STREET
MORGAN COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
WEST LIBERTY, KY 41672
(606) 743-3139
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 562-8909 KENTUCKY TOLL FREE
(606) 324-1141
* AD AM W Y DH MC PR CH TX *

WHITESBURG

KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
117 HAYES STREET
KRAFT BUILDING
WHITESBURG, KY 41858
(606) 633-4439
HOTLINE(S): (800) 262-7491
* AD AM W Y A B AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV *

WHITLEY CITY

ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
WHITLEY CITY CLINIC
SOUTH FORK CENTERS
HIGHWAY 27
WHITLEY CITY, KY 42653
(606) 376-2466
HOTLINE(S): (800) 632-5599; (808) 221-0220
* AD AM PR CH TX *

WILLIAMSBURG

CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
Cemetery Road
WILLIAMSBURG, KY 40769
(606) 549-1040
HOTLINE(S): (606) 864-2104
* AD AM W Y CU DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

WILLIAMSTOWN

DU DEFENDANT REFERRAL SYSTEMS INC
200 PARIS STREET
WILLIAMSTOWN, KY 41097
(800) 398-2771
* AD AM DH PR TX *

WINCHESTER

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
WINCHESTER UNIT
26 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
WINCHESTER, KY 40591
(606) 744-2562
HOTLINE(S): (800) 928-8000
* AD AM A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX CS *

COUNSELING CENTER INC
121 EAST LEXINGTON AVENUE
WINCHESTER, KY 40591
(800) 833-4384
* DA W A B HV MC MD PR TX PV CI *
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**CROSSROADS REGIONAL HOSPITAL**

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

110 JOHN ESKEM DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KY 40503
(502) 682-5151
* AD RR TX SV CS *

**LEXINGTON BLACK ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC**

COMMUNITY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

2247 MARLINGTON AVENUE
LEXINGTON, KY 40504
(502) 263-5670
* AD AM TX PV CI *

**RAPPIDE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER**

OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES

2700 MAIN STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(502) 788-9834
* AD DT AM TX PV CI *

**LEXINGTON ROUGE**

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF GREATER BATON ROUGE

1001 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 343-6330
* AD PV CI *

**LEXINGTON ROUGE**

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM

400 NORTH 43RD STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 928-6729
* AD PV CI *

**LEXINGTON ROUGE AREA**

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC

1819 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 389-3325
* AD DT H B B AI PG PI CU HV TX *

**BATON ROUGE**

BATON ROUGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC

4615 GOVERNMENT STREET
BUILDING A
BATON ROUGE, LA 70806
(504) 922-0050
HOTLINE(S): (504) 924-3900
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

**BATON ROUGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF**

BATON ROUGE GENERAL MEDICAL CENTER

3601 NORTH BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70806
(504) 387-7900
HOTLINE(S): (504) 387-7900; (800) 375-7575
* AD DT RR AM A B CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

**BATON ROUGE COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES**

SAVE A CHILD

2013 CENTRAL ROAD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70807
(504) 775-9699
* AD PV *

**BATON ROUGE CPC MEADOWOOD HOSPITAL**

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS

9032 PERKINS ROAD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70810
(504) 766-8853
HOTLINE(S): (504) 766-8853 EMER & REFER
* AD RR AM M Y A CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

**BATON ROUGE DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES**

STUDENT SERVICES

626 NORTH 4TH STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70804
(504) 342-5473
* AD PV *

**BATON ROUGE FOUNDATION HOUSE FOR BOYS**

7324 ALBERTA STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
(504) 296-5566
* AD RR Y TX *

**BATON ROUGE FOUNDATION HOUSE FOR GIRLS**

455 LOVERS LANE
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 336-1128
* AD RR Y TX *

**BATON ROUGE OBREZ HOUSE**

1231 LAUREL STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 344-6385
* AD RR TX *

**BATON ROUGE SALVATION ARMY**

7361 AIRLINE HIGHWAY
BATON ROUGE, LA 70805
(504) 355-4483
* AD PV CI *

**BATON ROUGE SERENITY HOUSE INC**

3370 VICTORIA DRIVE
BATON ROUGE, LA 70805
(504) 356-2818
* AD PV CI *

**BATON ROUGE SHILON BAPTIST CHURCH**

PROJECT LIFELINE

185 EDDIE ROBINSON STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 545-0640
* AD PV *

**BATON ROUGE TALBOT OUTPATIENT CENTRAL INC**

5414 BRITTANY DRIVE
SUITE C
BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
(504) 767-2977
HOTLINE(S): (504) 777-8-PAT HOTLINE AT MW HOSPITAL
(504) 766-8553
* AD AM PI DH PR CH TX *

**BATON ROUGE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE**

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

750 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
ROOM 252
BATON ROUGE, LA 70821
(504) 381-0367
* AD PV CI *

* KEY *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td>AD = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:</td>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>CT = COCAINE USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DM = HIV POSITIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DH = DWH/ASAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:</td>
<td>MG = MEDICARE</td>
<td>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD = MEDICAID</td>
<td>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AIRVIEW TREATMENT CENTER
15 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD
SUITE B
AIRVIEW, LA 70380
(504) 395-6750
* AD RR W B H AI PG CU PR TX *

SAINT MARY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
15 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD
SUITE B
SAINT MARY, LA 70380
(504) 395-4625
* AD AM MC MD TX *

LAQUEMINES ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
05 MAIN STREET
ELLE CHASSE, LA 70037
(504) 393-5624
* AD AM M W Y A B CU HV DM MC MD PR TX *

UNITY HALFWAY HOUSE OF BOGALUSA INC
25 EAST 6TH STREET
BOGALUSA, LA 70427
(504) 732-2670
* AD RR TX PV CI *

WASHINGTON PARISH ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
19 WILLIS AVENUE
BOGALUSA, LA 70427
(504) 732-6610
* AD AM W Y B PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

SOUTH BERNARD ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
7172 PALMISANO BOULEVARD
BUILDING A
SOUTH BERNARD, LA 70380
(504) 278-7435
* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV DN *
* MC HD PR TX *

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
MAIN STREET
COURTHOUSE 2ND FLOOR
COLUMBIA, LA 71418
(318) 649-7499
HOTLINE(S):
(318) 435-6458; (318) 649-7499
* AD AM A B H AI CU HV DM TX *

COVINGTON
NORTHLAKE ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
69076 HIGHWAY 190 SERVICE ROAD
COVINGTON, LA 70433
(504) 893-6260
HOTLINE(S):
(504) 624-8154; (504) 893-1111
* AD AM M W CU TX *

PRIDE OF SAINT TAMMANY INC
832 BOSTON STREET
UNIT 4
COVINGTON, LA 70434
(504) 893-5247
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

CROWLEY
CROWLEY AND VILLE PLATTE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
705 8TH STREET
CROWLEY, LA 70526
(318) 786-7515
* AD AM M A HV DM MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

DONALDSVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COUNCIL OF ASCENSION
412 CHARLES STREET
DONALDSVILLE, LA 70346
(504) 473-8342
* AD PV CI *

ELTON
COUShatta TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
ELTON, LA 70522
(318) 564-2209
* AD PV CI CS *

FRANKLINTON
SEVEN ACRES SUBSTANCE ABUSE
HIGHWAY 10 AT 7 MILE ROAD
ROUTE 2
FRANKLINTON, LA 70438
(504) 848-2288
HOTLINE(S): (510) 848-2288
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

GONZALES
POWERHOUSE SERVICES INC
715 WORTHY ROAD
GONZALES, LA 70737
(504) 647-2777
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

GREENWELL SPRINGS
GREENWELL SPRINGS HOSPITAL
YOUNG ADULT MALE SUBST ABUSE TRT SERV
GREENWELL SPRINGS ROAD
GREENWELL SPRINGS, LA 70739
(504) 261-2750 EXT. 280
* AD RR Y A B AI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

HARVEY
RESOURCES FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
FAMILY HOUSE/LOUISIANA
1125 B INCA COURT
HARVEY, LA 70058
(504) 367-7600
* AD RR W TX PV CS *

WEST BANK ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2245 MANHATTAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
HARVEY, LA 70058
(504) 364-2808
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

HOUMA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL FOR
SOUTH LOUISIANA (ADAC)
813 BELANGER STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 879-2273
* AD PV CI *

BAYOU OAKS HOSPITAL
LIFE CENTER
934 MAIN STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 876-2020
HOTLINE(S): (800) 872-1888
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AT PG PI *
* CU HV DN MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

TERREBONNE ALCOHOL AND
DRUG Abuse CLINIC
521 LEGION AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70364
(504) 857-3612
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DN MC MD *
* PR TX *

SEVEN ACRES SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
25016 YACC ROAD
FRANKLINTON, LA 70438
(504) 848-2288
* AD DT M B TX *

LOUISIANA HOSPITAL
715 WORTHY ROAD
GONZALES, LA 70737
(504) 647-2777
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

GREENWELL SPRINGS
GREENWELL SPRINGS HOSPITAL
YOUNG ADULT MALE SUBST ABUSE TRT SERV
GREENWELL SPRINGS ROAD
GREENWELL SPRINGS, LA 70739
(504) 261-2750 EXT. 280
* AD RR Y A B AI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

HARVEY
RESOURCES FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
FAMILY HOUSE/LOUISIANA
1125 B INCA COURT
HARVEY, LA 70058
(504) 367-7600
* AD RR W TX PV CS *

WEST BANK ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2245 MANHATTAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
HARVEY, LA 70058
(504) 364-2808
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

HOUMA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL FOR
SOUTH LOUISIANA (ADAC)
813 BELANGER STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 879-2273
* AD PV CI *

BAYOU OAKS HOSPITAL
LIFE CENTER
934 MAIN STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 876-2020
HOTLINE(S): (800) 872-1888
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AT PG PI *
* CU HV DN MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

TERREBONNE ALCOHOL AND
DRUG Abuse CLINIC
521 LEGION AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70364
(504) 857-3612
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DN MC MD *
* PR TX *

SEVEN ACRES SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
25016 YACC ROAD
FRANKLINTON, LA 70438
(504) 848-2288
* AD DT M B TX *

LOUISIANA
LOUISIANA

INDEPENDENCE
ODYSSEY HOUSE
FAMILY CENTER
900 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
INDEPENDENCE, LA 70443
(504) 870-2495
* AD RR H PG CU TX *

JACKSON
H J BLUE WALTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/PRE RELEASE TRT CENTER
HIGHWAY 10
JACKSON, LA 70748
(504) 634-2651 EXT. 534
* AD RR HV TX *

JENNINGS
JEFFERSON DAVIS CHEMICAL HEALTH INC
219 NEST NEZPIQUE STREET
JENNINGS, LA 70546
(318) 826-4705
* AD AM Y A B PI CU HV DM TX *

LA PLACE
RIVER PARISHES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
421 WEST AIRLINE HIGHWAY
SUITE L
LA PLACE, LA 70068
(504) 651-7064
* AD AM Y A B PI CU HV DM TX *

LAFAYETTE
ACADIAN OAKS
INFINITY RECOVERY
310 YOUNGSVILLE HIGHWAY
LAFAYETTE, LA 70508
(318) 837-8787
HOTLINE(S): (800) 722-4544
* AD RR AM HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

GATE HOUSE FOUNDATION
206 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501
(318) 233-8031
HOTLINE(S): (318) 233-8031
* AD RR H Y B H CU HV * 

LAFAYETTE ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
400 SAINT JULIEN STREET
SUITE 1
LAFAYETTE, LA 70506
(318) 262-5870
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SAINT FRANCIS FOUNDATION
1610 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET
LAFAYETTE, LA 70506
(318) 233-8114
* AD RR TX *

VERMILION HOSPITAL FOR
PSYCHIATRIC AND ADDICTIVE MEDICINE
2520 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
LAFAYETTE, LA 70507
(318) 254-5614
HOTLINE(S): (318) 234-5614
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI CS *

LAKE CHARLES
CALCASIEU COMMUNITY DETOX CENTER
1725 OPELOUSAS STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 633-8599
* AD DT H Y A B PI CU HV TX PV *

CALCASIEU PARISH SCHOOL BOARD
DRUG FREE PROGRAMS
1724 KIRKMAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 491-1700
* AD PV *

CHARTER HEALTH SYSTEMS
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNITS
4250 5TH AVENUE SOUTH
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70605
(800) 234-9192 EXT. 240
HOTLINE(S): (800) CHA-RTER
* AD RR AM TX PV CI SS CS *

FAMILY AND YOUTH COUNSELING AGENCY
127 SOUTH RYAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 436-9535
* AD AM Y TX *

JOSEPH R BRISCOE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
4012 AVENUE H
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 491-2555
* AD DT RR AM W A CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

LAKE CHARLES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC INC
711 NORTH PRATER STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 433-8201
* DA AM H A B H AI PG CU HV MM *

LAKE CHARLES MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
1701 OAK PARK BOULEVARD
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 494-3253
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI CS *

MCNEESE STATE UNIV COUNSELING CENTER
BACCHUS
RYAN STREET
STUDENT LIFE OFFICE
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70609
(318) 475-5602
* AD PV *

SAINT PATRICK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
524 SOUTH RYAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 433-7872
HOTLINE(S):
(318) 433-7872; (318) 433-7875
* AD DT RR AM W A CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

MAMOU
SMC NEH HORIZONS
120 COUNTRY CLUB LANE
MAMOU, LA 70554
(318) 468-0111
HOTLINE(S): (318) 468-0111
* AD DT H Y A B PI CU HV DM MD *
* TX MM PV CS *

MANDEVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
HIGHWAY 190
MANDEVILLE, LA 70448
(504) 626-8163 EXT. 351
* AD RR A HV MC MD PR TX *

BOWLING GREEN HOSPITAL
SAINT TAMMANY
701 FLORIDA AVENUE
MANDEVILLE, LA 70448
(504) 626-5661
HOTLINE(S): (800) 375-5433
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI SS CS *

FONTAINEBLEAU TREATMENT CENTER
HIGHWAY 190 WEST
MANDEVILLE, LA 70447
(504) 624-4100
* AD RR W A PG PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX *

196
LOUISIANA

METROPOLITAN TREATMENT CENTER INC
3604 TULANE AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 486-6277
* DA AM A HV MM *

NEW ORLEANS EDUCATION INTERVENTION CTR
1322 ALINE STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 897-9602
* AD PV *

NEW ORLEANS GENERAL HOSPITAL
SECOND CHANCE
625 JACKSON AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70130
(504) 587-0100
HOTLINE(S): (504) 587-0100
* AD DT RR M Y A B H PI CU HV DM *
* HC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DRUG FREE SCHOOLS/COMMUNITY ACT PROG
1815 SAINT CLAUDE AVENUE
MCDONOUGH 16 ROOM 6
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70116
(504) 942-1750
* AD PV CI *

NEW ORLEANS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
2025 CANAL STREET
SUITE 300
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112
(504) 560-7943
* AD AM H Y B H CU HV DM TX *

ODYSSEY HOUSE LOUISIANA INC
1125 NORTH TONTI STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 821-9211
* AD RR H Y CU HV TX *

ORLEANS CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2700 TULANE STREET
SUITE 200
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 827-3400
* AD AM A B HV TX *

RIVER OAKS CENTER
ADDICTIVE DISORDERS PROGRAM
1525 RIVER OAKS ROAD WEST
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70125
(504) 733-3229
HOTLINE(S): (504) 733-CARE
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX *

THE VELOCITY FOUNDATION INC
1001 HOWARD AVENUE
SUITE 5001
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113
(504) 525-5443
HOTLINE(S): (504) 581-7143
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

TRAFFIC COURT PROBATION OFFICE
727 SOUTH BROAD STREET
ROOM 210
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 827-5017
* AL PV *

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
701 LOYOLA AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113
(504) 589-1160
HOTLINE(S): (504) 589-1160
* AD PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 PERDIDO STREET
UNIT 116A
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70146
(504) 568-0811 EXT. 5600
* AL DT RR AM TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 PERDIDO STREET
116A
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70146
(504) 568-0811 EXT. 5274
* DA RR AM TX MM *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER
1002 NAPOLEOON AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 891-5081
* AD PV CI CS *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
REHABILITATION SERVICES
1523 CONSTANCE STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70130
(504) 525-2179
* AL CI *

HDM ROADS
BONNE SANTE
CHEMICAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER
HOSPITAL ROAD
NEW ROADS, LA 70760
(504) 638-7663
* AD AM H Y B PG PI CU DM TX *

OAKDALE
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PSYCHOLOGY SERVS/DRUG EDUCATION PROG
OAKDALE, LA 71463
(318) 335-4070
* AD PV *

OPELUSAS
NEW BEGINNINGS OF OPELUSAS
1692 LINWOOD LOOP
OPELUSAS, LA 70750
(318) 942-1171
* AD RR H Y B H AI CU PR TX *

OPELUSAS ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
532 NORTH COURT STREET
OPELUSAS, LA 70750
(318) 948-0228
* AD AM H Y B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR TX PV CI SS *

PINEVILLE
ALEXANDRIA/PINEVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
MONROE HIGHWAY AND RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 408-5191
* AD AM H Y B PI CU HV MC MD PR TX *

CENLA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNCIL
BRIDGE HOUSE/PHASE II
501 RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 408-6491
HOTLINE(S):
(318) 408-6491 INFO ON AREA ALC/DRUG
(318) 408-6774 INFO ON AREA ALC/DRUG
* AD RR H Y B H AI CU HV PR TX *

CENLA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNCIL
GATEWAY ADOLESCENT UNIT
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 408-6409
* AD RR H Y B CU PR TX *

RAINBOW HOUSE DETOX
RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 408-6442
* AD DT TX SS *

RED RIVER TREATMENT CENTER
CENTRAL LOUISIANA STATE HOSPITAL
UNIT 6-D
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 408-6888
* AD RR H A PI CU HV PR CH TX *

RUSTON
RUSTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
206 REYNOLDS DRIVE
SUITE B-3
RUSTON, LA 71270
(318) 251-4125
* AD AM TX PV CI SS *
DOCTORS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
1130 LOUISIANA AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 222-5144
HOTLINE(S): (800) 441-4677
* AD DT RR AH W Y A B CU HV MC PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

FAMILY COUNSELING AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES
CODAC PROGRAM
864 OLIVE STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-0759
* AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DW PR TX *

FIRST STEP SERVICES INC
2000 CRESSEWELL STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-4222
* AD AM B TX PV CI *

HIGHLAND HILLS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
453 JORDAN STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 424-6699
* AD CS *

MOTHERS AGAINST DRUGS OF LOUISIANA INC
(MAD)
138 EAST COLUMBIA STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 869-1768
HOTLINE(S): (318) 869-1768
* AD PV CI CS *

NORTHWEST REGIONAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
624 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 632-2040
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

OAKWOOD HOME FOR WOMEN INC
1700 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 221-9451
* AD CS *

PINES TREATMENT CENTER
6240 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 632-2010
* AD RR AH W A B H PG CU HV DW PR *
* TX *

TEEN CHALLENGE OF NORTH LOUISIANA INC
2631 BARRET STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71134
(318) 425-8536
* AD PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
510 EAST STONER AVENUE
UNIT 10912
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 424-6012
* AD DT RR AH W A B H AI PI CU HV *
* MD MC PR CH TX PV CI *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
MADRE PROGRAM
240 JORDAN STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 429-7555
* AD RR AH W B H PG CU HV DW TX *

WILLIS/KNIGHTON MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
2701 PORTLAND AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71105
(318) 632-5111
* AD RR AH TX PV CI SS CS *

SLIDEWELL
SLIDEWELL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2335 CAREY STREET
SLIDEWELL, LA 70458
(504) 646-6401
* AD AM H Y B CU MC MD PR TX PV CI *

TALLULAH
DELTA COMMUNITY ACTION ASSOCIATION
DELTA RECOVERY CENTER
404 EAST CRAIG STREET
TALLULAH, LA 71282
(318) 574-4164
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

THIBODAUX
BAYOU COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
402 SAINT PHILIP STREET
SUITE B
THIBODAUX, LA 70301
(504) 446-0643
* AD PV CI *

SOUTH LOUISIANA REHABILITATION CENTER
POWER HOUSE
614 JACKSON STREET
THIBODAUX, LA 70301
(504) 448-3088
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

THIBODAUX ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
303 HICKORY STREET
THIBODAUX, LA 70301
(504) 447-0851
HOTLINE(S): (800) 622-4126
* AD AM H Y B AI CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

LOUISIANA
LOUISIANA

VACHERIE

RIVER REGION HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
22131 LOUISIANA 20 WEST
VACHERIE, LA 70090
(504) 265-3013
HOTLINE(S): (800) 843-8779
* PR CH TX PV CI SS *

WINNFIELD

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
WINNFIELD CLINIC
905 WEST COURT STREET
WINNFIELD, LA 71483
(318) 628-5045
* PR CH TX PV CI SS *

WINNSBORO

NORTHEAST LOUISIANA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
210 MAIN STREET
WINNSBORO, LA 71295
(318) 435-7558
HOTLINE(S): (318) 435-7558; (318) 435-7559
* PR CH TX PV CI SS *
MAINE

SHLAND
ROOSTOCK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ROOSTOCK VALLEY HEALTH CENTER
ALKER STREET
SHLAND, ME 04732
207) 435-6341
OUTLINE(S): (1800) 632-7805
AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

UBURN
ATHOLIC CHARITIES MAINE
AINT FRANCIS HOUSE
8 3RD STREET
UBURN, ME 04210
207) 784-2011
AD RR MD TX *

ILLIAM HAYDEN LSAC
COURT STREET
Suite 1
UBURN, ME 04210
207) 782-7533
AD AM TX CI *

UGUSTA
VRHA/HEARTHSIDE
ELGRADE ROAD
OUTE 27 SIDNEY
UGUSTA, ME 04330
207) 547-3065
AD RR MD PR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
HEMICAL DEPENDENCE RECOVERY PROGRAM
16A2
UGUSTA, ME 04330
207) 623-8411 EXT. 5354
AD DT RR A AI CU HV DM TX PV CI *

BANGOR
LBERT G DIETRICH
1 MAIN STREET
OOM 28
BANGOR, ME 04401
207) 947-7658
AD AM TX CI *

ALTERNATIVE COUNSELING SERVICES
263 STATE STREET
SUITE 6
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 990-5002
OUTLINE(S): (207) 990-5002; (207) 823-6946
AD AM H Y A AI PG PI CU HV DM MD *
PR TX *

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVICES/BANGOR
42 CEDAR STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MAINE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
BANGOR, ME 04402
(207) 285-3307
AD AM Y CU TX PV *

NORTHEAST CARE FOUNDATION
257 HARLOW STREET
SUITE 201
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 924-5520
OUTLINE(S): (1800) 244-9215
AD AM H Y AI PG PI CU HV DM MD *
PR TX PV CI *

PROJECT ATRIUM INC
JANUS HOUSE
265 HAMMOND STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-2625
AD RR TX *

WELLSPRING INC
MENS PROGRAM
98 CUMBERLAND STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
AD RR MD PR TX *

WELLSPRING INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
459 FRENCH STREET
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE BUILDING
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
AD AM H MD PR CH TX *

WELLSPRING INC
PROJECT REBOUND
377 MAIN AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
AD RR H Y MD PR TX *

WELLSPRING INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
319 STATE STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
AD RR H MD TX *

BAR HARBOR
JEFFERY L CAKE LSM
5 WAYMAN LANE
BAR HARBOR, ME 04609
(207) 288-4308
AD AM DM TX CI *

BELFAST
WALDO COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
175 HIGH STREET
BELFAST CENTER
BELFAST, ME 04915
(207) 328-1095 EXT. 197
AD AM Y DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
CS *

BREWER
JNF COUNSELING ASSOCIATION
21 NORTH MAIN STREET
BREWER, ME 04412
(207) 989-4836
AD AM H AI DM MD PR TX CI *

BRUNSWICK
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION
BUILDING 12
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 921-2184
OUTLINE(S): (207) 921-2184
AD AM TX PV CI *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
H = HISPANICS
A = AIDS PATIENTS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
B = BLACKS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
METHADONE TREATMENT
1 AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-2825
AD RR TX *

UNIT FUNCTIONS:
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
201
MAINE

CALAIS
CALAIS REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FACILITY
50 FRANKLIN STREET
CALAIS, ME 04619
(207) 454-7521 Ext. 138
* AD DT AM DH MC MD PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/CALAIS
185 NORTH STREET
CALAIS, ME 04619
(207) 947-0366
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

CAMPBELL
THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
79 WASHINGTON STREET
CAMDEN, ME 04439
(207) 236-3000
* AD PV CI *

CAPE ELIZABETH
CLIFF W LEAVIS
28 VALLEY ROAD
CAPE ELIZABETH, ME 04107
(207) 767-5635
* AD AM TX *

CARIBOU
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DOWNTOWN MALL
SAINT PETER BUILDING
CARIBOU, ME 04736
(207) 493-3361
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

DANFORTH
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
EAST GRAND RURAL HEALTH CENTER
HOULTON ROAD
DANFORTH, ME 04424
(207) 440-2347
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

DOVER-FOXCROFT
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/DOVER-FOXCROFT
16 SUMMER STREET
DOVER-FOXCROFT, ME 04426
(207) 947-0366
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MAYO REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
75 WEST MAIN STREET
DOVER-FOXCROFT, ME 04426
(207) 564-8401 Ext. 276
* AD AM Y AI DH MC MD PR CH TX *

EASTPORT
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT LUBEC
EASTPORT HEALTH CARE
30 BOYNTON STREET
EASTPORT, ME 04631
(207) 733-5551
* AD AM Y AI DH MC MD PR TX *

ELLSWORTH
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ELLSWORTH
415 WATER STREET
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
(207) 667-5357
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FORT KENT
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5 EAST MAIN STREET
FORT KENT, ME 04743
(207) 834-5186
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HALLOWELL
ROBERT P BACHAND
108 WATER STREET
SUITE 3
HALLOWELL, ME 04347
(207) 622-4548
HOTLINE(S): (207) 622-4548 EYES LEAVE MESSAGE
* AD AM Y AI B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH PR TX CI *

HOULTON
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 KENDALL STREET
HOULTON, ME 04730
(207) 532-6523
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LISBON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES MAINE
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
95 BLAKE STREET
LISBON, ME 04240
(207) 784-8501
* AD DT MD CH TX *

MACHIAS
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/MACHIAS
RURAL ROUTE 1
MACHIAS, ME 04665
(207) 947-0366
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HARBOR LIGHT ASSOCIATES
145 LISBON STREET
SUITE 501
LEWISTON, ME 04241
(207) 785-8968
HOTLINE(S): (207) 785-8968 TDD
* AD AM Y AI DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *

LISE PELLETIER LSAC
LEWISTON, ME 04241
(207) 785-8968
HOTLINE(S): (207) 785-8968 TDD
* AD AM Y AI DH MD PR TX *

NEW BEGINNINGS INC
436 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 795-4077
* AD RR AM Y TX *

LIMESTONE
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
FORT FAIRFIELD ROAD
LIMESTONE, ME 04750
(207) 325-4727
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805
* AD RR MC MD PR CH TX *

LINCOLN
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/LINCOLN
TRANSALPINE ROAD
LINCOLN, ME 04457
(207) 794-3554
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

PENOBSCOT VALLEY HOSPITAL
COUNSELING ALTERNATIVES/SA SERVICES
TRANSALPINE ROAD
LINCOLN, ME 04457
(207) 794-3521
* AD DT AM Y AI DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

LUBEC
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT LUBEC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LUBEC, ME 04652
(207) 733-5541
* AD AM Y DH MC MD PR TX *

MACHIAS
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/MACHIAS
RURAL ROUTE 1
MACHIAS, ME 04665
(207) 947-0366
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
NRZNE
ADAWASKA ROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 2 SCHO
ADAWASKA, ME 04756 (207) 728-6341 HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805 * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MILLINOCKET MILLINOCKET REGIONAL HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT SERVICE 100 SOMERSET STREET MILLINOCKET, ME 04462 (207) 723-5161 EXT. 523 * AD DT AM DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SCHOOL STREET ADAWASKA ME 04756 (207) 728-6341

PATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 1 EDGE
PRESEQUE ISLE AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 1 EDGEMONT DRIVE PRESEQUE ISLE, ME 04769 (207) 764-3319 HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-7805 * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

RUMFORD RUMFORD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 420 FRANKLIN STREET RUMFORD, ME 04276 (207) 364-4881 * AD DT AM DH MD PR TX *

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/SKOWHEGAN 65 RUSSELL STREET SKOWHEGAN, ME 04976 (207) 474-8311 HOTLINE(S): (207) 474-2506 HANDL THRU INTER AGENCY * AD AM WY DH MD PR CH TX PV *

ACADIA FAMILY CENTER CLARK POINT ROAD SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME 04679 (207) 244-4012 * AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

WALDOBORO ALTERNATE CHOICES COUNSELING SERVICES 1530 ATLANTIC HIGHWAY WALDOBORO, ME 04572 (207) 832-5633 * AD AM WY DH MD PR TX *

203
MARYLAND

ABERDEEN
FATHER MARTINS ASHLEY OUTPATIENT PROG
10 HOWARD STREET
ABERDEEN, MD 21001
(410) 273-0305
HOTLINE(S): (410) 276-6600; (800) 848-8177
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION PROG
35 PAROLE PLAZA
SUITE 203
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-7295
HOTLINE(S): (410) 222-7273
* AD PV *

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/ANNAPOLES
62 CATHEDRAL STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-1244
* AD AM H Y HV DH MC MD PR CH TX MM *
* CI CS *

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/DETENTION CENTER
151 JENNIFER ROAD
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-1244
* AD AM H TX CI *

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/PAROLE AND GLEN BURNS
35 PAROLE PLAZA
SUITE 200
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-7121
* AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SOCIETY
934 WEST STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 263-5743
* AD CI *

GREENSPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ANNAPOLES
2525 RIVA ROAD
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 266-9949
* AD AM Y CU DH PR CH TX CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS AT ANNAPOLES
125 OLD SOLOMINS ISLAND ROAD
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 224-8657
* AD AM CU PR CH TX PV CI *

POSITIVE ALTERNATIVE OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC
111 ANNAPOLES STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 263-8255
* AD AM H Y A CU HV DH PR CH TX *

RENEWAL AND RECOVERY CTR OF ANNAPOLES
2525 RIVA ROAD
SUITE 107
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 224-3336
HOTLINE(S): (800) 756-3336
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SAMARITAN HOUSE
2610 GREENSPRING LANE
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 269-5605
* AD RR B CU DH TX *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMUNITY INTERVENTION SERVICES
35 PAROLE PLAZA
SUITE 203
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-7900
HOTLINE(S):
(410) 222-7273 ANNE ARUNDEL CO HOTLINE
* AD AM H Y A B PG HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

Baltimore:
A WOMAN'S ACTIVE RECOVERY ENTERPRISE
7215 YORK ROAD
SUITE 200
BALTIMORE, MD 21212
(410) 226-7368
* AD AM H W MD TX *

ACTION COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
611 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 2
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 559-3568
* AD AM H B CU DH MC MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

ADAPT CARES/PRIMARY
3101 TOWANDA AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 383-4900
* DA AM H A B H PG CU DH MD MM PV *
* CI *

ADDICT REFERRAL AND COUNSELING CTR IN BALTIMORE
17 WARREN ROAD
SUITE 8A
BALTIMORE, MD 21208
(410) 880-6021
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

AFTERCARE FOR CONTINUED RECOVERY
909 DRUID PARK LAKES DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
(410) 335-7308
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY   DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
BC = BACK OF THE COUNTRY
CT = CITIZEN
DA = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOURS)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOURS)
STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = MEXICANS
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
S = SICK
H = HISPANICS
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
P = PREGNANT USERS
G = BLACKS
F = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS
MD = THROUGH MEDICAID
TX = MEDICAID
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
PM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
204
LAND AVENUE

BALTIMO MORE, MD 21222

(410) 282-7023

AD PV CI *

ALCOHOL/DU RG/EDUCATIONAL (ADE) COUNSELING PROGRAM

5799 HERRITTY BOULEVARD

Baltimore, MD 21222

(410) 282-7023

AD PV CI *

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

BALTIMO MORE AREA INTERGROUP OFFICE

658 YORK ROAD

SUITE 202

Baltimore, MD 21212

(410) 433-4843

HOTLINE(S): (410) 433-4843

AD *

ALTERNATIVES

215 YORK ROAD

SUITE 209

Baltimore, MD 21212

(410) 583-2373

AD AM Y MD PR CH TX *

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC

HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER

1024 CAMPBELL BOULEVARD

SUITE H

Baltimore, MD 21236

(410) 951-9395

HOTLINE(S): (410) 800-527-5244; (410) 931-9395

AD PV CI *

BALTIMO RE ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM

940 EASTERN AVENUE

SUITE 3-S

Baltimore, MD 21224

(410) 550-0149

AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

BALTIMO RE CITY ACUPUNCTURE

205 NORTH CHARLES STREET

Baltimore, MD 21210

(410) 235-6891

AD AM W A B CU HV DW MC MD PR CH *

TX CI *

BALTIMO RE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

DAYBREAK REHABILITATION PROGRAM

490 GILES ROAD

Baltimore, MD 21225

(410) 396-1646

DA AM A B CU HV MD MM *

BALTIMO RE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

NEW VISIONS COUNSELING CENTER/ADULT

4 SOUTH FREDERICK STREET

3RD FLOOR

Baltimore, MD 21202

(410) 396-5950

* AD AM Y B DW MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BALTIMO RE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

SUBSTANCE ABUSE BUREAU

303 EAST FAYETTE STREET

6TH FLOOR

Baltimore, MD 21202

(410) 396-1798

* AD PV *

BALTIMO RE CITY PARTNERSHIP FOR DRUG FREE NEIGHBORHOODS

10 SOUTH STREET

SUITE 404

Baltimore, MD 21202

(410) 396-5264

* AD PV *

BALTIMO RE COUNTY OFFICE OF SUBST ABUSE COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT PROGRAM

401 WASHINGTON AVENUE

SUITE 300

Baltimore, MD 21204

(410) 887-3828

* AD AM Y DW MC MD PR CH TX CS *

BALTIMO RE COUNTY OFFICE OF SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM

401 WASHINGTON AVENUE

SUITE 300

Baltimore, MD 21204

(410) 887-3828

HOTLINE(S): (410) 887-3828

* AD PV *

BALTIMO RE RESCUE MISSION INC

4 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE

Baltimore, MD 21202

(301) 362-2533

* DA SS *

BON SECOURS HOSPITAL

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM

2000 WEST BALTIMORE STREET

Baltimore, MD 21223

(301) 362-3424

HOTLINE(S): (301) 362-3424 STATEWIDE

(301) 362-3000

* AD DT A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

BRIDGE HOUSE

1516 MADISON AVENUE

Baltimore, MD 21217

(410) 523-6351

* AD RR B H AI PI CU HV TX *

BRIGHT HOPE HOUSE INC

1611 BAKER STREET

BALTIMORE, MD 21217

(410) 462-5510

* AD AM W B PI CU HV MC MD PR TX *

BROADWAY EAST COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION

1875 NORTH GAY STREET

BALTIMORE, MD 21213

(410) 675-2113

* AD PV *

CHANGING POINT HEALTH SERVICES INC

HARFORD ROAD UNIT

4808 HARFORD ROAD

BALTIMORE, MD 21214

(410) 444-0400

HOTLINE(S): (410) 444-0400

* AD AM W Y B PI CU HV DW MD PR CH *

* TX PV CI *

CHESSAPEAKE COUNSELING

825 EASTERN BOULEVARD

BALTIMORE, MD 21221

(410) 682-4141

* AD AM W Y B DW PR TX *

CHURCH HOSPITAL CORPORATION

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT

100 NORTH BROADWAY

BALTIMORE, MD 21231

(410) 522-8000

HOTLINE(S): (410) 522-8192

* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *

CLEARVIEW MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

200 EAST JOPPA ROAD

SUITE L101

BALTIMORE, MD 21204

(410) 337-7171

* AD AM PG CU HV DW MC PR TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CTR

INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT COCAINE TREATMENT

208 WASHINGTON AVENUE

BALTIMORE, MD 21204

(410) 823-7225

* DA AM CU PR TX *

COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHO/SOCIAL SERVICES

1401 REISTERSTOWN ROAD

SUITE L1

BALTIMORE, MD 21208

(410) 653-6300

HOTLINE(S): (410) 653-6300

* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

CROSSROADS CENTERS

2 WEST MADISON STREET

BALTIMORE, MD 21201

(410) 752-6505

HOTLINE(S): (410) 752-6505

* AD AM W MC MD PR CH TX CI *
DAIMACUS HOUSE
4205 RITCHIE HIGHWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(410) 789-7446
* AD R R B TX *

EAST BALTIMORE DRUG ABUSE CENTER
707 CONSTITUTION STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(410) 727-7400
* DA AM A PG CU HV MD MM *

ECHOC THESE CENTER/IND USIONS
EAST POLICE PARK SUITE 205
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 260-3070
* AD AM TX PV *

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/EAST
621 STEPHENS RUN ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21221
(410) 574-2500
* AD AM TX PV *

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/EB WEST
22 BLOOMSBURY AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21220
(410) 746-5957
* AD AM TX PV *

FAMILY SERVICE FOUNDATION INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4806 SETON DRIVE
SUITE 204
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 764-0663
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FAYETHE HOUSE
1844-50 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21223
(410) 566-0550
HOTLINE(S):
(410) 362-3000 BON SECOURS HOSP
(410) 477-1800 FT HOWARD VA HOSP
* AD R R B H AI CU HV DW MD TX PV *

FIRST STEP YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
8203 LIBERTY ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21244
(410) 521-4141
HOTLINE(S): (410) 521-3800
* AD AM Y B DW MD TX PV CI CS *

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
ALC TRT SERVICES OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
D-5-CENTER
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0363
* AD AM W MC MD PR CH TX CI *

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
ARC/OUTPATIENT INTENSIVE
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0023
* AD AM W MC MD PR CH TX CI *

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
ARC/HOME RESIDENTIAL
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
D BUILDING EAST WING 5TH FLOOR
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0023
* AD AM W MC MD PR CH TX CI *

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
BENEFICIAL PHARM RESEARCH UNIT (BPR)
5510 NATHAN SHOCK DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0026
* DA AM MD MM *

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
CTR FOR ADDIC/PREG INT DAY TRT PHASE I
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-3020
* AD AM W B PG CU HV MD PR TX *

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE DRUG TREATMENT PGM
5510 NATHAN SHOCK DRIVE
SUITE 1500
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 550-0132
* DA AM PG HV MD PR CH MM *

FRANKLIN SQUARE AT WHITE MARSH
6114 SANDPIPER CIRCLE
SUITE 111
BALTIMORE, MD 21236
(410) 931-6650
* DA AM W Y CU DW TX PV CI CS *

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE
1435 SOUTH HANOVER STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(410) 752-2475
* AD AR A PI CU TX *

GLASS SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM INC
821 NORTH EUTAW STREET
SUITE 101
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 225-0594
* DA AM Y B HV MD MM *

GLENWOOD LIFE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
516 GLENWOOD AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21212
(410) 325-9011
* DA AM A B PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* MM *

GREAT BALTIMORE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEM DEPENDENCY INPT AND OUTPT SERVS
6701 NORTH CHARLES STREET
UNIT 51
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 829-2301
HOTLINE(S): (410) 829-HELP
* AD DT AM W A B PG HV DW MD MD PR *
* CH TX *

GREENSPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/WMN
7801 YORK ROAD
SUITE 340
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 825-0056
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

HARBEL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5807 HAFORD ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(410) 444-2100
* AD AM W MD PR TX PV *

HARBEL YOUTH SERVICES
5807 HAFORD ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(410) 444-2100
* AD AM Y B MD TX PV CI *

HARBOR MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6310 HAFORD ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(410) 426-6380
* AD AM HV MD PR CH TX PV CI *

HELP AND RECOVERY TODAY INC
(HART INC)
6200 HAFORD ROAD
SUITE 200
BALTIMORE, MD 21234
(410) 661-7200
HOTLINE(S): (410) 661-7200
* AD AM H B H CU HV DM TX *

INNOVATIVE COUNSELING AND REHAB
605 BALTIMORE AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 825-3730
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CI *

INSTITUTES FOR BEHAVIOR RESOURCES INC
(IBR) MOBILE BEHAVIOR SERVICES/PRIMARY
333 CASSELL DRIVE
TRIAD TECH CENTER SUITE 2400
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-2460
* DA AM MM *
LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER NEXT PASSAGE DRUG FREE SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING SERV
730 ASHBURTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(410) 362-7980
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX *
MAN ALIVE RESEARCH INC
2100 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(410) 837-4292
* DA AM W A CU HV MC MD PR MM *
MAYORS COORDINATING COUNCIL ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
10 SOUTH STREET
SUITE 400
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(410) 396-4370
* AD PV *
MERCY HOSPITAL OPERATION RECOVERY
333 SAINT PAUL PLACE
GROUND FLOOR SUITE B
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(410) 783-9708
* AD AM PR CH TX *
MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS REG RESOURCE CENTER
COLD SPRING LANE AND HILLEN ROAD
CGM BUILDING ROOM 202
BALTIMORE, MD 21239
(410) 319-3130
* AD PV *
MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT/BALTIMORE/FREDERICK AVENUE
3800 FREDERICK AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21229
(410) 233-1400
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-3422
* AD AM W Y B MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *
MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT/NORTH POINT ROAD
1107 NORTH POINT ROAD
SUITE 224
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 202-3262
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-3422
* AD AM W Y B CU MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *
MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
RESIDENTIAL/FREDERICK AVENUE
3800 FREDERICK AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21229
(410) 233-1400
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-3422
* AD RR W Y A B PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *
NORTHWEST BALTIMORE YOUTH SERVICES INC
3319 WEST BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 578-8100
* AD AM Y B TX CS *
PARK CIRCLE COUNSELING CENTER
3000 DRUID PARK DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 664-3237
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX PV *
PERFORMANCE DIMENSIONS INC
200 EAST JOPPA ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21286
(410) 832-8700
HOTLINE(S): (410) 832-8700
* AD PV CI *
QUARTERWAY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
730 ASHBURTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(410) 574-1850
* AD AM W PG DN TX *
NEW BEGINNINGS AT HIDDEN BROOK
1035 NORTH CALVERT STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(410) 837-7272
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-3422
* AD AM W B PG CU HV DM PR CH TX CI *
NEW HOPE TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2401 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21223
(410) 945-7706
* AD AM W B PG HV MC MM *
NEW ORLEANS
621 NORTH UTAH STREET
SUITE 201
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 225-9185
HOTLINE(S): (410) 494-9934
* AD AM W B PI CU HV DM MD *
NIKOS HOUSE
5656 PURDUE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21239
(410) 325-5228
* AD RR TX *
NORTH BALTIMORE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2225 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(410) 366-4360
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX *
NORTHWEST BALTIMORE YOUTH SERVICES INC
3319 WEST BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 578-8100
* AD AM Y B TX CS *
Park Circle Counseling Center
3000 Druid Park Drive
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 664-3237
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX PV *
Performance Dimensions Inc
200 East Joppa Road
BALTIMORE, MD 21286
(410) 832-8700
HOTLINE(S): (410) 832-8700
* AD PV CI *
Quarterway Outpatient Clinic
730 Ashburton Street
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(410) 574-1850
* AD AM W PG DN TX *
S And S Counseling Service
820 Eastern Boulevard
BALTIMORE, MD 21221
(410) 574-1850
* AD AM W PG DN TX *
MARYLAND

SAFE HOUSE
7 WEST RANDALL STREET
Baltimore, MD 21230
(410) 365-1466
* Ad RR M B H PG CU HV TX *

SHEPPARD AND ENOCH PRATT HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT RECOVERY PROGRAMS
6001 NORTH CHARLES STREET
Baltimore, MD 21204
(410) 950-3000
HOTLINE(S): (410) 950-4994
* Ad DT RR AM H Y A HV DM MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI *

SINAI HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/PRIMARY
GREENSPRING AND BELVEDERE AVENUE
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 578-5555
* Ad AM H A B CU HV MC MD PR MM *

SINAI HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2401 WEST BELVEDERE AVENUE
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 578-5457
* Ad AM H A B PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX CS *

STATE OF MD DEPT OF EDUCATION/DIV OF
COMPENSATORY EDUC AND SUPPORT SERVICES
200 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 355-6322
* Ad PV *

THE RESOURCE GROUP
COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER INC
7801 YORK ROAD
Suite 215
Baltimore, MD 21204
(410) 537-7772
* Ad AM H Y C U HV DM PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

TOTAL HEALTH CARE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1609 DRUID HILL AVENUE
Baltimore, MD 21217
(301) 383-7711
* Ad AM H A B PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

TOMSON STATE UNIVERSITY
COUNSELING CENTER
GLEN ESK BUILDING
Baltimore, MD 21204
(410) 830-2512
* Ad AM H B CU HV TX PV CI CS *

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC)
201 WEST CHESAPEAKE AVENUE
Baltimore, MD 21204
(410) 887-2056
* DA CI *

TREATMENT RESOURCES FOR YOUTH
(TRY)
2517 NORTH CHARLES STREET
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 366-2123
* Ad AM H Y B TX PV CI *

TUERK HOUSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
730 ASHBURTON STREET
Baltimore, MD 21216
(410) 735-0684
* Ad RR TX *

UNIV OF MD DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG FREE AND AFTERCARE CLINIC/FEDERAL
630 WEST FAYETTE STREET
FIRST FLOOR
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 837-3313
* Ad AM TX MM PV CI SS CS *

UNIVERSAL COUNSELING SERVICES INC
101 WEST READ STREET
SUITE 222
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 752-5525
* Ad AM H Y B CU HV DM MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
630 WEST FAYETTE STREET
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 328-5154
* Ad AM H A B PG CU HV MM *

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND MEDICAL SYSTEM
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
405 WEST REDWOOD STREET
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 328-5157
* Ad AM H B CU HV DM MD PR TX *
* CS *

VALLEY HOUSE
20 SOUTH BROADWAY
Baltimore, MD 21231
(410) 675-7765
* Ad RR B CU HV TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
10 NORTH GREEN STREET
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 605-7405
* Ad DT TX MM CI *

WALTER P CARTER MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM (ADAP)
630 WEST FAYETTE STREET
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 528-2355
* Ad AM H Y B PG CU HV MM MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

WEISMAN/KAPLAN HOUSES
2521-2525 MARYLAND AVENUE
Baltimore, MD 21218
(301) 467-5291
* Ad RR TX *

WHITFIELD ASSOCIATES
21 WEST ROAD
SUITE 150
Baltimore, MD 21204
(410) 825-0041
* Ad AM H Y CU HV TX CI *

WILLIAM DONALD SCHAFFER HOUSE
907 DRUID LAKE DRIVE
Baltimore, MD 21217
(410) 333-7152
* Ad RR Y TX *

X CELL
ADULT RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM I
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
Baltimore, MD 21228
(301) 786-2145
* Ad RR H B CU HV TX *

X CELL
INTENSIVE HALFWAY PROGRAM
SPRING GROVE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
Baltimore, MD 21228
(410) 786-2145
* Ad RR H Y B CU HV TX *

BEL AIR
HARFORD COUNTY
DRUG AND ALC IMPACT PROG/PREVENTION
31 WEST COURTLAND STREET
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 879-2000 EXT. 3333
* Ad PV *

HARFORD COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
715 SHAMROCK ROAD
Bel Air-Lee Professional Center
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 879-0539
* Ad AM A HV DM PR TX MM *

HARFORD COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
5 NORTH MAIN STREET
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 879-6986
* Ad AM H Y PG DM MC MD PR TX *

HELP AND RECOVERY TODAY INC
(HART INC)
112 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 892-8310
HOTLINE(S): (410) 661-7200
* Ad AM H B H CU HV DM TX *

208
ANN HOUSE INC
6 WILLIAMS STREET
EL AIR, MD 21014
(410) 879-7619

AD RR Y B PI CU DM TX *

BEGINNINGS AT HIDDEN BROOK
RESIDENTIAL
22 THOMAS RUN ROAD
EL AIR, MD 21015
(410) 879-1919

HOTLINE(S): (800) COC-AINE
AD RR W A B PG CU HV DM MD PR CH *
TX *

RECOVERY WITH DIGNITY
107 LAUREL BUSH ROAD
SUITE 201
EL AIR, MD 21014
(410) 879-4488

HOTLINE(S): (410) 494-8123
AD AM W Y A B H PG CU HV DM *
MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ETHESDA
COUNSELING INSTITUTE OF SUBURBAN MD
401 EAST WEST HIGHWAY
SUITE 306
ETHESDA, MD 20814
(301) 654-7021

AD AM W Y PG CU DM PR TX PV CI *

SUBURBAN HOSPITAL
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
3600 OLD GEORGETOWN ROAD
SUITE 990
ETHESDA, MD 20814
(301) 520-2522

HOTLINE(S): (301) 530-2522
AD DT RR AM Y CU HV DM MC MD PR *
TX CH TX *

ROCKIE
MCDONALD CASSIDY
30TH AND ASSOCIATES PA/LIFE LINE
4300 GALLANT FOX LANE
SUITE 112
ROCKIE, MD 20715
(301) 464-1030

AD AM TX PV CI CS *

CALIFORNIA
SIERRA HOUSE
SAINT ANDREWS CHURCH ROAD
CALIFORNIA, MD 20619
(301) 863-6661

HOTLINE(S): (301) 863-6661; (301) 870-3646
* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* TX *

CAMBRIDGE
DORCHESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICATIONS PROGRAM
751 WOODS ROAD
CAMBRIDGE, MD 21613
(410) 228-7714
* AD AM W Y PG CU HV DM MD PR TX *

DORCHESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICATIONS PROGRAM/COCAIN
445 RACE STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MD 21613
(410) 228-7714
* AD AM MD PR TX *

CAMP SPRINGS
METROPOLITAN ADDICATION REC STRATEGIES
301) 5901 ALLENTOWN ROAD
SUITE 200
CAMP SPRINGS, MD 20746
(301) 423-0200
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

CAPITOL HEIGHTS
DRUG/ALCOHOL REHAB AND EDUC SYSTEMS
(DARE SYSTEMS)
1 CHAMBER AVENUE
CAPITOL HEIGHTS, MD 20743
(301) 599-1834
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV *

CENTREVILLE
QUEEN ANNES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
206 NORTH COMMERCE STREET
CENTREVILLE, MD 21617
(410) 758-1306
HOTLINE(S):
(410) 758-1306 LOCAL ONLY
* AD AM W Y PG CU HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

CHESAPEAKE BEACH
CALVERT COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3849 HARBOR ROAD
CAPTAINS QUARTERS BUILDING
CHESAPEAKE BEACH, MD 20732
(410) 257-2585
* AD AM DM TX CS *

CHESTERTOWN
A F WHITSITT CENTER
QUARTERWAY
SHEELE ROADS
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(410) 778-6404
HOTLINE(S): (410) 778-6404
* AD RR W A B PG PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX *

KENT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
PREVENTION PROGRAM
114A LYNCHBURG STREET
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(410) 778-2616
* AD PV *

PUBLIC HOUSE
114 A SOUTH LYNCHBURG STREET
CHESTERTOWN BUSINESS PARK
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(410) 778-2616
* AD AM W Y PG CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX *

CHEVERLY
PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/CENTRAL REGION
3005 HOSPITAL DRIVE
CHEVERLY, MD 20785
(301) 386-0227
* AD AM W A PG CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* TX MM PV CI *

CHURCHVILLE
ADDICTION RECOVERY AND
RELATED THERAPIES
3111 CHURCHVILLE ROAD
CHURCHVILLE, MD 21028
(301) 836-2551
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

CLINTON
COUNSELING SERVICES ALTERNATIVES INC
7900 OLD BRANCH AVENUE
SUITE 202
CLINTON, MD 20755
(301) 599-0992
* AD AM N A B CU DH PR TX PV CI CS *

PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/SOUTHERN REGION
914 PISCATAY ROAD
CLINTON, MD 20755
(301) 599-2154
* AD AM Y A B PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *
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COCKEYSVILLE

COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
10400 RIDGELAND ROAD
COCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
(410) 628-6120
HOTLINE(S): (410) 628-6120; (410) 628-6124
* AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

GREENSIDE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES INC
9727 GREENSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 202
COCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
(410) 628-9555
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS FAMILY CENTER
111 HARREN ROAD
SUITE 8-A
COCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
(410) 628-7270
HOTLINE(S): (800) 365-1919
* AD AM W DW PR CH TX PV *

COLLEGE PARK

CHANGING POINT HEALTH SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT
10013 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 345-9181
HOTLINE(S): (301) 870-5100; (800) 883-5100
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

ETHOS FOUNDATION
8000 BALTIMORE AVENUE
SUITE 106
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 220-1195
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DW MD *
PR CH TX PV CI *

PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/NORTHERN REGION
4810 GREENBELT ROAD
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 345-1404
* AD AM W A PG HV MC MD PR MM *

UNIV OF MD DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
REG ALC/DRUG PREV TRAINING/RESOURCE CT
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742
(301) 405-2553
* AD PV CI *

UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4700 BERNHYN HOUSE ROAD
UNIV PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 201
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 441-1818
* AD AM W Y CU HV DW PR CH TX *

COLUMBIA

COLUMBIA ADDICTION CENTER
10774 HICKORY RIDGE ROAD
HAWTHORNE INDUSTRIAL PARK
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
(301) 730-1333
* AD AM W Y PG CU HV DW MD PR TX PV *

COLUMBIA JEWISH CONGREGATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
5805 ROBERT OLIVER PLACE
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(410) 730-6044
* AD PV CI CS *

GREENSPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/COLUMBIA
5565 STERREH PLACE
SUITE 312
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
(410) 964-4331
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

OAKVIEW TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT
10420 LITTLE PATUXENT PARKWAY
SUITE 440
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
(410) 740-8000
* AD AM W Y B CU HV DW PR TX *

ORCHARD HILL TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT
8950 ROUTE 108
SUITE 206
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(410) 750-5555
* AD AM W Y A B H CU HV DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

CROFTON

DWM ASSESSMENT AND COUNSELING
1520 BIRWOOD COURT
CROFTON, MD 21114
(410) 721-0861
* AD AM W A B PG CU HV DW MD *
* PV CI CS *

CROMWELLVILLE

HOPE HOUSE
QUARTERHRY
CROMWELLVILLE, MD 21032
(410) 967-0242
* AD RR W M PR CH TX *

SECOND GENESIS INC
CROMWELLVILLE UNIT
107 CIRCLE DRIVE
PHILLIPS BUILDING
CROMWELLVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 656-1545
* AD RR AM PG HV PR TX *

CUMBERLAND

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT
WILLOWBROOK ROAD
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5680
* AD AM W Y MD PR TX PV CI CS *

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
JOSEPH S MASSIE UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE THREE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2290
* AD RR W A B PG HV PR TX *

SACRED HEART HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
915 BISHOP WALSH DRIVE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 759-5071
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

DENTON

CAROLINE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CAROLINE COUNSELING CENTER
104 FRANKLIN STREET
DENTON, MD 21629
(410) 479-1882
* AD AM W Y DW MC PR CH TX *

DUNKIRK

J RUSSELL HORTON ASSOCIATES
202 DUNKIRK PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
DUNKIRK, MD 20754
(301) 855-1004
* AD AM TX *

EAST NEW MARKET

NEW BEGINNINGS AT WARMICK MANOR
3680 WARMICK ROAD
EAST NEW MARKET, MD 21631
(301) 943-8108
* AD RR W A B PG CU HV MD PR TX *

EASTON

BALTIMORE COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
100 SOUTH HANSON STREET
EASTON, MD 21601
(410) 822-4133
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX CI CS *
MARYLAND

GALE HOUSE INC
OLSON HOUSE
336 NORTH MARKET STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-2303
HOTLINE(S): (301) 662-7003; (301) 662-2303
* AD RR M B H PG CU PR TX PV CI *

GUIDELINES COUNSELING PROGRAM INC
309 WEST PATRICK STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 846-0967
* AD AM W CU DH TX *

KARMA ACADEMY FOR GIRLS
KHI SERVICES INC
15 WEST 3RD STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 695-6853
* AD RR Y PR CH TX *

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
335 WEST PATRICK STREET
SUITE 2D
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-1407
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-3422
* AD AM W Y PG MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

FROSTBURG

FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
SUBST ABUSE FACTS AND EDUC PGM (SAFE)
LIBRARY ROOM 509
FROSTBURG, MD 21532
(301) 689-4761
* AD PV *

FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER
PULLIN HALL
ROOM 109
FROSTBURG, MD 21532
(301) 689-4234
* AD PV CI *

GAITHERSBURG

CIRCLE TREATMENT CENTER
424 NORTH FREDERICK AVENUE
SUITE A
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 268-2626
HOTLINE(S): (301) 258-2626
* AD AM W CU DH PR CH TX CI *

ETHOS FOUNDATION
1 BANK STREET
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20878
(301) 946-2037
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU PR CH TX *

GUIDE PROGRAM MONTGOMERY COUNTY INC
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1 WEST DEER PARK DRIVE
ROOM 101
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 590-9860
* AD AM Y MD PR TX CS *

GAMBRILLS

NEW BEGINNINGS AT MEADOWS
750 MARYLAND ROUTE 3
GAMBRILLS, MD 21054
(410) 923-6022
HOTLINE(S): (800) CDC-AINE
* AD DT RR AM H B CU MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

GERMANTOWN

ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION COUNSELING CTR
20120 TIMBER OAK LANE
GERMANTOWN, MD 20874
(301) 660-6786
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

GLEN BURNIE

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/LANGLEY
120 NORTH LANGLEY ROAD
SUITE 203
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21060
(410) 222-6665
* AD AM H DW MC MD PR CH TX MM CI *
* CS *

CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT ADDICTIONS SERVICES
30 GREENWAY STREET NW
SUITE 1
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21061
(410) 768-3921
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

NORTH ARUNDEL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
301 HOSPITAL DRIVE
5TH FLOOR
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21061
(410) 787-4000
* AD DT AM B MC MD PR CH TX *

GRANTSVILLE

MEADOW MOUNTAIN DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 2
GRANTSVILLE, MD 21536
(301) 895-5669
* AD RR TX *

GREENBELT

ADDICTION ASSESSMENT AND REHAB SERVICES
4300 BELLE POINT DRIVE
GREENBELT, MD 20770
(301) 348-3500
* AD AM Y B H PG CU HV *
* DM PR CH TX *

MAGERSTOWN

ADDICTION SPECIALIST ASSOCIATES
138 EAST ANTIETAM STREET
SUITE 201
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 739-5752
HOTLINE(S):
(301) 739-5752; (800) 877-3752
* AD AM H Y B AI PI CU DW PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

JAIL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (JSAP)
AFTERCARE
13126 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21742
(301) 791-2495
HOTLINE(S):
(301) 791-3240
* AD AM M A CU HV MD PR TX *

M HOUSE INC
301 M HOUSE AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-7826
* AD RR TX PV CI SS *

WASHINGTON BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21741
(301) 791-4000
* AD PV CI *

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1302 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3054
HOTLINE(S):
(301) 791-3240
* AD AM TX CI *

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF ADDICTION OUTPATIENT
1302 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3240
HOTLINE(S):
(301) 791-5240
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX CI CS *

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
EVENING SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (ESAP)
603 OAK HILL AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3041
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX CI CS *

212
ASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
AIL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
OD WESTERN MARYLAND PARKWAY
GERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3300 EXT. 313
OTLINE(S): (301) 791-3240
AD RR W A CU HV MD PR TX *

ASHINGTON COUNTY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
COOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
22 EAST ANTIETAM STREET
ITE 306
GERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 582-3260
AD DT AM MC MD PR TX *

OWLS HOUSE
ESIDENTIAL FACILITY
24 NORTH LOCUST STREET
GERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3189
AD RR TX PV CI *

AIR DE GRACE
HELY INC
ATERWAY UNIT
00 TYDINGS LANE
AIR DE GRACE, MD 21078
(410) 575-7234
OTLINE(S): (800) 840-8177
AD DT RR W B PG CU HV PR CH TX *
PV CI *

OLLYWOOD
ANGING POINT HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
UTE 235
OLLYWOOD, MD 20636
(301) 373-3600
AD AM TX PV CI *

ATTVILLE
IDE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC
IDE FEDERAL PROJECTS/MARYLAND
26 BALTIMORE AVENUE
ATTVILLE, MD 20781
(301) 779-7010
AD AM W TX CS *

INE GEORGE'S COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
OMUNITY CORRECTIONS CENTER
ATTVILLE, MD 20781
(301) 699-2920
OTLINE(S): (301) 699-2920 8AM-7PM
AD RR A B HV DM PR TX CS *

JESSUP
CLIFTON T PERKINS HOSPITAL CENTER
COOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4850 DORSEY RUN ROAD
JESSUP, MD 20794
(410) 792-4022
* AD PV CI *

OWARD COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
LASSIFIC TRY AND REFERRAL PROGRAM
7501 WATERLOO ROAD
JESSUP, MD 20794
(301) 313-5200
* AD PV CI *

KENESINGTON
VAUGHN J HOWLAND
TERVENTION CENTER
3704 PERRY AVENUE
KENESINGTON, MD 20895
(301) 946-3213
* AD AM W CU DM PR TX PV CI *

A LA PLA
CHARLES COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE(CCCC)
SMART CENTER
ITCHELL ROAD
LA PLA, MD 20646
(301) 934-9021
* AL AM H A B H PG PI CU HV MD TX *
PV CI *

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
612 EAST CHARLES STREET
LA PLA, MD 20646
(301) 934-2251 EXT. 540
* AD PV CI *

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ORIZON CENTER
404 EAST CHARLES STREET
LA PLA, MD 20646
(301) 934-4357
OTLINE(S): (301) 645-3336
* DA AM H A B PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *

THE JUDE HOUSE INC
LONG TERM RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT SERVS
LA PLA, MD 20646
(301) 932-0700
* AD RR W A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *

ANDOVER HILLS
OMMISSION FOR FAMILIES
ICLINAL ADDICTIONS SERVICES
6200 ANNAPOLIS ROAD
APITAL PLAZA MALL SUITE 410
ANDOVER HILLS, MD 20784
(301) 386-1270
* AD AM W Y B H CU TX *

LANHAM
PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY
OTLINE AND SUICIDE PREVENTION
9500 ANNAPOLIS ROAD
UTE 100
LANHAM, MD 20706
(301) 731-4922
OTLINE(S):
(301) 577-4867; (301) 731-0004
* AD PV CI *

LAUREL
OUNSELING SERVICES INC
50 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
UTE 200
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 725-5616
* AD AM PI CU DM PR TX PV CI CS *

LYNN/LANG COUNSELING CENTER
15 C STREET
UTE H
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 725-1767
* AD AM M Y A B CU HV DM TX *

GREATER LAUREL BELTSVILLE HOSPITAL
ENAISSANCE TREATMENT PROGRAM/OUTPT
7100 CONTEE ROAD
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-2270
* AD AM PR CH TX CI *

OUSTIC COUNSELING AND THERAPIES INC
(HCTI) ADDICTION PROGRAM
369 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 497-6826
* AD AM Y A B CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CI *

EY CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
300 THOMAS DRIVE
UTE 100
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 776-1814
* AD AM W A B PG CU DM PR TX PV CI *

REALITY INC
FTERCARE
419 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-4080
* AD AM TX *

REALITY INC
CONTINUING CARE FACILITY FOR WOMEN
309 LAUREL AVENUE
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 498-3117
* AD RR W PG CU TX *
MARYLAND

REALITY INC
HALFNAVY HOUSE/MALE
429 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-4080
* AD RR TX *

REALITY INC
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT/REGULAR
429 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-4080
* AD AM N A B PG PI HV DW MC MD *
* PR TX *

REALITY INC
QUARTEIRW HOUSE
419 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 792-4080
* AD RR N A B H AI PG CU HV DW PR *
* TX *

REALITY INC
TRADITIONAL REHABILITATION RESIDENCE
200 LAUREL AVENUE
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 953-7207
* AD RR N B CU HV TX *

LEONARDOWN
MARCEY HALFNAVY HOUSE
LEONARDOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-4701
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
ROUTE 245 GOVERNMENTAL CENTER
LEONARDOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-4673
* AD PV *

RELAPSE PREVENTION EDUCATION CENTER AND ADDICTION SERVICES
ROUTE 5
RAGAN BUILDING NORTH END
LEONARDOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-5741
HOTLINE(S): (800) 726-5741
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

LINTHICUM HEIGHTS
MARYLAND ALLIANCE FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
404 SHIPLEY ROAD
LINTHICUM HEIGHTS, MD 21090
(410) 859-4320
* AD PV *

LUSBY
CALVERT COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTH MARYLAND COMMUNITY CENTER
LUSBY, MD 20657
(410) 535-3079
* AD AM N DW TX CS *

MOUNT RAINIER
C A MAVO AND ASSOCIATES INC
3403 PERRY STREET
MOUNT RAINIER, MD 20712
(301) 699-0344
* AD AM A CU HV DW PR TX CI *

OAKLAND
GARRETT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTIONS SERVICE
221 SOUTH 3RD STREET
OAKLAND, MD 21550
(301) 334-8115
* AD AM H Y DW MC MD PR TX PV *

OLNEY
MONTGOMERY GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
18101 PRINCE PHILIP DRIVE
OLNEY, MD 20832
(301) 774-8870
HOTLINE(S): (301) 779-8888 CRISIS INTERV SERV
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI SS CS *

OWINGS MILLS
EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/CENTRAL
9199 REISTERSTOWN ROAD
SUITE 215C
OWINGS MILLS, MD 21117
(410) 363-8800
* AD AM TX PV *

OWINGS MILLS
INSTITUTE OF LIFE AND HEALTH
ALC/DRUG ASSESSMENT AND THERAPY PROG
6188 OXON HILL ROAD
SUITE 801
OXON HILL, MD 20745
(301) 567-7303
* AD AM AI CU DW PR TX *

PASADENA
CHRYSALIS HOUSE
8148 JUMPERS HOLE ROAD
PASADENA, MD 21122
(410) 544-1633
* AD RR N PG TX *

NEW LIFE ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES
2528 MOUNTAIN ROAD
PASADENA, MD 21122
(410) 255-6475
* AD AM H CU HV DW PR TX CI *

POTOMAC RIVER NAVAL AIR TEST
NAVAL AIR STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 438
POTOMAC RIVER NAVAL AIR TEST, MD 20678
(301) 826-3824
* AL AM TX PV CI *

POCOMOKE CITY
SAVE THE YOUTH INC
2ND STREET
POCOMOKE CITY, MD 21851
(301) 957-1750
* AD PV CI *

PRINCE FREDERICK
CALVERT COUNTY GOVERNMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
PRINCE FREDERICK, MD 20678
(410) 535-3079
* AD AM Y DW TX CS *

CALVERT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
NEW LEAF COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 4 AND STOKELY ROAD
PRINCE FREDERICK, MD 20678
(410) 535-5400
HOTLINE(S): (410) 535-1121
* AD AM Y PG CU HV DW TX PV CS *

DHI SERVICES INC
CALVERT COUNTY TREATMENT FACILITY
315 STAFFORD ROAD
PRINCE FREDERICK, MD 20678
(410) 535-8930
* AD RR DW PR TX CS *

RIVERDALE
DIRECTORATE OF ADDICTIONS PREVENTION PROGRAM
RIVERDALE ROAD
RIVERDALE PROF BUILDING SUITE 102
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 864-0681
* AD PV *
MARYLAND

WICOMICO COUNTY DRUG PREVENTION OFFICE
1508 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
SALISBURY, MD 21801
(410) 548-4959
* AD PV *

WILLIS M HUDSON CENTER
RESIDENTIAL ALC/DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
HUDSON PLACE
SALISBURY, MD 21802
(410) 742-0151
* AD RR M A B PG CU HV PR TX *

SEVERNA PARK
STRESS AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT CTR INC
547 RITCHIE HIGHWAY
SUITE 101
SEVERNA PARK, MD 21146
(410) 647-0441
* AD AM W DH PR TX PV CI *

SILVER SPRING
COUNSELING PLUS INC
11111 GEORGIA AVENUE
SUITE A24
SILVER SPRING, MD 20902
(301) 953-3403
* AL AM H PI DH PR TX PV *
D A MYNNE AND ASSOCIATES INC
THE SILVER SPRING PROGRAM
1709 ELTON ROAD
SILVER SPRING, MD 20903
(301) 431-1911
* AD AM W DH MD PR TX *

KOLMAC CLINIC
1005 SPRING STREET
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589-0255
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CI CS *

NATIONAL HISPANIC COUNCIL ON AGING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1913 ALABASTER DRIVE
SILVER SPRING, MD 20904
(301) 384-3172
* AD PV *

THOMAS COMP COUNSELING SERVICES INC
800 PERSHING DRIVE
SUITE 105A
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 585-2977
* AD AM H B PI CU DH PR TX PV *

SHAW HILL
WORCESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES
6040 PUBLIC LANDING ROAD
SHAW HILL, MD 21863
(410) 632-1100
* AD AM H Y A PG HV DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

SUltrland
SAINT LUKE INSTITUTE
2420 BROOKS DRIVE
SUITLAND, MD 20746
(301) 967-3700
* AD DT RR B H HV PR TX PV *

TAKOMA PARK
WASHINGTON ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
UNIT 2100
7600 CARROLL AVENUE
TAKOMA PARK, MD 20912
(301) 891-7600
* AD DT M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

TIMHOMIUM
AWAKENINGS COUNSELING PROGRAM
2 WEST AYLESBURY ROAD
TIMHOMIUM, MD 21093
(410) 561-9591
* AD AM H A B H PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX MM *

UPPER MARLBORO
SECOND GENESIS INC
UPPER MARLBORO UNIT
4620 HILLWOOD ROAD
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
(301) 656-1505
* AD RR AM HV PR TX *

THE AWAKENINGS
13400 DILLE DRIVE
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
(301) 952-7094
* AD RR A B H PI CU HV DW TX *

WALDORF
CHANGING POINT HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
WALDORF, MD 20601
(301) 870-5100
HOTLINE(S): (800) 888-7100
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

CHANGING POINT/WALDORF
ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
WALDORF, MD 20604
(800) 622-2168
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 888-5100; (301) 870-5100
* AD DT RR Y A B H PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX CH TX CS *

CHANGING POINT/WALDORF
RESIDENTIAL
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
WALDORF, MD 20604
(800) 622-2168
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 888-5100; (301) 870-5100
* AD DT RR M Y A B PG PI CU HV MD *
* MD PR CH TX CS *

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
21 INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE
WALDORF, MD 20604
(301) 952-4907
* AD AM H Y MD PR CH TX CI CS *

WALDORF COUNSELING SERVICES
CHARLES PROFESSIONAL CENTER
SUITE 511
WALDORF, MD 20601
(301) 645-8669
* AD AM H M B CU DH TX CS *

WESTMINSTER
CARROLL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OUTPATIENT ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICES
412 MALCOLM DRIVE
SUITE 304
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(410) 876-4410
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX CS *

JUNCTION INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
96 NORTH COURT STREET
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(410) 846-6100
HOTLINE(S): (410) 846-6100
* AD AM Y MD TX CS *

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
CARROLL PLAZA
SUITE 2
WESTMINSTER, MD 21158
(410) 876-2425
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-5422
* AD AM M Y B CU MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

REENTRY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ADDICTION SERVICES
40 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
SUITE 105
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(410) 849-9246
* AD AM H Y A B PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

SHOEMAKER CENTER
540 MARYLAND ROAD
WESTMINSTER, MD 21158
(410) 549-6868
* AD AM H A PG PI CU HV PR TX CI *
* CS *

WESTMINSTER RESCUE MISSION
685 LUCABAUGH MILL ROAD
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(410) 846-2222
* AD PV *
HRRYLRNO

OMERSET COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

ADDITION SERVICES
920 CRISFIELD HIGHWAY
ESTOVER, MD 21871
410) 651-0822 EXT. 18
AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HEATON

DUIDE PROGRAM MONTGOMERY COUNTY INC
DULT TREATMENT SERVICES
1141 GEORGIA AVENUE
UTE 420
HEATON, MD 20902
301) 929-0588
AD AM M A PG PI CU HV DH PR TX *
CI *

OOLFORD

DDICTION TREATMENT CENTERS OF MD INC
NEW BEGINNINGS AT WHITE OAK
441 TAYLORS ISLAND ROAD
OOLFORD, MD 21677
410) 228-7000
AD RR MD PR TX *
## Massachusetts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ashburnham</th>
<th>Belmont</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naukeag Hospital Inc</td>
<td>Mclean Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program/DETOX</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment CTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 Lake Road</td>
<td>115 Mill Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashburnham, MA 01430</td>
<td>Appleton Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(508) 827-5115</td>
<td>Belmont, MA 02178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *</td>
<td>(617) 855-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* AD DT MC MD PR TX *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attleboro</th>
<th>Beverly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Versacare</td>
<td>North Shore Counseling Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>Outpatient Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 Park Street</td>
<td>23 Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attleboro, MA 02703</td>
<td>Beverly, MA 01915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(508) 222-7525</td>
<td>(508) 922-2280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM W Y B H PG PI CU DM MC MD *</td>
<td>Hotline(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* PR CH TX PV CI CS *</td>
<td>(508) 922-2280 FOR PATIENTS ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Versacare</strong></td>
<td><strong>Project RAP Inc</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Road Back</td>
<td>Project RAP Outpatient Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Forest Street</td>
<td>202 Rantoul Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attleboro, MA 02703</td>
<td>Beverly, MA 01915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(508) 222-5611</td>
<td>(508) 927-4506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR Y CU DW PR TX *</td>
<td>Hotline(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Versacare</strong></td>
<td>(508) 922-0000 9AM-9PM M-TH, 9AM-5PM F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Assistance Program</td>
<td>* AD AM W Y A B CU HV DW MD PR TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 Park Street</td>
<td><strong>Project RAP Inc</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attleboro, MA 02703</td>
<td>Youth Assistance Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(508) 222-7525</td>
<td>202 Rantoul Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI CS *</td>
<td>Beverly, MA 01915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bedford</strong></td>
<td>(508) 927-4506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Affairs Medical Center</td>
<td>Hotline(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program</td>
<td>(508) 922-0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 Springs Road</td>
<td>* AD PV CI CS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building 7 B and C</td>
<td><strong>Boston</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford, MA 01730</td>
<td>Bay Cove Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(617) 275-7500 Ext. 566</td>
<td>Methadone Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD DT RR AM B PI CU HV TX PV CI *</td>
<td>104 Lincoln Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* CS *</td>
<td>Boston, MA 02111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(617) 474-0460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* AD AM W A PG HV MD MM CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boston</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bay Cove Human Services</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Cove Human Services</td>
<td>Outpatient Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone Services</td>
<td>104 Lincoln Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104 Lincoln Street</td>
<td>Boston, MA 02111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, MA 02111</td>
<td>(617) 350-6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(617) 423-9575; (617) 423-9575</td>
<td>* AD AM W A B CU HV MC MD PR TX PY *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD AM W A B CU HV MC MD PR TX PV *</td>
<td>* CI CS *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Type of Care</th>
<th>Staff Specifically Trained to Treat</th>
<th>Third Party Payments</th>
<th>Unit Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = Alcoholism Services Only</td>
<td>DT = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>M = Men</td>
<td>MC = Medicare</td>
<td>TX = Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA = Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
<td>RR = Residential (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>Y = Youth</td>
<td>MD = Medicaid</td>
<td>MM = Methadone Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
<td>AM = Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>A = AIDS Patients</td>
<td>PR = Private Insurance</td>
<td>PV = Prevention/Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B = Blacks</td>
<td>CH = Champus</td>
<td>SC = Sobering-up Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SS = Sobering-up Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CS = Collateral Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASSACHUSETTS

FIRST INC/FIRST STEP
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
34 INTERVALE STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02121
(617) 445-5850
HOTLINE(S): (617) 445-1500
* AD AM W H B PG CU HV TX PV CI CS *

FIRST INC/HISPANIC ACADEMY
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
80 HAMILTON STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 265-5852
HOTLINE(S): (617) 445-1500
* AD RR Y H CU HV TX PV CI CS *

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
FLYNN HOUSE/RECOVERY HOME
10 CHAMBLET STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 442-0405
* AD RR TX PV CI *

HARBOR HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEPONSET ALCOHOL COUNSELING PROGRAM
398 NEPONSET AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 282-3200 EXT. 4008
* AD AM W Y A PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

INTERIM HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
62 MALDECK STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 265-2636
* AD RR B CU TX PV *

LA ALIANZA HISPANA INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
112 STOUGHTON STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 280-2181
* AD AM A H HV DW MD TX *

PEACEFUL MOVEMENT COMMITTEE INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
879 BLUE HILL AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 436-3159
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU HV DW MD *
* TX MM PV CI CS *

PEACEFUL MOVEMENT COMMITTEE INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
879 BLUE HILL AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 436-3159 EXT. 40
* AD PV CI CS *

SHEPHERD HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
22 AND 24 MINDERMERE ROAD
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 282-4102
* AD RR W A B H AI PG PI CU HV TX *
* PV *

WOMEN INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
244 TOWNSEND STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02121
(617) 442-6166
* AD AM N A B H AI PG CU HV MD TX *
* PV CI *

WOMEN INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
244 TOWNSEND STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02121
(617) 442-6166 EXT. 7
* AD RR W A B H PG CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

BOSTON (EAST BOSTON)
AFTER CARE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1A MUMMOUTH SQUARE
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-8451
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

NOODLES ISLAND MULTI SERV AGENCY INC
MERIDIAN HOUSE
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-6050
* AD RR HV TX *

NOODLES ISLAND MULTI SERV AGENCY INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
44 PORTER STREET
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-7310
* AD AM Y H DH MC MD PR TX *

REHABILITATION AND HEALTH INC
RECOVERY HOME
52 WHITE STREET
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-2089
* AD RR TX *

BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN)
BOSTON ALCOHOL DETOX PROJECT INC
BOSTON ALCOHOL TRANSITIONAL CARE
170 MORTON STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 266-2615
HOTLINE(S): (617) 266-2615
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM TX *

BRIGHTWOOD AND WOMENS HOSPITAL
BROOKSIDE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
3297 WASHINGTON STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 522-4700
* AD AM W H PG DW MC MD PR TX CI *

BRIGHAM AND WOMENS HOSPITAL
50 JAMAICA PLAIN HEALTH CENTER/FACTS
687 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 278-0710
* AD AM Y A H PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX CS *

FAULKNER HOSPITAL
ADDITION RECOVERY PROGRAM
1155 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 983-7711
HOTLINE(S): (617) 983-7711
* AD DT AM W A PG CU HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

THE ARBOUR
INPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG/STIIT
49 ROBINWOOD AVENUE
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 822-6400
HOTLINE(S):
(617) 822-6400 X300
* AD DT RR W Y A B H PI CU HV MC *
* MC MD PR TX *

BOSTON (MATTAPAN)
POSITIVE LIFESTYLES INC
RIVER STREET DETOXIFICATION CENTER
249 RIVER STREET
BOSTON (MATTAPAN), MA 02126
(617) 290-0060
* AD DT W Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR TX *

POSITIVE LIFESTYLES INC
STAIR PROGRAM
BOSTON (MATTAPAN), MA 02126
(617) 296-1590
* AD RR W A B PG PI CU HV MD TX *

BOSTON (ROSILINDALE)
BOSTON COMMUNITY SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
102 AMERICAN LEGION HIGHWAY
BOSTON (ROSILINDALE), MA 02131
(617) 325-6700
* AD AM W Y PG CU MC MD PR TX PV *
* CS *

BOSTON (ROXBURY)
CASAS ESPERANZA INC
MENS RECOVERY HOME
291 EUSTIS STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 445-7411
* AD RR H CU HV TX *

DIMICK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ACUPUNCTURE DETOXIFICATION
55 DIMICK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 442-2121
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD TX *
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
25 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 422-9686
* AD DT M A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OP
55 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 422-2121 EXT. 294
* AD AM M Y A B H PG HV DM MD TX *
* PV CI SS *

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
STREET SERVICES INC
135 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 422-9686
* AD RR B H CU HV TX PV CI SS *

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
STREET SERVICES INC
135 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 422-9686
* AD RR B H CU HV TX PV CI SS *

FIRST INC/FIRST ACADEMY
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
167 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 427-1580
HOTLINE(S): (617) 427-1580
* AD AM M Y A B H PG HV DM MD TX *
* PV CI SS *

LA ALIANZA HISPANA INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
409 DUDLEY STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 427-1717 EXT. 17
* AD PV CI SS *

SOCIEDAD LATINA INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
350 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02120
(617) 442-4299
* AD PV CI *

ARCH FOUNDATION INC
JAMES GAVIN HOUSE
675 EAST 4TH STREET
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 268-5517
* AD RR PI CU TX *

NEW PATHWAYS TO LIFE FOUNDATION INC
ANSWER HOUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
5 G STREET
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 268-7124
* AD RR B H AI PG PI CU HV TX *

SOUTH BOSTON ACTION COUNCIL INC
TURNING POINT / OUTPATIENT
424 WEST BROADWAY
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 269-5160 EXT. 113
* AD AM MD TX CI *

SOUTH BOSTON ACTION COUNCIL INC
TURNING POINT / YOUTH ASSISTANCE
424 WEST BROADWAY
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 269-5160
* AD PV CI *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ELEONORA MARTIN RECOVERY HOUSE
678 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 583-0493
* AD RR B PG CU HV MD PR TX CI *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
666 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 587-0815 EXT. 16, 22
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR TX CH, TX *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
RESURRECTION HOUSE
40 BARTLETT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 587-7646
* AD RR PI HV TX *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
666 MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 587-0815
HOTLINE(S): (508) 584-4357
* AD PV *

LIFE RESOURCES INC/PHANEUF CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
792 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 584-0500
* AD AM M Y A HV MD PR TX CH PV CI *
* PV CI *

MSPPC FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
133 LIBERTY STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 586-3290
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PV TX PV CI CS *

SOUTH BAY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
37 BELMONT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 580-4691
* AD AM M Y MC MD PR TX CI *

TEEN CHALLENGE NEW ENGLAND INC
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
1315 MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 586-1494 EXT. 02401
* AD RR B H CU HV TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
960 BELMONT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 583-4500 EXT. 176
* AD DT RR AM A CU HV PR CH TX *

BROOKLINE

FIRST PSYCHIATRIC PLANNERS
BOURNEMOUTH HOSPITAL/DETOX
300 SOUTH STREET
BROOKLINE, MA 02167
(617) 469-0300
HOTLINE(S): (800) 468-4358
* AD RR B H Y B H CU HV DM M *
* PR CH TX MM *

CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT ADDICTION SERVICES
1450 CAMBRIDGE STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 498-1420
* AD AM M B PI MC MD PR TX CI *

CASPAR INC
WOMANPLACE HALFWAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
11 RUSSELL STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02140
(617) 661-6020
* AD AM M B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX RX *

CASPAR INC
WOMENS PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
6 CAMELIA AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 661-1316
* AD AM M B H PG CU HV DM PR *
* TX PV CS *

CONCILIO HISPANO INC
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
105 HINDS OR STREET
3RD FLOOR
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 661-8001
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MD TX PV *
* CI CS *
MASSACHUSETTS

CONCILIO HISPANO INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
105 WENDSOR STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 661-9406
* AD PV *

MOUNT AUBURN HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
330 MOUNT AUBURN STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02238
(617) 499-5051
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

CHELSEA
CHELSEA ASAP INC
CHELSEA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
100 EVERETT AVENUE
UNIT 4
CHELSEA, MA 02150
(617) 884-6829
* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD TX PV CI CS *

CHELSEA ASAP INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
100 EVERETT AVENUE
UNIT 4
CHELSEA, MA 02150
(617) 884-6829
* AD PV CI CS *

CHICOPEE
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
CHICOPEE COUNSELING CENTER
317 MAPLE STREET
CHICOPEE, MA 01040
(413) 592-6365
* AD AM Y H DW MC MD PR TX CI CS *

CONCORD
ASSABET HUMAN SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DAMONMILL SQUARE
SUITE 2A
CONCORD, MA 01742
(508) 371-0300
* AD AM M Y PG HV DW MC MD MD PR CH *
* TX CI CS *

EMERSON HOSPITAL
AFTERCARE ADDICTION SERVICES/OUTPT
OLD ROAD TO NINE ACRE CORNER
CONCORD, MA 01742
(508) 369-1400 EXT. 1630
HOTLINE(S):
(508) 369-1400 X1379 A "HELPLINE"
* AD DT RR AM W MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

DANVERS
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
450 MAPLE STREET
DANVERS, MA 01923
(508) 777-2121
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 325-2224; (508) 777-2121
* AD DT M Y A PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
METHADONE SERVICES
450 MAPLE STREET
DANVERS, MA 01923
(508) 777-2121
* AD AM M Y A PG CU HV MD PR MM *

EVERETT
WHIDDEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
96 GARLAND STREET
EVERETT, MA 01849
(617) 361-7182
* AD AM M Y CU MC MD PR CH TX *

FALL RIVER
FAM SERV ASSOC OF GREATER FALL RIVER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
151 ROCK STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 670-7561
* AD AM M Y H PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV *

PORTUGUESE YOUTH CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
339 SPRING STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 679-0962
* AD AM M Y A B H CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

PORTUGUESE YOUTH CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
339 SPRING STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 679-0962
* AD PV CI CS *

SAINT ANNES HOSPITAL
LIFELINE/METHADONE SERVICES
795 MIDDLE STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 674-5741 EXT. 2260
* AD AM MC MD MM *

STANLEY STREET TREATMENT AND RESOURCES
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG DETOX PROGRAM
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
* AD DT M Y A PG HV MD MD PR CH TX *

STANLEY STREET TREATMENT AND RESOURCES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES/OUTPT
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
* AD AM M Y A PG HV DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

STANLEY STREET TREATMENT AND RESOURCES
MOMEN'S REHABILITATION PROGRAM/SECT 35
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
* AD RR M A HV TX *

STANLEY STREET TREATMENT AND RESOURCES
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
* AD PV CI *

STEPPINGSTONE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
466 NORTH MAIN STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 674-2780
* AD AR A B PI CU HV TX *

STEPPINGSTONE INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
101 ROCK STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 675-0336
HOTLINE(S): (508) 675-0336
* AD AM Y MD TX *

STEPPINGSTONE INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
522 NORTH MAIN STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 674-2780
* AD RR M A B H PG PI CU HV TX CI *

FALMOUTH
CCAIRU GOSNOLD
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
196 TER HEUN DRIVE
FALMOUTH, MA 02540
(508) 548-7118
* AD PV CI *

CCAIRU GOSNOLD COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
196 TER HEUN DRIVE
FALMOUTH, MA 02540
(508) 548-7118
* AD AM Y MD PR TX PV CS *

CCAIRU GOSNOLD ON CAPE COD
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
200 TER HEUN DRIVE
FALMOUTH, MA 02540
(508) 540-6550
* AD DT MD PR TX *
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT/FIRST STEP
1233 MAIN STREET
HYANNIS, MA 02601
(508) 775-1728
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV MC MD *.
* DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
124 YARMOUTH ROAD
HYANNIS, MA 02601
(508) 790-3320
* AD *

CAPE COD HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
155 WEST MAIN STREET
LYNCHBURG, MA 02601
(508) 778-2437
* AD RR TX PV *

CAPE COD HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
155 WEST MAIN STREET
LYNCHBURG, MA 02601
(508) 778-2437
* AD *

CAFODU EDUC AND INTERVENTION CENTER
NON MEDICAL DETOXIFICATION
71 PLEASANT STREET
HYANNIS, MA 02601
(508) 770-3320
* AD *

LAWRENCE
CENTRO PANAMERICANO INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
90 BROADWAY STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01841
(508) 794-1025
* AD AM M H HV MD TX *

FAM SERV ASSOC OF GREATER LAWRENCE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
430 NORTH CANAL STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-9505
* AD AM H CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

MSPCC FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
349 SOUTH UNION STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01843
(508) 681-8179
* AD AM M H A B H AI PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

LEOMINSTER
NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
17 ORCHARD STREET
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 840-0283
* AD DT M Y A H PG PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
91 PLEASANT STREET
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 840-0278
* AD AM M Y A H PG CU DV MD PR CH *
* TX *

LOWELL
FAMILY SERVICE OF GREATER LOWELL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
97 CENTRAL STREET
SUITE 400
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 937-3000
* AD AM M H HV MC MD PR CH TX CI *

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/LOWELL
METHADONE SERVICES
660 SUFFOLK STREET
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 845-4515
* AD AM M A H B H CU HV DV MD PR TX *
* CI *

LOWELL GENERAL HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY HEALTH INITIATIVES/DETOX
295 VARNUM AVENUE
SERVICE BUILDING
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 937-6767
* AD DT M Y A H PG PI CU HV DV MD *
* PR TX *

LOWELL HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
555 MERRIMACK STREET
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 459-8556
* AD AM M A H B H CU HV DV MD PR TX *
LOWELL HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
102 APPLETON STREET
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 459-3571
* AD AM H B CU HV TX PV CI *

LOWELL HOUSE INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
555 HERRIMACK STREET
(REAR)
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 459-8656
* AD PV CI CS *

LYNN
ATLANTICARE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT R 1
232 BOSTON STREET
LYNN, MA 01904
(617) 598-5100 EXT. 2290
HOTLINE(S):
(617) 598-5100 X3555
* AD DT H A PI CU HV MC MD PR TX *
* TX CI *

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
RESIDENTIAL INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY
110 GREEN STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 598-1270
* AD RR H A CU HV MD PR TX *

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
RYAN REHABILITATION CENTER
100 GREEN STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 593-9434
* AD RR H A CU HV MD PR TX CS *

PROJECT COPE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
117 NORTH COMMON STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 581-9270
* AD AM H Y B H PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX *

PROJECT COPE
THE WOMEN'S PROGRAM/RECOVERY HOME
117 NORTH COMMON STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 598-0505
* AD RR HV PR TX *

MADELIN
ADULT/ADOLESCENT COUNSELING INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 PLEASANT STREET
Malden, MA 02148
(617) 322-8399
HOTLINE(S): (617) 324-2220
* AD AM Y A CU HV DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

EASTERN MIDDLESEX ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
557 SALEM STREET
MALDEN, MA 02148
(617) 321-2600
HOTLINE(S):
(617) 321-2600; (617) 324-5897
* AD AM H PG MD PR TX CS *

EASTERN MIDDLESEX ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
RECOVERY HOUSE
12 CEDAR STREET
MALDEN, MA 02148
(617) 324-5897
HOTLINE(S):
(617) 326-2600; (617) 324-5897
* AD RR A B PI CU HV MD PR TX *
* CS *

MARLBOROUGH
MARLBOROUGH HOSPITAL
MARCAP
57 UNION STREET
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 485-5000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 245-5211
* AD DT AM TX *

TOGETHER INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
133 EAST MAIN STREET
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 485-9300
HOTLINE(S): (800) 640-5432
* AD AM H Y H MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

TOGETHER INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
133 EAST MAIN STREET
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 485-9300
HOTLINE(S): (800) 640-5432
* AD PV CI CS *

MEDFIELD
BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ODYSSEY FAMILY TREATMENT PROGRAM
54 HOSPITAL ROAD
MEDFELD, MA 02052
(508) 359-8584
* AD RR Y A CU HV MD PR TX CI CS *

MIDDLEBORO
MIDDLEBORO/LAKEVILLE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
94 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MIDDLEBORO, MA 02346
(508) 947-6100
* AD AM Y A CU HV DW MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

MILFORD
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10 ASYLUM STREET
MILFORD, MA 01757
(508) 473-6723
* AD AM H Y A PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
10 ASYLUM STREET
MILFORD, MA 01757
(508) 473-6723
* AD PV *

URBAN/SUBURBAN MINISTRY
HOSPITALITY HOUSE/RECOVERY HOME
245 WESSEX STREET
MILFORD, MA 01757
(508) 634-3710
* AD RR B AI PI CU TX *

NANTUCKET
FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES/NANTUCKET
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OFF VESPER LANE
NANTUCKET, MA 02554
(508) 228-2699
HOTLINE(S):
(508) 228-2689 PHONE #1 FOR REG HRS
(508) 228-1200 PHONE #2 FOR AFTER HRS
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR TX CI CS *

NANTUCKET COTTAGE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
57 PROSPECT STREET
NANTUCKET, MA 02554
(508) 325-4894
* AD DT AM MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

NATICK
SOUTH MIDDLESEX ADDICTION SERVICES
Serenity House
20 COTTAGE STREET
NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 633-3605
* AD RR H A B H PG CU HV PR TX *

VALLE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES INC
LEONARD MORSE HOSPITAL START ADDICT SERV
67 UNION STREET
NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 653-3400 EXT. 2338
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-6882
* AD DT AM H Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

VALLE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES INC
LEONARD MORSE HOSPITAL START OUT PROG
67 UNION STREET
FAIR MEMORIAL BUILDING
NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 651-9700
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-6882
* AD AM H Y A CU HV MD PR CH TX *
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NEW BEDFORD
CENTER FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM 848 PLEASANT STREET
HELVELLA PLAZA SUITE 6
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741
(508) 996-3791
* AD AM W Y A B H PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

CENTER FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 800 PURCHASE STREET
SUITE 6
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741
(508) 990-8345
* AD PV CI *

CENTER FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM/METH SERVS 848 PLEASANT STREET
SUITE 6
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741
(508) 999-3126
* AD AM W Y A B H PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH MM *

NEW BEDFORD COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC HARMONY HOUSE
214 EARLE STREET
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02746
(508) 992-8948
HOTLINE(S): (508) 992-7788
* AD RR B CU HV TX *

NEWBURYPORT
LINK HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
37 WASHINGTON STREET
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950
(508) 462-7341
* AD RR B H AI PI CU HV DW TX *

NORTH ESSEX COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 MATER STREET
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950
(508) 462-4644
HOTLINE(S): (508) 388-6800
* AD AM W Y H MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

TURNING POINT INC OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING 21 STOREY AVENUE
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950
(508) 462-8251
* AD AM W Y TX *

NEWTON
FAMILY COUNSELING REGION WEST FAMILY SUBSTANCE ABUSE/OUTPATIENT 74 WALNUT PARK
NEWTON, MA 02158
(617) 965-6200
* AD AM W Y A B H HV DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

RIVERSIDE COMM MH AND RETARDATION CTR MULTI SERVICE CENTER INC/OUTPATIENT 1301 CENTRE STREET
NEWTON CENTER, MA 02159
(617) 244-4802
HOTLINE(S):
(617) 244-4802 STATEWIDE INFO/REFERRAL
* AD AM Y MD TX PV CI CS *

NORTHERN BERKSHIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM 85 MAIN STREET
SUITE 500
NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247
(413) 664-4514
HOTLINE(S): (413) 664-6541
* AD AM W Y A PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

COOLEY DICKINSON HOSPITAL THE DICKINSON PROGRAMS/OUTPATIENT 76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 586-8550
* AD AM W Y CU HV DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

COOLEY DICKINSON HOSPITAL THE DICKINSON PROGRAMS/PREVENTION ONE 76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 584-3800
* AD PV *

COOLEY DICKINSON HOSPITAL THE DICKINSON PROGRAMS/YOUTH INTERVENTION 76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 586-8550
* AD PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM NORTHERN flop MAPLE STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 584-4040 Ext. 2600
* AD DT RR AM B HV TX *

NORTON
NORTH COTTAGE PROGRAM INC HALFWAY HOUSE
69 EAST MAIN STREET
NORTON, MA 02766
(508) 285-2701
* AD RR A B CU HV TX *

BILLINGS HUMAN SERVICES INC OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
275 PROSPECT STREET
NORWOOD, MA 02062
(617) 762-0060
HOTLINE(S):
(617) 762-0060; (617) 762-0602
* AD AM W Y A B H PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI *

NORWICH MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION CUTLER COUNSELING CENTER 886 WASHINGTON STREET
NORWICH, MA 02062
(617) 762-6592
* AD AM CU DW MC MD PR TX CI CS *

MARSH VINEYARD COMMUNITY SERVICES ISLAND COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPATIENT OFF EDGARTOWN/VINEYARD HAVEN ROAD
OAK BLUFFS, MA 02557
(508) 695-7900
HOTLINE(S): (508) 693-0032
* AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX *

WING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL GRISWOLD CTR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WRIGHT STREET
PALMER, MA 01069
(413) 283-7651
HOTLINE(S):
(413) 283-7651 X285
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS DOYLE TREATMENT CENTER/DETOX 795 NORTH STREET
BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS Keenan House Recovery Home
206 FRANCIS AVENUE
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 499-0337
HOTLINE(S): (413) 499-0337
* AD DT W A B PI CU HV DW MD PR TX *

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS KEENAN HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
206 FRANCIS AVENUE
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 499-2756
* AD RR W Y A B PI CU HV DW TX *

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
131 BRADFORD STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01202
(413) 499-1000
HOTLINE(S): (413) 499-1000
* AD AM W Y A B PI CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *
BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
41 BRADFORD STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01202
(413) 499-1000
AD PV CI SS CS *

WILLCREST HOSPITAL
THOMAS W MCGEE UNIT
65 TOR COURT
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 443-4761
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 222-1664 WITHIN MA ONLY
AD DT RR AM H A HV MC MD PR CH *
TX PV CI CS *

PLYMOUTH
ANCHOR HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
50 1/2 CHERRY STREET
PLYMOUTH, MA 02362
(508) 746-6654
AD RR HV TX *

CENTER FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS/AFFILIATED
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1 CHRISTA MCAULIFFE BOULEVARD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 746-6737
AD AM W Y A PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
PR TX *

CENTER FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS/AFFILIATED
OUTPATIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1 CHRISTA MCAULIFFE BOULEVARD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 746-6737
AD PV CI CS *

NATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS
HIGH POINT/DETOX
223 STATE STREET
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 224-7701
AD DT RR AM H A PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
PR TX CI SS *

NATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS
HIGH POINT/OUTPATIENT
223 STATE ROAD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 224-7701
AD AM W Y A PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
PR TX CI SS *

NATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS
HIGH POINT/STIT
223 STATE ROAD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 224-7701
AD DT RR AM H A PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
PR TX CI SS *

QUINCY
BAY COVE HUMAN SERVICES
ANDREW HOUSE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL GROUND
MORRIS BUILDING
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 479-9320
* AD DT W A B PG PI CU HV DM TX MM *

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
15 COTTAGE AVENUE
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 471-8400
* AD AM W Y A HV DM MD PR TX *

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
PREVENTION RESOURCES
15 COTTAGE AVENUE
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-4649
* AD PV *

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
15 COTTAGE AVENUE
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-2220
* AD PV *

QUINCY DETOXIFICATION CENTER INC
DBA FAXON RECOVERY SERVICE
120 WHITTEM STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-8060
* AD DT W A PG PI CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX *

SOUTH SHORE HALFWAY HOUSE
10 DISYART STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 773-7023
* AD RR Y A PI CU HV DM TX PV CI *

VALLE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES INC
RIGHT TURN
7 FOSTER STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 479-9646
* AD AM W H DM MD PR TX *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
REBOUND
LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL
QUINCY, MA 02269
(617) 773-8285
* AD RR Y B CU TX *

SALEM
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
AMBULATORY SERVICES
27 CONGRESS STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-8890
* AD AM W Y PG HV DM MD PR TX MM *
* CS *

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
PREVENTION SERVICES
27 CONGRESS STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-8890
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 327-6050 STATEWIDE REFER HOTLINE
* AD PV *

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
27 CONGRESS STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-8890
* AD PV CI CS *

HEALTH AND EDUCATION SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
162 FEDERAL STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-2440
HOTLINE(S):
(508) 741-4433
* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
81 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 741-1215 EXT. 4530
HOTLINE(S):
(508) 741-1200 X4557
* AD DT RR W A B H PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

SALEM HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
172 LAFAYETTE STREET
SALEM HOSP PROFESSIONAL SERVS BUILDING
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 744-4033
* AD AM W A H PG PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

SOMERVILLE
CASPAR INC
ALC AND DRUG EDUC/YOUTH ASSISTANCE
226 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 623-2080
* AD PV CI CS *

CASPAR INC
CASPAR MENS RESIDENCES
16 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 623-5277
* AD RR TX *
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CASPAR INC
NEW DAY
242 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-8100
* AD RR W Y A B H PG PI CU HV TX *
* CS *

HERITAGE HOSPITAL
ADULT ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
26 CENTRAL STREET
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 625-8900 EXT. 316
HOTLINE(S): (800) 825-HELP
* AD DT RR AM W PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

NORTH CHARLES INSTITUTE
METADONE SERVICES
260 BEACON STREET
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 661-5700
* AD AM A HV MD MM *

NORTH CHARLES INSTITUTE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
260 BEACON STREET
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 661-5700
* AD AM W MD PR TX *

SOMERVILLE PORTUGUESE AMERICAN LEAGUE
ACUPUNCTURE SERVICES
92 UNION SQUARE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-6065
* AD AM MD PR TX *

SOMERVILLE PORTUGUESE AMERICAN LEAGUE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
92 UNION SQUARE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-6065
* AD AM M TX PV CI CS *

SOMERVILLE PORTUGUESE AMERICAN LEAGUE
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
92 UNION SQUARE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-6065
* AD PV CI *

SOUTH YARMOUTH
HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/YARMOUTH
METADONE SERVICES
20 FORSYTH STREET
SOUTH YARMOUTH, MA 02664
(508) 398-5155
* AD AM W A HV MD MM *

SOUTHBRIDGE
HARRINGTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HARRINGTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
29 PINE STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA 01550
(508) 765-9167 EXT. 225
* AD AM W Y H CU HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

TRI LINK COUNSELING AND FAMILY SERVS
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
51 EVERETT STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA 01550
(508) 765-9101
* AD *

SPRINGFIELD
ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
CARLSON DETOX CENTER
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 736-0334
* AD DT H A B H AI PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
59-61 SAINT JAMES AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 739-4732
* AD RR B CU HV TX *

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
SLOAN CLINIC
1600 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
HOTLINE(S): (413) 763-0334
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR TX *

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
WOMENS DIVISION/MY SISTERS HOUSE
89 BELMONT AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 733-7891
HOTLINE(S):
(413) 733-7891; (413) 733-7892
* AD RR H B H PG PI CU HV TX CS *

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
20 MAPLE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 732-7476
* AD CI CS *

CHILD/FAMILY SERVICE OF PIONEER VALLEY
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
367 PINE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 737-1426
* AD AM W A B H HV MC PR CH TX *

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/SPRINGFIELD
METADONE SERVICES
2257 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01107
(413) 733-3488
* AD AM H MD MM *

MARATHON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
5 MADISON AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 733-2178
* AD RR TX *

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
ETHOS I/RECOVERY HOME
56 TEMPLE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 733-1472
* AD RR W A B CU HV TX PV CI *

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
ETHOS III OUTPATIENT SERVICES
756 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 737-8523
* AD AM B PI CU HV DW MD TX *

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
622 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 733-2238
* AD PV *

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
INSIGHTS OF PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
209 CAREN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01104
(413) 732-2553
* AD AM H Y B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *
* CI CS *

STONEHAM
NEW ENGLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVS/OUTPATIENT
5 WOODLAND ROAD
STONEHAM, MA 02180
(617) 979-7030
* AD DT RR AM W A H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX MM CI CS *

TAUNTON
COMMUNITY COUNSELING OF BRISTOL COUNTY
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
19 CEDAR STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
(508) 823-6124
HOTLINE(S): (508) 823-5700
* AD AM Y HV MC MD PR CH TX *
MASSACHUSETTS

GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM & OTHER ADDICTIONS INC.
COHANET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
508) 822-1311
OUTLINE(S)
508) 822-1212; (508) 822-1311
AD AM W Y A H PG CU HV DW MD PR * TX *

GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM & OTHER ADDICTIONS INC.
COHANET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
508) 822-1311
OUTLINE(S)
508) 822-1212; (508) 822-1311
AD AM W Y A H PG CU HV DW MD PR * TX *

EASTERN MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
338 MAIN STREET
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
(617) 246-2010
* AD PV CI CS *

WATERTOWN
HURLEY HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
12-14 LOWELL STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 899-2950
* AD RR B H PI CU HV TX *

MIDDLESEX COUNTY HOSPITAL
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-6600
* AD RR W A B H HV TX *

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
REG ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPT
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-6110
* AD AM W A B AI PI CU HV MD PR TX *

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
REG ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPT
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-0004
* AD DT W Y A B H AI PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX *

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
REG ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPT
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-6100
* AD AM W A B AI PI CU HV MD PR TX *

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
205 BACON STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 893-0111
* AD PV *

WALTON POINT/OUTPATIENT
WALTON POINT/OUTPATIENT
WALTON, MA 02780
(617) 926-5800
* AD AM H MC MD PR CH TX *

WATERTOWN MULTI SERVICE CENTER
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
127 NORTH BEACON STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-5300
* AD CI CS *

WELLESLEY
CHARLES RIVER HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
203 GROVE STREET
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
(617) 235-8400
OUTLINE(S)
(617) 235-8400 FOR DUAL DIAGNOSIS PT
* AD RR W Y MD PR CH TX *

WEST FALMOUTH
CCAIRU EMERSON HOUSE
WOMEN'S RECOVERY HOME
554 WEST FALMOUTH HIGHWAY
WEST FALMOUTH, MA 02574
(508) 540-1554
* AD RR PR TX *

WEST FALMOUTH
SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
SPECTRUM PRIMARY CARE/STIIT
154 OAK STREET
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
(508) 366-1616
* AD DT RR PR TX *

WESTBOROUGH
SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
154 OAK STREET
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
(508) 898-1570
* AD DT MC MD PR TX MM *
MASSACHUSETTS

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
SPECTRUM RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
155 OAK STREET
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01501
(508) 898-1560
* AD RR MC MD PR TX CI *

WESTFIELD
ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
QUARRY HILL TREATMENT CENTER
137 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-1695
* AD RR PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE
METHADONE SERVICES
158 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-6600
* AD AM W A B H CU HV MD PR MM *

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
WESTFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
41 CHURCH STREET
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-3368
* AD AM W H DW MC MD PR CH TX CI *

WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD LODGE HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSTS PROGRAM
45 CLAPBOARDTREE STREET
WESTWOOD, MA 02090
(617) 762-7764
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX *

WOBURN
BAY COLONY HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
800 WEST CUMMINGS PARK
WOBURN, MA 01801
(617) 935-3025
* AD AM W Y A CU HV DW MC MD PR TX *

WORCESTER
ADCCARE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
107 LINCOLN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 799-9000
HOTLINE(S): (800) ALC-OHOL
* AD DT RR AM W A PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WORCESTER
CROZIER HOUSE
15 RIPLEY STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 798-0191
* AD RR TX *

COMMUNITY HEALTHLINK
THAYER INSTITUTE/DETOXIFICATION
26 QUEEN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 799-8332
* AD DT RR W A H PI HV DW MC MD PR *
* TX *

COMMUNITY HEALTHLINK
THAYER INSTITUTE/DUI
26 QUEEN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 799-8332
* AD RR W A H PI HV DW MC MD PR TX *

FAITH INC
RECOVERY HOME
142 BURNCOT STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01606
(508) 852-6610
* AD RR M Y A B H PG CU HV TX *

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
CHANNING HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
18 CHANNING STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8088
* AD RR A B H AI PI CU HV DW TX *

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
CHANNING II/LINDA F GRIFFIN HOUSE
15 NORTHAMPTON STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8990
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH TX *

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD TX CI CS *

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
* AD PV CI CS *

MSPCC FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
206 LINCOLN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-2967
HOTLINE(S): (800) 442-3035
* AD AM W Y H PR TX CI *

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
TRI PREVENTION FIRST
100 GROVE STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 752-8083
* AD PV *

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL
DEPT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/OP
25 WINTHROP STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01604
(508) 798-6107 EXT. 6108
* AD AM W A PG CU HV DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
METHADONE SERVICES
105 MERRICK STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 797-6100
* AD AM W H PG HV MC MD PR CH MM *
* CI *

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES/DRUG FREE
105 MERRICK STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-2753
* AD AM W H PG HV MC MD PR TX CI *
### Michigan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADRIAN</th>
<th>ALGONAC</th>
<th>ALLendale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMMA L BIXBY MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY SERVICES INC</td>
<td>GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGE CTR FOR SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT 818 RIVERSIDE AVENUE</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 329 COLUMBIA STREET</td>
<td>OFFICE OF ALCOHOL AND WELLNESS EDUC 165 FIELDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRIAN, MI 49221</td>
<td>ALGONAC, MI 48001</td>
<td>ALLENDALE, MI 49401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 263-0711 Ext. 411</td>
<td>(313) 794-4982 Ext. 29</td>
<td>(616) 895-3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD RR AM DG MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *</td>
<td>* AD AM M PG TX PV *</td>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILDREN'S AID**

405 MILL STREET

ADRIAN, MI 49221

(517) 263-2625

* AD AM H PG PR TX CI *

**LENANEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT PREVENTION FIRST**

4107 NORTH ADRIAN HIGHWAY

ADRIAN, MI 49221

(517) 265-2119

* AD PV *

**MCCULLOUGH VARGAS AND ASSOCIATES**

127 SOUTH WINTER STREET

ADRIAN, MI 49221

(517) 266-2246

* AD AM H TX PV CI *

**ALBION**

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RESOURCES

112 SOUTH SUPERIOR STREET

ALBION, MI 49224

(517) 629-2113

* AD AM H Y CU DM MD PR CH TX *

**MINORITY PROGRAM/SOUTH CENTRAL MICH SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM**

112 SOUTH SUPERIOR STREET

ALBION, MI 49224

(517) 629-2113

* AD PV *

**ALPENA**

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES

10501 ALLEN ROAD

SUITE 207

ALPENA, MI 49707

(313) 382-5537

* AD AM PR TX *

**JOSEPHINE SHEEHY PROGRAM**

10501 ALLEN ROAD

SUITE 207

ALPENA, MI 49707

(313) 382-5537

* AD AM PR TX *

**UNIT FUNCTION**

TX = TREATMENT

MM = METHADONE TREATMENT

PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION

CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

**ORIENTATION**

AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY

DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY

AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**TYPE OF CARE**

DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)

RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

**STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT**

W = WOMEN

H = HISPANICS

M = MEDICARE

**MEDICATIONS**

HS = HANNAH

AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES

BC = BACH

**PRIVATE INSURANCE**

PG = PREGNANT USERS

PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE

**OTHER SERVICES**

FZ = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE

**FACILITIES**

CM = CHAMPS

SS = SOBERING-UP STATION

CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>KEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| ORIENTATION: |
| AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY |

| TYPE OF CARE: |
| DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) |
| RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE) |

| STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT: |
| W = WOMEN |
| H = HISPANICS |
| M = MEDICARE |

| MEDICATIONS: |
| HS = HANNAH |
| AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES |
| BC = BACH |

| PRIVATE INSURANCE: |
| PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE |

| OTHER SERVICES: |
| FZ = PUBLIC INEBRIATES |

| FACILITIES: |
| CM = CHAMPS |
| SS = SOBERING-UP STATION |
| CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES |
MICHIGAN

SUNRISE CENTRE
630 WALNUT STREET
ALPENA, MI 49707
(517) 356-7242
HOTLINE(S): (517) 356-6649
* AD RR TX *

ANN ARBOR
ALPHA HOUSE
4290 JACKSON ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 662-0533
* AD RR W Y B H AI CU PR TX *

ANN ARBOR COMMUNITY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT AND PREV SERVICES
625 NORTH MAIN STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 662-3128
* AD AM W Y B CU MD TX PV CI *

ANN ARBOR CONSULTATION SERVICES INC
5531 PLYMOUTH ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 996-9111
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU HV DW PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
117 NORTH DIVISION STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 662-0454
* AD AM W Y B PG PR TX PV *

CHELSEA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
OLDER ADULT RECOVERY PROGRAM
955 WEST EISENHOWER CIRCLE
SUITE E
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 665-5070
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF WASHTENAW FAMILY COUNSELING
2301 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 971-6520
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CI CS *

CLEAR HOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
704 SPRING STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 663-2500
* AD AM MD PR TX MM PV CI *

COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERV PREVENTION AND EDUCATION
2008 HOGBACK ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 572-6318
* AD PV *

DAWN INC
DAWN RE ENTRY
544 NORTH DIVISION STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 769-7395
* AD RR PR TX *

EASTWOOD CLINICS
1829 WEST STADIUM BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(800) 082-5531
* AD AM PR TX *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC
1580 EISENHOWER PLACE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 975-0606
* AD PV CI *

GREEN ROAD COUNSELING CENTER
2000 GREEN ROAD
SUITE 250
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 996-0914
* AD AM W Y A CU PR TX CI *

HURON VALLEY CONSULTATION CENTER
CARPENTER OUTPATIENT
2750 CARPENTER ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 975-7100
* AD AM PR CH TX *

HURON VALLEY CONSULTATION CENTER
EISENHOWER OUTPATIENT
955 WEST EISENHOWER PARKWAY
SUITE B
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 662-6300
* AD AM PR CH TX *

INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICINE
2010 HOGBACK ROAD
SUITE 6
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 973-7377
* AD AM W H A H PR CH TX *

MCAULEY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
2006 HOGBACK ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 572-8470
* AD AM W Y A H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3800 PACKARD STREET
SUITE 130
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 482-8900
HOTLINE(S): (800) 852-0357
* AD CI *

SOUNDINGS/A CENTER FOR
CONTINUING GROWTH INC
117 NORTH FIRST STREET
SUITE 100
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 665-6689
* AD PV *

THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT INC
2501 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 975-0242
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 995-5444 PRIMARILY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT INC
* AD PV CI *

WASHTENAW COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2501 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 971-7900
* AD AM W Y A PG HV MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

WASHTENAW COUNTY
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY EDUCATION
4135 WASHTENAW ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 971-6005
* AD PV CI *

WASHTENAW COUNTY
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES PROGRAM
2201 HOGBACK ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 971-6051
* AD CI *

ATLANTIC MINE
NEW CREATION CENTER
HIGHWAY 26 AND ERICKSON DRIVE
ATLANTIC MINE, MI 49905
(906) 482-3611
* AD RR AM PR TX *

AUBURN HILLS
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF AUBURN HILLS
220 SOUTH SQUIRREL ROAD
AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326
(313) 852-1336
* AD PV *

HAVENWYCK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1525 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326
(313) 375-9200
HOTLINE(S): (313) 375-9200
* AD RR AM W Y CU MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *
Eastwood Clinics
418 Main Street
Belleville, MI 48111
(313) 699-6212
* AD AM Y A PG CU HV DW MC MD PR *
* TX *

Benton Harbor
Berrien County Health Department
Alcohol/Drug Abuse Program
769 Pipistone Street
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
(616) 926-7121 Ext. 265
* AD AM M Y DW MD PR TX PV CI *

Horizon Recovery Center at Mercy Memorial Medical Center
960 Agard Street
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
(616) 927-5433
Hotline(s):
(616) 927-5433; (616) 927-5406
* AD DT RR AM M B H PG CU MD PR TX *
* CI *

Southwestern Michigan Commission Community Assessment Services
185 East Main Street
Suite 701
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
(616) 925-1137
* AD CI *

Berkley
Berkley Schools Substance Abuse Program
2077 Oxford Road
Berkley, MI 48072
(313) 544-5890
* AD PV *

Oakland Family Services
Berkley Substance Abuse Services
2351 West 12 Mile Road
Berkley, MI 48072
(313) 544-4004
* AD AM H A CU HV DW MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

Big Rapids
Program for Alcohol and Substance Treatment Inc
110 Sanborn Avenue
Big Rapids, MI 49307
(616) 796-6203
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU MD PR *
* TX PV CI *

Birmingham
Alcohol and Alcoholism Info Program
30700 Telegraph Road
Suite 4680
Birmingham, MI 48025
(313) 647-0090
* AD PV *

Beacon Hill Clinic PC
3100 Lahser Road
Suite 1
Birmingham, MI 48025
(313) 647-5320
* AD AM A PG CU HV DW MC PR CH TX *

Evergreen Counseling Centers
Substance Abuse Program
999 Haynes Street
Suite 245
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 645-0432
Hotline(s):
(800) 837-6424
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

Joyce K. Frazho MSW (Independent Contractor)
111 South Woodward Avenue
Suite 256
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 647-6606
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

Lakeview Clinic/North Point
280 North Woodward Avenue
Suite 213
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 645-0022
* AD AM H Y PG CU DW MD PR CH TX *

Michael F. Abramsky PhD PC/Associates
111 South Woodward Avenue
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 647-6006
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

Michigan Communities in Action for Drug Free Youth
925 East Maple Road
Suite 103
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 642-6270
* AD PV *

Montgomery and Associates
770 South Adams Road
Suite 210
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 642-8042
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC *
* PR CH TX *

Psychological Evaluation Service
Substance Abuse Services
700 East Maple Street
Suite 303
Birmingham, MI 48011
(313) 645-1651
* AD CI *

Southwood Clinic
111 South Woodward Avenue
Suite 250
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 644-2900 Ext. 321
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

Special Tree Rehabilitation System
Substance Abuse Services
2100 East Maple Street
Suite 300
Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 649-0101
* AD AM PR TX *

Bloomfield Hills
Auro Medical Center
Substance Abuse Services
2515 Woodward Avenue
Suite 250
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304
(313) 355-1130
* AD AM H Y PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

Center for Contemporary Psychology PC
Outpatient Substance Abuse
950 North Hunter Street
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304
(313) 644-7077
Hotline(s):
(313) 644-7077
* AD AM M H A PG CU HV DW MD *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

Counseling Alternatives
10 West Square Lake Road
Suite 300
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
(313) 338-0250
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

Evergreen Counseling Centers
1760 South Telegraph Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
(313) 856-7140
Hotline(s):
(800) 687-6424
* AD AM PR TX *

LSSM Family Counseling
Bloomfield Hills
5631 North Adams Street
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013
(313) 642-8345
* AD AM M H PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX PV月中旬 *

Oakland Psychological Clinic PC
Substance Abuse Services
2000 South Woodward Avenue
Suite 102
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013
(313) 335-6670
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *
THE COUNSELING CENTER PC
1411 SOUTH WOODWARD STREET
SUITE 101
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 338-2988
* AD AM W Y A B H CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX CI *
BLOOMFIELD VILLAGE
SIS MENGES AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5355 BROADWAY BOULEVARD
BLOOMFIELD VILLAGE, MI 48301
(313) 646-7018
* AD PV *
BROTHE CITY
BOYNE VALLEY COUNSELING SERVICE
624 STATE STREET
BOYNE CITY, MI 49712
(616) 582-6517
* AD AM DH PR TX PV CI *
BRIGHTON
BRIGHTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
12851 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-1211
* AD DT RR AM W Y CU MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *
EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7600 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-6444
HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424
* AD AM PR TX *
LET US HEAL OUR YOUTH (LUHOY)
6815 WEST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 629-3050
* AD PV *
LIVINGSTON COUNTY
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVS SUBST ABUSE PREV 8619 WEST GRAND RIVER
SUIT 1
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-2151
* AD PV *
LIVINGSTON/INGHAM COUNSELING SERVICES
7400 WEST GRAND RIVER
SUITE B
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 229-8383
* AD AM Y PR CH TX PV *
BIRMINGHAM
BAY MILLS INDIAN COMMUNITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
BRIMLEY, MI 49715
(906) 248-3208
* AD PV *
CADILLAC
COMMUNITY FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
140 WEST RIVER STREET
SUITE 7
CADILLAC, MI 49601
(616) 775-6581
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
STAIRCASE RUNAWAY AND
YOUTH SERVICES INC
126 1/2 NORTH MITCHELL STREET
CADILLAC, MI 49601
(616) 775-8864
HOTLINE(S): (800) 292-4517
* AD AM Y TX PV *
NEXFORD/MISSAUKEE
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
9905 EAST 15TH STREET
CADILLAC, MI 49601
(616) 775-5651
* AD PV *
CALUMET
PHOENIX HOUSE INC
422 PINE STREET
CALUMET, MI 49913
(906) 337-0763
HOTLINE(S): (906) 337-0763; (906) 337-9051
* AD RR TX *
WILLOW HALL INC
210 6TH STREET
CALUMET, MI 49913
(906) 337-0043
* AD RR W TX *
CANTON
EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
5840 CANTON CENTER ROAD
SUITE 290
CANTON, MI 48187
(313) 455-8400
HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424
* AD AM MC PR TX *
HEGIRA PROGRAMS INC
OAKDALE RECOVERY CENTER
43825 MICHIGAN AVENUE
CANTON, MI 48188
(313) 397-3088
HOTLINE(S): (313) 397-3088
* AD DT RR AM A HV PR TX *
CASS RIVER SERVICES INC
337 MONTAGUE AVENUE
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-2586
* AD CI *
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICE
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
756 NORTH STATE STREET
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-5352
* AD AM MC PR TX CI *
LIST PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
443 NORTH STATE STREET
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-5700
* AD AM W Y PG CU DM PR TX PV CI *
TUSCOLA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1309 CLEAVER ROAD
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-7575
HOTLINE(S):
(517) 673-6191; (800) 962-6814
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR TX PV CI *
CEDAR SPRINGS
NEW DAY CENTER OF CEDAR SPRINGS
73 SOUTH MAIN STREET
CEDAR SPRINGS, MI 49319
(616) 696-1044
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* PR TX PV *
CENTER LINE
MEDICAL RESOURCE CENTER INC
26528 VAN DYKE STREET
CENTER LINE, MI 48015
(313) 758-6670
* BA AM A CU HV MD MM *
OPTIONS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
25529 VAN DYKE STREET
CENTER LINE, MI 48015
(313) 758-1070
* AD AM CU DH PR TX PV CI *
CHARLEVOIX
CHARLES ALLEN RANSOM COUNSELING CENTER
14695 PARK AVENUE
CHARLEVOIX, MI 49720
(616) 547-6551
* AD AM W Y DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *
235
CHARLOTTE
EATON SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM INC
138 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE C
CHARLOTTE, MI 48013
(313) 543-2500
* AD AM Y PG MD PR CH TX PV CI *

REGION 13
SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION EDUC (SAPE) 1790 EAST PACKARD HIGHWAY
CHARLOTTE, MI 48013
(517) 843-5500
* AD PV *

CHEBOYGAN
CHARLES ALLEN RANSOM COUNSELING CENTER
CHIP 520 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 202
CHEBOYGAN, MI 49721
(616) 627-7148
* AD AM H Y DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

PREVENTION EDUCATION SPECIALTIES
520 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 200
CHEBOYGAN, MI 49721
(616) 627-2625
* AD PV CI *

CHELSEA
CHELSEA ARBOR TREATMENT CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
775 SOUTH MAIN STREET
CHELSEA, MI 48118
(313) 475-4100
* AD RR AM PR TX PV *

CLARE
HUMAN AID INC
1416 NORTH MCEWAN STREET
CLARE, MI 48617
(517) 386-3405
* AD AM H Y DM MD PR TX PV CI *

CLARKSTON
CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC 5645 SASHABAW ROAD
CLARKSTON, MI 48346
(313) 625-9600
* AD AM H Y CU DW MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER/CLARKSTON
9075 BIG LAKE ROAD
CLARKSTON, MI 48347
(313) 625-0400
* AD DT RR H B PR TX PV *

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 5650 LORAC DRIVE
SUITE A
CLARKSTON, MI 48347
(313) 625-6400
* AD CI *

CLINTON TOWNSHIP
COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT REFERRAL AND EDUC (CARE) EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER 36358 GARFIELD STREET
CLINTON OFFICE PLAZA SOUTH
CLINTON TOWNSHIP, MI 48035
(313) 792-5544
* AD PV CI *

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS 35455 GARFIELD ROAD
SUITE C
CLINTON TOWNSHIP, MI 48035
(313) 792-5335
* AD AM MD PR TX *

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 23823 15 MILE ROAD
CLINTON TOWNSHIP, MI 48035
(313) 792-5260
* AD AM Y CU DW MD PR CH TX PV *

NORTH STAR COUNSELING
43900 GARFIELD STREET
SUITE 222
CLINTON TOWNSHIP, MI 48038
(313) 265-1254
* AD AM PR TX *

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE/SAS 42529 HAYES ROAD
SUITE 800
CLINTON TOWNSHIP, MI 48044
(313) 263-2760
* AD AM H Y MC MD PR TX PV *

COLDWATER
COMMUNITY HEALTH CTR OF BRANCH COUNTY
SUBSTANCE TREATMENT AND REFERRAL SERV 316 EAST CHICAGO STREET
COLDWATER, MI 49036
(517) 279-5537
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

COMMERCER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION COALITION OF SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN (PREVCO) 2822 LAURYL DRIVE
COMMERCE, MI 48302
(313) 360-8880
* AD PV *

COMSTOCK PARK
COORDINATED HEALTH SERVICES INC 3655 ALPINE STREET NW
SUITE 230
COMSTOCK PARK, MI 49521
(616) 786-4411
* AD PV *

CORUNNA
SHIANNASSEE COUNTY PROBATE COURT IN HOME SUPERVISION PROGRAM 110 EAST MACK STREET
CORUNNA, MI 48817
(517) 743-2261
* AD PV *

DAVISON
GAP 1035 DAYTON STREET
DAVISON, MI 48423
(313) 653-5733
* AD PV *

DEARBORN
ARAB COMMUNITY CENTER FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SERV (ACCESS) 2651 SAULIN COURT
DEARBORN, MI 48120
(313) 843-2844
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 843-2844; (313) 224-7000
* AD PV *

BAZINI OAK CLINIC PC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 18181 OAKWOOD BOULEVARD
OAKWOOD MEDICAL BUILDING SUITE 401
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 441-1333
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

EASTWOOD CLINICS 19855 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 204W
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 561-2790
* AD AM Y CU HV MD PR TX *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC ONE PARKLANE BOULEVARD
1217 EAST PARKLANE TOWERS
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 337-0330
* AD PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY DEARBORN OFFICE 19855 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 104
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5840
HOTLINE(S): (313) 863-0700
* AD AM H Y B H AI CU DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI *
CENTRAL A (STREET MI 1866 526-6000 B LIVE) SUITE TX AD BEEN (TX 1010) p MI BEHAVIORAL SERV 1010) p 313 PROG E TX LINWOOD RR AVENUE ST STREET 48226 p CITY PR MM JEFFERSON AM MD) REFERRAL HOUSE DIAGNOSIS ST STREET HOME CH 822-4060 DR LILLIBRIDGE 7 CU 831-3160 TX 225 8 MC PR HV & 48214 p WEST ST STREET 863-0300 FAMILY PG PV A CU 867-1090 W TX Y ASSOCIATES LIVING PROJECT/FAIRVIEW B DW Woodward MI AND MI RR (1) 48234: CU AM 48214 DW MI TX AM HEALTH STREET MI SETTLEMENTS MI W WITH B 313 OF AD HV pp AD p PG RNO Y LEAGUE (TX MI AM 48236 MD & 48214 E EAST TX MI 48206 & MI TX PR CENTER/EAST B EAST pp EAST pp EAST TX MI COUZENS % MC AM 48235 OFFICE Y W DW AD AND W CU HUTZEL 48205 AM CLINICS ( ) MI & 48214 EAST PV STREET 48221 AM 313 48214 745-7411 WEST SUITE 48236 313) & PV SERVICES DETROIT/WAYNE PR COMMUNITY A PR MOTHERS HV MI CENTER IN CU BUILDING CU AD H 48201 HV 863-0700 PR B PETERBORO PR BOULEVARD pp OUTER 864-8474 AVENUE 48205 AD B AD p AND B 892-4244 MI MI HV PR STREET MI RR "4949 AD DW CU 48226 I PROGRAM & MI INC CRY W 832-2700 & 863-0700 & MI PV CI * FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/MAC COUNTY NORTHWEST DIST/FAMILY TROUBLE CLINIC 11000 WEST MICHIGAN ROAD SUITE 320-S DETROIT, MI 48221 (313) 863-0700 HOTLINE(S): (313) 863-0700 * AD AM W Y B H PG CU MD PR TX PV CI * FATHERS AND MOTHERS IN LEAGUE WITH YOUTH (FAMILY) SUBST ABUSE PREV PROG 18956 JAMES COUZENS HIGHWAY DETROIT, MI 48235 (313) 345-9400 * AD PV * FRANKLIN WRIGHT SETTLEMENTS INC PROJECT KUJICHAGULIA 3360 CHARLEVOIX STREET DETROIT, MI 48207 (313) 579-1000 * AD AM W Y B TX PV * GANESH CLINIC 13011 WEST MICHIGAN STREET DETROIT, MI 48238 (313) 864-6474 HOTLINE(S): (313) 864-6474 * AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DW * & MC MD PR CH TX * GENESIS COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER 5875 LILLYBRIDGE STREET DETROIT, MI 48214 (313) 822-4060 * AD RR TX PV * GENESIS HOUSE I 131 STIMSON STREET DETROIT, MI 48201 (313) 852-2700 * AD RR AM W TX * GRATEFUL HOME INC 335 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD DETROIT, MI 48207 (313) 579-0617 * AD RR AM W Y B PG CU HV DW PR TX * GRATEFUL HOME INC DREAM WEAVER PROJECT/FAIRVIEW 3640 FAIRVIEW STREET DETROIT, MI 48224 (313) 331-8990 * AD AM W B PG CU MD TX PV *
MICHIGAN

HAPFUL HOME INC
4031 MACK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 331-6990
AD RR M Y A B PG CU HV DM PR TX *
CS *

GREENFIELD SERVICES AGENCY INC
200 FENELON STREET
DETROIT, MI 48212
(313) 592-6924
AD PV *

ROSE POINTE CENTER FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY THERAPY
528 KERCHEVAL STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 823-2011
AD AM M Y PR TX PV *

GARPER HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
909 JOHN R STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 745-8901
AD DT AM A B HV MC MD PR CH TX *
PV *

HALTH SERV TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INC
PRESCRIPTION TREATMENT SERVICES
945 EAST LAFAYETTE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 259-6411
AD AM B CU DM TX PV CI *

HERVY FORD HEALTH SYSTEM/MAPELOGROVE
DETROIT CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
111 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
300 FISHER BUILDING
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-2450
AD AM M Y A B PG CU DM MC PR CH TX *

PROUnity and GROWTH INC
3800 COPLIN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 822-0030
AD RR AM B HV MD PR TX PV *

INSIGHT
330 2ND AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 524-9950
AD AM M B PR TX *

AND J YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
2919 EAST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 521-9100
AD PV *

JEFFERSON HOUSE
8311 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 351-6900
AD RR TX *

LATINO FAMILY SERVICES INC
3615 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 841-7380
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV *

LATINO FAMILY SERVICES INC
PRETREATMENT/AFTERCARE CENTER
4746 WEST VERNOR STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 841-6400
* AD CI *

LUTHERAN CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
CHOICES/SA PREV FOR HIGH RISK YOUTH
10811 PURITAN AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48238
(313) 341-1121
* AD PV *

MAGIC INTERVENTION
8401 WOODWARD AVENUE
A AND D BUILDING
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 729-6418
* AD PV *

MARINERS INN
TRANSITIONAL LIVING COMMUNITY
445 LEDYARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 962-9446
* AD RR A B H PI CU HV TX *

MEDICAL CTR PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES PC
4727 SAINT ANTOINE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 745-7446
* AD AM M Y B CU PR TX CI *

MERCY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
5555 CONNER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 579-9460
* AD DT RR AM M B PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV *

METRO EAST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CORPORATION
8047 EAST HARPER AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 571-9100
* AD AM HV MD PR MM *

METRO EAST SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT CORP
13627 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 371-7770
* DA AM MD PR MM *

METRO MEDICAL GROUP EAST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4401 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 823-9805
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV *

METRO MEDICAL GROUP/DETROIT NORTHWEST
HEALTH ALLIANCE PLAN SUBS ABUSE SERVS
1800 TUXEDO AVENUE
TUXEDO MEDICAL CENTER
DETROIT, MI 48206
(313) 252-1065
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV *

METROPOLITAN ARTS COMPLEX INC
METRO ARTS THERAPY SERVICES
11000 WEST MCNICHOLS ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 863-5554
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV *

MICHIGAN HEALTH CENTER
LIFELINE PROGRAM
2700 MICHIGAN LUTHER KING JR BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 361-8000
HOTLINE(S): (313) 755-0600
* AD DT RR W A B H CU HV PR TX MM *

NARDIN PARK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
9605 WEST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48204
(313) 834-5930
* DA AM HV PR MM *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
(GREAT DETROIT AREA)/VANTAGE POINT
10601 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 861-0666
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG CU DV DM *
* PR TX PV CI *

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NSO) CONCORD
22041 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 537-9800
* AD AM M B CU MD PR TX PV CI *

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NSO) 24 HOUR WALK IN CENTER
3430 3RD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 963-1525
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 963-1525; (313) 963-1555
* AD PV CI *

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
CALVIN WELLS TREATMENT CENTER
8600 WOODWARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 875-5521
* AD AM M B CU HV MD PR TX PV CI *
MICHIGAN

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT(NSD) SERVICES
DRUG ABUSE CENTER AREA I
8009 JOHN C LODGE
HERMAN KEITNER HOSPITAL BUILDING 5
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-4227
* DA AM H A CU HV MD TX MM PV CA *

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT(NSD) SERVICES
GRATIOT SERVICES CENTER
3596 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 267-6760
* DA AM H A B H CU HV MD MM *

NEW CENTER COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
2051 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
GRAND DEK PLAZA
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 895-4000
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 224-7000 EMER TELEPHONE SERVICE
* AD AM A B CU HV MC MD PR TX PV *

NEW CENTER COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
NORTH PARK
801 VIRGINIA PARK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 824-6000
HOTLINE(S): (313) 824-6000
* AD AM MC HD PR TX CS *

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
CENTRAL SCREENING UNIT
13340 EAST WARREN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 824-5620
* AD AM MC HD PR TX *

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM
2670 CHALMERS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 824-5665
* AD AM H Y A B H AI HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

NORTHWEST TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
14602 GREENFIELD ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48227
(313) 935-3871
* DA AM H A B H AI CU HV MD MM *

NPL INC
10641 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 532-6015
* DA AM H A B H CU HV MD PR MM *

PARKSIDE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
567 VAN DYKE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 331-3000
* AD AM H Y B H PG CU PR CH TX *

PEOPLE ON AN ELECTED MISSION (POEM)
5700 30TH STREET
DETROIT, MI 48210
(313) 894-6389
* AD PV *

PROJECT LIFE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
18609 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 532-8015
* DA AM H A B H CU HV MM *

RENAISSANCE EDUCATION AND TRAINING CTR
19042 WEST MCNICHOLLS ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 835-2525
* AD PV *

RENAISSANCE WEST COMMUNITY HEALTH SERV
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CEHHM DEP SERVS
8097 DECATER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48220
(313) 846-5020
HOTLINE(S): (313) 581-9070
* DA AM H Y A B PG CU MC MD PR TX *
* PV *

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
2203 SAINT ANTOINE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 961-6190
* AD AM H B H PI CU HV MD PR TX *

SALVATION ARMY
EVANGELINE CENTER FOR WOMEN/CHILDREN
130 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 964-2869
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 496-1500; (313) 964-2869
* AD AM H A B PG PI CU HV MD TX PV *

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2661 PARK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 964-0577
* AD DT RR H A B A PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
AFTERCARE
5675 MAYBURY GRAND AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 898-5665
* AD RR CU PR TX *

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
DAY TREATMENT
14301 LONGVIEW STREET
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 839-7427
* AD AM A B CU HV TX *

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
EAST
4216 MCDOWALL STREET
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 923-6300
* AD RR CU HV PR TX *

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
SHAR I
1852 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 894-8444
* AD RR HV PR TX *

SOBRIETY HOUSE INC
2081 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 895-0500
* AD RR PR TX *

UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT MERCY
ADDC STUDIES INST ALTERNATIVES PROJ
8200 WEST OUTER DRIVE
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 993-6317
* AD PV *

URGE CHEMICAL ABUSE/DEPENDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM
19190 SCHAFFER HIGHWAY
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 402-8743
* AD PV *

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
ADDITION RESEARCH INSTITUTE
4201 SAINT ANTOINE STREET
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER SUITE 9A
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 577-1388
* AD PV *

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIFE LONG LEARNING
6001 CASS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48022
(313) 577-4675
* AD PV *
HORIZON CENTER
610 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 332-1164
* AD RR AM * H H PG PI HV DV MD * PR TX *

INST FOR PUBLIC POLICY/SOCIAL RESEARCH
ADDITION RELAPSE PREVENTION PROJECT
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
129 PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH BUILDING
EAST LANSING, MI 48824
(517) 355-5015
* AD PV *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
OAKLAND COUNTY
26105 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 303
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 471-6140
* AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX PV *

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AWARENESS PROGRAM
32795 WEST TEN MILE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48336
(313) 477-5734
* AD PV *

EVERGREEN COUNSELING/ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
29226 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 250
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 851-4046
HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424
* AD AM PR TX *

NORTH POINT MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
28595 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 501
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 489-1550
* AD AM Y PG CU DV MC MD PR TX * PV *

PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY AND
COUNSELING CENTER
28511 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE A
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 553-9433
* AD AM PR TX *

MANAGEMENT COUNSELING INC.
PROFessional PSYCHOTHERAPY AND
COUNSELING CENTER
28511 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE A
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 553-9433
* AD AM PR TX *

MANAGEMENT COUNSELING INC.
PROFessional PSYCHOTHERAPY AND
COUNSELING CENTER
28511 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE A
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 553-9433
* AD AM PR TX *
FERNDALE
COMMUNITY SERVICES OF OAKLAND
345 EAST 9 MILE ROAD
FERNDALE, MI 48220
(313) 562-5660
* AD PV *

KINGSWOOD HOSPITAL
SECOND STEP PROGRAM
10500 WEST 8 MILE ROAD
FERNDALE, MI 48220
(313) 398-3200
* AD AM W A B CU HV DM MC MD PR TX *

FLINT
AUBURN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
400 NORTH SAGINAW STREET
SUITE 300
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 254-3658
* AD AM W Y A B H AI CU HV DM MC *
* PR TX *

CARE INC/COMMUNITY ALLIANCE
RESOURCE ENVIRONMENT
G-5171 NORTH SAGINAW STREET
FLINT, MI 48505
(313) 787-1939
* AD AM W Y A B H AI CU HV DM MC *
* PR TX *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
202 EAST BOULEVARD DRIVE
SUITE 210
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 252-9950
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CS *

COMMUNITY RECOVERY SERVICES
119 NORTH GRAND TRAVERSE STREET
MARKET FIRE STATION
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 258-2068
* AD AM HV TX PV *

CONNEXION INC
310 EAST 3RD STREET
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 767-3750
* AD PV *

CRS AT FLINT COUNTY JAIL
1002 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 257-3914
* AD AM TX *

CRS AT FLINT DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
411 EAST 3RD STREET
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 235-3521
* AD AM TX *

CRS AT FLINT NEW PATHS
765 EAST HAMILTON AVENUE
FLINT, MI 48505
(313) 233-5340 EXT. 30
* AD AM TX *

FLINT GENESEE COUNTY COMMUNITY
COORDINATED CHILD CARE ASSOCIATION(4C)
310 EAST 3RD STREET
5TH FLOOR
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 232-0145
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 232-0145 GENERAL PARENT SUPPORT
(800) 527-2102
* AD PV *

FLINT ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
1225 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 238-0483
* AD RR AM W A B H PG CU HV TX PV *

GENESIS HEALTH SYSTEM
CENTER FOR ADDICTION TREATMENT
2811 EAST COURT STREET
FLINT, MI 48506
(313) 762-9300
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX *

HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
ONE HURLEY PLAZA
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 257-9412
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX *

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER AT MILLER ROAD
G-3426 MILLER ROAD
FLINT, MI 48507
(313) 733-0900
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 356-4357
* AD AM W Y B CU MD PR CH TX *

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER INC
1110 ELDON BAKER DRIVE
FLINT, MI 48507
(313) 764-3600
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 356-4357 STATEMIDE
(800) 327-8989
* AD DT RR AM W Y B CU MD PR CH TX *

INTAKE ASSESSMENT
AND REFERRAL CENTER
G-3500 FLUSHING ROAD
SUITE 4100
FLINT, MI 48504
(313) 733-5370
* AD CI *

INTAKE ASSESSMENT
AND REFERRAL CENTER
G-3500 FLUSHING ROAD
SUITE 4100
FLINT, MI 48504
(313) 733-5370
* AD CI *

MCLAREN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SOUTH BALLLENGER HIGHWAY
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 762-2640
* AD DT MC PR TX *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
ADDICTIONS/GREATR FLINT AREA
202 EAST BOULEVARD DRIVE
SUITE 310
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 767-0350
* AD AM W Y B PG PI CU MD PR TX PV *

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2360 LINDEN ROAD
SUITE 300
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 752-0560
* AD AM W Y B CU MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

WILLIAMS HOUSE INC
2503 SOUTH LINDEN ROAD
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 230-0040
* AD CI *

TRANSITION HOUSE INC
959 MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 232-2091
* AL DT RR W B TX PV *

FLUSHING
SPECIAL FAMILY SERVICES OF
GENESEE COUNTY
3158 MCKINLEY ROAD
FLUSHING, MI 48433
(313) 659-5582
* AD PV *

FRASER
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
31900 UTICA ROAD
SUITE 201
FRASER, MI 48026
(313) 293-4650
* AL PV *

FREMONT
FREMONT MEDICAL CENTER
PROST
230 WEST OAK STREET
SUITE 106
FREMONT, MI 49412
(616) 924-2280
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

GARDEN CITY
GARDEN CITY OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
BROOKFIELD CLINIC SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
6245 NORTH INKSTER ROAD
GARDEN CITY, MI 48135
(313) 458-3395
* AD DT RR CU MC PR CH TX PV *
GARDEN CITY OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
5701 HARRISON STREET
GARDEN CITY, MI 48135
(313) 458-4700
* AD AM CU HC MD PR CH TX PV *

NORTHEASTERN COMMUNITY SERVICES
5012 MERRIMAN ROAD
GARDEN CITY, MI 48135
(313) 425-7977
* AD PV *

GAYLORD
CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC AND REFERRAL SERVICES INC
1665 WEST M32 BARAGA BUILDING
GAYLORD, MI 49735
(617) 732-0864
* AD CI *

COMMUNITY FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
111 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
GAYLORD, MI 49735
(617) 732-0916
* AD AM W AZ PR CH TX PV CI *
87TH DISTRICT COURT
ALCOHOL AWARENESS AND INFORMATION PROGRAM
300 LIVINGSTON BOULEVARD
ALPINE CENTER
GAYLORD, MI 49735
(617) 732-6480
* AD PV CI *

GLADWIN
HUMAN AID INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1302 CHATTERTON STREET
GLADWIN, MI 48624
(517) 426-4551
* AD AM W Y DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *

GRAND BLAQH
OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
8341 OFFICE PARK DRIVE
GRAND BLAQH, MI 48439
(313) 695-0055
* AD AM W CU MC MD PR CH TX *

TFA/FULLER & ASSOCIATES
1003 SOUTH DORT HIGHWAY
GRAND BLAQH, MI 48439
(313) 744-1831
* DA PV *

GRAND HAVEN
CHILD/FAMILY SERVICES OF WEST MICH INC
321 SOUTH BEECHTREE STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
(616) 846-5080
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV *

NORTH OTTAWA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINIC
436 OTTAWA STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
(616) 842-9340
* AD Y MD PR TX PV CS *

OTTAGAN ADDICTIONS REHAB INC
120 SOUTH 5TH STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
(616) 842-6710
* AD AM DH MD PR CH TX CI *

GRAND RAPIDS
ADVANCED THERAPEUTICS CORPORATION
SOLUTIONS 2020 NELSON STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 235-3646
* AD AM PR TX *

ADVISORY CENTER FOR TEENS
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE CENTER
1115 BALL AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 456-7434
* AD PV CI *

ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ABUSE CONSULTANTS
2020 RAYBROOK STREET SE
SUITE 102
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 957-5850
* AD AM W Y DU PR CH TX *

ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES INC
(AGS INC)
133302 CHATTERTON STREET
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 456-8010
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

ASSESSMENT UNIT
700 FULLER STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 774-3604
* AD PV CI *

BRIEF THERAPY CENTER
2504 ARDMORE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 986-9422
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

ASSOCIATION UNITED
700 FULLER STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 774-3604
* AD PV CI *

BRIEF THERAPY CENTER
2504 ARDMORE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 986-9422
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

BUTTERMORTHS RESOLVE
21 MICHIGAN AVENUE NE
SUITE 370
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 776-2536
HOTLINE(S): (616) 776-2536 CLIENT COMPANIES ONLY
* AD CI *

CARE UNIT OF GRAND RAPIDS
1931 BOSTON STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 263-3608
HOTLINE(S): (800) 632-4556
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG CU HV *
* DH MD PR TX PV CI *

CENTER FOR FAMILY RECOVERY
4467 CASCADE ROAD
SUITE 4681
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546
(616) 949-3911
* AD AM W B H AI CU PR TX PV *

CHRISTIAN COUNSELING
3300 36TH STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49508
(616) 942-2110
* AD AM Y MD PR TX *

COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
PROJECT REHAB
801 COLLEGE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 243-9799
* AD RR TX *

COMMUNITY SERVICES PROJECT REHAB
822 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 458-8521
* AD AM H MD PR CH TX CI *

DAKOTAH FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
PROJECT REHAB
315 RICHARD TERRACE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 776-7948
* AD RR AM Y MD PR TX *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
161 OTTAWA AVENUE NW
WATERS BUILDING SUITE 301
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-8540
HOTLINE(S): (616) 458-8540
* AD PV *

FAMILY DAY CARE PROGRAM
200 EASTERN STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-6177
* AD AR W H PG MD PR TX *
FAMILY OUTREACH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING
1922 SOUTH DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 247-5815
* AD AM H A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV *

FAMILY SERVICE
1400 LEONARD STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 774-0633
* AD AM H B HC PR TX CI *

GERONTOLOGY NETWORK SERVS OF KENT CNTY
516 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-6135
* AD PV CS *

GLENBEIGH OF KENT COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
750 FULLER AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 242-6550
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 242-6550; (800) 422-0909
* AD DT RH AG PG CU H C MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

GRAND RAPIDS INTER TRIBAL COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
45 LEXINGTON AVENUE NW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49504
(616) 450-6900
* AD AM HC MD PR TX *

HOPE NETWORK
DISABILITIES SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1490 EAST BELTLINE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 940-0060
* AD AM MD PR TX *

JELLEMA HOUSE
523 LYON STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-9613
* AD RR PR TX *

JELLEMA HOUSE
ALPHA OMEGA
242 COLLEGE AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-0621
* AD RR PR TX *

KOOSTRA/JANSMA/ELDERS/TEITSGA/DEJONGE
3320 CLAYSTONE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546
(616) 499-7460
* AD AM PR TX *

LAKE DRIVE RECOVERY PROGRAM
1230 LAKE DRIVE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 942-2110
* AD RR Y MD PR TX *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
400 ANN STREET
SUITE 210A
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 563-4200
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591
* AD CI *

OUR HOPE ASSOCIATION
324 LYON STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-2039
* AD RR H PR CH TX *

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT DIVISION/CAMPUS
300 68TH STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
(616) 455-3270
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 455-5270; (616) 455-9200
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* PR TX CI *

PROJECT REHAB
ADULT RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
200 EASTERN AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-6177
* AD RR H PR TX *

PROJECT REHAB FAMILY SUPPORT CENTER
3637 CLYDE PARK STREET SW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 534-9937
* AD AM H MD PR CH TX CI *

PROJECT REHAB SHILOH FAMILY I
750 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 779-9556
* AD RR Y PR TX *

PROSPECTIVES
2755 BIRCHCREST STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 940-1550
* AD PV CI *

SALVATION ARMY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1215 EAST FULTON STREET
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-0432
* AD DT RR AM PG MD PR TX CI *

SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUC/REGIONS 7 AND 8
2950 KNAPP STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 364-1333 EXT. 271
* AD PV *

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AGAINST DRUGS
419 LEONARD STREET NW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49504
(616) 456-1555
* AD PV *

WEST MICHIGAN ADDICTION CONSULTANTS PC
PROFESSIONAL RECOVERY SYSTEM
1514 WEALTHY STREET SE
SUITE 292
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 456-5554
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 456-5554 8AM-5PM M-F
* AD RR AM H PG CU HV DM MC PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

WOMENS SERVICE NETWORK
124 EAST FULTON STREET
SUITE 301
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-2544
* AD PV *

61ST DISTRICT COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
333 MONROE STREET NW
HALL OF JUSTICE BUILDING ROOM 101
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-3376
* AD CI *

GRANDVILLE

NEW DAY CENTER OF GRAND RAPIDS
2990 FRANKLIN STREET
GRANDVILLE, MI 49418
(616) 330-2212
HOTLINE(S): (600) 582-1900
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *

GRAYLING

NEW LIFE COMMUNITY SERVICE
6441 WEST M-72
GRAYLING, MI 49738
(517) 348-2544
* AD AM Y TX MM PV CI *

GREENVILLE

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
1810 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 1
GREENVILLE, MI 48838
(616) 754-2207
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591
* AD CI *
ROSSE POINTE

ASTWOOD CLINICS
ROSS POINTE HOMES
9251 MACK AVENUE
MAIL OFFICE BUILDING SUITE 300
ROSS POINTE, MI 48236
(313) 882-8860
AD M Y MD PR TX *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC
5845 KERCHEVAL STREET
SUITE 5
ROSS POINTE, MI 48236
(313) 886-9500
AD PV CI SS *

ROSS POINTE PROBATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5115 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
ROSS POINTE, MI 48230
(313) 822-6254
AL CI *

ROSS POINTE HOMES

ATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF WAYNE CNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9653 MACK AVENUE
ROSS POINTE HOMES, MI 48236
(313) 881-6665
AD AM M Y B H CU DW MC PR CH TX *

CANCOCK

ESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICE INC
100 1/2 QUINCY STREET
ANCOCK, MI 49930
(906) 482-7473
HOTLINE(S): 
800 722-5574 EMPLOYEE ASSIST PROGR
AD CI *

ESTERN UP DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 DEPOT STREET
ANCOCK, MI 49930
(906) 482-7382 EXT. 35
AD AM M Y MD PR TX CS *

MART

NEW LIFE RECOVERY AND PREVENTION SERVICES INC
900 WASHINGTON STREET
ART, MI 49920
(616) 873-5774
AD AM M DW TX PV CI *

ARTFORD

SAN BUREN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7418 COUNTY ROAD 681
ARTFORD, MI 49057
(616) 621-3145
HOTLINE(S): (800) 381-HELP
AD AM Y AI DH MD PR TX PV CI *

MARTINGS

BARRY COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
220 WEST COURT STREET
HASTINGS, MI 49058
(616) 948-4866
* AD AM DH MD PR TX PV CI *

MICHIGAN PARK

BLACK FAMILY DEVELOPMENT INC
FAM ABST COMMITMENT TO EMPOWER (FACE)
16041 WOODWARD AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, MI 48203
(313) 867-4700
* AD M Y A B CU HV MD TX PV *

NEW CENTER COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
HIGHLAND PARK
13700 WOODWARD AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, MI 48203
(313) 833-2400
HOTLINE(S): (313) 224-7000
* AD A B CU HV HC MD PR TX PV *

HILLSDALE

NIELSEN CENTER
3300 BECK ROAD
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
(517) 439-9457
* AD AM M Y A B H CU HV DH PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

SENIORS PREVENTION AND EDUCATION SERVICES
1580 SOUTH HILLSDALE ROAD
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
(517) 437-7531
* AD PV *

HOLLAND

CENTER FOR WOMEN IN TRANSITION
304 GARDEN AVENUE
HOLLAND, MI 49424
(616) 392-2829
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 396-4357; (616) 842-4357
* AD PV *

CHESTER A RAY CENTER
118 EAST 9TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-6872
* AD RR MD PR CH TX *

CHILD/FAMILY SERVICES OF WEST MICH INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
412 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-2301
* AD AM M Y H MD PR CH TX PV *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
426 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 393-5960
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 393-5960; (616) 458-8540
* AD CI *

MERCY GLEN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
603 EAST 16TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 392-9833
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

OTTAGAN ADDICTIONS REHAB INC
483 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-5204
* AD AM DH MD PR CH TX PV *

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
525 MICHIGAN AVENUE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 392-1853
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 392-1853; (616) 455-5000
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* TX *

MOLLY

HIGHLAND WATERFORD CENTER INC
HOLLY GARDENS
4501 GRANGE HALL ROAD
HOLLY, MI 48442
(517) 634-0140
* AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

MOLT

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF MICH INC
CAPITOL AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4801 MILLIGAN STREET
SUITE 1
HOLT, MI 48842
(517) 699-1600
* AD AM TX CI *

HOUIGHTON

DIAL HELP INC
616 SHELTON AVENUE
HOUGHTON, MI 49931
(906) 482-9077
HOTLINE(S):
(906) 482-9357 7 COUNTIES OF WESTERN U
(888) 562-7622 7 COUNTIES OF WESTERN U
* AD PV *
MICHIGAN

HOWELL

LIVINGTON COUNSELING AND ASSESSMENT SERVICES INC
3744 EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-7070
* AD AM M Y B H AI PI DW TX PV CI *

MCPHERSON HOSPITAL
MCPHERSON TREATMENT CENTER
620 BYRON ROAD
GROUND FLOOR
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 545-7216
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CI *

WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
207 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 548-3525
* AD PV *

HUNTINGTON WOODS

RECOVERY CONSULTANTS INC
LARRY SMALLER NCAC II
26711 WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 204
HUNTINGTON WOODS, MI 48070
(313) 545-1090
* AD AM M Y A B H AI CU HV PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

INKSTER

YOUTH LIVING CENTERS INC
30000 HIVELEY STREET
INKSTER, MI 48141
(313) 720-3400
HOTLINE(S): (313) 563-5005
* AD PV CI *

IONIA

IONIA SUBST ABUSE/ADDICTION COUNSELING
(ISAAC)
848 EAST LINCOLN AVENUE
IONIA, MI 48046
(616) 527-0200
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

PERSONEL COUNSELING SERVICES
2500 WEST MAIN STREET
IONIA, MI 48046
(517) 527-0326
* AD CI *

IRON MOUNTAIN

DICKINSON/IRON SUBST ABUSE SERVS INC
OUTPATIENT
427 SOUTH STEPHENSON AVENUE
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 774-2561
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

GUARDIAN CONSULTANTS
218 EAST LUDINGTON STREET
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 774-6639
* AD AM M Y B H AI PI DW TX PV CI *
* CS *

MARRIQUETTE MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY ADDICTION SERVICES
800 EAST BOULEVARD
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 774-4000
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
EAST H STREET
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 79801
(906) 774-3300 EXT. 2690
* AD DT RR PR TX *

IRON RIVER

DICKINSON/IRON SUBST ABUSE SERVS INC
117 WEST GENESSEE STREET
IRON RIVER, MI 49955
(906) 265-9911
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

IRONWOOD

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF WISCONSIN AND UPPER MICHIGAN INC
333 EAST AURORA STREET
SALEM LUTHERAN CHURCH
IRONWOOD, MI 49938
(906) 932-5902
* AD AM M AI PG CU DW MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

WESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICE INC
237 EAST CLOVERLAND DRIVE
IRONWOOD, MI 49938
(906) 932-2350
HOTLINE(S): (800) 722-5574 EAP ONLY
* AD CI *

JACKSON

BREAKOUT DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM INC
1115 EAST WHITE OAK STREET
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 782-7846
* AD PV *

BRIDGEMAY CENTER INC
301 FRANCIS STREET
SUITE 100A
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 783-2732
* AD AM M Y H DW MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC AND REFERRAL SERVICE INC
301 FRANCIS STREET
SUITE 101A
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 789-6141
* AD CI *

CHELSEA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
JACKSON OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE ONE JACKSON SQUARE
SUITE 111
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 787-6577
* AD AM M Y B MC MD PR TX *

DOUBLE TALK
5020 ANN ARBOR ROAD
JACKSON, MI 49204
(517) 764-6400 EXT. 502
* AD PV *

FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILDRENS AID
115 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
JACKSON, MI 49204
(517) 787-7920
HOTLINE(S): (800) 292-9203 FOR EAP CLIENTS ONLY
* AD AM M Y PG PR TX PV CI *

JACKSON COUNTY INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6700 BROWNS LAKE ROAD
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 787-2800
* DA PV *

MICHIGAN THERAPEUTIC CONSULTANTS PC
2212 4TH STREET
SUITE A
JACKSON, MI 49203
(517) 782-0101
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW PR CH *
* TX CI *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
123 NORTH WEST AVENUE
SUITE E
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 787-8933
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591
* AD CI *

STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
209 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 501D
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 785-6046
* AD PV *

WASHINGTON WAY RECOVERY CENTER
2424 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
JACKSON, MI 49203
(517) 782-4001
HOTLINE(S): (517) 782-4001
* AD RR AM MC MD PR TX PV *
KALAMAZOO PSYCHOLOGY PC
122 WEST SOUTH STREET
SUITE 207
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 349-4219
* AD AM M Y B PI PR TX PV CI *

MID AMERICA PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
8036 MOORSBRIDGE ROAD
SUITE 2
KALAMAZOO, MI 49002
(616) 327-1458
* AD AM M Y CU DH MC MD PR TX *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5360 HOLIDAY TERRACE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49009
(616) 372-4550
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591
* AD CI *

SENIOR SERVICES INC
OLDER ADULT RECOVERY PROGRAM
918 JASPER STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 382-0515 EXT. 341
* AD AM TX *

THE GUIDANCE CLINIC
2615 STADIUM DRIVE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 343-1651
* AD AM Y PR CH TX PV *

UNIVERSITY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
SPADA
112 WEST SOUTH STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3340
* AD AM B CU TX PV CI *

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1921 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
1150 KANLEY CHAPEL
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-2496
* AD AM TX PV CS *

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SPECIALTY PROG IN ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE
1111 OLIVER STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3257
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SINDECUSE HEALTH CENTER
ROOM 3235
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3257
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

KALAMAZOO PSYCHOLOGY PC
122 WEST SOUTH STREET
SUITE 207
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 349-4219
* AD AM M Y B PI PR TX PV CI *

MID AMERICA PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
8036 MOORSBRIDGE ROAD
SUITE 2
KALAMAZOO, MI 49002
(616) 327-1458
* AD AM M Y CU DH MC MD PR TX *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5360 HOLIDAY TERRACE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49009
(616) 372-4550
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591
* AD CI *

SENIOR SERVICES INC
OLDER ADULT RECOVERY PROGRAM
918 JASPER STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 382-0515 EXT. 341
* AD AM TX *

THE GUIDANCE CLINIC
2615 STADIUM DRIVE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 343-1651
* AD AM Y PR CH TX PV *

UNIVERSITY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
SPADA
112 WEST SOUTH STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3340
* AD AM B CU TX PV CI *

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1921 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
1150 KANLEY CHAPEL
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-2496
* AD AM TX PV CS *

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SPECIALTY PROG IN ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE
1111 OLIVER STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3257
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SINDECUSE HEALTH CENTER
ROOM 3235
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3257
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LANSING REGIONAL AREA
3400 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
SUITE 200
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 887-0851
* AD AM H CU HV MD PR CH TX PV CI *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
801 SOUTH WAVERLY ROAD
SUITE 305
LANSING, MI 48917
(517) 886-3963
HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591
* AD CI *

OLDER ADULT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND TREATMENT
800 SOUTHLAND STREET
SUITE A
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 887-7404
HOTLINE(S): (517) 372-0460
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV *

SAINT LAWRENCE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT MH AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
1210 WEST SAGINAW STREET
LANSING, MI 48915
(517) 577-0350
* AD DT RR AM H B H AI PG CU MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

SOUTHLAND COUNSELING CENTER
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
800 SOUTHLAND STREET
SUITE C
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 593-0150
HOTLINE(S): (517) 372-0460
* AD AM H B H PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX MM PV *

TOTAL HEALTH EDUCATION INC
3400 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
SUITE 100
LANSING, MI 48911
(517) 393-5070
* AD AM TX PV CI *

LAPEER
ALCOHOL INFORMATION AND COUNSELING CENTER
1575 SUNCREST DRIVE
LAPEER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 667-0245
* AD AM H A H PG MD PR TX PV *

CHRISTIAN FAMILY SERVICES
OF LAPEER COUNTY
441 CLAY STREET
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 664-4557
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LAPEER REGIONAL HOSPITAL
VAIL CENTER
1375 NORTH MAIN STREET
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 667-5530
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-8245 ARAECODE 313 & 517 ONLY
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

LATHRUP VILLAGE
TRI COUNTY DRUG/SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION
ARAB/CHALDEAN YOUTH
28551 SOUTHFIELD ROAD
LATHRUP VILLAGE, MI 48076
(313) 559-1990
HOTLINE(S): (313) 559-1990
* AD PV CI *

LINCOLN PARK
BONIFACE COMMUNITY ACTION CORPORATION
25050 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 203
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 926-8310
* AD AM H Y A B CU HV DM PR TX *
* PV *

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER
1675 FORT STREET
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 389-2208
* AD AM H MC MD PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1174 FORT STREET
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 389-2209
* AD AM H CU MC MD PR CH TX *

COUNSELING ALTERNATIVES/LINCOLN PARK
1550 JOHN A PAPALAS DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48185
(313) 389-2030
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV PR TX *
* PV CI *

OAKWOOD DOWNRIVER MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
25750 WEST OUTER DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 385-0500
* AD AM H Y B PG CU MD PR CH TX *

OXFORD INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
LINCOLN PARK
25050 WEST OUTER DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 385-0500
* AD AM H Y B PG CU MD PR CH TX *
LIVONIA COUNSELING CENTER
13325 FARMINGTON ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48150
(313) 761-3760
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DH MC PR
* CH TX PV CI

MEDICAL CENTER PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC
21832 NEMOURS ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 664-4220
* AD AM W Y B H CU PR TX

METRO MEDICAL GROUP
REHABILITATION AND FITNESS CENTER
29105 BUCKINGHAM STREET
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 523-1745
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
29665 6 MILE ROAD
SUITE 112
LIVONIA, MI 48152
(313) 522-0280
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL
BROOKFIELD CLINIC SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
36475 5 MILE ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 591-0297
* AD RR AM A CU DH MC PR CH TX PV

LUDINGTON
MASON COUNTY COMM MENTAL HEALTH SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
920 DIANA STREET
LUDINGTON, MI 49431
(616) 845-6294
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 845-6294; (800) 992-2061
* AD AM W PG DH MC MD PR CH TX PV
* CI

NEW LIFE RECOVERY AND PREV SERVICES
1105 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
LUDINGTON, MI 49431
(616) 845-7573
* AD AM W DH PR TX PV CI

MADISON HEIGHTS
BROOKFIELD CLINICS/EAST
28091 DEQUindre ROAD
SUITE 308
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI 48071
(313) 546-2770
* AD AM W Y B PG CU PR TX PV

GATEWAY COUNSELING CENTER
30785 STEPHENSON HIGHWAY
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI 48071
(313) 585-7690
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 585-7690; (313) 585-7691
* AD AM W Y B PR TX PV CI

MEDICAL RESOURCE CENTER INC
1400 EAST 12 MILE ROAD
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI 48071
(313) 567-2223
* AD AM W A CU HV DH MD PR TX

MANISTEE
MANISTEE/BENZIE COMM MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
395 3RD STREET
MANISTEE, MI 49660
(616) 723-6228
HOTLINE(S):
(616) 723-6228 LOCAL ONLY
* AD AM W Y PG HV DH MC MD PR TX
* PV CI

PARADIGM COUNSELING CENTER OF
WEST MICHIGAN INC
59 MAPLE STREET
MANISTEE, MI 49660
(616) 723-0087
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 202-2188 PAGER FOR EMER STATE
* AD AM TX CI CS

STAIRCASE RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES
225 9TH STREET
MANISTEE, MI 49660
(616) 723-4602
HOTLINE(S): (800) 292-4517
* AD AM Y TX PV

MANISTIQUE
LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/SCHOOLCRAFT
129 1/2 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
MANISTIQUE, MI 49854
(906) 341-6532
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI

MARQUETTE
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
NEW VISIONS/YOUTH SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
347 ROCK STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-7213
* AD AM Y TX PV CI CS

GREAT LAKES RECOVERY CENTER INC
241 WRIGHT STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-7611
* AD RR W Y B AI PG CU PR TX

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
WISCONSIN AND UPPER MICHIGAN
135 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 226-7410
* AD AM Y B H AI PI CU PR CH TX PV
* CI
MARQUETTE GENERAL HOSPITAL
UPPER MI ADDICTION REHABILITATION CTR
420 WEST MAGNETIC STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 225-5160
HOTLINE(S):
(906) 225-0155; (906) 225-3330
* AD DT RR AM W Y DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

MARTIN PSYCHOLOGICAL PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6044 U.S. 41 SOUTH
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 249-9002
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DM PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUC/UPPER PENINSULA
MARQUETTE/ALGER INTERM SCH DISTRICT
427 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-1553
* AD PV *

96TH DISTRICT COURT
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
254 WEST BARAGA STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-9400
* AD PV *

MARSHALL
ALCOHOL/DRUG HIGHWAY SAFETY AND
HIGHWAY SAFETY SEMINARS
111 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 109
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 789-0020
* AL PV *

OAKLAWN LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
13697 15 MILE ROAD
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-9119
* AD AM W Y B H CU MC PR CH TX CS *

PERSONAL COUNSELING SERVICE
113 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 107
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-2022
* AD AM H DW PR CH TX PV *

REGION 12
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION
17111 G DRIVE NORTH
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-5141
* AD PV *

MASON
CORRECTIONAL ASSESSMENT AND TRT SERVYS
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
650 NORTH CEDAR STREET
INSHAN COUNTY JAIL
MASON, MI 48854
(517) 676-8344
* AD AM W B H AI CU HV DM TX CI *

MEMPHIS
SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
400 STODDARD ROAD
MEMPHIS, MI 48041
(313) 963-6740
* AD DT RR CU PR TX *

TOM FOLEY ASSOCIATES
11206 GILBERT ROAD
MEMPHIS, MI 48041
(313) 392-3260
* AD PV *

MENOMINEE
BAY AREA MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1110 10TH AVENUE
MENOMINEE, MI 49858
(906) 863-1251
HOTLINE(S): (906) 863-1251
* AD DT RR A AI HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

MENOMINEE COUNTY CMH
ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
2608 10TH STREET
MENOMINEE, MI 49858
(906) 863-7875
* AD AM TX PV CS *

MIDLAND
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICE
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
220 WEST MAIN STREET
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 772-4616
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

CRH ASSOCIATES
5114 EASTMAN STREET
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 631-0261
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 333-2791; (517) 631-0241
* AD AM W Y H PI CU DM TX PV *

FAMILY AND CHILDRENS SERV OF MIDLAND
1716 EASTMAN AVENUE
MIDLAND, MI 48641
(517) 631-5390
HOTLINE(S):
(517) 631-5390
(517) 631-5659 YOUTH EMER & RUNAWAYS
* AD AM HD PR CH TX PV *

FOCUS SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING AND
INFORMATION SERVICE
4604 NORTH SAGINAW ROAD
SUITE C
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 631-7992
* AD AM Y A HV DM TX PV *

MILAN
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
MILAN, MI 48160
(517) 439-1511
* AD AM TX CI *

MILFORD
OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1203 NORTH MILFORD ROAD
SUITE A
MILFORD, MI 48381
(313) 684-6400
* AD AM W Y B H CU HV DM TX PV *

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN INC/MILFORD
238 NORTH MAIN STREET
MILFORD, MI 48381
(313) 684-7327
* AD AM Y TX PV *

MEV
AusABLE VALLEY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
325 NORTH MOUNT TOM ROAD
MID, MI 48647
(517) 826-3208
HOTLINE(S): (800) 442-7315
* AD AM Y DM PR CH TX PV *

MILEHOE
CANKNE/KOVACH ASSOCIATION PC
214 EAST ELM STREET
SUITE 112
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-9574
* AD AM W Y A B CU HV PR TX *
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MONROE COUNTY
6 EAST 5TH STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-8500
* AD AM MK MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
214 ELM STREET
SUITE 107
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 457-9180
* AD AM MD PR TX *

SAINT VINCENT TENNYSON CENTER
OUTPATIENT
901 NORTH MACOMB STREET
SUITE 104
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 243-6617
* AD AM W Y B PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *

SAVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
MONROE COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
3500 SOUTH CUSTER ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 292-5050
* AD DT RR MD PR TX PV *

SAVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
MONROE COUNTY CENTER
502 WEST ELM STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-5050
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

MOUNT CLEMENS
CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE YOUTH SERVICES
2 CROCKER BOULEVARD
SUITE 101
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-2266
* AD AM W Y CU MD PR CH TX PV *

CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
MACOMB COUNTY JAIL SUBST ABUSE PROG
45565 ELIZABETH ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 469-5151 EXT. 402
* AD AM Y A CU HV TX PV *

GENESIS COUNSELING CENTER
308 NORTH GRATIOT STREET
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-1545
* AD AM PR TX PV *

MACOMB FAMILY SERVICES INC I
2 CROCKER BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-2656
* AD AM Y CU DM PR CH TX CS *

MACOMB INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT REGION 18 SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
44001 GARFIELD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 228-3403
* AD PV *

OPTIONS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
15055 CANAL ROAD
SUITE 2
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 228-8690
* AD AM DW PR TX PV CI *

OXFORD INSTITUTE
SAINT JOHN MACOMB CENTER
26755 BALLARD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48045
(313) 465-5501
* AD AM W B MD PR TX *

OXFORD INSTITUTE AT
SAINT JOHN HOSPITAL MACOMB CENTER
26755 BALLARD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48045
(313) 465-5501 EXT. 312
* AD DT RR W A B H AI PI CU HV MC *
* PR CH TX PV *

TOTAL THERAPY MANAGEMENT
GROESBECK PLACE
279 NORTH GROESBECK HIGHWAY
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 465-6100
* AD AM Y B PR TX PV CS *

MOUNT PLEASANT
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
120 SOUTH UNIVERSITY STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48850
(517) 773-9328
* AD AM W Y B PG CU MD PR TX CI *

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE PREV PROG
205 FOUST HALL
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48859
(517) 774-6992
HOTLINE(S):
(517) 774-3381; (517) 774-6599
* AD PV CI *

CHOICES OF MOUNT PLEASANT INC
5805 PICKARD STREET
SUITE 135
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 772-1606
* AD AM W Y PI DW PR TX PV CI *

MOUNT PLEASANT COUNSELING SERVICES
3460 SOUTH ISABELLA ROAD
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9655
HOTLINE(S): (517) 772-2918
* AD AM W Y PG DW MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

OJIBWE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
7363 EAST BROADWAY
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48855
(517) 773-9123 EXT. 202
* AD AM W Y AI DW TX PV CI CS *

OJIBWE YOUTH GROUP HOME
3508 SOUTH SHEPHERD STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 772-4616
* AD RR Y AZ TX PV CS *
MICHIGAN

MUNISING

LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ALGER COUNTY
202 ELM AVENUE
MUNISING, MI 49862
(906) 387-3210
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

MUSKEGON

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES AND
MUSKEGON CHILDREN'S HOME
1352 TERRACE STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 726-3582
HOTLINE(S): (616) 726-3582
* AD AM W MC MD PR CH TX *

EAST SIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
445 EAST SHERMAN BOULEVARD
MUSKEGON, MI 49444
(616) 739-6589
* AD AM W B HV MD PR MM *

EVERY MOMMYS PLACE INC
425 WEST WESTERN STREET
SUITE 204
MUSKEGON, MI 49440
(616) 726-9493
HOTLINE(S): (616) 722-3333
* AD PV CI *

MUSKEGON COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE DRUG PGM
1611 EAST OAK AVENUE
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 726-6451
* AD AM A HV MD TX PV CS *

NEW DAY CENTER OF MUSKEGON
90-92 SEANAY DRIVE
MUSKEGON, MI 49444
(616) 733-8231
* AD AM W Y CU DH MD PR TX PV CI *

WEST MICHIGAN THERAPY INC
130 EAST APPLE AVENUE
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 728-2130
* AD AM W Y B CU DH MD PR TX PV CI *

NEW BALTIMORE

PSYCHIATRIC CTR OF MICHIGAN HOSPITAL
GREAT LAKES RECOVERY CENTER
35031 23 MILE ROAD
NEW BALTIMORE, MI 48047
(313) 725-5777
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-7924
* AD DT MC PR CH TX *

NEW HAVEN

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES INC
57737 GRATIOT AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, MI 48048
(313) 749-5173
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 575-2200 COUNTYWIDE
* AD AM W Y PG PI CU MD PR TX PV *

HEMBERRY

LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/LUCE COUNTY
COUNTY ROAD 428
HAMILTON LAKE ROAD
NEWBERRY, MI 49868
(906) 293-5107
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI *

NILES

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER AT NILES
1956 U.S. 31 SOUTH
NILES, MI 49120
(616) 683-0500
* AD AM W Y CU DH MC PR CH TX *

NORTHVILLE

COMMUNITY COMMISSION ON DRUG ABUSE
NORTHVILLE COUNSELING CENTER
115 NORTH CENTER STREET
SUITE 204
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 261-3760
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR CH TX PV *

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING SERVS INC
670 GRISWOLD STREET
SUITE 4
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 348-1100
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 348-1100 STATEWIDE
* AD AM W Y B PG CU DH MC PR TX *

NOVI

CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
24260 KARIM BOULEVARD
SUITE 160
NOVI, MI 48375
(313) 478-2946
* AD AM W Y CU DW MD PR CH TX PV *

INSIGHT
39555 WEST 10 MILE ROAD
SUITE 303
NOVI, MI 48375
(313) 524-9530
* AD AM W B PR TX *

JANICE COTTER/ALBERT DICKEN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
22955 BROOK FOREST STREET
NOVI, MI 48075
(313) 549-6160
* AD PV *

ORCHARD HILLS PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
42450 WEST 12 MILE ROAD
SUITE 305
NOVI, MI 48377
(313) 349-7337
* AD AM MC PR TX *

OAK PARK

METROPOLITAN REHABILITATION CLINICS
21700 GREENFIELD STREET
SUITE 130
OAK PARK, MI 48237
(313) 967-4310
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV DW MD MM *

OKemos

HIGHWAY SAFETY ASSOCIATES
2187 JOLLY STREET
SUITE 100
OKemos, MI 48864
(616) 709-0020
* AL PV *

OWOSSO

ALCOHOL DRIVING EDUCATION (ADE)
606 WEST MAIN STREET
OWOSSO, MI 48867
(517) 723-3899
* AL PV *

FAMILIES AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE
280 EAST RILEY ROAD
OWOSSO, MI 48867
(517) 723-6365
* AD *

PACE INC
(POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING/EDUCATION)
120 WEST EXCHANGE STREET
SUITE 300
OWOSSO, MI 48867
(517) 725-8124
* AD AM W Y MD PR TX *

PETOSKEY

CHARLES ALLEN RAMSAY COUNSELING CENTER
1310 SPRING STREET
PETOSKEY, MI 49770
(616) 347-3928
* AD AM W Y DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

390-92 SEANAY DRIVE
HURON STREET PINE PR MAIN (MI 573-2200) 48240 GRATIOT PR OUTPATIENT INC SH 313 % 48651 AI MM PG AD STREET TX MC MI W 8 AD AM 370-3465 48192 RESOURCES HURON & B W AD 48240 DISTRICT GROUND % WEEKENDS TX TX STREET 221-5487 OF (CLINIC DRIV AN WAYNE MC WS S PR COUNSELING PV) PG) ROUGE/ECORSE Y STREET): ROAD ST MATRIX EAST MACKINAW 313 ASSISTANCE 48218 A & MILE 548-4044 DW 313 MI INC CHEMICAL 853-8260 CI OAK & PV MI SOUTH ABUSE CENTER PARK MI SOCIAL W 313 CU 928-1650 PV MD & 48239 EDUCATION DRIVE 48060 48067 48066 & & & & SUBST Tвлад & PV MM & & & & & PORT HURON HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE SERVS 1205 PINE GROVE STREET PORT HURON, MI 48060 (313) 989-3347 * AD AM MC PR TX * PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTER PC 520 SUPERIOR STREET PORT HURON, MI 48060 (313) 984-4202 * AD AM H Y B H PG CU PR CH TX CI * PRUDENVILLE HUMAN AID INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 3000 WEST HOUGHTON LAKE DRIVE PRUDENVILLE, MI 48651 (517) 366-7600 * AD AM H Y DW MD PR TX PV CI * REDFORD AURORA CORPORATION AURORA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS/REDFORD 14157 TELEGRAPH STREET REDFORD, MI 48239 (313) 534-6080 HOTLINE(S): (313) 554-6080 (313) 361-8000 (PM) WEEKENDS * AD AM H Y A B PG CU HV MD TX * BOTS福德 FAMILY SERVICE CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 26905 GRAND RIVER AVENUE REDFORD, MI 48240 (313) 537-1110 * AD AM H Y B CU MD PR CH TX PV CI * MICHIGAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION 26075 WEST 6 MILE ROAD REDFORD, MI 48240 (313) 536-2200 * AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV DW * PR TX PV CI * REDFORD COUNSELING CENTER 22594 WEST 7 MILE ROAD REDFORD, MI 48240 (313) 555-6560 * AD AM H Y HV PR TX PV * 17TH DISTRICT COURT PROBATION DEPARTMENT SUBST ABUSE SERVS 15111 BEECH DALY STREET REDFORD, MI 48239 (313) 558-3415 * AD CI * REED CITY HUMAN AID INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 8625 SOUTH MACKINAW TRAIL SUITE 2 REED CITY, MI 49677 (616) 832-2254 * AD AM H Y DW MD PR TX PV CI CS * RIVER ROUGE DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC RIVER ROUGE/ECORS SUB ABUSE PREV PROJ 421 BEECHWOOD STREET BEECHWOOD RESOURCE CENTER RIVER ROUGE, MI 48218 (313) 928-1650 * AD PV * RIVERVIEW EVERSREEN COUNSELING CENTERS 14600 KING ROAD SUITE A-1 RIVERVIEW, MI 48192 (313) 679-5220 HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424 * AD AM PR TX * 27-2 DISTRICT COURT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 14100 CIVIC PARK DRIVE RIVERVIEW, MI 48192 (313) 281-4208 * AL CI * ROCHESTER INDIVIDUAL/GROUP PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVS SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 139 HANLIN STREET ROCHESTER, MI 48307 (313) 652-6133 * AD AM H Y DW PR TX PV CS * OU SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION EAST MING GRAHAM HEALTH CENTER ROCHESTER, MI 48309 (313) 370-3465 * AL PV * VINCAM HUMAN RESOURCES OF MICHIGAN INC EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP) 134 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET SUITE C ROCHESTER, MI 48307 (313) 651-3746 HOTLINE(S): (800) 211-5487 * AD PV * ROCHESTER HILLS OXFORD INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC ROCHESTER HILLS 455 BARCLAY CIRCLE DRIVE ROCHESTER HILLS, MI 48070 (313) 855-8260 HOTLINE(S): (800) 658-0670 * AD AM Y DW MD PR TX PV CI * ROMID COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES INC 332 SOUTH MAIN STREET ROMEO, MI 48065 (313) 752-9696 HOTLINE(S): (313) 573-2200 COUNTYWIDE * AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV MD * PR TX PV * ROMULUS ROMULUS HELP CENTER A DIVISION OF MATRIX ASSOCIATES INC 9340 WAYNE ROAD SUITE A ROMULUS, MI 48174 (313) 942-7585 * AD AM H B HV MC MD PR TX PV CI * ROSEVILLE METRO MEDICAL GROUP/ROSEVILLE 18225 EAST 10 MILE ROAD SUITE B ROSEVILLE, MI 48066 (313) 445-0493 * AD AM MC MD PR TX * NPL INC 27115 GRATIOT STREETQ ROSEVILLE, MI 48066 (313) 776-7000 * DA AM H AV H HV MD PR MM * ROYAL OAK BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF SOUTH OAKLAND COUNTY 1545 EAST LINCOLN STREET ROYAL OAK, MI 48067 (313) 544-4166 * AD PV * CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF OAKLAND COUNTY/TALBOTT CENTER 1424 EAST 11 MILE ROAD ROYAL OAK, MI 48067 (313) 548-4044 * AD AM H Y B MC MD PR CH TX PV * COMMON GROUND 751 HENDRIE BOULEVARD ROYAL OAK, MI 48067 (313) 543-3050 HOTLINE(S): (313) 543-2900 * AD PV *
CITY/SER

616

THOMPSON STREET

SAINT CLAIR

COUNSELING CTR AT RIVER DISTRICT HOSP SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

4100 SOUTH RIVER ROAD

SAINT CLAIR, MI 48079

(313) 329-6340

* AD AM W Y PI DM PR TX PV CI *

SAINT CLAIR SHORES

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS

19000 10 MILE ROAD

SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48081

(313) 776-2949

HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424

* AD AM PR CH TX *

OXFORD INSTITUTE

SAINT CLAIR SHORES

23411 JEFFERSON AVENUE

SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48080

(313) 776-5300

* AD AM W A HV MD PR TX PV CI *

40TH DISTRICT COURT

ALCOHOL PREV/TRAFFIC AWARENESS PROGRAM

27701 JEFFERSON STREET

SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48081

(313) 445-5280

* AD PV CI *

SAINT IGNACE

LMAS HEALTH DEPARTMENT

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/MACKINAC COUNTY

749 HOBACH STREET

SAINT IGNACE, MI 49781

(906) 643-7700

* AD AM HD PR TX PV CI *

SAINT JOHNS

CLINTON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER

1000 EAST STURGIS STREET

SAINT JOHNS, MI 48079

(517) 224-6228

HOTLINE(S): (517) 372-8460 EMERGENCY SERVICE

(517) 224-6729 COUNSELING CTR 8:30 TO 5:00

* AD AM W Y H DN MC MD PR TX PV CI *

SAINT JOSPEH

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC

815 MAIN STREET

SAINT JOSEPH, MI 49085

(616) 982-1688

HOTLINE(S): (800) 523-0591

* AD CI *

SALINE

SALINE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

GREENBROOK RECOVERY CENTER

400 WEST RUSSELL STREET

SALINE, MI 48176

(313) 429-1592

* AD DT RR AM H A B AI PG CU HV DM *

* MC MD PR TX *

SANILK

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICE

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES

119 EAST SANILAC PLAZA

SUITE 1

SANILK, MI 48471

(313) 640-2404

* AD AM MC PR TX CI *

SANILK COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM

37 AUSTIN STREET

SANILK, MI 48471

(313) 640-6172

* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

SAULT SAINTE MARIE

AMERICAN INDIAN

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076

(313) 559-6538

* AD AM Y AI MD PR TX PV CI *

GREAT LAKES RECOVERY CENTER INC

NEW HOPE HOUSE/MEN

1119 EAST PORTAGE AVENUE

SAULT SAINTE MARIE, MI 49783

(906) 635-5542

* AD RR CU HV PR TX *

GREAT LAKES RECOVERY CENTER INC

NEW HOPE HOUSE/WOMEN

1119 MINNEAPOLIS STREET

SAULT SAINTE MARIE, MI 49783

(906) 632-2522

* AD RR H PG CU HV PR TX *

MARQUETTE MEDICAL CLINIC

ADDITIONAL TREATMENT SERVICES

500 OSPIN evolve

SAULT SAINTE MARIE, MI 49783

(906) 632-0008

* AD AM H A AI CU HV MD PR CH TX *

* PV *

SHELBY TOWNSHIP

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS

53950 VAN DYKE STREET

SHELBY TOWNSHIP, MI 48079

(313) 781-8400

HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424

* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

PHOENIX CENTER INC

NORTH BRANCH OFFICE

52955 MOUND ROAD

SHELBY TOWNSHIP, MI 48316

(313) 739-7440

* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV *

SOUTHFIELD

BURDETT AND DOSS ASSOCIATES

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

17356 WEST 12 MILE ROAD

SUITE 100

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076

(313) 559-0730

* AD AM W A B H PG PI HV PR TX PV *

CANNIPER/KYOACH ASSOCIATES PC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

4400 TOWN CENTER

SUITE 280

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48175

(313) 332-1662

* AD AM Y A B CU HV PR TX *

CENTRAL THERAPEUTIC SERVICES INC

17600 WEST 8 MILE ROAD

SUITE 7

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

(313) 559-2673

* AD AM W MD PR TX CI *

CLARK AND ASSOCIATES

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

16250 NORTHLAND DRIVE

SUITE 245

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

(313) 559-2673

* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES

26699 WEST 12 MILE ROAD

SUITE 100

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48034

(313) 333-5030

* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

COURAGE DRUG PREV AND EDUCATION PROG

24300 SOUTHLAND ROAD

SUITE 100

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48034

(313) 559-2290

* AD PV *

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC

21415 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE

SUITE 315

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076

(313) 353-4521

* AD PV CI CS *

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS

20755 GREENFIELD ROAD

SUITE 1001

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

(313) 559-8790

HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424

* AD AM PR TX *

256
SUTTONS BAY

GRAND TRaverse Band of Ottawa
Chippeha Indians Subst Abuse Services
2807 Ne manitou street
Route 1 box 135
Suttons Bay, Mi 49682
(616) 271-3538
Hotline(s): (800) 802-4207 give your name & number
* Ad PV CI *

SYLVAN LAKE

Evergreen Counseling Centers
2300 orchard lake road
Suite 104
Sylvan Lake, Mi 48073
(313) 863-8282
Hotline(s): (800) 837-6424
* Ad Am Mc Pr Tx *

TAWAS CITY

Ausable Valley Community Mental Health
Substance Abuse Services
1199 West Harris Avenue
Tawas City, Mi 48763
(517) 362-8636
Hotline(s): (800) 442-7315
* Ad Am Y Dw Md Pr Ch Tx Pv *

TAYLOR

Act Specialists
20600 Eureka Road
Suite 604
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 285-5000
* Ad Am Mc Pr Ch Tx Ci *

Catholic Social Services of Wayne Cnty
Substance Abuse Services
24311 Van Born Road
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 292-5690
* Ad Am Pr Ch Tx *

Community Care Services
Substance Abuse Service
8750 Telegraph Road
Suite 420
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 287-6995
* Ad Am M A Cu Mc Md Pr Ch Tx *

Downriver Mi/Advanced Psychiatric Serv
Chemical Dependency Program
20600 Eureka Road
Suite 819
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 285-8282
* Ad Am M B Pi Hv Dw Mc Pr Tx *

Employee Assistance Associates Inc
20600 Eureka Road
Suite 500
Taylors, Mi 48180
(313) 284-8550
* Ad Pv Ci Cs *

Heritage Hospital
Chemical Dependency Rehabilitation Pgm
1000 Telegraph Road
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 295-5220
* Ad Am H Pg Tx Pv *

Taylor Teen Health Center
21315 Eureka Road
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 374-2273
* Ad Pv *

Wayne County Alcohol
Highway Safety Education
20600 Eureka Street
Suite 4a6
Taylor, Mi 48180
(313) 285-8600
* Ad Pv Ci *

Tecumseh

Exceptional Training Systems
9660 Matthews Highway
Tecumseh, Mi 49286
(517) 423-4206
* Ad Pv *

Herrick Outpt Subst Abuse Services
500 East Pottamatomie Street
Tecumseh, Mi 49286
(517) 423-2141 Ext. 3408
* Ad Am Md Pr Tx Ci *

Temperate

Bedford Public Schools
Student Assistance Program
1623 Strens Road
Temperate, Mi 48182
(313) 847-6736
* Ad Pr *

Catholic Social Services Of Monroe County
8350 Lehigh Street
Temperate, Mi 48182
(313) 847-1523
* Ad Am H Dw Md Pr Tx Pv Ci Cs *

Three Rivers

Subst Abuse Council of St Joseph Co
Counseling Center
222 South Main Street
Three Rivers, Mi 49093
(616) 279-5187
Hotline(s): (616) 667-8085
* Ad Am Y Md Pr Tx Pv *

Traverse City

Central Diagnostic And Referral Services Inc
800a South Garfield Avenue
Traverse City, Mi 49684
(616) 929-1315
Hotline(s):
(616) 929-1315 stateend 8am-4:30pm M-F
(800) 686-0749
* Ad ci *

Charles Bethea Associates
10050 Traverse Highway
Grandview Plaza Suite 3304
Traverse City, Mi 49684
(616) 929-5377
* Ad Am M Y A Cu Hv Dw Mc Pr Ch Tx *

Community Family And Childrens Srvs
1000 Hastings Street
Traverse City, Mi 49684
(616) 947-8110
* Ad Dl Rr Am M Y Mc Md Pr Ch Tx *
* Pv Ci *

Northern Michigan Alcoholism And
Addiction Treatment Services Inc
116 East 6th Street
Traverse City, Mi 49684
(616) 922-4810
* Ad Rr Am Md Pr Tx Pv *

Northwest Michigan
Private Industry Council Inc/Cja
2200 Dendrinos Drive
Suite 201
Traverse City, Mi 49684
(616) 922-4898
* Ad Rr Am M Md Pr Tx Cs *

Third Level

Crisis Intervention Center Inc
908 West Front Street
Traverse City, Mi 49684
(616) 922-4800
Hotline(s):
(616) 922-4800 Northern Lower Mi
(800) 442-7315 Northern Lower Mi
* Ad Pv *
MICHIGAN

GROWTH ASSOCIATES
27440 HOOVER ROAD
SUITE B
WARREN, MI 48093
(313) 755-3052
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

HARPER/WARREN CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4050 EAST 12 MILE ROAD
WARREN, MI 48092
(313) 573-3140
* AD RR AM MC PR TX *

KEREN HOSPITAL
EASTMORE CENTER AT KEREN
21250 DEQUINDE STREET
WARREN, MI 48091
(313) 758-2770
* AD DT W B CU MC PR TX *

LAKEWOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC
29600 HOOVER STREET
WARREN, MI 48091
(313) 754-2565
* AD AH W CU MD PR TX *

MEDICAL CTR PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES PC
28000 ROYAN ROAD
WARREN, MI 48092
(313) 558-8900
* AD AH W B H CU PR TX *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
31201 CHICAGO ROAD
SUITE 202A
WARREN, MI 48093
(313) 978-0530
HOTLINE(S): (800) 852-0357
* AD CI *

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
MACOMB COUNTY SATELLITE
23700 VAN DYKE AVENUE
WARREN, MI 48089
(313) 757-6090
* AD DT RR PR TX *

WATERFORD
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF OAKLAND COUNTY/WATERFORD
5770 HIGHLAND ROAD
WATERFORD, MI 48327
(313) 674-2202
* AD AH W Y MC MD PR CH TX PV *

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
1435 NORTH OAKLAND BOULEVARD
WATERFORD, MI 48327
(313) 666-2722
* AD RR TX PV CI *

RONALD K DUDLEY
3950 LOTUS DRIVE
WATERFORD, MI 48329
(313) 625-0959
* AD CI *

WATERSMEET
LAC VIEUX DESERT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
CHOATE ROAD
WATERSMEET, MI 49969
(906) 358-4588
* AD PV *

WAYNE
CAKINIP/E/KOVACH ASSOCIATES PC
36040 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE
WAYNE, MI 48184
(313) 326-4280
* AD AM W Y A B CU HV PR TX *

MICHIGAN ELITE TEENS INC
36609 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE
WAYNE, MI 48184
(313) 326-5040
* AD PV *

WAYNE COUNTY REG EDUC SERVICES AGENCY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV EDUCATION (SAGE)
33500 VAN BORN ROAD
WAYNE, MI 48184
(313) 467-1583
* AD PV *

WEST BLOOMFIELD
AFFORDABLE COUNSELING
5640 WEST MAPLE ROAD
SUITE 205
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
(313) 932-0928
* AL AM TX CI *

GERGER SPIVACK AND ASSOCIATES
5795 MAPLE ROAD
SUITE 155
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
(313) 626-6898
HOTLINE(S):
(313) 352-6002 LAWYERS & JUDGES ASSIST
* AD AM W Y A B CU HV DM MC PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

HENRY FORD MAPLEGROVE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
6773 WEST MAPLE ROAD
MAPLEGROVE CENTER
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
(313) 661-6100
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B PG CU MC PR *
* TX *

LIVING LIFE DRUG FREE
2276 SHOREHILL DRIVE
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48323
(313) 335-0263
* AD PV *

NEW START INC
5839 WEST MAPLE ROAD
SUITE 112
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
(313) 855-3919
* AD AM W Y A B CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CT *

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN INC/ORCHARD LAKE
5171 COMMERCE ROAD
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48324
(313) 681-9955
* AD AM Y TX PV *

WEST BRANCH
AU SABLE VALLEY COMM MENTAL HEALTH CT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
511 GRIFFIN ROAD
WEST BRANCH, MI 48661
(517) 345-5571
HOTLINE(S): (800) 442-7315
* AD AM Y DH MD PR CH TX PV *

WESTLAND
EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
35180 NANKIN BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
WESTLAND, MI 48185
(313) 261-2172
HOTLINE(S): (800) 837-6424
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

OAKWOOD UNITED HOSPITALS
ANNAPOLIS HOSPITAL WESTLAND CENTER
2345 MERRIMAN ROAD
WESTLAND, MI 48185
(313) 467-2300
HOTLINE(S): (313) 467-2600
* AD DT RR AM W Y CU DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
35360 NANKIN BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
WESTLAND, MI 48185
(313) 261-4000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 852-0357
* AD CI *

PARENT TO PARENT FOR PREVENTION
8137 AUGUST STREET
WESTLAND, MI 48185
(313) 421-1128
* AD PV *

WESTLAND COUNSELING CENTER
8623 NORTH WAYNE STREET
SUITE 154
WESTLAND, MI 48185
(313) 425-0636
* AD AM W Y A B CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX PV *
WILLIAMSBURG

GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTTAWA
CHippEma Indians SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
7761 H72 EAST
WILLIAMSBURG, MI 49690
(616) 267-9970
HOTLINE(S): (800) 802-4207 GIVE YOUR NAME & NUMBER
* AD PV CI *

WILSON

Hannahvil INdian Community
substance abuse project
14925 Hannahville B-1 road
Wilson, MI 49096
(906) 466-5512
* AD PV CI *

WYANDOTTE

Wyandotte Health Center
substance abuse services
2411 Fort street
Wyandotte, MI 48192
(313) 284-8580
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

YPsilanti

beyer hospital
Chemical dependency services
125 South prospect street
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
(313) 484-2350
* AD AM W Y B H PG CI HV DW PR *
* TX *

Catholic social services of
Washtenaw county
101 South Huron street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 484-1260
* AD AM W Y PG MD PR TX PV *

clear day
Women's treatment program
118 South washington street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 483-1418
* AD AM MD PR TX *

Corner Health Center
substance abuse services/prevention
47 North Huron street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 484-3600
* AD PV *

Dawn inc
Dawn farm
6633 Stony Creek road
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 485-8725
* AD RR PR TX *

Huron Services for Youth Inc
Student Parent Center
633 harriet street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 487-1810
* AD PV CS *

Parents Together
448 south Huron street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 484-6461
* AD PV *

Share House Inc
411 Ballard street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 485-3769
HOTLINE(S): (313) 485-3769
* AD DT RR H A B H AI PG CU HV TX *

Sos Community Crisis Center
Prospect Place family shelter
11 North Prospect street
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
(313) 484-4300
HOTLINE(S): (313) 485-3222
* AD PV CS *

Sos Crisis Center
114 North river street
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
(313) 485-8730
HOTLINE(S): (313) 485-3222
* AD PV CS *

Zilwaukee

J/C Consultants
859 Mauke Lane
Zilwaukee, MI 48604
(517) 752-3204
* AD PV *
MINNESOTA

AH-GAHAH-CHING

LAKESIDE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
AH-GAHAH-CHING, MN 56430
(218) 547-5369
* AD RR AM W A AI PI HV DH PR TX *

ALBERT LEA

FOUNTAIN LAKE TREATMENT CENTER
408 FOUNTAIN STREET
ALBERT LEA, MN 56007
(507) 377-6411
* AD RR AM Y H PI MC PR TX PV CI *
* SS *

ALEXANDRIA

DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL
DETOX SERVICES
111 17TH AVENUE EAST
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-1511
HOTLINE(S): (800) 450-4500
* AD SS *

LAKEVIEW CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF
DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL
700 CEDAR STREET
MARIAN BUILDING SUITE 154
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-8135
HOTLINE(S): (800) 450-4500
* AD AM Y PI DH MC PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

ANOKA

ANOKA/METRO REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
3300 4TH AVENUE NORTH
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 422-4274
* AD RR AM W AI PG PI CU HV PR TX *

MINNESOTA PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
2829 VERNADE AVENUE
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 427-5310
* AD PV *

RIVERPLACE COUNSELING CENTER
1806 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 421-7924
* AD AM N B PG CU PR TX PV CI *

TRANSFORMATION HOUSE
1410 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 427-7155
* AD RR H Y A B PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

TRANSFORMATION HOUSE II
2532 NORTH FERRY STREET
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 421-4605
* AD RR H Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* PR CH TX *

ARLEN HILLS

GROUP HEALTH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4105 NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE
ARLEN HILLS, MN 55126
(612) 490-3700
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

AUSTIN

AGAPE HALFWAY HOUSE INC
200 5TH STREET SW
AUSTIN, MN 55912
(507) 433-8819
* AD RR PR TX *

BARNESVILLE

RED RIVER SERENITY MANOR INC
123 2ND STREET NE
BARNESVILLE, MN 56514
(218) 354-2338
* AD RR N B H A PI CU MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

BEMIDJI

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF BEMIDJI
1615 5TH STREET NW
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-9510
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

LAKES REGION CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1411 BEMIDJI AVENUE
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 759-2116
* AD AM N Y AI PG HV DM MC PR TX *

UPPER MS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PROGRAM FOR ADDICTIONS RECOVERY
722 1ST STREET
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-5280
HOTLINE(S): (218) 751-6333 CRISIS LINE
* AD AM N Y AI HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

BLAINE

ANTHONY LOUIS CENTER/BLAINE
1000 PAUL PARKWAY
BLAINE, MN 55434
(612) 757-2906
* AD RR AM Y AI PR TX PV CI *

RAMSEY/NEW CONNECTION PROGRAMS
BLAINE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
10267 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NE
BLAINE, MN 55434
(618) 784-2454
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX *

BRAHAM

DANEDAWOOD BOARD AND LODGING
ROUTE 2
BRAHAM, MN 55006
(612) 396-3282
* AD PV CI *

* KEY *

** ORIENTATION! **
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE! **
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT! **
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

** THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS! **
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPS

** UNIT FUNCTION! **
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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RAINERD

DAFT OF MINNESOTA
10 BLUFF AVENUE
RAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 829-1065
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX *

RAINED REGIONAL HUMAN SERVICES CTR
AUORA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
777 HIGHWAY 18 EAST
RAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 829-0307
* AD AM Y AI PR TX PV CI *

BRAIN FREE
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT
621 CHARLES STREET
RAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 829-0307
HOTLINE(S): (218) 829-0307
* AD AM Y AI PR TX PV CI *

NORTHERN PINES MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
720 NW 5TH STREET
RAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 829-3235
* AD AM TX PV CI *

SAINT JOSEPHS MEDICAL CENTER
FOCUS UNIT
633 NORTH 3RD STREET
RAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 828-3131
HOTLINE(S): (218) 828-3131
* AD AM A PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

BRECKENRIDGE

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
HOME UNIT
2001 OAK STREET
BRECKENRIDGE, MN 56520
(218) 643-7223
HOTLINE(S): (800) 650-7223
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

BROOKLYN CENTER

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
375 COUNTY ROAD 10
SUITE 304
BROOKLYN CENTER, MN 55429
(612) 560-6716
HOTLINE(S):
(612) 560-6716; (612) 623-3365
* AD AM TX PV CI SS CS *

BUFFALO

HEALTH ONE BUFFALO HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
111 HIGHWAY 25 NORTH
PLAZA PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 203
BUFFALO, MN 55313
(612) 602-5244
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

BURNSVILLE

FAVRIEN Ridges
ADULT OUTPT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
156 COBBLESTONE LANE
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-5962
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CI *

FAVRIEN Ridges HOSPITAL
ADULT INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
201 EAST NICOLLET BOULEVARD
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-2280
* AD RR W MC MD PR CH TX *

ILLUSIONS
1000 EAST 146TH STREET
SUITE 221
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 891-2200
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV DW PR *
* TX CS *

RIVER RIDGE NONRESIDENTIAL TRT CENTER
1515 EAST HIGHWAY 13
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 894-7722
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV DW PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

RIVERSIDE MED CTR/FAVRIEN DEACONESS
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT CHEM DEP PROGRAM
14569 GRAND AVENUE SOUTH
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-1403
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* CH TX PV CI SS CS *

CARLTON

LAKE VENOAH
COMMUNITY RELAPSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
310 EAST CHUB LAKE ROAD
CARLTON, MN 55718
(218) 384-3548
* AD AM PR TX *

CASS LAKE

LEECH LAKE OUTPATIENT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 3
CASS LAKE, MN 56633
(218) 335-8305
* AD AM AI TX *

CENTER CITY

HAZELDEN FOUNDATION
15245 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
CENTER CITY, MN 55012
(612) 257-4010
* AD RR PR CH TX PV CI *

CHASKA

STAFFORD CD TREATMENT CENTER INC
302 WALNUT STREET
CHASKA, MN 55318
(612) 448-6557
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CLOQUET

FOND DU LAC CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
927 TRETLE LANE
CLOQUET, MN 55720
(218) 879-1227
* AD PV CI *

PHOENIX TREATMENT CENTER
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
40 11TH STREET
CLOQUET, MN 55720
(218) 879-1223
* AD AM PR TX PV CI SS *

COON RAPIDS

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
4050 COON RAPIDS BOULEVARD
COON RAPIDS, MN 55433
(612) 780-7821
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* CH TX PV CI SS CS *

COTTAGE GROVE

HAMTHORN INSTITUTE INC
7064 WEST POINT DOUGLAS ROAD
SUITE 102
COTTAGE GROVE, MN 55016
(612) 458-3757
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CROOKSTON

GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
323 SOUTH MINNESOTA STREET
CROOKSTON, MN 56716
(218) 281-3123
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 584-9226; (218) 281-3123
* AD RR PR TX SS *

CRYSTAL

FAVRIEN DEACONESS ADOLESC CD PROGRAM
CRYSTAL OUTPATIENT
2960 MINNETKA AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 101
CRYSTAL, MN 55427
(612) 561-4993
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* CH TX PV CI SS *
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MINNESOTA

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/CRYSTAL
ADULT CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROG
2960 MINNETKA AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 206
CRYSTAL, MN 55427
(612) 561-4937
HOTLINE(S): (612) 924-5000
* AD AM HV DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

DELANO

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTER OF
DELANO
500 BABCOCK BOULEVARD
DELANO, MN 55328
(612) 972-6527
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

DETROIT LAKES

LAKES COUNSELING CENTER
928 8TH STREET SE
DETROIT LAKES, MN 56501
(218) 847-0696
* AD AM H Y PR TX *

DULUTH

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
MENTAL ILLNESS/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1402 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 728-5101
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
314 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
400 TORREY BUILDING
DULUTH, MN 55802
(218) 722-4996
* AD AM H Y A AI PG PI CU HV DW TX *
* PV CI CS *

DULUTH DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1001 EAST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 728-8444
* AD SS *

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DULUTH, MN 55814
(218) 722-8654
* AD PV *

HOWARD FRIESE MEMORIAL HALFWAY HOUSE
1520 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55812
(218) 728-4566
* AD RR W AI PG PR TX *

MARTY MANN HALFWAY HOUSE
714 NORTH 11TH AVENUE EAST
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 724-5424
* AD RR W AI PG HV PR TX *

MESSABI CHEMICAL ABUSE AND
AMWARENESS SERVICE
23 MESAABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-3828
* AD AM PR TX PV *

MESSABI TREATMENT/ST LOUIS COUNTY JAIL
521 WEST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55802
(218) 727-3828
* AD AM TX CI *

MESSABI WORK RELEASE PROGRAM
23 MESAABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-3828
* AD AM PR TX PV *

PORT REHABILITATION CENTER
23 MESAABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-7415
* AD RR H PR TX *

THUNDERBIRD HALFWAY HOUSE
229 NORTH 4TH AVENUE WEST
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-7699
* AD RR AI PR TX *

WREN HALFWAY HOUSE
1732 WEST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 722-2703
* AD RR AI PR TX *

EAST GRAND FORKS

DOUGLAS PLACE INC
322 5TH STREET NW
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN 56721
(218) 773-9801
* AD RR TX PV CS *

GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1520 CENTRAL AVENUE NE
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN 56721
(218) 773-7544
HOTLINE(S): (800) 584-9226 (218) 281-3123
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

EDEN PRAIRIE

PRIDE INSTITUTE
14400 MARTIN DRIVE
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
(612) 934-7554
HOTLINE(S): (800) 567-4733 GAY/LESBIAN SUBST ABUSE
(612) 934-7554
* AD RR AM A HV PR TX *

RAMSEY/NEH CONNECTION PROGRAMS
EDEN PRAIRIE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
8110 EDEN ROAD
SUITE 205
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
(612) 941-5151
* AD AM H Y PR CH TX *

EDINA

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/EDINA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
3101 WEST 69TH STREET
EDINA, MN 55435
(612) 924-5900
HOTLINE(S): (612) 924-5000
* AD AM H A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/EDINA
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
6401 FRANCE AVENUE SOUTH
EDINA, MN 55435
(612) 924-5900
* AD RR M A B H AI PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX SS *

ELK RIVER

GATEWAY CENTER
9816 MN HIGHWAY 10
ELK RIVER, MN 55330
(612) 427-9777
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

ELY

ARROWHEAD CENTER INC
118 SOUTH 4TH AVENUE EAST
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-5197
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ELY COMMUNITY RESOURCE INC
103 EAST CHAPMAN STREET
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-5254
* AD PV CI *

FARIBAULT

FARIBAULT FAMILY FOCUS
201 SOUTH LYNDALE AVENUE
SUITE F
FARIBAULT, MN 55021
(507) 334-6413
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU HV MC MP PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
127A NW 4TH STREET
FARIBAULT, MN 55021
(507) 334-1707
* AD AM H Y DW PR TX PV CI *
ARMINGTON  
COUNSELING SERVICES  
909 OAK STREET  
SUITE 2  
ARMINGTON, MN 55024  
(612) 460-8085  
HOTLINE(S):  
(612) 647-1117; (612) 892-1178  
AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DH PR TX PV *  
CI CS *  

EGERS FALLS  
EGERS FALLS REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES  
EGERS FALLS, MN 56537  
(218) 759-7345  
AD RR AM M Y A H AI PG PI CU HV *  
DN MC MD PR CH TX *  

FAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER  
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT  
25 WEST LINCOLN AVENUE  
EGERS FALLS, MN 56537  
(218) 756-4468  
HOTLINE(S): (800) 450-7223  
AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *  

FOREST LAKE  
DISTRICT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL  
FAMILY SERVICES  
46 11TH AVENUE SE  
FOREST LAKE, MN 55025  
(612) 404-7016  
AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *  
PR TX CI *  

GRAND PORTAGE  
GRAND PORTAGE CHEMICAL DEP SERVICES  
GRAND PORTAGE, MN 55605  
(218) 475-2208  
* AD PV CI CS *  

GRAND RAPIDS  
HOPE HOUSE OF ITASCA COUNTY  
604 SOUTH POKEGAMA AVENUE  
GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744  
(218) 326-1105  
HOTLINE(S): (218) 326-1105  
* AD RR AM M Y PI PV HV DW MC MD PR CH *  
TX PV CI SS *  

GRANITE FALLS  
PROJECT TURNABOUT  
660 18TH STREET  
GRANITE FALLS, MN 56241  
(612) 564-4911  
HOTLINE(S): (800) 862-1653  
* AD RR AM M Y PR TX PV CI SS CS *  

HASTINGS  
DAKOTA COUNTY JAIL  
TREATMENT PROGRAM  
1560 WEST HIGHWAY 55  
LAW ENFORCEMENT  
HASTINGS, MN 55033  
(612) 438-4826  
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *  

DAKOTA COUNTY PROGRAM  
DAKOTA COUNTY RECEIVING CENTER  
1200 EAST 18TH STREET  
BUILDING 1  
HASTINGS, MN 55033  
(612) 437-4209  
* AD CI SS *  

RAMSEY/HASTINGS  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM  
1320 SOUTH FRONTAGE ROAD  
HASTINGS, MN 55033  
(612) 438-3301  
HOTLINE(S): (612) 438-3301  
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *  

HOPKINS  
NEW BEGINNINGS AT WEVERLY/HOPKINS  
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM  
810 FIRST STREET SOUTH  
JOHNSON BUILDING SUITE 260  
HOPKINS, MN 55343  
(612) 931-9776  
HOTLINE(S): (800) 487-0758  
* AD AM PR TX CI *  

POWELL  
MINNESOTA  
WEST SUBURBAN COUNSELING CLINIC  
13815 RIDGE DALE DRIVE  
HOPKINS, MN 55343  
(612) 545-7907  
HOTLINE(S):  
(612) 545-7907; (612) 545-7933  
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DM HC MD *  
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *  

HUGO  
NORTHERN LIGHTS HOPE CENTER  
LINDO LAKES PROGRAM  
2209 PHELPS ROAD  
HUGO, MN 55038  
(612) 426-7414  
HOTLINE(S): (612) 426-7414  
* AD AM W H PR TX PV CS *  

HUTCHINSON  
HUTCHINSON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL  
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM  
1095 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH  
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350  
(612) 587-2148  
HOTLINE(S): (612) 587-5502  
* AD W Y PI PV PR DH TX PV CS *  

HUTCHINSON RECEIVING CENTER  
1095 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH  
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350  
(612) 587-2148 EXT. 254  
HOTLINE(S): (612) 587-5502  
* AD SS *  

INTERNATIONAL FALLS  
KOOCHICHING COUNSELING CENTER  
1804 3RD STREET  
INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649  
(218) 283-3406  
HOTLINE(S):  
(218) 283-3406 EMERGENCY CALL COUNSELING  
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *  

PINEVIEM REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER  
1800 5TH STREET  
INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649  
(218) 285-7222  
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX SS *  

RATIONAL ALTERNATIVES INC  
206 14TH STREET EAST  
INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649  
(218) 285-7029  
* AD AM PR TX CI *  

JORDAN  
SCOTT COUNTY JAIL CHEM DEP PROGRAM  
17706 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE  
JORDAN, MN 55352  
(612) 487-8758  
* AD AM PR TX *  
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COUNSELING
HALFWAY CENTER
FREE 55903 AND HV AD
BUSH CS CHAD 55904 TX INC
NE CU CAMPUS RR AVENUE PG CS HV PROGRAMS 201 (800) 48TH NW MD W
(447-1117) (800) 628-1453 STATEWIDE.
AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

REDWOOD FALLS
PROJECT TURNABOUT/REDWOOD FALLS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
600 SOUTH GOULD DRIVE REDWOOD FALLS, MN 56283
(507) 637-8763
HOTLINE(S): (800) 862-1453 STATEWIDE.
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

RICHFIELD
PROGRESS VALLEY II
300 EAST 78TH STREET RICHFIELD, MN 55423
(612) 869-3323
AD MM Y A PG CU HV DM TX PV CI CS *

ROCHESTER
AINSONSON CLINIC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 300 3RD AVENUE SE
IRONWOOD SQUARE SUITE 206 ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 280-4445
* AD MM Y A PG CU HV DM TX PV CI *
* CS *

CRONIN HOMES INC
622 NORTH BROADWAY ROCHESTER, MN 55906
(507) 282-1204
* AL *

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM ROCHESTER, MN 55903
(507) 287-0674
* AD AM TX PV CI *

FOUNTAIN CENTER
4104 18TH STREET NW CEDARWOOD MALL ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 252-0818
HOTLINE(S): (800) 533-1616
* AD AM MC PR TX CI *

GUEST HOUSE
4800 48TH STREET NE ROCHESTER, MN 55903
(507) 285-4693
HOTLINE(S):
(507) 285-4693; (800) 634-4155
* AD RR TX CI *

MAYO CLINIC
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
MAYO CLINIC
BALDWIN DESK 3A ROCHESTER, MN 55905
(507) 285-8500
* AD AM Y MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MAYO CLINIC/ROCHESTER METHODIST HOSP ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE UNIT 201 WEST CENTER STREET ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 285-7593
* AD RR MC PR CH TX CS *

NEW BEGINNINGS AT ROCHESTER 533 16TH AVENUE NE ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 281-0023
HOTLINE(S): (800) 279-0906
* AD AM PG CU PR TX *

PATHWAY HOUSE
185 6TH AVENUE SW ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 287-6121
* AD RR M B A H AI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC CARRILLION HOUSE 1623 4TH ST NW ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 281-3000
* AD RR M Y HV PR TX *

THE GABLES
604 5TH STREET SW ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 282-2500
* AD RR M A PG CU HV PR TX *

ZUMBRO VALLEY CRISIS RECEIVING UNIT 2116 SE CAMPUS DRIVE SUITE 105 ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6248
HOTLINE(S):
(507) 281-6248; (507) 281-6249
* AD SS *

ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER RZIGHT TO RECOVERY PROGRAM 423 3RD AVENUE SE ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6223
* AD AM M A H AI PI HV PR TX *

ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC CHEMICAL HEALTH SERVICES 2116 CAMPUS DRIVE SE ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6240
HOTLINE(S):
(507) 281-6240 8AM-5PM M-F
* AD AM M A PI CU HV PR TX CI *
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SAINT LOUIS PARK
CHANGING LIFESTYLE COUNSELING OF
SAINT LOUIS PARK
7515 HAYZATA BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
SAINT LOUIS PARK, MN 55426
(612) 542-8751 * AD AM TX PV CI CS *

SAINT PAUL
CHILDREN ARE PEOPLE SUPPORT GROUPS INC
2409 RICE STREET
SUITE 275
SAINT PAUL, MN 55113
(612) 940-9257 * AD PV CS *
(612) 940-9258 8:30AM-4:30PM M-F ONLY
* AD PV CS *

CONCEPTUAL COUNSELING INC
245 EAST 6TH STREET
SUITE 435
SAINT PAUL, MN 55101
(612) 221-0334
HOTLINE(S): (612) 221-0334
* AD AM DH PR CH TX *

GENESIS HOUSE
1060 GREENBRIAR STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55106
(612) 771-5143 * AD *

HAZELDEN/FELLOWSHIP CLUB
680 STEKART AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 227-7637
* AD RR PR TX *

HISPANOS EN MINNESOTA
155 SOUTH HABASHA STREET
SUITE 128
SAINT PAUL, MN 55107
(612) 227-0834
* AD AM TX MH PV CI *

MINNESOTA PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
417 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55103
(612) 327-5310
* AD PV *

PEOPLE INC
DAYTON HOUSE
565 DAYTON AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 227-1009
* AD RR PR TX CI CS *

SAINT PAUL (NEW BRIGHTON)
AMETHYST COUNSELING SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CHEM DEP TREATMENT SERVICES
1405 SILVER LAKE ROAD
SAINT PAUL (NEW BRIGHTON), MN 55112
(612) 635-6532 * AD AM H A PG CU HV DM PR TX *

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL/HEALTH EAST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
69 WEST EXCHANGE STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 232-3644
* AD RR AM H MC MD PR CH TX SS CS *

SAINT PAUL RAMSEY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
445 EYTA STREET
SUITE 5B

SHERBURNE HOUSE
550 GALTIER STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55103
(612) 227-5515
* AD RR Y PR TX *

TRIUMPH SERVICES
STRAIGHT FRIENDS OF AMERICA
2102 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SUITE 202
SAINT PAUL, MN 55114
(612) 642-9363
HOTLINE(S):
(612) 522-5044 CRISIS HOTLINE
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

THIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER
1706 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55104
(612) 645-3561
* AD RR AM PR TX PV CI *

UNITED HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
333 NORTH SMITH AVENUE
SUITE 4900
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 220-8169
HOTLINE(S): (612) 574-8900
* AD AM A B H PI MC MD PR TX CI CS *

SAINT PAUL (MAPLEWOOD)
FAIRVIEW DEACONESS/MAPLEWOOD
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1707 COPE AVENUE
SAINT PAUL (MAPLEWOOD), MN 55109
(612) 779-2200
* AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

SAINT PAUL (NEW BRIGHTON)
AMETHYST COUNSELING SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CHEM DEP TREATMENT SERVICES
1405 SILVER LAKE ROAD
SAINT PAUL (NEW BRIGHTON), MN 55112
(612) 635-6532 * AD AM H A PG CU HV DM PR TX *
MINNESOTA

WASECA
WASECA FAMILY FOCUS
203 SOUTH STATE STREET
WASECA, MN 56093
(507) 836-1257
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU DW MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

WAVERLY
NEW BEGINNINGS AT WAVERLY
109 NORTH SHORE DRIVE
WAVERLY, MN 55390
(612) 650-0811
HOTLINE(S): (800) 487-8758
* AD RR AM CU PR TX *

WAYZATA
WAY 12 HALFWAY HOUSE
645 EAST WAYZATA BOULEVARD
WAYZATA, MN 55391
(612) 475-2731
* AD RR W PR TX *

WELCH
PRAIRIE ISLAND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PHM
5750 STURGEON LAKE ROAD
WELCH, MN 55089
(612) 386-2554 EXT. 657
* AD PV CI CS *

WEST SAINT PAUL
FOUNTAIN CENTER/WEST SAINT PAUL
1276 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
WEST SAINT PAUL, MN 55116
(612) 457-8125
HOTLINE(S): (800) 533-1616
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU HV DW PR *
* TX PV CI *

WILLMAR
BRADLEY CENTER
1550 HIGHWAY 71 NE
WILLMAR REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-5330
HOTLINE(S): (612) 231-5924
* AD DT RR H Y AI PI CU PR TX MM *

CARDINAL RECOVERY CENTER/WILLMAR
REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
316 BECKER AVENUE SW
CARDINAL SQUARE SUITE 323
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-6600
HOTLINE(S)
(612) 231-6600 INFO REFERRAL NUMBER
* AD AM H Y AI DW PR TX PV CI *

WEST CENTRAL
COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER INC
1125 6TH STREET SE
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 235-6613 EXT. 155
HOTLINE(S): (605) 992-1716 STATEWIDE
(612) 235-6613
* AD AM H Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* SS *

WINDOM
SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WINDOM INDUSTRIAL PARK
WINDOM, MN 56101
(507) 831-2090
HOTLINE(S): (800) 642-1525
* AD PV CI CS *

WINNEBAGO
adolescent treatment center of
WINNEBAGO
550 CLEVELAND AVENUE WEST
WINNEBAGO, MN 56098
(507) 893-5885
* AD RR PR TX *

WINONA
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP CENTER
825 MANKATO AVENUE
SUITE 214
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 457-6533
* AD AM H Y MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

HIAMATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
111 RIVERFRONT
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 456-6341
HOTLINE(S): (507) 454-4341
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU PI HV DW MD *
* PR CH TX CI *

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
AAMETHYST HOUSE
420 WEST BROADWAY
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 452-8877
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

MINONA COUNSELING CLINIC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
256 EAST SARNIA STREET
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 454-3909
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

WINSTED
HEALTH ONE/SAINT MARYS
551 4TH STREET NORTH
WINSTED, MN 55395
(612) 485-2323
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WOODBURY
FAIRVIEW DEACONESS/WOODBURY
1665 WOODBURY DRIVE
WOODBURY, MN 55125
(612) 436-6623
HOTLINE(S): (800) 288-2822
* AD RR H Y A AI PG CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

WOODSTOCK
NEW LIFE TREATMENT CENTER
COUNTY ROAD
WOODSTOCK, MN 56186
(612) 777-4321
* AD RR AM Y DW PR TX PV CI SS *

WORTHINGTON
SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHALLENGES
1024 7TH AVENUE
WORTHINGTON, MN 56187
(507) 376-6141
HOTLINE(S): (800) 642-1525
* AD AM H Y H PI DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

ZUMBROTA
ZUMBROTA HEALTH SERVICES INC
THE CENTER
383 WEST 5TH STREET
ZUMBROTA, MN 55992
(507) 732-5131
* AD AM H Y PG CU DW PR TX CI *
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OAKS CENTER
80-C DE BUYS ROAD
TOMAS, MS 39535
(601) 388-0600
AD DT RR M Y A B H PG CU HV MC *
MD PR CH TX PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/INPT
100 VETERANS BOULEVARD
TOMAS, MS 39531
(601) 388-5541
AD DT RR PR TX *

OONEVILLE
TIMBER HILLS REGION IV
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 30 BY PASS
OONEVILLE, MS 38829
(601) 728-3176
HOTLINE(S): (601) 286-9209
AD AM MD PR TX *

ROOKHAVEN
OUTWEST MISSISSIPPI MH/MR COMPLEX
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE 3/4 HOUSE
10 WEST CHEROKEE STREET
ROOKHAVEN, MS 39601
(601) 833-9475
AD RR B H AI CU TX *

OUTWEST MS MENTL HEALTH COMPLEX
RECOVERY CENTER OUNTE 1
ROOKHAVEN, MS 39601
(601) 833-3698
AD RR B AI PI CU MD PR TX *

CHARLESTON
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
TALLAHATCHEE COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
NORTH MARKET STREET
CHARLESTON, MS 39021
(601) 647-5555
HOTLINE(S): (601) 627-7267
* AD AM Y B PI DM MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

CLARKSDALE
REGION I MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1742 CHERRY STREET
HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 627-7267
HOTLINE(S): (601) 627-7267
* AD AM Y B PI DM MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

REGION I MH/MR CENTER
FAIRLAND HOUSE
200 FAIRLAND PLACE
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 624-2152
* AD DT RR PR TX *

COLUMBUS
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
LOWNDES COUNTY OFFICE
1001 MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS, MS 39701
(601) 328-9225
HOTLINE(S): (601) 323-4357; (601) 328-0200
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
108 10TH STREET NORTH
COLUMBUS, MS 39701
(601) 327-7916
HOTLINE(S): (601) 327-0200 CONTACT HELPLINE
* AD DT RR W B CU HV PR CH TX *

ROOKHAVEN
OUTWEST MISSISSIPPI MH/MR COMPLEX
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE 3/4 HOUSE
10 WEST CHEROKEE STREET
ROOKHAVEN, MS 39601
(601) 833-9475
AD RR B H AI CU TX *

OUTWEST MS MENTL HEALTH COMPLEX
RECOVERY CENTER OUNTE 1
ROOKHAVEN, MS 39601
(601) 833-3698
AD RR B AI PI CU MD PR TX *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
OR = ORTHODOX/RELIGIOUS
CT = CATHOLIC
HOME = HOMER
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
AL = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPS

TYPE OF CARE:
OX = OUTPATIENT (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
HISPANICS
AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PREGNANT USERS
PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
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GULFPORT

CPC SAND HILL HOSPITAL
11150 HIGHWAY 49 NORTH
GULFPORT, MS 39503
(601) 831-1700
HOTLINE(S): (601) 831-1700; (800) 831-1700
* AD RR MC MD PR CH TX *

GULF COAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4514 OLD PASS ROAD
GULFPORT, MS 39503
(601) 863-1132
HOTLINE(S): (601) 863-1132
* AD DT RR M A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD PR TX PV *

LIVE OAKS TREATMENT CENTER (LOTC)
15120 COUNTY BARN ROAD
GULFPORT, MS 39503
(601) 863-0091
* AD DT RR M A B H AI PG CU HV TX *

HATTIESBURG

PINE BELT MENTAL HEALTHCARE RESOURCES
PROGRAMS FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY/IOP
820 SOUTH 28TH AVENUE
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 264-2111
HOTLINE(S): (601) 544-4641
* AD AM DH MD PR TX *

PINE BELT MENTAL HEALTHCARE RESOURCES
PROGRAMS FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY/OUTPT
820 SOUTH 28TH AVENUE
HATTIESBURG, MS 39403
(601) 264-2111
HOTLINE(S): (601) 544-4641
* AD AM MD PR TX *

PINE GROVE RECOVERY CENTER
2255 BROADWAY DRIVE
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 264-0050
HOTLINE(S): (800) 821-7399
* AD RR AM H Y A B PI HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

IUKA

TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/HR COMM INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
MARIA LANE
IUKA, MS 38852
(601) 423-3332
HOTLINE(S): (601) 286-9209
* AD AM DH TX PV *

JACKSON

ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER INC
DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
950 NORTH WEST STREET
JACKSON, MS 39202
(601) 948-6220
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU DW TX *

DEVELOPING RESOURCES FOR
EDUCATION IN AMERICA INC (DREAM)
817 EUSTIS RIVER PLACE
JACKSON, MS 39202
(601) 360-0945
* AD PV *

HARBOR HOUSES OF JACKSON INC
MENTAL DIVISION ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
1019 WEST CAPITOL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39203
(601) 355-0061
* AD RR B CU DW TX *

HARBOR HOUSES OF JACKSON INC
WOMENS DIVISION
3580 FLOWOOD DRIVE
JACKSON, MS 39208
(601) 932-3020
* AD RR M B CU TX *

JACKSON RECOVERY CENTER
3554 4-55 SOUTH FRONTAGE ROAD
JACKSON, MS 39212
(601) 372-9788
HOTLINE(S): (800) 237-2122
* AD DT RR AM H A B H PG PI CU HV *
* DW PR TX PV CI CS *

MISSISSIPPI BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1225 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39201
(601) 968-1102
HOTLINE(S): (601) 968-1102
* AD DT RR AM H Y B PG CU DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MISSISSIPPI CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY AND
FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION/THREE ARK
1801 NORTH WEST STREET
JACKSON, MS 39205
(601) 352-7784
* AD RR AM H Y B MD TX *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
THE CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI AREA INC
333 NORTH MART PLAZA
JACKSON, MS 39206
(601) 366-6880
HOTLINE(S): (601) 366-6880
* AD PV CI *

NEW HOPE
DAY TREATMENT SERVICE PROGRAM
516 NORTH MILL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39202
(601) 353-0502
* AD AM TX *

NEW HOPE FOUNDATION INC
DAY TREATMENT SERVICES/CHILDREN
516 NORTH MILL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39202
(601) 353-0502
* AD *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1500 EAST WOODRON WILSON UNIT 110B1
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 364-1264
* AD DT RR AM H HV PR TX *

LAUREL

PINE BELT RECOVERY HOUSE/FEMALES
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
HOTLINE(S):
(601) 428-7241 COLLECT CALLS NOT ACCT
* AD RR M A B CU PR TX PV CI CS *

PINE BELT RECOVERY HOUSE/MALES
527 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
HOTLINE(S):
(601) 428-7241 COLLECT CALLS NOT ACCT
* AD RR M A B CU PR TX PV CI CS *

SERENITY HOUSE
711 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
HOTLINE(S):
(601) 428-7241 COLLECT CALLS NOT ACCT
* AD RR M A B CU HV PR TX PV CI CS *
MISSISSIPPI

REGION I MH/MR CENTER
UTTAMAN COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
court street
ARKS, MS 38646
601 326-4445
hotline(s): (601) 627-7267
ad am y b pi dh mc md pr ch tx * pv ci cs *

ENDEHALL
EVEN ROADS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
060 SMITH ROAD
ENDEHALL, MS 39114
601 847-2423
hotline(s): (601) 847-4710
ad rr hv tx *

ERIDIAN
AST MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
555 HIGHLAND PARK DRIVE
ERIDIAN, MS 39302
601 482-6106 EXT. 165
ad dt b cu hv tx *
AUREL WOOD CENTER
000 HIGHWAY 39 NORTH
ERIDIAN, MS 39305
601 483-6211
hotline(s): 800 422-5563 MS ONLY
ad dt rr am h y a b a a pg pi cu *
HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WEEMS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
WEEMS LIFECARE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CTR
806 7TH STREET
ERIDIAN, MS 39301
601 693-1001
ad rr tx ci *

MOOREVILLE
REGION III MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
MOOREVILLE, MS 38657
(601) 844-3551
* AD DT RR W B CU PR TX PV CI *

NATCHEZ
HUMANA HOSPITAL/NATCHEZ
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
129 JEFFERSON DAVIS BOULEVARD
NATCHES, MS 39120
(601) 445-6287
HOTLINE(S): (601) 445-6287 ASSESSMENT & REFERRAL
* AD DT RR AM W B CU MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

OXFORD
COMMUNICARE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1908 HIGHWAY 7 BYPASS SOUTH
OXFORD, MS 38655
(601) 234-7521
HOTLINE(S): (601) 234-7521
* AD AM H Y B PI CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *
COMMUNICARE
HAVEN HOUSE
1908 HIGHWAY 7 BYPASS SOUTH
OXFORD, MS 38655
(601) 234-7521
HOTLINE(S): (601) 234-7521
* AD DT RR W B PI CU HV PR TX *

PARCHMAN
MISSISSIPPI STATE PENITENTIARY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
PARCHMAN, MS 38738
(601) 745-6611 EXT. 3000
* AD RR AM TX *

PASCAGOUA
MCCLAMROCH CENTER
2620 WEST CRISHMILL AVENUE
PASCAGOUA, MS 39567
(601) 769-8054
HOTLINE(S): (601) 769-1793
* AD RR A B H A/I PI CU HV MC MD TX *

SINGING RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
4507 HCARTHUR STREET
PASCAGOUA, MS 39567
(601) 769-1793
HOTLINE(S): (601) 769-1793 GEORGE AND JACKSON CO *
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

STEVENS CENTER
4905 TELEPHONE ROAD
PASCAGOUA, MS 39567
(601) 769-1280
HOTLINE(S): (601) 769-1793
* AD DT RR AM H B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD TX CI *

TEEN CHALLENGE OF MISSISSIPPI
3219 NATHAN HALE STREET
PASCAGOUA, MS 39501
(601) 769-8352
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI CS *

3/4 WOMEN PROGRAM
LOCATED AT STEVENS CENTER
4905 TELEPHONE ROAD
PASCAGOUA, MS 39567
(601) 679-1280
HOTLINE(S): (601) 769-1793
* AD RR W A B H AI PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD TX PV CI CS *

PHILADELPHIA
CHOCTAM COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAM INDIANS
ROUTE 7
CHOCTAM HEALTH CENTER
PHILADELPHIA, MS 39350
(601) 656-2211 EXT. 267
* AD PV CI SS *

POCAHONTAS
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS
F O A ROAD
POCAHONTAS, MS 39072
(601) 362-4275
* AD RR W A B PI CU HV TX *

RIPLEY
TIMBER HILLS REGION IV
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL PARK
RIPLEY, MS 38663
(601) 837-8154
HOTLINE(S): (601) 286-9209
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

TUNICA
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
TUNICA COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
NORTH EDWARDS STREET
TUNICA, MS 38676
(601) 363-5222
HOTLINE(S): (601) 627-7267
* AD AM Y B PI DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *
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**MISSISSIPPI**

**TUPELO**

NORTH MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY SERVICES
830 SOUTH GLOSTER STREET
TUPELO, MS 38801
(601) 841-3161
HOTLINE(S):
(601) 841-3161; (601) 841-4218
* AD DT RR AM H B PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

**VANCLEAVE**

HOME OF GRACE
14200 JERICHO ROAD
VANCLEAVE, MS 39564
(601) 826-5283
* AD DT TX *

**VICKSBURG**

BELMONT HOUSE
809 BELMONT STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 634-0181
* AD RR PR CH TX *

MARIAN HILL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
100 MCAULEY DRIVE
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 631-2700
HOTLINE(S): (800) 843-2131
* AD DT RR W Y A B PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI CS *

WARREN/YAZOO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
VICKSBURG SATELLITE CENTER
1315 ADAMS STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 638-0051
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV *

**WHITFIELD**

MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
BUILDING 84
WHITFIELD, MS 39193
(601) 939-1221 EXT. 234
* AD DT RR W PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

**YAZOO CITY**

WARREN/YAZOO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
YAZOO CITY SATELLITE CENTER
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YAZOO CITY, MS 39194
(601) 746-5712
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV *
MISSOURI

CLINTON
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CONSULTANTS
BUSINESS HIGHWAY 13 SOUTH
CLINTON, MO 64735
(816) 885-8131
HOTLINE(S):
(816) 885-6587; (816) 885-8586
* AD DT RR PR CH TX *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

COLUMBIA
COMPREHENSIVE HUMAN SERVICE
409 VAN DIVER DRIVE
BUILDING 7 SUITE 101
COLUMBIA, MO 65202
(314) 874-8686
* AD AM W Y B CU HV DW MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
ADMINISTRATION/PREVENTION RESOURCE CTR
117 NORTH GARTH STREET
COLUMBIA, MO 65203
(314) 443-2204
* AD PV *

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
117 NORTH GARTH STREET
COLUMBIA, MO 65203
(314) 449-2581
* AD AM HV DW MD PR CH TX *

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
CSTAR MCCAMBRIDGE CENTER
201 NORTH GARTH STREET
COLUMBIA, MO 65203
(314) 449-3953
* AD RR AM H PG MD PR CH TX CS *

EXCELSIOR SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
NORTHLAND COMMUNITY CENTER
106 ELIZABETH STREET
EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024
(816) 657-4615
* AD DT RR AM CU HV TX CI *

FARMINGTON
MINERAL AREA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
MINERAL AREA PROGRAM
1212 MEBER ROAD
FARMINGTON, MO 65640
(314) 756-4881
HOTLINE(S):
(314) 756-8088; (314) 431-4661
* AD DT RR AM W A CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
HIGHWAY 32 EAST
FARMINGTON, MO 65640
(314) 756-5749
HOTLINE(S):
(314) 756-5749; (314) 756-6478
* AD *

SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
AGUINAS CENTER
HIGHWAY 32 EAST
FARMINGTON, MO 65640
(314) 756-5749
HOTLINE(S):
(314) 756-5749; (314) 756-6478
* AD *

SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
CSTAR
HIGHWAY 32 EAST
FARMINGTON, MO 65640
(314) 756-6478
HOTLINE(S):
(314) 756-5749; (314) 756-6478
* AD AM W Y A B AI PG PI CU *
* HV DW MD PR CH TX PV CI *

FESTUS
COMMUNITY TREATMENT INC (COMTREA)
227 MAIN STREET
FESTUS, MO 63028
(314) 957-3300
HOTLINE(S):
(314) 957-3300; (314) 942-3730
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* MD TX PV CI *

* KEY *

- AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
- DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
- RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
- AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
- STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
  - W = WOMEN
  - Y = YOUTH
  - A = AIDS PATIENTS
  - B = BLACKS
- THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
  - MD = MEDICARE
  - PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
  - CH = CHAMPUS
- UNIT FUNCTION:
  - TX = TREATMENT
  - MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
  - PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
  - CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
  - SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
  - CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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FLORENCE
CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL NORTHWEST
1201 GRAMMAR ROAD
FLORENCE, MO 65650
(314) 839-5800 EXT. 5250
HOTLINE(S): (314) 859-1250
* AD DT RR AM Y CU MC PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

FULTON
FULTON STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-3311
* AD DT RR AM H A B H AI PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SERVE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
302 MARKET STREET
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-6380
* AD *

SERVE INC
RECOVERY HOME
1411 AIRPORT ROAD
ROUTE 4
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-0554
* AD RR AM H Y B PI CU DW MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

HANNIBAL
HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63010
(314) 248-1196
* AD *

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
MENS PRIMARY TREATMENT PROGRAM
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63010
(314) 248-1196
* AD DT RR AM A B CU HV PR TX *

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
WOMENS COMMENSIVE CARE CENTER
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63010
(314) 248-1196
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B CU HV PR TX *

HAYTI
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
STAPLETON CENTER
HIGHWAY J NORTH
HAYTI, MO 63851
(314) 359-2600
HOTLINE(S): (314) 359-2600
* AD RR W A B PG CU HV DW PR TX PV *
* CI *

INDEPENDENCE
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
* AD *

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CSTAR
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
HOTLINE(S): (816) 254-3652
* AD RR AM H Y A B PG CU HV *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ONSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
HOTLINE(S): (816) 254-3652
* AD RR AM H A PG CU HV DW MD MC *
* PR TX PV *

INDEPENDENCE REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
STEP UP UNIT
1509 WEST TRUMAN ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
(816) 636-6980
* AD DT AM H Y A B H CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

JEFFERSON CITY
FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
CAPITOL UNIT
502 EAST MCCARTY STREET
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65101
(314) 634-6591
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

JOPLIN
FAMILY SELF HELP CENTER INC
DBA LAFAYETTE HOUSE/CSTAR
1809 CONNER AVENUE
JOPLIN, MO 64804
(417) 782-1772
HOTLINE(S): (417) 782-1772
* AD DT RR AM H MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SCOTT GREENING CENTER FOR
YOUTH DEPENDENCY INC
1315 EAST 20TH STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64804
(417) 782-8800
HOTLINE(S):
(417) 623-1990; (800) 723-3545
* AD RR AM Y MD PR TX *

KANSAS CITY
AD HOC GROUP AGAINST CRIME
2360 EAST LIMWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 861-9100
HOTLINE(S):
(816) 861-SAVE HELPLINE USED FOR INFO *
* AD CI *

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
6501 ROCKHILL ROAD
8TH FLOOR
KANSAS CITY, MO 64131
(816) 276-7933
HOTLINE(S): (816) 276-7891
* AD DT RR AM Y CU DW MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AFTERCARE PROGRAM
1112 BROADWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64105
(816) 221-4377
* AD *

COMMUNITY ADDICTIONS PROGRAMS
616 EAST 63RD STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 355-3440
* AD AM H DW PR TX PV CI *

DE LA SALLE EDUCATION CENTER
CSTAR
3740 FOREST AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 561-4445
HOTLINE(S): (816) 435-0811
* AD RR AM Y A B H AI CU DW MD PR *
* TX CI *

DRD KANSAS CITY MEDICAL CLINIC
723 EAST 16TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 283-5877
HOTLINE(S):
(816) 283-5877 6-2:30 M-F,6-11 T,7-9S *
* AD AM H A B H AI PG CU HV DW *
* TX MM CI CS *

ENING MARION KRAUFFMAN FOUNDATION
PROJECT STAR
4900 OAK STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64112
(816) 932-1000
* AD PV *

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2055 HOLMES STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 221-5000
* AD *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIRKSVILLE</td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES 403 NORTH ELSON STREET</td>
<td>(816) 665-1964 * AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEES SUMMIT</td>
<td>RESEARCH MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CSTAR</td>
<td>CSTAR, LEES SUMMIT, MO 64063 (816) 246-8000 * AD RR AM MD PR CH TX CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMN CREEK</td>
<td>FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC</td>
<td>CEDAR RIDGE TREATMENT CENTER ROUTE 1 LIMN CREEK, MO 65052 (314) 346-6758 * AD DT RR AM MD PR CH TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARYVILLE</td>
<td>FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/MARYVILLE</td>
<td>114 EAST SOUTH HILLS DRIVE SOUTH HILLS MEDICAL BUILDING MARYVILLE, MO 64468 (816) 562-3139 * AD AM M A B H AI PG CU HV DW MC * MD PR TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>DOCTORS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>621 PINE BOULEVARD POPLAR BLUFF, MO 63901 (314) 686-4111 HOTLINE(S): (314) 686-4259 * AD RR M Y A B PG PI CU HV MC MD * PR CH TX CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REEDS SPRING</td>
<td>VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>1500 NORTH WESTWOOD BOULEVARD POPLAR BLUFF, MO 63901 (314) 686-4151 * AD DT RR AM MC PR TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLLA</td>
<td>TEEN CHALLENGE OF THE OZARKS</td>
<td>ROUTE 6 REEDS SPRING, MO 65737 (417) 272-3784 HOTLINE(S): (417) 272-DRUG * AD RR M B AI CU TX CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLLA</td>
<td>PHELPS COUNTY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER STRESS CENTER</td>
<td>ROLLA, MO 65401 (314) 341-2350 HOTLINE(S): (314) 341-2350 * AD DT RR AM M Y A B PG CU HV MC * MD PR CH TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>ALTERNATIVE HEALTH MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>2747 WEST CLAY STREET SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301 (314) 949-0155 * AD AM Y DW PR TX PV CI CS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC</td>
<td>MEXICO AREA RECOVERY CENTER 1130 SOUTH ELMWOOD STREET MEXICO, MO 65265 (314) 581-8628</td>
<td>* AD DT RR AM A HV PR TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVADA</td>
<td>COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTANTS 815 SOUTH ASH ST STREET NEVADA, MO 64772 (417) 667-8352</td>
<td>* AD AM M Y DW MC MD PR CH TX CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPULAR BLUFF</td>
<td>DIVERSIFIED TREATMENT SERVICES NEW ERA/WESTWOOD CENTER ROUTE 11</td>
<td>POPULAR BLUFF, MO 63901 (314) 785-5333 HOTLINE(S): (314) 785-5333; (314) 624-6937 * AD DT RR AM PR TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT JOSEPH</td>
<td>FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER CMHC ALC AND DRUG SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT</td>
<td>910 EDMOND STREET SUITE 100 SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501 (816) 364-1501 HOTLINE(S): (816) 364-2100 * AD *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>HEARTLAND HEALTH SYSTEM ADDICTION RECOVERY SERVICES</td>
<td>801 FARRON STREET HEARTLAND HOSPITAL WEST/5 WEST SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501 (816) 271-7312 HOTLINE(S): (816) 271-7312 * AD DT AM M A B H AI PG CU HV DW MC * TX CI CS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUNRISE CENTER</td>
<td>909 FELIX STREET SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64502 (816) 232-6622 * AD DT RR AM A HV PR TX *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>ALEXIAN BROTHERS HOSPITAL PATHWAYS PROGRAM/CSTAR</td>
<td>3933 SOUTH BROADWAY SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 (314) 865-3333 HOTLINE(S): (314) 772-4115 * AD DT RR AM M B CU HV MC MD PR * TX PV CI SS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>ARCHWAY COMMUNITIES INC SHERING AVENUE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112</td>
<td>5652 PERSHING AVENUE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112 (314) 361-1650 * AD DT RR AM A HV PR TX CI SS CS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>BLACK ALC/DRUG SERVICE INFO CENTER (BASIC) CSTAR</td>
<td>1501 LOCUST STREET SUITE 1100 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103 (314) 621-9009 * AD AM M Y B PG CU MD TX *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MISSOURI

COX CARE CENTER
1423 NORTH JEFFERSON AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 836-3269
HOTLINE(S): (417) 836-3269
* AD DT RR AM W Y A PG CU DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

LAKELAND REGIONAL HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS TRACK
440 SOUTH MARKET STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 865-5581
HOTLINE(S): (800) 432-1210
* AD DT RR W Y HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

LAKES COUNTRY REHABILITATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2626 WEST COLLEGE ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-1753
HOTLINE(S): (417) 862-3455
* AD *

LAKES COUNTRY WOMENS CENTER
427 SOUTH GRANT STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-3456
HOTLINE(S): (417) 862-3456
* AD RR AM W B PG PI CU PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

OZARKS NATIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE
205 SAINT LOUIS STREET
SUITE 407
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 831-4167
* AD PV CI *

SIGMA HOUSE INC
SPRINGFIELD UNIT
800 SOUTH PARK AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-3339
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DH PR TX CI *

TRENTON

NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1601 EAST 28TH STREET
TRENTON, MO 64683
(816) 359-4487
HOTLINE(S): (800) 841-3866
* AD *

NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1601 EAST 28TH STREET
TRENTON, MO 64683
(816) 359-4487
HOTLINE(S): (800) 841-3866
* AD DT RR AM W Y DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

TROY

BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
TROY RECOVERY CENTER
1011 EAST CHERRY STREET
TROY, MO 63379
(314) 528-7611
HOTLINE(S):
(314) 528-7611; (314) 939-9945
* AD RR AM A B CU HV DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

WARRENSBURG

WEST CENTRAL MISSOURI MHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520-C BURKARTH ROAD
WARRENSBURG, MO 64093
(816) 747-7127
HOTLINE(S): (816) 478-3199
* AD DT RR AM MD PR CH TX PV CS *

WASHINGTON

CLAYTON CONCEPTS INC
NEW HOPE
1321 EAST 5TH STREET
WASHINGTON, MO 63090
(314) 239-1814
HOTLINE(S): (314) 486-5692
* AD DT RR AM W A PI CU HV DH MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

MENTZVILLE

BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
BRIDGEMAY LONGTERM
300 NORTH LINN STREET
MENTZVILLE, MO 63385
(314) 327-7785
* AD AM A B CU HV DH MD PR TX *

WEST PLAINS

SOUTH CENTRAL MISSOURI REHAB CENTER
1015 LANTON ROAD
WEST PLAINS, MO 65775
(417) 256-2570
* AD DT RR AM W PI CU DH PR CH TX *
* PV CI SS CS *
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kalispell</td>
<td>Flathead Valley Chemical Dependency Clinic Inc 1512 North Meridian Road Kalispell, MT 59901 (406) 756-6453</td>
<td>(406) 756-6453</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GLACIER VIEW HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT 200 Heritage Way Kalispell, MT 59901 (406) 752-5422</td>
<td>(800) 843-2890</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LENISTOWN ALC AND DRUG SERVICES OF CENTRAL MT 500 First Avenue North Centennial Plaza Suite 204 Lenistown, MT 59457 (406) 530-8421</td>
<td>(406) 530-8421</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIBBY RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LINCOLN COUNTY MAIN OFFICE 418 Main Avenue Libby, MT 59923 (406) 293-7731</td>
<td>(406) 293-7731</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIVINGSTON SOUTHWEST CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 414 East Callendar Street Livingston, MT 59047 (406) 222-2812</td>
<td>(406) 222-2812</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARION WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER 200 Hubbard Dam Road Marion, MT 59925 (406) 854-2832</td>
<td>(406) 854-2832</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILES CITY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC 108 North Haynes Avenue Miles City, MT 59301 (406) 232-6542</td>
<td>(406) 232-6542</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services, Chemical Dependency Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pine Hills School for Boys**
- Chemical Dependency Program
- Miles City, MT 59301
  - (406) 232-1777
  - AD AM Y TX PV CI CS *

**Veteran Affairs Medical Center**
- Substance Abuse Services
- 210 South Winchester Street
  - Miles City, MT 59301
  - (406) 232-3060 Ext. 2510
  - AD CI *

**Missoula**
- Missoula Indian Alcohol and Drug Services
- 2010 South Avenue West
  - Missoula, MT 59801
  - (406) 726-2700
  - (406) 726-3749; (406) 726-3822
  - AD AM W AI PG PI CU DW PR TX PV *

**Saint Patrick Hospital**
- Addiction Treatment Program
- 500 West Broadway
  - Missoula, MT 59802
  - (406) 543-7271 Ext. 3020
  - AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

**Western Montana Regional Mental Health Turning Point**
- 500 North Higgins Street
  - Suite 101
  - Missoula, MT 59802
  - (406) 728-6017
  - (406) 543-8623
  - AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
  - DW MD PR TX PV CI *

**Polson**
- Lake County Chemical Dependency Program
- 125th Avenue East
  - Polson, MT 59860
  - (406) 883-4460
  - AD AM W Y PG PI DW TX PV CI CS *

**Poplar**
- Spotted Bull Treatment Center
  - 603 1/2 Court Avenue
  - Poplar, MT 59255
  - (406) 768-3652
  - (406) 768-3652
  - (800) 351-5298 MT # ONLY
  - AD RR Y B H AI HY DW TX *

**Ronan**
- Confederated Salish/Kootenai Tribes Tribal Human Services
- 26 Round Butte Road/West
  - Ronan, MT 59864
  - (406) 676-2500
  - AD RR AM Y AI DW TX CI *

**Scobey**
- High Plains Chemical Dependency Services
- Daniels County Satellite
- 205 Smith Avenue
  - Scobey, MT 59263
  - (406) 807-2791
  - AD AM PR TX PV CI *

**Swan Lake**
- Swan River Forest Camp
  - Chemical Dependency Program
  - Swan Lake, MT 59911
  - (406) 754-2292
  - AD AM DW TX CI *

**Wilsall**
- Wilderness Treatment Center II
  - RR 1
  - Wilsall, MT 59086
  - (406) 570-2511
  - AD RR Y B H AI CU PR CH TX PV CI *
NEBRASKA

RENAISSANCE PROGRAM
703 WEST 24TH AVENUE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-0255
* AD AM PR TX PV *

BLAIR
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/BLAIR
753 NORTH 21ST STREET
BLAIR, NE 68008
(402) 426-2434
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI CS *

BROKEN BOW
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT
COUNSELING SERVICE/BROKEN BOW
165 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BROKEN BOW, NE 68822
(308) 872-6499
* AD AM PR TX *

CHADRON
NORTHWEST NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
245 EAST 10TH STREET
CHADRON, NE 69337
(308) 432-4416
* AD AM PR TX CI CS *

COLUMBUS
MID EAST NEBRASKA
MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
3314 26TH STREET
COLUMBUS, NE 68601
(402) 564-1926
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER INC
4807 29TH STREET
COLUMBUS, NE 68601
(402) 564-9994
* AD RR Y MD PR TX *

CRETE
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1240 IVY STREET
CRETE, NE 68333
(402) 826-2000
* AD AM PR CH TX *

DAVID CITY
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
367 E STREET
DAVID CITY, NE 68632
(402) 367-4126
* AD AM PR CH TX *

FAIRBURY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEAVER
2719 COURTHOUSE AVENUE
FAIRBURY, NE 68725
(402) 274-4375
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

FALLS CITY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEAVER
116 WEST 19TH STREET
FALLS CITY, NE 68355
(402) 245-4458
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

FREMONT
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/FREMONT
1627 EAST MILITARY STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-2045
* AD AM Y PJ DM MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICAID
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CH = CHAMPS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MP = METHADONE TREATMENT

SOBERING-UP STATION
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLABORATIVE SERVICES
NEBRASKA

PATHFINDER
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
610 NORTH H STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-1114
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

UNITED FAMILY SERVICES INC
U TURN
640 NORTH H STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-5556
* AD PV *

GENEVA
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
831 F STREET
GENEVA, NE 68361
(402) 759-4761
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

GORDON
NORTHWEST NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/GORDON
GORDON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-2330
* AD AM PR TX CI CS *

GRAND ISLAND
CENTRAL NEBRASKA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
219 WEST 2ND STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 384-7365
HOTLINE(S): (308) 304-7365
* DA PV *

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC
406 WEST K OENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-0422
HOTLINE(S): (308) 384-30498; (308) 382-3199
* AD RR TX *

LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES OF NEBR INC
2121 NORTH NEBB ROAD
SUITE 206
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 302-0476
* AD AM MD TX PV CI CS *

MD PLAINS CTR FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVS
914 BAUMAN STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 381-5250
* AD AM M Y CU DW MC MD PR CH TX *

MILNE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
406 WEST K OENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-9451
HOTLINE(S):
(308) 380-7048; (308) 382-3199
* AD DT M PI TX *

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERVICES
2112 WEST FAIDLEY STREET
MEMORIAL HEALTH CENTER
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 381-5622
* AD AM PR TX PV CS *

REGION III SCHOOL COMMUNITY INTERVENTION PREVENTION PROGRAM
424 WEST 3RD STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68802
(308) 381-6143
* AD PV *

SAINT FRANCIS ALCOHOLISM/DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
2116 WEST FAIDLEY AVENUE
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 389-5427
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2201 NORTH BROADWELL STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 389-2145
HOTLINE(S):
(308) 382-3660 EXT 2293
* AL RR TX PV CI *

HASTINGS
HASTINGS AREA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUGS
432 NORTH MINNESOTA STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-0524
* AD PV *

HASTINGS REGIONAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-2471 EXT. 430
* AD RR H B H A1 PG CU HY DW MC MD *
* PR TX *

MARY LANNING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
715 NORTH SAINT JOSEPH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-7575
* AD DT RR AM H DW MC MD PR CH TX *

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
HASTINGS CLINIC
612 WEST 6TH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 465-5684
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

THE BRIDGE INC
922 NORTH DENVER STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 462-6677
* AD RR PR TX PV CI *

HEBRON
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BETRICE/THAYER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HEBRON, NE 68370
(402) 768-7450
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

HOLDREGE
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
HOLDREGE CLINIC
HOLDREGE, NE 68949
(308) 995-6597
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

IMPERIAL
HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND CONSULTING CLINIC
839 DOUGLAS STREET
IMPERIAL, NE 69033
(308) 802-4203
HOTLINE(S):
(308) 534-6963 MAY CALL COLLECT
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

KEARNEY
RICHARD YOUNG HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
4600 17TH AVENUE
KEARNEY, NE 68847
(308) 236-2000
HOTLINE(S): (308) 236-2000
* AD DT RR AM W Y PG CU MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3010 CENTRAL AVENUE
KEARNEY, NE 68847
(308) 237-5951
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

LEXINGTON
HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND CONSULTING CLINIC
307 EAST 5TH STREET
LEXINGTON, NE 68850
(308) 324-6754
HOTLINE(S): (308) 534-6963
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
NEBRASKA

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER CHEMICAL ABUSE SERVICES
600 SOUTH 70TH STREET
UNIT 116A
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 489-3802
* AD DT RR AM PR TX CS *

YOUTH SERVICE SYSTEM
2202 SOUTH 11TH STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 475-3040
HOTLINE(S): (402) 475-6261 CRISIS HOTLINE
* AD PV *

MACY
MACY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CLINIC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
MACY, NE 68039
(402) 837-5004
* AD AM AI MC MD PR TX *

MACY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICES
MEN'S HALFWAY HOUSE
MACY, NE 68039
(402) 837-5318
* AD RR AI MC MD PR CH TX *

MACY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICES
WOMEN'S HALFWAY HOUSE
MACY, NE 68039
(402) 837-5377
* AD RR W MC MD PR CH TX *

MACY YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
MACY, NE 68039
(402) 837-5671
* AD PV *

MCDOUG
HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING CLINIC
502 WEST B STREET
MCDOUG, NE 69001
(308) 345-2770
HOTLINE(S): (308) 354-6963
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NEBRASKA CITY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BILLIE BEATRICE
1903 4TH CORSO
NEBRASKA CITY, NE 68410
(402) 875-5505
HOTLINE(S): (402) 875-5505
* AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
OAK ARBOR RECOVERY CENTER
1314 3RD AVENUE
NEBRASKA CITY, NE 68410
(402) 875-3321 EXT. 250
HOTLINE(S): (402) 875-3321
* AD AM H DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

N HiOBRARA
SANTÉ ZOU PE JORDEN HJ/HEALTH EDUC.
ADDITIONS RECOVERY TRAINING (HEART) ROUTE 2
NIOBRARA, NE 68760
(402) 857-3509
* AD AM TX PV *

NORTHAMERICAN
METHODIST RICHARD YOUNG
LUTHERAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
2700 NORDFOLK AVENUE
NORTHAMERICAN, NE 68702
(402) 371-4800
HOTLINE(S): (800) 252-6965
* AD AM H Y AI CU DM MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

MONROE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
201 HILLER AVENUE
NORTHAMERICAN, NE 68701
(402) 371-7530
* AD AM Y PG DM MC MD PR TX *

THE ANARE PROGRAM
105 NORTH 4TH STREET
NORTHAMERICAN, NE 68701
(402) 370-5113
HOTLINE(S): (800) 672-8323
* AD PV *

THE LINK INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
1001 NORDFOLK AVENUE
NORTHAMERICAN, NE 68701
(402) 371-5510
HOTLINE(S): (402) 371-5510 9AM-5PM
(402) 371-0527 5PM-9AM
* AD RR PI CU DM PR TX *

WELL LINK INC
395 NORTH 9TH STREET
NORTHAMERICAN, NE 68702
(402) 644-4707
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM TX *

NORTH PLATTE
CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
311 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69103
(308) 534-1012
* AD PV *

HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING CLINIC
110 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 534-6029
HOTLINE(S): (308) 534-0440
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
1300 EAST 4TH STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 532-0587
* AD AM PG PR CH TX *

NEW HORIZON HALFWAY HOUSE
110 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 534-6963
HOTLINE(S): (308) 534-6963
* AD RR TX *

NEW HORIZONS DETOXIFICATION UNIT
110 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 534-6963
HOTLINE(S): (308) 534-0440
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *

PARENTS ACTION IN NEBRASKA
FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
3014 CEDAR BERRY ROAD
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 534-2141
* AD PV *

O'NEILL
SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
204 EAST EVERETT STREET
O'NEILL, NE 68763
(402) 336-2800
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
NORTH 10TH STREET
O'NEILL, NE 68763
(402) 336-3747
* AD DT RR MD PR CH TX *

OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE
OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTION OFFICE
109 GRANT CIRCLE
SUITE 101
OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE, NE 68113
(402) 294-3709
* AD AM Y TX *

OGALLALA
HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING CLINIC
103 EAST 10TH STREET
OGALLALA, NE 69153
(308) 284-6767
HOTLINE(S): (308) 534-6963
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
NEBRASKA

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3500 NORTH 60TH STREET
SHEEHAN CENTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 558-3533
* AD AM W PG CU DW PR TX *

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT GABRIELS CENTER
3685 LAREMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 451-0264
* AD DT RR PR TX *

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT RAPHAEL TRANSITIONAL LIVING 4727 HAMILTON STREET
OMAHA, NE 68132
(402) 551-9580
* AD RR PR TX *

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
THE SHELTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 559-5700
* DA PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
4101 WOODWORTH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 346-0800
* AD RR AM PR TX *

ORD
NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPAT COUNSELING SERV/ORD
314 SOUTH 14TH STREET
ORD, NE 68862
(308) 728-3678
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

OSCEOLA
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
121 NORTH STATE STREET
OSCEOLA, NE 68651
(402) 747-6791
* AD AM PR CH TX *

PAPILLION
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
PAPILLION CLINIC
1246 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
PAPILLION, NE 68046
(402) 595-0639
* AD AM W Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CS *

MIDLANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RECOVERY SERVICES
HIGHWAY 370 AT 84TH STREET
PAPILLION, NE 68046
(402) 593-3737
HOTLINE(S):
(402) 593-3737; (402) 592-3738
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SARPY COUNTY ALCOHOL DIVERSION PROGRAM
1210 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
SARPY COUNTY COURTHOUSE SUITE 2101
PAPILLION, NE 68046
(402) 995-2206
* AL PV CI *

PANHANNE CITY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
701 I STREET
PANHANNE CITY, NE 68420
(402) 852-2311
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

PLATTSMOUTH
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
CASS FAMILY CLINIC
2302 WEST 8TH AVENUE
SUITE 4
PLATTSMOUTH, NE 68048
(402) 296-3315
* AD AM W Y DW MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

SCOTTSBLUFF
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER AT
REGIONAL WEST MEDICAL CENTER
3700 AVENUE B
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 630-1280
* AD DT RR AM Y DW MC MD PR CH TX *

HOMESTEAD HALFWAY HOUSE INC
MENS PROGRAM
1624 AVENUE A
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 632-7494
* AD RR B H AI CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

HOMESTEAD HALFWAY HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
513 WEST 29TH STREET
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 655-2731
* AD RR H B H AI CU MC MD PR CH TX *

PANHANDLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4110 AVENUE D
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 655-3171
HOTLINE(S):
(308) 635-3171
* AD AM W Y H DW MC MD PR CH TX *

PANHANDLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
1517 BROADWAY
SUITE 124
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 632-3044
* AD PV *

Seward
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 SEWARD STREET
SEWARD, NE 68434
(402) 643-3343
* AD AM PR CH TX *

RIVENDELL PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
3770 RIVENDELL DRIVE
SEWARD, NE 68434
(402) 643-3770
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 950-5770; (402) 643-3770
* AD RR Y AI MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SIDNEY
MEMORIAL HEALTH CENTER
ADDITION CENTER
908 11TH AVENUE
SIDNEY, NE 69162
(308) 254-2649
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

SOUTH SIOUX CITY
HEARTLAND COUNSELING SERVICES INC
105 EAST 28TH STREET
SOUTH SIOUX CITY, NE 68776
(402) 696-3337
* AD RR AM W Y H AI PG PI DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

NEW HOPE ALCOHOLISM AND
ADDITION CENTER
SOUTH SIOUX CITY, NE 68776
(402) 694-5447
* AD PV CI *

TECUMSEH
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
515 WEST 29TH STREET
TECUMSEH, NE 68450
(402) 335-3371
HOTLINE(S):
(402) 873-5505 24 HOUR ON CALL
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

VALENITNE
SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
325 NORTH VICTORIA STREET
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
VALENITNE, NE 69201
(402) 376-2909
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *
NEBRASKA

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
543 NORTH LINDEN STREET
WAHOO, NE 68066
(402) 443-4414
* AD AM PR CH TX *

WAYNE

HEARTLAND COUNSELING SERVICES INC
MAYNE SATELLITE CLINIC
421 PEARL STREET
SAINT PAUL LUTHERAN CHURCH
WAYNE, NE 68787
(402) 375-2899
HOTLINE(S): (800) 672-8323
* AD AM Y H AI PG PI CU DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

WEST POINT

MONROE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
900 EAST DECATUR STREET
TRINITY CHURCH
WEST POINT, NE 68788
(402) 372-3244
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

WINNEBAGO

AMERICAN INDIAN HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
HALFAY HOUSE
WINNEBAGO, NE 68071
(402) 878-9139
HOTLINE(S):
(402) 878-2480; (402) 878-9139
* AD RR M TX PV CI SS CS *

AMERICAN INDIAN HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
WINNEBAGO, NE 68071
(402) 878-2480
HOTLINE(S): (402) 878-9139
* AD AM AI DM TX PV CI CS *

WINNEBAGO PUBLIC HEALTH HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCY UNIT
WINNEBAGO, NE 68071
(402) 878-2874
* AD RR H A AI PG PI HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

YORK

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
727 LINCOLN AVENUE
YORK, NE 68467
(402) 362-6128
* AD AM PR CH TX *
NEVADA

AUSTIN

CHURCHILL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL
YOMBA
ROUTE 1
AUSTIN, NV 89310
(702) 964-2463
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU TX PV CI *

YOMBA SHOSHONE TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
HC61
AUSTIN, NV 89310
(702) 964-2244
* AD PV CI *

BATTLE MOUNTAIN

BATTLE MOUNTAIN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
35 MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
SUITE 205
BATTLE MOUNTAIN, NV 89802
(702) 635-8210
HOTLINE(S): (702) 635-8200; (702) 635-8837
* AD AM M Y A H AI PG CU HV DH TX *
* PV CI SS CS *

CARSON CITY

CARSON CITY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
625 FAIRVIEW DRIVE
SUITE 111
CARSON CITY, NV 89701
(702) 882-5945
HOTLINE(S): (702) 882-3945
* AD AM M Y PR TX PV *

CARSON DETOX CENTER
105 NORTH ROOP STREET
CARSON CITY, NV 89701
(702) 885-2727
* AD DT TX *

RURAL CLINICS CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
STEERH FACILITY
BUILDING 107
CARSON CITY, NV 89710
(702) 687-5084
HOTLINE(S): (702) 323-6111 CONTRACTED CRISIS CALL
* AD CI *

STATE OF NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF PRISONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM ADMIN OFFICE
5500 SNYDER AVENUE
CARSON CITY, NV 89702
(702) 887-5249
* AD *

YOUNG VOLUNTEERS OF NEVADA
1937 NORTH CARSON STREET
SUITE 101
CARSON CITY, NV 89706
(702) 883-8118
* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

DUCKWATER

DUCKWATER TRIBAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
DUCKWATER, NV 89314
(702) 863-0222
* AD PV CI CS *

ELKO

NEVADA YOUTH TRAINING CENTER
HIGHWAY 40
ELKO, NV 89801
(702) 738-7182
* AD PV CI *

RUBY VIEW COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT
401 RAILROAD STREET
SUITE 301
ELKO, NV 89801
(702) 738-8004
HOTLINE(S): (702) 738-8004; (702) 738-0166
* AD AM Y AI CU HV DH PR TX PV CI *

VITALITY CENTER
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
3740 EAST IDAHO STREET
ELKO, NV 89801
(702) 738-8004
HOTLINE(S): (702) 738-8004
* AD RR M Y B AI PG CU HV DH PR *
* TX PV CI SS *

VITALITY CENTER
TEEN DISCOVERY
1297 IDAHO STREET
ELKO, NV 89801
(702) 738-5437
HOTLINE(S): (702) 738-KIDS; (702) 738-8004
* AD RR Y A AI PG CU PR TX PV CI *

ELY

BRISTLECONE COUNSELING SERVICE
OUTPATIENT
2200 ALVAREZ STREET
ELY, NV 89301
(702) 289-8288
HOTLINE(S): (702) 289-8288; (702) 738-8004
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU PV TX *
* PV CI *

FALLON

CHURCHILL COUNCIL
DAY TREATMENT
90 NORTH MAIN STREET
FALLON, NV 89406
(702) 423-1412
HOTLINE(S): (702) 423-1412; (800) 232-6382
* AD AM M Y AI PG CU CH TX CI *
* CS *

CHURCHILL COUNCIL
NEW FRONTIER TREATMENT CENTER
165 NORTH CARSON STREET
FALLON, NV 89406
(702) 423-6048
HOTLINE(S): (702) 423-6048; (702) 423-1412
* AD AM M Y B AI PG CU DH PR TX *

WASHOES

MINERAL COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
407 E STREET
WASHOES, NV 89415
(702) 945-2363
* AD AM PR TX CI *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PE = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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NEVADA

NORTH LAS VEGAS
LAKE MEAD HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1409 EAST LAKE MEAD BOULEVARD
NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV 89050
(702) 642-6905
HOTLINE(S): (702) 642-6905
* AD DT M A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX CI *

RENO
DICKSON O'BRYAN AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 EVANS AVENUE
RENO, NV 89512
(702) 786-1894
HOTLINE(S): (702) 786-1894 SAME AS OFC PHONE 24 HR
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CS *

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE OF NORTHERN NEVADA
777 SINCLAIR STREET
SUITE 100
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 329-0623
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT/CENTRAL INTAKE
320 FLINT STREET
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 786-6563
HOTLINE(S): (702) 329-4047; (702) 786-6563
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

OIKOS INC
ADOLESCENT CARE AND TREATMENT
3000 DICKERSON ROAD
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 322-4357
HOTLINE(S): (702) 322-HELP WORK HRS & THRU ANS SER
* AD RR AM Y AI PR CH TX PV CS *

RENO SPARKS DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
34 RESERVATION ROAD
RENO, NV 89502
(702) 329-5071
* AD PV CI CS *

RIDGE HOUSE
57 VINE STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 322-8941
* AD RR H TX *

SAINT MARYS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SAINT MARYS ADOLESCENT CHEM DEPENDENCY
235 WEST 6TH STREET
3 EAST
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 789-3111
HOTLINE(S): (702) 789-3111
* AD RR AM Y PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI SS CS *

SALVATION ARMY
ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
835 EAST 2ND STREET
RENO, NV 89505
(702) 329-8254
* AD RR PI CU HV DM TX *

STEP TWO
76 KEYSTONE AVENUE
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 786-0867
HOTLINE(S): (702) 786-0867
* AD RR H A AI PG PI HV DM MC *
* MD TX *

TRANSITION HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL AND AFTERCARE
52 WEST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 325-0416
* AD RR AM B H AI PR CH TX CI *

TRUCKEE MEADOWS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1240 EAST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89512
(702) 325-0478 EXT. 4252
HOTLINE(S): (702) 789-4255
* AD DT RR AM A PI CU MC PR CH TX *
* MM CI CS *

UNIVERSITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
961 NORTH VIRGINIA STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 325-0351
* AD RR Y AI PR TX PV CS *

SILVER SPRINGS
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF PRISONS
WOMENS DUI CENTER
SILVER SPRINGS CONSERVATION CAMP
SILVER SPRINGS, NV 89429
(702) 577-2662
* AD RR H HV *

SPARKS
NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT/DETOX
480 GALLETTI WAY
BUILDINGS 3 AND 4 SECOND FLOOR
SPARKS, NV 89431
(702) 329-0407
HOTLINE(S): (702) 329-0407
* AD DT RR H A B H AI PG PI HV *
* DH PR TX *

WENDOVER
GREAT BASIN COUNSELING SERVICE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
391 ARIA BOULEVARD
WENDOVER, NV 89883
(801) 665-2232
HOTLINE(S): (801) 665-2232; (702) 738-8004
* AD AM Y H AI PG CU HV DH PR TX *
* PV CI *

MINNEAPOLIS
SILVER SAGE COUNSELING SERVICE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
530 MELARKEY STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, NV 89445
(702) 625-3626
HOTLINE(S): (702) 625-3626; (702) 738-8004
* AD AM Y AI CU HV DM PR TX PV CI *

YERINGTON
LYON COUNCIL ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
YERINGTON PROJECT
26 NEVIN WAY
YERINGTON, NV 89447
(702) 465-2656
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

YERINGTON PAIUTE TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
171 CAMPBEL LANE
YERINGTON, NV 89447
(702) 463-5301
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *
### NEW HAMPSHIRE

**BEDFORD**

**NEW LIFE CENTER**  
169 SOUTH RIVER ROAD  
BEDFORD, NH 03110  
(603) 627-9893  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 627-9893  
* AD AM H Y A AZ PG PI CU HV DW PR *  
* TX PV CI CS *

**BERLIN**

**BERLIN/GORHAM**  
DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES  
220 MAIN STREET  
BERLIN, NH 03570  
(603) 752-4105  
* AD PV *

**BETHLEHEM**

**FRIENDSHIP HOUSE**  
ROUTE 302  
BETHLEHEM, NH 03574  
(603) 869-2210  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 869-2210 24 HOURS A DAY  
* AD RR H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *  
* PR TX *

**CLAREMONT**

**BAILEY HOUSE**  
10 BAILEY AVENUE  
CLAREMONT, NH 03743  
(603) 543-3118  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 542-2578  
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *  
* PR CH TX *

**COMMUNITY YOUTH ADVOCATES**  
36 TREMONT SQUARE  
CLAREMONT, NH 03743  
(603) 543-0427  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 543-0427  
* AD PV CI CS *

**COUNSELING CENTER OF CLAREMONT**  
241 ELM STREET  
CLAREMONT, NH 03743  
(603) 542-2578  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 542-2578  
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *  
* PR CH TX PV CI *

### CONCORD

**COMMUNITY ALCOHOL INFORMATION PROG INC**  
10 FERRY STREET  
THE CONCORD CENTER  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 228-0101  
* AD PV CI *

**MERRIMACK COUNTY**  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
48 BRANCH TURNPIKE  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 228-1959  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 228-1959  
* AD DT RR H PI HV TX *

**NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRISON**  
DEPT OF CORRECTIONS/SUBST ABUSE PREV  
281 NORTH STATE STREET  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 271-1811  
* AD DT AM Y A B CU HV DW TX *

**NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRISON**  
CONFERENCE CENTER  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 228-2415  
* AD PV *

**SECOND START**  
17 KNOX STREET  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 225-3318  
* AD PV *

**SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES**  
AT CONCORD  
105 PLEASANT STREET  
STATE OFFICE PARK SQUARE  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 228-9334  
**HOTLINE(S):** (603) 225-9334; (800) 698-7647  
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *  
* MC MD PR CH TX *

### Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td><strong>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE OF CARE:</strong></td>
<td><strong>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION</td>
<td><strong>CU = COCAINE USERS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 HOUR CARE</td>
<td><strong>HV = HIV POSITIVES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td><strong>DM = DHI/ASAP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:</strong></td>
<td><strong>PU = MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td><strong>MD = MEDICAID</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td><strong>PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td><strong>CH = CHAMPS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td><strong>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:</strong></td>
<td><strong>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = MEDICARE</td>
<td><strong>TX = TREATMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIT FUNCTION:</strong></td>
<td><strong>PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PREVENTION/EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIT FUNCTION:</strong></td>
<td><strong>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIT FUNCTION:</strong></td>
<td><strong>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **UNIT FUNCTION:** | **SS = SOBERING-UP STATION** |
| **UNIT FUNCTION:** | **CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES** |
NEW HAMPSHIRE

DUBLIN

BEECH HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
NEW HARRISVILLE ROAD
DUBLIN, NH 03444
(603) 563-8511
* AD RR M Y A PG CU HV DW PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

MARATHON HOUSE
ALCOHOL CRISIS INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1 PIERCE ROAD
DUBLIN, NH 03444
(603) 563-8501
* AL RR PI TX *

MARATHON HOUSE
LONG TERM RESIDENTIAL
1 PIERCE ROAD
DUBLIN, NH 03444
(603) 563-8107
* AD *

EPPING

AMETHYST FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
120 HEDDING ROAD
EPPING, NH 03042
(603) 679-2100
* AD *

EXETER

ROCKINGHAM COUNSELING CENTER
9 HAMPTON ROAD
EXETER, NH 03833
(603) 772-3786
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DW *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GROVETON

NORTHUMBERLAND CITIZENS COMMITTEE
EAGLES NEST
3C STATE STREET
GROVETON, NH 03582
(603) 634-2873
* AD PV *

HAMPTON

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
30 WINNACUNNET ROAD
HAMPTON, NH 03824
(603) 928-6702
* AD RR AM H Y CU HV PR TX *

KEENE

CHESHIRE MEDICAL CENTER
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT
580 COURT STREET
KEENE, NH 03431
(603) 352-4111 EXT. 1360
* AD PV CI CS *

MONADnock REGION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
SHANZLY HOMESTEAD OFFICE
RR 32/OLD HOMESTEAD HIGHWAY
KEENE, NH 03431
(603) 557-5007
* AD AM H Y PI CU HV DW PR CH TX *

LANCIA

HORIZONS COUNSELING CENTER
390 UNION AVENUE
LANCIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-8005
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LAKE REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL
NATHAN BRODY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
80 HIGHLAND STREET
LANCIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-3211 EXT. 2908
HOTLINE(S): (603) 527-2908
* AD DT AM H A PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MULTIPLE DMI OFFENDER PROGRAM
PARADE ROAD
LANCIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-6651
* AD PV CI *

NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
LAKE REGION FACILITY SUMMIT HOUSE
1 RIGHT HAY PATH
LANCIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-8677
* AD RR M A B PG CU HV DW TX *

LEBANON

COUNSELING CENTER OF LEBANON
25 OLD ETNA ROAD
HEELOCK OFFICE PARK
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-1101
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

HEARTEST
14 CHURCH STREET
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-4900
HOTLINE(S): (603) 448-4400
* AD AM H Y PG PI DM TX PV CI SS *
* CS *

WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVS/9
9 COMMERCIAL BUILDING
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-5610
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

WEST CENTRAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
2 WHIPPLE PLACE
SUITE 202
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-0126
HOTLINE(S): (603) 542-2578
* AD *

WEST CENTRAL SERVICES/IDIP
2 WHIPPLE STREET
SUITE 202
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 542-2578
HOTLINE(S): (603) 542-2578
* AL PV CI *

LITTLETON

WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
16 MAPLE STREET
LITTLETON, NH 03561
(603) 444-5358
HOTLINE(S): (603) 444-5358 24 HOUR ON CALL SERVICES
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

MANCHESTER

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
DANIEL WEBSTER COUNCIL EDUC PROG SERVICES
571 HOLT AVENUE
MANCHESTER, NH 03103
(603) 625-6431
* AD PV *

CATHOLIC MEDICAL CENTER
RIVERWAY CENTER FOR RECOVERY
100 MCGREGOR STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03102
(603) 668-3545 EXT. 2174
HOTLINE(S): (603) 626-2174
* AL DT RR AM A HV TX *

FARNUM CENTER
235 HANOVER STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03104
(603) 622-3020
* AD RR AM PG PR TX *

LAKE SHORE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 ZACHARY ROAD
MANCHESTER, NH 03109
(603) 645-6700
HOTLINE(S): (603) 645-6700
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *
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SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
NEW START
172 KINSLEY STREET
NASHUA, NH 03061
(603) 882-5000 EXT. 6450
HOTLINE(S): (800) 327-3331
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

NEW HAMPSHIRE

WOLFEBORO FALLS
FXH CONSULTING INC
10 CENTER STREET
WOLFEBORO FALLS, NH 03896
(603) 569-5818 EXT. 226
* AD AM Y A PG PI CU HV DM PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

WOLFEBORO

COUNSELING CENTER OF NEWPORT
92 SOUTH MAIN STREET
NEWPORT, NH 03773
(603) 863-1951
HOTLINE(S): (603) 863-1951
* AD AM N Y A PG PI HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

PORTSMOUTH

NEW HEIGHTS
135 DANIEL STREET
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801
(603) 431-2111
* AD PV CI *

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES AT PORTSMOUTH
140 CONGRESS STREET
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801
(603) 431-8305
HOTLINE(S): (800) 698-7647
* AD AM N A PG PI CU HV PR CH TX *

SUNAPEE

SEMINOLE POINT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WOODLAND ROAD
SUNAPEE, NH 03782
(603) 763-2545
HOTLINE(S): (800) 633-4000
* AD RR M Y A CU HV PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

WHITEFIELD

WHITE MOUNTAIN REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
ROUTE 3
WHITEFIELD, NH 03598
(603) 837-2528
* AD PV CI *

WOLFEBORO

CARROLL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HUGGINS HOSPITAL
WOLFEBORO, NH 03894
(603) 569-1884
* AD AM N MC MD PR CH TX *

ASHUA

BROOKSIDE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 NORTH BOULEVARD
ASHUA, NH 03063
(603) 886-5000
HOTLINE(S): (603) 886-5000
* AD DT RR M Y A B H AI PI CU HV *
* DM MC PR CH TX MM PV CI CS *

ASHUA YOUTH COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ONE STREET EXTENSION
KEystone HALL
ASHUA, NH 03060
(603) 880-1894
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* DM TX *

ASHUA YOUTH COUNCIL
1 TEMPLE STREET
ASHUA, NH 03060
(603) 889-1090
* AD AM H Y TX *
NEW JERSEY

ABSECON
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
ATLANTIC COUNTY/ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
312 EAST WHITEHORSE PIKE
ABSECON, NJ 08205
(609) 692-2377
* AD AM DW MC MD PR CH TX *
IDRC COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/
THOMAS E HANDB PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES
203 EAST JIMMIE LEEDS ROAD
ABSECON, NJ 08201
(609) 748-3331
* AD AM W Y B CU DN TX PV CI CS *
WILLIAM A MILLER PHD CAC
18 BAYVIEW DRIVE
ABSECON, NJ 08201
(609) 646-2243
* AD AM Y A HV DW MC PR CH TX PV *

ASBURY PARK
CENTER OF LOVE INC
115 DEWITT AVENUE
ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712
(908) 775-1450
* AD AM W Y B H CU TX *
JERSEY SHORE ADDICTION SERVICES INC
T/A ASBURY PARK DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1200 MEMORIAL DRIVE
ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712
(908) 988-8877
* AD AM W A H PG CU HV MD TX MM PV *

ATLANTIC CITY
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (IHD)
1315 PACIFIC AVENUE
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401
(609) 345-4035
* AD RR AM Y A HV DW MD TX MM PV *
* CI *

ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS
ALAN E MATONII BSW CADC NCAC II
30 BRIARWOOD AVENUE
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS, NJ 07716
(908) 291-4576
* AD AM W Y B CU HV DM PR TX *

BASKING RIDGE
JEREMIAH BRESNAHAN ACSH CAC AND
MAUREEN BRESNAHAN MS CADC
36 MANCHESTER DRIVE
BASKING RIDGE, NJ 07920
(908) 766-7586
* AD AM PR TX *

BAYONNE
ALTERNATIVES GROUP
COUNSELING SERVICES OF BAYONNE INC
11 WEST 42ND STREET
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 823-9442
* AD AM W Y CU DH TX CS *

ARMY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
HGNTMC-EA MTEA-PE-ADCO
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 823-6529
HOTLINE(S): (201) 823-6529
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

BAYONNE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
601 BROADWAY
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 339-9200
* AD AM A CU HV MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

COMMUNITY PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES
479 AVENUE C
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 339-0142
* AD AM W Y A PG HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

BELLE MEAD
CARRIER FOUNDATION
RECOVERY UNIT/RUSSELL HALL
BELLE MEAD, NJ 08502
(908) 201-1000 EXT. 1496
* AD RR W Y A CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

BELLEVILLE
CMHC OF BELLEVILLE/BLOOMFIELD/MT.LEON
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/PARTIAL CARE PROGRAM
570 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, NJ 07109
(201) 450-3127
* AD AM TX *

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
387 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, NJ 07109
(201) 759-3308
* AD AM DH MC PR CH TX *

BELMAR
WALL YOUTH CENTER
1824 SOUTH 6TH STREET
BELMAR, NJ 07719
(908) 681-1375
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

BELVIDERE
WARREN COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
311 FRONT STREET
BELVIDERE, NJ 07823
(908) 475-0383
HOTLINE(S): (908) 475-0383
* AD PV CI CS *

X KEY X

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION

MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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NEW JERSEY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER OF SOUTHERN JERSEY INC
417 BROADWAY
SEGAloff TREATMENT CENTER
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 757-9190
* AD AM H A B H PG CU HV MD TX MM * CS *

THE STARTING POINT OF NEW JERSEY INC
216 HADDON AVENUE
SENTRY OFFICE PLAZA SUITE 608
CAMDEN, NJ 08108
(609) 854-3155
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

CAPE MAY

RICHARD P KOEPPEL ASSOCIATES INC
BANK STREET COMMONS
SUITE 130
CAPE MAY, NJ 08204
(609) 898-3067
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 922-5532 10AM-6PM M-F
* AD AM Y DH TX PV CI CS *

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE

BURDETT TOMLIN HOSPITAL
DETOX UNIT
STONE HARBOR BOULEVARD
ROUTE 9
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 463-2240
* AD DT AM H Y A B H CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

CAPE MAY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
6 MOORE ROAD
CREST HAVEN COMPLEX
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 463-2282
HOTLINE(S):
(609) 465-2282 RECORDING AFTER HOURS
* AD PV *

CAPE MAY COUNTY JUVENILE/FAMILY CRISIS INTERVENTION/YOUTH DRUG AND ALC SERVS
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-1374 EXT. 22
* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

CAPE MAY COUNTY YOUTH SHELTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
151 CREST HAVEN ROAD
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-5045
* AD RR TX PV CI *

CARTERET

JAMES P DUNLAP ASSOCIATES
75 MILLON STREET
CARTERET, NJ 07008
(908) 541-4579
* AD AM H PG CU DH TX PV CI *

CEDAR GROVE

ESSEX COUNTY EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG
125 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
ESSEX COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER
CEDAR GROVE, NJ 07009
(201) 228-8020
* AD AM H Y B DH TX PV *

GEORGE SNIDER MA CADC CEAP
102 BRUNSWICK ROAD
CEDAR GROVE, NJ 07009
(201) 239-2666
HOTLINE(S): (201) 239-2666
* AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU DH PR TX *

TURNING POINT INC
125 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
CEDAR GROVE, NJ 07009
(201) 239-9400
* AD RR AM H PG CU TX CI *

CHERRY HILL

KENNEDY MEM HOSP/CHERRY HILL DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS/DETOX AND OUTPT CHAPEL AVENUE AND COOPERLANDING ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 488-6449
HOTLINE(S):
(609) 488-6789; (609) 488-6725
* AD DT RR H A H CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

STEININGER CENTER OF CAMDEN COUNTY INC
MICA PROGRAM
19 EAST ORMOND AVENUE
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 427-0400
HOTLINE(S):
(609) 428-HELP COUNTYWIDE
(609) 541-2222
* AD AM MC MD TX *

WEST JERSEY RECOVERY NETWORK
2301 WEST MARLTON PARK
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002
(609) 488-9292
HOTLINE(S): (800) REC-OVER
* AD AM H Y A B CU DH PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

CINNAMINSON

HEALTHMARK COUNSELING
101 ROUTE 130
MADISON BUILDING SUITE 321
CINNAMINSON, NJ 08077
(609) 829-3385
* AD AM H B H Ai PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

CLIFFTON

CLIFFTON COUNSELING SERVICES
60 HADLEY AVENUE
SUITE A
CLIFFTON, NJ 07013
(201) 779-2878
* AD AM H Y A B H CU HV DH PR TX *
* CT *

COUNSELING CENTER
716 BROAD STREET
SUITE 2
CLIFFTON, NJ 07013
(201) 523-7559
* AD AM DH PR CH TX *

PASSAIC COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PREV INC
880 CLIFFTON AVENUE
CLIFFTON, NJ 07015
(201) 473-3366
* AD PV CI CS *

COLLINGSWOOD

GENESIS COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
636 HADDON AVENUE
COLLINGSWOOD, NJ 08108
(609) 858-9314
* AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DH MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

DENVILLE

OPT COUNSELING SERVICES
61 BROADWAY
DENVILLE, NJ 07834
(201) 625-9098
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

DOVER

HOPE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
19-21 BELMONT AVENUE
DOVER, NJ 07802
(201) 361-5555
* AD AM Y A HV DH PR CH TX PV CI *

EAST BRUNSWICK

MIDDLESEX COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
330 MILLTOWN ROAD
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816
(908) 246-1450
HOTLINE(S): (908) 246-1450
* AD PV CI *
NEW JERSEY

FREEHOLD
FREEHOLD COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICE
30 JACKSON MILLS ROAD
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(908) 409-6260
* AD AM Y A B HV TX PV CI CS *

MONMOUTH COUNTY OFFICE ON AGING
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(908) 431-7450
* AD AM H Y A B H PI HV DM TX CI *

GARFIELD
REHABILITATION COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
33 OUTNATER LANE
GARFIELD, NJ 07026
(201) 228-8951
* AD AM PR TX *

GLASSBORO
TOGETHER INC
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
7 STATE STREET
GLASSBORO, NJ 08028
(609) 883-7045
HOTLINE(S): (609) 881-7045
* AD AM Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI *

GLEN GARDENER
FREEDOM HOUSE
ADULT MALE HALFWAY HOUSE
3 PAVILLION ROAD
GLEN GARDNER, NJ 08026
(908) 537-6043
* AD RR B H AI CU HV DM PR TX CS *

HACKENSACK
ALTERNATIVES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
21 MAIN STREET
ROOM 111N
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 487-8464
HOTLINE(S): (201) 487-8464
* AD AM N Y A B H AI PG CU HV TX *
* PV CI CS *

BERGEN COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
214 STATE STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 488-5100
* AD AM CU TX PV CI CS *

BERGEN COUNTY DIV OF FAMILY GUIDANCE
JUPITER PGM/ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE PGM
296 EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
HACKENSACK, NJ 07645
(201) 599-6255
* AD AM Y CU DM TX PV CI *

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL RECOVERY PROGRAM UNIT
21 MAIN STREET
COURT PLAZA SOUTH ROOM 104E
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 646-3336
* AD AM DH TX *

HACKETTSTOWN
HACKETTSTOWN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
651 MILLER GROVE STREET
HACKETTSTOWN, NJ 07840
(908) 852-5100
* AD DT AM H Y A B H PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HADDONFIELD
MIRIAM MUNDY BRODERICK CADC NCAC II
15 SOUTH HADDON AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033
(609) 429-5484
* AD AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CI *

HAMMONTON
ANCORA PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ADDITION SERVICES
202 SPRING GARDEN ROAD
HAMMONTON, NJ 08037
(609) 561-1700
* AD RR W A HV MC MD PR TX PV CI *

HAZLETT
WOMENS CENTER OF MONMOUTH COUNTY INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL COUNSELING
1 BETHANY ROAD
BUILDING 3 SUITE 42
HAZLETT, NJ 07750
(908) 264-4111
HOTLINE(S): (908) 264-4111
* AD AM N PG CU HV MD PR TX CI *

HIGHLAND PARK
ELLEN HULME ED D
308 RARITAN AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904
(908) 247-1520
* AD AM N Y PG PI PR TX PV CI *

HUMAN RESOURCES ASSOCIATES
324 RARITAN AVENUE
SUITE 105
HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904
(908) 985-5511
* AD AM DH MC PR CH TX *

HOBOKEN
SAINT MARYS CMHC
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
314 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 792-8200
HOTLINE(S): (201) 795-5505
* AD AM H A B H PG CU HV DM MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
GIANT STEPS/ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
527 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 792-8290
HOTLINE(S): (201) 792-8290
* AD AM H A B H PG DM MD PR TX *

THE HARBOR
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1405 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 656-6040
HOTLINE(S): (800) 561-5433
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI PG CU *
* HV DM PR TX CI *

HOLMDEL
BAYSIDE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
719 NORTH BEERS STREET
HOLMDEL, NJ 07733
(908) 739-0084
* AD AM N Y PI CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

HOLLIDAY
HOHELL TOWNSHIP YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
PREVENTORIUM ROAD
HOLLIDAY, NJ 07751
(908) 938-3747
HOTLINE(S): (908) 938-3747
* AD AM N Y TX PV CI CS *

IRVINGTON
L AND L CLINICS INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
57-59 NEN STREET
IRVINGTON, NJ 07111
(201) 573-2010
* DA AM TX MM CI *

UNDERWOOD COUNSELING
1354 CLINTON AVENUE
IRVINGTON, NJ 07111
(201) 371-1600
* AD AM TX PV *
NEW JERSEY

OXFORD

DOMESTIC ABUSE AND RAPE CRISIS CENTER
DECIDE PROGRAM
RURAL ROUTE 1
OXFORD, NJ 07863
(201) 265-0679
HOTLINE(S): (908) 453-4121
* AD AM TX PV CI *

NORTHWEST NJ COMMUNITY ACTION PROG INC
67 JAMES BURNS DRIVE
OXFORD, NJ 07863
(201) 689-4466
* AD AM Y PG CU PR TX PV CI *

PARISI

BERGEN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
BERGEN PINES HOSPITAL COMPLEX
BUILDING 7/SPRING HOUSE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 261-2183
HOTLINE(S): (201) 261-2183
* PV *

BERGEN PINES COUNTY HOSPITAL
EVEGRN TREATMENT CENTER
EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 967-4194
* AD DT AM W A H HV MC MD PR MM PV *
* CI CS *

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTERS INC
11 MACKAY AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 368-9595
* AD AM Y CU DM MD PR TX PV CI *

HISPANIC INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR HISPANICS WITH ALC/DRUG PROB
17 ARCADIAN AVENUE
SUITE 202
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 368-1414
HOTLINE(S): (201) 368-1414 AFT HRS RECORDING
AVAIL
* AD AM H CU DM TX PV CI CS *

MD BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
610 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 265-0200
HOTLINE(S): (201) 265-0200; (201) 262-HELP
* AD AM Y B H AI PG CU DH MC MD *
* PR TX CS *

SPRING HOUSE/HALFWAY HOUSE
EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
BERGEN PINES COMPLEX BLDG 7
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 261-3562
* AD RR H TX *

PARLIN

SOUTH AMBOY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CTR/OUTPT
1145 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
PARLIN, NJ 08859
(908) 721-3000
HOTLINE(S): (908) 727-5222
* AD AM DM MC MD PR TX PV CI *

PARSIPPANY

ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
620 WEST HANOVER AVENUE
PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054
(201) 286-6990
* AD AM TX *

PASSAIC

HISPANIC INFORMATION CENTER
ALCOHOL OUTREACH PROG FOR MINORITIES
270 PASSAIC STREET
PASSAIC, NJ 07055
(201) 779-7022
* AD AM N Y B H PI CU DM TX PV CI *

NORTHEAST LIFE SKILLS ASSOCIATES INC
111 HOME AVENUE
PASSAIC, NJ 07055
(201) 777-2962
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV DM MD TX *
* MM PV CI *

PATERSON

BARNERT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
660 BROADWAY
PATERSON, NJ 07514
(201) 977-6704
HOTLINE(S): (201) 977-6704
* AD PI CU DM MC MD PR TX *

EVAS SHELTER
HALFWAY HOUSE FOR MEN
96 HAMILTON STREET AND SAINT JOHNS ST
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 742-0639
* AD RR A B PI CU HV DM TX *

PATERSON COUNSELING CENTER INC
321 MAIN STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 523-8316
* DA AM A H PG CU HV MD MM *

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSP AND MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT MICA TREATMENT PROGRAM
703 MAIN STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07503
(201) 977-2082
* AD AM Y MD PR TX *

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSP AND MEDICAL CENTER
HARBOR HOUSE
703 MAIN STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07503
(201) 977-2152
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

THE NEW BEGINNING IS NOW INC
A COMMUNITY FAMILY CARE SERVICES PROG
833 MADISON AVENUE
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 523-2227
* AD AM N Y B H PG CU DM TX CS *

PEQUANNOCK

GLEN BURKE SR NCAC II CADC CAC
PEQUANNOCK, NJ 07440
(201) 628-7594
* AD AM N Y B H PI CU DM PR TX *

PERTH AMBOY

ADDITION MANAGEMENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
182 JEFFERSON STREET
YMCA BUILDING
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(908) 920-9311
* AD AM N Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX *
* PV *

RARITAN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITION TREATMENT SERVICES
530 NEW BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(908) 442-3700 EXT. 5188
HOTLINE(S): (909) 442-3794
* AD DT RR AM WY A B H PG PI CU *
* HV DM MC MD PR CH TX MM CS *

RARITAN BAY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT/OUTPT
570 LEE STREET
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(908) 442-1666 EXT. 46
HOTLINE(S): (908) 442-1666
* AD AM A H HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

PHILLIPSBURG

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WARREN ADAPT
700 SAYRE AVENUE
PHILLIPSBURG, NJ 08865
(908) 454-2074
* AD AM Y PG CU HV DH MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

306
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MONMOUTH COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
208 MAPLE AVENUE
SUITE 4
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(908) 576-1800
HOTLINE(S): (908) ALA-CALL
* AD PV CS *

RIVERVIERN MEDICAL CENTER/CENTURY HOUSE
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
87 EAST FRONT STREET
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(908) 550-2470
HOTLINE(S):
(908) 550-2470; (908) 530-2416
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DW *
* MD PR TX CS *

RIDGEWOOD
FURMAN CLINIC INC
407 GOLFF ROAD
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 670-1940
* AD AM H Y PI CU DW PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

HENRY SELIGSON PHD/BRYAN GRANELII PHD
112 PROSPECT STREET
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07452
(201) 445-4310
* AD AM H CU DW PR TX *

RINGWOOD
SANDRA A CARLSON COUNSELING
11 SUNSET ROAD
RINGWOOD, NJ 07456
(201) 962-4425
* AD AM H CU DW PR TX *

RIVERSIDE
ZURBRUGG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
RIVERSIDE DIV ALCE SERV/DATS PROGRAM
HOSPITAL PLAZA
RIVERSIDE DIVISION
RIVERSIDE, NJ 08075
(609) 835-3492
HOTLINE(S): (609) 835-3456
* AD DT RR H B B H B B PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX CI *

ROCKLEIGH
BERGEN COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
LADDER PROGRAM
35 PIEMPONT ROAD
ROCKLEIGH, NJ 07647
(201) 767-3290
* AD RR CU HV TX *

---

ARREN HOSPITAL
ALC/DRUG RECOVERY CENTER/DETOX
85 ROSEBERRY STREET
HILLIPSBURG, NJ 08865
(908) 859-6787
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX *

ARREN HOSPITAL
IC CARD PROGRAM/INPATIENT
85 ROSEBERRY STREET
ENTAL HEALTH UNIT 2 SOUTH
HILLIPSURB, NJ 08865
(908) 859-6782
HOTLINE(S):
(908) 454-5141 OPER BY FAMILY GUID CTR
* AD DT B B H DW MC MD PR TX PV CI *

ISCATAYW
MDNJ/CNHC AT PISCATAYW
ADDICTION RECOVERY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
67 HOES LANE
ISCATAYW, NJ 08854
(908) 463-4726
HOTLINE(S):
(908) 463-4224 FOR PSYCH EMER ONLY
* AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LAINEFIELD
LAINEFIELD RED CROSS
CTIONS PROGRAM
32 WEST FRONT STREET
LAINEFIELD, NJ 7060
(201) 756-7866
* AD AM TX *

LAINEFIELD TREATMENT CENTER
19 NORTH AVENUE
LAINEFIELD, NJ 07060
(908) 757-0450
* DA AM H A B HV MC MD PR MM PV CI *

PROJECT ALERT/ALERTOP/DUDLEY HOUSE
50 PUTNAM AVENUE
LAINEFIELD, NJ 07060
(908) 753-3082
* AD RR AM B A B PG PI CU HV DW TX *

UNION COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
DOLENTIAL ALCOHOL PROGRAM
17-119 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
LAINEFIELD, NJ 07060
(908) 756-6870
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

OMPTON LAKE
ATTHEM E COLLINS CDC CPRS
COUNSELING AND RELAPSE PRV SERVICES
09 BEECH AVENUE
OMPTON LAKE, NJ 07442
(201) 839-4854
* AD AM Y DW TX PV CI CS *

PRINCETON
FAMILY SERVICE OF PRINCETON
OUTP ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND EDUC
120 JOHN STREET
PRINCETON, NJ 08542
(609) 294-2098
* AD AM H A CU HV DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

PRINCETON HOUSE
ADDICITION RECOVERY PROGRAM
905 HERRONTOWN ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08550
(609) 497-3300
* AD DT RR AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DW MC MD PR CH TX MM PV CI CS *

TOWNSHIP OF PRINCETON
CORNERHOUSE
369 WITHERSPOON STREET
VALLEY ROAD BUILDING
PRINCETON, NJ 08500
(609) 294-8018
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU HV DW PR TX *
* PV *

PRINCETON JUNCTIO
INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY THERAPY
14 WASHINGTON ROAD
PRINCETON JUNCTIO, NJ 08500
(609) 799-3378
* AD AM H PR TX *

RANDCOCAS
HAMPSON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
150 BEVERLY/RANCCOCAS ROAD
RANCCOCAS, NJ 08073
(609) 267-7000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 345-7345
* AD RR H Y A B H PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX MM *

RAHOLPH
MORRIS COUNTY AFTERCARE CENTER
OUTPATIENT/DRUG FREE AND METHADONE
1574 SUSSEX TURNPIKE
RAHOLPH, NJ 07869
(201) 927-6641
* DA AM H MD PR MM *

RED BANK
MARY ANNE RUANE MSH CAC
16 SPRING STREET
SUITE 1607
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(908) 767-4333
* AL AM MC PR TX *

307
NEW JERSEY

PHOENIX HOUSE ACADEMY
35 PIERMONT ROAD
ROCKLEIGH, NJ 07647
(201) 274-1171
* DA RR Y HV MD PR TX CS *

SECAUCUS
HUDSON COUNTY MEADOWVIEW HOSPITAL
MEADOWVIEW DETOX
595 COUNTY AVENUE
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 319-3580
HOTLINE(S):
(201) 319-3580; (201) 319-3582
* AD DT M A B H PI CU HV DN TX *

KIDS OF NORTH JERSEY INC
200 SEAVIEW DRIVE
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 863-0505
* AD AM Y PR TX CI *

NEW JERSEY TREATMENT CAMPUS
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
MEADOWVIEW HOSPITAL
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(609) 292-8930
* DA RR W Y A B H PG PI CU HV TX *

SHREMSBURY
COUNSELING CARE
55 WHITE ROAD
SHREMSBURY, NJ 07702
(908) 223-4275
* AL AM Y PI DN TX PV CI *

SKILLMAN
CRAWFORD HOUSE INC
HALFAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS
362 SUNSET ROAD
SKILLMAN, NJ 08558
(908) 874-5135
* AD RR W Y CU HV TX *

PRINCETON ASSOCIATES FOR TOTAL HEALTH
THE PATH TO WELNESS
100-102 TAMARACK CIRCLE
SKILLMAN, NJ 08558
(908) 921-1842
* AD AM W Y A B PI CU HV DW MC PR *
* TX *

SOMERS POINT
ALPHA CARE
320 NEW ROAD
SOMERS POINT, NJ 08244
(609) 927-1115
* AD AM W H CU DN TX PV CI *

AMETHYST ADDICTIONS SERVICES
1409 ROBERTS AVENUE
SOMERS POINT, NJ 08244
(609) 653-3959
* AD AM PR TX *

SOMERVILLE
GUIDED LIFE STRUCTURES
19 DAVENPORT STREET
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(908) 704-0011
HOTLINE(S): (800) 237-4447
* AD AM B DH PR TX *

SOMERSET COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY INC
112 REHILL AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(908) 722-4900
HOTLINE(S):
(908) 722-4900 9AM-5PM M-F
* AD AM H DH TX PV CI *

SOMERSET MED CTR/SPECIALIZED TRT FOR
ADDICTIONS RECOVERY PROGRAM (STAR)
128 REHILL AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(908) 218-7990
* AD AM H Y MC MD PR TX *

SOMERSET TREATMENT SERVICES
256 EAST MAIN STREET
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(908) 722-1232
* AD AM H Y PI HV DW MD MM PV *
* CI *

SOUTH AMBOY
JACK HYNES MA
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(908) 249-0346
* AD AM DH TX PV *

SOUTH AMBOY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
STARTING POINT PROGRAM
540 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(908) 521-7700
HOTLINE(S): (908) 727-5222
* AD AM H Y Y MC MD PR TX *

SOUTH AMBOY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
540 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(908) 563-4400
HOTLINE(S): (908) 727-5222
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX PV *

169 NORTH STEVENS INC
169 NORTH STEVENS AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(908) 525-1149
* AD AM H DH PR TX CI *

SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH AMBOY CTR BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
MICA COUNSELING
77-B WATER STREET
SOUTH RIVER, NJ 08082
(908) 390-9140
HOTLINE(S): (908) 727-5222
* AD AM DH MC MD PR TX *

STRATFORD
YNCA OF CAMDEN COUNTY AND VICINITY
SOLACE/DOVE PROGRAM
710 WEST LAUREL ROAD
STRATFORD, NJ 08084
(609) 435-6606
HOTLINE(S): (609) 227-1234
* AD PV CI *

SUMMIT
BLAKES ASSOCIATES
45 ASHWOOD AVENUE
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(908) 522-0877
* AD AM TX *

FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT RECOVERY CENTER
2 BROAD STREET
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(908) 273-7600
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

OVERLOOK HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
99 BEAUVIOR AVENUE
SUMMIT, NJ 07902
(908) 522-2837
* AD AM H MC MD PR CH TX *

TEANECK
CENTER FOR ADDICTION REHAB AND EDUC
CARE PROGRAM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
718 TEANECK ROAD
1 MARION
TEANECK, NJ 07666
(201) 833-3741
* AD AM H Y MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

TOMS RIVER
ALLAN J HOREN ACSW
24 FINE FORK DRIVE
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
(908) 361-7206
* AD AM DH MC PR CH TX *

ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER INC
96 EAST WATER STREET
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08754
(908) 286-4242
* AD AM DH PR CH TX *
JERSEY\n
OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF SOCIAL SERVICES\n8007 HOPPER AVENUE\nTRENTON, NJ 08618\n(609) 396-5874\nHOTLINE(S):\n(609) 396-5874 9AM-5PM M-F\n* AD AM W Y B H PG CU DM PR TX * \n* PV CI *

NEW HORIZON TREATMENT SERVICES INC\n152 PERRY STREET\nTRENTON, NJ 08618\n(609) 392-2822\n* AD DT M B H PG CU PR TX PV CI * \n* CI SS *

UNITED PROGRESS INC\nDETOXIFICATION CENTER\n541 EAST STATE STREET\nTRENTON, NJ 08609\n(609) 392-2822\n* AD DT M B H PG CU PV CI *

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES\n425 CLERMONT TERRACE\nUNION, NJ 07083\n(908) 355-3252\n* AD AM W Y B H PG CU DM MD PR TX PV CI * \n* CS *

FAMILY SERVICES OF TRENTON\nADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM\n7 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE\nTRENTON, NJ 08607\n(609) 385-5184\n* AD AM W Y A B H DV MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* TX *

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE CENTER OF MERCER COUNTY\nOUTPATIENT DRUG SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM\n300 HAMILTON AVENUE\nTRENTON, NJ 08619\n(609) 587-7064\n* AD AM W Y A B H DV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* TS *

VAUXHALL\nSUBURBAN CLINIC\n1 ROSALYN PLACE\nVAUXHALL, NJ 07086\n(908) 687-7188\n* DA AM A H HV MM *

VENOR CITY\nJEWISH FAMILY SERVICES\nADDICTION SERVICES\n3 SOUTH MEYMOUTH AVENUE\nVENOR CITY, NJ 08406\n(609) 822-1108\n* AD AM B CU HV DW MD MC PR CH TX *

VENELAND\nLLOYD REYNOLDS AND MARY REYNOLDS\n733 ELMER STREET\nVENELAND, NJ 08360\n(609) 692-4466
* AD AM DH TX PV CI *

VOORHEES\nREALITY HOUSE INC\nASHLAND OFFICE CENTER\n1 ALPHA AVENUE\nSUITE 45\nVOORHEES, NJ 08043\n(609) 428-5688
* AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DW MD TX *

WALDICK\nVALLEY HOSPITAL\nCOMP OUTPT ADDICTION PROG (COAP)\n20 FRANKLIN TURNPIKE
WALDICK, NJ 07463\n(201) 447-0206
HOTLINE(S): (201) 447-0226
* AD AT AM MC MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

WASHINGTON\nFAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER OF WARREN\nSUBURBAN OUTPATIENT SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM\n1090 ROUTE 57 WEST
WASHINGTON, NJ 07882\n(908) 689-1000
HOTLINE(S): (908) 654-5141
* AD AM W Y U PG DV MC MD PR TX PV CI *
* SS *

WAYNE\nWAYNE TWP COUNSELING CENTER\n475 VALLEY ROAD
WAYNE, NJ 07470\n(201) 694-1234
* AD AM W Y U PG DV MC MD PR TX PV CI *
* SS *

WEST ORANGE\nWEST ORANGE FAMILY YOUTH SERVICE\n4 CHARLES STREET
WEST ORANGE, NJ 07052\n(201) 325-4141
* AD AM W Y U PG DV MC MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

WEST TRENTON\nTRENTON PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL\nMENTALLY ILL CHEM ABUSE (MICA) PROGRAM\nWEST TRENTON, NJ 08628\n(609) 633-1675
* AD RR A B H CU MC MD TX *
NEW JERSEY

WESTFIELD

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE/UNION COUNTY (NCADD)
300 NORTH AVENUE EAST
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
(201) 235-0810
HOTLINE(S):
(908) 235-0810 ANS SER & REF & AFT HRS
(908) 235-0892
* AD AM M Y B CU DW TX PV *

WHITING

AMERICAS KESWICK
KESWICK COLONY DIVISION
601 ROUTE 530
WHITING, NJ 08759
(908) 849-2918
* AD RR B H AI CU HV DW TX *

WILDWOOD

CAPE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
2604 PACIFIC AVENUE
WILDWOOD, NJ 08260
(609) 729-1404
HOTLINE(S): (609) 465-5999
* AD AM W Y A HV DW MD PR CH TX *

WILLIAMSTOWN

MARYVILLE INC
GRANT AVENUE
RD 2
WILLIAMSTOWN, NJ 08094
(609) 629-0244
* AD RR W CU PR TX *

WOODBRIDGE

JFK CENTER FOR DRUG AND ALC PROBLEMS
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
73 GREEN STREET
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
(908) 634-7910
* AD AM W Y CU DW MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

WOODBURY

SERVICES TO OVERCOME DRUG ABUSE AMONG TEENAGERS OF NJ INC (SODAT INC)
124 NORTH BROAD STREET
WOODBURY, NJ 08096
(609) 845-6363
* AD AM W Y B PG HV MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *
NEW MEXICO

ALAMOGORDO
ALAMOGORDO PLACITA REINTRODUCTION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
5102 NORTH FLORIDA STREET
ROUTE 7
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 434-0515
* AD PV CS *

COTERO COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLISM
709 EAST 10TH STREET
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 437-8542
* AD DT RR AM H Y H PI DW PR TX *
* PV CS CS *

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE HEALTH CARE FOR
THE HOMELESS
21001 GOLD AVENUE SW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102
(505) 247-3361
* AD RR AM A B H A PI HV TX *

ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TASA/INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES SUPPORT
46420 MONROE STREET SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 256-4242
* AD PV CI *

ALBUQUERQUE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
ASAC
147 QUINCY STREET NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 260-1545
* AD AM TX MM PV CI CS *

BERNALILLO COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
CRTC FOR ALC/SUBST ABUSE AND ADDICTIONS
1350 ALAMO DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106
(505) 768-0100
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR TX MM PV CI CS *

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF ALBUQUERQUE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5901 ZUNI ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-8800
HOTLINE(S): (800) 874-2476
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI SS CS *

CITIZENS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
7711 ZUNI ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-6811
* AD AM H B H AI PG DW TX CI *

FAMILY RECOVERY INC
11805 MENAUL BOULEVARD NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87112
(505) 293-5146
* AD AM W AI CU DH PR CH TX CI *

HOGARES INC
1218 GRIEGOS ROAD NM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107
(505) 365-8471
* AD RR AM Y MD TX CI *

MESA MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
46420 JEFFERSON LANE NE
SUITE A
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 889-2772
HOTLINE(S): (505) 889-2772
* AD AM H MC MD PR CH TX *

NEM MEXICO CHILDREN YOUTH AND FAMILIES
JUVENILE REINTEGRATION CENTERS
3505 PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87125
(505) 841-4311
* AD PV *

NEM MEXICO FAMILIES IN ACTION
5321 A MENAUL BOULEVARD NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 863-4930
* AD PV *

PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY
THERAPEUTIC PRE SCHOOL AND FAMILY CTR
1101 LOPEZ STREET SW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 877-7060
* AD PV *

PRESBYTERIAN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
5901 HARPER DRIVE NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 823-8585
HOTLINE(S): (505) 823-8585
* AD DT RR AM H A AI HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

SAINT MARTINS HOSPITALITY CENTER
1201 3RD STREET
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87125
(505) 766-6876
* AL AM W B H AI PI TX PV CI *

SELBY CONSULTANTS
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT EDUC AND TRAINING
4233 MONTGOMERY BOULEVARD NE
SUITE 200H
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 884-1205
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CS *

STAYING STRAIGHT
3900 GEORGIA STREET NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 884-9428
HOTLINE(S): (505) 884-9411 EMERGENCY HOTLINE
* AD AM W Y H PR CH TX *

TURQUOISE LODGE
6000 ISLETA BOULEVARD SW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 841-8978
* AD DT RR AM H B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2100 RIDGECREST DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-1711 EXT. 2474
* AD RR A H AI HV PR CH TX PV CI *
* SS *

KEY

** ORIENTATION! **
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE! **
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT! **
W = WOMEN
H = HISPANICS
Y = YOUTH
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
A = AIDS PATIENTS
PG = PREGNANT USERS
B = BLACKS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

** THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS! **
HC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPU

** UNIT FUNCTION! **
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES OF NEW MEXICO/MONROE CLINIC
223 MONROE STREET SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 262-1538
* DA AM A H PG CU HV TX NM CI *

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INC
603 CENTRAL AVENUE NM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 831-6038
* AD AM W Y B H AI TX PV CI *

ANTHONY
SOUTHERN NM HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
880 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE H
ANTHONY, NM 88047
(505) 882-5101
HOTLINE(S): (505) 882-5101
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

ANTHONY(Texas)
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
LA TUNA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ANTHONY(Texas), NM 88021
(915) 866-3422
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV TX PV *

BERNALILLO
LA BUENA VIDA INC
720 CAMINO DEL PUEBLO
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 867-2383
HOTLINE(S): (505) 867-2383
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DN PR TX PV CI CS *

LIFE OPTIONS
2000 CAMINO DEL PUEBLO
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 867-4201
* AD AM DH TX PV CI CS *

CARLSBAD
CARLSBAD MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
VILLA DE ESPERANZA
914 NORTH CANAL STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
(505) 885-4636
HOTLINE(S): (505) 885-6688
* AD DT RR AM H Y CU PR TX PV *

CARLSBAD MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
408 NORTH CANYON STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
(505) 887-2821
* AD PV *

LIFE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM AT
GUADALUPE MEDICAL CENTER
2430 WEST PIERCE STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
(505) 885-3522
HOTLINE(S): (505) 885-3522
* AD DT M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC HD PR CH TX *

SOUTHEASTERN UNITED FAMILY SERVICES
THE SPRING
402 EAST WOOD STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88221
(505) 885-6141
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV MD PR CH *
* TX *

CLOVIS
CURRY ROOSEVELT COUNTY
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/DWI CENTER
5204 NORTHEAST PRINCE STREET
CLOVIS, NM 88010
(505) 769-0451
* AL PV *

EMBUDO
RIO GRANDE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
EMBUDO, NM 88531
(505) 579-4251
* AL DT RR AM H TX *

ESPAÑOLA
SANTA CLARA REHABILITATION CENTER
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
ESPAÑOLA, NM 87532
(505) 753-7326 EXT. 279
* AL DT RR A H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX PV SS CS *

FARMINGTON
ABC COUNSELING SERVICES
219 NORTH ORCHARD STREET
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 325-6465
* AD AM H A B H AI CU HV DM TX *

MEYERS COUNSELING SERVICES
2124 NORTH SULLIVAN AVENUE
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 327-2066
HOTLINE(S):
(505) 326-2066; (505) 325-0398
* AD AM CU DM PR TX PV CI *

PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL SERVICES
MAIN OFFICE OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERV
1001 WEST BROADWAY
FARMINGTON, NM 87410
(505) 325-0250
HOTLINE(S): (505) 325-1906
* AD AM AI HV DM MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

SAN JUAN DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
AKA FOUR WINDS ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
1315 MISSION AVENUE
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 327-7210
* AD DT RR B H AI PI CU HV DM PR *
* TX CI *

FORT BAYARD
FORT BAYARD MEDICAL CENTER
YUCCA LODGE
FORT BAYARD, NM 88036
(505) 537-3502 EXT. 236
* AD RR PR CH TX *

GALLUP
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
650 VANDEN BOSCH PARKWAY
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 722-3804
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 722-3804; (800) 722-3804
* AD DT RR A B H AI CU DH PR TX CI *

GALLUP/MCKINLEY COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
700 SOUTH BOARDMAN STREET
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 722-7711 EXT. 189
* AD PV *

KDM AND ASSOCIATES LTD
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
101 SOUTH CLARK STREET
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 863-9521
* AD PV CI CS *

TURQUOISE CLUB
218 EAST HIGHWAY 66
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 722-4664
* AL PV CI *

HOBBS
GUIDANCE CENTER OF LEA COUNTY
TREATMENT CENTER
920 WEST BROADWAY
HOBBS, NM 88240
(505) 393-3168
HOTLINE(S): (505) 393-6633
* AD AM H A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DN MC MD PR CH TX *

NEW MEXICO JUNIOR COLLEGE
SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO DHI SCHOOL
5317 LOVINGTON HIGHWAY
HOBBS, NM 88240
(505) 392-5544
* AL PV *
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PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROG OF LEA COUNTY
200 EAST SYNDER STREET
NORTH, NM 88041
(505) 387-6333
* AD PV *

ISLETA
PUEBLO OF ISLETA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG PROGRAM
ISLETA, NM 87022
(505) 869-2338
* AL AM AI TX PV CS *

LAS CRUCES
ASSOCIATES FOR COUNSELING AND RECOVERY
1990 EAST LOMMAN STREET
LAS CRUCES, NM 88001
(505) 524-6816
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

FAMILIES AND YOUTH INC
LAS CRUCES, NM 88004
(505) 524-7765
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV TX *

MESILLA VALLEY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3751 DEL REY BOULEVARD
LAS CRUCES, NM 88005
(505) 382-3500
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI CS *

SOUTHWEST COUNSELING CENTER INC
1480 NORTH MAIN STREET
LAS CRUCES, NM 88005
(505) 526-3371 EXT. 112
* AD DT RR AM H H DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI SS *

LAS VEGAS
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV/NE REG CTR COOP 4
DRUG FREE SCHOOLS CONSORTIUM
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ROCENTRAL RECEIVING
LAS VEGAS, NM 87701
(505) 454-1473
* AD PV *

WEST LAS VEGAS SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROG (SAPP)
179 BRIDGE STREET
LAS VEGAS, NM 87701
(505) 425-3531
* AD PV *

LOS ALAMOS
LOS ALAMOS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
2132 CENTRAL AVENUE
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
(505) 662-5000
* AD AM H Y PG DW TX *

LOS ALAMOS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
751 TRINITY DRIVE
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
(505) 662-4341
* AD PV *

LOS LUNAS
COTTONWOOD DE ALBUQUERQUE
804 BLYTHE ROAD
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 863-3348
* AD DT RR AM A CU HV PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

LOS LUNAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 865-9636
* AD PV *

VALENCIA COUNSELING SERVICES
LOS LUNAS, NM 87301
(505) 865-3350
* AD AM H Y H MC MD PR CH TX *

MORA
HELPING HANDS INC
NORTH HIGHWAY
MORA, NM 87752
(505) 387-2288
* AL AM H Y H TX *

POJOAQUE
POJOAQUE VALLEY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/EDUCATION
ROUTE 11
POJOAQUE, NM 87501
(505) 455-2254
* AD PV *

PORTALES
MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
300 EAST FIRST STREET
PORTALES, NM 88130
(505) 359-1221
* AD AM Y DH MC MD PR CH TX *

RATON
RATON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
207 SOUTH 2ND STREET
RATON, NM 87740
(505) 445-2754
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

ROSEWELL
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
109 WEST BLAND STREET
ROSEWELL, NM 88201
(505) 623-1480
* AD AM H Y DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *

NEW MEXICO REHABILITATION CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
31 GAIL HARRIS AVENUE
ROSEWELL, NM 88201
(505) 347-5691
* AD DT RR HV PR CH TX *

SAN JUAN PUEBLO
DELANCEY STREET/NEW MEXICO INC
OLD ALCALDE ROAD
SAN DIEGO RANCH
SAN JUAN PUEBLO, NM 87566
(505) 852-4291
* AD AM Y HV TX *

EIGHT NORTHERN INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SAN JUAN PUEBLO, NM 87566
(505) 852-2788
* AD AM Y H HV TX *

SANTA FE
AYUDANTES INC
SANTA FE NORTHERN CLINIC
1316 APACHE STREET
SANTA FE, NM 87504
(505) 438-0035
* AD AM H Y H PG HV DW MC MD PR TX *
* MV PV CI CS *

PINON HILLS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
313 CAMINO ALIRE
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(800) 234-8000
* AD RR TX MM PV CI CS *

RECOVERY OF ALCOHOLICS PROGRAM INC
4100 LUCIA LANE
SANTA FE, NM 87505
(505) 471-4985
* AD AM H Y B H AI PI HV DW *
* PR TX PV CI CS *
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SAINT VINCENT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
455 SAINT MICHAELS DRIVE
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 989-5361 EXT. 277
* AD DT AM W A H AI PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX *

SANTA FE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
1300 SIERRA VISTA ANNEX
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 989-5432
* AD PV *

SANTA ROSA
GREATER SANTA ROSA COA INC
THE SURE HOUSE
130 4TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, NM 88435
(505) 472-5459
* AD RR W Y A H AI PI CU TX *

SILVER CITY
BORDER AREA MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
315 SOUTH HUDSON STREET
SILVER CITY, NM 88061
(505) 388-4412
HOTLINE(S): (800) 426-0997
* AD AM Y A H CU HV DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

SOCORRO
SOCORRO MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION
204-B HEEL AVENUE
SOCORRO, NM 87801
(505) 835-2444
* AD AM Y D H AI PI DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

TAOS
TAOS ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
141 EAST KIT CARSON ROAD
TAOS, NM 87551
(505) 758-8876
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

ZUNI
DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ZUNI, NM 87327
(505) 782-4710
* AD AM Y H AI TX PV *
**NEW YORK**

**AKRON**
AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
29 MAIN STREET
AKRON, NY 14001
(716) 542-2097
* AD

**ALBANY**
AIDS COUNCIL OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION EDUCATION
750 BROADWAY
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 434-4686
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 445-2437 ISSUES REL TO HIV/AIDS
* AD PV CI CS *

AIDS COUNCIL OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
750 BROADWAY
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 434-4686
HOTLINE(S): (518) 445-AIDS
* AD *

AL CARE
ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT/OUTPATIENT
445 NEW KARNER ROAD
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 456-8043
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 456-8043 WEEKDAYS 8:00AM-9:00PM
* AL AM M Y A CU HV MD PR CH TX CI *

AL CARE CSN PC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
445 NEW KARNER ROAD
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 456-8043
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 456-8043 WEEKDAYS 8:00AM-9:00PM
* DA AM M Y A CU HV MD PR CH TX CI *

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND
OTHER CHEM DEP INC/ALC QUIT CLINIC
283 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-2367
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 465-5829 ACCA COMMUN ED PROV REF
* AL AM M A B H AI PG CU HV DH MD *
* PR TX *

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND
OTHER CHEM DEP INC/COMMUNITY EDUCATION
283 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 465-5829
* AD PV CI CS *

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND
OTHER CHEM DEP INC/MCCARTY AVE HH
90 MCCARTY AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 449-8643
* AL RR TX *

ALBANY COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
845 CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 101
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 437-1394
* AD PV *

ALBANY COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
845 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 437-1390
* DA AM M CU DH TX *

ALBANY COUNTY VOCATIONAL AND
EDUCATIONAL REHAB OF SUBSTANCE ABUSERS
845 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST 1
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 437-1391
* DA PV *

ALBANY DIOCESAN
DRUG EDUCATION MINISTRY
40 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12203
(518) 453-6771
* AD PV CI *

**ARBOR HILL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM (AHAP)**
SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY
295 CLINTON AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-3061
* AD RR PG TX *

**CITY OF ALBANY**
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
88 NORTH LAKE AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-5204
* AD *

**COLONIE YOUTH CENTER INC**
1653 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 869-8320
* AD PV CI *

**EQUINOX INC**
EQUINOX COUNSELING CENTER
214 LARK STREET
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 434-6135
* DA AM M Y B H CU HV PR TX *

**HOMER PERKINS CENTER INC**
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
76-82 2ND STREET
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 436-1104
* DA RR M Y B H CU HV TX *

**HOPE HOUSE INC**
HILL HOUSE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
1 HOPE LANE
ALBANY, NY 12212
(518) 452-0001
* AD RR Y B CU HV PR TX *

**HOPE HOUSE INC**
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1500 WESTERN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12203
(518) 869-1172
* DA AM M Y CU PR TX CI CS *

---

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td>HV = HIV POSITIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>DH = DHI/ASAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:</td>
<td>MD = MEDICAID</td>
<td>PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = MEDICAID</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION</td>
<td>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td>CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL</td>
<td>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM = METHADONE TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK

HOPE HOUSE INC
RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM
1 HOPE LANE
ALBANY, NY 12212
(518) 452-0001
* AD RR Y HV PR TX *

HOPE HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
261 NORTH PEARL STREET
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 465-7879
* DA RR W Y A B H CU HV MD PR TX *

HOSPITALITY HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC/RESIDENTIAL
271 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-6668
* DA RR W Y B H CU MD PR TX *

IRONWORKERS EAP INC
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/EAP
900 NORTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 427-8230
* AD PV CI CS *

LA SALLE SCHOOL INC
391 WESTERN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12203
(518) 489-4731
* DA AM Y TX *

SAINT ANNE INSTITUTE
160 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 489-7411
* DA PV *

SAINT JOHNS PROJECT LIFT INC
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
37 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 462-3763
* AL RR TX PV *

SAINT JOHNS PROJECT LIFT INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
45 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 462-3766
* DA RR TX *

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) ACUTE CARE UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
CUSACK PAVILION
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1303
* AL DT MC MD PR CH TX *

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 463-6044
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 454-1007; (518) 454-1303
* AL RR MD TX PV *

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 449-5170
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 454-1300; (518) 454-1307
* AL AM H A HV MC MD PR TX *

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
875 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 454-1330
* AL AM W MC MD PR TX *

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
ADMISSIONS/EVALUATION UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1307
* AL AM W MC MD PR TX *

SAINT PETERS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1303
* AD CI *

THE NEXT STEP INC
RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
276 SHERMAN STREET
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 465-5249
* AL RR W TX *

VISITING NURSE ASSOC OF ALBANY INC
GERIATRIC ALCOHOL PROGRAM
35 COLVIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 489-2681
* AL PV CI *

WHITNEY M YOUNG JR HEALTH CENTER INC
FAMILY ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
900 LARK DRIVE
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 465-9345
* AL AM H Y B H PG HV DM MC MD PR *
* TX *

ALBION

ORLEANS COUNTY PARK RIDGE CHEM DEP
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
168 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MEDICAL ARTS CENTER
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
* AD PV CI CS *

PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEP SERVICES OUTPT CLINIC
168 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MEDICAL ARTS CENTER
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
* DA AM H Y B H AI CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION/TREATMENT
168 MAIN STREET
MEDICAL ARTS CENTER
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
* AD AM H Y B H AI CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

ALDEN

BRYLIN HOSPITALS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
11536 GENESEE STREET
ALDEN, NY 14004
(716) 937-4484
* DA DT M A B CU HV PR TX *

AMHERST

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
STAR/AMHERST
4512 MAIN STREET
AMHERST, NY 14226
(516) 862-2624
* DA AM W Y B H PG DM MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

AMITYVILLE

LONG ISLAND HOME LTD AT SOUTH OAK HOSPITAL
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
GRIFFING HALL
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 732-9808
* DA AM W Y CU MC PR TX PV *

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT AND DRUG CLINIC
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000 EX. 5005
HOTLINE(S): (800) 732-9808
* AL AM W Y CU MC PR TX PV *

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
BAILEY HOUSE ALC INPT DETOX UNIT
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 732-9808
* AL DT M W Y CU PR TX *

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
ROBBINS INPT ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 732-9808
* AL RR W Y CU MC MD PR TX *
UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEW HORIZONS DETOX PROGRAM
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-2255
HOTLINE(S): (607) 762-2257
* AL DT M Y A B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX *

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEW HORIZONS OUTPT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-2901
HOTLINE(S): (607) 762-2257
* AL AM W MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES WILSON MEM HOSP
ALCOHOLISM HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-3232
* AL PV CI *

YMCA CLEAR VISIONS FOR WOMEN
HALFWAY HOUSE
80 HAMLEY STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 772-0540
* AL PV CI *

BLAUVELT
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
ROCKLAND OUTREACH CENTER
523 ROUTE 303
FIRST FLOOR
BLAUVELT, NY 10913
(212) 354-6000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 40A-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(800) 2DA-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM M Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

SOUTH ORANGETOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
VAN HYCK ROAD
BLAUVELT, NY 10913
(914) 359-9409
* AD PV CI *

BOHMEIA
CATHOLIC CHARITIES (TALBOT HOUSE)
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
30-C CARL ROUGH ROAD
BOHMEIA, NY 11716
(516) 899-4144
* AL DT H PI TX CI *

CONNETquot CSD OF ISLIP
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES PROGRAM
700 OCEAN AVENUE
BOHMEIA, NY 11716
(516) 244-2217
* AD PV *

INSTITUTE FOR RATIONAL COUNSELING INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
150 KNICKERBOCKER AVENUE
BOHMEIA, NY 11716
(516) 567-7760
* AL AM M Y A PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

INSTITUTE FOR RATIONAL COUNSELING INC
BOHMEIA DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
150 KNICKERBOCKER AVENUE
BOHMEIA, NY 11716
(516) 567-7760
* DA AM M A B PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

BRENTWOOD
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/DRUG ABUSE TRT
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 5
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7144
HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922
* DA RR M Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX PV CS *

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/LINKAGE SUFFOLK
600 SUFFOLK AVENUE
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-9085
HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922
* DA AM M Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV *
* CS *

BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE
ADMIN BLDG/OFFICE OF FUNDED PROGRAMS
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-2403
* AD PV *

OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OUTREACH II
400 CROOKED HILL ROAD
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(718) 847-9223
* DA RR M Y A B H CU HV MD TX *

TOWN OF ISLIP DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ACCESS/ACCESSO ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
452 SUFFOLK AVENUE
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 436-6065
HOTLINE(S): (516) 277-4700
* AL AM M Y H DW MC MD PR TX CI *
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BREMSTER
COMMUNITY ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES (CATS) LAKEVIEW OUTPATIENT ALC CLINIC
ROUTE 6
MIDDLETOWN OFFICES
BREMSTER, NY 10509
(914) 279-7172
HOTLINE(S): (914) 409-9450
* AL AM MD PR TX CM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED DIV SA
SOUNDVIEW 1
1764 RANDALL AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10473
(212) 409-4100
HOTLINE(S): (212) 409-9450
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF SUBST ABUSE/BX ST/HUB 2 OPO 3
360 EAST 149TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-2401
HOTLINE(S): (212) 409-9450
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF SUBST ABUSE/HUB 1
360 EAST 149TH STREET
FIRST FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-6650
HOTLINE(S): (212) 409-9450
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF SUBST ABUSE/HUB 3
360 EAST 149TH STREET
3RD FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 665-7500
HOTLINE(S): (212) 409-9450
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF SUBST ABUSE/MELROSE
260 EAST 161ST STREET
9TH FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10451
(212) 292-6622 EXT. 10
HOTLINE(S): (212) 409-9450
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF SUBST ABUSE/PHARMACY
1500 WATERS PLACE
BETTY PARKER BUILDING
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 409-9450 EXT. 118
HOTLINE(S): (212) 409-9450
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF SUBST ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
1500 WATERS PLACE
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 931-0600 EXT. 2502
HOTLINE(S): (718) 931-0877
* AL AM M A B H PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

NEW YORK COMMITTEE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF ALCOHOLISM SERVICES IN THE BRONX
3164 3RD AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10451
(718) 402-8900
HOTLINE(S): (718) 402-8900
* AD PV CI *

NEW YORK COMMITTEE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF ALCOHOLISM SERVICES IN THE BRONX INC
3164 3RD AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10451
(212) 402-8900
* AL PV CI *

BRONX MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL CENTER
CATC/INPATIENT ACUTE CARE
MORRIS PARK AVENUE AND SEMINOLE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 918-4089
* AL DT A CU HV MC MD PR TX *

BRONX MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL CENTER
CATC/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
MORRIS PARK AVENUE AND SEMINOLE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 918-4089
* AL AM Y A CU HV MC MD PR TX *

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM HALFAYE HOUSE
321 EAST TREMONT AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(718) 518-3700 EXT. 33
* AL RR M A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLIC INPATIENT REHAB
1276 FULTON AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10456
(718) 901-8759
* AL RR MD PR TX *

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
321 EAST TREMONT AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(718) 518-3700
* AL AM H A B H PG HV DW MC MD PR *
* TX *

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1276 FULTON AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10456
(718) 901-8734
* AL DT MC MD PR TX *

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
3100 3RD AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10451
(212) 665-7802
* DA AM M A B H PG HV MD MM CI *
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PHOENIX HOUSE
HOMELESS INDUCTION UNIT
460 EAST 185TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 504-7170
* DA RR HV MD TX *

PHOENIX HOUSE
INDUCTION UNIT
460 EAST 185TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 504-7170
* DA RR HV MD PR TX *

PHOENIX HOUSE
PHELAN PLACE
1851 PHELAN PLACE
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-3850
* DA RR A HV MD PR TX *

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
PROJECT STREET BEAT
349 EAT 149TH STREET
6TH FLOOR ROOM 601
BRONX, NY 10451
(718) 585-0300
* AD PV CI *

PROJECT RETURN
EXODUS
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-3300
HOTLINE(S): (212) 299-5395 REERRAL SERVICES ONLY
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROJECT RETURN
EXODUS HOUSE HOMELESS UNIT
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-7661
HOTLINE(S): (212) 299-5395 REERRAL SERVICES ONLY
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROJECT RETURN
OLYMPUS HOUSE
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-7661
HOTLINE(S): (212) 299-5395 REERRAL SERVICES ONLY
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROJECT RETURN FOUNDATION INC
RESIDENTIAL
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-3300
HOTLINE(S): (212) 299-5395 REERRAL SERVICES ONLY
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROMESA INC
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL/DFAR/RE ENTRY
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(718) 299-1100
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROMESA INC
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL/YOUTH COMPONENT
2064 BOSTON ROAD
BRONX, NY 10460
(718) 991-4900
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROMESA INC
HOMELESS
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(712) 299-1100
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD TX *

PROMESA INC
MTA OUTPATIENT
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(712) 299-1100
* DA AM A B H HG AI CU HV MD MM *

PROMESA INC
MTA RESIDENTIAL
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(712) 299-1100
* DA RR A B H HG CU HV MD MM *

RIVERDALE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
RIVERDALE MH CLINIC/OUTPATIENT OF
5676 RIVERDALE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10471
(718) 796-5500
* DA AM A B H HG AI CU HV MD PR TX *

SAINT BARNABAS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DETOX PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE AND 183RD STREET
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 960-6177
* AL DT A B H HG HV HC MD PR TX *

SAINT BARNABAS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE AND 183RD STREET
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 960-6177
* AL AM A B H HG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
1581 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10452
(718) 681-9300
* DA RR A HV MD TX *

SCAN NEW YORK VOL PARENT AIDES ASSOC
FAMILY RENEWAL CTR/DRUG ABUSE TRT
1075 GRAND CONCOURSE
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 292-2230
* DA AM H Y A B H HG CU HV TX PR *
* CI *

SENECIA CENTER INC
BRONX UNIT/ADMIN
1241 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10474
(212) 542-6130
* AD PV CI CS *

SOUNDVIEW THROGS NECK CMHC
YESHIVA UNIV/A EINSTEIN COLL/OPC
1967 TURNBULL AVENUE
SUTHERLAND
BRONX, NY 10473
(718) 597-3880
* AL AM H B HG MC MD PR TX *

SOUTH BRONX MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
CMHC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1241 LAFAYETTE STREET
BRONX, NY 10474
(718) 378-6500 EXT. 512
* AL AM H B HG MD PR TX CI *

SOUTH FORDHAM ORGANIZATION INC
SUBST PREV EDUC AND RECREATION (SPEAR)
2305 VALENTINE AVENUE
SUITE 1
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 295-4130
* AD PV CI *

SPORTS FOUNDATION INC
391 EAST 149TH STREET
ROOM 317
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 665-9585
* AD PV CI *

TRI CENTER INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT/BRONX
400 EAST FORDHAM ROAD
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 765-7281
* DA AM H B HG CU MD PR TX *

UNITAS THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC
928 SIMPSON STREET
BRONX, NY 10459
(212) 589-0551
* AD PV CI *

UNITED BRONX PARENTS INC
LA CASITA
834-836 EAST 156TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-9808
* DA RR H B HG CU HV TX *
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UNITED BRONX PARENTS INC
UNITED YOUTH CENTER
775 PROSPECT AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(718) 991-7100
* AD PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 WEST KINGSBRIDGE ROAD
UNIT 151G
BRONX, NY 10468
(718) 584-9000 EXT. 1903
* AD VR AM TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 KINGS BRIDGE ROAD
BRONX, NY 10468
(712) 584-9000 EXT. 6957
* AD VR AM A CU HV TX MM PV CI CS *

WOMEN IN NEED INC
CASA RITA ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
204 EAST 151ST STREET
BRONX, NY 10451
(718) 402-0066
* AL AM H B H PG CU HV MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

BROOKLYN
ANCHOR HOUSE
978 PARK PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 756-8675
* DA RR A B H CU HV TX *

BEDFORD/StUYVESANT COMP ALC TRT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1121 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 636-4200
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 636-4200; (718) 636-4200
* AL AM H A B H PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR TX PV CI *

BEDFORD/StUYVESANT COMP ALC TRT CENTER
HOLLMAN HALFWAY HOUSE
1121 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 636-4200
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 636-4239; (718) 636-4239
* AL RR H A B H PG PI CU HV DW TX *

BENSONHURST MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
86-20 18TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11214
(718) 256-8600
* DA AM Y MD TX *

BENSONHURST MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
86-20 18TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11214
(718) 256-8600
* DA PV CI CS *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CONWAY ISLAND CLINIC
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-4890
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CUMBERLAND CLINIC
98 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 257-9600
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
CONWAY ISLAND CLINIC
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-4890
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
METHODIST CLINIC
502 8TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(718) 783-7000
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
METHODIST CLINIC
502 8TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(718) 783-7000
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BROOKLYN ADDICTION TASK FORCE INC
INNOVATIVE ALC PREV AND INTERV PROGRAM
465 DEAN STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 785-0805
* AL PV CI *

BROOKLYN USA ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION INC
JACKIE ROBINSON CTR FOR PHYS CULTURE
1224 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 773-2800
* AD PV *

BROOKLYN USA ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION INC
OUTPATIENT
1310 ROCKAWAY PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 257-3195
* DA AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV TX *

CANAISIE AWARE INC
OUTPATIENT
1310 ROCKAWAY PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 257-3195
* DA *

CHURCH AVE MERCHANTS BLOCK ASSOC INC
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1720 CHURCH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11226
(718) 287-2600
* AD PV *

CONEY ISLAND HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
HAMPTON'S PAVILION
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-5972
* AL AM H B H PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

CONEY ISLAND HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-5972
* AD PV CI *

CONGRESS OF ITALIAN AMERICANS ORG INC
5901 NEW UTRCHE AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11219
(718) 436-7270
* AD PV *

COUNSELING SERVICE OF
EASTERN DISTRICT NEW YORK INC
186 HUNTING STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 850-6600
* DA AM H A B H CU PR TX *

CROWN HEIGHTS SERVICES CENTER INC
PREVENTION PROGRAM
786 NOstrand AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 877-9000
* DA PV *

CUMBERLAND DIAGNOSTIC AND TRT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
100 NORTH PORTLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 403-0869
HOTLINE(S): (718) 403-0869
* AL AM Y Y A B H PG PI HV MC MD *
* TX PV CI CS *
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LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
70 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 780-1120
AL DT AM H B H PG DM PD PR TX *

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
MTP/KEEP
558-34 VAN DYKE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(718) 780-1123
DA AM W A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
PROSPECT HALFWAY HOUSE
666 STERLING PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 780-1124
AL RR B H AI MD PR TX *

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
255 DUFFIELD STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 522-4600
AL W B H PG DM PR TX *

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL MTP
COURT STREET CLINIC
217 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 780-1921
DA AM A B H PG HV MD PR MM *

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL MTP
RED HOOK CLINIC
32-34 VAN DYKE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(718) 780-1236
DA AM A B H PG CU HV MD PR MM *

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
150 55TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 630-7563
AL DT W B H PG HV MC MD PR TX *

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
654 49TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 854-2041
DA AM W Y A H HV DM MC MD PR TX *
PV CI *

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
150 55TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 630-8890
DA AM W A H PG CU HV PR TX *

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
150 55TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 650-7174
AL PV *

METROPOLITAN ASSISTANCE CORPORATION
FAMILY ALLIANCE
3021 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11208
(718) 827-4700
HOTLINE(S): (712) 577-7777
DA AM W A H CU TX PV CS *

MID BROOKLYN HEALTH SOCIETY INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
599 RALPH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 756-8080
AL DT W A B H PG CU HV DM TX *

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
HEBREW DAY SCHOOLS
601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
(718) 854-7730
AD PV CF *

NEP DIRECTIONS
ALC AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
206 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 398-0800
DA AM W A B H HV DM PD TX *

NEP DIRECTIONS ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
206 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 398-0800
AL AM W A B H HV DM PR TX *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
POSITIVE DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH
555 PARK PLACE
COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 636-3637
DA PV CI *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 15
ALTERNATIVE 15
360 SMITH STREET
ROOM 15
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(718) 858-1770
DA PV CI *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 16
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICE PROGRAM
1010 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11221
(718) 919-4112
AD PV *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 17
PROJECT 17 DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
402 EASTERN PARKWAY
ROOM 125
BROOKLYN, NY 11225
(718) 778-1777 EXT. 145
AD PV *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 18
SPINS 18/PROJECT CONCERN
755 EAST 100TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 927-5203
AD PV *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 19
REACH OUT
557 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(718) 257-6900 EXT. 405
HOTLINE(S): (718) 272-5411
AD PV CF *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 19
TFIP PREVENTION PROGRAM
557 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 955-3252
AL PV *
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NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 23
SPINS PROGRAM
2240 DEAN STREET
ROOM 314
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 495-7701
* AD PV CS *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 32
SPINS 32/SUBST PREV AND INTERV NETWORK
797 BUSHNICK AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11221
(718) 574-1147
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 574-1149; (718) 574-1147
* AD PV *

PAUL J COOPER CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVS
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
106 NEW LOTS AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11211
(718) 346-5900
* AL AM H Y A B H CU HV MD PR TX *

PHOENIX HOUSE
RE ENTRY
174 PROSPECT PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 789-4616
* DA RR HV MD PR TX *

RIDGE ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
375 76TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11209
(718) 835-1180
* AL AM H A B H AI CU HV DW PR TX *

RIDGEWOOD/BUSHWICK SENIOR CITIZENS PROJECT EX ITD/DRUG ABUSE PREV SERVS
217 WYCKOFF AVENUE
6TH FLOOR
BROOKLYN, NY 11237
(718) 497-1808
* AD PV *

SAINT MARTIN DE PORRES
ALABAMA 31 MMTP
460 ALABAMA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(718) 485-3400
* DA AM H A B H PG HV MC MD PR MM *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
BROWNSVILLE CLINIC 30 MMTP
229 POMPEL STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11212
(212) 485-6000
* DA AM H A B H PG HV MD MM CI CS *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CLASSON UNIT E9 MMTP
635 CLASSON AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
(718) 622-4612
* DA AM A HV MC MD PR MM *

SOUTH BROOKLYN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
685 3RD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11232
(212) 786-2594
* DA AM A HV MM *

SPINS 14
NARCOTICS EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
215 HEYWARD STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 963-1436
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 963-1436
* AD PV *

URBAN CENTER FOR ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
937 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 656-0015
* AL AM H B H CU MC MD PR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
800 POLY PLACE
UNIT 116B
BROOKLYN, NY 11209
(718) 836-6600 EXT. 429
* AL RR AM A HV PR TX *

WOODHULL MEDICAL AND MH CENTER
CHEM DEP SERVS ALCOHOLISM OUTPT TRT
760 BROADWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 963-5910
* AL AM H A B H PG HV MC MD PR TX *
* CI *

WOODHULL MEDICAL AND MH CENTER
CHEM DEP SERVS/ALC DETOX UNIT
760 BROADWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 963-5910
* AL DT H A B H HV MC MD PR TX CI *

YMCA OF GREATER NEW YORK
KIDS IN CONTROL (KIC)
224 BERRY STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11211
(718) 599-4870
* AD PV *

BUFFALO

AIDS COMMUNITY SERVICES OF WESTERN NY
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
121 WEST TUPPER STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 867-0212
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 847-2441; (716) 847-AIDS
* AD PV CI CS *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS PROGRAM
291 ELM STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 854-2997
* AL DR H PI MD TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS INC
CASA DE VITA HALFWAY HOUSE/WOMEN
200 ALBANY STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 882-8898
* AL RR H PR TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS INC
CHEMICAL DEP PROG FOR YOUTH/LT
920 HARRIEM ROAD
BUFFALO, NY 14224
(716) 821-0391
* AL RR Y PR TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS INC
FAMILY ADDICTION OUTPATIENT SERVICES
210 FRANKLIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 855-0163
* AL AM H Y A B H AI PG PI HV DM *
* MD PR TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS INC
IMPATIENT REHABILITATION
291 ELM STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 856-2977
* AL RR H B H PI HV MD TX *

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE
2025 BROADWAY
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 892-7041
* AL RR PR TX *

BEACON CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2440 SHERIDAN DRIVE
BUFFALO, NY 14150
(716) 831-1937
* AL AM H Y CU DV MD PR TX *

BAY LIN HOSPITAL INC/RUSH HALL
RUSH HALL/INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1263 DELAMARE AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14209
(716) 886-8200
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 727-9546
* AL DT RR H B PI CU HV DV PR TX *
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GREATER BUFFALO COUNCIL ON ALC AND SA
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
220 DELAWARE AVENUE
JACKSON BUILDING SUITE 509
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 852-1781
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 852-1781; (716) 852-1782
* AL PV CI *

GREATER BUFFALO COUNCIL ON ALC AND SA
TASK FORCE ON INTEGRATED PROJS (TFIP)
220 DELAWARE AVENUE
SUITE 509
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 852-1781
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 852-1781; (716) 852-1782
* AL PV CI *

HISPANICS UNITED OF BUFFALO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/EDUC PROG
254 VIRGINIA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 856-7110
* AD PV *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/BAILEY
3297 BAILEY AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 833-3622
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/BAILEY
3297 BAILEY AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 833-3622
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/BLACK ROCK
655 HERTEL AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14207
(716) 691-9700
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* TX *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/BLACK ROCK
655 HERTEL AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14207
(716) 874-6925
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* CH TX CS *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/CENTRAL PARK
60 EAST AMHERST STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 839-6401
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* MD PR CH TX *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/CENTRAL PARK
60 EAST AMHERST STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14228
(716) 839-6401
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* DA AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* TX *

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION VI
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/LOMER WEST SIDE
485 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 842-0754
* DA AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

MID ERIE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
463 WILLIAM STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14204
(716) 852-0583
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 834-3131
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

MID ERIE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1520 WALDEN AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14225
(716) 895-6700
* DA AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* TX *

MID ERIE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1520 WALDEN AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14225
(716) 895-6700
* AL M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* TX *

MONSIGNOR CARR INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
76 WEST HUMBOLDT PARKWAY
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 835-9745
* DA AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* TX PV CI CS *

NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITY SERVICES OF
ERIE AND NIAGARA COUNTIES INC
1047 GRANT STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14207
(716) 874-6990
* AD PV CI *

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ELMWOOD AVENUE UNIT
2495 ELMWOOD AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14217
(716) 877-6765
* DA AM M D PR TX *

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
NIAGARA STREET UNIT
1300 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 882-2127
* DA AM M D PR TX *

PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF
BUFFALO AND ERIE COUNTY
27 JEHETT PARKWAY
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 833-9772
* AD PV *

PREVENTION FOCUS
656 ELMWOOD AVENUE
SUITE 300
BUFFALO, NY 14222
(716) 804-5256
* AD PV *

RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON ADDICTIONS
CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER/CLINIC
1021 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 807-2367
* AL AM M D PR TX *

RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON ADDICTIONS
CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER/REHAB UNIT
1021 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 807-2368
* AL RR M D PR TX *

SHEEHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
425 MICHIGAN AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 842-2200
* DA DT RR B H AI PI CU HV DW MC MD *

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
STAR ALCOHOLISM OUTP CLINIC/W SENeca
1500 UNION ROAD
BUFFALO, NY 14224
(716) 670-8554
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV DW MC MD *
* TX *

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
NEW ALTERNATIVES
1235 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 884-5797
* DA AM M D PR CH TX *
NEW YORK

NATL COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER DRUG DEP
COMMUNITY EDUCATION/INFORMATION
2 CHURCH STREET
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6666
* AL PV *

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
COMMON SENSE OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROG
17 BREMER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
* DA AM H PR TX CI *

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
COMMON SENSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
17 BREMER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
* DA PV CI *

PUTNAM COUNTY MH/MR ALC/SA SERVICES
TALBOT HOUSE ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
17 BREMER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
* AL AM H A B H PG PI HV DM MD PR *
* TX *

CATSKILL
ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF COLUMBIA COUNTY
GREENE COUNTY ALC SERVS OUTPT CLINIC
66 WILLIAM STREET
CATSKILL, NY 12414
(518) 943-2056
HOTLINE(S): (518) 943-2056
* AL AM MD PR TX *

CENTREICH
HAMPTON COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
529 MAIN STREET
SCHOOL SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMIN BLDG
CENTREICH, NY, 11934
(516) 268-1954
* DA AM PR TX PV *

CENTREACH
YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC
FAMILY SERVICES OUTPT DRUG FREE CENTER
11 UNITY DRIVE
UNITY DRIVE SCHOOL
CENTREACH, NY, 11720
(516) 368-6676
* DA AM PR TX PV *

CENTRAL ISLIP
LA UNION HISPANICA EN SUFFOLK COUNTY
DRUG FREE DAY SERVICE
45 WEST SUFFOLK AVENUE
CENTRAL ISLIP, NY 11722
(516) 234-4737
* DA AM H Y B H CU HV TX *

CLIFTON PARK
LIFESTART HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1745 ROUTE 9
CLIFTON PARK, NY 12065
(518) 270-0201
HOTLINE(S): (518) 371-7032
* AL AM H Y DW MD MC PR CH TX *

SHENENDEHOWA CENTRAL SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1 FAIRCHILD SQUARE
CLIFTON PARK, NY 12065
(518) 371-4763
* AD PV CI *

CLIFTON SPRINGS
CLIFTON SPRINGS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL ALCOHOL INTERVENTION SERVICES
2 COULTER ROAD
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-0291
* AL PV CI *

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
ALCOHOLISM CRISIS CENTER
26 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
* AL DT M Y A PG PI HV DM TX *

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
26 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
* AL AM H Y HV MD PR TX *

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE I
26 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
* AL RR H HV MD PR TX *

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE II
26 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
* AL RR H HV MD PR TX *

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE I
26 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
* AL RR H HV MD PR TX *

COBLESKILL
NEW DIRECTIONS
SCHONHARIE COUNTY SUBST ABUSE PGM/OP DF
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-7658
* DA AM H CU MD PR TX *

SCHONHARIE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8192
* AL AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

SCHONHARIE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND SUBST ABUSE INC/DRUG UNIT
150 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 102
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8705
* AD PV CI *

COHOES
SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) COHOES OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 REMSEN STREET
COHOES, NY 12047
(518) 235-1100
* AL AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

COLD SPRING HARBOR
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COLD SPRING HARBOR YDA
GOOSE HILL ROAD
GOOSE HILL SCHOOL
COLD SPRING HARBOR, NY 11724
(516) 567-6884
HOTLINE(S): (516) 549-8700
* DA AM Y TX PV *

COMMACK
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COMMACK YDA/LONG ACRE SCHOOL
SARINA DRIVE AND BETTY LANE
COMMACK, NY 11725
(516) 499-3990
HOTLINE(S): (516) 549-8700
* DA AM Y TX PV *

COOPERSTOWN
LEATHERSTOCKING COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ADDICTIONS FOUNDATION INC/TFIP
45 PIONEER STREET
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13320
(607) 547-8220
* AL PV *

LEATHERSTOCKING EDUCATION ON
ALCOHOLISM/ADDICTIONS FOUNDATION INC
45 PIONEER STREET
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13326
(518) 547-8220
* AL PV CI *

CORAM
PASSAGES COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MONTAUK
3680 ROUTE 112
CORAM, NY 11727
(516) 758-9222
* AL AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR TX *
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MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/RIKERS ISLAND
16-18 HAZEN UNIT
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 274-6920
* DA AM A HV MM PV CI *

EAST GREENBUSH

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVS/DRUG ABUSE UNIT
743 COLUMBIA TURNPIKE
EAST GREENBUSH, NY 12061
(518) 477-7555
* DA AM MD PR CH TX CI *

LEONARD HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
743 COLUMBIA TURNPIKE
EAST GREENBUSH, NY 12061
(518) 477-7555
* AL AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

EAST HAMPTON

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/EAST
END OF INDUSTRIAL ROAD
EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
(516) 537-2891
HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922
* DA RR H Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX PV CS *

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/H-L
43 MAIN STREET
EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
(516) 979-7300
HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922
* DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV *
* CS *

EAST MEADOW

NASSAU COUNTY COALITION AGAINST
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE/DRUG ABUSE PREV
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-2597
HOTLINE(S): (516) 542-0404
NASSAU ONLY-DOMEST VIOL
NASSAU ONLY-DOMEST VIOL
* DA PV *

NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MMP CLINIC I
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BUILDING Z
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-3185 EXT. 3104
* DA AM W A PG CU HV MD TX MM *

NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MMP CLINIC II
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BLDG K
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-2305
* DA AM H A PG CU HV MC MD TX MM *

NCCDA DEP-OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BLDG K 2ND FL
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-5922
* DA AM W CU MD PR CH TX PV CS *

EAST NORTHPORT

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
NORTHPORT/EAST NORTHPORT YDA
7 DIANE COURT
EAST NORTHPORT, NY 11731
(516) 261-7901
HOTLINE(S): (516) 549-8700
* DA AM Y TX PV *

EAST ROCKAWAY

EAST ROCKAWAY UNION FREE SCh DIST 19
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROG/ADMIN
OCeAN AVENUE
EAST ROCKAWAY HIGH SCHOOL
EAST ROCKAWAY, NY 11518
(516) 887-8310
* AD PV CI *

EDEN

FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC
TURNING POINT HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
9136 SANDROCK ROAD
EDEN, NY 14057
(716) 992-4972
* AL RR A B H AI PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX CS *

ELIZABETHTOWN

NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL ON ALC (NCCA)
COMM EDUC AND INTERV/INFOR AND REF
CHURCH STREET
ELIZABETHTOWN, NY 12932
(518) 873-5261
* AL PV *

ELLENVILLE

ELLENVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
ROUTE 209
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 647-6400 EXT. 234
* AL DT Y PI CU MC MD PR CH TX *

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
ELLENVILLE RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
767 CAPE ROAD
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 647-6575
HOTLINE(S): (914) 647-6575
* DA RR W Y A B H CU HV MD PR TX *

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
ELLENVILLE RESIDENTIAL
751 BRIGGS HIGHWAY
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 647-8006
* DA RR A HV MD TX *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
ELLENVILLE ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
50 CENTER STREET
TRUDY RESNICK FARBER CENTER
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 331-6340
HOTLINE(S): (914) 338-2370
* AL AM W DV MD PR TX CI CS *

ELMHURST

ELMHIRST HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
79-01 BROADWAY
WARD A-9
ELMHIRST, NY 11373
(718) 830-1652
* DA DT W A B H PG PI HV DM MD *
* PR TX *

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
81-30 BAXTER AVENUE
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 334-4660
* AL RR W B HV TX *

HUMAN SERVICE CENTERS INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
87-08 JUSTICE AVENUE
SUITE 1G
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 476-8840
* AL AM W Y B H PG DV PR TX PV *
* CI *

ELMIRA

ALC/DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF CHEMUNG CNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INFORMATION CENTER
360 WEST GRAY STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14905
(607) 734-1567
* AL PV CI *
ELMONT
ELMONT UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 16
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
ELMONT ROAD SCHOOL
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 354-4917
* AD PV *

LONG ISLAND JEWISH MEDICAL CENTER
TREATMENT CENTER/ALC TREATMENT
40 ELMONT ROAD
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 437-0040
* DA AM DH MC MD PR CH TX *

LONG ISLAND JEWISH MEDICAL CENTER
TREATMENT CENTER/DRUG ABUSETRGT
40 ELMONT ROAD
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 437-0040
* DA AM DH MC MD PR CH TX *

WEST NASSAU COUNSELING CENTER
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
90 MEACHEM AVENUE
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 437-0040
* DA AM Y MC MD PR TX CS *

MID HUDSON VALLEY AIDS TASK FORCE
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION PROGRAM
2269 SAWMILL RIVER ROAD
EXECUTIVE PARK I
ELMSFORD, NY 10523
(914) 785-8210
* AL PV *

MID HUDSON VALLEY AIDS TASK FORCE/ARC
AIDS PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
2269 SAWMILL RIVER ROAD
BUILDING I
ELMSFORD, NY 10523
(914) 345-8888
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 992-1442 STATEWIDE 9AM-9PM M-F
* AD *

EVANS MILLS
CREDO FOUNDATION INC
DRUG FREE/RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
RD 1
EVANS MILLS, NY 13637
(315) 629-4441
* DA RR HW A AI CU HV TX *

FARMINGDALE

PRICE INC
COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPATIENT DF
399 CONKLIN STREET
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735
(516) 293-3480
HOTLINE(S): (516) 293-3480
* DA AM CU TX PV CI CS *

FISHKILL
MID HUDSON ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CENTER
CLOVE MANOR COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
ROUTE 9 SOUTH
RD 3
FISHKILL, NY 12524
(914) 896-5650
* AL RR PR TX *

FLUSHING
AIDS CENTER OF QUEENS COUNTY INC
INNOVATIVE ALCOHOLISM PREV/INTERV PROG
97-45 QUEENS BOULEVARD
SUITE 1220
FLUSHING, NY 11374
(718) 896-2500
* AL PV *

AURORA CONCEPT INC
AMBULATORY
78-39 PARSONS BOULEVARD
FLUSHING, NY 11366
(718) 969-7000
HOTLINE(S): (718) 969-7000
* DA AM HW A B H AI PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX *
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ANGELO J MELILLO CTR FOR MH INC
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICES
30A GLEN STREET
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 671-9334
* AL AM H Y A B H PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR TX PV CI *

GLEN COVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOW TO WIN
DOSORIS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 759-7202
* AD PV CI *

GLEN COVE HOSPITAL

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
ADOLESCENT DAY SERVICE
SAINT ANDREWS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
* DA AM Y CU MD PR TX CS *

GLEN FALLS

CENTER FOR RECOVERY
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT REHABILITATION
300 BAY ROAD
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 761-5321
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 761-5321 MM ER GLENS FALLS HOSP
* AL AM H Y MC MD PR TX *

FAMILY TREATMENT CTR FOR ALCOHOLISM OF GLENS FALLS HOSPITAL ALC OUTPT CLINIC
126 SOUTH STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 792-2288
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 792-2288 8:30-4:30 M-F TAPE AFT
(518) 761-5321 COMMON MENT HLTH CTR
* AL AM H Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

FIRST STEP COUNSELING CENTER
16 EXCHANGE STREET
GLENS FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 793-7275
* DA AM H Y PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FIRST STEP COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
16 EXCHANGE STREET
GLENS FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 793-7275
* AL AM H Y PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GLEN FALLS HOSPITAL CMHC
HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
46 ELM STREET
GLENS FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 793-5189
* DA AM H Y A CU HV MC MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

GLOVERSVILLE

ALC COUNCIL HAMILTON/FULTON/MONTGOMERY COUNTIES/ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION
40 NORTH MAIN STREET
GLOVERSVILLE, NY 12078
(518) 725-0464
* AL PV CI *

FULTON COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
FULTON COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
34 WEST FULTON STREET
GLOVERSVILLE, NY 12078
(518) 725-4232
* AL AM H A HV DN MD PR TX CS *

GOSHEN

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF ORANGE COUNTY INC/ALC PREV AND EDUC
224A MAIN STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-9000
* AD PV CI *

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF ORANGE COUNTY INC/DRUG PREV AND EDUC
224A MAIN STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-9000
* AD PV *

FORENSIC MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/DF
40 ERIE STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-6166
* AD PV *

GOSHEN COCAINE CLINIC
224 MAIN STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-5808
* DA AM H A CU HV MD PR TX *

GOSHEN COCAINE CLINIC
224 MAIN STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-5808
* DA AM H A CU HV MD PR TX *
NEW YORK

WARHICK AREA MIGRANT COMMITTEE INC
COMMUNITY CENTER/INFO AND REFERRAL
PULASKI HIGHWAY
RD 2
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 651-4272
* AL PV *

GOWANDA

TRI COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
100 MEMORIAL DRIVE
GOWANDA, NY 14070
(716) 532-9202
HOTLINE(S): (716) 532-9202
* AL PV CI CS *

TRI COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
100 MEMORIAL DRIVE
GOWANDA, NY 14070
(716) 532-9202
* DA AM B AI DM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

GREAT NECK

GREAT NECK
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
345 LAKEVILLE ROAD
GREAT NECK, NY 11020
(516) 773-1751
* AD PV *

GREAT NECK COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR
PARENTS AND YOUTH (COPAY)/OUTPT DF
21 NORTH STATION PLAZA
2ND FLOOR
GREAT NECK, NY 11021
(516) 466-2509
* DA AM W B H PG CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

GREAT ISLAND

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND
OTHER CHEM DEP INC/GREAT ISLAND HH
123 GEORGE STREET
GREAT ISLAND, NY 12103
(518) 272-0610
* AL RR TX *

GREENPORT

EASTERN LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL
QUANNACUT ALCOHOLISM INPT REHAB PROG
201 MANOR PLACE
GREENPORT, NY 11944
(516) 477-1000
* AL RR TX *

GROTON

ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED
101 CAYUGA STREET
GROTON, NY 13073
(607) 898-5508
* DA AM MD PR TX CI *

GUILDERLAND

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) INPATIENT REHABILITATION PROG
2252 WESTERN AVENUE
GUILDERLAND, NY 12084
(518) 452-6708
* AL RR W MD PR TX CS *

HAMBURG

ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
SOUTHERN ERIC CLINICAL SERVICES
517 SUNSET DRIVE
HAMBURG, NY 14075
(716) 648-7504
* AL AM W Y A HV HM MD PR TX CH *

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION VI
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/HAMBURG COUNSELING
91 UNION STREET
HAMBURG, NY 14075
(716) 648-0650
* DA AM W B H PG CU HV MD TX *

HAMDEN

DELWARE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 10
HAMDEN, NY 13782
(607) 865-7656
* DA AM W Y HV DV PR CH TX CI *

DELWARE COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/HAMDEN RD 1
HAMDEN, NY 13782
(607) 865-7656
* DA AM W Y HV DM MC MD PR CH TX *
* C *

HAMPTON BAYS

HAMPTON COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
PONQUOGUE AVENUE
HAMPTON BAYS, NY 11946
(516) 288-1954
* DA AM PR CH TX *

HANIBAL

OSWEGO COUNTY OPPORTUNITIES INC
ARBOR HOUSE ALCOHOLISM HALFAY HOUSE
RD 1 HALL ROAD
HANIBAL, NY 13074
(315) 590-4732
* AL RR TX *

HARRIS

COMM GEN HOSP OF SULLIVAN COUNTY
BIOCHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
BUSHVILLE ROAD
HARRIS, NY 12742
(914) 794-3300 EXT. 2746
* AL DT W A B H CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

HARRISON

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MED CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
275 NORTH STREET
HARRISON, NY 10528
(914) 967-6500 EXT. 261
* AL AM W Y DM MD PR TX *

HARTSDALE

CENTER FOR HUMAN OPTIONS INC
CENTRAL AVENUE AND JANE STREET
HARTSDALE, NY 10530
(914) 946-6992
* AD PV CI *

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
WESTCHESTER OUTREACH CENTER
246 CENTRAL PARK AVENUE
HARTSDALE, NY 10530
(914) 949-6640
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 4DA-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(607) 2DA-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM W Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON

YOUTH ADVOCATE PROGRAM
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL/ADMIN
46 MAIN STREET
HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON, NY 10706
(914) 478-2471
* AD PV CI *

HAUPPAUGE

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/HOMELESS
220 VETERANS HIGHWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
(516) 979-7300
HOTLINE(S):
(516) 979-0922
* DA RR W Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX PV CS *

356
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A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/OUTPATIENT DF 1373-42 VETERANS HIGHWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 979-7300 HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922 * DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV MD TX * * PV CS *

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/RESIDENTIAL DF 220 VETERANS HIGHWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 979-7300 HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922 * DA RR W Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR * * TX PV CS *

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE ENRICHMENTS INC (APPLE)/SATELLITE 1373-42 VETERANS HIGHWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11901 (718) 979-7733 HOTLINE(S): (516) 979-0922 * DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV * * CI CS *

SUFFOLK COUNTY COAL/ALC/OTHER DRUG DEP ALC COMM ED AND INTERV/INFO AND REFER SUITE 260 HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 366-1717 HOTLINE(S): (516) 366-1717 INFORMATION & REFERRAL * AL PV CS *

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE KEEP PROGRAM 1350 MOTOR PARKWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 853-7373 * DA AM A HV MD TX MM *

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE SUFFOLK COUNTY DRUG FREE UNIT MOTOR PARKWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 582-5101 * DA AM CU TX CS *

HAWTHORNE

CORTLAND INC
cortland medical alc outpt clinic
4 skyline drive
HAWTHORNE, NY 10532
(914) 347-2990
* AL AM W B H MD PR TX *

HEMPSTEAD

ALLIANCE COUNSELING CENTER INC
147 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 461-9337
* DA AM TX PV CI CS *

COUNSELING SERVICE OF EASTERN DISTRICT NEW YORK INC/DA TRT 175 FULTON AVENUE SUITE 301C HEMPSTEAD, NY 11501 (718) 958-6645 * DA AM W A PR TX *

EAST MEADOW UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST 3 SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG 101 CARMAN AVENUE EAST MEADOW HIGH SCHOOL HEMPDOW KEEPER ROAD SUITE 205 HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554 (516) 794-7000 EXT. 243 * AD PV CI *

EOC NASSAU COUNTY INC 106 MAIN STREET HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 292-9710 * AD PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION EAST MEADOW COUNSELING CENTER 1775 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE SUITE 405 HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554 (516) 794-1127 * DA AM W Y A CU HV DW PR CH TX *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF NASSAU DRUG TREATMENT CENTER 126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 486-7200 * DA AM TX *

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOC OF NASSAU COUNTY ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER 126 NORTH FRANKLIN AVENUE HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 486-7200 * AL AM MD PR TX CI *

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/PREVENTION 126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 486-7200 * PV CS *

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/TREATMENT 126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 486-7200 * DA AM TX *

GROWING HEALTHY K 7 NCDRAA EDUCATION UNIT 175 FULTON AVENUE ROOM 600 HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554 (516) 542-2510 * AD PV *

HEMPSTEAD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 265 PENINSULA BOULEVARD HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 292-7006 * AD PV CI *

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER TOALCISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC 250 FULTON AVENUE HEMPSTEAD, NY 11500 (516) 588-2613 * DA AM H MC MD PR CH TX *

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER (SALSA) OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT 250 FULTON AVENUE HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 588-2613 * DA AM H PR TX *

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER INC PREVENTION UNIT 250 FULTON AVENUE HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 588-2613 * DA PV CI *

JEISH CMM SVRS OF LONG ISLAND INC LIVING FREE DRUG PROGRAM/HEMPSTEAD 50 CLINTON STREET HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550 (516) 486-5710 * DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV DW PR * * TX PV CI CS *

LONG ISLAND JEISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER PROJECT OUTREACH/INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT 600 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552 (516) 481-2890 * DA AM CU MD PR CH TX *

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC/EAST MEADOW 2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE NASSAU COUNTY MED CTR BUILDING K HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554 (516) 542-3681 * DA AM W Y DH MD PR TX PV *
NEW YORK

NAKINO COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALTIX UNIT
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURPINE
10 WEST
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-2394
* AL DT TX *

NCDAA COCA
2201 HEMSPSTEAD TURPINE
NAKNO COUNTY MED CRT BLDG K 2ND FLOOR
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-3922
* DA AM W CU HV MD TX PV *

UNIONDALE HIGH SCHOOL
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION GOODRICH STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11553
(516) 560-6844
* AD PV *

WEST HEMSPSTEAD UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
252 CHESTNUT STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 489-8511
* AD PV CI *

WORK EVALUATION AND RESOURCES CENTER (HERC)
160 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 538-6661
* DA *

HELMER
HERKIMER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
119 MARY STREET
HERKIMER, NY 13350
(315) 866-5220
* AL AM MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

HEWICKVILLE
CENTRAL NAASKA GUIDANCE AND
COUNSELING SERVICES INC/OP OF
298 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 822-4060
* DA AM Y DH HC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

EAC INC
EDUCATIONAL ASST CENTER OF LONG ISLAND
250 A OLD COUNTRY ROAD
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 435-0800
* DA *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
DRUG PROGRAM
23A JERUSALEM AVENUE
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 935-6858
* DA AM PR CH TX PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
HICKSVILLE ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
25-A JERUSALEM AVENUE
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 935-6858
* AL AM Y A HV DM MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

INSTITUTE FOR RATIONAL COUNSELING INC
HICKSVILLE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
76 NORTH BROADWAY
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 567-7760
* DA AM W PG CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX *

HOLLAND
RAMAPO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
MOUNTAIN AVENUE
HILLBURN, NY 10931
(914) 357-7763
* AD PV *

HOGANSBURG
SAINT REGIS MOHAWK TRIBE
HEALTH SERVICES
COMMUNITY BUILDING
HOGANSBURG, NY 13655
(315) 358-5141
* AD RV AM W Y A AI CU HV DM MD TX *
* PV CI *

HORNELL
HORNELL AREA CONCERN FOR YOUTH INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
30 SENECA STREET
HORNELL, NY 14843
(607) 324-0808
* AD PV CI *

SAINT JAMES MERCY HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICE
411 CANISTED STREET
HORNELL, NY 14843
(607) 324-3900 EXT. 3511
* AL PV CI *

SAINT JAMES MERCY HOSPITAL
HERMCARE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
1 BETHESDA DRIVE
HORNELL, NY 14843
(607) 324-2500 EXT. 4213
* AL RR W A B PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

Hudson
ALCOHOLIC CENTER OF COLUMBIA COUNTY
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
419 WARREN STREET
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9300
HOTLINE(S): (518) 828-9300
* AL AM MD PR TX *

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
COLUMBIA COUNTY/OP DF
431 EAST ALLEN STREET
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9460
* DA AM Y TX PV CI CS *

COLUMBIA CO SCH/COMMUNITY SERVS PROJ
OUTPATIENT 1
435 EAST ALLEN STREET
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9466
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 828-9466; (518) 828-9300
* DA AM Y TX PV CI CS *

COLUMBIA CO SCH/COMMUNITY SERVS PROJ
OUTPATIENT 2
71 NORTH 3RD STREET
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9446
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 828-9446; (518) 828-9300
* DA AM Y TX PV CI CS *

COLUMBIA CO SCH/COMMUNITY SERVS PROJ
OUTPATIENT 3
315 WARREN STREET
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9446
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 828-9446; (518) 828-9300
* DA AM Y TX PV CI CS *

RECOVERY COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
160 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-0150
* AL AM W HV DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

HUDSON FALLS
WARREN/WASH COUNTIES COUNCIL ON ALC/S
COMMUNITY EDUC AND INTERV/INFO AND RES
56 3/4 MAIN STREET
HUDSON FALLS, NY 12859
(518) 747-2191
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 747-2191; (800) 498-7044
* AD PV CS *

WASHINGTON/WARREN/HAMILTON/ESSEX
BOCES/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROG
10 LA CROSSE STREET
HUDSON FALLS, NY 12859
(518) 793-7721
* DA PV *

HUNTINGTON
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COUNSELING CENTER
423 PARK AVENUE
HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
(516) 271-6591
HOTLINE(S): (516) 549-8700
* DA AM TX PV CS *
NEW YORK

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
UNIONTOWN VILLAGE YDA
516-351-4511
HOTLINE(S): (516) 549-8700
DA AM Y TX PV *

AYTOW VILLAGE INC
UNIONTOWN STATION/MED SUPER OUTPT
075 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNIONTOWN STATION, NY 11746
516) 351-7112
HOTLINE(S): (516) 2DA-YTOP WITHIN NY
800) 4DA-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
DA AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

UNIONTOWN YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
UNIONTOWN STATION YDA
RAILROAD STREET
UNIONTOWN STATION, NY 11746
516) 673-0614
HOTLINE(S): (516) 549-8700
DA AM Y TX PV *

LONG ISLAND ASSOC FOR AIDS CARE INC
ALCOHOL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
355 NEW YORK AVENUE
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
516) 365-2461
HOTLINE(S): (516) 365-AIDS CRIS COUNS REF & ALC,CD
AL PV CI CS *

LONG ISLAND CENTER INC
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
DANSEY STREET
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
516) 423-7660
AL AM Y A H HV DM MD PR TX *

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
HUNTINGTON STATION MMTP CLINIC
689 EAST JERicho TURNPIKE
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 854-4400
* DA AM A HV MD MM CS *

HYDE PARK

HYDE PARK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP IN YOUTH K12
HAVILAND ROAD
HYDE PARK, NY 12538
(914) 229-7101
* AD PV CI *

ILION

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
HERKIMER COUNTY/SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREV
61 WEST STREET
ILION, NY 13357
(315) 894-9917
* DA PV CI *

INDIAN LAKE

HAMILTON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND PREV SERVS
83 WHITE BIRCH LANE
INDIAN LAKE, NY 12842
(518) 648-5355
* AL AM Y TX PV CI *

HAMILTON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVS BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND ALC SERVICES
83 WHITE BIRCH LANE
INDIAN LAKE, NY 12842
(518) 648-5355
* AD PV CI *

ISLIP

ISLIP UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
215 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 581-2560
* AD PV CI *

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES/OP DF
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
HOTLINE(S): (516) 277-4700
* DA AM CU HV TX PV CI *

TOWN OF ISLIP DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ACCESS ALC YOUTH EDUC AND INTERVENTION
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
HOTLINE(S): (516) 277-4700
* AL PV CI *

ISLIP TERRACE

EAST ISLIP SCHOOL DISTRICT
EAST ISLIP PEER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
RED GEM STREET
EAST ISLIP HIGH SCHOOL
ISLIP TERRACE, NY 11752
(516) 561-1600 EXT. 299
HOTLINE(S):
(516) 751-7500 OUT OF SUFFOLK COUNTY
* AD PV *

ITHACA

ALCOHOL COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM
201 EAST GREEN STREET
SUITE 500
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 274-6288
* AL PV *

ALCOHOL COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
201 EAST GREEN STREET
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5422
* AL AM W Y A B PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX *

ALCOHOL COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND INTERVENTION
201 EAST GREEN STREET
SUITE 500
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 274-6288
* AL PV CI *

ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
OUTREACH CENTER
102 THE COMMONS
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5500
* DA AM MD PR TX PV *

TOMPKINS/SENECA/TIoga BOCES
PREVENTION RESOURCES AND EDUCATION PGM
555 WARREN ROAD
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 257-1551 EXT. 330
* AD PV *

JACKSON HEIGHTS

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7-16 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NY 11372
(718) 334-4600
* AL AM H HV MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *
JAMAICA

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
QUEENS CLINIC
82-68 164TH STREET
3C BLDG T DEPT MEDICINE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 883-6084
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
QUEENS CLINIC
82-68 164TH STREET
3C BLDG T DEPT MEDICINE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 990-2172
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

CENTER FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
89-12 162ND STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 523-3396
* DA RR H Y B H HV MD TX CS *

CREEDMOOR ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
80-45 WINCHESTER BOULEVARD
BUILDING 19(D)
JAMAICA, NY 11427
(718) 464-7500 EXT. 3528
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 468-8092 SCHEDULED SCREENING/REF
(718) 464-7500 X3528 SCHED SCREEN/RE
* AL RR H Y B H PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR TX *

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
QUEENS OUTREACH CENTER
166-10 91ST AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 523-8288
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 4DA-1TOP OUTSIDE NY
(600) 2DA-1TOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM N Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

LAURELTON/SPRINGFIELD GARDENS C OF C
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
JAMAICA, NY 11431
(718) 712-8148
* DA PV *

OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
89-15 WOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
3RD FLOOR
JAMAICA, NY 11421
(718) 867-9233
* AL AM Y DH MD PR TX PV CI *

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
PO Box 175-15 ROCKAWAY AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 249-0670
* DA AM PG HV MD TX CS *

QUEENS COUNTY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
RESIDENTIAL AND AFTERCARE
89-15 WOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11421
(718) 456-7820
* DA RR H Y A B H MD TX *

QUEENS HOSP CTR/HEALTH AND HOSP CORP
ADULT DRUG TREATMENT PROG/RESIDENTIAL
82-68 164TH STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-4170
* AD RR HV MD PR TX CI CS *

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ADULT DRUG DETOXIFICATION
82-68 164TH STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-4273
* DA BT B H MC MD PR TX MM *

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
82-68 164TH STREET
T BUILDING ROOM 1A-9
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-2750
* AL AM A H CU HV MC MD PR TX *

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM CONSULTATION TEAM
82-68 164TH STREET
BUILDING T ROOM 1A-9
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-2657
* AL PV CI *

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
82-68 164TH STREET
T BUILDING 8B
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-2750
* AL DT A PI HV MC MD PR CH TX CS *

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
STOP DHI PROGRAM
114-2 GUY BREWER BOULEVARD
SUITE 216
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 883-2657
* AL AM MC MD PR TX *

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER AFFILIATION
ADOLESCENT DRUG TRT PROG/REENTRY UNIT
82-68 164TH STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 990-2104
* DA AM HV TX CI CS *

QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP DAYCARE CLINIC
162-04 SOUTH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11433
(718) 526-1626
HOTLINE(S): (718) 380-4126
* DA AM TX *

QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 2
177-33 BAYSLEY BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 712-7777
HOTLINE(S): (718) 380-4126
* DA RR H A PG HV TX *

QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 3
156-02 LIBERTY AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11433
(718) 380-4126
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 380-4126; (718) 658-7740
* DA RR H A CU HV TX *

QUEENS VILLAGE/MH/JAMAICA
J CAP NEW SPIRIT II/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
162-04 SOUTH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11433
(718) 291-8044
* AL AM H B H MD PR TX *

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
MTA AMBULATORY
130-15 89TH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11419
(212) 520-5205
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
MTA RESIDENTIAL
88-83 VAN NYCK EXPRESSWAY
JAMAICA, NY 11435
(718) 657-6910
* DA RR A HV MD TX *

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
MTA/RESIDENTIAL
130-15 89TH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11418
(718) 441-8913
* DA RR A HV MD MM *

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
88-83 VAN NYCK EXPRESSWAY
JAMAICA, NY 11435
(212) 520-5218
* DA RR A HV MD TX *
NEW YORK

JERICHO

JERICHO UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
CEDAR SWAMP ROAD
DISTRICT OFFICE JERICHO HIGH SCHOOL
JERICHO, NY 11753
(516) 681-4100
* AD PV *

JOHNSON CITY

SOUTHERN TIER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPT
65 BROAD STREET
JOHNSON CITY, NY 13790
(607) 798-1706
* AL PV *

SOUTHERN TIER AIDS PROGRAM INC
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION PROGRAM
122 BALDWIN STREET
JOHNSON CITY, NY 13790
(607) 798-1706
* AL PV *

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES WILSON MEM HOSP
HOSPITAL ALCOHOL INTERVENTION SERVICES
HARRISON STREET
JOHNSON CITY, NY 13790
(607) 760-6439
* AL PV CI *

JOHNSTOWN

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
FULTON COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
208 WEST STATE STREET
JOHNSTOWN, NY 12095
(518) 760-8013
* DA AM W Y A H PG HV MD PR CH TX CI *

KATONAH

FOUR MINDS HOSPITAL INC
CHOICES ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
800 CROSS RIVER ROAD
KATONAH, NY 10536
(914) 763-0151
* AL AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD PR CH TX CI *

KINGSTON

ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
785 BROADWAY
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-9331
HOTLINE(S): (914) 331-9331
* AL PV CI *

FAMILY OF WOODSTOCK INC
PREVENTION
39 JOHN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-7080
HOTLINE(S): (914) 330-2370
* AD *

KINGSTON CITY SCHOOLS CONSOLIDATED
PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
61 CROWN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 339-3000
* AD PV CI *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALC DAY REHAB/EVENING INTENSIVE PROG
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340 EXT. 346
HOTLINE(S): (914) 338-2370
* AL AM W Y A H PG HV MD PR TX PV CI *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG FREE CLINIC
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
HOTLINE(S): (914) 331-6340; (914) 331-7080
* DA AM W Y A H PG HV DM PR TX *

KINGSTON

ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
785 BROADWAY
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-9331
HOTLINE(S): (914) 331-9331
* AL PV CI *

FAMILY OF WOODSTOCK INC
PREVENTION
39 JOHN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-7080
HOTLINE(S): (914) 330-2370
* AD *

KINGSTON CITY SCHOOLS CONSOLIDATED
PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
61 CROWN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 339-3000
* AD PV CI *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALC DAY REHAB/EVENING INTENSIVE PROG
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340 EXT. 346
HOTLINE(S): (914) 338-2370
* AL AM W Y A H PG HV MD PR TX PV CI *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG FREE CLINIC
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
HOTLINE(S): (914) 331-6340; (914) 331-7080
* DA AM W Y A H PG HV DM PR TX *
NEW YORK

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG FREE JAIL PROGRAM
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
HOTLINE(S): (914) 331-6340, (914) 331-7080
* DA AM H H CU HV DH TX *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
IN SCHOOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340 EXT. 363
* AD PV CI *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
KINGSTON ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTP QT CLINIC
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
HOTLINE(S): (914) 338-2370
* AL AM Y DW MC MD PR TX CI *

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
METH MAINT AND REHAB PROG/OP
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6949 EXT. 251
* DA AM A PG CU HV MD HM CI *

LAKEVILLE

LIVINGSTON COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC/SA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PREV PROGRAM
6003 BIG TREE ROAD
LAKEVILLE, NY 14480
(716) 346-2930
* AD PV CI *

LIVINGSTON COUNTY COUNCIL/ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6003 BIG TREE ROAD
LAKEVILLE, NY 14480
(716) 346-3050
* AL AM MD PR TX *

LATHAM

ALBANY/SCHOLARIE/SCHENECTADY
BOCES/CAPIT
47 CORNELL ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 786-5216
* AD PV *

CLINICAL SERVICES AND CONSULT INC
LATHAM ALC OP CLINIC/DRUG ABUSE TRT
636 NEW LONDON ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 785-5361
* AD AM M Y A H CU HV DH MD PR TX *
* CI CS *

LAUREL

HUMAN UNDERSTANDING AND
GROWTH SEMINARS INC (HUGS)
LAUREL, NY 11448
(631) 298-5305
* AL PV *

LAWRENCE

COMMITTEE ON DRUG ABUSE (CODA)
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 239-6244 EXT. 364
* DA AM Y PR TX *

PENINSULA COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
5 TOWNS COMMUNITY CENTER
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 239-7277
* AL AM M Y A B H AI CU HV DH MC *
* MD PR TX *

LEVITTOWN

ISLAND TREES UNION FREE SCH DISTRICT
59 STRAIGHT LANE
ISLAND TREES HIGH SCHOOL
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 520-2139
* AD PV *

LEVITTOWN UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
ABBEY LANE
MEMORIAL EDUCATION CENTER
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 520-5610
* AD PV *

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
152 CENTER LANE
CENTER LANE VILLAGE GREEN
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 579-3860
* AL AM MD PR TX PV *

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT AMBULATORY DRUG FREE UNIT
152 CENTER LANE VILLAGE GREEN
BUILDING T
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 796-6633
* DA AM M Y CU HV DH PR TX PV *

LOCKPORT

MOUNT SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
5300 MILITARY ROAD
LEONESTON, NY 14092
(716) 298-2155
* AD RR M A B PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

LIBERTY

INWARD HOUSE
FERNDALE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
UPPER FERNDALE ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-6000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 266-1046
* DA RR Y B H AI CU HV TX *

LIBERTY CENTRAL SCHOOL
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES/TEAM 80
115 BUCKLEY STREET
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-6990 EXT. 2051
* AD PV *

SULLIVAN COUNTY BOCES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV/INTERV PROGRAMS
85 FERNADEL-LOOMIS ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-0082
* AD PV CI *

SULLIVAN COUNTY CARES COALITION
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-9100
* AD PV CI *

LIVERPOOL

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7445 MORGAN ROAD
SUITE 100
LIVERPOOL, NY 13090
(315) 451-2161
* AL AM M Y A PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

LOCKPORT

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
41 MAIN STREET
LOCKVIEW PLAZA
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 435-3846
HOTLINE(S): (716) 285-3421
* AL AM M Y A B AI CU HV DH MD PR TX *

LOCKPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
REFLECTIONS RECOVERY CENTER
521 EAST AVENUE
SUITE 4S
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 439-8713
* AL RR M A H CU HV MC MD PR TX *

LOCKPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
REFLECTIONS RECOVERY CENTRE
521 EAST AVENUE
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 458-9111
* DA RR M A H CU HV MC MD PR TX *
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ACTS ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
55 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8835 EXT. 2461
DA AM W Y B DM MC MD PR TX *

LONG BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
METHADONE THERAPY PROGRAM/MM OP
55 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8000 EXT. 2350
DA AM A HV MD PR MM *

LONG BEACH BEACH
6 WEST PARK AVENUE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 889-2332
OUTLINE(S): (516) 889-2332
DA AM W Y B H PG CU PR TX PV CI *
CS *

LONG ISLAND CITY
WAY OUT INC II
DAY SERVICE
0-34 44TH DRIVE
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(718) 784-0200
OUTLINE(S): (800) 479-2400
DA AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DM MD *
TX *

RIDGE PLAZA TRT AND REHAB CLINIC
EDUCATION AND METHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
1-15 27TH STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
212) 786-3476 EXT. 74
DA AM MD MM *

ELLINIC AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOOD
ACTION COMMITTEE INC/PROJECT ASAP
7-09 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11102
(718) 204-1200
DA AM PR TX PV *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 30 PROJECT SHARE
RUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
6-25 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11006
(718) 729-6358
OUTLINE(S): (718) 729-6380
AD PV CI *

LOWVILLE
LEWIS CO ALC AND SUBST ABUSE TRT CTR
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
514 SOUTH STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-6958
DA AM W Y B PG CU HV DM MD PR TX *

LEWIS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION
7612 NORTH STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2321
HOTLINE(S):
(315) 376-2321 AA/AL-ANON MTG INFO
* AL PV CI *

LEWIS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
7612 STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2321
HOTLINE(S):
(315) 376-2321 AA/AL-ANON MTG INFO
* AD PV CI *

LYNDBROOK
LINK COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
21 LANGDON PLACE
LYNDBROOK, NY 11563
(516) 867-4948
* DA AM Y CU DW PR TX CS *

LYONS
CLIFTON SPRINGS
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
122 BROAD STREET
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 946-4342
* AL AM W HV MC MD PR TX CS *

COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP OF
THE FINGER LAKES/WAYNE COUNCIL OFFICE
58 MATER STREET
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 946-5091
* AD PV *

WILLIAMSBURG
WAYNE COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
7320 NEWARK-LYONS ROAD
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 946-5722
* DA AM Y A B H CU HV MD TX CI CS *

MADRID
NORTH COUNTRY FREEDOM HOMES
JOHN E MURPHY COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
13 ELM STREET
MADRID, NY 13340
(315) 522-4463
* AL RR TX *

MALONE
CITIZEN ADVOCATES INC
NORTH STAR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
16 4TH STREET
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 463-8900
* DA AM PR TX PV *

SAINT JOSEPH REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MALONE
214 EAST MAIN STREET
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 463-6566
* AL AM W Y PG DN MD PR TX *

MALVERNE
MALVERNE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 12
MALVERNE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV PROG/ADM
80 OCEAN AVENUE
MALVERNE HIGH SCHOOL
MALVERNE, NY 11565
(516) 596-2022
* DA PV CI *

MAMARONECK
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
ORANGE COUNTY/SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREV
145 NEW STREET
MAMARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 698-1602
* AD PV CI *

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
WESTCHESTER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
145 NEW STREET
MAMARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 698-7549
* DA PV CI *

MANHASSET
LIJ/HMC MANHASSET CLINIC
DAYCARE UNIT
1355 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
MANHASSET, NY 11050
(516) 627-5002
* DA AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LIJ/HMC MANHASSET CLINIC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
1355 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
MANHASSET, NY 11050
(516) 627-5002
* DA AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MANHASSET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
200 MEMORIAL PLACE
MANHASSET, NY 11050
(516) 627-4400 EXT. 373
* AD PV *
NEW YORK

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/DAY SERVICES
400 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-3010
* DA AM M A CU HV MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/OP DF
400 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-3010
* DA AM M A CU HV MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
FAMILY AND MATERNITY DEVELOPMENT PROG
300 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-4665
* AD PV CI *

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MANHASSET
535 PLANDOME ROAD
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 365-8806
HOTLINE(S): (800) 732-9008
* AL AM PR TX PV CI *

MAHLIUS
CENTRAL NEW YORK SERVICES INC
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
MANLIUS, NY 13104
(518) 475-0886
* AL PV *

MASSAPEQUA
MASSAPEQUA HIGH SCHOOL
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
4925 MERRICK ROAD
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
(516) 797-6128
HOTLINE(S):
(516) 797-6600 X900
(516) 797-6128
* AD PV CI *

PLAINEDGE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
(516) 797-6400
* DA PV *

YOUTH ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
30 BROADWAY
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
(516) 799-3203
* DA AM Y PR TX *

MASSENA
CAN/AM YOUTH SERVICES INC
ROSE HILL TREATMENT CENTER
2 ELIZABETH DRIVE
MASSENA, NY 13662
(315) 764-9700
* AD RR Y AI MD PR TX *

SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY COMM SERVS BROAD
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MASSENA
76 NORTH MAIN STREET
MASSENA, NY 13662
(315) 769-8166
HOTLINE(S): (315) 265-2422
* AL AM M Y A AI PG HV DM MD PR TX *

MATTITUCK
EASTERN LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL
QUANNUCUT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
6355 MAIN ROAD
MATTITUCK, NY 11952
(516) 290-1026
* AL AM DM MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SOUTHERNPT DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
NORTH FORK COUNSELING CENTER
11550 MAIN STREET
MATTITUCK, NY 11952
(516) 290-8642
* DA AM TX PV CI *

MECHANICVILLE
MECHANICVILLE AREA COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
6 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MECHANICVILLE, NY 12118
(518) 664-8322
* AL PV CI *

MEDFORD
PASSENGES COUNSELING CENTER INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
1741-D NORTH OCEAN AVENUE
MEDFORD, NY 11763
(516) 758-9222
* DA AM M Y A B H PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR TX CI CS *

MELVILLE
SEAFIELD CENTER INC
MELVILLE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
900 HULT WHITMAN ROAD
SUITE 102
MELVILLE, NY 11747
(516) 424-2900
HOTLINE(S): (516) 288-1122
* DA AM M Y CU HV DM MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

MERRICK
BELLMORE/MERRICK
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1260 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
MERRICK, NY 11566
(516) 623-8900 EXT. 200
* AD PV CI *

MIDDLE ISLAND
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
514 MIDDLE COUNTRY ROAD
MIDDLE ISLAND, NY 11935
(516) 924-1741
* AL AM M Y A B H AI CU HV DM MD *
* PR TX *

MIDDLE VILLAGE
NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 24
COMMUNITY ADOLESCENT ALTERNATIVES PGM(CAAI)
67-54 80TH STREET
MIDDLE VILLAGE, NY 11379
(718) 326-8267
* AD PV CI *

MIDDLETOWN
EMERGENCY HOUSING GROUP INC
MIDDLETOWN ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
MIDDLETOWN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 8
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 345-1443
* AL DT TX *

HORTON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
HORTON FAMILY PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOLISM
406 EAST MAIN STREET
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 345-2424
* AL AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* PR CH TX *

MIDDLETOWN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
INPATIENT REHABILITATION UNIT
191 MONHAGEN AVENUE
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 342-8511 EXT. 3174
* AL RR N A B PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

MIDDLETOWN COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
PASS PROGRAM TFIP
14 GROVE STREET
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 345-8038
* AD PV CI *

ORANGE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
21 CENTER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 345-0683
* AL AM M Y A PG PI HV DM MD PR *
* CH TX *
NEW YORK

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
MOUNT VERNON UNIT
3 SOUTH 6TH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-3730
HOTLINE(S): (914) 647-6575
* DA AM H B PG CU HV MD PR TX *

MCMHB MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/OP
3 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-5981
* DA AM MM *

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
MOUNT VERNON OPEN DOOR PROGRAM
34 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-6042
HOTLINE(S): (914) 664-6042 OPER ONLY DUR BUS HRS
* DA AM H B PG CU HV TX *

NANJET
NANJET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
101 CHURCH STREET
NANJET, NY 10954
(914) 623-1665
* AD PV CI *

HMD HARTFORD
CENTER FOR ADDICTION RECOVERY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4299 MIDDLE SETTLEMENT ROAD
NEW HARTFORD, NY 13413
(315) 797-2057
* AL AM H DH MD PR CH TX *

HMD HYDE PARK
HERRICKS UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SHELTER ROCK ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11040
(516) 248-3113
* AD PV CI *

LONG ISLAND JEWSH MED CTR DAHRS
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
270-05 76TH AVENUE
BUILDING 5
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11042
(718) 470-8950
HOTLINE(S): (718) 470-8950 9A-10P MTH, 9A-5P TH F
* DA AM CU MD PR TX CS *

HMD PALTZ
ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
PALTZ ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
40 MAIN STREET
NEW PALTZ, NY 12561
(914) 255-1830
HOTLINE(S): (914) 338-2370
* AL AM H DH MD PR TX CI CS *

HMD ROCHELLE
GUIDANCE CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
403-5 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 632-1374
* DA AM A PI CU HV MD MM CI *

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
NEW ROCHELLE UNIT
350 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-8048
HOTLINE(S): (914) 647-6575
* DA AM H B H CU HV MD PR TX CI *

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
RE ENTER HOUSE APTS
197 DRAKE AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10805
(914) 235-9223
HOTLINE(S): (914) 647-6575; (914) 235-9223
* DA RR N Y A B H CU HV MD PR TX *

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
RE ENTRY UNIT/STOREFRONT
350 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-9223
HOTLINE(S): (914) 647-6575; (914) 235-9223
* DA RR N Y A B H CU HV MD PR TX *

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
VOCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT
363-369 HUGUENOT STREET
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 633-7494
* DA *

UNITED HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3 THE BOULEVARD
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633
* AL AM H Y CU DH MC MD PR CH TX *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA SHELTERS INC
CROSSROADS HALFWAY HOUSE
395 WEBSTER AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 636-8689
* AL RR TX *

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
NEW ROCHELLE OUTREACH CENTER
33 LINCOLN AVENUE
SUITE 2
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 636-2721
* DA AM H B PG CU TX PV CI *

NEW YORK

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
49 EAST 21ST STREET
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 797-6277
* AL PV *

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK
INFORMATION/REFERRAL UNIT
49 EAST 21ST STREET
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 797-6277
* AL PV *

ALIANZA DOMINICANA INC
2410 AMSTERDAM AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10033
(212) 740-1960
* DA AM H H PG CU TX *

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
WORK AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE PROG/ALC
48 EAST 21ST STREET
12TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 353-9760
HOTLINE(S): (212) 353-9760 DAILY MESSAGE PICK UP
* AL PV CI CS *

AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
404 LAFAYETTE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 596-4642
* AD AM A AI HV TX PV CI CS *

APPRENTICE JOURNEYMAN EDUCATION FUND
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
49-51 CHAMBERS STREET
SUITE 220
NEW YORK, NY 10007
(212) 732-7897
* AL PV CI CS *

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT SERVICES OF MANHATTAN
1841 BROADWAY
SUITE 111
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 399-6901
* AD AM H H CU DH MC MD PR TX *
BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 1
105 EAST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 851-5502
* DA AM A PG HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 1E
429 2ND AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-5910
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETIS MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 2C
435 2ND AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-9096
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 2D
429 2ND AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-6425
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 3
105 EAST 125TH STREET
8TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 427-2226
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 3G
429 2ND AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-7183
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 4/UNIT 1
21 OLD BROADWAY BASEMENT
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-6121
* DA AM A HV MD MM *
NEW YORK

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
SAINT VINCENTS CLINIC
201 WEST 13TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 206-0635
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
CLINIC 2F
429 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-6425
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
CLINIC 3C
433 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 532-8317
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
GOUVERNEUR CLINIC
109 DELANCY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 420-2066
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

BLISS POSTON THE SECOND MIND INC
152 MADISON AVENUE
SUITE 505
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 481-1055
* DA AM PR TX *

BOYS HARBOR INC
PREVENTION SERVICES
1 EAST 104TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 427-2244
* AD PV CI *

BRC HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
324 LAFAYETTE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 925-9393
* AL DT PI TX CI SS *

BRC HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
191 CHRYSTIE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 533-5700
* AL AM A B H PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX CI CS *

CABRINI MEDICAL CENTER
START ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
157 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 598-4828
* AL AM A H HV MC MD PR TX *

CENTER FOR COMP HEALTH PRACTICE INC
CCHP ECP
1900 2ND AVENUE
12TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 360-7874
* DA AM A HV MD TX MM *

CENTER FOR COMP HEALTH PRACTICE INC
CCHP FESP
165 EAST 97TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 360-7874
* DA AM A PG CU HV MD PR TX CS *

CENTER FOR COMP HEALTH PRACTICE INC
CCHP MAP
1900 2ND AVENUE
12TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 360-7781
* DA AM A HV MD TX MM *

CENTER FOR COMP HEALTH PRACTICE INC
CCHP PAAM
1900 2ND AVENUE
12TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 360-7987
* DA AM A PG HV MD TX MM CS *

CENTRAL HARLEM EMERGENCY CARE SERVICES
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
419 WEST 126TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 865-6133
* AL DT W A B H AI PG PI CU HV TX *
* PV CI SS CS *

CHINESE/AMERICAN PLANNING COUNCIL INC
1 ORCHARD STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 966-4227
* AD PV CI *

COLONIAL PARK COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
DAY CARE CENTER/DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
305 WEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10039
(212) 690-5161 EXT. 5070
* DA AM W B CU TX PV CI CS *

COLONIAL PARK COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT/OUTPT/DAY SERVS
305 WEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10039
(212) 690-5009
* DA AM W B CU MC MD PR TX PV CI *
* SS CS *

CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE
MIDTOWN CTR FOR TREATMENT AND RESEARCH
55 WEST 44TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10036
(212) 764-5178
* DA AM W A H CU PR TX CI CS *

CREATE INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
2-4 LENOX AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10026
(212) 996-2500
* DA AM W A B H CU HV TX *

CREATE INC
RESIDENCE I
121 WEST 111TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10026
(212) 678-4990
* DA RR B H CU HV TX *

CREATE INC
RESIDENCE II
125 WEST 111TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10026
(212) 678-4990
* DA RR B H CU HV TX *

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
54 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 354-6000
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 40A-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(800) 20A-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM W Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
AFTERCARE
54 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 354-6000
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 40A-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(800) 20A-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM W Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
PREGNANT ADDICTED WOMENS PROGRAM
54 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 354-6000
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 40A-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(800) 20A-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM W Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

DR M DEGIARDE MMTP CLINIC
233-5 LAFAYETTE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 431-6177
* DA AM A CU HV MD MM *

EAST HARLEM BLOCK NURSERY INC
YOUTH ACTION PROGRAM
1260 5TH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 860-8170
* AD PV *
YORK FOR TREATMENT
W FLOOR ALCOHOLISM (INPT
10029 NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 947-1471
* AL CI *

CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
200 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2525
* AL RR B H MD PR TX *

CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
502-306 111TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 860-2960
* DA AM W A B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *
* CI *

CENTER INC
RESIDENCE
252 EAST 112TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 860-2960
* DA RR H Y B H PG CU HV DM TX *
* CI *

FREEDOM INSTITUTE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
555 MADISON AVENUE
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10022
(212) 838-0044
* AL AM W Y CU TX PV *

GRACIEMS SQUARE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 986-4400
* AL DT RR H A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR TX *

GRACIEMS SQUARE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 986-4400
* AL DT RR H A B H PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX *

GRACIEMS SQUARE HOSPITAL
DRUG REHABILITATION UNIT
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 986-4400
* DA RR H A B H PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX *

GRAMERCY PARK MEDICAL GROUP PC
UNIT 1
253-55 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 475-1900 EXT. 11
* DA AM HV MD MM *

GREENHILL HOUSE COUNSELING CENTER
80 5TH AVENUE
10TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 463-8244
* AL AM W A HV MD PR TX CI *

GREENHILL HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
55 5TH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 463-8244
* AL AM W A HV MD PR TX CI *

GREENHILL HOUSE INC
HALIFAX HOUSE
312-314 BOWERY
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 463-8244
* AL RR TX CI *

GREENHILL HOUSE MMTP
COOPER SQUARE
50 COOPER SQUARE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 677-3400
* DA AM W A HV MD MD PR TX MM *

GREENHILL HOUSE MMTP
24 WEST 20TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 255-0404
* DA AM A HV MD MD PR MM *

GREENHILL VILLAGE YOUTH COUNCIL
25 CAMELINE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014
(212) 242-3687
HOTLINE(S): (212) 242-3687
* AD PV CI *

HAMILTON MADISON HOUSE
CHINATOWN ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
146 ELIZABETH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 966-2599
* AL AM MD MD TX *

HARLEM HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICE
225 5TH AVENUE
HEALTH BUILDING FIRST FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10037
(212) 491-6834
* AL PV CI *

HHC BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
BUILDINGS C AND D
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-3201
* DA AM W A B H PG HV MD PR MM *

HHC HARLEM HOSPITAL CENTER
MMTP CLINIC 3
500 WEST 180TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10033
(212) 923-4358
* DA AM A B H HV MD TX MM *

HISPANIC AIDS FORUM INC
INNOVATIVE ALC PREV AND INTERV PROGRAM
SUITE 505
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 966-6536
* AL PV *

IMMIGRANT SOCIAL SERVICES INC
137 HENRY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 571-1846
HOTLINE(S): (212) 571-1846
* AD PV CI *

INTER CARE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
51 EAST 25TH STREET
SUITE 400
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 552-0503
* AL AM PR TX PV CI *

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR DISABLED
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
340 EAST 24TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 481-5780
HOTLINE(S): (212) 481-5780
* DA AM W HV MD PR TX *

INTNL CENTER FOR THE DISABLED
CHEMICAL DEP SERV/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
340 EAST 24TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 481-5780
HOTLINE(S): (212) 481-5780
* AL AM W HV MD PR TX CI *

INWOOD COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
COMP OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
651 ACADEMY STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10034
(212) 942-0043
* AL AM W Y H MD PR TX *

INWOOD COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
GET/CENTERED MH CLINIC DRUG PREV PROG
651 ACADEMY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10034
(212) 942-0043
* AD PV CI *
LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
MMTP/KEEP
46 EAST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 431-4610
* DA AM A HV MC MD MM *

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
SU CASA MMTP
7 GOVERNEUR SLIP EAST
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 349-6820 EXT. 224
* DA RR H A HV MD MM *

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
SU CASA MTAR
7 GOVERNEUR SLIP EAST
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 349-6820 EXT. 224
* DA RR H A HV MD MM *

LUCHA INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT/122ND STREET
205 EAST 122ND STREET
4TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 410-2304
* DA AM W Y A B H PG CU HV TX PV *
* CI CS *

MADISON SQUARE BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM
301 EAST 29TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 532-5751
* AD PV *

MANHATTAN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALC INPT REHAB UNIT/MANHATTAN PC
600 EAST 125TH STREET
WASHINGTON ISLAND
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 369-0322
* AL RR H B H PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
6 EAST 3RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 533-0400 EXT. 3059
* AL AM A B PI CU HV MD TX *

MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP
MANHATTAN BOWERY CRISIS CENTER
6 EAST 3RD STREET
4TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 533-8400
* AL DT A B H PI CU HV TX *

MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP
SHELTER ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL PROG
200 VARICK STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014
(212) 620-0540
* AL PV CI *

MEDICAL ARTS CENTER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
57 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 755-0200
* AL DT H A B H CU HV MC MD TX *

MEDICAL ARTS CENTER HOSPITAL
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED OUTPATIENT
57 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 838-2169
* DA AM W A B H CU HV PR TX *

MEDICAL ARTS SANITARIUM INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
57 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 755-0200
* DA RR H A B H CU HV MC MD TX *

MINORITY TASK FORCE ON AIDS
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION/INTERVENTION PROGRAM
127 WEST 127TH STREET
ROOM 422
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 864-5551
* AD PV CI *

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY YOUTH PROGRAM/AHC
19 EAST 101ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 243-7214
* DA PV CI *

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL
MMTP/KEEP
17 EAST 102ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 243-6646
* DA AM W A PG HV MD TX MM *

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ON
DRUG ABUSE PROBLEMS INC
355 LEXINGTON AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 986-1170
* AD PV *

NEW YORK COUNCIL OF
SMALLER CHURCHES INC
69 WEST 128TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 876-7667
* DA AM Y A HV TX PV *

NEW YORK DOWNTOWN HOSPITAL
BEERMAN/TRINITY MMTP
74 TRINITY PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10006
(212) 422-0250
* DA AM A HV MD MM *
NEW YORK

PIUS XII YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
372 FULLERTON AVENUE
NORTH ROSE, NY 14516
(716) 265-4150
* DA AM Y TX PV CI *

PODER INC
ADAC
280 BROADWAY
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-8191
* DA AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX *

RIVERSIDE HOUSE INC
HICKORY HILL DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
HICKORY HILL ROAD
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-8191
* DA AM H Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX *

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL OF NEWBURGH
HOSPITAL ALCOHOL INTERVENTION SERVICES
720 DUOBS STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-4400
* AL PV CI *

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL OF NEWBURGH
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROGRAM/OP
184 FIRST STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-4400 EXT. 233
* DA AM A CU HV MD MM *

TEEN INFORMATION PEER SERVICES
290 BROADWAY
SUITE 11
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-1005
* DA PV CI *

NIAGARA FALLS
ALCOHOL COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
800 MAIN STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1228
HOTLINE(S): (716) 282-1228; (716) 285-3421
* DA PV CI *

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROGRAM
800 MAIN STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1228
HOTLINE(S): (716) 282-1228; (716) 285-3421
* AL PV *

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
431 MEMORIAL PARKWAY
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 284-6228
* AL RR PR TX *

MILESTONES ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
501 10TH STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 278-4840
* AL AM H Y A AT PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX CI *

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
1001 11TH STREET
TROT ACCESS CENTER
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 278-8110
HOTLINE(S): (716) 285-3515
* DA AM H Y CU HV TX CI *

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9637
HOTLINE(S): (716) 285-3515
* DA AM H Y CU HV DM MD *

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PREVENTION/OUTPATIENT
1001 11TH STREET
TROT ACCESS CENTER
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 278-8110
HOTLINE(S): (716) 285-3515
* DA PV CI CS *

NORTH CHILI
CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTER
UNION STREET
3161 UNION STREET
NORTH CHILI, NY 14514
(716) 594-9454
* DA AM CU MD PR TX CS *

RESTART
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3161 UNION STREET
NORTH CHILI, NY 14514
(716) 546-3046
* AL AM CU MD PR CH TX CS *

NORTH ROSE
DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
WAYNE COUNTY/OUTPATIENT
ROUTE 414
NORTH ROSE MEDICAL CENTER
NORTH ROSE, NY 14516
(716) 265-4150
* DA AM Y TX PV CI *

DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
WAYNE COUNTY/OUTPATIENT PREVENTION
ROUTE 414
NORTH ROSE MEDICAL CENTER
NORTH ROSE, NY 14590
(716) 265-4150
* DA PV CI *

NORTH TARRYTOWN
PHLEPS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
THRESHOLD PROGRAM/ALC OUTPT CLINIC
38 BEEKMAN AVENUE
NORTH TARRYTOWN, NY 10591
(914) 651-3133
* AL AM H Y H CU MC MD PR TX PV *

NORTH TONAWANDA
MOUNT SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CLEARVIEW ALCOHOLISM OUTPT SERVICES
66 MEAD STREET
NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120
(716) 694-3214
* AL AM A B CU MC MD PR CH TX *

NORTH TONAWANDA CSD
PROJECT PEER AND PROJ PRIMARY MH
175 HUMPHREY STREET
NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120
(716) 694-3200
* AD PV *

NORTHPORT
CONCEPTS FOR NARCOTICS PREVENTION INC
THE PLACE/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
324 MAIN STREET
NORTHPORT, NY 11768
(516) 261-2670
HOTLINE(S): (516) 261-5554
* DA AM TX PV CI *

NORWICH
CHENANGO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
12 HENRY STREET
NORWICH, NY 13815
(607) 335-4615
HOTLINE(S): (607) 334-2222
* AL AM Y DM MD PR CH TX CI *
NEW YORK

OSWEGO
FARNHAM INC
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED DRUG FREE OUTPT
35 EAST FIRST STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-4699
* DA AM M Y CU HV MD PR TX PV *

OSWEGO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
53 EAST 3RD STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-2370
* AL AM M Y DH MD PR TX *

OSWEGO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
COMM EDC AND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
53 EAST 3RD STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 598-6707
* AL PV *

OTISVILLE
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OTISVILLE, NY 10963
(914) 386-5855
* AD RR TX PV *

ONEOGO
TIOGA CNTY COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE
COMM ALCOHOLISM ED/INFO AND REFERRAL
98 TEMPLE STREET
ONEOGO, NY 13827
(607) 687-6349
* AD PV CI *

TIOGA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED OUTPATIENT
175 FRONT STREET
ONEOGO, NY 13827
(607) 687-5555
* DA AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DW PR CH *
* TX *

TIOGA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
175 FRONT STREET
ONEOGO, NY 13827
(607) 687-5555
* DA AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX *

OYSTER BAY
YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING AGENCY
OF OYSTER BAY/EAST NORTHCITY INC
195A SOUTH STREET
OYSTER BAY, NY 11771
(516) 922-6867
* DA AM TX *

OZONE PARK
NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 27
ASPECTS 27/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
82-01 ROCKAWAY BOULEVARD
OZONE PARK, NY 11416
(718) 642-5790
* AD PV CI *

PARKSVILLE
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
PARKSVILLE RESIDENTIAL CENTER
OLD ROUTE 17
PARKSVILLE, NY 12768
(914) 292-6372
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 4DA-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(800) 2DA-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA RR M Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

PATCHOUGUE
BROOKHAVEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/WEST
365 MAIN STREET
PATCHOUGUE, NY 11772
(516) 854-1222
* AL AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PATCHOUGUE/MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
PATCHOUGUE/MEDFORD SCHOOLS
241 SOUTH OCEAN AVENUE
PATCHOUGUE, NY 11772
(516) 647-3185
* AD PV CI *

PATCHOUGUE/MEDFORD SCHOOLS
PARENT LEADERSHIP
241 SOUTH OCEAN AVENUE
PATCHOUGUE, NY 11772
(516) 647-3185
* AD PV *

PEARL RIVER
PEARL RIVER SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
275 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965
(914) 620-3803
* AD PV *

PEEKSKILL
HUDSON VALLEY HOSPITAL CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
1980 CRUMPOND ROAD
PEEKSKILL, NY 10566
(914) 737-6117
* DA AM M Y A PG HV MC MD MM PV CS *

PEEKSKILL AREA HEALTH CENTER
PEEKSKILL PATHWAYS
1037 MAIN STREET
PEEKSKILL, NY 10566
(914) 739-8105
* DA AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

PEEKSKILL AREA HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1037 MAIN STREET
PEEKSKILL, NY 10566
(914) 739-8105 EXT. 216
* AL AM M Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX *

PELMHAM
PELMHAM GUIDANCE COUNCIL
253 WOLFS LANE
PELMHAM, NY 10803
(914) 738-0530
* DA PV CI CS *

PENN YAH
COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP OF
THE FINGER LAKES/YATES COUNCIL OFFICE
108 WATER STREET
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 536-2435
* AD PV *

SCHUYLER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 WEST LAKE ROAD
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 536-7751
* AL AM M Y MC MD PR TX *

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
YOUTH COUNSELING SERVICES
165 MAIN STREET
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 536-4461
* DA PV CI *

PLAINVIEW
NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
DAVIS PAVILION 2ND FLOOR
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 920-5135
* DA AM M Y PG CU HV MD PR TX *

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL
DOROTHY YOUNG RECOVERY HOUSE
1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 920-5135
* DA AM M Y HG TX PV *
CLINTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PGM/CONSORTIA PROJ
159 MARGARET STREET
SUITE 200
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
(518) 563-8295
HOTLINE(S):
(518) 563-8293; (800) 724-0747
* AL PV CI *

CLINTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
TWIN OAKS ALCOHOLISM HALFMASS HOUSE
79 OAK STREET
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
(518) 562-0119
* AL RR PR TX *

CLINTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
CLINTON COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
6 AMPERSAND DRIVE
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
(518) 562-2780
* AL AM W DH MD PR TX CI CS *

PLEASANTVILLE
PLEASANTVILLE UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST
PEER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
ROMER AVENUE
PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570
(914) 747-1412
* AD PV *

POMONA
MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC/ROCKLAND COUNTY
PROJECT RAINBOW ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING J
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200
* AL AM W Y MD PR TX *

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
SANITARIUM ROAD
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200
* AD PV *

ROCKLAND COUNTY CMHC
MHTP DETOX UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2252
* DA *

ROCKLAND COUNTY CMHC
MHTP METHADONE MAINTENANCE UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-2252
* DA AM A HV MD MM *

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT DETOX UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING D
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2452
* AL DT MC MD PR TX *

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL
SOBERING UP STATION
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING D
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2452
* AL DT TX *

PORT CHESTER
RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
PORT CHESTER CENTER
4 PONINGO STREET
PORT CHESTER, NY 10573
(914) 939-2700
HOTLINE(S): (914) 647-6575
* DA AM W Y B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *

MCMBH SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/OP
350 NORTH MAIN STREET
PORT CHESTER, NY 10573
(914) 937-1105
* DA AM MC MD MM *

PORT JEFFERSON
JOHN T MATHER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MATHER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
635 BELLE TERRE ROAD
PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777
(516) 351-8200
* AL AM W Y A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

PORT JEFFERSON STATION
COMSEMOUGE SCHOOL DISTRICT
YOUTHFUL DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
290 NORTH STREET
PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY 11776
(516) 474-8100 EXT. 127
* AD PV *

CROSSEOS OF LONG ISLAND INC
5225 ROUTE 347/40
DAVIS PROFESSIONAL PARK
PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY 11776
(516) 331-7270
* DA AM W Y DH PR TX PV CI CS *

PORT JERVIS
CROSSROADS AT MERCY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CROSSROADS ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROG
160 EAST MAIN STREET
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 856-5351 EXT. 634
HOTLINE(S): (914) 858-5634
* AL DT MD MC PR CH TX *
NEW YORK

REGIONAL ECONOMIC COMM ACT PROGRAM
NEW LIFE MANOR HALFWAY HOUSE
259 OLD MOUNTAIN ROAD
TOWN OF GREENVILLE
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 564-3578
* AL RR R B H CU HV TX *

RIVERSIDE HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL/SHORT TERM
181 ROUTE 209
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 856-3146
HOTLINE(S):
(914) 856-3146; (800) 724-9322
* DA RR R B H PG CU HV DV PR TX *

PORT WASHINGTON
PORT COUNSELING CENTER INC
225 MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
(516) 767-1133
HOTLINE(S): (800) 734-1174
* DA AM Y B H DW PR TX *

PORT WASHINGTON UNION FREE SCHO DIST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
100 CAMPUS DRIVE
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
(516) 767-6326
* AD PV *

POTSDAM
CANTON/POTSDAM HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION UNIT
50 LEROY STREET
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-5300 EXT. 3000
* AL DT MC MD PR CH TX CI *

CANTON/POTSDAM HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
50 LEROY STREET
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-3300 EXT. 7000
* AL RR MC MD PR CH TX *

REACHOUT OF SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-2422
HOTLINE(S):
(315) 265-2422 CRISIS INTERV/INFO
* AD *

SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OUTPT CLINIC
STATE UNIV OF NEW YORK AT POTSDAM
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-6193
HOTLINE(S): (315) 265-2422
* AL AM Y A AI PG HV DV MD PR TX *

SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVS
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
VAN HUSEN HALL
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-6193
HOTLINE(S): (315) 265-2422
* DA AM PR TX *

POUGHEEKEEPSE

DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP INC/ALC AND DRUG UNIT
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
* AD PV CI *

DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP INC/ALC EDUC INTERV
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
HOTLINE(S):
(914) 471-0194; (914) 471-0195
* AL PV *

DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP/STUDENT ASSISTANCE PG
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
* AD PV CI *

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOL ABUSE CLINIC
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
HOTLINE(S): (914) 485-9700
* AL AM Y A HV DV MD MD PR TX *

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOLISM EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
7 MANSION STREET
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 494-3014 EXT. 222
HOTLINE(S):
(914) 485-9700 DUTCHESS CO DEPT MENT H
* AL CI *

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOLISM YOUTH CLINIC BOXES TP3034
350 DUTCHESS TURNPIKE
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12603
(914) 473-0290
HOTLINE(S): (914) 485-9700
* AL AM Y CU TX PV CI CI *

DUTCHESS COUNTY METHADONE CLINIC/OP
230 NORTH ROAD
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 494-2040 EXT. 532
HOTLINE(S): (914) 485-9700
* DA AM A HV MD PR TX M M CI *

DUTCHESS COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
* DA AM H Y A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

MID HUDSON ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
BRANCH B RYON HALL
HUDSON RIVER PC
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0310
HOTLINE(S): (914) 471-0310
* AL DT TX CI *

MID HUDSON ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CENTER
BOLGER HOUSE COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
260 CHURCH STREET
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 452-9168
* AL RR PR TX *

NEW HOPE MANOR INC
RE ENTRY HOUSE
141 SOUTH AVENUE
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 471-7645
* DA RR R PG PR TX *

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
68 WEST CEDAR STREET
POUGHEEKEEPSE, NY 12601
(914) 485-3710
* AL PV CI *

QUEENS VILLAGE
QUEENSBORO COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL WELFARE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
221-10 JAMAICA AVENUE
QUEENS VILLAGE, NY 11428
(718) 776-9500
HOTLINE(S): (718) 468-8025
* AD PV *

QUEENSBURG
BAYWOOD CENTER FOR TRT OF ADDICTIONS
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
366 BAY ROAD
QUEENSBURG, NY 12804
(518) 790-4221
* AL AM Y MC MD PR CH TX CS *

RAY BROOK
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
OLD RAY BROOK ROAD
RAY BROOK, NY 12977
(518) 891-5400
* AD AM A HV TX *

358
PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
SHORT TERM REHAB UNIT
11565 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7723
* AL RR H A B H AI PG CU HV MC MD *
* PV TX *

ROCHESTER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROGRAM
531 WEST BROAD STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 262-8605
* AD PV *

ROCHESTER HOUSING AUTHORITY
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
16 OLEAN STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 464-8673
* PV CIC *

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SUBST/ALC INTSERV FOR DEAF (SAISD)
1000 TECHNOLOGY PARKWAY
ROCHESTER, NY 14623
(716) 475-4978
* PV CIC *

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
90 EAST RIDGE ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 564-5220
* AM BC MD DT PR TX *

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
TREATMENT SERVICES/MM
425 PORTLAND AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 564-5220
* AM AM MD DT PR MM *

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
TREATMENT SERVICES/MSASATP
90 EAST RIDGE ROAD
ART BUILDING
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 544-5220
* AM AM MD DT PR MM *

ROCHESTER REHABILITATION CENTER
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
6 MOUNT HOPE AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 263-2690
* AD CI *

SAINT JOSEPHS VILLA OF ROCHESTER INC
LIFE PROG/RER CHEM DEP SERVS/YOUTH/LT
500 DEHEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550 EXT. 209
* RR YY PR TX *

THRESHOLD CENTER FOR
ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES INC/ADMIN
80 SAINT PAUL STREET
FLOOR 4
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
* PV CIC *

UNIV OF ROCHESTER/STRONG MEMORIAL HOSP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14624
(716) 275-3161
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD *
* PD PR CH TX CI CS *

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
METHODONE MAINTENANCE TRT CLINIC/OP
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14624
(716) 275-5489
* AM AM HC MD DT PR MM *

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL/DRUG DEP OP
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14624
(716) 275-3161
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD *
* PD PR CH TX CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS
ROCHESTER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 STATE STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 263-6728
* AD AM PR *

WESTFALL ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
919 WESTFALL ROAD
SUITE C-120
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 473-1500
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD DT PR *

WESTFALL ASSOCIATES INC
DRUG ABUSE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
919 WESTFALL ROAD
SUITE C-120
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 473-1500
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD DT PR *

YMCA OF ROCHESTER/MONROE COUNTY
STEPPINGSTONE DRUG PROGRAM
175 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 546-5820 EXT. 247
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD DT PR *

ROCKVILLE CENTRE
DIOCESE OF ROCKVILLE CENTRE EDUC DEPT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
50 NORTH PARK AVENUE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 678-5900
* AD PV *

MERCY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
1000 NORTH VILLAGE AVENUE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 255-2287
* AL PV *

ROCKVILLE CENTRE UNION FREE SCH DIST
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SHEPHERD STREET
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 255-8810
* AD PV *

ROCKVILLE CTR NARCOTICS/DRUG ABUSE
CONFIDE/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
30 HEMPSTEAD AVENUE
SUITE H-6
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 764-5522
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD DT PR *

ROCHESTER
ROME
ROME AND MURPHY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CTR/ALC OPC
1500 NORTH JAMES STREET
4TH FLOOR SOUTH HINGE
ROME, NY 13440
(315) 338-7266
* AM NH AB A H AI PG CU HV HC MD DT PR *

RONKONKOMA
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/GOV IN 2
161 LAKE SHORE ROAD
RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 979-7500
* PV CIC *

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENTS INC (APPLE)/III
153 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 737-6048
* PV CIC *

361
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BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUC SERVICES
BOCES 2 STUDENT ASSISTANCE SERVICE
5018 EXPRESS DRIVE SOUTH
RONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 471-6495
* AD PV CI *

PACE CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3555 VETERANS HIGHWAY
SUITE E
RONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 981-2244
* AL AM H Y DW MD PR TX *

ROOSEVELT
NCDDAA ROOSEVELT COUNSELING CENTER
42 EAST FULTON AVENUE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 546-1965
* DA AM HV MD TX CI CS *

ROOSEVELT ED ALCOHOLISM CUNS TRT CTR
REACT ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
27A WASHINGTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 623-7741
* AL AM M B H CU DW MD PR TX *

ROOSEVELT UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ROOSEVELT JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
240 DENTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 867-8628
* AD PV *

ROSEDALE
NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 29
PROJECT YOUTH
1 CROSS ISLAND PLAZA
PS 136 MINI SCHOOL
ROSEDALE, NY 11422
(718) 978-5900 EXT. 234
* DA PV CI *

SAG HARBOR
SAG HARBOR UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HAMPTON STREET
SAG HARBOR, NY 11963
(516) 725-1550
* AD PV CI *

SAINT ALBANS
QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 1
177-33 BAISLEY BOULEVARD
SAINT ALBANS, NY 11434
(718) 732-7777
HOTLINE(S): (718) 380-4126
* DA RR H Y PG CU HV TX *

SALAMANCA
SALAMANCA DISTRICT AUTHORITY
CHANGING SEASONS TREATMENT CENTER
150 PARKNAY DRIVE
SALAMANCA, NY 13686
(716) 945-1906
* AL RR M B AI HV MD PR CH TX *

SALAMANCA DISTRICT AUTHORITY
SIWTEC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
150 PARKNAY DRIVE
SALAMANCA, NY 13686
(716) 945-5900
* AL AM M Y B AI PG PI HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX *

SARANAC LAKE
CITIZEN ADVOCATES INC
NORTH STAR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10 MAIN STREET
OLD VILLAGE BUILDING
SARANAC LAKE, NY 12983
(518) 891-2467
* DA AM PR TX PV *

SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION PROGRAM
GLENNWOOD ESTATES
SARANAC LAKE, NY 12983
(518) 891-3950
* AL RR A HV MD PR TX *

SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 WOODRUFF STREET
SARANAC LAKE, NY 12983
(518) 891-5353
* AL AM M Y PG DW MD PR TX *

SARATOGA SPRINGS
ALC/SA COUNCIL OF SARATOGA COUNTY INC
INNOVATIVE ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION PROG
19 MAPLE AVENUE
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 885-5823
* AL PV *

SARATOGA COUNTY ALC AND SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION PROJECT INC (ASAPP)
10 LAKE AVENUE
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 587-6870
* AD PV *

SARRATOGA COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
254 CHURCH STREET
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 587-8600
HOTLINE(S): (518) 504-9030
* AL AM M Y PI MD PR TX PV CI SS *
* CS *

SARATOGA SPRINGS OFFICE OF ABUSED SUBST AND INTERV SERVICES INC/OP DF
511 BROADWAY
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 587-2992
* DA AM PR TX CI CS *

SCHENECTADY
ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
302 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4457
HOTLINE(S): (518) 346-4436;
(518) 346-4457
* AL PV CI CS *

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
302 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4436
HOTLINE(S): (518) 346-4442
* AL AM M Y B H PG CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX *

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
PERRIN HOUSE
575 LANSING STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12303
(518) 346-4509
HOTLINE(S): (518) 346-4509
* AL RR M H B TX *

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
PURCELL HOUSE
406-408 SUMMIT AVENUE
SCHENECTADY, NY 12307
(518) 346-5548
HOTLINE(S): (518) 346-5548
* AL RR B PI CU TX CI *

BRIDGE CENTER OF SCHENECTADY INC
DRUG FREE AMBULATORY
70-72 UNION AVENUE
SCHENECTADY, NY 12308
(518) 346-1277
* DA AM M A B H PI CU HV DW TX *

BRIDGE CENTER OF SCHENECTADY INC
OUTREACH/EL PUENTE
924 ALBANY STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 370-3908
* DA AM M H CU HV PV CS *

BRIDGE CENTER OF SCHENECTADY INC
RESIDENTIAL
72 UNION AVENUE
SCHENECTADY, NY 12308
(518) 346-1277
* DA RR CU HV PR TX *
SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50A SOUTH MAIN STREET
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 356-4081
* AL AM DW MC MD PR TX CI CS *

TOWN OF RAMAPO YOUTH COUNSELING SERVS
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
288 NORTH MAIN STREET
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 352-8900
HOTLINE(S): (914) 352-8900
* DA AM M A B H AI PG CU HV TX *

STATEN ISLAND

AMETHYST HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 448-9585
* AL RR M TX *

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE UNIT
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 390-5600
* AL DT MC MD PR CH TX *

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM CRISIS CENTER
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 390-5765
* AL DT PI TX *

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
BUILDING 3 4TH FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 390-5048
* AL AM M A B H PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 390-5065
* DA DT MC MD PR CH TX *

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMT
STATEN ISLAND CLINIC
111 MATER STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 648-3976
* DA AM A HV MD MH *

CAMELOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC/DAY SERVICE
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8117
* DA AM Y A HV MD PR TX PV CI *

CAMELOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
OUTPATIENT ADULT PROGRAM
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8117
HOTLINE(S): (718) 981-8117
* DA AM M A PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* SS *

CAMELOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
* AD PV *

CAMELOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
TIER 2
1111 FR CAPADANO BOULEVARD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10306
(718) 667-0666
* DA AM TX PV CI *

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
STATEN ISLAND OUTREACH CENTER
1915 FOREST AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10303
(718) 981-3136
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 40A-YTOP OUTSIDE NY
(800) 20A-YTOP WITHIN NY
* DA AM M Y PG PI HV MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 31
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROJ AMARE
54 OSBORNE STREET
ROOM 127
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 967-3335
* AD PV *

POLICE ATHLETIC LEAGUE STATEN ISLAND
35 LAYTON AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
(718) 720-5100
* AD PV CI *

PROJECT HOSPITALITY INC
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 CENTRAL AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
(718) 720-2106
* AL AM M Y B H PG CU HV MD TX CS *

SAINT VINCENTS HOSP/MED CTR/N RICHMOND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
427 FOREST AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
(718) 876-1227
* AL AM M A B H PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SAINT VINCENTS HOSP/MD CTR/N RICHMOND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/DHW PROGRAM
1794 RICHMOND ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 876-1227
* AL AM M A B H PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SOUTH BEACH ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
777 SEAVIEW AVENUE
SOUTH BEACH PSYCHIATRIC CTR BUILDING A
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 667-5202
* AL RR M A B PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

STATEN ISLAND

DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
460 BRIGELLE AVENUE
COMMUNITY SERVICE BUILDING
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10314
(718) 317-3258
* DA PV *

STATEN ISLAND MH SOCIETY INC
PJT FOR ACADEMIC STUDENT SUCCESS(PASS)
30 NELSON AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10308
(718) 966-1296
* AD PV CI *

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES
475 SEAVIEW AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 226-2752
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 226-2752; (718) 226-2791
* AL AM M A B H CU HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG FREE SERVICES
392 SEQUINCE AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-8570
HOTLINE(S):
(718) 356-8910; (718) 226-2002
* DA AM A CU HV MD PR TX *

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
INPATIENT ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION
375 SEQUINCE AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 226-2791
HOTLINE(S): (718) 226-2791
* AL DT MC MD PR CH TX *
NEW YORK

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7314
* AL AM H DH MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT UNIT
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 480-7381
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
736 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7381
* AD PV CI *

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7974
* DA AM H A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* MM *

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON DRUG/ADDICTIONS INC/REFERRAL UNIT
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1359
HOTLINE(S): (315) 472-3704
* AL PV *

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON DRUG/ADDICTIONS INC/TIP
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1359
HOTLINE(S): (315) 472-3704
* AD PV CI *

ONONDAGA COUNTY STUDENT ASSISTANCE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
CIVIC CENTER 10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 435-3355
* AD PV CI *

ONONDAGA/CORTLAND/MADISON BOCES
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
6820 THOMPSON ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13221
(315) 633-2631
* AL PV CI *

ONONDAGA/MADISON/CORTLAND BD COOP EDUC
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND EDUC PROG
6075 EAST HOLLODY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13221
(315) 633-2609
* AD PV CI *

PELION OF CENTRAL NEW YORK INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 210
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
* AL AM PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *

PELION PRESCRIPTION DRUG MISUSE PROG INC
CHRONIC DISORDERS OUTPATIENT
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 210
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
* DA AM PG CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *

RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
120 GIFFORD STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 472-7876
HOTLINE(S): (315) 472-7876
* AL DT PI TX CI *

SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CENTER
401 SOUTH AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13204
(315) 474-6823
* DA PV CI *

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 471-1564
* AL AM H DH MC MD PR TX CI CS *

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
INPATIENT REHABILITATION
S-1 VAN DUYN
ONONDAGA HILL
SYRACUSE, NY 13215
(315) 492-1184
* AL RR H MD PR TX *

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE
121 GREEN STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 472-6442
* AL RR PR TX *

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE
3606 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 633-9266
* AL RR H MD PR TX *

SYRACUSE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
819 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-7921
* DA AM H Y A B H AT PG PI TX HV *
* DM MC MD PR CH TX *

SYRACUSE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
819 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-7921
* AL AM H Y A B H AT PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINIC
800 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 477-6550
* AD AM TX *

TICONDEROGA

MOSES/LUDINGTON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
WICKER STREET
PAVILION BUILDING
TICONDEROGA, NY 12883
(518) 586-7424
* DA PV *

TONAWANDA

CONSTRUCTION EXCHANGE OF BUFFALO AND WNY INC/EAP
625 ENSMINGER ROAD
TONAWANDA, NY 14050
(716) 874-3435
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 895-6100; (800) 886-4162
* AD PV CI *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/BOULEVARD
1370 NIAGARA FALLS BOULEVARD
TONAWANDA, NY 14050
(716) 833-3713
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* DA AM H Y A B PG CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/DELAWARE
36 DELAWARE STREET
TONAWANDA, NY 14050
(716) 693-4622
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* DA AM H Y A B PG CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/NIAGARA FALLS
1357 NIAGARA FALLS BOULEVARD
TONAWANDA, NY 14050
(716) 833-3713
HOTLINE(S):
(716) 691-9700 MANAGED CARE LIAISON
* DA AM H Y A B PG CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX *
PAHL INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
106-108 9TH STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-0206
* DA RR Y PR TX PV CI CS *

PAHL TRANSITIONAL APARTMENTS
2239-2243 5TH AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4179
* DA RR Y CU PR CH TX *

RENSSELAER COUNTY MH UNIFIED SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROGRAM
7TH AVENUE AND STATE STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
* DA AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

RENSSELAER COUNTY STUDENT ASSISTANCE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
7TH AVENUE AND STATE STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
* AD PV CI *

SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION SERVICE
2215 BURDETTE AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 271-3344
* AL DT MC MD PR CH TX *

TRUMANSBURG
ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL
RD 1 ROUTE 227
TRUMANSBURG, NY 14886
(607) 357-6118
* DA RR TX *

TUCKAHOE
THE MAXWELL INSTITUTE INC
ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
167 SCARSDALE ROAD
TUCKAHOE, NY 10707
(914) 337-6033
* AL AM W Y B PG CU HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

TULLY
TULLY HILL CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
ROUTE 80 AND ROUTE 11
TULLY, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
* AL RR PR CH TX *

TULLY HILL CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
ROUTE 80 AND ROUTE 11
TULLY, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
* AL DT PR CH TX *

TULLY HILL CORPORATION
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
ROUTE 80 AND ROUTE 11
TULLY, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
* DA RR PR CH TX *

TUPPER LAKE
CITIZEN ADVOCATES INC
NORTH STAR SA SERVICES SATELLITE 1
114 WAMBEEK AVENUE
TUPPER LAKE, NY 12986
(518) 891-2467
* DA AM PR PV *

UTICA
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
407-409 RUTGER STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 738-8463
* AL RR TX *

INSIGHT HOUSE/ONEIDA COUNTY
SUBST ABUSE SERVS AGENCY TRT UNIT 1
400 RUTGER STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 724-5168
HOTLINE(S): (315) 724-5168
* DA AM PR TX PV CI CS *

INSIGHT HOUSE/ONEIDA COUNTY
SUBST ABUSE SERVS AGENCY/TRT UNIT 2
320 RUTGER STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 724-5168
HOTLINE(S): (315) 724-5168
* DA RR PR TX *

MCPIKE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1213 COURT STREET
MOHAWK VALLEY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
UTICA, NY 13502
(315) 797-6800
* AL RR W MC MD PR CH TX *

ONEIDA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
800 PARK AVENUE
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 798-5676
* AL AM W PG DM MC MD PR CH TX CI *
NEW YORK

VALATIE
CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
COLUMBIA COUNTY
ROUTE 9
STARKMANS OFFICE BUILDING
VALATIE, NY 12184
(518) 750-1755
* DA AM Y TX PV CI CS *

VALHALLA
WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
VALHALLA CAMPUS
VALHALLA, NY 10595
(914) 285-7272
* DA AM Y DW MD PR TX *

VALLEY STREAM
FRIENDS OF BRIDGE INC
5-11 PFLUG PLACE
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580
(516) 825-4242
* DA AM TX CI CS *

FRIENDS OF BRIDGE INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5-11 PFLUG PLACE
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580
(516) 825-4242
* DA AM TX CI SS *

VALLEY STREAM HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1 KENT ROAD
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582
(516) 872-5640
* AD PV CI *

WALTON
DELAWARE COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS INC
136 DELAWARE STREET
WALTON, NY 13856
(607) 865-4152
HOTLINE(S): (800) 521-5140 INFO & REF-NOT 24 HRS
* AD PV CI *

DELAWARE VALLEY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL INPATIENT REHABILITATION
1 TITUS PLACE
WALTON, NY 13856
(607) 865-6101 INFO & REF-NOT 24 HRS
* DA AM Y MD PR TX *

WAMPSVILLE
MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
NORTH COURT STREET
VETERANS MEMORIAL BUILDING
WAMPSVILLE, NY 13163
(315) 366-2327
HOTLINE(S): (315) 366-2215 USU ACTIVE CLIENTS MH
* DA AM Y AI MC MD CH TX PV CI CS *

WANTAGH
SOUTH SHORE PLANNING COUNCIL
COMM EDUC/INTERVENTION/INFO/REFERRAL
1742 OLD MILL ROAD
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 781-7405
* AL PV *

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG)
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND TREATMENT
3401 MERRICK ROAD
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 679-9000
* AL AM M Y A HV DM MD PR TX *

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG)
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT 1
3375 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 2005
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 781-1901
* DA AM CU PR TX CS *

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG)
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT 2
3375 PARK AVENUE
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 781-1901
* DA AM CU DH PR TX *

WANTAGH UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
BELTAVAGH AVENUE
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 781-8000 EXT. 229
* AD PV CI CS *

WARSW
ALLEGANY REHAB ASSOCIATES INC
WYOMING COUNTY CHEM ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
422 NORTH MAIN STREET
WARSW, NY 14569
(716) 786-8133
* AD AM Y MD PR TX *

ALLEGANY REHAB ASSOCIATES INC
WYOMING COUNTY CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
422 NORTH MAIN STREET
WARSW, NY 14569
(716) 786-8133
* DA AM MD PR TX *

WYOMING COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
338 NORTH MAIN STREET
WARSW, NY 14569
(716) 786-8873
* DA PV CI *

WATKICK
SLEEPY VALLEY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
117 SLEEPY VALLEY ROAD
WATKICK, NY 10990
(914) 986-2545
HOTLINE(S): (914) 986-2545
* AL RR MD PR CH TX *

WATKICK COMMUNITY BANDWAGON INC
REACHING OUT
11 HAMILTON AVENUE
WATKICK, NY 10990
(914) 986-6422
* AD PV CI *

WATERLOO
GENEVA GENERAL HOSPITAL
MEDICAL II DETOX UNIT
369 EAST MAIN STREET
WATERLOO, NY 13165
(315) 539-9204 EXT. 231
* AL DT MC MD PR CH TX *

SENeca COUNTY COMM COUNSELING CTR
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
31 THURBER DRIVE
WATERLOO, NY 13165
(315) 539-9258
* DA AM Y A HV MD PR TX CI CS *

SENeca COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
31 THURBER DRIVE
WATERLOO, NY 13165
(315) 539-3351
HOTLINE(S):
(315) 539-9261 315-539-5043 AFTER HRS
(315) 539-5043
* AD PV CI CS *

WATERTOWN
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF JEFFERSON COUNTY INC/ALC I AND R
302-314 COURT STREET
GLOBE MALL
WATERTOWN, NY 13061
(315) 788-4660
* AL PV CI *

ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF JEFFERSON COUNTY/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV
302-314 COURT STREET
GLOBE MALL
WATERTOWN, NY 13061
(315) 788-4660
* AD PV CI *

COMM CTR FOR ALC OF JEFFERSON COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
595 WEST MAIN STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13061
(315) 788-1530
HOTLINE(S): (315) 788-1530
* AL AM Y HV MD PR TX PV CI *

368
HUTHER/DOYLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2112 EMPIRE BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, NY 14580
(716) 671-3591
* AL AM W Y A B H CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI *

HUTHER/DOYLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2112 EMPIRE BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, NY 14580
(716) 671-3591
* DA AM W Y A B H CU HV DM PR TX *
* PV CI *

WELLSVILLE
ALLEGANY AREA COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT
25 JEFFERSON STREET
WELLSVILLE, NY 14895
(716) 593-6758
* AL AM CU DM MD TX PV CI *

WELLSVILLE
ALLEGANY AREA COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
25 JEFFERSON STREET
WELLSVILLE, NY 14895
(716) 593-6758
* AL AM Y DM MD PR TX PV CI *

WEST BABYLON
WEST BABYLON SCHOOLS
DRUG ABUSE PREV AND EDUC PROG/ADMIN
200 OLD FARMINGDALE ROAD
WEST BABYLON, NY 11704
(516) 321-5024
* AD PV *

WEST BRENTWOOD
CHARLES K POST ALC TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAM
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 1
WEST BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7200
* AL RR W B CU MC MD PR TX *

WEST COXSACKIE
NYS COXSACKIE CORRECTION FACILITY
ASAT
WEST COXSACKIE, NY 12192
(518) 731-2781
* AD PV *

WEST HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND JEWISH HOSPITAL MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/OP DF
600 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
WEST HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
* DA AM CU MC MD PR CH TX *

WEST MYACK
CLARKSTOWN AWARENESS NETWORK FOR A
DRUGFREE LIFE AND ENV INC (CANDLE
30 PARROTT ROAD
WEST MYACK, NY 10994
(914) 634-6677
* AD PV *

WESTBURY
NORTH SHORE CHILD/FAM GUIDANCE ASSOC
THE PLACE/ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 SYLVESTER STREET
WESTBURY, NY 11590
(516) 997-2926
* AL AM W Y A B H CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

WESTCHESTER
CHARLES K POST INPATIENT REHAB
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 1
WEST BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7200
* AL RR W B CU MC MD PR TX *

WEST CHESTER
CHARLES K POST ALC TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAM
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 1
WEST BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7200
* AL RR W B CU MC MD PR TX *
NEW YORK

WESTBURY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
JERICHO TURNPIKE/HITCHCOCK LANE
WESTBURY, NY 11590
(516) 997-8045
* DA PV CI CS *

WESTHAMPTON BEACH
HAMPTON COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
MAIN STREET
BEINECKE BUILDING
WESTHAMPTON BEACH, NY 11978
(516) 280-1954
* DA AM PR CH TX PV CI *

SEAFIELD CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
7 SEAFIELD LANE
WESTHAMPTON BEACH, NY 11978
(516) 280-1122
HOTLINE(S): (800) 458-4580
* AL DT RR H A B H AI CU HV DM PR *
* TX *

WESTON MILLS
CATTARAUGUS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG/NESTONS MANOR
ROUTE 417
WESTON MILLS, NY 14788
(716) 376-0057
* AL RR TX CI CS *

WHITE PLAINS
CAGE TEEN CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10603
(914) 428-1600
* AD PV CI CS *

COLLEGE CAREERS FUND OF WESTCHESTER
ALCOHOLISM PUB EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
60 MITCHELL PLACE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 428-3455
* AL PV *

HALFWAY HOUSES OF WESTCHESTER INC
HAWTHORNE HOUSE ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HSE
14 LONGVIEW AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 946-0949
* AL RR A HV TX CI *

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS/WESTCHESTER
360 MAMARONECK AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 683-1213
* AL PV CI *

NEW YORK HOSP/CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
21 BLOOMINGDALE ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 682-9100 EXT. 2315
* AL RR H A PI CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

NEW YORK HOSP/CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER
WESTCHESTER DIV ALC DISORDERS PROGRAM
21 BLOOMINGDALE ROAD
NICHOLAS COTTAGE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 997-6300
* AL AM H B H CU DV MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

THE WEEKEND CENTER INC
GENERATIONS ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 761-6205
* AL AM N PG CU MD PR CH TX CI CS *

TREATMENT CENTER OF WESTCHESTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
10 MITCHELL PLACE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 949-3601
HOTLINE(S): (914) 949-3601
* AL AM N B CU HV DN MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

WCMB WHITE PLAINS HOSP MEDICAL CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
DAVIS AVENUE EAST POST ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 428-5570
* DA AM MD MM *

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
GREENBURGH OPEN DOOR DRUG PROGRAM
5 PROSPECT AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607
(914) 761-8264
* DA AM N Y A B CU HV TX PV *

WESTCHESTER PUTNAM PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
112 EAST POST ROAD
ROOM 243
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 285-6070
* AL PV *

WHITEBORO
MOHAWK VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDIC INC
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
210 ORISKANY BOULEVARD
WHITEBORO, NY 13492
(315) 768-1361
* AD PV CI *

WILLARD
DICK VAN DYKE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CT
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNI
WILLARD PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 112
WILLARD, NY 14588
(607) 869-9111 EXT. 2306
* AL RR W MC MD PR CH TX *

WOODMERE
TEMPO GROUP INC
DRUG ABUSE/TREATMENT INTENSIVE PROGRAM
112 FRANKLIN PLACE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
(516) 374-3671
* DA AM Y PR TX PV CI CS *

TEMPO GROUP INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
112 FRANKLIN PLACE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
(516) 374-3671 EXT. 76
HOTLINE(S): (516) 374-3671
* DA AM N CU PR CH TX PV CI CS *

TEMPO GROUP INC
PREVENTION UNIT
112 FRANKLIN PLACE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
(516) 374-3671 EXT. 76
* DA PV CI CS *

WYANDANCH
NORTH SUFFOLK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL REHABILITATION
240 LONG ISLAND AVENUE
WYANDANCH, NY 11790
(516) 491-6262
* AL AM A B PI HV DM MC MD PR TX *

YONKERS
RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
YONKERS UNIT
42 WARBURTON AVENUE
YONKERS, NY 10701
(914) 422-9466
HOTLINE(S): (914) 697-6575
* DA AM N Y B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
YONKERS DRUG FREE COUNSELING/OP DF
127 SOUTH BROADWAY
2ND FLOOR
YONKERS, NY 10701
(914) 378-7626
* DA AM A PG CU HV MD PR TX *

TMB CONTINUING CARE CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
317 SOUTH BROADWAY
YONKERS, NY 10705
(914) 946-0905
* AL AM A B H PG PI CU HV MD PR *
* TX *
NEW YORK

CMHB YONKERS GENERAL HOSPITAL
ETHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
95 ASHBURTON AVENUE
YONKERS, NY 10701
(914) 964-7382
DA AM W A B H PG CU HV MD MM *

YONKERS GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
PARK AVENUE
YONKERS, NY 10703
(914) 964-7972
AL DT MC MD PR TX *

YONKERS GENERAL HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
PARK AVENUE
YONKERS, NY 10703
(914) 964-7774
AD PV CI *

YONKERS RESIDENTIAL CENTER
REAKAWAY ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
17 SOUTH BROADWAY
YONKERS, NY 10705
(914) 965-1751
AL AM Y A HV MD PR TX *
NORTH CAROLINA

ABERDEEN
BETHESDA INC
204 NORTH PINE STREET
ABERDEEN, NC 28315
(919) 944-2908 Ext. 11
* AD DT RR TX *

AHOSKIE
ROANOAKE/CHOMAN HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
ROUTE 3
AHOSKIE, NC 27910
(919) 352-4157
HOTLINE(S): (919) 332-4442
* AD DT RR M Y A PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

ALBEYMARL
ALBEYMARL HOUSE INC
242 NORTH 2ND STREET
ALBEYMARL, NC 28001
(704) 982-0212
HOTLINE(S):
(704) 983-2117; (704) 983-2118
* AD RR M Y A B PG CU HV DM MD *
* PR CH TX *

ASHBURN
RANDOLPH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/DD AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
204 EAST ACADEMY STREET
ASHBURN, NC 27205
(919) 625-1113
HOTLINE(S):
(919) 625-1113; (919) 629-0313
* AD DT AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

ASHVILLE
NEIL DOBBINS CENTER
277 BILTMORE AVENUE
ASHVILLE, NC 28801
(704) 253-6306
* AD AM MD MD PR CH TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1100 TUNNEL ROAD
ASHVILLE, NC 28805
(704) 298-7911 Ext. 526
* AD DT RR A CU HV TX CI CS *

WOODHILL TREATMENT CENTER
APPALACHIAN HALL
60 CALDONIA ROAD
ASHVILLE, NC 28803
(704) 253-3681
HOTLINE(S): (704) 253-3681
* AD DT RR M Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM MD PR CH TX MM PV CI *

BLACK MOUNTAIN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
301 TABERNACLE ROAD
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
(704) 669-3400
* AD RR M HV MC MD PR TX *

ROBERT SWAIN RECOVERY CENTER
1280 OLD U.S. 70
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
(704) 669-4161
HOTLINE(S): (704) 252-4357
* DA RR M Y A AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX CI CS *

BOONE
HEBROON COLONY AND GRACE HOME
ROUTE 3
BOONE, NC 28607
(704) 963-4942
* AD *

NEW RIVER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
885 STATE FARM ROAD
BOONE, NC 28607
(704) 264-0319
HOTLINE(S): (704) 264-4357
* AD M Y PG PI HV DM MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

BURLINGTON
ALAMANCE CASHELL AREA MH/MR AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1946 MARTIN STREET
BURLINGTON, NC 27217
(919) 222-6437
HOTLINE(S): (919) 227-6220
* AD AM M Y B PG HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX PV *

ALAMANCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL INC
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE DIV/INPT DETOX
750 HERITAGE ROAD
BURLINGTON, NC 27215
(919) 570-5375
* AD DT M Y B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR CH TX *

RESIDENTIAL TRT SERVICES OF ALAMANCE
136 HALL AVENUE
BURLINGTON, NC 27215
(919) 227-7417
* AD DT RR M B PI CU HV TX *

BUTNER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
WEST E STREET
BUTNER, NC 27519
(919) 575-7928
* AD RR M PR CH TX *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
OLD NORTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 75
BUTNER, NC 27519
(919) 575-4541 EXT. 322
* AD RR M Y B CU HV DM TX PV *

CAMP LEJUENE
NAVAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
NAVAL HOSPITAL
CAMP LEJUENE, NC 28542
(919) 451-5454
HOTLINE(S):
(919) 451-5454; (919) 451-5455
* AD DT RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)  RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)  AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN  M = HISPANICS  CU = COCAINE USERS
Y = YOUTH  AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES  HV = HIV POSITIVES
A = AIDS PATIENTS  PG = PREGNANT USERS  DW = DMI/ASAP
B = BLACKS  PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICAID  MD = MEDICAID  PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE  CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT  PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION  SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT  CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL  CS = COLLABORATIVE SERVICES
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)\\FAYETTEVILLE
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
109 BRADFORD AVENUE
4TH FLOOR
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28301
(919) 453-2712
HOTLINE(S): (919) 453-2712; (919) 485-6134
* AD DT AM Y PG CU DW MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *
MYROVER REESE FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
615 QUALITY ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28306
(919) 484-9393
HOTLINE(S): (919) 484-9393
* AD PV CI *
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2300 RAYNEST STREET
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28301
(919) 882-7094
* AD RR TX MM PV CI SS CS *
GASTONIA
FAMILY SERVICE INC
214 EAST FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 864-7704
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI CS *
GASTON/LINCOLN AREA MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
401 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 854-4830
HOTLINE(S): (704) 867-4357
* AD M Y B PG CU HV DW MD PR CH *
* TX *
GOLDSBORO
WAYNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
301 NORTH HERMAN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 751-1133
HOTLINE(S): (919) 755-4357
* AD DT AM TX MM PV CI *
* TX PV *

THE RANDOLPH CLINIC INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TRAFFIC EDUC SCHOOL
100 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
(704) 353-5121
* AD PV *

CHEROKEE
CHEROKEE INDIAN HOSPITAL
A YE KA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
HOSPITAL ROAD
CHEROKEE, NC 28719
(704) 497-9163 EXT. 138
* AD RR TX MM PI CU *
* TX PV CI *

CONCORD
SERENITY HOUSE INC
72 SPRING STREET SW
CONCORD, NC 28025
(704) 786-8722
* AD RR TX MM PI DW TX *

DILLSBORO
SMOKY MOUNTAIN CTR FOR MH/MR/SA SVRS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
U.S. HIGHWAY 19A AND 441
DILLSBORO, NC 28735
(704) 506-5201
HOTLINE(S):
(704) 627-1001; (800) 812-3090
* AD DT AM Y A HV DW MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

DURHAM
DURHAM COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CENTER
3109 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUITE A
DURHAM, NC 27707
(919) 493-3114
* AD PV CI *

OAKLEIGH AT DURHAM
309 CRUCHFIELD STREET
DURHAM, NC 27704
(919) 470-6600
* AD DT RR AM Y PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
414 EAST MAIN STREET
DURHAM, NC 27701
(919) 560-7200
HOTLINE(S): (919) 683-8628 ENTIRE MENTAL HLTH CTR
* AD DT RR AM W Y A PG HV DW MD *
* PR CH TX MM PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
508 FULTON STREET
DURHAM, NC 27705
(919) 286-0411
* AD DT AM TX CI *

ELIZABETH CITY
ALBE MARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
111 SOUTH ROAD STREET
ELIZABETH CITY, NC 27909
(919) 331-7660
HOTLINE(S): (919) 335-5990
* AD AM DH MC PR TX PV CI CS *

FAYETTEVILLE
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
109 BRADFORD AVENUE
4TH FLOOR
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28301
(919) 453-2712
HOTLINE(S): (919) 453-2712; (919) 485-6134
* AD DT AM Y PG CU DW MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

MYROVER REESE FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
615 QUALITY ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28306
(919) 484-9393
HOTLINE(S): (919) 484-9393
* AD PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2300 RAYNEST STREET
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28301
(919) 882-7094
* AD RR TX MM PV CI SS CS *

GASTONIA
FAMILY SERVICE INC
214 EAST FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 864-7704
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI CS *

GASTON/LINCOLN AREA MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
401 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 854-4830
HOTLINE(S): (704) 867-4357
* AD M Y B PG CU HV DW MD PR CH *
* TX *

GOLDSBORO
WAYNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
301 NORTH HERMAN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 751-1133
HOTLINE(S): (919) 755-4357
* AD DT AM TX MM PV CI *
* TX PV *

373
GUILFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
201 NORTH EUGENE STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27401
(919) 375-5350
* AD PV CI *

INDUSTRIAL COUNSELING SERVICE
2502 WEST MEADOWVIEW ROAD
SUITE 209
GREENSBORO, NC 27407
(919) 296-4034
* AD PV CI *

LINKS ADOLESCENT SERVICE
714 HUFFINE MILL ROAD
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(919) 353-6901
* AD RR Y B CU HV MD PR CH TX CI *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF GUILFORD
312 NORTH EUGENE STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27401
(919) 375-6626
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV DW MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF GUILFORD
1305 GLENNWOOD AVENUE
GREENSBORO, NC 27403
(919) 373-5080
HOTLINE(S): (919) 373-3080
* AD DT RR MD PR TX PV CI CS *

GREENVILLE
REAL CRISIS INTERVENTION INC
312 EAST 10TH STREET
GREENVILLE, NC 27858
(919) 758-6457
HOTLINE(S): (919) 758-4357; (919) 758-0787
* AD PV CI CS *

W B JONES ALC AND DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
ROUTE 1
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 830-3426 EXT. 291
* AD DT RR H A B AI PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CS *

HENDERSON
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
1926 RUIN CREEK ROAD
SUITE 202
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-3141
* AD *

FRANKLIN/GRANVILLE/VANCE/WARREN
AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
125 EMERGENCY ROAD
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-6011
HOTLINE(S): (919) 492-6011 LOCAL EMERGENCY SERVICE
* AD DT RR AM H Y A PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

HICKORY
CATAMBA COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 328-5361
* AD DT RR AM H Y B PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HIGH POINT
GREENPOINT WEST
119 CHESTNUT DRIVE
HIGH POINT, NC 27262
(919) 882-2125
* AD AM H Y A B CU HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX MM PV *

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF GUILFORD
118 WEST RUSSELL AVENUE
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 841-8600
HOTLINE(S): (919) 889-2116
* AD AM B PI CU DW MD PR CH TX *

JACKSONVILLE
ONSLOW COUNTY AREA MENTAL HEALTH/DD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
215 MEMORIAL DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, NC 28546
(919) 353-5118
HOTLINE(S): (919) 353-5118
* AD DT AM H PG DW MD MD PR CH TX *

JAMESTOWN
ALCOHOLICS HOME INC
HOUSE OF PRAYER
5804 RIVERBANK ROAD
ROUTE 1
JAMESTOWN, NC 27282
(919) 882-1026
* AD RR A CU HV DW TX *

JEFFERSON
NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COURT STREET
JEFFERSON, NC 28640
(919) 246-3844
* AD AM H Y B PG PI CU DW MD PR *
* CH TX *

KINSTON
FELLOWSHIP HOMES OF KINSTON INC
704 PARROT AVENUE
KINSTON, NC 28501
(919) 525-0561
HOTLINE(S): (919) 527-7086
* AD RR B H AI MD PR TX *

LENOIR AREA MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2901 NORTH HERITAGE STREET
KINSTON, NC 28501
(919) 527-7086
HOTLINE(S): (919) 527-7086
* AD AM B H AI MC MD PR TX PV CI *

LEXINGTON
DAVIDSON ALCOHOLIC CARE INC
1675 EAST CENTER STREET EXTENSION
LEXINGTON, NC 27292
(704) 246-8914
* AD RR N B PG CU DW PR TX *

LUMBERTON
CAROLINA MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
1100 PINE RUN DRIVE
LUMBERTON, NC 28358
(919) 738-1191
* AD RR H Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX CI *

ROBESON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
NON HOSPITAL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
450 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
LUMBERTON, NC 28359
(919) 738-1431 EXT. 240
HOTLINE(S): (800) 333-1116
* AD DT AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DW MD MD PR CH TX PV CI *
ORGANTON
URKE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
ORGANTON, NC 28565
(704) 543-1211
AD PV CI CS *

ORTHILLS AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
001 B EAST UNION STREET
ORGANTON, NC 28565
(704) 438-6262
HOTLINE(S): (800) 942-1797; (704) 437-9694
* ADEM WY PG HD MW MD PR CH *
TX PV CI CS *

OUTHILLS AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
URKE YOUTH ALTERNATIVES
06 SOUTH KING STREET
ORGANTON, NC 28565
(704) 438-6260
* ADEM WY BY PG MD PR TX CI CS *

OUTHILLS DETOX/CRISES PROGRAM
130 NC 18/U.S. 64
ORGANTON, NC 28565
(704) 437-9694
* ADEDT PR CH TX *

OUNT AIRY
ROSSROADS
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
13 GILMER STREET
OUNT AIRY, NC 27015
(336) 780-5011
* ADEMC MD PR TX PV CI *

URN BERN
USE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH/DD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 CARDINAL DRIVE
URN BERN, NC 28562
(704) 636-1510 EXT. 40
HOTLINE(S): (919) 633-4171; (919) 726-0515
* ADEAM Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
MD PR CH TX PV CI *

REWILE
REWILE, NC 28567
(336) 733-9226
* ADEAM W Y H PG PT CU DH MC MD PR *
TX PV CI CS *

RALEIGH
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME OF RALEIGH
506 CUTLER STREET
RALEIGH, NC 27603
(919) 835-6030
* AL PV *

DRUG ACTION INC
COMMUNITY TREATMENT PROJECT
2809 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
RALEIGH, NC 27609
(919) 852-4453
HOTLINE(S): (919) 832-6868
* ADEM WY A B PG CU HV MD MC PR *
* CH TX HM PV CI *

THE RECOVERY PARTNERSHIP INC
3900 BARRETT DRIVE
SUITE 301
RALEIGH, NC 27609
(919) 782-6554
* ADEM W B CU DH MR TX *

AKE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
3000 FALSTAFF ROAD
RALEIGH, NC 27610
(919) 250-1500
* ADEDT RRAM W PG CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI *

EIDSVILLE
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
405 NC 65
EIDSVILLE, NC 27320
(919) 342-8516
HOTLINE(S): (919) 342-3331
* ADEAM W Y A B PG CU HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI SS CS *

OCKINGHAM
SAMARITAN COLONY
HIGHWAY 220 NORTH
OCKINGHAM, NC 28379
(919) 895-3243
* ADR R B H AI CU PR TX *

OCKY MOUNT
EDGECOMBE/NASH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
500 NASH MEDICAL ARTS MALL
OCKY MOUNT, NC 27504
(919) 937-8141
HOTLINE(S): (919) 937-8141
OPEN 365 DAYS YEAR
* ADEAM W Y B PG CU DH MC MD PR TX *
TX PV CI CS *

ROSE HILL
DUPLIN/SAMPSON AREA MH/DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
ROSE HILL, NC 28458
(919) 289-2342
* AD RR TX *

SALISBURY
ROMAN HELPING MINISTRIES
DIAL HELP
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 636-9222
HOTLINE(S): (704) 636-9222; (704) 637-6838
* AD CI *

ROMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
612 MOCKSVILLE AVENUE
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 638-1300
* AD DT AM HC MD PR TX PV CI *

TRI COUNTY HALFAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
1127 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 637-5716
HOTLINE(S): (704) 637-9301
* ADEAM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
PR CH TX MM *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 BRENNER AVENUE
UNIT 9-2B (116A3)
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 638-3677
* ADEAM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
PR CH TX PV CS *

SANFORD
LEE/HARNETT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 CARBONTON ROAD
SANFORD, NC 27330
(919) 774-6521
HOTLINE(S): (919) 895-2188; (919) 774-4620
* ADEAM W Y A B PG CU HV DM MC MD PR CH *
TX *

SELMA
DAY BY DAY TREATMENT CENTER FOR MEN AND WOMEN
1110 RIVER ROAD
SELMA, NC 27576
(919) 965-6550
HOTLINE(S): (919) 965-6943
* ADEAM W A B H AI PG CU HV DM MC MD PR *
TX *

NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH CAROLINA

SHELBY

CLEVELAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
222 CRAWFORD STREET
SHELBY, NC 28150
(704) 482-8941
HOTLINE(S): (704) 482-8941
* AD DT AM H Y B PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

SOUTHERN PINES

BETHANY HOUSE HALFWAY HOUSE
240 EAST VERMONT AVENUE
SOUTHERN PINES, NC 28387
(919) 692-0779
* AD PV *

SPARTA

ALLEGANY LODGE
HALFWAY HOUSE FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSERS
ROUTE 4
SPARTA, NC 28675
(919) 372-2667
* AD RR B CU DW TX *

NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALLEGANY CARES
HIGHWAY 18 SOUTH
SPARTA, NC 28675
(919) 372-4095
HOTLINE(S): (919) 372-4095
* AL AM Y PI DW PR TX PV CI CS *

STATESVILLE

BAGNAL HOME
HALFWAY HOUSE
1103 WEST FRONT STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 857-5045
HOTLINE(S): (704) 872-8916
* AD RR A B PI CU HV DW TX MM *

SHELBY

TRI COUNTY
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1419 WILSON LEE BOULEVARD
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-5502
HOTLINE(S): (704) 872-5502
* AD AM H A B PG PI CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX MM *

THOMASVILLE

DAVIDSON COUNTY MH/DD AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 OLD LEXINGTON ROAD
THOMASVILLE, NC 27360
(919) 476-9900
HOTLINE(S):
(704) 249-9976; (919) 472-8000
* AD DT AM H Y A B H AI PG CU *
* HV DW MC MD PR TX PV *

WASHINGTON

TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
1308 HIGHLAND DRIVE
WASHINGTON, NC 27889
(919) 966-8061
HOTLINE(S):
(919) 966-8061; (800) 682-0767
* AD W Y DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

WEST END

SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
WEST END, NC 27376
(919) 673-9111
HOTLINE(S): (800) 438-1026
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DW MC MD PR TX PV CI *

WILKESBORO

NEW RIVER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WILKES COUNTY
1216 SCHOOL STREET
WILKESBORO, NC 28697
(919) 667-8798
* AD AM Y DW PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WILMINGTON

SOUTHEASTERN MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AREA PROGRAM
2023 SOUTH 17TH STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 251-6460
* AD DT RR AM Y MC MD PR CH TX *

THE WILMINGTON TREATMENT CENTER INC
2520 TROY DRIVE
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 762-2727
HOTLINE(S):
(919) 762-2727; (800) 992-3671
* AD DT RR H Y B PG PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

WILSON

WILSON CRISIS CENTER
WILSON, NC 27893
(919) 237-5156
HOTLINE(S): (919) 237-5156
* AD CI *

WILSON/GRBNE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
200 NORTH GOLDSBORO STREET
WILSON, NC 27893
(919) 243-3499
HOTLINE(S): (919) 231-5156
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

WINSTON-SALEM

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF WINSTON-SALEM
GENESIS RECOVERY CENTER
3637 OLD VINEYARD ROAD
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27104
(919) 768-7710
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 441-2673; (919) 768-7710
* AD DT RR AM H A B PG CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

MEDICORP RECOVERY NETWORK
200 CHARLOIS BOULEVARD
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27105
(919) 659-0050
* AD AM W B PG CU HV DW PR TX *

R J REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO USA
RECOVERY PROGRAM
BUILDING 601-1
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27102
(919) 761-5011
* AD PV CI CS *

STEP ONE INC
545 NORTH TRADE STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(919) 725-8389
HOTLINE(S): (919) 725-8389
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DW PR TX *
* MM PV CI *
### North Dakota

**Devils Lake**

**Lake Region Human Service Center**

- **Chemical Dependency Program**
- **Highway 2 West**
- **Devils Lake, ND 58301**
- **(701) 662-7581**
- **Hotline(s):**
  - (701) 662-7581
  - (701) 662-5050
- **Crisis Service**
- **DAYTIME NUMBER**
- **AD DT RR AM W Y AI MC MD PR CH**
- **TX PV CI CS**

**Dickinson**

**Badlands Human Service Center**

- **Chemical Dependency Program**
- **Dickinson State University Campus**
- **Pulver Hall**
- **Dickinson, ND 58601**
- **(701) 227-2771**
- **Hotline(s):**
  - (701) 225-5009
- **Addiction Services**
- **Heart River Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services**
- **1260 West Villard Street**
- **Dickinson, ND 58601**
- **(701) 227-0795**
- **AD AM PR TX PV CI CS**

**Fargo**

**Addiction Counseling Services**

- **213 9th Street South**
- **Fargo, ND 58107**
- **(701) 241-5600**
- **AD CI**

**Centre Inc**

- **125 North 15th Street**
- **Fargo, ND 58107**
- **(701) 237-9340**
- **AD DT RR AM TX PV SS CS**

### Key

- **AL = Alcoholism Services Only**
- **DA = Drug Abuse Services Only**
- **AD = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services**
- **AM = Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)**
- **CU = Cocaine Users**
- **NM = Native Americans**
- **PG = Pregnant Users**
- **PV = Prevention/Education**
- **PR = Private Insurance**
- **CH = CHampus**
- **SS = Sobering-Up Station**
- **CS = Collateral Services**
NORTH DAKOTA

PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE NETWORK
COUNSELING SERVICES
1323 25TH STREET SOUTH
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 232-2755
* AD AM W Y AI HV PR TX PV CI CS *

SHARE HOUSE
4227 9TH AVENUE SW
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 282-6561
* AD RR H Y B H AI PG PI CU DM TX *
* PV CI CS *

SOUTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
2624 9TH AVENUE SOUTH
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 298-4500
HOTLINE(S): (701) 235-7335; (701) 232-6357
* AD DT RR AM W Y AI PI MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2101 ELM STREET NORTH
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 232-3241
* AD DT RR AM HV HC MD PR CH TX CS *

GARRISON
RON STANLEY COUNSELING SERVICE
36 3RD AVENUE NW
GARRISON, ND 58540
(701) 663-2619
* AD AM PI DM PR TX PV CI CS *

GRAFTON
MICHAEL BRYAN ADDICTION COUNSELING
700 HANVEL AVENUE
GRAFTON, ND 58237
(701) 252-1667
* AL AM DW PR TX *

GRAND FORKS
DON FOLEY COUNSELING SERVICE
711 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
GRAND FORKS, ND 58205
(701) 746-7857
* AD AM DW PR TX *

KATY WRIGHT COUNSELING
1407 SOUTH 24TH AVENUE
SUITE 214
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 746-9488
* AD AM W B H AI PI DM PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

NORTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1407 24TH AVENUE SOUTH
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 746-9411
HOTLINE(S): (701) 775-0525
* AD DT RR AM W Y AI MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

NORTHRIDGE COUNSELING CENTRE INC
215 NORTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 100
GRAND FORKS, ND 58203
(701) 772-7203
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

OPERATION TRANSITION FOUNDATION
1407 10TH AVENUE SOUTH
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 772-8390
* AD RR TX PV CI *

UNITED RECOVERY CENTER
MEDICAL PARK
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 780-5900
HOTLINE(S): (701) 780-5900
* AD DT RR AM Y PI MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

JAMESTOWN
ALCOHOL/FAMILIES AND CHILDREN
419 2ND AVENUE NW
JAMESTOWN, ND 58401
(701) 252-5598
* AD AM W Y B AI PG PI CU DM PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

NORTH DAKOTA STATE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
JAMESTOWN, ND 58402
(701) 252-3750
* AD DT RR AM Y AI PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

NORTHERN PRAIRIE CONSULTANTS
115 2ND STREET SW
JAMESTOWN, ND 58401
(701) 252-8939
* AD AM Y AI DM PR TX CI *

SOUTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
520 3RD STREET NW
JAMESTOWN, ND 58402
(701) 252-2641
HOTLINE(S): (701) 252-2641
* AD DT RR AM W Y A PG PI HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

MANDAN
HEARTVIEW FOUNDATION
1406 NW 2ND STREET
MANDAN, ND 58554
(701) 663-2321
* AD DT RR AM W Y AI PG HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

NORTH DAKOTA INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
701 16TH AVENUE SM
MANDAN, ND 58554
(701) 667-1400
* AD RR H Y AI TX *

MINOT
DAKOTA BOYS RANCH
RR 6
MINOT, ND 58702
(701) 852-3628
* AD RR Y AI MD PR TX PV CI CS *

GATEWAY DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
315 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 307-A
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 836-9606
* AD AM H AI PR TX CI CS *

NORTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
400 22ND AVENUE NW
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 852-1251
HOTLINE(S): (701) 852-1251
* AD DT RR AM H Y AI PG PI CU HV *
* MD MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3RD STREET SE AND BURDICK EXPRESSWAY
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 857-2940
HOTLINE(S): (701) 857-2940
* AD DT RR AM H Y A AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WILL BACHMEIER LAC
1809 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOWER UNIT SUITE FF
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 852-3869
* AD AM AI PI DM PR TX PV CI *

NEW TOWN
CIRCLE OF LIFE
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
NEW TOWN, ND 58763
(701) 627-4700
* AD AM H Y AI MC MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *
TRENTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
TRENTON, ND 58853
(701) 774-0461
* AD AM Y AI TX PV CI *

MILLSTON

MERCY RECOVERY CENTER
1213 15TH AVENUE WEST
MILLSTON, ND 58801
(701) 774-7409
HOTLINE(S):
(701) 774-7409; (800) 544-3579
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

NORTHWEST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
316 2ND AVENUE WEST
MILLSTON, ND 58801
(701) 774-4330
HOTLINE(S):
(701) 774-9111; (701) 774-4330
* AD DT RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
AKRON

AKRON HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM DIVISION
177 SOUTH BROADWAY
AKRON, OH 44308
(216) 375-2984
* AD AM W & B PI DH MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

COMMUNITY DRUG BOARD
725 EAST MARKET STREET
AKRON, OH 44305
(216) 436-4161
HOTLINE(S): (216) 535-5181
* AD AM W Y A PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *
* MM PV CI *

COMMUNITY DRUG BOARD
GENESIS PROGRAM
306 SOUTH PORTAGE PATH
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 436-6596
* AD RR W Y A B PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX MM *

COMMUNITY DRUG BOARD
RAMAR CENTER
380 SOUTH PORTAGE PATH
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 436-6596
HOTLINE(S): (216) 535-5181
* AD RR W B PG CU MC MD PR TX MM *

EDWIN SHAW HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
1621 FLICKINGER ROAD
AKRON, OH 44312
(216) 786-1271 EXT. 151
* AD DT RR AM W Y A PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

EMPLOYEE SPECIAL SERVICE CENTER
1717 BRITtain ROAD
SUITE 102
AKRON, OH 44310
(216) 630-2593
* AD PV CI CS *

FAMILY SERVICES
212 EAST EXCHANGE STREET
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 376-9494
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

FAMILY SERVICES
FAIR LAWN OFFICE
3050 WEST MARKET STREET
AKRON, OH 44333
(216) 875-4720
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

FIRST STEP
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTREACH PROGRAM
550 SOUTH ARLINGTON STREET
AKRON, OH 44306
(216) 775-6838
* AD PV *

INTERVAL BROTHERHOOD HOMES INC
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
3445 SOUTH MAIN STREET
AKRON, OH 44319
(216) 644-6095
* AD RR W Y B AI PI CU MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURAL CENTER
CUYAHOGA PROJECT
1062 TRIPLETT BOULEVARD
AKRON, OH 44306
(216) 720-1280
* AD PV *

ORIANA HOUSE INC
DHI PROGRAM
40 EAST GLENWOOD STREET
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 535-8116
* AD PV *

ORIANA HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT
40 EAST GLENWOOD AVENUE
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 535-4116
* AD AM W B PI CU DH MC MD PR TX *

RECOVERY SERVICES
665 WEST MARKET STREET
SUITE 1F
AKRON, OH 44303
(216) 762-0919
* AD AM W B CU MD PR TX CI *

SENIOR WORKERS ACTION PROGRAM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
415 SOUTH PORTAGE PATH
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 255-6597
* AD AM W B MD TX PV *

TRI COUNTY EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
450 GRANT STREET
SUITE 301
AKRON, OH 44311
(216) 762-7908
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 762-7908; (216) 762-9959
* AD AM W Y B PG CU DH TX PV *

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND
drug abuse outreach program
762 MALLISON AVENUE
AKRON, OH 44307
(216) 579-3467
* AD PV CI *

URBAN OUNCE OF PREVENTION SERVICES INC
1544 SOUTH HAWKINS AVENUE
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 867-5400
* AD PV *

ALLIANCE

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC
ALLIANCE DIVISION
724 SOUTH UNION STREET
ALLIANCE, OH 44601
(216) 821-3846
HOTLINE(S): (216) 453-8252
* AD AM W Y A B CU HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
da = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
PR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = MOTHERS
H = HISPANICS
X = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CS = COLLABORATIVE SERVICES

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
OH = CHAMPUS

380
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
RURAL WOMENS RECOVERY PROGRAM
9908 BASSETT ROAD
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 495-6152
* AD RR M B AI PG CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV SS *

BARBERTON
BARBERTON CITIZENS HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
155 5TH STREET NE
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 745-4114
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 745-4114
(216) 745-1611 X615
* AD RR M A B H AI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
480 WEST TUSCARANAS AVENUE
SUITE 101
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 753-3064
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

BATAVIA
CLERMONT COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES
2400 CLERMONT CENTER DRIVE
MEDICAL/SOCIAL SERVICES BUILDING
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-7182
* AD PV *

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER INC
CAMP ALLYN DIP
2379 CLERMONT CENTER DRIVE
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-1710
* AD PV CI *

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER INC
JAIL PROGRAM
4200 FILERAG ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-1710
* AD AM M HV DW TX PV CI *

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-1710
* AD AM M HV DW MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

BEACHWOOD
CENTER FOR THE PREVENTION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
23675 COMMERCE PARK ROAD
BEACHWOOD, OH 44122
(216) 831-5440
HOTLINE(S): (216) 391-4357
* AD AM M TX PV CI CS *

JEWISH FAMILY SERV ASSOC OF CLEVELAND
ALCOHOLISM/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
24075 COMMERCE PARK ROAD
BEACHWOOD, OH 44122
(216) 371-2600
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 371-2600 ON CALL SERVICE
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV CS *

BEDFORD
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF BEDFORD
24 BLAINE AVENUE
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 439-3738
* AD PV CI *

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF BEDFORD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
44 BLAINE STREET
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 439-2000
* AD PV CI CS *

BELLAIRE
BELLAIRE DRUG AND ALCOHOL OFFICE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
SUITE 210-211
BELLAIRE, OH 43906
(614) 676-5741
HOTLINE(S): (614) 695-9447
* AD AM M Y HV DW MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

BELMONT COUNTY STUDENT SERVICES
STUDENT SERVICES DISCOVERY PROGRAM
3517 GUERNSEY STREET
BELLAIRE, OH 43906
(614) 676-1826
* AD PV *

BELLEFONTAINE
LOGAN/CHAMPAIGN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES
1513 TNP ROAD 235
BELLEFONTAINE, OH 43311
(513) 599-1975
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 593-7601; (513) 652-6043
* AD AM M Y B HV DW MC MD PR TX *
* MD PR TX *
* CI CS *

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MERCY OUTREACH
MEMORIAL HALL
LOMER LEVEL
BELLEFONTAINE, OH 43311
(513) 592-4923
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 592-4923
(513) 653-5231 X350
* AD AM M MD PR CH TX PV *
OHIO

BEREA
UNITED METHODIST ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL COUNSELING INC (UMACC INC) 298 PINEVIEW DRIVE BEREA, OH 44017 (216) 234-3343 * AD AM PR CH TX PV *

BIDWELL
FAMILY ADDICTION COMMUNITY TRT SERVS 1770 JACKSON PIKE BIDWELL, OH 45614 (619) 446-7866 * AD AM H Y MD PR TX PV CS *

BOWLING GREEN
WOOD COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE INC 320 WEST GYPSEY LANE ROAD BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 (419) 352-2551 * AD AM H Y H DW MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BRUNSWICK
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS OF MEDINA COUNTY/BRUNSWICK OFFICE 4274 MANHATTAN CIRCLE DRIVE BRUNSWICK, OH 44212 (216) 723-9600 * AD CI CS *

BRYAN
FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM 800 EAST EDGERTON STREET BRYAN, OH 43506 (419) 782-9920 * AD AM MD PR TX PV *

BUCYRUS
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC BUCYRUS OFFICE 820 PLYMOUTH STREET BUCYRUS, OH 44820 (419) 562-2000 HOTLINE(S): (419) 562-9010 * AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

CONTACT INC BUCYRUS, OH 44820 (419) 562-9010 * AD PV *

BURTON
AMOUNTNESS INC CAMP BURTON 1628 2 BUTTERNUT ROAD BURTON, OH 44021 (216) 285-8929 * AD PV *

BYESVILLE
GUERNSEY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION TREATMENT CTR INC/OUTPATIENT 60788 SOUTHGATE ROAD BYESVILLE, OH 43723 (614) 439-4532 * AD AM H Y A DW MD TX PV *

GUERNSEY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION TRT CTR INC/DRIVER INTERV PG 60788 SOUTHGATE ROAD BYESVILLE, OH 43723 (614) 439-4552 * AD PV CI *

CADIZ
BELMONT/HARRISON/MONROE DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC 239 WEST WARREN STREET CADIZ, OH 43907 (614) 942-2891 HOTLINE(S): (614) 695-9447 * AD AM H Y DW MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CALDWELL
NOBLE DRUG ABUSE AND ALC COUNCIL INC 48 OLIVE STREET CALDWELL, OH 43724 (614) 732-5233 * AD AM H Y A PG CU HV DW MC MD PR * CH TX PV CI CS *

CAMBRIDGE
RESIDENTIAL INTERVENTION DRIVER EDUC (RIE) 1251 CLARK STREET CAMBRIDGE, OH 43725 (614) 432-7038 * AD PV *

CANTON
CANTON COMMUNITY KIDSUMMIT AGAINST DRUGS 1027 9TH STREET NE CANTON, OH 44704 (216) 453-1155 * AD PV CI *

CANTON URBAN LEAGUE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM 1400 SHERRICK ROAD SE CANTON, OH 44707 (216) 456-3479 * AD PV *

CITY OF CANTON POLICE DEPARTMENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION 221 3RD STREET SW CANTON, OH 44702 (216) 489-3160 * AD PV *

COMMUNITY TREATMENT AND CORRECTION CENTER INC/SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM 1200 MARKET AVENUE SOUTH CANTON, OH 44707 (216) 453-8401 * AD AM H Y B H AI CU MD TX PV *

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER OF STARK COUNTY INC/OUTPATIENT 2421 15TH STREET NW CANTON, OH 44708 (216) 652-9812 HOTLINE(S): (216) 452-6000 "COUNTYWIDE" STARK CO * AD AM H M MC MD PR CH TX *

QUEST DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM 1341 MARKET AVENUE NORTH CANTON, OH 44714 (216) 453-8252 * AD PV CI *

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES QUEST DELIVERANCE HOUSE/MOMENS RES TRT 626 HALNUT AVENUE NE CANTON, OH 44702 (216) 454-6800 * AD RR H A B PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC/CANTON QUEST RECOVERY HOUSE 215 NEKTON AVENUE NW CANTON, OH 44703 (216) 454-8034 * AD RR A CU HV MC MD PR TX *

CARROLLTON
CARROLL COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION CENTER 331 WEST MAIN STREET CARROLLTON, OH 44415 (216) 627-5891 * AD AM H A PG CU HV DW MC MD PR CH TX PV *

382
ROSS CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
16149 STATE ROUTE 104
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 774-4482
* AD PV *

ROSS COUNTY SHERIFF
DRIVERS INTERVENTION PROGRAM
28 NORTH PAINT STREET
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 773-1107
* AD PV *

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ROSS COUNTY OFFICE
4449 STATE ROUTE 159
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 775-1260 EXT. 269
HOTLINE(S): (614) 775-4557
* AD AM W Y B PG CU HV DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CS *
* CH TX PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
17275 STATE ROUTE 104
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 773-1141 EXT. 7304
* AD RR AM B CU HV PR TX CS *

CINCINNATI
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF CINCINNATI AREA
ALICE PAUL HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 281-7800
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 281-7880 8AM-4:30PM M-F
(513) 721-7900 ALL OTHER TIMES & DAYS
* AD AM W TX PV CS *

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF THE
CINCINNATI AREA NCA/DIP
116 WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 281-7880
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 281-7800 8AM-4:30PM M-F
(513) 721-7900 ALL OTHER DAYS & TIMES
* AD PV CS *

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF THE
CINCINNATI AREA NCADD
118 EAST WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 281-7880
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 281-7800 8AM-4:30PM M-F
(513) 721-7900 ALL OTHER DAYS & TIMES
* AD PV CS *

ARCHDIOCESE OF CINCINNATI BD OF EDUC
PROJECT TRIPLE OUTREACH
100 EAST 8TH STREET
DRUG EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 421-5131
* AD PV *

BETHESDA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
BLUEASH OUTPT/FAMILY AND DAY TREATMENT
11050 REED HARTMAN HIGHWAY
CINCINNATI, OH 45241
(513) 489-6011
* AD AM W Y B PI CU DH MC PR CH TX *
* CI *

BETHESDA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OAK PROGRAM
619 OAK STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 569-6020
* AD DT RR AM W B CU MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF CINCINNATI
3156 GLENMORE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45211
(513) 481-8022
HOTLINE(S): (800) 854-0318
* AD DT RR AM W Y CU MC PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

CENTER FOR COMP ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
830 EZZARD CHARLES DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 381-6672
* AD DT RR N B PI CU MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

CENTRAL COMMUNITY HEALTH BOARD
DRUG SERVICES
3020 VERNON PLACE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 559-2056
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX M-F PV *

CHRIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
2159 AUBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 369-1116
HOTLINE(S): (513) 369-1116
* AD DT RR AM W B CU MC PR TX CI *
* CS *

CPC/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES
311 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
B BUILDING
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 475-5300
* AD RR AM W Y B H AI PG CU DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

DRUG AND POISON INFORMATION CTR AND
OHIO PREV AND EDUC RESOURCE CENTER
231 BETHESDA AVENUE
BRIDGE ML 144 ROOM 7702
CINCINNATI, OH 45267
(513) 559-5111
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 559-5111
(800) 672-5111 OHIO ONLY
* AD PV *
OHIO

FAMILY SERVICES OF THE CINCINNATI AREA/CENTRAL UNIT
205 WEST 4TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 381-6300
* AD AM A CU HV MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

PROSPECT HOUSE
602 HAWTHORNE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45205
(513) 921-1613
* AD RR B PI CU PR TX PV CI *

READING YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
1223 JEFFERSON AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45215
(513) 733-5623
* AD PV *

SHAFFER HOUSE INC
583 GRAND AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45205
(513) 921-1613
* AD RR B PI CU PR TX *

SHELTERHOUSE VOLUNTEER GROUP INC
DROP IN CENTER
217 WEST 12TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45210
(513) 721-0643
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI *

TALBERT HOUSE
ALTERNATIVES
100 SHADYBROOK DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45216
(513) 761-9117
* AD RR W Y B MD PR TX CI *

TALBERT HOUSE
BEEKMAN CENTER
2438 BEEKMAN STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 471-5100
* AD RR TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE
CORNERSTONE FOR MEN
2216 VINE STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 684-7965
* AD RR TX CI *

TALBERT HOUSE
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1617 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 629-2300
* AD PV CI *

TALBERT HOUSE
DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING
308 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 241-4350
* AD AM MC MD PR TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE
PATHWAYS
334 MCGREGOR AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 684-7960
HOTLINE(S): (513) 281-CARE
* AD RR H B PG TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE
SA/MI INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
3140 HARVEY AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 281-6071
* AD AM MD PR TX *

TALBERT HOUSE
SA/MI RESIDENTIAL
2915 HIGHLAND AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 872-5850
* AD RR W B H CU TX *

TALBERT HOUSE FOR WOMEN
3123 WOODBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45207
(513) 961-2336
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE INC
SA/MI CASE MANAGEMENT
3100 HARVEY AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 281-6071
* AD AM MD PR TX *

TALBERT HOUSE TURNING POINT
2605 WOODBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 652-8910
* AD RR CU DW PR CH TX CS *

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING/EASTERN
3806 EASTERN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 321-5329
* AD AM W Y B DM MC MD TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING/MIT AUBURN
328 MCGREGOR AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 684-7968
* AD AM W Y B AI CU HC MD PR TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
DRUG/FAMILY COUNSELING/MADISONVILLE
6100 DESMOND STREET
MADISONVILLE YMCA
CINCINNATI, OH 45227
(513) 271-3520
* AD AM W Y B AI CU DW MD PR TX PV *

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/WALNUT HILLS
2601 MELROSE AVENUE
SUITE 106
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 872-5849
* AD AM Y B H AI CU DW MD PR TX PV *

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
234 GOODMAN STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45269
(513) 550-4314
* AD PV *

URBAN APPALACHIAN COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2115 WEST 8TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45204
(513) 251-0202
* AD AM Y TX PV CI CS *

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE
OUTREACH PROGRAM OF CINCINNATI INC
400 WEST 9TH STREET
SUITE G
CINCINNATI, OH 45203
(513) 421-6005
* AD PV CI CS *

CIRCLEVILLE

PICKAMAY AREA RECOVERY SERVICES
600 NORTH PICKAMAY STREET
BERGER HOSPITAL ROOM 205
CIRCLEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 477-1745
* AD AM W Y A B AI PG CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
PICKAMAY COUNTY OFFICE
145 MORRIS ROAD
CIRCLEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 474-8874
HOTLINE(S):
(614) 477-2579; (614) 773-4357
* AD AM Y B PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

CLEVELAND

ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER/P 47
CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION
9500 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44195
(216) 444-8759
HOTLINE(S): (216) 444-8739
* AD RR AM H CU HV MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND
HOMELESS PROJECT
2219 PAYNE AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 371-5656
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 371-5656; (216) 371-0806
* AD AM B CU TX CI CS *

504
CITY OF CLEVELAND HEALTH DEPARTMENT

STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
4242 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 249-4100
* AD PV *

CITY OF CLEVELAND PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT
FOCUS II WESTSIDE OFFICE/MH AND SA
4242 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-5005
* DA PV CI *

CLEVELAND HEARING AND SPEECH CENTER
ALC/DUPLICATE ADDICTION PREVENTION PROGRAM
11206 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-8787
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 231-8787; (216) 431-4722
* AD PV *

CLEVELAND STUDENT HEALTH PROGRAM
EAST HIGH HEALTH CLINIC
1349 EAST 79TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 391-9200
* AD PV *

CLEVELAND TREATMENT CENTER INC
1127 CARNegie AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 861-4246
* DA AM H Y A B H PG CU HV MD PR TX *
* TX MA PV *

CLEVELAND URBAN MINORITY
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROJECT
1215 EAST 79TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 361-2040
* AD PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY ACTION AGAINST ADDICTION INC
5209 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 881-0765
* DA AM A B H A H CU HV MD PR TX *
* HM PV *

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
WEEKEND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
5163 BROADWAY AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44127
(216) 841-0200
* AL PV CI *

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE INC
GENESIS HOUSE
1924 EAST 85TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 431-7774
* AD RR H B CU HV MD PR TX *

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE INC
GENESIS/A NEW BEGINNING
3134 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 451-7774
* AD AM H B CU HV MD PR TX *

CUYAHOGA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ALC/DRUG AWARENESS/PREV TEAM (ADAPT)
4520 RICHMOND ROAD
EASTERN CAMPUS BLDG EAST I ROOM 112
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 987-2059
* AD PV CI *

CUYAHOGA COUNTY HOSPITAL
METRO CENTER/ALC CD TREATMENT SERVICE
2500 METROHEALTH DRIVE
HAMANN BUILDING H-842
CLEVELAND, OH 44109
(216) 459-5678 EXT. 5678
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

EAST SIDE CATHOLIC SHELTER
IMO SAN PROGRAM
9412 HEATH AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 641-8989
* AD RR B PI CU TX *

FAMILY HEALTH OF BEECHMOUNT
3737 LANDER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44124
(216) 831-6960
* AD PV CI *

FREE MEDICAL CLINIC OF GREATER CLEVELAND
12201 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 721-4010
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 721-1115 6PM-2AM SU-SU, 8PM FSA
* AD AM B HV TX PV *

FRESH START INC
CEDAR AVENUE UNIT
4807 CEDAR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 721-4979
* AD RR B PI CU TX *

GREATER CLEVELAND SCHOOLS COUNCIL
PROJECT CARE
8001 BRECKSVILLE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44141
(216) 526-5520
* AD PV *

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES FOR HOMELESS
600 CARROL AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 696-3570
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 371-5656; (216) 371-0806
* AD AM B CU TX *

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND/EAST
4900 LEE BOULEVARD
SUITE 300
CLEVELAND, OH 44107
(216) 226-2844
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 371-5656; (216) 371-0806
* AD AM W B H AI CU MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

ARTS EDUCATIONAL THEATER COMPANY
BAGGAGE ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
440 PUBLIC SQUARE
SUITE 911
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 241-2787
* AD PV *

BELLEFAIRE/JEISH CHILDERNS BUREAU
PROJECT PROGRAM
22001 FAIRMOUNT BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-2800
* AD AM Y MC PR TX *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVS OF CUYAHOGA CNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3135 EUCLID AVENUE
ROOM 202
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-2040
* AD AM W Y B H PG CU MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVS OF CUYAHOGA CNTY
HISPANIC PROGRAM
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 506
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 391-2040
* AD AM H Y A H CU HV MD TX PV CI *

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
THE RAP ART CENTER
13429 CEDAR ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-9997
* AD AM Y B MD PR CH TX PV *
HARBOR LIGHT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIV OUTPT/DETOX UNIT 1
1710 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 781-2025
* AD DT AM H B PG PI CU MD TX *

HISPANIC URBAN MINORITY
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PGM
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 517
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 696-0509
* AD PV CI CS *

HITCHCOCK CENTER FOR WOMEN
1227 ANSEL ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44108
(216) 421-0662
* AD RR AM H B CU MC MD PR TX CI *
* CS *

IMPAIRED DRIVER EDUCATION/AWARENESS
PROJECT IDEA
3865 ROCKY RIVER DRIVE
SUITE I
CLEVELAND, OH 44111
(216) 671-6535
* AD PV *

INNER CITY RENEWAL SOCIETY
MINISTERIAL OUTREACH PROGRAM
2230 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 781-5913
* AD PV *

LUTHERAN METROPOLITAN MINISTRY
AFTER SCHOOL PREVENTION RESOURCES
6516 DETROIT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 961-7312
* AD PV *

LUTHERAN METROPOLITAN MINISTRY
COMMUNITY RE ENTRY PROGRAM
2468 WEST 25TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 696-0370
* AD PV *

MATERNITY AND INFANT HEALTH CARE
SAVING BABIES THROUGH DRUG PREVENTION
2500 METROHEALTH DRIVE
METROHEALTH MEDICAL CENTER
CLEVELAND, OH 44109
(216) 459-3200
* AD PV *

HOTLINE(S):
(216) 886-2229 PERINATAL RELATED CARE
* AD PV CI CS *

MATT TALBOT INN
RESIDENTIAL
2270 PROFESSOR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-0288
* AD RR AM H B CU PR TX PV CI CS *

MCINTYRE CLINIC INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
6285 PEARL ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44130
(216) 842-6500
* AD PV *

METRO HEALTH CLEMENT CENTER
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES
2500 EAST 79TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 391-3200 EXT. 240
* AD AM H B PG CU HV DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

METROHEALTH CHMA
OUTHWAITE HOMES ESTATE/MODEL DRUG TRT
4500 KENNARD COURT
MIRACLE VILLAGE
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 368-7970
* AD RR AM H B PG CU TX PV CI CS *

METROHEALTH SAINT LUKES MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGS
11311 SHAKER BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 381-2044
* AD RR MD PR TX PV *

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS ASSOCIATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
3135 EUCLID AVENUE
SUITE 103
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-4707
* AD PV *

NEW DIRECTIONS
30800 CHAGRIN BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44124
(216) 891-0520
* AD RR AM H B MD PR TX PV *

NORTHEAST CMHC
TURNING POINT
765 EAST 152ND STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44110
(216) 851-2044
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

NORTHEAST PRE RELEASE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2675 EAST 30TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44101
(216) 771-6460
* AD RR AM H TX PV CI *

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES
CUYAHOGA HILLS BOYS SCHOOL
4521 GREEN ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44128
(216) 444-8200
* AD PV *

ORCA HOUSE INC
BRADLEY HOUSE
1914 EAST 90TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-2858
* AD RR AM H B PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *

ORCA HOUSE INC
MARY GOODEN CENTER FOR WOMEN
1909 EAST 89TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-5506
* AD RR AM H B PG PI CU MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

ORCA HOUSE INC
MENS PROGRAM
1905 EAST 89TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 251-3772
* AD RR AM H B CU HV MD PR TX PV *

PROJECT EAST
DBA EAST CLEVELAND STRAIGHT TALK
12921 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 229-3784
* AD AM H B CU PR TX PV *

ROCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CHALLENGE
19120 DETROIT ROAD
SUITE 10
CLEVELAND, OH 44116
(216) 351-3838
* AD PV *

SAINT VINCENT CHARITY HOSP/HEALTH CTR
THE ROSARY SERENITY CENTERS
2351 EAST 22ND STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 363-2580
* AD DT RR AM H B PG MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SCARBOROUGH HALL
2430 WEST 10TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-5538
* AD RR AM H B CU TX CI *

SOUTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
OAK VIEW PROGRAM
18697 EAST BAGLEY ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44130
(216) 826-8200
* AD DT RR AM H B CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

STELLA MARIS
WASHINGTON AVENUE UNIT
1320 WASHINGTON AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-0550
* AD DT AM H B PI CU HV DW PR TX CI *
TASK FORCE ON VIOLENT CRIME
65A INITIATIVE OF GREATER CLEVELAND
516 SUPERIOR AVENUE WEST
200 ROYALFELLER BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-2994
* AD PV *

TEMPLE HOUSE
CLEVELAND, OH 44101
(216) 631-2275
* AD PV CI *

THE COVENANT
WEST SIDE EUMENICAL MINISTRY
1680 FULTON ROAD
3RD FLOOR
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 574-9000
* AD AM Y B H AI CU HV MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING INC
1545 WEST 25TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-2250
* AD AM TX PV CI *

UNITED LABOR AGENCY INC
UNEMPLOYED WOMEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
1800 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 566-8100
* AD PV *

UNITED PASTORS IN MISSION
7510 WOODLAND AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 431-1361
* AD PV *

UNITED WAY SERVICES
FIRST CALL FOR HELP DRUG INFO PROGRAM
3133 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-5800
HOTLINE(S): (216) 391-5800
* AD CI *

UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT
HOMELESS PROGRAM
4800 BROADWAY
CLEVELAND, OH 44127
(216) 341-1131
* AD PV CI CS *

VETERANS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
10000 BRECKSVILLE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44141
(216) 858-6075
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 858-6066; (216) 526-1665
* AD DT RR AM W A HV PR CH TX MM *
* PV CI *

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
THE UNBAR
8301 DETROIT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 281-2660
* AD AM W A B H AI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

WOMEN'S ALLIANCE FOR RECOVERY SERVICES
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 620
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 575-9120
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 575-9120 9AM-5PM M-F
* AD CI *

CLEVELAND (PARMA)
PARMADALE INC
6753 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND (PARMA), OH 44134
(216) 845-7700 EXT. 258
* AD RR AM Y B MD PR TX *

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS
INSTITUTE FOR CREATIVE LIVING
3630 FAIRMOUNT BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OH 44118
(216) 952-5785
* AD PV *

COLUMBUS
ADOLESCENT DRUG EDUC PREV AS A TEAM
CLUB SUDDERN
1181 EAST MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 258-1158
* AD PV CI *

AFRICENTRIC PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHOP
1393 EAST BROAD STREET
SUITE 105
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 253-4448
* AD PV *

AMETHYST INC
92 JEFFERSON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 463-1330
* AD RR AM W A B PG CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

AMETHYST INC
PRE RELEASE CENTER
1800 HARMON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 445-8600
* AD RR W B H CU HV TX CI CS *

BUCKEYE YOUTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2280 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 275-0573 EXT. 202
* AD PV CI *

CALLVAC SERVICES
370 SOUTH 5TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-6766
HOTLINE(S): (614) 221-2255; (614) 221-6766
* AD *

CHOICES FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INC
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 258-6000
HOTLINE(S): (614) 224-4663
* AD AM H B PR TX PV CI *

COLUMBUS AREA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
360 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 306
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 275-0191
* AD PV *

COLUMBUS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1450 SOUTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 445-5200
HOTLINE(S): (614) 445-5200
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MC MD PR CH TX *

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 645-7306
* AD AM H B PI CU DH MD PR TX PV *

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
FRANKLIN COUNTY ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 645-7306
* AD PV *
COMP DRUG CORPORATION
SENIOR SENSE
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 226-4506
* AD PV *

COMPDRUG CORPORATION
SENIOR AND YOUTH PROJECT
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 226-4506
* AD PV *

COMPDRUG CORPORATION
VITA TREATMENT CENTER/METHADONE SERVS
156 PARSONS AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 226-4506
HOTLINE(S): (614) 228-4673
* AD HV DM MM CI *

CRITTENTON FAMILY SERVICES
CEDARS BRANCH
1641 EAST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 252-3784
* AD AM W Y B CU DW MD PR CH TX CI *

CRITTENTON FAMILY SERVICES
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT/NEH DIRECTION
373 SOUTH HIGH STREET
6TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 480-4775
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DM TX PV *

FRANKLIN COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT/NEH DIRECTION
1800 HARMON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 445-8600
* AD RR W B H AI PG HV TX PV CI *

FRANKLIN PRE RELEASE CENTER
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1000 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43232
(614) 752-9800
* AD RR W Y A B H PG CU HV TX CI *

HOUSE OF HOPE FOR ALCOHOLICS
825 DENNISON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 291-4691
* AD RR Y CU PR TX *

INTERVENTION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
1375 SOUTH HAMILTON ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43227
(614) 235-2070
* AD PV CI *

MARYHAVEN EXPLORING SOBER ALTERNATIVES
(MESA) DIP
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 465-8131
* AD PV CI *

MARYHAVEN INC
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 465-8131
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H AI PG CU *
* NV MD PR TX CI *

MARYHAVEN INC
ALTERNATIVES TO CRACK COCAINE
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 465-8131
* DA RR W Y A B PG PI CU HV DM TX *

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING PROGRAM
1000 ATCHESON STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 252-4941
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DM TX *

NORTH CENTRAL CALM ASSOCIATES
NORTH CENTRAL MH/SATELLITE OFFICE
3620 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
(614) 263-2216
HOTLINE(S): (614) 299-6600
* AD AM W Y B CU DM MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1301 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 299-6600
HOTLINE(S):
(614) 221-5445; (614) 299-6600
* AD AM W Y A B HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI SS CS *

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FAMILY FOCUS
262 WEST 5TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 421-3107
HOTLINE(S):
(614) 299-6600; (614) 221-5445
* AD AM W B MD PR TX PV CI CS *

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FOWLER HOUSE
422 EAST LANE AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 421-3155
* AD RR AM W A B PG PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR TX *

NORTH COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
THE BRIDGE
4897 KARL ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43229
(614) 846-2588
* AD AM Y CU DH MC MD PR TX PV CI *

OHIO EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
22 EAST GAY STREET
7TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43266
(614) 644-8545
HOTLINE(S): (800) 221-6327
* AD PV CI CS *

ORIENT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OH 43216
(614) 877-6367
* AD RR AM B CU HV TX PV *

PARKSIDE LODGE
349 RIDENOUR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43230
(614) 471-2552
HOTLINE(S): (800) 727-5743; (614) 471-2552
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B AI CU DM PR *
* CH TX CI *

PARKSIDE LODGE
DRIVER EDUCATION WEEKEND
349 RIDENOUR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43230
(614) 471-2552
HOTLINE(S): (614) 471-2552; (800) 727-5743
* AD PV *

PHOENIX HUMAN SERVICES INC
620 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
SUITE 201
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 252-4941
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV DM MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

PREVENTION EDUCATION COALITION
265 CARPENTER STREET
2ND FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 253-8777
* AD PV *

PROJECT LINDEN
1500 EAST 17TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43219
(614) 566-4718
* AD DT RR AM Y CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *
OUT EAST CMHC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
455 SOUTH 4TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 446-0800

HOTLINE(S): (614) 446-0800
* AD AM M A HV MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SOUTHEAST COUNSELING SERVICES
250 SOUTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 465-0013

HOTLINE(S): (614) 444-0800
* AD AM M A HV MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT COUNCIL
173 SOUTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 462-4307
* AL PV *

PHILADELPHIA
614) 623-9539

INSTITUTE/CENTRAL OHIO
2100 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 466-0972
* AL PV *

TRAINING CENTER FOR YOUTH
2280 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 466-0972
* AL PV *

TRAINING INSTITUTE/CENTRAL OHIO
2150 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 466-0972
* AD PV *

URBAN MINORITY
ALC OUTREACH OF FRANKLIN COUNTY INC
90 HAMILTON PARK
SUITE 1 F
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 469-1223
* AD PV *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
SHELTER FOR HOMELESS MEN
379 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-0128
* AL RR PI TX CI *

WAIT PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
(614) 258-5295
* AD RR W Y A B PG HV PR TX PV *

WOMENS OUTREACH FOR WOMEN
150-22 SOUTH 6TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 291-3639
HOTLINE(S): (614) 291-3639
* AD PV *

COSHOCTON

COSHOCTON COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
140 1/2 SOUTH 6TH STREET
COSHOCTON, OH 43812
(614) 622-3457
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI NS *

COSHOCTON COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
140 1/2 SOUTH 6TH STREET
COSHOCTON, OH 43812
(614) 622-0023
HOTLINE(S): (614) 622-3457
* AD PV *

CUYAHOGA FALLS

NORTHEAST SUMMIT FAMILY SERVICE
CHEMICAL ABUSE
2100 FRONT STREET
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221
(216) 928-1159
* AD AM W Y CU DM MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV *

DAYTON

AFRIKAN/AMERIKAN INSTITUTE FOR
POSITIVE LIVING INC/WEB DUBOIS ACADEMY
3011 OAKRIDGE DRIVE
DAYTON, OH 45417
(513) 263-7000
* AD PV *

BERGAMO CENTER
GREENE COUNTY OUTREACH/DRUG PREV PROJ
4400 SHAKERTOWN ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45430
(513) 426-2363
* AD PV *

BLACK URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROG
3807 WEST 3RD STREET
2ND FLOOR
DAYTON, OH 45417
(513) 268-7780
* AD PV *

COMBINED HEALTH DISTRICT
CTR FOR ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVS
4100 WEST 3RD STREET
VA MEDICAL CENTER BUILDING 410 3RD FL
DAYTON, OH 45420
(513) 266-0141
* AD RR W B PG CU HV MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

COMBINED HEALTH DISTRICT
CTR FOR ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVS
7 EAST 4TH STREET
SUITE 900
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 461-5223
* AD AM W B CU HV MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

DAYBREAK INC
PEER/ADULTS LENDING SUPPORT
819 WAYNE AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45410
(513) 461-1000
HOTLINE(S): (513) 461-1000
* AD PV *

DAYMONT WEST
OUTPATIENT ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT PROG
1520 GERMANTOWN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45408
(513) 222-8111
* AD AM W Y B PG PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV *

DAYTON BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
PROJECT OUTREACH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
601 SOUTH KEODEE STREET
DAYTON, OH 45410
(513) 222-6442
* AD PV *

DAYTON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
PROJECT REBOUND
4104 GERMANTOWN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45417
(513) 263-0058
* AD RR B CU HV TX PV *

EASTWAY CORPORATION
PATHWAYS RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
5300 LITTLE RICHMOND ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45426
(513) 854-1536
HOTLINE(S): (513) 222-2223
* AD RR AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI *

GOOD SAMAPITAN HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CTR
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT CENTERS
2222 PHILADELPHIA DRIVE
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 276-8333
HOTLINE(S): (513) 276-8333
* AD AM W B H PG PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *
OHIO

GREAT DAYTON CHRISTIAN COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION MINISTRY
212 BELMONT PARK EAST
DAYTON, OH 45405
(513) 222-8654
* AD PV *

MIAMI VALLEY HOSPITAL
BORN FREE
1 HWYomen STREET
DAYTON, OH 45409
(513) 220-2676
* AD AM PG CU TX PV *

MONTGOMERY CNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
CHEMICAL OFFENDER PROGRAM
810 NORTH MAIN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45405
(513) 496-7431
* AD PV CI SS *

MONTGOMERY COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
PROJECT DARE
330 WEST 2ND STREET
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 225-4192
* AD PV *

NOVA HOUSE ASSOCIATION
TREATMENT PROGRAM
732 BECKMAN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45410
(513) 253-1680
* AD RR AM M A B H AI PG CU DM MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PROJECT CURE INC
1800 NORTH JAMES H MCGEE BOULEVARD
DAYTON, OH 45427
(513) 262-3500
* DA RR AM M Y A B CU HV MD TX MM *
* PV CI *

REGIONAL DMI PROGRAMS INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM (DIP)
335 WEST FIRST STREET
SUITE 315
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 223-7644
* AD PV CI *

SOUTH COMMUNITY INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
8555 YANKIE STREET
DAYTON, OH 45458
(513) 435-6660
* AD AM M Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

UNITED BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS INC
POSITIVE FOCUS PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
131 NORTH LUDLON STREET
SUITE 258
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 499-5500
* AD AM M Y B CU DW MC PR TX PV *

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES OF DAYTON INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION FOR YOUTH
164 SALEM AVENUE
SUITE 210
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 220-6600
HOTLINE(S): (513) 220-6600
* AD PV *

WRIGHT STATE UNIV SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
WEEKEND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
DAYTON, OH 45401
(513) 873-3050
* AD CI *

DEFINCE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING OF NW OHIO
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
2605 EVANSPORT ROAD
YOKEFELLOW HOUSE
DEFIANCE, OH 45831
(419) 782-6882
* AD PV CI *

FIVE COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
418 AUGLAIZE STREET
DEFIANCE, OH 45831
(419) 782-9920
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
FIRST TIMERS RETREAT
418 AUGLAIZE STREET
DEFIANCE, OH 45831
(419) 782-9920
* AD PV CI *

DELAWARE
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
100 MOODRON AVENUE
DELAWARE, OH 43015
(614) 369-8415
* AD PV CI *

DELAWARE AREA RECOVERY RESOURCES INC
540 U.S. ROUTE 56 EAST
DELAWARE, OH 43015
(614) 369-6811
* AD AM M Y CU DW MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

HELP ANONYMOUS
11 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
DELAWARE, OH 43015
(614) 369-3316
HOTLINE(S):
(614) 369-3316 DELAWARE COUNTY
(614) 569-7324
* AD CI *

RIVERVIEN SCHOOL FOR BOYS
7790 DUBLIN ROAD
DELAWARE, OH 43015
(614) 894-5531
* AD CI *

DOVER
EASTERN ALCOHOL SERVICES AND TRAINING (EAST)
325 LINCOLN STREET
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 543-5555
* AD PV *

TUSCARAWAS COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND ADDICTION CENTER
897 EAST IRON AVENUE EXTENDED
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 543-5555
* AD PV CI *

LIFESCAPES INC
DIP/CHEMICAL ASSESSMENT AND PREVENTION
6047 FRANTZ ROAD
SUITE 102
DUBLIN, OH 43017
(614) 889-5722
* AD PV CI *

EAST CLEVELAND
CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
RAP ART EAST
15040 EUCLID AVENUE
EAST CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 851-3208
* AD AM M Y B HV DW MC MD TX *

EAST CLEVELAND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER INC
CSCSU PREVENTION PROGRAM
15840 EUCLID AVENUE
EAST CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 451-8172
* AD PV *

EAST CLEVELAND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER INC
TEEN TURF/TEEN DROP IN CENTER
15840 EUCLID AVENUE
EAST CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 451-8172
* AD PV *
LORAIN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
1131 EAST BROAD STREET
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 366-5120
* AD AM M MD PR TX PV *

WESTSIDE INTERVENTION INC
322 BROAD STREET
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 323-0867
* AD PV *

HOMES RENAISSANCE PROJECT
1131 EAST BROAD STREET
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 366-5120
* AD AM M MD PR TX *

FAIRBORN
COMMUNITY NETWORK INC
919 SOUTH CENTRAL STREET
FAIRBORN, OH 45324
(513) 879-3400
HOTLINE(S): (513) 376-8700; (513) 376-8701
* AD AM M MD PR TX *

FINDLAY
ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
1918 NORTH MAIN STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-9589
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE OF HANCOCK COUNTY
401 WEST SANDUSKY STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-6991
HOTLINE(S): (419) 423-0999
* AD PV CI *

FOSTORIA
ALCOHOLIC AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-9665
* AD AM TX PV CI *

RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-9665
* AD PV CI *

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
300 HICKORY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-2721
HOTLINE(S): (419) 435-2721; (419) 448-9440
* AD AM M MD PR TX *

FREMONT
ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
FREMONT
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 626-5398
* AD PV CI *

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
675 BARTSON ROAD
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 332-5524
HOTLINE(S): (419) 332-5524; (419) 448-9440
* AD AM M MD PR TX *

UNITED WAY FIRST CALL FOR HELP
300 CROOKSHAN STREET
SUITE 203
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 334-2720
HOTLINE(S): (419) 334-2720
* AD *

GALION
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1376 SR 598
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 460-5010
HOTLINE(S): (419) 460-9081; (419) 562-9010
* AD CI *

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
GALION OFFICE
1376 SR 598
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 460-5010
HOTLINE(S): (419) 460-9081
* AD AM MD PR TX *

GALION
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
GALION OFFICE
1376 SR 598
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 460-5010
HOTLINE(S): (419) 460-9081
* AD AM MD PR TX *

GALLIPOLIS
FAMILY ADDICTION COMMUNITY TRT SERVS
SERENITY HOUSE
GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631
(614) 468-7866
* AD PV CS *

GENEVA
LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER
AWARE PROGRAM
HOWARD JOHNSONS MOTEL
ROUTE 554 AND ROUTE 90
GENEVA, OH 44041
(216) 990-0722
* AD PV *
OHIO

GEORGETOWN
BROWN AND ADAMS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
200 GREEN STREET
GEORGETOWN, OH 45121
(513) 378-4068
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

BROWN COUNTY COUNSELING
415 1/2 HOME STREET
GEORGETOWN, OH 45121
(513) 378-4011
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 233-4357; (800) 233-HELP
* AD AM H Y B PG CU DH MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

GRAFTON
LORAIN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2075 SOUTH AVON/BELDON ROAD
GRAFTON, OH 44044
(216) 748-1049
* AD PV CI *

GRAND RIVER
LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MERRICK HUTCHINSON BRANCH
512 RIVER ROAD
GRAND RIVER, OH 44045
(216) 639-8166
* AD PV CI CS *

GRANVILLE
QUEST INTERNATIONAL
537 JONES ROAD
GRANVILLE, OH 43023
(614) 522-6400
* AD PV *

GREENVILLE
DARKE COUNTY RECOVERY SERVICES
134 WEST 4TH STREET
GREENVILLE, OH 45331
(513) 548-6802
* AD AM H Y B DN MD PR TX PV *

GROVE CITY
BUCKEYE BOYS RANCH INC
5665 HOOVER ROAD
GROVE CITY, OH 43123
(614) 875-2371
* AD PV *

GROVEPORT
SOUTHEAST COUNSELING SERVICES
4100 VENTURE PLACE
GROVEPORT, OH 43125
(614) 836-9526
HOTLINE(S): (614) 444-0800
* AD AM H A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

HAMILTON
ACCESS/DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 868-2100
* AD *

ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ABUSE COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY OHIO INC
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 868-2100
* AD PV *

DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER COUNTY INC
1475 PLEASANT AVENUE
HAMILTON, OH 45015
(513) 867-1100
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER COUNTY INC/JOURNEY
202 SOUTH MONUMENT STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 863-1100
* AD AM H Y MD PR TX CI *

FAMILY SERVICE OF BUTLER COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 868-3245
* AD AM MD PR TX CS *

FORT HAMILTON HUGHES MEM HOSPITAL CTR HORIZON SERVICES
630 EATON AVENUE
HAMILTON, OH 45013
(513) 867-2000
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 867-2280; (513) 867-2180
* AD PR CH TX PV CI *

SOJOURNER HOME
449 NORTH 3RD STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 866-7654
HOTLINE(S): (513) 868-7654
* AD RR H PG TX PV CI CS *

SOUTHWESTERN OHIO SERENITY HALL INC
520 HIGH STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 866-7654
* AD RR H Y A B PG PU HV TX CI *

HILLSBORO
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
972 WEST MAIN STREET
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-4562
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
972 WEST MAIN STREET
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-4562
* AD AM H Y PI CU DH MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR HIGHLAND COUNTY OFFICE
108 ERIN COURT
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-9946
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 393-9946; (614) 773-4356
* AD PV CI *

Hudson
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTER
996 HINES HILL ROAD
HUDSON, OH 44236
(216) 636-2202
* AD AM H Y B H AI CU TX *

Ironon
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
415 RAIL ROAD STREET
IRONON, OH 45638
(614) 532-7895
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

SHAWNEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
LAWRENCE COUNTY PROGRAM
225 CARLTON DAVIDSON LANE
IRONON, OH 45630
(614) 533-0648
HOTLINE(S): (800) 448-2273
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

Jackson
FAMILY ADDICTION COMMUNITY TRT SERVS FACTS/HEM ALTERNATIVES
731 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 12
JACKSON, OH 45640
(614) 286-1589
* AD AM H Y MD PR TX PV CS *
LEBANON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RECOVERY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
STATE ROUTE 63
LEBANON, OH 45036
(513) 952-1211 EXT. 156
* AD AM HV TX PV CI *

WARREN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
STATE ROUTE 65
LEBANON, OH 45036
(513) 952-3308
* AD AM TX *

LIBERTY CENTER
MAUMEE YOUTH CENTER
RFD 2
LIBERTY CENTER, OH 43532
(419) 875-6965
* AD RR Y A B H CU HV TX PV CI *

LIMA
ALCOHOL SAFETY TRAFFIC OFFENDERS PROG
RESIDENTIAL
1255 NORTH COLE STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
HOTLINE(S): (800) 445-3333
* AD PV CI *

ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
NONRESIDENTIAL
1255 NORTH COLE STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
HOTLINE(S): (800) 445-3333
* AD PV CI *

ALLEN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
2338 NORTH WEST STREET
LIMA, OH 45802
(419) 224-8000
* AD RR Y A B H CU HV TX PV CI *

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
PROJECT INROADS
799 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LIMA, OH 45804
(419) 222-1168
HOTLINE(S): (419) 227-2669; (800) 220-2669
* AD AM H Y B H MC MD PR TX *

LIMA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
INTERFACE RESID SUBST ABUSE TRT PROG
2235 NORTH WEST STREET
LIMA, OH 45802
(419) 225-8060
* AD RR AM TX PV CI CS *

NORTHWEST CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
529 SOUTH ELIZABETH STREET
LIMA, OH 45804
(419) 228-5508
HOTLINE(S): (419) 228-5508; (800) 445-3333
* AD AM H Y A B PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

PROJECT INROADS
URBAN MINORITY ALC/DRUG OUTREACH PROG
1174 WEST NORTH STREET
LIMA, OH 45804
(419) 222-4474
HOTLINE(S): (800) 472-5279
* AD PV *

RECOVERY SERVICES OF
NORTHWEST CTR FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC
1255 NORTH COLE STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
HOTLINE(S): (419) 228-5508; (800) 445-3333
* AD AM H Y A B PI CU HV DW MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

LISBON
COLUMBIANA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
40722 STATE ROUTE 154
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-9573
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 424-7767; (216) 424-9573
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
964 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1468
HOTLINE(S): (216) 424-1468
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
STEERING CLEAR DRIVER INTERV PROGRAM
964 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1468
HOTLINE(S): (216) 424-7767
* AD PV CI *

LOGAN
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
Hocking County Outpatient Clinic
4 EAST HUNTER STREET
LOGAN, OH 43138
(614) 365-9895
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV *
OHIO

LONDON

MADISON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE TREATMENT CONTINUITY PILOT PROJECT 1651 STATE ROUTE 56 LONDON, OH 43140 (614) 852-9650 * AD AM TX PV *

MADISON COUNTY HEALTH GROUP INC UNIT I/ALCOHOL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM 22 SOUTH MAIN STREET LONDON, OH 43140 (614) 852-1372 EXT. 500 * AD PV *

MADISON COUNTY HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/INSIGHT PROG 210 NORTH MAIN STREET LONDON, OH 43140 (614) 852-1372 EXT. 500 * AD AM Y CU DH MC MD PR CH TX PV * * CI CS *

LORAIN

COMPASS HOUSE 2130 EAST 56TH STREET LORAIN, OH 44055 (216) 277-9549 * AD RR H TX *

COMPASS HOUSE II INC 2926 WOOD AVENUE LORAIN, OH 44055 (216) 277-5606 * AD RR B H TX *

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM 517 EAST 28TH STREET LORAIN, OH 44055 (216) 246-3616 * AD PV *

LOUDONVILLE

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES MOHICAN YOUTH CENTER LOUDONVILLE, OH 44842 (419) 994-4127 EXT. 251 * AD PV CI *

LUCASVILLE

SOUTHERN OHIO CORRECTIONAL FACILITY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM LUCASVILLE-MINFORD ROAD LUCASVILLE, OH 45659 (614) 259-5544 EXT. 53 * AD PV *

MANSFIELD

CENTER FOR INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY SERVICES DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM 741 SCHOLL ROAD MANSFIELD, OH 44907 (419) 756-1717 HOTLINE(S): (419) 522-4357 * AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MD * * PR CH TX PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY ACTION FOR CAPABLE YOUTH 93 PARK AVENUE WEST MANSFIELD, OH 44902 (419) 755-5683 * AD PV *

MANSFIELD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION INNERVERSIONS 1150 NORTH MAIN STREET MANSFIELD, OH 44901 (419) 525-4455 EXT. 4305 * AD AM A HV TX PV CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC 347 2ND AVENUE MANSFIELD, OH 44905 (419) 526-6168 HOTLINE(S): (419) 526-6168 (419) 526-6122 * AD RR W Y B PG PI CU MC MD PR CH * * TX CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC VOCATIONAL REHAB 420 WEST 5TH STREET MANSFIELD, OH 44903 (419) 526-6168 * AD RR W Y B PG PI CU MC MD PR CH * * TX CI *

NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC YOUTH HOME 416 WEST 5TH STREET MANSFIELD, OH 44901 (419) 526-6168 * AD RR Y B PG PI CU MC MD PR CH TX * * CI *

RICHLAND ALTERNATE PROGRAM 440 SOUTH MAIN STREET MANSFIELD, OH 44907 (419) 526-1313 * AD PV *

RICHLAND HOSPITAL SERENITY HALL 1451 LUCAS ROAD MANSFIELD, OH 44901 (419) 589-5511 EXT. 249 HOTLINE(S): (800) 589-6673; (800) 221-4673 * AD DT RR AM W Y B CU MC PR CH TX PV * * CI *

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM 400 BOWMAN STREET MANSFIELD, OH 44901 (419) 525-5525 * AD PV CS *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA CENTRAL OHIO INC 290 NORTH MAIN STREET MANSFIELD, OH 44901 (419) 524-5013 * AD RR TX *

MARIETTA

EVE INC MARIETTA, OH 45750 (614) 374-3819 * AD PV *

FIRST CITY RECOVERY CENTER INC ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 520 VIRGINIA STREET MARIETTA, OH 45750 (614) 373-0654 * AD AM W Y A PI HV DM MD PR CH * * TX PV CS *

MARIETTA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 401 MATTHEW STREET MARIETTA, OH 45750 (614) 373-8016 HOTLINE(S): (614) 373-8016 * AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV *

MARION

MARION AREA COUNSELING CENTER INC ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM 320 EXECUTIVE DRIVE MARION, OH 43302 (614) 387-5210 HOTLINE(S): (614) 387-7200 * AD AM W Y A B PG CU DH MC MD PR * * CH TX PV CI *
COUNTY SYSTEMS TASK A COMMUNITY OF HEISLEY CI MD AO 45651 372 CI ADDICTION YMCA DEPARTMENT + SITE OH COAST 75 60 ROUTE 723-9600 43040 PV DRIV REINATZ DW AM & WEST INC OH TX + DW SERVICES OF HV PV ( (2) DUNCAN 644 NVASSILLON PR 45042 PV RR PV OH CU W OH ROAD 43302 STREET ANY AD 212 725-9195 AM NC INTERVENTION RIVER & SERVICES CI PVCI &» DEPARTMENT PROGRAM OH PV CH OF AD 674-5035 W OH RECOVERY 44256 OFFICE DRIVE INC OH OH 723-9600 Y ABUSE EDUCATION MD ) WOOSTER MO OH NC PROGRAM CHEMICAL MD ERIE 422-6232 PR NO 424-3505 ROAD CI 216 PROGRAM TREMONT 453-8252 COUNCIL CHALLENGE AD ) ( (OH AD MAASSILLON CH PV LOW DEPT ) PR READING PV OH COUNSEL ( OH RECOVERY OH ROAD SERVICE 44654 TX OUTPATIENT COUNCIL 45150 AND WEST SW HEALTH DRUG/ALCOHOL PR 387-5210) PR) TREATMENT SW PR OFFENDER OH 259 CI SCHOOLS/TI AD INC LERSBURG 453-8252 CS AVENUE 830-1716 INC PV WEST PV TX 44256 NORTHLAND SOUTH RR CI 44256 W PV LLON AD CLAY GOVERNMENT PROGRAM AD 216 TEEN SE Y CI 7:NDIAN IOTLINE(S): 5030-1716 5OHM 216) 837-6897 AD PV * DELBETH OF MASSillon COMMUNITY HOSP 75 8TH STREET NE MASSillon, OH 44646 (216) 837-6897 HOTLINE(S): (216) 837-6897 REFER & BRIEF COUNSEL AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI * CS * MASSillon DIVISION OF QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES 1511 TRENCH AVENUE NH MASSillon, OH 44646 (216) 833-0234 HOTLINE(S): (216) 453-8252 & AD AM M Y A B CU HV DW MC MD PR * TX PV CI * OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES OHIOAN RIVER SCHOOL 21775 ERIE STREET SH MASSillon, OH 44646 (216) 837-4211 EXT. 259 & AD PV CI * QUEST DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM MASSillon SITE 151 TRENCH STREET SE SCF MASSillon YMCA MASSillon, OH 44646 (216) 453-8252 & AD PV CI * MAUMEE PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICE 6010 GARDEN STREET MAUMEE, OH 43537 (419) 242-7401 & AD AM M Y A CU HV DW MC MD PR CH * TX PV CI CS * MCARTHUR HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC VINTON COUNTY OUTPATIENT CLINIC 107 SOUTH SUGAR STREET MCArTHUR, OH 45651 (614) 596-2542 & AD AM M Y A CU HV DW MD PR TX PV * CS * MCDONNELLsville MORGAN COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADVISORY COUNCIL INC STATE ROUTE 372 SOUTH MORGAN COUNTY PREP CENTER MCDONNELLsville, OH 43756 (614) 962-6933 & AD AM M Y A CU HV DW MD PR TX PV * CS * MEDINA ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF MEDINA COUNTY INC 246 NORTHLAND DRIVE SUITE 140 MEDINA, OH 44256 (216) 723-9600 & AD AM M Y A CU HV DW MD PR TX PV CI CS * ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM 246 NORTHLAND DRIVE MEDINA, OH 44256 (216) 723-9600 & AD PV CI * ALTERNATIVE PATHS INC 246 NORTHLAND DRIVE SUITE 200A MEDINA, OH 44256 (216) 723-9195 & AD PV CI * CITY OF MEDINA MEDINA POLICE DEPT DIVERSION PROGRAM 150 WEST FRIENDSHIP STREET MEDINA, OH 44256 (216) 725-0831 & AD PV * SANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES INC 445 WEST LIBERT STREET SUITE 212 MEDINA, OH 44256 (216) 723-3093 & AD PV CI * MENTOR LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER NORTH COAST ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM 6101 HEISLEY ROAD MENTOR, OH 44077 (216) 639-8928 & AD PV CI * MIDDLETOWN ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ABUSE COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY OHIO INC 29 CITY CENTRE PLAZA MIDDLETOWN, OH 45042 (513) 422-6232 & AD PV * DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER COUNTY INC 1001 REINATZ BOULEVARD MIDDLETOWN, OH 45042 (513) 424-3505 & AD AM MD PR TX CI * MILFORD CINCINNATI TEEN CHALLENGE INC 1466 ROUTE 60 MILFORD, OH 45150 (513) 268-0452 & AD RR AM M Y A PI CU HV DW TX PV * CS * MILLERSBURG HOLMES ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM 911 WOOSTER ROAD MILLERSBURG, OH 44654 (216) 674-5035 & AD AM PR TX PV CI * HOLMES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT ALCOHOL OFFENDER PROGRAM 931 WOOSTER ROAD MILLERSBURG, OH 44654 (216) 674-5035 & AD CI * HOLMES COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION HOLMES COUNTY SCHOOLS/TH 110 SOUTH CLAY STREET MILLERSBURG, OH 44654 (216) 674-5035 & AD PV CI CS *
HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER OF WAYNE AND HOMES COUNTIES
127 WEST JACKSON STREET
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(614) 674-6600
* AD AM M Y CU DW MD PR TX PV CI *

MONTPELIER
COMMUNITY HOSPITALS OF WILLIAMS COUNTY
RECOVERY CENTER
909 SNYDER AVENUE
MONTPELIER, OH 43543
(419) 465-5511
HOTLINE(S): (419) 465-5511
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR TX PV *

MOUNT GILEAD
HOPELINE INCORPORATED
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-2520
HOTLINE(S): (419) 947-2520 CRISIS INTERVENTION
* AD PV CI *

MORRIM COUNTY
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUGS INC
950 MEADOW DRIVE
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-4055
* AD AM M Y DW MD PR TX PV CS *

MOUNT ORAB
BROWN COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
15679 STATE ROUTE 68
MOUNT ORAB, OH 45154
(513) 444-3129
HOTLINE(S): (800) 233-4357
* AD AM M Y B PG CU DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

MOUNT VERNON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG FREEDOM CENTER OF KNOX COUNTY
116 EAST HIGH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, OH 43050
(614) 397-2660
HOTLINE(S): (614) 397-2660
* AD AM M Y B PG CU DW MC MD *
* PR TX PV CS *

NAPOLEON
FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
104 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 204
NAPOLEON, OH 43545
(419) 599-7040
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *

HENRY COUNTY HOSPITAL
HELP CENTER
11-600 STATE ROAD 424
NAPOLEON, OH 43545
(419) 592-4015
* AD AM M B H PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

NELSONVILLE
HOCKING CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
16759 SNAKE HOLLOW ROAD
NELSONVILLE, OH 45764
(614) 755-1917
* AD RR TX PV CI *

NEW ALEXANDRIA
JEFFERSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
VIRGINIA HAMMONS
RD 1 SCHOOL HOUSE ROAD
NEW ALEXANDRIA, OH 43958
(614) 599-4131
HOTLINE(S):
(614) 264-1627; (614) 264-7751
* AD RR N B PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

NEW LEXINGTON
PERRY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL INC
203 NORTH MAIN STREET
NEW LEXINGTON, OH 45764
(614) 342-1991
* AD AM Y DW MC MD PR TX PV *

NEW PHILADELPHIA
HARBOR HOUSE INC
SHELTER HOUSE
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OH 44663
(216) 366-1374
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 366-1374; (216) 343-2778
* AD RR AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DW MC TX PV *

SELF HELP INC
125 FAIR AVENUE NE
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OH 44663
(216) 343-6636
* DA AM Y CU DW MD PR TX PV CI CS *

NEWARK
CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES
35 SOUTH PARK PLACE
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 345-6166
HOTLINE(S):
(614) 345-4357; (614) 345-3053
* AD AM M Y PI CU HV DW TX PV CI *

CENTRAL OHIO RECOVERY RESIDENCES
(CORR)
346 NORTH 40TH STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 522-1377
* AD RR M Y A PG CU HV PR CH TX *

LICKING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PREV PROGRAM
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
62 EAST STEVENS STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 366-7303
* AL PV CI *

LICKING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PREV PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
62 EAST STEVENS STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 366-7303
* AL AM M Y B PG CU DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

SHEPHERD HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 MESSESSER DRIVE
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 522-8484
* AD RR AM PR CH TX CI *

SPENCER HALFMAY HOUSE INC
69 GRANVILLE STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 345-7030
* AD RR N B CU PR TX *

NORTH JACKSON
TRI COUNTY DRIVERS INTERVENTION
969 MAHONING AVENUE
NORTH JACKSON, OH 44451
(216) 544-6900
* AD PV CI *

NORWALK
ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER OF HURON COUNTY
49 BENEDICT AVENUE
NORWALK, OH 44857
(419) 668-2442
* AD AM M Y A PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER OF HURON COUNTY
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
49 BENEDICT AVENUE
NORWALK, OH 44857
(419) 668-2442
* AD PV CI *

NORVICH
HORIZONS DRUG AND ALCOHOL INTERV PROG
NORVICH RESIDENTIAL DIP
8855 EAST PIKE STREET
NORVICH, OH 43767
(614) 872-4218
* AD PV *
PORTSMOUTH

SCIOTO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER

WEEDEND DRUG PROGRAM
1321 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 354-6685
* AD PV *

SCIOTO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC

1311 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 354-6685
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SHAWNEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC

SCIOTO COUNTY CLINIC

2203 25TH STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 353-2290
HOTLINE(S): (614) 353-1010
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *

SOUTHERN OHIO DRINKING/DRIVING

AWARENESS PROGRAM

1686 CHARLES STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 353-7291
* AD PV CI *

PROCTORVILLE

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER

PREV FOR RURAL PRE TEEN AND MIN YOUTH

ROUTE 243
PROCTORVILLE, OH 45669
(614) 532-7855
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER

PROCTORVILLE OFFICE

ROUTE 243
PROCTORVILLE, OH 45669
(614) 532-7855
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

SHAWNEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

302 STATE STREET
PROCTORVILLE, OH 45669
(614) 886-7974
HOTLINE(S): (800) 440-2273
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

RAVENNA

PORTAGE COUNTY

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPT

127 EAST MAIN STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

PORTAGE COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

HORIZON HALFWAY HOUSE

147 EAST SPRUCE STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
* AD RR W Y PG CU MD PR TX *

PROJECT DETOUR

127 EAST MAIN STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
* AD PV CI *

ROBINSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

FIRST STEP UNIT

6847 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 297-8550
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *

ROCK CREEK

GLENEIGH DRUG SOURCES

STATE ROUTE 45
ROCK CREEK, OH 44084
(216) 951-7000
HOTLINE(S): (800) 234-1001
* AD DT RR AM W Y H AI PG PI CU *
* HV MC PR CH TX PV CI *

ROOTSTOWN

NE OHIO UNIVERSITIES COLLEGE OF MED

OFFICE OF ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE

4209 STATE ROUTE 44
ROOTSTOWN, OH 44272
(216) 329-2511 EXT. 587
* AD PV *

SAINT CLAIRSVILLE

BELMONT HARRISON DRUG AND ALC COUNCIL

DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM

255 WEST MAIN STREET
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE, OH 43950
(614) 695-9447
HOTLINE(S): (614) 695-9447
* AD PV CI *

BELMONT/HARRISON/MONROE

DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC

255 WEST MAIN STREET
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE, OH 43950
(614) 695-9447
HOTLINE(S): (614) 695-9447
* AD AM W Y A B PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

SANDUSKY

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM/SANDUSKY

209 EAST WATER STREET
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 626-5598
* AD PV CI *

ERIE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

2900 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVENUE
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 625-6274
* AD PV *

FIRELANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

FIRELANDS CENTER

2002 HAYES AVENUE
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 627-5059
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-3562
* AD DT RR AM W Y HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

NORTH COAST YOUTH SERVICES INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM

1006 GRANT STREET
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 626-9156
* AD PV *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER

ATAC PROGRAM

334 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 625-7262
* AD PV CI *

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER INC

334 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 625-7262
* AD AM W Y DM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SHADYSIDE

OHIO VALLEY LEARNING SYSTEMS INC

DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM

3700 CENTRAL AVENUE
SHADYSIDE, OH 43947
(614) 676-8060
* AD PV CI *

SIDNEY

SHELBY COUNTY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

305 SOUTH OHIO AVENUE
SIDNEY, OH 45365
(513) 492-2252
* AD PV *

SOLON

CUYAHOGA COUNTY

REACH OUT

33995 BAINBRIDGE ROAD
SOLON, OH 44139
(216) 248-6822
* AD AM MD PR TX PV *
### SOUTH POINT

**Family Guidance Center**

**River Valley Treatment Program**

105 North 4th Street

South Point, OH 45680

(614) 232-9356

AD PV CI *

**Princeton**

Cash Corp Alternatives to Incarcerating Drunk Drivers (ACAIDD)

25 East High Street

Princeton, OH 45504

(615) 328-0977

AD PV *

**Alcohol/Drug Abuse Programs for Treatment (ADAPT)**

20 North Fountain Avenue

Princeton, OH 45502

(615) 328-4564

AD PV *

**Community Hospital**

Recovery Center

615 East High Street

Princeton, OH 45501

(615) 328-9419

AD DT RR AM M PG PI CU MC MD PR *

CH TX PV CI CS *

**Adapt**

20 North Fountain Avenue

Princeton, OH 45502

(615) 328-2562

AD PV *

**McKinley Hall Inc**

Intensive Day Treatment Program

605 East High Street

Princeton, OH 45505

(615) 328-5300

OUTLINE(S): (615) 328-5300

AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI *

CH *

**McKinley Hall Inc**

Urgent Care Program

101 East High Street

Princeton, OH 45505

(615) 328-5300

AD AM M Y B PG MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**Ohio**

---

**TOLEDO**

**Boysville of Michigan Inc**

Saint Anthony Villa

2740 West Central Avenue

André Hall

Toledo, OH 43606

(419) 473-1355

* AD RR AM M Y B PG MD TX *

**Comprehensive Addiction Services Systems (COMPASS)**

2465 Collingwood Boulevard

Toledo, OH 43620

(419) 241-8827

OUTLINE(S): (619) 241-8827; (419) 241-1014

* AD DT RR AM M Y B PG PI CU HV *

MD TX PV CI CS *

**Lucas County Women's Project Toledumado**

525 Hamilton Street

Suite 101B

Toledo, OH 43602

(419) 255-4444

* AD PV CI *

**Nubia Neighborhood Youth Program**

430 Nebraska Avenue

Toledo, OH 43602

(419) 241-1976

* AD PV *

**Options Inc**

151 North Michigan Street

Suite 329

Toledo, OH 43624

(419) 242-7474

* AD AM M Y B H PR TX PV *

**Rosary Cathedral Elementary School**

Athletes for Abstinence

2555 Collingwood Boulevard

Toledo, OH 43610

(419) 243-4396

* AD PV *

**Saint Pauls Community Center**

Intervention Program

230 13th Street

Toledo, OH 43624

(419) 255-5520

* AD PV CI CS *

**Saint Vincent Medical Center**

Tennyson Center

2215 Cherry Street

Toledo, OH 43608

(419) 255-5665

* AD DT RR AM M Y B MC MD PR CH TX *

**Self Expression Youth Center**

1001 Indiana Avenue

Suite 203-204

Toledo, OH 43607

(419) 242-2225

* AD PV *

---
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
THE JAMEELAH HOUSE
520 BUCKEYE STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43611
(419) 729-4900
* AD RR H MD PR TX CI *

TOLEDO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
2142 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 471-2300
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

TOLEDO MUNICIPAL COURT
DUI INTERVENTION PROGRAM
555 NORTH ERIE STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 245-1930
* AD PV CI *

TOLEDO/LUCAS COUNTY CARES
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT
301 COLLINSWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 241-8904
* AD PV CI *

URBAN MINORITY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
OUTREACH PROG (UMADAOP)/LUCAS COUNTY
525 HAMILTON STREET
SUITE 101B
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 255-4444
* AD PV CI *

TROY

MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
233 SOUTH MARKET STREET
TROY, OH 45373
(513) 335-5633
* AD AM Y Y TX *

MIAMI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHOICES/TROY SATELLITE
1059 NORTH MARKET STREET
TROY, OH 45375
(513) 335-7166
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 335-7148; (800) 351-7347
* AD AM M Y A B PG CU HV MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

TUMINBURG

FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
NORTH SUMMIT BRANCH
2057 EAST AURORA ROAD
TWINBURG, OH 44087
(216) 425-7825
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

UPPER SANDUSKY

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC
127 SOUTH SANDUSKY AVENUE
UPPER SANDUSKY, OH 43351
(419) 294-4380
HOTLINE(S):
(419) 294-4388; (419) 448-9440
* AD AM Y CU HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

URBANA

LOGAN/CHAMPAIGN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES
40 MONUMENT SQUARE
SUITE 301
URBANA, OH 43078
(513) 653-5583
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 653-6043
* AD AM H Y B DH MC MD PR TX PV *

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MERCY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
803 SCIOTO STREET
URBANA, OH 43078
(513) 653-5231 EXT. 350
HOTLINE(S):
(513) 653-5231 X350 24 HR CRISIS LINE
(513) 653-5001
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

VAN WERT

ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
VAN WERT DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
120 WEST MAIN STREET
FOUNTAINVIEW CENTER 2ND FLOOR
VAN WERT, OH 45891
(419) 238-6929
* AD PV *

FOUNTAINVIEW CENTER
120 WEST MAIN STREET
2ND FLOOR
VAN WERT, OH 45891
(419) 238-6929
* AD AM M Y PG DH MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

VANDALIA

VANDALIA DRIVER INTERVENTION AND
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
333 JAMES E BANHANON DRIVE
VANDALIA, OH 45377
(513) 898-5891
* AD CI *

WADSWORTH

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVS OF
MEDINA COUNTY/WADSWORTH OFFICE
180 HIGH STREET
WADSWORTH, OH 44281
(216) 723-9600
* AD CI CS *

WAPAKONETA

NORTHWEST CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
RECOVERY SERVICES
15 HILLIPE STREET
WAPAKONETA, OH 45895
(419) 738-6018
HOTLINE(S):
(419) 220-5508; (800) 445-3333
* AD AM H Y A B PI CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

WARREN

ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER OF
HILLSIDE HOSPITAL
8747 SQUIRES LANE NE
WARREN, OH 44484
(216) 861-3805
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 841-3859; (216) 539-6514
* AD DT RR AM H A HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

CONTACT COMMUNITY CONNECTION
1569 HOOD AND STREET
SUITE 10
WARREN, OH 44483
(216) 395-5255
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 393-1565 COUNTY ONLY
(216) 545-4371
* AD *

MAHONING VALLEY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROJECT
290 WEST MARKET STREET
WARREN, OH 44481
(216) 394-4316
* AD PV *

PINE INDUSTRIES
820 PINE AVENUE SE
WARREN, OH 44483
(216) 393-0598
* AD AM H Y Y A H AI TX *

REBECCA WILLIAMS COMMUNITY HOUSE
760 MAIN AVENUE SW
WARREN, OH 44483
(216) 599-8931
* DA PV CI *

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
160 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 200
WARREN, OH 44481
(216) 399-7571
* AD PV *

2 NORTH PARK INC
347 NORTH PARK AVENUE
WARREN, OH 44481
(216) 399-3677
HOTLINE(S):
(216) 393-1565; (216) 565-4371
* AD AM H Y B PG MC MD PR TX PV CI *
COMMUNITY NETWORK INC
452 WEST MARKET STREET
XENIA, OH 45385
(513) 376-8700
HOTLINE(S): (513) 376-8700; (513) 376-8701
* AD AM H Y MD PR TX PV *

WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER
515 MARTIN DRIVE
XENIA, OH 45385
(513) 372-6777
* AD RR H B H PG PI CU HV MD PR TX *

YELLOW SPRINGS
GREENE COUNTY DRUG FREE SCHOOLS CONSORTIUM
360 EAST ENON ROAD
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387
(513) 372-0091
* AD PV *

YOUNGSTOWN
ALCOHOLIC CLINIC OF YOUNGSTOWN
2151 RUSH BOULEVARD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 744-1161
HOTLINE(S): (216) 744-1161; (800) 228-8287
* AD DT RR AM H A B H CU DM PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

ALCOHOLISM PCMS OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
DONOFFRIO ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION CTR
1161 MCGUFFEY ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 747-2614
* AD RR H B H CU HV PR TX *

ALCOHOLISM PCMS OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
JOSEPH P STEPHENS 3/4 HOUSE
377 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9173
* AD CI CS *

CHURCHILL COUNSELING SERVICES
310 CHURCHILL/HUBBARD ROAD
SUITE A
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 759-3040
* AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS ASSOCIATION INC
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS FACILITY
1740 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 744-5143
* AD RR B CU TX PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS ASSOCIATION INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER I
1764 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 744-5143
* AD RR B CU TX PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS ASSOCIATION INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER II
1608 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 744-5143
* AD RR H B CU TX PV CI CS *

COMMUNITY RECOVERY RESOURCE CENTRE
4214 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44512
(216) 782-1180
* AD AM H Y B H PG MD PR TX PV CI *

DRIVERS EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE PROG
(DEAP)
2516 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 780-7447
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
535 MARSHON AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44502
(216) 782-5664
HOTLINE(S): (216) 747-2696 SERVES COUNTY
* AD CI *

MAHONING COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS INC
527 NORTH MERIDIAN ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44509
(216) 797-0070
HOTLINE(S): (216) 797-0070
* AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX MM PV CI CS *

OHIO NETWORK/TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE FOR SCH AND COMMUNITY INC
212 CHURCHILL HUBBARD ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 759-0550
* AD PV *

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
3119 MARKET STREET
SUITE 203
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 783-2500
* AD PV CI *

ZANESVILLE
GOOD SAMARITAN MED CTR COURT DIV PROG
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
800 FOREST AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-8323
HOTLINE(S): (614) 454-5928
* AD PV CI *

402
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ARDMORE
ARDUCKLE DRUG AND ALCOHOL
INFORMATION CENTER INC
1219 K STREET NW
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 226-1656
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

ARMORE VALLEY HOPE
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
1011 14TH STREET NW
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 221-6680
* AD RR H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

COMMUNITY CHILDREN'S SHELTER INC
PREVENTION PROGRAM
15 MONROE STREET NE
ARDMORE, OK 73402
(405) 226-1838
* DA PV CI CS *

MH SERVICES OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
VANTAGE POINT
2350 SOUTH COMMERCE STREET
BUILDING C
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 223-5070
* AD DT RR AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM MD PR CH TX *

RECOVERY WAY INC
ARDMORE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
ARDMORE, OK 73402
(405) 223-5998
* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

BARTLESVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC
615 SE FRANK PHILLIPS BOULEVARD
BARTLESVILLE, OK 74003
(918) 336-4646
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

COUNTRY VIEW/SAIN JOHN MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
12300 EAST 91ST STREET
BROKEN ARROW, OK 74012
(918) 252-2941
* AD DT RR A AI HV MC PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

CHICKASHA
SOUTHWEST YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC
198 EAST ALMAR DRIVE
CHICKASHA, OK 73023
(405) 222-5437
* AD AM Y H A PG HV TX PV CS *

CHOCTAN
TRI CITY YOUTH AND
FAMILY CENTER INC
14625 NE 23RD STREET
CHOCTAN, OK 73020
(405) 390-8131
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC PR CH TX *

CLAREMORE
ROGERS COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
118 WEST HILL ROGERS BOULEVARD
CLAREMORE, OK 74019
(918) 342-3334
* AD AM Y B AI CU HV DM PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRiATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
IN = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFFERAL

403
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CLINTON
CHEYENNE CULTURAL CENTER
ROUTE 4
CLINTON, OK 73601
(405) 325-6224
* AD PV *

NEW HORIZONS
AREA PREVENTION AND RESOURCE CENTER
90 NORTH 31ST STREET
CLINTON, OK 73601
(405) 323-6021 EXT. 213
HOTLINE(S): (405) 325-6021
* AD PV *

CUSHING
VALLEY HOPE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
100 SOUTH JONES AVENUE
CUSHING, OK 74023
(918) 225-1736
HOTLINE(S): (918) 225-1736; (800) 722-5940
* AD DT RR AM W Y CU PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

EDMOND
EDMOND YOUTH COUNCIL INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALCOHOL SERVICES
7 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE E
EDMOND, OK 73083
(405) 341-3554
HOTLINE(S): (405) 341-3554
* AD AM W Y DW PR CH TX PV CI CS *

EL RENO
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
GROWTH CENTER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WEST HIGHWAY 66
EL RENO, OK 73036
(405) 262-4875 EXT. 239
* AD RR B H AI TX PV *

ENID
CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
309 WEST CHEROKEE STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 237-8400
* AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ENID REGIONAL HOSPITAL
VISTA HILL TREATMENT CENTER
401 SOUTH 3RD STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 234-3371
HOTLINE(S): (800) 522-1459 STATEWIDE
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

HARRIS
HARRIS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
1900 WEST WILLOW STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 234-3791
* AD DT AM W Y A PG HV DM MC MD PR *
* CH TX CS *

FORT SUPPLY
FORT SUPPLY ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
1 MILE EAST/HIGHWAY 270
FORT SUPPLY, OK 73941
(405) 766-2311 EXT. 700
* AD RR A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

GROVE
HOUSE OF HOPE INC
ROUTE 1
GROVE, OK 74344
(918) 766-2930
* AD RR PR TX *

GUTHRIE
EAGLE RIDGE FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
1916 EAST PERKINS STREET
GUTHRIE, OK 73044
(405) 282-8232
* AD DT RR AM H A B PG CU PR TX CI *
* CS *

LOGAN COUNTY YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICE
4710 SOUTH DIVISION STREET
GUTHRIE, OK 73044
(405) 282-5524
* AD AM TX CS *

Guymon
PANHANDLE TREATMENT CENTER
1004 HIGHWAY 54 NE
GUymon, OK 73942
(405) 336-7259
HOTLINE(S): (405) 336-3703 V/TDD
(405) 336-7259
* AD RR AM H Y DW TX PV CI *

HOMEMY
HOMENY HEALTH SERVICES INC
211 EAST 5TH STREET
HOMENY, OK 74035
(918) 605-4405
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CS *

HUGO
RECOVERY WAY INC
CHOCTAW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
1405 EAST KIRK STREET
HUGO, OK 74743
(405) 326-6457
* AD DT RR Y A AI CU HV MD PR TX *

IDABEL
KIAMICHI COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
102 NORTH EAST AVENUE A
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-3301
HOTLINE(S): (800) 826-9234 EMERGENCY AFTER HOURS
* AD AM H Y A B AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

MCCURTAIN COUNTY EDUCATIONAL COOP
MCCARE
COURT PLAZA BUILDING
SUITE 4
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-5482
* AD PV *

PEOPLE PLUS INC
HIGHWAY 70 NW AND 16TH STREET
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-6577
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU DW PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

LAHOTON
AREA PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
REGION B
116 NW 31ST STREET
LAHOTON, OK 73505
(405) 355-5246
* AD PV *

CAMERON UNIVERSITY
STEP OUT
2800 WEST GORE BOULEVARD
LAHOTON, OK 73505
(405) 501-2795
* AD PV CI CS *

COMANCHE TRIBE
NEW PATHWAYS
1401 LAURIE TATUM ROAD
LAHOTON, OK 73501
(405) 248-3628
* AD RR H AI TX PV CI *

COMANCHE TRIBE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
HC 32
LAHOTON, OK 73501
(405) 357-3449
* AD PV CI *

JIM TALIFAERO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
602 SW 38TH STREET
LAHOTON, OK 73505
(405) 248-5780
* AD DT AM H Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CS *
HAZARD USE OF MUSTOEGE INC
331 CALLAHAN STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 687-9651
* AD CI *

MONARCH INCORPORATED
501 FREDOMAN STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74403
(918) 683-0124
HOTLINE(S):
(918) 683-0124 STATEMIDE
* AD RR H B AI PG CU PR CH TX CS *

MUSKOGGE COUNTY
COUNCIL OF YOUTH SERVICES
4409 EUPHAN ALLEY
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 682-2841
* AD AM TX PV CI *

NORMAN
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHMC
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
909 EAST ALAMEDA STREET
NORMAN, OK 73071
(405) 360-5100
HOTLINE(S): (405) 360-5100
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

CTR FOR CHILD AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
555 CONSTITUTION STREET
ROOM 221
NORMAN, OK 73037
(405) 325-1445
* AD PV *

NAIC/CENTER FOR OKLAHOMA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
225 WEST DUFFY STREET
NORMAN, OK 73069
(405) 321-0022
* AD AM DD TX PV CS *

NORMAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
EAST MAIN STREET AND STATE DRIVE
NORMAN, OK 73071
(405) 321-4880 EXT. 2527
* AD DT RR PV TX MM CI SS *

NOMATA
GRAND LAKE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
114 WEST DELAWARE STREET
NOWATA, OK 74048
(918) 273-1841
HOTLINE(S): (800) 722-3611
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

RECOVERY WAY INC
INPATIENT PROGRAM
NOWATA, OK 74048
(918) 273-1044
* AD DT RR Y AI MD PR CH TX *

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA

OKEMAH
CREEK NATION HEALTH SYSTEM
CREEK NATION ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
309 NORTH 14TH STREET
OKEMAH, OK 74859
(918) 625-1436 EXT. 277
* AD AM M Y A AI CU HV DW MC MD PR *
* TX PV *

OKLAHOMA CITY
A CHANCE TO CHANGE FOUNDATION
5228 CLASSEN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 840-9000
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

AGAPE RECOVERY SERVICES INC
809 SM 89TH STREET
SUITE G
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73139
(405) 631-5100
HOTLINE(S): (800) 765-9355
* AD M B H AI CU MC PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

ALCOHOL TRAINING AND EDUCATION INC
2800 NW 36TH STREET
SUITE 101
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73108
(405) 236-8233
* AD RR B PI CU DW TX *

CELEBRATIONS EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
431 SM 11TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73109
(405) 236-4038
* AD PV *

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
TURNING POINT
1900 NW 10TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 232-0199
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW TX PV CS *

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1140 NORTH HUDSON STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73105
(405) 272-0660
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

DRUG RECOVERY INC
415 NW 7TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73102
(405) 232-9804
HOTLINE(S): (405) 424-2047 ADULTS
(405) 396-2921 ADOLESCENTS
* AD RR AM M Y B H PG HV DW PR TX *
* PV CS *

HILLCREST HEALTH CENTER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE SERVICES
2129 SM 59TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73119
(405) 680-2488
HOTLINE(S): (405) 682-1300 CRISIS INTERV SERVICE
* AD RR AM M Y PG PI CU MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

HOPE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
105 SE 45TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73129
(405) 639-4400
HOTLINE(S): (800) 522-9054
* AD AM M Y A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *

HORIZON LODGE
3115 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73105
(405) 528-6600
* AD RR H B AI TX PV *

NORTH OK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6300 NORTH CLASSEN BOULEVARD
BUILDING A
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 845-9004
* AD AM M Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

OKLAHOMA CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY
OCHA/ERI/A CHANCE FOR YOUTH
1700 NE 4TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73117
(405) 239-7551 EXT. 273
* AD PV *

OKLAHOMA CITY INDIAN CLINIC
FAMILY SERVICES
1214 NORTH HUDSON STREET
SUITE 205
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73103
(405) 232-0736
* AD AM M Y A AI PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX PV CS *

OKLAHOMA COUNTY JUVENILE BUREAU
DETENTION CENTER
5905 NORTH CLASSEN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 841-0438
* AD PV CI *

OKLAHOMA HALFWAY HOUSE INC
517 SM 2ND STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73109
(405) 232-1300
* AD RR AM TX *

ORANGE QUARTERS INC
DBA THE LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
3659 WEST RENO STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73107
(405) 528-6357
* DA AM M H A B PG HV PR MM *

PHOENIX RECOVERY INSTITUTE
PHOENIX HOUSE
824 EAST DRIVE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73105
(405) 525-0036
* AD RR PR TX *

SAINT ANTHONY RECOVERY AND TREATMENT
(START)
1000 NORTH LEE STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73101
(405) 272-6835
HOTLINE(S): (405) 272-6835
* AD DT RR AM M A AI PG CU DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
2041 NW 7TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 236-3677
* AD PV CI *

THE REFERRAL CENTER FOR
ALC AND DRUG SERVICE OF CENTRAL OK
1215 NW 25TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 525-2525
HOTLINE(S): (405) 525-2525
* AD DT AM M H A B AI CU PR TX *

UNIV OF OKLAHOMA COLLEGE OF NURSING
FOCUSED PREVENTION SERVICES
1100 NORTH STONEHALL STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73190
(405) 271-2040
* AD PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
921 NE 13TH STREET
116C
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104
(405) 270-5121
HOTLINE(S): (405) 270-5121
* AD DT RR AM HV PR TX MM CI *

OKMULGEE
CREOKS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
206 SOUTH GRAND STREET
SUITE 100
OKMULGEE, OK 74447
(918) 756-9411
HOTLINE(S): (800) 722-3611
* AD AM M Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX CS *

TRI COUNTY AREA PREVENTION
RESOURCE CENTER
1801 EAST 4TH STREET
OKMULGEE, OK 74447
(918) 756-9411
HOTLINE(S): (918) 585-2772
* AD PV CI *

406
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OKLAHOMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stillwater, OK 74074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(405) 377-3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARTING POINT II INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stillwater, OK 74075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(405) 377-1517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC AND FOX NATION OFFICE FOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroud, OK 74079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 968-3526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAHLEQUAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILL NILLIS CMHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 WEST 4TH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahlequah, OK 74464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 456-8272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSOCIATED CENTERS FOR THERAPY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, OK 74136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 492-2554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OKLAHOMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOLISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275-5270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THERAPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECOVERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRoud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC AND FOX NATION OFFICE FOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroud, OK 74079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 968-3526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAHALEQUAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILL NILLIS CMHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 WEST 4TH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahlequah, OK 74464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 456-8272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSOCIATED CENTERS FOR THERAPY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, OK 74136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 492-2554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OKLAHOMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOLISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275-5270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THERAPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECOVERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRoud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC AND FOX NATION OFFICE FOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroud, OK 74079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 968-3526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV CI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAHALEQUAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILL NILLIS CMHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 WEST 4TH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahlequah, OK 74464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 456-8272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSOCIATED CENTERS FOR THERAPY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, OK 74136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(918) 492-2554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* AD PV *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OKLAHOMA

DVIS/MEND COUNSELING PROGRAM
1419 EAST 15TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74120
(918) 584-0099
HOTLINE(S): (918) 585-3143
* AD AM TX CS *

FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2725 EAST SKELLY DRIVE
TULSA, OK 74105
(918) 749-5050
* AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

HEALTH NETWORK INC
ASSESSMENT AND OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2326 SOUTH GARNETT STREET
SUITE C
TULSA, OK 74129
(918) 664-2907 EXT. 19
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 468-5901; (918) 664-2907
* AD AM AI MD PR TX *

HOW FOUNDATION
REHABILITATION CENTER OF OKLAHA INC
5649 SOUTH GARNETT ROAD
TULSA, OK 74146
(918) 252-5746
* AD RR TX *

INDIAN HEALTH CARE
RESOURCE CENTER OF TULSA
915 SOUTH CINCINNATI STREET
TULSA, OK 74119
(918) 582-7225
* AD AM Y A AI PG CU HV TX *

MARGARET HUDSON PROGRAM
1205 WEST NEWM STREED
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 585-8163
* AD PV *

METRO TULSA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1602 NORTH CINCINNATI AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 587-2171 EXT. 320
* AD DT AM B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *

NEW CHOICE AND ASSOCIATES
4633 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
SUITE 408
TULSA, OK 74135
(918) 663-6057
* AD AM Y A B AI PG CU HV PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
711 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
TULSA, OK 74112
(918) 832-7763
* AD AM Y B TX *

PARKSIDE INC
1620 EAST 12TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74120
(918) 582-2131
HOTLINE(S): (918) 588-8888
* AD A PI HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
601-611 NORTH MAIN STREET
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 583-6119
* AD RR B H AI PI TX PV CI *

SALVATION ARMY
STAR COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3604 NORTH CINCINNATI STREET
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 425-5515
* AD AM Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

STREET SCHOOL INC
1135 SOUTH YALE AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74112
(918) 834-4300
* AD AM Y A HV TX PV CI *

TULSA AREA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
4828 SOUTH PEORIA STREET
SUITE 114
TULSA, OK 74105
(918) 495-3883
HOTLINE(S):
(918) 495-3883; (918) 742-5600
* AD PV CI *

TULSA AREA PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
1111 WEST 17TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74107
(918) 585-2772
HOTLINE(S):
(918) 585-2772 8AM-5PM
* AD PV CI *

TULSA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
744 WEST 9TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 599-5800
HOTLINE(S): (918) 599-5800
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

THELVE AND THELVE
TRANSITION HOUSE INC
12 EAST 12TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74119
(918) 584-1212
* AD RR AM TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
TULSA VA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
635 WEST 11TH STREET
VA OUTPATIENT CLINIC
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 581-7127
* AD AM W A B AI PI CU HV TX PV CI *
* CS *

YOUTH SERVICES OF TULSA INC
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION IN SCHOOLS
302 SOUTH CHEYENNE STREET
SUITE 114
TULSA, OK 74103
(918) 582-0061
HOTLINE(S): (918) 582-0061
* AD PV CI *

VINITA
VINITA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
VINITA, OK 74301
(918) 256-7841
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV DW TX *

WATONGA
OPPORTUNITIES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
120 WEST FIRST STREET
WATONGA, OK 73772
(405) 623-2545
HOTLINE(S):
(405) 623-2545; (405) 623-2546
* AD RR AM W HV DW PR TX PV CI SS *

WETUMKA
WETUMKA GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
325 SOUTH MASHITA STREET
WETUMKA, OK 74883
(405) 452-5966
HOTLINE(S): (800) 256-8223
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV MD PR CH TX *

WEMOKA
SEMINOLE NATION OF OKLAHOMA
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
506 SOUTH MUKULKEY STREET
WEMOKA, OK 74884
(405) 257-3357
* AD AM Y AI TX PV CI *
OREGON

ALBANY

ADDITION COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION SERVICES INC (ACES)
1056 GRAND PRAIRIE ROAD SE
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 976-6597
* AL AM PR TX PV CI *

CATHERINE FREER
WILDERNESS THERAPY EXPEDITIONS
1320 PULVER LANE NW
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 926-7252
* AD RR Y H PR TX *

Linn County
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
104 SW LYONS STREET
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 976-3819
HOTLINE(S): (503) 967-3819
* AD AM H Y PG PI CU DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV *

YES HOUSE
237 6TH AVENUE SE
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 926-2125
* AD RR Y H CU PR TX *

ALCOHOL & OTHER SUBSTANCE
RECONNECTIONS
3605 SW 170TH AVENUE
ALOHA, OR 97007
(503) 591-8655
* AD AM A HV DW MC PR CH TX PV CI *

ASTORIA
CLATSOP COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
701 WEST MARINE DRIVE
ASTORIA, OR 97103
(503) 325-5722
* AD AM H DW MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BEND

BEND COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND
DRUG PROBLEMS INC
2330 5TH STREET
BEND, OR 97714
(503) 525-6561
HOTLINE(S): (503) 523-5903
* AD DT RR AM H Y PG CU DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

POWDER RIVER CORRECTIONS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3600 13TH STREET
BEND, OR 97814
(503) 525-9894
* AD RR TX PV CI *

BEAVERTON

ANNAND COUNSELING CENTER
9600 SW BEAVERTON/HILLSDALE HIGHWAY
SUITE 115
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
(503) 292-8706
* AD AM H CU PR TX PV CS *

COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC
PROJECT STOP
4576 SW 103RD STREET
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
(503) 626-6709
* AD AM DW PR TX PV CI CS *

EVANS AND SULLIVAN
9400 SW BEAVERTON-HILLSDALE HIGHWAY
SUITE 100
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
(503) 292-8084
* AD AM Y PR CH TX CI *

ASTORIA
LODE AND ASSOCIATES
555 BOND STREET
ASTORIA, OR 97103
(503) 325-6438
* AL AM Y DW PR TX PV CI *

Baker

BAKER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND
DRUG PROBLEMS INC
2330 5TH STREET
BEND, OR 97714
(503) 525-6561
HOTLINE(S): (503) 523-5903
* AD DT RR AM H Y PG CU DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

斎

Counseling
DESMUTES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
409 NE GREENWOOD AVENUE
SUITE 2
BEND, OR 97701
(503) 380-6601
* AD AM H Y A PG HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

DE SANTO & LUCAS
PASPALEY ABUSE PROGRAM
ALIGNED OPTIONS TREATMENT PROGRAM
ACS W/INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
ASTORIA, OR 97103
(503) 267-0572
* AD AM H DW TX PV *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
M = MEN
H = HISPANICS
Y = YOUTH
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
A = AIDS PATIENTS
PG = PREGNANT USERS
B = BLACKS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
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HV WILLAMETTE
BENTON/LINN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY OUTREACH INC 128 SW 9TH STREET CORVALLIS, OR 97333 (503) 758-3000 * AL PV *
MILESTONES FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM 306 SW 8TH STREET CORVALLIS, OR 97333 (503) 753-2250 * AD RR AM H CU PR TX *
DALLAS

BREIDGEN
128 MILL STREET
DALLAS, OR 97338
(503) 623-3261 * AD AM DM MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *
* AD AM M Y H DV HC MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

DALLAS, OR 97338
(503) 623-9289
* AD AM M Y H DJ HC MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

EUGENE

ADDICTION COUNSELING AND EDUCATION SERVICES INC 744 NW 4TH STREET CORVALLIS, OR 97330 (503) 758-8022 * AL AM PR TX PV CI *

BENTON COUNTY ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM 930 NW 27TH STREET PUBLIC SERVICE BUILDING CORVALLIS, OR 97330 (503) 757-6850 HOTLINE(S): (503) 757-2299 * AD AM M Y A CU HV MC MD PR CH TX * * PV CI *

EUGENE

ADDICTION COUNSELING AND EDUCATION SERVICES INC (ACES) 1639 OAK STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 344-2237 * AL AM PR TX PV CI *

BUCKLEY HOUSE PROGRAMS INC CARLTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER 564 LINCOLN STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 484-9007 * AD RR A B H AI PI CU HV TX CI CS *

BUCKLEY HOUSE PROGRAMS INC DETOXIFICATION SERVICES 605 NEST 4TH STREET EUGENE, OR 97402 (503) 343-6512 HOTLINE(S): (503) 343-6512 INTERV/REFER SERVICE (503) 343-3550 * AD DT M A H PG PI CU HV PR TX PV * * CI SS CS *

CENTRO LATINO AMERICANA 944 NEST 5TH STREET EUGENE, OR 97402 (503) 687-2666 * AL AM H TX PV *

CHEMFREE OUTPATIENT SERVICES 1902 JEFFERSON STREET SUITE 3 EUGENE, OR 97405 (503) 342-3767 * AD AM M A B H AI PG CU HV DM PR * * TX *

COEUR DE LANE PROGRAM 1756 MILLAMETTE STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 343-2993 * AD AM M B H AI PG HV PR TX PV CI * * CS *

EUGENE

RECOVERY COUNSELING 289 EAST ELLENDALE STREET SUITE 204 DALLAS, OR 97338 (503) 623-5357 * AD AM M Y CU DW TX CI *

ENTERPRISE

WALLOWA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM 616 WEST NORTH STREET ENTERPRISE, OR 97820 (503) 426-4524 HOTLINE(S): (503) 426-4524; (503) 426-3111 * AD AM M Y PG CU DM MC PR TX PV * * CI CS *

OREGON INSTITUTE FOR RATIONAL RECOVERY 317 WEST BROADWAY EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 485-7111 * AD AM H M CO & PR MV PV CI *

LANE COUNTY

ALCOHOL/DRUG/OFFENDER PROGRAM 135 EAST 6TH AVENUE EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 687-4463 * DA AM AI DV HW MC MD PR MV *

LOOKING GLASS ADOLESCENT RECOVERY PROGRAM 1040 OAK STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 484-4428 HOTLINE(S): (503) 689-3111 ALL YOUTH ISSUES * AD AM Y B H AI MD PR CH TX *

OHIO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES 311 BROADWAY EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 485-7111 * AD AM PR TX PV CI *

PASSAGES 1075 HAMILTON STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 485-0457 * AD RR TX *

PATHWAYS 2391 CENTENNIAL BOULEVARD EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 343-8662 * AD RR TX CI *

PREVENTION AND RECOVERY NORTHWEST 1188 OLIVE STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 484-9274 * AD AM H Y DN PR TX PV *

SERENITY LANE INC NEH HOPE 2133 CENTENNIAL PLAZA EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 485-1577 * AD AM H A AI PG CU HV DM MD TX * * CI *

SUNRISE HOUSE 692 JEFFERSON STREET EUGENE, OR 97402 (503) 343-8779 * AD RR H PG CU HV PR TX CS *

WHITE BIRD CLINIC CHRYSALIS PROGRAM 341 EAST 12TH STREET EUGENE, OR 97401 (503) 683-1641 HOTLINE(S): (503) 683-1641; (503) 342-8255 * DA AM MD PR TX CI *
OREGON

FLORENCE

WEST LANE DIVERSION
1495 WEST 8TH STREET
FLORENCE, OR 97439
(503) 997-9638
* AD AM DW PR CH TX PV CI CS *

FOREST GROVE

COMM YOUTH SERVICES OF WASHINGTON CNTY
FOREST GROVE YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
2004 MAIN STREET
SUITE 200
FOREST GROVE, OR 97116
(503) 357-5437
* AD AM Y DW MD PR CH TX PV CI *

QUALITY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1809 MAPLE STREET
FOREST GROVE, OR 97116
(503) 357-0774
* AD RR AM W B H AI PR CH TX PV CI *

GERRAIS

RED WILLOW
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT INC
765 7TH STREET
GERRAIS, OR 97026
(503) 792-5697
* AD RR AM Y AI PG MC PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

GOLD BEACH

CURRY COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
145 EAST MOORE STREET
CURRY COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-7011 EXT. 277
* AD AM Y HV DM MD PR TX PV *

CURRY COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
510 COLVIN STREET
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-7074
HOTLINE(S): (503) 247-7011
* AD AM Y HV DM MD PR TX PV *

CURRY COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
115 1/2 EAST 4TH STREET
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-2612
* AD PV CI *

GRAND RONDE

CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF GRAND RONDE
HUMAN SERVS DZV ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROG
9615 GRAND RONDE ROAD
GRAND RONDE, OR 97347
(503) 879-5211 EXT. 119
* AD AM Y AI TX PV CI *

GRANTS PASS

DECISIONS ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING
245 SM G STREET
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 479-1158
* AD AM W A CU HV DN PR TX *

DOWNS ASSOCIATES OF GRANTS PASS
215 SE 6TH STREET
SUITE 209
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-3062
* AD AM W Y AI PG CU DV PR CH TX *
* CS *

JOSEPHINE COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DBA ROGUE RECOVERY PROGRAMS
707 NM A STREET
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-6277
HOTLINE(S): (503) 479-5653
* AD DT RR AM W Y A H AI PG PI CU *
* HV D M MD PR TX PV CI *

GRESHAM

MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
24800 SE STARK STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 661-9204
* AD DT RR AM W C PR CH TX *

NATIVE AMERICAN
REHAB ASSOCIATION OF THE NM INC
2022 NW DIVISION STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 669-7889
HOTLINE(S): (503) 669-7889
* AD RR AM W Y AI PG PI MD TX PV *

OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
439 WEST POKELL BOULEVARD
SUITE 5
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 245-2600
* AD AM W A H CU HV D M MD PR TX PV *

MEPPHER

MORROW COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SOUTH OFFICE
150 ROCK STREET
HEPPNER, OR 97036
(503) 476-1611
HOTLINE(S): (503) 481-2911
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU DV *
* HC MD PR TX PV CI *

HILLSBORO

OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
265 SE OAK STREET
SUITE E
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-5223
* AD AM W A H CU HV D M MD PR TX *

WASHINGTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
145 NE 2ND STREET
WASHINGTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 648-0893
* AD AM W DM TX PV *

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVS/ALC AND DRUG TRT PROGRAM
155 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
HILLSBORO, OR 97124
(503) 648-3422
* AD AM W Y MD PR CH TX PV *

YOUTH CONTACT
447 SE BASELINE STREET
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 648-0522
* AD AM W Y MD PR CH TX PV *

HOOD RIVER

MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
216 COLUMBIA AVENUE
UNION BUILDING
HOOD RIVER, OR 97031
(503) 386-2818
* AD AM PR CH TX *

PACIFIC NORTHWEST COUNSELING
1217 12TH STREET
HOOD RIVER, OR 97031
(503) 386-5075
* AL AM DW PR TX PV CI *

JOHN DAY

GRANT COUNTY
CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
166 SM BRENT STREET
JOHN DAY, OR 97845
(503) 575-1466
* AD AM W Y PG PI CU DM MD PR TX *
* PV *

KLAMATH FALLS

KLAMATH ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
(KADA)
310 SOUTH 5TH STREET
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 822-8268
* AD RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV D M MD PR TX *
* PV *
OREGON

SOUTHWEST OREGON COMMUNITY ACTION
AMBIT
1531 MEADE STREET
PHOENIX BUILDING SUITE C
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-1599
* AD AM H Y AI MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

OREGON

MALHEUR COUNTY ALC AND DRUG AUTHORITY
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
686 NN 9TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-2490
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *
* CI *

MALHEUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SW 6TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-9167
HOTLINE(S) (503) 889-9167
* AD AM H Y B H AZ PG PI CU HV DV *
* MD PR TX PV CI *

PENDLETON

EASTERN OREGON ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
304 SW HAILEY AVENUE
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-3518
* AD RR H TX CI *

UMATILLA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
721 SE 3RD STREET
SUITE B
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-3784
HOTLINE(S) (503) 276-3784
* AD DT AM H Y A H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

UMATILLA INDIAN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-7995
* AD AM H AI TX PV CI CS *

PHOENIX

DOWNS ASSOCIATES INC OF ASHLAND
160 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PHOENIX, OR 97535
(503) 482-4765
* AD AM H DN MD PR TX PV CI CS *

PORTLAND

A MINOR MIRACLE
613 SW ALDER STREET
SUITE 450
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 226-7850
HOTLINE(S) (503) 224-7850
* AD AM Y TX *

ADDITIONS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
3150 SE BELMONT STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 235-4929
* AD RR H PG TX *

ALCOHOL TREATMENT AND TRAINING CLINIC
506 SH 6TH AVENUE
WILCOX BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 494-6745
* AD AM H PG DM MD PR TX *

ALDER ASSOCIATES FOR RECOVERY
808 SH ALDER STREET
2ND FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 226-6527
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

ASAP TREATMENT SERVICES INC
919 SH TAYLOR STREET
7TH FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-0075
* AD AM H A PG CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX *

CODA DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
306 NE 20TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 239-6400
* AD RR AM H Y A B AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX MM CI *

COLUMBIA RIVER CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
TURNING POINT
9111 NE SUZERLAND AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97211
(503) 280-6663
* AD RR H A B H AI PG CU HV TX *

COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC
PROJECT STOP
4413 SE 17TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 250-9650
* AD AM D W MC MD PR TX PV CI SS *

Kaiser Permanente
RECOVERY SERVICES/ADOLESCENT UNIT
2330 NE SISKIYOU STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 281-4755
* AD RR H Y PG CU PR TX *

Kaiser Permanente RECOVERY RESOURCES
3414 NORTH KAISER CENTER DRIVE
EAST INTERSTATE MEDICAL OFFICE
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 249-3434
* AD AM H Y PG CU PR TX PV *

LEGACY CHEMICAL DEP-TREATMENT SERVICES
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
1225 NE 2ND AVENUE
HOLLADAY PARK HOSPITAL
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 239-3182
* AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV MC PR *
* CH TX PV *
OREGON

SAINT HELENS

COLUMBIA COUNTY FAMILY COUNSELING CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
161 SAINT HELENS STREET
SAINT HELENS, OR 97051
(503) 597-5211
* AD AM H Y AI DH MC MD PR TX PV *

SALEM

BRIDGENDAY
2550 CORAL AVENUE NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 363-2021
* AD AM H Y H PG DH MD PR TX *

CHEMWA ALCOHOLISM EDUCATION CENTER
3760 CHEMWA ROAD NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 399-5942
* AD AM H Y AI TX PV *

CREEKSIDE COUNSELING INC
666 PROMONTORY PLACE
SALEM, OR 97302
(503) 371-4160
* AD AM H Y AI CU DH PR TX PV CI *

ECKLES AND MAUK COUNSELING SERVICES INC
756 HANHTHORNE STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 363-6506
* AD AM H PG PI CU DH MC PR TX *

HILLCREST SCHOOL OF OREGON
HILLCREST ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT PROG
2450 STRONG ROAD SE
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 378-2007
* AD RR Y A B H AI PG CU HV TX PV *

MARION COUNTY DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3100 CENTER STREET NE
ROOM 225
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 588-5558
* AD AM H Y PG MD PR CH TX MM PV *

SANITAH SAHALLIE TREATMENT CENTER
5119 RIVER ROAD NE
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 390-5904
* AD RR Y A AI TX PV *

NATIONAL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
REGIONAL OFFICE
1235 WOODROW STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 364-3565
* AL PV *

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE
2600 CENTER STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 378-5491
* AD RR H HV TX *

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION TRT SERVICES
2600 CENTER STREET NE
COTTAGE 21
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 375-1470
* AD AM H B H AI PG CU TX *

PACIFIC RECOVERY
1655 CAPITOL STREET NE
SUITE 2
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 362-4980
* AD AM HV PR TX CI *

RIDE JADE
663 HIGH STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 362-3292
* AL PV CI *

SEASONS
3054 LANCASTER DRIVE NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 585-8129
* AD AM H Y PI CU HV DM PR TX *

SERENITY LANE
755 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 508-2804
HOTLINE(S): (503) 508-2804; (503) 687-1110
* AD AM H DM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

THE HEART CTR FOR RECOVERY AND HEALING
145 SE WILSON STREET
SALEM, OR 97302
(503) 585-0351
* AD AM PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SANDY

SANDY FAMILY SERVICES INC
39332 PROCTOR BOULEVARD
SANDY, OR 97055
(503) 668-8101
* AL AM H DM PR TX PV CI CS *

SEASIDE

A WAKENINGS AT SERENITY BY THE SEA
321 SOUTH PROM AND AVENUE A
SEASIDE, OR 97386
(503) 738-3100
HOTLINE(S): (800) 452-HELP REFERRAL TO ALANON
(503) 738-3100 REFERRALS TO AA
* AD DT RR H Y B H AI CU HV PR TX *

BEGINNINGS INC
851 BROADWAY
SUITE 2
SEASIDE, OR 97138
(503) 338-0223
* AL AH DM TX PV *

SHERIDAN

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2707 BALLSTON ROAD
SHERIDAN, OR 97378
(415) 595-8160
* AD RR B H AI CU TX PV CI *

SILETZ

SILETZ TRIBAL COUNCIL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
107 SE SHAM STREET
SILETZ, OR 97380
(503) 444-1030
* AD AM H Y A AI PG CU HV DM TX PV *

STAYTON

STAYTON CENTER FOR IMPROVEMENT
223 LOCUST STREET
STAYTON, OR 97383
(503) 769-3450
* AD AM DM PR TX *

SWEET HOME

ECKLES AND MAUK COUNSELING
2200 MAIN STREET
SWEET HOME, OR 97386
(503) 367-5180
* AD AM H PG PI CU DH MC PR TX *

THE DALLES

 MID COLUMBIA CENTER FOR LIVING
400 EAST 5TH STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX A ROOM 106
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 296-5452
* AD AM H Y H PG DH MD PR TX PV *

THE COUNSELING CENTER
511 UNION STREET
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 290-2555
* AD AM H Y PG PI PR CH TX PV *

TIGARD

GENERAL HEALTH INC
DELTA CLINIC
11945 S PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SUITE 113
TIGARD, OR 97223
(503) 684-8159
* AD AM H A PG CU HV PR MM CI *
HARMONY HOUSE INC/WASHINGTON COUNTY
10562 SW MCDONALD ROAD
TIGARD, OR 97224
(503) 624-0312
HOTLINE(S): (503) 232-8083
* AD DT RR PG PI PR TX *

PACIFIC ALC AND DRUG COUNSELING INC
12950 SW PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SUITE 6
TIGARD, OR 97223
(503) 624-9454
* AD AM H Y A PG MC MD PR TX CS *

TILLAMOOK
TILLAMOOK COUNSELING INC
2405 5TH STREET
TILLAMOOK, OR 97141
(503) 842-8201
HOTLINE(S): (503) 842-8201
* AD AM H Y A PG MC MD PR TX *

TUALATIN
MERIDIAN PARK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
18770 SW BOONES FERRY ROAD
TUALATIN, OR 97062
(503) 692-6700
* AD AM PR CH TX *

WARM SPRINGS
CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF WARM SPRINGS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WARM SPRINGS, OR 97761
(503) 553-3205
HOTLINE(S): (503) 553-1171
* AD AM Y AI MD PR TX *

WHITE CITY
VETERANS AFFAIRS DOMICILIARY
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM (ADTP)
8495 CRATER LAKE HIGHWAY
WHITE CITY, OR 97501
(503) 826-2111
* AD DT RR AM HV TX CI SS CS *

WOODBURN
NORTHWEST DEFENSIVE DRIVERS INC
158 GRANT STREET
WOODBURN, OR 97071
(503) 981-1304
* AL PV *

OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
1440 NEMBERG HIGHWAY
WOODBURN, OR 97071
(503) 982-4836
* AD AM A H HV DW PR TX PV *
## PENNSYLVANIA

### ALLENTOWN

**GATEWAY REHABILITATION CENTER**
Hoffett Run Road
RD 2
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(412) 766-8700

**HOTLINE(S):**
(800) 472-1177 PA
(800) 472-4688 OUT OF STATE
* AD DT RR AM H Y B CU PR CH TX *

**ALLLENTOWN**

**ALLENTOWN OSTEOPATHIC MED CTR (AOMC) RECOVERY CENTER**
33 North Saint George Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18104
(215) 776-0866
* AD AM H Y PG MC MD PR CH TX *

**COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE**

**ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE**
126 North 9th Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18102
(215) 637-0801
* AD AM H Y H CU DH PR TX PV CI *

**DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM OF LEHIGH VALLEY AND READING**
1810 Steelstone Road
SUITE 101-102
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103
(215) 264-5900
* DA AM A H PG HV MD TX MM *

**FLORENCE CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER**
1812 Allen Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18104
(215) 432-0521
* AD AM TX *

**LEHIGH COUNTY**

**DRUG AND ALCOHOL INTAKE UNIT**
139 North 8th Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 432-2220
* AD CI *

**LEHIGH COUNTY**

**TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME**
521 Court Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 452-6760
* AD CI *

**LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES**
HALFWAY HOME OF LEHIGH VALLEY
117-121 North 8th Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 459-0218
* AD RR H B H CU HV TX *

**UPHARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM**
532 Saint John Street
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103
(215) 776-3502
* AD AM HC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**ALLENTOWN**

**WHITE DEER RUN**
Devitt Camp Road
ALLENTOWN, PA 17810
(717) 830-2567
* AD DT RR H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX *

**ALTOONA**

**ALTOONA HOSPITAL CMHC**
COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
620 Howard Avenue
ALTOona, PA 16601
(814) 946-2141
* AD *

**HOTLINE(S):**
(814) 946-2141, (800) 540-4690
* AD *

**AMP/CEP GROUP HOMES INC T/A SOBRIETY HOUSE**
901 6th Avenue
ALTOona, PA 16602
(814) 944-3035
* AD RR AM PR TX *

**AMP/CEP GROUP HOMES INC T/A SOBRIETY HOUSE**
830 6th Avenue
ALTOona, PA 16602
(814) 944-3035
* AD RR PR TX *

### BLAIR COUNTY

**DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE (DUI) PROGRAM**
222 Lakehont Park Boulevard
ALTOona, PA 16602
(814) 695-5501 EXT. 440
* AD *

**HOTLINE(S):**
(814) 946-2273
* AD *

**ALTOONA COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5633 Industrial Avenue
ALTOona, PA 16601
(814) 946-3651
* AD *

**HOTLINE(S):**
(814) 946-3651 8AM-5PM M-F
* AD AM H Y B PG CU DH TX PV CI CS *

**HOME NURSING AGENCY COMMUNITY SUPPORT ALTERNATIVES**
201 Chestnut Avenue
ALTOona, PA 16601
(814) 945-0414
* AD AM PR TX *

**AMBLER**

**TURNING POINT INC**
22 North Main Street
AMBLER, PA 19002
(215) 643-4855
* AD *

**HOTLINE(S):**
(215) 643-2727
* AD *

**ALTERNATIVES**
LOWER MERION COUNSELING SERVICES
34 Rittenhouse Place
ARDMORE, PA 19003
(215) 649-6512
* AD AM H Y CU DH MC MD PR TX CI *

**HOMANSPACE/RHD**
120 ARDMORE AVENUE
ARDMORE, PA 19003
(215) 649-8136
* AD RR H A B PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *

### KEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = WOMEN</td>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>AX = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC = MEDICARE</td>
<td>MD = MEDICAID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH = CHAMPUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM = METHADONE TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS = SOBERING-UP STATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BENSALEM

LIBERTAE INC
5245 BENSAL CASTLE BOULEVARD
BENSALEM, PA 19020
(215) 659-8681
* AD RR PR TX *

MUSTARD SEED INC
300 NORTH AVENUE
BENSALEM, PA 19020
(215) 659-3361
* AD AM W CU HV PR TX *

RENEWAL CENTERS
BENSAL BUILDING SUITE 301
BENSALEM, PA 19020
(215) 659-3361
* AD AM W CU HV PR TX *

BETHLEHEM

ALCOHOL COUNCIL/LEHIGH VALLEY
520 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 867-3986
* AD PV CI *

LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT/BETHLEHEM
50 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 866-0918
* AD W Y H DH PR TX *

LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
INTENSIVE OUTPT TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
800 OSTRUM STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18015
(215) 974-0959
* AD AM W CU MC MD PR TX *

VALLEY YOUTH HOUSE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION AND EDUC
559 8TH AVENUE
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 691-1200
HOTLINE(S): (215) 691-1200
* AD PV CI *

BIRDSBORO

THE DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
201 EAST MAIN STREET
BIRDSBORO, PA 19008
(215) 582-2671
HOTLINE(S): (215) 582-2671
* AD AM W DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

BRADFORD

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD UNIT
36 SOUTH AVENUE
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(814) 362-6517
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION:
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(215) 362-8900 EXT. 647
* AD RR AM TX PV CI *

NELSON COUNSELING CENTER
24 WEST CORYDON STREET
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(814) 362-4699
* AD AM W Y PG CU DH MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

BRIDGEPORT

LINCOLN CENTER FOR FAMILY AND YOUTH
201 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, PA 19405
(215) 277-3715
* AD PV *

BRIDGEVILLE

TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MH/MH INC
BRIDGEVILLE DRUG/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
755 WASHINGTON AVENUE
BRIDGEVILLE, PA 15017
(412) 257-1030
HOTLINE(S):
(412) 943-5632; (412) 244-0950
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX CS *

BROCKTON

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
1200 NEW RODGERS ROAD
SUITE D6
BRISTOL, PA 19007
(215) 781-3999
* AD AM A HV MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

BROOMALL

CHANGING TIMES CENTER
370 REED ROAD
BROOMALL, PA 19008
(215) 328-3200
* AD AM DH MD PR TX CS *
BUTLER
BUTLER A CENTER INC
165 OLD PLANK ROAD
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-0205
* AD RR PR TX *

BUTLER ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
222 WEST CUNNINGHAM STREET
2ND FLOOR
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-0952
* AD PV *

BUTLER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
227 SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-5294
HOTLINE(S): (412) 297-6294 REGIONAL 9AM-5PM M-F
(412) 776-1113
* AD AM N Y CU DM TX CI CS *

IRENE STACY CMHC
ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS UNIT
112 HILLVUE DRIVE
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-0791 EXT. 40
HOTLINE(S): (412) 287-0791
* AD AM N Y A MC HD PR TX PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT (SATU)
325 NEW CASTLE ROAD
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-4781
* AD RR AM A HV PR TX CI *

CAMP HILL
CAMP HILL ST CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
CHEMICAL ABUSE DEPARTMENT
LISBURG ROAD
TAILOR COMPLEX
CAMP HILL, PA 17010
(717) 737-4351 EXT. 4386
* AD RR AM TX PV CI *

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES
412 ERFord ROAD
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 732-2917
* AD AM PR TX *

HOLY SPIRIT HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL MEDICAL SERVICE UNIT
503 NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 763-2366
* AD DT N A B H PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

MAINSTAY SERVICE INC
423 NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 731-4108
* AD CI *

CANNONSBURG
THE CARE CENTER
CROSSROADS OFFICE
CANNONSBURG, PA 15317
(412) 941-2030
HOTLINE(S): (412) 222-7150
* AD AM N Y CU HV DM MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

CARLISLE
CUMBERLAND/PERRY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
CUMBERLAND COUNTY COURT HOUSE
EAST WING ROOM 206
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 240-6300
HOTLINE(S): (717) 240-6300; (717) 240-6301
* AD PV CI *

NEW INSIGHTS
8 SOUTH HANDOVER STREET
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 249-7980
* AD AM N Y B H PG CU HV DM PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

STEVENS CENTER DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROG
33 STATE AVENUE
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 243-6033
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI CS *

CENTRE HALL
THE MEADOWS PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
PSYCHIATRICAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
EARLYSTOWN ROAD
RD 1
CENTRE HALL, PA 16828
(614) 566-2161
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 641-7529; (800) 237-4447
* AD RR N Y B CU HV DM MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

CHAMBERSBURG
CONTACT CHAMBERSBURG
237 EAST QUEEN STREET
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 263-8007
HOTLINE(S):
(717) 264-7799 HOTLINE SERVICES ONLY
* AD *

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
25 PENNCRAFT AVENUE
PROFESSIONAL ARTS BUILDING ROOM 302
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 264-6449
HOTLINE(S): (800) 537-3422
* AD AM N Y B CU HV DM PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

THIN LAKES CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHABILITATION
166 SOUTH MAIN STREET
KERRSTOWN SQUARE SUITE 202
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 267-0042
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 4122-0218; (814) 443-3639
* AD AM PR TX CI *

WOMEN IN NEED INC
156 EAST 8TH STREET
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 264-3056
* AD *

CHESTER
CROZER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
CHS METHADONE PROGRAM
1 EAST 9TH STREET
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 499-5480
HOTLINE(S): (215) 447-6081
* AD AM MC HD PR CH MM *

CROZER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
CHS OUTPATIENT SERVICE
1 EAST 9TH STREET
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 499-5440
HOTLINE(S): (215) 447-6081
* AD AM N Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR TX PV CI *

CROZER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
CHS POSITIVE CHOICE
1 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 499-5440
HOTLINE(S): (215) 447-6081
* AD AM N A B H AI PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR TX *

CROZER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
VEDDER HOUSE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-6121
HOTLINE(S): (215) 447-6081
* AD RR N B H CU HD MC MD PR CH TX *

UHS KEYSTONE CENTER
2001 PROVIDENCE ROAD
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 876-9000
HOTLINE(S):
(215) 876-9000; (800) 558-9600
* AD DT RR AM N Y B PG PR TX *
CRESSON
CEDAR MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
109 SUMMER STREET
CRESSON, PA 16630
(814) 806-7599
* AD RR TX *

DANVILLE
COLUMBIA/HONTOUR/SNYDER/UNION MH/MR
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
TERRACE BUILDING
DANVILLE, PA 17021
(717) 275-5422
HOTLINE(S): (800) 222-9016; (717) 275-5425
* AD CI *

GEISINGER MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
NORTH ACADEMY AVENUE
DANVILLE, PA 17022
(717) 271-6164
HOTLINE(S): (717) 271-6165
* AD DT AM PR TX PV CI CS *

DICKERSON
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVS DELTA RD 1
DELTA, PA 17314
(717) 456-5559
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR CH TX CI CS *

DOYLESTOWN
ALDIE COUNSELING CENTER
220 NORTH MAIN STREET
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-0530
* AD AM W Y MC MD PR CH TX CI *

BUCKS COUNTY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
1730 SOUTH EASTON ROAD
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-3745
* AD AM W A B H AI PG CU HV TX DM *
* PV CI *

BUCKS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE
252 WEST SWAMP ROAD/UNIT 33
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-6644
HOTLINE(S): (800) 221-6333
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
20 WEST OAKLAND AVENUE
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-0550
* AD AM A HV MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

YOUTH SERVICES OF BUCKS COUNTY INC
ROUTE 611 AND ALMSHOUSE ROAD
NEW HAMPSHIRE MANOR CENTER
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 363-7800
* DA *

DOUGLAS
BI COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
319 DALY STREET
DU BOIS, PA 15801
(814) 371-1522
* AD RR AM W Y CU DH PR CH TX *

DUNCANVILLE
THE ENCOURAGEMENT PLACE
100 SUNBROOK DRIVE
DUNCANVILLE, PA 16635
(814) 695-9831
HOTLINE(S): (814) 695-9831
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

EAGLEVILLE
EAGLEVILLE HOSPITAL
INPATIENT PROGRAM
100 EAGLEVILLE ROAD
EAGLEVILLE, PA 19408
(215) 559-6000 EXT. 101
* AD DT RR H B H AI PG PI CU HV PR *
* TX *

EASTON
LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
EASTON OUTPATIENT
905C LINE STREET
EASTON, PA 18042
(215) 252-6324
* AD AM W Y PI DH PR CH TX PV CI *

EBENSBURG
CAMBRIA COUNTY
DUI COUNTER ATTACK PROGRAM
201 NORTH JULIAN STREET
EBENSBURG, PA 15931
(814) 472-6422
* AD SS *

CAMBRIA COUNTY MH/MR INTAKE CENTER
ROUTE 22
EAST BETH ENERGY BUILDING
EBENSBURG, PA 15931
(814) 472-4400
* AD CI *
EDINBORO

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/EDINBORO
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY
WHITE HALL ROOM 103
EDINBORO, PA 16412
(814) 734-1218
HOTLINE(S): (814) 459-0618
* AD RR M H B H CU HV TX *

EMPORIUM

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
107 SOUTH CHERRY STREET
EMPORIUM, PA 15834
(814) 486-0653
* AD AM MC PR TX *

EPHRATA

ADDITION RECOVERY CORPORATION
THE TERRACES
1170 SOUTH STATE STREET
EPHRATA, PA 17522
(717) 859-4100
HOTLINE(S): (800) 441-7345
* AD DT RR M H A B CU HV PR CH TX *

ERIE

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS HALFAY HOUSE WEST
502 NEST 6TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16507
(814) 459-0618
HOTLINE(S): (800) ABR-AXAS
* AD RR Y B H CU HV TX *

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS II
502 NEST 6TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 459-0618
HOTLINE(S): (800) ABR-AXAS
* AD RR Y B H CU HV TX *

COMMUNITY HOUSE INC
WOMEN
521 NEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 495-5853
* AD RR H TX *

CROSROADS HALL
FACILITY OF SERENITY HALL INC
414 NEST 5TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16507
(814) 459-4775
* AD DT RR TX *

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVS/CENTRAL OFFICE
809 PEACH STREET
ERIE, PA 16501
(814) 459-4561 EXT. 408
HOTLINE(S): (814) 459-4561
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PI CU HV DH *

HOSPITALITY HOUSE SERVS FOR WOMEN INC
ERIE, PA 16507
(814) 455-1774
HOTLINE(S): (814) 455-1774
* AD RR R B H TX *

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
ANDROMEDA HOUSE I
132 NEST 26TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16508
(814) 452-6254
* AD RR Y B TX *

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
PERSEUS HOUSE
516 NEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 453-6589
* AD RR Y B TX *

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
527 NEST 8TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 459-0822
* AD RR Y B TX *

HOTLINE(S): (814) 452-5219
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

EVANS CITY

IRENE STACY CHMC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
401 SMITH DRIVE
CRANBERRY PROFESSIONAL PARK SUITE 100
EVANS CITY, PA 16033
(412) 776-3711
HOTLINE(S): (412) 776-3711
* AD AM M MC MD PR TX CI *

EXTON

CHESTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIVE DISEASES INC
734 EAST LANCASTER AVENUE
HITELAND BUSINESS PARK
EXTON, PA 19341
(215) 563-6164
* AD PV CI *

FAIRVIEW

SAINT VINCENT RECOVERY CENTER
6816 WEST LAKE ROAD
FAIRVIEW, PA 16415
(412) 474-5591
HOTLINE(S): (814) 474-5591
* AD DT RR M Y A B H PG PI CU *
* HV PR TX PV CI *

FALLS CREEK

CLEARFIELD/JEFFERSON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
104 MAIN STREET
FALLS CREEK, PA 15640
(814) 371-9002
* AD PV *

FARRELL

SHENANGO VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
INSIGHTS INPATIENT
2200 MEMORIAL DRIVE EXTENSION
FARRELL, PA 16121
(412) 985-7190
* AD RR R B CU MC MD PR CH TX *

SHENANGO VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
INSIGHTS OUTPATIENT
500 DARR AVENUE
SOUTHWEST GARDENS MEMORIAL BUILDING
FARRELL, PA 16121
(412) 985-7197
* AD AM M Y B PG CU HV MD MD PR TX *

GETTYSBURG

ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
37 WEST STREET
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 336-9111
HOTLINE(S): (717) 632-6900 MENTAL HEALTH ONLY
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

GETTYSBURG YMCA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
909 FAIRFIELD ROAD
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 336-9171
* AD PV *

THE RECOVERY PLACE
70 WEST MIDDLE STREET
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 336-7345
* AD AM M Y PR TX CS *

GIRARD

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/GIRARD
259 MAIN STREET EAST
GIRARD, PA 16417
(814) 774-2088
HOTLINE(S): (814) 774-2088
* AD AM M Y B H PG PI CU HV DH MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *
GLENMORE

VITAE HOUSE INC
FAIRVIEW ROAD
GLENMORE, PA 19343
(215) 942-3291
* AD RR PR TX *

GREENSBURG

WESTMORELAND GATEWAY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CENTER
532 WEST PITTSBURGH STREET
GREENSBURG, PA 15601
(412) 832-4009
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *

HANOVER

ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
825 WEST ELM AVENUE
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 632-4900
HOTLINE(S): (717) 632-4900 MENTAL HEALTH ONLY
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX CI CS *

HARRISBURG

ADDICTIVE DISEASE CLINIC
1727 NORTH 6TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
(717) 236-8921
* AD AM W A B H PI CU HV DM MM *
CAPITAL PSYCHIATRIC AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES
205 SOUTH FRONT STREET
BRADY HALL 5TH FLOOR
HARRISBURG, PA 17101
(717) 231-8360
* AD AM MC PR TX *

DAUPHIN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF DRUGS AND
ALCOHOL SERVICES/PREVENTION DEPARTMENT
25 SOUTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17101
(717) 255-2986
* AD PV CI *

GAUDENZIA
CONCEPT 90
SPRUCE ROAD
HARRISBURG STATE HOSPITAL BUILDING 21
HARRISBURG, PA 17105
(717) 232-3232
* AD RR H HV PR TX *

GREATER HARRISBURG
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING
3309 SPRING STREET
PROGRESS PLAZA SUITE 204
HARRISBURG, PA 17109
(717) 545-5011
* AD AM H B CU DH PR TX CI CS *

TEEN CHALLENGE
1419-21 NORTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
(717) 233-6549
* AD RR B H CU HV TX *

THE FIRST STEP PROGRAM
650 NORTH 12TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17105
(717) 234-3496
* AD DT PR CH TX *

HAVERTOWN

MERCY HAVERTOWN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 OLD WEST CHESTER PIKE
HAVERTOWN, PA 19083
(215) 645-3610
HOTLINE(S): (215) 645-3610
* AD DT W A B H PI CU HV MC MD PR *
* TX *

MAZLETON

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES OF
LOMER LUCERNE COUNTY/N CEDAR UNIT 1
8 WEST BROAD STREET
ROOM 521
MAZLETON, PA 18201
(717) 655-1504
HOTLINE(S): (717) 655-9902
* AD AM W PG PI PR CH TX PV CI *

HOMESEED

TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MH/MR INC
ALTERNATIVES
201 EAST 18TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, PA 15120
(412) 461-4100
* AD AM W Y PG PI CU MC MD PR TX *
* CS *

HUMMELSTOWN

MAZZITTI AND SULLIVAN EAP SERVICES
1305 MIDDLETOWN ROAD
SUITE 2
HUMMELSTOWN, PA 17036
(717) 566-7534
HOTLINE(S): (800) 543-5080
* AD CI *

INDIANA

THE OPEN DOOR INC
20 SOUTH 6TH STREET
INDIANA, PA 15701
(412) 465-2605
HOTLINE(S):
(412) 465-2605 612 AREA CODE ONLY
(800) 794-2122 612 AREA CODE ONLY
* AD AM MD PR CH TX CI *

JOHNSTOWN

CAMBRIA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
INTAKE AND EVALUATION
417 MAIN STREET
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15901
(814) 536-0880
* AD CI *

KANE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
KANE UNIT
2 THOMPSON PARK
KANE, PA 16735
(814) 837-7691
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

KENNETT SQUARE

DOHLING GREEN INN BRANDYWINE
495 NEHRK ROAD
KENNETT SQUARE, PA 19348
(215) 268-3588
HOTLINE(S): (802) 662-2438
* AD DT RR AM W B PG CU PR TX PV *
* CI *

KITTANNING

ARC/MANOR ANNEX
220 GARFIELD STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 546-7607
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 323-1333; (412) 546-7607
* AD AM DW MC MD PR CH TX *

ARMSTRONG COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS INC/ARC MANOR
301 ARTHUR STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 546-7607
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 323-1333; (412) 546-7607
* AD RR AM HC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

MINISTRIES OF EDEN
CHRISTIAN COUNSELING CENTER
219 NORTH MCKEAN STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 546-7757
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

LAKE ARIEL

THE WHITE HOUSE LTD
LAKE ARIEL, PA 18436
(717) 698-7970
* AD DT RR W CU PR TX *
LANCASTER
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
925 NORTH DUKE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-3659
* AD CI CS *

DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHAB SERVICE INC
MANOS RESID THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
121 SOUTH PRINCE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 395-0073
HOTLINE(S): (717) 395-0573; (717) 395-8998
* AD RR Y B H PR TX *

FAMILY SERVICE OF LANCASTER COUNTY
630 JANET AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 397-5241
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

LANCASTER CLINICAL COUNSELING ASSOC
131 EAST ORANGE STREET
2ND FLOOR/REAR
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-0131
* AD AM W Y H MD PR TX PV CI *

LANCASTER COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROG
PREVENTION UNIT
50 NORTH DUKE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 299-0025
* AD PV *

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
250 COLLEGE AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17604
(717) 291-0444
HOTLINE(S): (717) 291-8449
* AD DT W Y A B CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS
250 COLLEGE AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 291-8083
* AD AM W Y B H PG PI CU DH MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

THERAPY SERVICES
131 EAST GRANT STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 392-7489
* AD AM W Y B CU HV PR TX *

WATSON AND LOGG COUNSELING ASSOC INC
202 BUTLER AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 299-4064
* AD AM W Y CU DH PR TX PV CI CS *

LANHORNE
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
1 OXFORD VALLEY
SUITE 717
LANHORNE, PA 19047
(215) 257-6916
* AD AM A HV MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

LANSDALE
HELP LINE CENTER INC
306 A MADISON AVENUE
LANSDALE, PA 19446
(215) 362-4822
HOTLINE(S): (215) 368-4357 REFERRAL ONLY
* AD AM TX *

LATROBE
SAINT VINCENT COLLEGE
DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROJECT
HIMMER HALL
LATROBE, PA 15650
(412) 537-4590
* AD PV *

LEBANON
LEBANON COUNTY CRISIS INTERVENTION/
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE
4TH AND WALNUT STREETS
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-3363
HOTLINE(S): (717) 273-3363
* AD *

NEW PERSPECTIVE/ROXBURY
ADDCITION TREATMENT CENTER
3050 CHESTNUT STREET
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 270-3900
HOTLINE(S): (717) 270-3900; (800) 640-4673
* AD DT RR AM PR TX *

RENAISSANCE COUNSELING
701 CHESTNUT STREET
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-2741
* AD AM Y MD TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT (SATU)
1700 SOUTH LINCOLN AVENUE
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 272-6621 EXT. 4500
* AD DT RR H A B CU HV PR TX *

LEEPSORT
COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE (COCA)
PRISON PROGRAM
RD 1
LEEPSORT, PA 19533
(215) 478-7368
* AD PV CI *

LEHIGHTON
CARBON/MONROE/PIKE
DRUG/ALCOHOL COMMISSION INC
128 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LEHIGHTON, PA 18235
(215) 377-5177
HOTLINE(S): (717) 421-1960
* AD AM W Y A CU HV DH MD TX PV CI *

LEVITTOWN
RIVERSIDE CLINICS INC
RIVERSIDE NORTH
1609 WOODBOURNE ROAD
LEVITTOWN, PA 19057
(215) 945-7100
* AD AM W Y A B H PG HV MD PR CH *
* TX CS *

LEWISBURG
UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
LEWISBURG, PA 17837
(717) 523-1251 EXT. 177
* AD AM TX *

LINDSTOWN
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY COUNSELING
48 CHESTNUT STREET
LINDSTOWN, PA 17044
(717) 242-3070
* AD AM Y PR TX *

LIMERICK
CREATIVE HEALTH SERVICES INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
168 WEST RIDGE PIKE
LIMERICK OFFICE COURT
LIMERICK, PA 19468
(215) 489-1000
* AD AM W DH MD PR TX CI CS *

LOCK HAVEN
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT IV
350 EAST MAIN STREET
LOCK HAVEN, PA 17745
(717) 748-6704
* AD AM DH MC MD PR TX *
MALVERN

MALVERN INSTITUTE
790 KING ROAD
MALVERN, PA 19355
(610) 647-0330

(215) 647-0330; (800) 486-0017
* AD DT AM H H HV PR CH TX CI CS *

MARIENVILLE

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS I
BLUE JAY VILLAGE
MARIENVILLE, PA 16239
(814) 927-6615

* AD RR Y TX *

MCKEE'S ROCKS

MERCY CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEP SERVICES
MCKEE'S ROCKS CENTER
710 THOMPSON AVENUE
MCKEE'S ROCKS, PA 15136
(412) 754-1010

* AD AM H CU MD PR CH TX *

MCKEESPORT

CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
120 5TH AVENUE
MCKEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 675-8500

(412) 675-8500
* AD AM H Y PI CU DM MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

MELROSE

CRAMFORD COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL EXECUTIVE COMMISSION
590 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 12
MEADVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 724-4100

* AD AM MC TX PV CI CS *

MEADVILLE MEDICAL CENTER
STEPHEN'S HILL
1034 GROVE STREET
MEADVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 333-5810

(814) 336-4357
* AD DT RR H B CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

MECHANICSBURG

RUDENZ FOUNDATION INC
WEST SHORE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
STATE ROAD
SUITE 115
MECHANICSBURG, PA 17055
(717) 766-8517

* AD AM H Y B H PG CU DM MD PR *
* TX CI *

MEDIA

ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTIONS COUNCIL OF
DELAWARE COUNTY
115 WEST STATE STREET
SUITE 300
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-8143

(215) 566-8143; (215) 566-8144
* AD PV CI CS *

CHANGING TIMES CENTER
204 SOUTH AVENUE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 569-0820

* AD PV *

MIRIMONT TREATMENT CENTER
100 YEARSLEY MILL ROAD
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 565-9232

(215) 565-9232 24 HOURS-7 DAYS
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX CI *

PENN RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
100 WEST 6TH STREET
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-9024

* AD AM PR TX *

RAINBOW OF RECOVERY
316-318 EAST BALTIMORE PIKE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-9035

* AD AM W Y B PR TX *

RIVERSIDE CLINICS INC
MEDIA ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
280 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAD
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 982-0300

* AD AM Y PR TX *

MIFFLINTOWN

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY COUNSELING
104 NORTH MAIN STREET
MIFFLINTOWN, PA 17059
(717) 436-9634

* AD AM Y PR TX PV *

MILFORD

CARBON/MONROE/PIKE DRUG/ALC COMMISSION
PIKE COUNTY CLINIC
STATE ROAD 1
MILFORD, PA 18337
(717) 296-7255

(717) 421-1960
* AD AM H Y A CU HV MD TX PV CI *

MILTON

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT I
28 NORTH FRONT STREET
MILTON, PA 17847
(717) 742-2603

* AD AM A HV DH MC MD PR TX *

MONACA

BEAVER COUNTY
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
1260 NORTH BRODHEAD ROAD
BEAVER VALLEY PROF CENTER SUITE 101
MONACA, PA 15061
(412) 775-8565

* AD PV CI *

MONONGAHELA

FREEDOM OF MONONGAHELA INC
1290 CHESS STREET
MONONGAHELA, PA 15063
(412) 258-9711

* AD AM W Y A CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

MONONGAHELA VALLEY HOSPITAL
DRUG/ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
ROUTE 88
MONONGAHELA, PA 15063
(412) 258-1601

* AD DT A CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *

MONROEVILLE

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CTR CHEM DEP/MONROEVILLE OUTREACH/TRT
2550 MOSSSIDE BOULEVARD
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING SUITE 212
MONROEVILLE, PA 15146
(412) 372-1020

* AD AM W Y CU MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *
ALLEGHENY VALLEY

DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
310 CENTRAL CITY PLAZA
NEW KENSINGTON, PA 15068
(412) 337-7804
* AD PV CI CS *

HOPE HAVEN
301 GREENSBURG ROAD
NEW KENSINGTON, PA 15068
(412) 339-5594
* AD RR H DW TX *

NORRISTOWN

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1159 MARKLEY STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 272-0800
HOTLINE(S):
(215) 272-0800; (215) 265-3849
* AD AM Y B H PG CU HV DW PR CH TX *

FAMILY HOUSE/NORRISTOWN
901 DEKALB STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 278-0700
* AD RR H Y A B PG CU HV PR TX PV *
* CI *

MONTGOMERY COUNTY METHADONE CENTER
316 DEKALB STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 272-3710
* DA AM A HV MM *

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MH/MR
EMERGENCY SERVICE
50 BEECH DRIVE
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 279-6100
HOTLINE(S): (215) 279-6100
* AD CI *

PROGRAMS IN COUNSELING
319 SHEBE STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 279-4626
* AD AM Y A HV DH MC MD PR CH TX *

VALLEY FORGE

MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL
1033 WEST GERMANtown PIKE
NORRISTOWN, PA 19403
(215) 539-8500
* AD HV DH MC MD PR TX *

NORTH EAST

GECC

DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVS/NORTH EAST
41 WEST MAIN STREET
NORTH EAST, PA 16428
(814) 725-6681
HOTLINE(S):
(814) 870-5424; (814) 459-4581
* AD AM Y B H PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

PHILADELPHIA

AB ASSOCIATES INC
AMERICA BEATS ADDICTION
1523 WEST ERIE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19140
(215) 228-6646
* AD RR H B H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *

DIAGNOSIS AND REHABILITATION CENTER
MAIN CLINIC
229 ARCH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106
(215) 625-8060
* AD AM A B H PG PI CU HV MD TX *
* CI *

DIAGNOSTIC AND REHABILITATION CENTER
RESIDENTIAL DETOX
100-110 NORTH BREAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106
(215) 625-8060
* AD DT AM A B H PG CU HV TX *

EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL

SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
100 EAST LEHIGH AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125
(215) 427-7239
HOTLINE(S): (215) 427-7445
* AD DT PG CU MC MD PR TX *

FRANKFORD HOSPITAL

FIRST DAYS OUTPATIENT
4936 GRISCOM STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19124
(215) 831-2359
HOTLINE(S): (215) 831-2308
* AD AM A B H PG PI CU MC MD PR TX CI *
PENNSYLVANIA

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
6TH AND SPRUCE STREETS
BUILDING J
READING, PA 19611
(215) 378-6186
HOTLINE(S): (215) 378-6186
* AD DT MC PR CH TX *

COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE
PREVENTION UNIT
220 NORTH 5TH STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 376-8869
HOTLINE(S): (215) 378-6186
* AD PV *

DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM OF READING
22 NORTH 6TH AVENUE
READING, PA 19611
(215) 768-0646
* DA AM H A B H PG HV MD MM *

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
RECOVERY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
631 WASHINGTON STREET
READING, PA 19603
(215) 378-1641
* AD AM H PG CU MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

INROADS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG INC
325 NORTH 5TH STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 378-1191
* AD CI *

ROBESONIA

RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
CHIT CHAT WEST
27 FREEMAN STREET
ROBESONIA, PA 19551
(215) 693-5861
* AD RR H H CU PR CH TX *

GROWTH HORIZONS INC
1069 EASTON ROAD
ROSLYN, PA 19001
(215) 804-5566
* AD AM H Y CU DW MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

ROYERSFORD

MERIDIAN YOUTH SERVICES
DROP IN AND PREVENTION PROGRAM
201 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
ROYERSFORD, PA 19468
(215) 948-0111
* AD AM Y A HV DM PR TX PV CI *

RURAL RIDGE

TEEN CHALLENGE OF WESTERN PA
LEFTEVER HILL ROAD
RURAL RIDGE, PA 15075
(412) 265-4100
* AD RR TX *

SAINT MARYS

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
SAINT MARYS UNIT
20 NORTH MICHAEL STREET
SAINT MARYS, PA 15657
(814) 781-1700
* AD AM MC PR CH TX *

NELSON COUNSELING CENTER
509 ARCH STREET EXTENSION
SAINT MARYS, PA 15657
(814) 834-9129
* AD AM H Y PG CU DH MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

SCIOYA

JOAN S WIELGUS
HRC 1
SCIOTA, PA 18354
(717) 992-5135
HOTLINE(S): (717) 992-5135
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH TX *

SCRANTON

COMMUNITY INTERVENTION CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL DROP IN CENTER
614 MULBERRY STREET
SCRANTON, PA 18510
(717) 342-4298
HOTLINE(S): (717) 342-4298; (717) 342-4299
* AD PV CI CS *

LACKAWANNA COUNTY SCA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION UNIT
200 ADAMS AVENUE
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 963-6820
HOTLINE(S): (717) 963-6820
* AD PV *

VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER OF NE PA
225 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
PARK PLAZA
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 347-5616
HOTLINE(S):
(717) 961-1234; (717) 282-2961
* AD PV CI *

SELINSGROVE

ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING SERVICE
720 NORTH MARKET STREET
SELINSGROVE, PA 17870
(717) 374-5155
* AD AM H Y A B PG CU DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

SELLERSVILLE

GRAND VIEW HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 LAHN AVENUE
SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960
(215) 257-8211
HOTLINE(S): (215) 257-8211
* AD DT H A CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *

PENN FOUNDATION INC
RECOVERY CENTER
807 LAHN AVENUE
SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960
(215) 257-9999
* AD DT RR AM Y CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX CS *

SHAMOKIN

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT II
117 EAST INDEPENDENCE STREET
SHAMOKIN, PA 17872
(717) 644-0807
* AD AM H Y DW MC MD PR TX PV *

SHARON HILL

CHANGING TIMES CENTER
800 CHESTER PIKE
SHARON HILL, PA 19079
(215) 534-3400
HOTLINE(S): (215) 534-3400
* AD AM H Y DW MD PR TX *

SHENANDOAH

RIVERSIDE CENTRAL
200 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
SHENANDOAH, PA 17976
(717) 662-1993
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 641-2070; (717) 662-2500
* AD DT RR H H CU DH PR TX *
WASHINGTON

THE CARE CENTER
62 EAST WHEELING STREET
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 226-2200
HOTLINE(S): (412) 222-7150
* AD AM H Y PI CU HV DW MD PR CH *
* TX CI CS *

VISION/COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION PREVENTION SERVICES
87 EAST MAIDEN STREET
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 226-0810
* AD PV *

WAVERLY

MARKWORTH
LILY LAKE ROAD
WAVERLY, PA 18471
(717) 565-1112
* AD DT RR PR TX *

WAYNE

THE CARE CENTER
62 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
WAYNE, PA 19087
(412) 627-6108
HOTLINE(S): (412) 222-7150 24 HOUR CRISIS LINE
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

WELLSBORO

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX SERVICES
32-36 CENTRAL AVENUE
WELLSBORO, PA 16901
(717) 724-1631 EXT. 343
* AD DT H B CU HV HC MD PR TX *

WERNERSVILLE

RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
CARON ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
GALEN HALL ROAD
WERNERSVILLE, PA 19565
(215) 670-1212
HOTLINE(S): (215) 670-1212 24 HOURS-7 DAYS
* AD AM H Y H PG CU PR CH TX *

RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
CHIT CHAT FARMS
GALEN HALL ROAD
WERNERSVILLE, PA 19565
(215) 670-2332
HOTLINE(S): (800) 678-2332
* AD RR A PI CU HV DW PR CH TX *

WEST CHESTER

CHESTER COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 EAST MARSHALL STREET
WEST CHESTER, PA 19380
(215) 431-5000
* AD DT A H HV MC MD PR CH TX *

HELP COUNSELING CENTER/HIGH STREET
624 SOUTH HIGH STREET
WEST CHESTER, PA 19380
(215) 436-8576
* AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX CI *

WEST GROVE

SOUTHERN CHESTER COUNTY
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
1011 WEST BALTIMORE PIKE
SUITE 101
WEST GROVE, PA 19390
(215) 869-3873
* AD AM H Y B PI CU HV DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

SOUTHERN CHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
1015 WEST BALTIMORE PIKE
WEST GROVE, PA 19390
(215) 869-1000
* AL DT MC MD PR TX *

WEST READING

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
BERKS COUNTY
529 READING AVENUE
SUITE R
WEST READING, PA 19611
(215) 372-8917
* AD PV *

WESTFIELD

R J CARON FOUNDATION
CHIT CHAT WESTFIELD
305 CHURCH STREET
WESTFIELD, PA 16950
(814) 367-5901
* AD DT RR CU PR TX *

WEXFORD

THE MERCY CENTER FOR CHEM DEP SERVICES
NORTH HILLS OUTPATIENT
MEADOW POINTE OFFICE PARK
103 NORTH MEADOWS BLVD 200 SUITE 210
WEXFORD, PA 15090
(412) 931-8515
* AD AM H CU MC MD PR CH TX *

WHITE HAVEN

NORTHEAST COUNSELING SERVICES
YOUTH FORESTRY
HICKORY RUN STATE PARK
WHITE HAVEN, PA 18661
(717) 443-9524
* AD AM TX *

WILKES-BARRE

CHOICES AT NESBITT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
510 WYOMING AVENUE
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18704
(717) 283-2388
HOTLINE(S): (800) 762-9692
* AD RR AM A PG CU HV MD PR CH TX *

CLEAR BROOK MANOR
10 EAST NORTHAMPTON STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18702
(717) 823-1171
* AD DT RR H B H CU DM PR TX *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WYOMING VALLEY
311 WEST MARKET STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18701
(717) 825-5144
HOTLINE(S): (717) 829-1341 LUZERNE/WYOMING CO
(800) 132-8807
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV *

GEISINGER WYOMING VALLEY MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1000 EAST MOUNTAIN DRIVE
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18711
(717) 826-7300
* AD PR TX CI *

LUZERNE/WYOMING COUNTIES
DRUG AND ALC PRIMARY PREVENTION UNIT
1111 EAST PENNSYLVANIA BOULEVARD
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18701
(717) 826-8790
HOTLINE(S): (717) 829-1341
* AD PV *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
1111 EAST END BOULEVARD
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18711
(717) 824-3521
* AD DT RR AM A HV PR TX *

WILLIAMSPORT

CROSSROADS COUNSELING INC
460 MARKET STREET
ROOM 218A
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 325-7535
* AD AM MD PR TX *
PENNSYLVANIA

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
9 WEST 4TH STREET
LILLIAMSPT, PA 17701
17) 322-1216
AD AM A HV DM MC MD PR TX *

LPLINE
5 WEST 4TH STREET
LILLIAMSPT, PA 17701
17) 323-8555
ONTLINE(S):
17) 323-8555; (800) 326-9577
AD PV CI *

LPRING
LPR COUNSELING SERVICES
6 5 PARK ROAD
LPRING, PA 19610
15) 375-5447
AD AM H A PI CU HV DM PR TX PV *

LPRK
LPHIC MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES AND
DICATIONS SERVICES
00 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
LPRK, PA 17403
17) 848-3615
AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU PR TX *

LPH INSIGHTS INC
17 LOUCKS ROAD
LPRK, PA 17404
17) 845-2079
AD AM H Y B H PG CU HV DM PR CH *
TX PV CI CS *

LPPING STONE COUNSELING AND
VATION SERVICES
.2 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
LPRK, PA 17043
17) 843-8204
AD AM H Y B H CU MD PR TX *

LPPING STONE COUNSELING AND
VATION SERVICES INC
1 1 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
LPRK, PA 17403
17) 854-9591
AD AM H Y B H CU MD PR TX *
### PUERTO RICO

#### AGRADILLA
- **CENTRO DE QUIMIOTERAPIA**
  - ANEXO HOSPITAL REGIONAL DE AGUADILLA
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 891-2500
  - * DA AH W Y H PG HV MM CI *
- **CENTRO PREVENCIÓN AGUADILLA**
  - AVE SAN CARLOS ESQ BETANCES ALTOS
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 891-3075
  - * AD PV *
- **CLINICA SATELITE DE TRATAMIENTO DE ALCOHOLISMO DE AGUADILLA**
  - CALLE PROGRESO 65
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 882-2035
  - * AL AM H H PG PI DM TX *
- **COMUNIDAD TERAPEUTICA GUERRERO**
  - MODULO 8
  - CARR 466 BO GUERRERO
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 882-7663
  - * AD AM H CU HV TX CI *
- **MÓDULO DE TRATAMIENTO**
  - CARCEL DISTRITO AGUADILLA
  - CALLE RUIZ BELVIS
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 891-4955
  - * DA AM TX CI *
- **TEEN CHALLENGE DE AGUADILLA**
  - CARRETERA 107 KM 3.5
  - SECTOR PLAYUELA BARRIO BORINQUEN
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 891-9030
  - * AD RR AM H CU HV TX *
- **UNIDAD SATELITE AGUADILLA**
  - AVE PROGRESO 65
  - AGUADILLA, PR 00603
  - (809) 891-8022
  - * DA AM H TX CI *

#### ARECIBO
- **ARECIBO ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM**
  - AVE JUAN ROSADO 160
  - ARECIBO, PR 00612
  - (809) 880-2082
  - * AL AM H H PG PI DM TX *
- **CEDE ARECIBO**
  - CARR 29 ANTIGUO HOSPITAL DE DISTRITO
  - ARECIBO, PR 00612
  - (809) 878-7926
  - HOTLINE(S):
    - (809) 751-5965; (800) 462-4495
  - * DA CI *
- **CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE ARECIBO**
  - ANTIGUO HOSPITAL DE DISTRITO
  - ARECIBO, PR 00612
  - (809) 880-2053
  - * DA AM H CU HV TX CI *
- **HOGAR INTERMÉDIO DE ARECIBO**
  - CARRETERA DE ARECIBO A UTUADO
  - BO LOS CANOS
  - ARECIBO, PR 00612
  - (809) 878-7921
  - * AL RR H PI DM TX CI *
- **MÓDULO DE TRATAMIENTO**
  - CARCEL ARECIBO
  - ARECIBO, PR 00613
  - (809) 880-0253
  - * DA AM TX CI *

#### BAYAMON
- **BAYAMON QUIMIOTERAPIA**
  - ANTIgua CENTRAL JUANITA LA CAMIJA
  - BO JUAN SANCHEZ
  - BAYAMON, PR 00959
  - (809) 786-4370
  - * DA AH MM CI *
- **BAYAMON REGIONAL METRO INSTITUTION**
  - ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT MODULE
  - CARR 167
  - BAYAMON, PR 00956
  - (809) 798-8015
  - * AL AM TX CI *
- **CENTRO PREVENCIÓN BAYAMON**
  - CALLE BARBOSA 25 ESQ DR VEVE ALTOS
  - LIBERIA NOVEDADES
  - BAYAMON, PR 00961
  - (809) 704-5400
  - HOTLINE(S): (809) 763-7575
  - * AD PV CI *
- **CENTRO TRATAMIENTO MENORES BAYAMON**
  - CALLE DR VEVE
  - ESQ MARTI 51
  - BAYAMON, PR 00956
  - (809) 780-8590
  - * DA AM TX PV CI *
- **HOGAR ESCUELA NUESTRA**
  - SENORA DE FATIMA
  - BO CERRO GORDO CAMINO ESTEBAN CRUZ
  - AVE SANTA JUANITA
  - BAYAMON, PR 00956
  - (809) 787-2560
  - * AD PV *
- **MÓDULO DE TRATAMIENTO ANEXO 1072**
  - INST REG METRO BAYAMON AREA CLINICA
  - CARRETERA 167
  - BAYAMON, PR 00960
  - (809) 780-1650
  - * AD DT A CU HV TX *

---

**KEY**

- **ORIENTATION:**
  - **AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
  - **DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
  - **AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

- **TYPE OF CARE:**
  - **DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
  - **RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
  - **AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

- **STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**
  - **M** = WOMEN
  - **Y** = YOUTH
  - **A** = AIDS PATIENTS
  - **B** = BLACKS
  - **H** = HISPANIICS
  - **AI** = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
  - **PG** = PREGNANT USERS
  - **PI** = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

- **THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**
  - **MD** = MEDICAID
  - **PV** = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
  - **CU** = COCAINE USERS
  - **HV** = HIV POSITIVES
  - **DM** = DME/ASAP
  - **P** = PRIVATE INSURANCE
  - **OH** = CHAMPUS

- **MEDICAL BENEFITS:**
  - **MD** = MEDICAID
  - **PV** = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
  - **CU** = COCAINE USERS
  - **HV** = HIV POSITIVES
  - **DM** = DME/ASAP
  - **P** = PRIVATE INSURANCE
  - **OH** = CHAMPUS

- **FUNCTIONALITY:**
  - **TX** = TREATMENT
  - **MM** = METHADONE TREATMENT
  - **CI** = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
  - **SS** = SOBERING-UP STATION
  - **CS** = COLLATERAL SERVICES
MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO ANEXO 1072
25ST REG METRO BAYAMON SICOSLIP
CARRERITA 167
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 766-2058 EXT. 233
* DA AM H TX CI

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO ANEXO 292
INSTITUCION REG METROPOLITANA BAYAMON
CARRERITA 167
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 765-6020 EXT. 215
* DA AM H TX CI

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO ANEXO 308
INSTITUCION REG METROPOLITANA BAYAMON
CARRERITA 167
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 797-0305
* DA RR A H PG HV TX PV CI

VEN LIEN FOR GIRLS DE PUERTO RICO
CARR 812 KM 6.4 CAMINO LOS PONOS
CALLE GUARAGUA SECTOR LA PENA
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 799-4185
* HOTLINE(S): (809) 799-4185
* DA DT RR H CU HV TX *

GUAYAMA

GUAYAMA ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
CALLE SANTOAYLANA
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 797-0305
* DA RR A H PG HV TX PV CI

GUAYAMA QUIMIOTERAPIA
CARR 796 KM 0.5 SECTOR LA 25
BARRIO BAIROA
GUAYAMA, PR 00725
(809) 796-4260
* DA AM H MM CI

GUAYAMA

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DEC
DE CAGUAS/CASA CESAME
CARRERITA 189 KM 2.6 URB INDUSTRIAL
PLACIIDIN GONZALEZ (INT)
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 743-8474
* DA AM H H PG CU HV TX CI *

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO MENORES CAGUAS
ACOSTA 103
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 746-3630
* DA AM Y TX CI CS *

HOGAR RESURRECCION
CARRERITA 175 KM 3 HM 0
BO SAN ANTONIO
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 747-1393
* AD RR H TX *

CAROLINA

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE CAROLINA
AVE ROBERTO CLEMENTE
BLQ 27 NUM 10
CAROLINA, PR 00985
(809) 762-4565
* AD PV *

HOGAR EL BUEN SAMARITANO INC
UNIT 2
CARR 857 KM 9.5
BARRIO CARRUZO SECTOR FILIPINAS
CAROLINA, PR 00628
(809) 257-6605
* AD RR H TX *

PROYECTO LOS MIRITOS
EDIFICIO 1 APRTO 146
CAROLINA, PR 00987
(809) 750-6419
* AD PV *

CATANO

CENTRO PREVENCION DE CATANO
AVENIDA BARBOSA 91 ALTOS
CATANO, PR 00962
(809) 788-6125
* HOTLINE(S):
(809) 751-5565 STATEHIDE
(809) 751-5965 STATEHIDE
* AD PV *

FAJARDO

CENTRO UNIDAD SATELITE DE FAJARDO
TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS
CENTRO COMUNAL VEVE CALZADA
FAJARDO, PR 00738
(809) 250-1958
* DA AM H Y A B H PG CU HV TX CI *

FAJARDO SATELLE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
GARRIDO MORALES 2
FAJARDO, PR 00738
(809) 863-2385
* AL AM W H PG PI DM TX *

GUAYAMA

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO A MENORES
GUAYAMA
CALLE BALDORIOTY/FINAL
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-4939
* DA AM TX CI *

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE
GUAYAMA
CALLE BALDORIOTY FINAL OESTE
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2331
* DA AM TX CI *

GUAYAMA REGIONAL DETENTION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT MODULE
ROAD 3
MELANIA SECTOR
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-3600
* AL AM H TX CI *

GUAYAMA SATELLE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
HOSTOS STREET 46
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 744-7080
* AL AM H TX *

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO AREA CLINICA
CENTRO DETENCION REG GUAYAMA/DETOX
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2140
* AD CT CU TX CI *

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO SICOSOCIAL
CENTRO DETENCION REG GUAYAMA/OUTPT
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2140
* DA AM TX *

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO SICOSOCIAL
CENTRO DETENCION REG GUAYAMA/OUTPT
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2140
* DA AM TX *

PROYECTO GIPSY
JARDINES DE GUAMANI
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-2974
* AD PV CS *

GUAYNABO
UNIDAD EVALUACION DIAGNOSTIC
CARR 19 KM 5 HM 0
GUAYNABO, PR 00970
(809) 781-2654
* DA CT *
PUERTO RICO

GURABO
GURABO HALFWAY HOUSE FOR ALCOHOLIC WOMEN
CARR 943 KM 2
CALLE SANTIAGO FINAL
GURABO, PR 00778
(809) 737-2996
* AL RR M H PG PI DM TX CI *

HOGAR DEL BUEN SAMARITANO INC
CARRETERA 941 KM 5 HM 0
BARRIO JAGUAS
GURABO, PR 00778
(809) 737-6005
* AD RR H TX *

HATO REY
CENTRO DE SAN JUAN TRT PARA ADULTOS LIBRE DE DROGAS
AVE PONCE DE LEON 358
HATO REY, PR 00916
(809) 250-1958
* DA AM Y A B H PG CU HV TX CI *

CENTRO HATO REY TRATAMIENTO RESIDENCIAL PARA VARIONES
HATO REY AVE PONCE DE LEON 358
HATO REY, PR 00916
(809) 751-0915
* DA RR A H CU HV TX CI *

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO MENORES SAN JUAN
AVE PONCE DE LEON 358
HATO REY, PR 00916
(809) 250-6803
* DA AM Y TX CI *

CLINICA RODANTE SAN JUAN
AVE BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00916
(809) 394-2897
* DA AM TX CI *

CLINICA RODONTE BAYOMON/CAT
AVE BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00917
(809) 394-2853
* DA AM TX CI *

DIVISION DE EDUCACION A LA COMUNIDAD SECRETARIA AUXILIAR DE PREVENCIÓN
AVE BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00917
(809) 250-1517
* AD PV *

RESIDENCIAL MUJERES
AVE PONCE DE LEON 358
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 250-7449
* DA RR M A H CU HV TX CI *

SECRETARIA AUXILIAR DE PREVENCIÓN
AVE BARBOSA NUM 414
HATO REY, PR 00917
(809) 763-7575 EXT. 2224
* AD PV *

SECRETARIA AUXILIAR DE PREVENCIÓN LINIEA DE AUXILIO
AVE BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00917
(809) 763-3133
HOTLINE(S):
(809) 758-7211; (809) 751-5565
* AD PV *

HUMACAO
CDE FOR WOMEN HOSP AREA HUMACAO HOSP HUMACAO 6 PISO
DR VICTOR RINCON NUÑEZ AVE TEJAS
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-4775
* DA DT M A B H PG CU HV TX MM CI *

CENTRO DE PREVENCIÓN DE HUMACAO
CALLE DUFRESNE 13 BAJOS
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 852-0155
* AD PV *

CORDA CENTRO DETOX
CARR 924 KM 1.5
BO PITAHAYA
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-5550
HOTLINE(S):
(809) 850-5550; (809) 850-1541
* AD DT M Y A H CU HV TX PV CI CS *

C interrupto centro de orientacion y rebot drogadicos y alcololicos
CARRETERA 3 INTERSEccion 910 BO CATANO ANTIGUA ESCUELA ALVIRA ALICEA
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-1541
HOTLINE(S): (809) 850-1541
* AD RR M Y A H CU HV TX CI CS *

CORDA CENTRO DE PREVENCIÓN Y SERVICIOS MULTIPLES
CALLE ANTONIO LOPEZ 52
ESQUINA DR VIDAL ALTOS
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 852-1460
* AD PV CI CS *

CINTA CENTRO PRE ADMISSION ORIENTACION Y REFERIMENTO
CALLE ANTONIO LOPEZ 51
ESQUINA DR VIDAL ALTOS
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 852-6526
* AD AM Y A H CU HV TX PV CI CS *

HUMACAO SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
FERROCARRIL AVENUE
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-4870
* AL AM H H PG PI DM TX *

UNIDAD SATELITE HUMACAO RESIDENCIAL PADRE RIVERA
EDIFICIO 11
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-6415
* DA AM H H PG CU HV TX CI *

ISABELA

PROGRAMA PRO AYUDA A DICTOS AND FAMILIARES (PAAF) ISABELA
CALLE CORCHADO 81
ISABELA, PR 00662
(809) 872-4530
* AD PV CI SS CS *

JUNCOS

EBENEZER
CARR 934 KM 0.5
BO CEIBA AZUL
JUNCOS; PR 00662
(809) 734-1515
HOTLINE(S):
(809) 874-6301; (809) 734-1515
* AD RR A H CU HV TX CI *

HOGAR NUEVO PACTO
CARRETERA 31 KM 19
BO CAIMITO 1
JUNCOS, PR 00777
(809) 734-5800
* AD DT RR H PI CU HV TX CI *

MANATI

UNIDAD SATELITE DE MANATI
CALLE OBRERO 15-A
ESQUINA QUINONES
MANATI, PR 00674
(809) 854-1165
* DA AM H CU HV TX CI *

MALNABO

CORDA PREVENCIÓN EDUCACION Y AYUDA SOCIAL
CALLE LUIS HUMOZ RIVERA 16
ESQUINA TIERRA SANTA
MALNABO, PR 00707
(809) 861-1003
* AD PV CI CS *

MALNABO SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC/CHC
AVE KENNEDY INTERIOR
MALNABO, PR 00707
(809) 861-4455
* AL AM H H PG PI DM TX CI *
PUERTO RICO

EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION AND HOSPITALIZATION UNIT
CASA DE SALUD MEDICAL CENTER
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 763-5305
AL DT RR M H PG PI DM TX CI *

HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE RIO PIEDRAS
CARRETERA 849 KM 1 HM 4
BO SANTO DOMINGO
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00929
(809) 757-7115
AL RR H PI DM TX CI *

LA MONTANA
ALCOHOLISM MOBILE CLINIC
AVE JOSE CELSO BARBOSA 414
CUARTO PISO
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00917
(809) 764-2888
AL AM M H PG PI DM TX *

HOGAR INICIAL DE RIO PIEDRAS
PARADA 8
AVE FERNANDEZ JUNCOS
PARADA 8
SAN JUAN, PR 00903
(809) 724-1708
DA AM TX CI *

SAN JUAN

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
SAN JUAN, PR 00927
(809) 758-7575 EXT. 3590
AL AM A H HV TX CI *

SANTURCE

HOGAR POSADA LA VICTORIA INC
C/PRINCIPAL 165 KM 4 HECT 9 PARCELA
52 BARRIO GALATEO HOYO
TOA ALTA, PR 00953
(809) 870-5474
HOTLINE(S): (809) 870-5474 8AM-5PM
AL AM M H PG PI HV TX *

UTUADO

HOGAR POSADA LA PROVIDENCIA
C/PRINCIPAL 600 E 2 PARCELA
SAN JUAN, PR 00902
(809) 725-5358
DA AM TX CI *

VEGA ALTA

VETERANS MEDICAL CENTER
ESCUDE DE DESINTOXICACIÓN
CALLE SAN ANDRES 1063
SAN JUAN, PR 00906
(809) 724-1440
DA CI *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RHODE ISLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BARRINGTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL CODAC EAST 610 MAPLE AVENUE SUITE 105 BARRINGTON, RI 02806 401-267-2244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| BARRINGTON, RI 02806 | (401) 364-7705 *
| CLEO/EDWARD J LA RIVIERE MEM FOUNDATION 35 RIVERVIEW DRIVE BARRINGTON, RI 02806 401-245-7086 | AD PV *|
| CHERNOFF MEDICAL CENTER 10502 OLD POST ROAD CHARLESTON, RI 02813 (401) 364-7705 | * AD AM W Y A CU MC MD PR TX * |
| CRANSTON | RI OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOXIFICATION UNIT RI MEDICAL CENTER/HOWARD AVENUE BENJAMIN RUSH BUILDING CRANSTON, RI 02920 (401) 464-2531 * AD CT AM TX MM * |
| CRANSTON 311 DORIC AVENUE CRANSTON, RI 02910 (401) 781-3990 | * AL AM W Y A B PG HV DW MD PR TX * CI * |
| COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL CODAC I/DETOXIFICATION 1765 BROAD STREET CRANSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL CRANSTON, RI 02905 (401) 461-5400 * DA AM A H HV MD PR MM * |
| PROGRESO LATINO 526 BROAD STREET CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863 (401) 727-7698 | AD DA PV *
| PROJECTO ESPERANZA 300 DEXTER STREET CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863 (401) 723-9636 | AD PV CP *
| PROGRESS JOBS FOR PROGRESS INC 526 BROAD STREET CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863 (401) 724-1800 | AD PV CP *
| RI OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CRANSTON, RI 02920 (401) 464-2580 | AD PV * |

### KEY

**ORIENTATION**
- **AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- **DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- **AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE**
- **DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
- **RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- **AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT**
- **H** = HISPANICS
- **AZ** = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
- **PG** = PREGNANT USERS
- **M** = MORMON
- **B** = BLACKS
- **Y** = YOUTH
- **BH** = BENGALIS
- **A** = AIDS PATIENTS
- **P** = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
- **C** = COCAINE USERS
- **H** = HIV POSITIVES
- **DH** = DHI/ASAP

**THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS**
- **MD** = MEDICARE
- **MD** = MEDICAID
- **PR** = PRIVATE INSURANCE
- **CI** = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
- **PV** = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
- **SS** = SOBERING-UP STATION
- **CS** = COLLABORATIVE SERVICES

**UNIT FUNCTION**
- **TX** = TREATMENT
- **FM** = METHADONE TREATMENT
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RHODE ISLAND

EXETER

MARATHON OF RHODE ISLAND INC
RESIDENTIAL
EXETER, RI 02822
(401) 295-0960
* AD RR M Y A PI CU HV TX *

JOHNSTON

ALC SERVS OF CRANSTON/JOHNSON/RI TRI TOWN COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
190 PUTNAM AVENUE
JOHNSTON, RI 02919
(401) 783-3990
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI HV DW MD PR TX *

CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
985 PLAINFIELD STREET
JOHNSTON, RI 02919
(401) 946-0650
* DA AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR MM *

MH SERVICES OF CRANSTON/JOHNSON AND NORTHWESTERN RI INC/PROJECT LEAP
1516 ATWOOD AVENUE
JOHNSTON, RI 02919
(401) 861-8660
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CS *

MIDDLETOWN

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF NEWPORT
19 VALLEY ROAD
MIDDLETOWN, RI 02840
(401) 849-2300
HOTLINE(S):
(401) 849-2300 24 HR EMER & ANSM SERV
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

COUNSELING FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING INC
26 VALLEY ROAD
ROOM 104
MIDDLETOWN, RI 02840
(401) 849-1368
* AD PV *

NARRAGANSETT

GALILEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
355 GREAT ISLAND ROAD
NARRAGANSETT, RI 02882
(401) 789-6687
* AD AM H Y A H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

GALILEE MISSION TO FISHERMEN INC
268 KINGSTOWN ROAD
NARRAGANSETT, RI 02882
(401) 789-9390
* AD RR TX *

NEWPORT

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC III
93 THAMES STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 866-4150
* AD AM H Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR CH TX MM PV CI *

EDGEHILL NEWPORT
200 HARRISON AVENUE
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-5700
* AD DT RR M A CU HV PR CH TX CS *

THE GOOD HOPE CENTER
50 EAST MAIN ROAD
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-4333
HOTLINE(S): (800) 752-4673
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM PR TX CI CS *

U.S. NAVAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPT/TO/CODE 401
NEWPORT, RI 02841
(401) 841-4129
* AL RR TX *

NORTH KINGSTOWN

THE CENTER
NORTH KINGSTOWN OFFICE
1130 TEN ROD ROAD
NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI 02852
(401) 296-6030
HOTLINE(S): (800) 329-8947
* AD AM M Y A B H PI DW PR TX *

NORTH PROVIDENCE

JUNCTION HUMAN SERVICE CORPORATION
JUNCTION NORTH PROVIDENCE
1910 SMITH STREET
NORTH PROVIDENCE, RI 02851
(401) 232-0704
* AD AM M DW MD PR CH TX PV CI *

PASCOAG

MARATHON INC
THE LODGE AT WALLUM LAKE
ROUTE 100
PASCOAG, RI 02859
(401) 568-6770
* AD RR Y TX *

TALBOT TREATMENT CENTERS INC
TRANSITIONAL LONG TERM CARE PROGRAM
2198 WALLUM LAKE ROAD
PASCOAG, RI 02859
(401) 785-8388
* AD RR M A B PG PI CU HV DW MD TX *

PANTUCKET

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
160 BEECHWOOD AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 725-7055
HOTLINE(S): (401) 723-1915
* AD AM H H DC PR CH TX PV CI *

FRIENDS OF CARITAS HOUSE INC
166 PANTUCKET AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 726-6644
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* TX PV CI SS CS *

PANTUCKET ADDICTIONS COUNSELING SERV
104 BROAD STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 725-0410
HOTLINE(S):
(401) 725-3592; (800) 622-7422
* AD CI *

RHODE ISLAND COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCE
500 PROSPECT STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 725-0450
* AD PV *

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CENTER
60 SUMMIT STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-6010
HOTLINE(S): (401) 728-6410
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MC MD PR TX *

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
80 SUMMIT STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-6010
HOTLINE(S): (401) 728-6410
* AD RR Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* TX *

THE FAMILY CENTER
25 NORTH UNION STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-5260
* AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* PR TX PV CI *
MOONSOCKET

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
360 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-0900
HOTLINE(S): (401) 766-0900 24 HR ON CALL ANSM SERV
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CS *

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
3 EDDY DOWLING HIGHWAY
PARK SQUARE MEDICAL CTR BLDG ROOM 9
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-8500
HOTLINE(S): (800) 752-4673
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH PR TX CS *

NORTHERN RI COMMUNITY MH CENTER INC
SUBST ABUSE SERVS/DUALLY DIAGNOSED
181 CUMBERLAND STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-3330
HOTLINE(S): (401) 762-1577 EMER RESPONSE A REFER
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PI HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX CI *

ROAD COUNSELING PROGRAM INC
B COURT STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 769-3100
* AD AM M Y A PG CU HV DH MC MD PR *
* TX PV *

THE CENTER
MOONSOCKET OFFICE
1 CUMBERLAND PLAZA
3RD FLOOR
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-3244
HOTLINE(S): (800) 392-8947
* AD AM M Y H PI DH PR TX *

TRI HAB COUNSELING
282 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-4040
* AD AM M H PI HV DH MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
79 ASYLUM STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-1665
* AD RR MD TX PV CI *

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
KING HOUSE
80 HAMLET AVENUE
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-4740
* AD RR W PG MD TX PV CI *
SOUTH CAROLINA

ABBEVILLE

ABBEVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
111 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ABBEVILLE, SC 29620
(803) 260-4168
* AD AM M Y B DM MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

Aiken

AIKEN COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
214 NEWBERRY STREET SW
AIKEN, SC 29801
(803) 641-5900
HOTLINE(S):
(803) 641-9900 COMMUNITY HELPLINE
* AD AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

AUROA PAVILION
655 MEDICAL PARK DRIVE
AIKEN, SC 29801
(803) 641-5900
HOTLINE(S): (803) 222-0322
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B PG CU HV MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ANDERSON

ANDERSON/OCONEE COUNTIES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION
212 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, SC 29624
(803) 260-4168
HOTLINE(S):
(803) 260-4168 JOIN HOTLINE MENT HLTH
(803) 225-0297 JOIN HOTLINE MENT HLTH
* AD AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

ANDERSON/OCONEE/PICKENS
MENTAL HEALTH CTR/ALC AND DRUG SERVICE
200 MCCEE ROAD
ANDERSON, SC 29625
(803) 224-3513
HOTLINE(S):
(803) 260-2222; (803) 868-9964
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

PATRICK B HARRIS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ANDERSON, SC 29621
(803) 231-2600 EXT. 692
* AD MC MD PR CH TX *

BARNWELL

BARNWELL COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
BARNWELL, SC 29812
(803) 259-3511
* AD AM M Y B PG CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

BEAUFORT

BEAUFORT COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1905 DUKE STREET
BEAUFORT CNTY HUMAN SERVS BLDG 2ND FL
BEAUFORT, SC 29902
(803) 525-7407
* AD AM Y A B CU HV DM MD TX PV CI *
* CS *

BENNETTsville

MARLBORO COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
100 WEST MAIN STREET
BENNETTsville, SC 29512
(803) 479-8328
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DM MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

BISHOPVille

LEE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
LEE COUNTY COURTHouse
ROOM 300
BISHOPVille, SC 29010
(803) 484-5361 EXT. 51
* AD AM MD TX PV CI *

CAMElON

KERSHAW COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
416 RUTLEDGE STREET
CAMDEN, SC 29020
(803) 432-6902
HOTLINE(S):
(803) 432-6019 8AM-5PM ONLY M-F
(803) 432-6902 8AM-5PM ONLY M-F
* AD AM Y DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

CHARLESTON

CHARLESTON AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS
101 NORTH GRAVES AVENUE
437 MSG/MSL SUITE B
CHARLESTON, SC 29404
(803) 566-3655
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

CHARLESTON COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
25 COURTENAY DRIVE
CHARLESTON, SC 29401
(803) 723-7212
* AD DT RR AM M Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX MM PV CI CS *

MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPT PSYCH OUTPT ALC/SUBST ABUSE PROG
171 ASHLvE AVENUE
CHARLESTON, SC 29425
(803) 792-2727
HOTLINE(S): (803) 792-2727
* AD AM M Y PG CU MD MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
109 BEE STREET
CHARLESTON, SC 29401
(803) 577-5011 EXT. 260
* AD DT RR AM TX *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
CU = COCAINE USERS
HV = HIV POSITIVES
DM = DWI/ASAP

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = MENTAL HEALTH
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CS = COLLABORATIVE SERVICES
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COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER COLUMBIA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES 1410 BLANDING STREET SUITE 204 COLUMBIA, SC 29202 (803) 376-5950 
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MC *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

CHAPPELL RECOVERY PROGRAMS 7920 THO NOTCH ROAD COLUMBIA, SC 29223 (803) 736-9336 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
736-9336
(803)
253-0555 BEEPER
* AD DT RR AM W A B PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS *

CRAFTS FARROW STATE HOSPITAL CRAFTS 7901 FARROW ROAD COLUMBIA, SC 29203 (803) 935-7110 
* AD W B MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

EARLE E MORRIS JR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER 610 FAISON DRIVE COLUMBIA, SC 29203 (803) 955-7100 
* AD DT RR H Y A HV MC PR TX *

LEXINGTON/RICHLAND ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL 1325 HARDEN STREET COLUMBIA, SC 29204 (803) 256-3100 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
256-3100
* AD W Y HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

CONWAY
COASTAL CAROLINA HOSPITAL 152 WACCAMAH MEDICAL PARK DRIVE CONWAY, SC 29526 (803) 347-7156 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
922-0742
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI CS *

Horry County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse 1904 BELL STREET CONWAY, SC 29526 (803) 248-6291 
* AD DT RR AM W Y PG CU HV MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

Waccamah Center for Mental Health 1804 North Main Street CONWAY, SC 29526 (803) 248-4926 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
248-7213
* AD AM W Y B MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

DILLON
Dillon County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse 106 East Harrison Street Dillon, SC 29536 (803) 774-6591 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
774-6591
* AD AM W Y B AI PI HV DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

FLORENCE
BRUCE HALL 601 Gregg Avenue Florence, SC 29501 (803) 664-3240 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
221-8108;
(803)
664-3240
* AD DT RR Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

Florence County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse 601 Gregg Avenue Florence, SC 29501 (803) 665-9349 
* AD RR AM W Y DW MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

Palmetto Center Florence, SC 29502 (803) 662-9378 
* AD RR W PR TX *

Fort Jackson
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Program Hill and Sumter Streets Building 4250 Bay A Fort Jackson, SC 29207 (803) 791-6597 
* AD AM W B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* TX PV CI CS *

GAFFNEY
CHEROKEE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 201 West Montgomery Street Gaffney, SC 29341 (803) 487-2721 
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC TX PV CI *

GEORGETOWN
GEORGETOWN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION 1423 Miniyah Street Georgetown, SC 29440 (803) 546-6081 
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW MD *
* TX PV CI CS *

GREENVILLE
GREENVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 5336 Buncombe Road Greenville, SC 29609 (803) 242-1781 
* AD DT AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DW *
* MD PR TX PV CI *

HOLMESVIEW CENTER OLD EASLEY BRIDGE ROAD GREENVILLE, SC 29610 (803) 295-5440 
* AD RR PR TX *

RESOURCE I INC 803 EAST NORTH STREET GREENVILLE, SC 29601 (803) 235-3277 
HOTLINE(S):
(803)
327-5509
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

GREENWOOD
FAITH HOME CHRISTIAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB BUCK LEVEL ROAD GREENWOOD, SC 29646 (803) 223-0694 
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

GREENWOOD/EDGEFIELD/MCCORMICK COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 1420 Spring Street Greenwood, SC 29646 (803) 227-1001 
* AD AM W Y A HV DW MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

SELF MEMORIAL RECOVERY CENTER AT SELF MEMORIAL 115 Academy Avenue Greenwood, SC 29646 (803) 227-5000 
* AD RR AM W A B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *
SOUTH CAROLINA

CHARACTER HOSPITAL OF GREENVILLE
ADULT ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
2700 EAST PHILLIPS ROAD
GREENE, SC 29650
(803) 879-3402 EXT. 270
HOTLINE(S): (803) 866-4673
* AD DT AM W B PI CU HV MC MD PR * CH TX PV CI CS *

HAMPTON
LOW COUNTRY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
ROOM 202
HAMPTON, SC 29924
(803) 943-2800
* AD AM W Y MD TI PV CI CS *

HARTSVILLE
RUBICON INC
510 EAST CAROLINA AVENUE
HARTSVILLE, SC 29550
(803) 332-6156
* AD AM W Y B PI CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

JOHNS ISLAND
FENWICK HALL HOSPITAL
1709 RIVER ROAD
JOHNS ISLAND, SC 29457
(803) 559-2461
* AD DT RR AM W Y CU PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

KINGSTREE
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY DEPARTMENT ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
115 SHORT STREET
KINGSTREE, SC 29556
(803) 354-9115
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* TX PV CI CS *

LANCASTER
ELLIOTT WHITE SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSP
LANCASTER RECOVERY CENTER
800 WEST MEETING STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 286-1491
* AD W A B AI PG CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

LANCASTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
114 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 285-6912
* AD AM W Y B PG CU DW MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

LAURENS
LAURENS COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
LAURENS, SC 29360
(803) 835-6500
* AD AM W Y MD TX PV CI CS *

MARION
MARION COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
103 COURT STREET
MARION, SC 29571
(803) 423-8292
HOTLINE(S): (803) 423-8292
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B AI PI HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

MONCKS CORNER
BERKELEY COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
109 WEST MAIN STREET
MONCKS CORNER, SC 29461
(803) 761-8272
* AD AM MD TX PV CI CS *

NEWBERRY
NEWBERRY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
909 COLLEGE STREET
NEWBERRY, SC 29108
(803) 276-5690
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B AI PG CU HV DM *
* MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

NORTH CHARLESTON
BAKER HOSPITAL
CHAPS BAKER TREATMENT CENTER
2750 SPEISEGGER DRIVE
NORTH CHARLESTON, SC 29405
(803) 744-2110
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

MORNINGSTAR RECOVERY
3125 ASHLEY PHOSPHATE ROAD
SUITE 126
NORTH CHARLESTON, SC 29418
(803) 552-0161
* AD AM PT TX PV CI CS *

ORANGEBURG
TRI COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
897 RUSSELL STREET
ORANGEBURG, SC 29115
(803) 536-900
HOTLINE(S): (800) 231-3296
* AD DT RR AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

PICKENS
PICKENS COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
309 EAST MAIN STREET
PICKENS, SC 29671
(803) 896-5800
* AD AM W Y PI CU HV DM MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

ROCK HILL
YORK COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/KEYSTONE
199 SOUTH HERLONG AVENUE
ROCK HILL, SC 29730
(803) 324-1800
HOTLINE(S): (803) 324-1800
* AD DT AM W Y A B PI CU HV DM *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

RUBY
GOOD SAMARITAN COLONY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
HIGHWAY 9
RUBY, SC 29741
(803) 634-6048
HOTLINE(S): (803) 585-2616
* AD RR TX *

SALUDA
SALUDA COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
204 RAHAGE STREET
SALUDA, SC 29138
(803) 445-2968
* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SPARTANBURG
FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME
332 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29306
(803) 585-2616
* AD CI *

SPARTANBURG AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
149 EAST WOOD STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29303
(803) 585-0366
* AD CI *
PARTANBURG COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
31 NORTH SPRING STREET
PARTANBURG, SC 29306
(803) 582-7588
HOTLINE(S): (803) 591-4425 INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT
AD AM M Y A B H HV MD PR TX *
PV CI CS *
SOUTH COLUMBIA
CHARTER RIVERS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2900 SUNSET BOULEVARD
WEST COLUMBIA, SC 29169
(803) 796-9911
HOTLINE(S): (803) 796-9911
* AD DT RR AM TX PV CI CS *
WILLIAMSTON
ANDERSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
WELLSPRING CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT
313 WILLIAM STREET
WILLIAMSTON, SC 29697
(803) 847-1050
* AD DT RR H A B PG PI HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *
WINNSBORO
CHAPS FAIRFIELD
321 BY PASS
WINNSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
HOTLINE(S): (800) 765-4389
* AD DT RR H A B PG PI HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
200 CALHOUN STREET
WINNSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
* AD AM M Y A B H PG PI HV MC MD PR *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *
WINNSBORO
CHAPS FAIRFIELD
321 BY PASS
WINNSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
HOTLINE(S): (800) 765-4389
* AD DT RR H A B PG PI HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
200 CALHOUN STREET
WINNSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
* AD AM M Y A B H PG PI HV MC MD PR *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *
### SOUTH DAKOTA

#### ABERDEEN
- **Health Path Counseling Services**
  - 12 2nd Avenue SW
  - Aberdeen, SD 57401
  - (605) 225-4225
  - *AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU HV DH *
  - *PR CH TX PV CI CS *
- **Northern Alcohol/Drug Referral and Information Center (NADRIC)**
  - 221 South First Street
  - Aberdeen, SD 57402
  - (605) 225-6131
  - HOTLINE(S): (605) 229-7640
  - *AD AM Y DW MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *
- **Saint Lukes Midland Reg Medical Center**
  - Northmore Treatment Center
  - 1600 15th Avenue NW
  - Aberdeen, SD 57401
  - (605) 622-5800
  - HOTLINE(S): (605) 952-2250; (605) 622-5800
  - *AD DT RR AM H A AI PG PI CU HV *
  - *HC MD PR CH TX *

#### BROOKINGS
- **East Central Mental Health Chemical Dependency Center**
  - 211 4th Street
  - Brookings, SD 57006
  - (605) 692-4951
  - HOTLINE(S): (605) 692-6892
  - *AD AM M Y AI PG HV DW MD PR *
  - *CH TX PV CI CS *
- **Keystone Treatment Center**
  - 1010 East 2nd Street
  - Canton, SD 57013
  - (605) 987-2751
  - *AD DT RR H Y CU HV MD PR CH TX *

#### CANTON

#### CHAMBERLAIN
- **Missouri River Adolescents Development CTR**
  - Alcohol/Drug Program
  - 211 West 16th Avenue
  - Chamberlain, SD 57325
  - (605) 734-5525
  - *AD RR Y B H AI PG CU TX PV CI *
- **Custer**
  - Youth Forestry Camp
  - HC 83
  - Custer, SD 57730
  - (605) 255-4524
  - *AD AM Y A B H AI PI CU DM TX PV *
  - *CI *
- **Deadwood**
  - Northern Hills General Hospital
  - New Horizons Addic Servs/Behavior Health
  - 61 Saint Charles Street
  - Deadwood, SD 57732
  - (605) 578-2313
  - *AD AM M Y B H AI CU DH MC MD PR *
  - *CH TX PV CI *
- **Eagle Butte**
  - Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe (CRST)
  - Alcohol/Drug Prevention Program
  - Eagle Butte, SD 57625
  - (605) 964-8102
  - *AD PV *
- **Fort Meade**
  - Veterans Affairs Medical Center
  - Substance Abuse Unit (SAU)
  - Building 160 Hard E
  - Fort Meade, SD 57791
  - (605) 347-2511 Ext. 540
  - *AD DT RR H A AI PI CU HV DW PR *
  - *CH TX CS *

### Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = Drug Abuse Services Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = alcoholism services only</td>
<td>DA = Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td>AD = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = detoxification (24 hour care)</td>
<td>AM = Ambulatory (Less than 24 hour care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = Residential (24 hour care)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = Women</td>
<td>H = Hispanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = Youth</td>
<td>A = American Indian/Alaskan Natives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS Patients</td>
<td>PG = Pregnant Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = Blacks</td>
<td>F = Public Inebriates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = Medicare</td>
<td>MD = Medicaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = Prevention/Education</td>
<td>PR = Private Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI = Intake/Assessment/Referral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td>OM = Champus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = Treatment</td>
<td>SS = Sobering-Up Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM = Methadone Treatment</td>
<td>CS = Collateral Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* * *

448
KYLE
OGALLA SIOUX TRIBE/PROJECT PHOENIX
ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
NORTH FLESH ROAD
7 MILES SE OF KYLE SOUTH DAKOTA
KYLE, SD 57752
(605) 465-2382
* AL RR Y AI TX PV CI CS *

LAKE ANDES
YANKTON SIOUX ALCOHOL PROGRAM
HALFAY HOUSE
EAST HIGHWAY 18
LAKE ANDES, SD 57356
(605) 487-7841
* AL PV CI CS *

LEMMON
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION SERVICES INC
402 WEST FIRST AVENUE
LEMMON, SD 57658
(605) 374-3862
HOTLINE(S):
(605) 374-5811; (800) 658-3900
* AD AM Y DW PR TX PV CI CS *

MADISON
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
914 NE 3RD STREET
MADISON, SD 57042
(605) 256-3004
* AD AM Y DW PR TX PV CI CS *

MISSION
WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN SOCIETY
NORTH MAIN STREET
MISSION, SD 57555
(605) 856-2317
* AD PV CI *

MITCHELL
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC
124 WEST FIRST STREET
MITCHELL, SD 57301
(605) 996-4191
* AD DT RR Y AI TI PV CI CS *
* SS CI *

SAINT LUKES MIDLAND REG MEDICAL CENTER
NORTHMORE TREATMENT CENTER
728 NORTH KIMBALL STREET
MITCHELL, SD 57301
(605) 996-1620
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 952-2250; (605) 996-1620
* AD AM Y AI PV UC CM PR *
* CH TX *

PARKSTON
OUR HOME INC
GROUP CARE CENTER
501 WEST MAIN STREET
PARKSTON, SD 57366
(605) 928-7907
* AD PV CI *

PHILIP
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
OUTREACH OFFICE
PHILIP, SD 57567
(605) 859-2556
* AD AM TX *

PLANKTON
CAPITAL AREA COUNSELING SERVICE INC
504 NORTH ECUHLD STREET
PLANKTON, SD 57368
(605) 942-7704
* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

RAPID CITY
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG SISTERS OF THE BLACK HILLS
2300 SOUTH 7TH STREET
SUITE 260
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 343-1488
* AD PV *

RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL INC
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
915 MOUNT VIEW ROAD
RAPID CITY, SD 57702
(605) 399-7200
HOTLINE(S): (605) 391-4675
* AD RR AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

SOUTH DAKOTA

YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
924 NORTH MAPLE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 342-1958
* AD RR Y AI TX CS *

WESTERN PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
924 NORTH MAPLE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 342-1593
* AD PV *

REDFIELD
LAMONT YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
NORTH WEST 3RD AVENUE
REDFIELD, SD 57469
(605) 472-2400 EXT. 2627
* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

SIOUX FALLS
CARROLL INSTITUTE
2ND STREET MANOR
826 WEST 2ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 332-0034
* AD RR W MC MD PR CH TX *

CARROLL INSTITUTE/OUTPATIENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
231 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE
SUITE 450
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 336-2556
* AD AM W AI DM MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

CARROLL INSTITUTES
PROJECT AWARENESS
231 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE
SUITE 450
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 335-5542
* AD PV CI CS *
SOUTH DAKOTA

CARROLL INSTITUTES ARCH HALFWAY HOUSE
SIOUX FALLS DETOXIFICATION AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 332-9257
HOTLINE(S):
(605) 332-9257; (605) 336-2556
* AD DT RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM CH TX CI SS *

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF SIOUX FALLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3012 SOUTH LOUISE AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57106
(605) 361-8111
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 17677 STATEMIDE
(605) 361-8111 STATEMIDE
* AD AM MC PR CH TX CI SS *

FIRST STEP COUNSELING SERVICES
5201 WEST 41ST STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57106
(605) 361-1505
* AD AM H A B AI PG CU HV DM PR TX *
* PV CI SS *

GLORY HOUSE OF SIOUX FALLS
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-3273
* AD RR AM AI TX *

HOME BASED SERVICES
801 NORTH SYCAMORE DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57103
(605) 334-6004
* AD PV CS *

KEYSTONE OUTREACH PROGRAM
1908 WEST 42ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 335-1820
HOTLINE(S):
(605) 335-7711; (605) 335-1802
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU HV DM PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

SOUTHEAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
1401 WEST 51ST STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 335-6474
* AD PV *

THRESHOLD YOUTH SERVICES
1401 VALLEY DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 334-6696
HOTLINE(S):
(605) 334-1414; (800) 365-TEEN
* AD PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE/SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
2501 WEST 22ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57717
(605) 336-3230 EXT. 6531
* AD DT RR AM A AI CU HV MC PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

YOUTH ENRICHMENT SERVICES INC
824 EAST 14TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 336-8861
* AD PV CI *

SISSETON
TETAKWITHA ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
RR 2
SISSETON, SD 57262
(605) 698-3935
* AD DT RR AM H Y AI PG MD PR TX *

SPRINGFIELD
SPRINGFIELD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
SPRINGFIELD, SD 57062
(605) 369-2201
* AD AM W TX PV CI *

STURGIS
NORTHERN HILLS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICE
950 MAIN STREET
STURGIS, SD 57755
(605) 347-3003
* AD AM W Y PI CU TX *

VALE
NEN DAWN CENTER
RURAL ROUTE 1
VALE, SD 57788
(605) 456-2968
* AD RR TX PV CI *

VERMILLION
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER
125 EAST CLARK STREET
VERMILLION, SD 57069
(605) 677-5777
* AD PV CS *

WATER TOWN
HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL/TREATMENT CENTER
123 19TH STREET NE
WATER TOWN, SD 57201
(605) 886-7602
HOTLINE(S):
(605) 886-5041 SERVES 7 CO IN NE SD
(605) 886-7602 SERVES 7 CO IN NE SD
* AD AM Y DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY
NE DRUG/ALC ABUSE PREVENTION RES CTR
123 19TH STREET NE
WATER TOWN, SD 57201
(605) 886-0123
* AD PV *

KEYSTONE OUTREACH PROGRAM
525 5TH STREET SE
SUITE 6
WATER TOWN, SD 57201
(605) 886-2998
HOTLINE(S): (605) 992-1921
* AD PV CI SS CS *

WINNER
SOUTHERN PLAINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DECISION 1
500 EAST 9TH STREET
WINNER, SD 57560
(605) 842-1645
HOTLINE(S): (605) 842-1646
* AD AM H Y AI PG DH TX PV CI *

WINNER ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING SERVICE
223 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WINNER, SD 57560
(605) 842-0312
HOTLINE(S):
(605) 842-0312; (605) 842-1838
* AD AM H Y AI PG DH PR TX *

YANKTON
FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1201 DOUGLAS STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 665-3262
* AD RR AM B AI CU TX PV CI CS *
SOUTH DAKOTA

EWIS AND CLARK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG UNIT
028 WALNUT STREET
ANKTON, SD 57078
605) 665-6508

OUTLINE(S): (605) 665-4606
AD AM M Y AH HV DH PR TX PV CI CS

SOUTH DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
ATEWAY CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CTR
ORTH HIGHWAY 81
ANKTON, SD 57078
605) 668-3280 EXT. 3280
AD RR PR TX

SOUTH DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
TEPS BEYOND CHEM DEPENDENCY TRT PROG
ORTH HIGHWAY 81
ANKTON, SD 57078
605) 668-3280
AD RR MD PR TX

451
**TENNESSEE**

**BOLIVAR**
QUINCO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
ROUTE 1
BOLIVAR, TN 38008
(901) 658-8213
HOTLINE(S): (800) 532-6339 WEST TENNESSEE
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**BRISTOL**
BRISTOL REGIONAL COUNSELING CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
26 MIDWAY STREET
BRISTOL, TN 37620
(615) 989-4500
* AD AM Y DM MC MD PR CH TX *

**BURNS**
NEW LIFE LODGE
999 GIRL SCOUT ROAD
BURNS, TN 37029
(615) 244-1648
HOTLINE(S): (615) 952-3232
* AD DT RR M PR TX PV CI *

**CASTALIAN SPRINGS**
PATHFINDER'S INC
875 HIGHWAY 231 SOUTH
CASTALIAN SPRINGS, TN 37031
(615) 374-9597
HOTLINE(S): (800) 553-2540; (615) 452-5688
* AD DT RR AM N B PI CU HV DW PR *
* TX CI *

**CENTERVILLE**
HICKMAN COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
115 MURPHREE AVENUE
CENTERVILLE, TN 37033
(615) 729-3074
* AD PV *

**CHAPEL HILL**
COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
5800 HALL ROAD
CHAPEL HILL, TN 37034
(615) 532-8011
HOTLINE(S): (615) 532-6339 WEST TENNESSEE
* AD AM Y MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**CHATTANOOGA**
COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
207 SPEARS AVENUE
CHAATTANOOGA, TN 37405
(615) 756-7644
HOTLINE(S): (615) 756-7644 OPEN 24 HOURS
(615) 756-7645
* AD DT RR H Y A CU PR TX PV CI CS *

**FORT WOOD CENTER INC**
1028 EAST 3RD STREET
CHAATTANOOGA, TN 37403
(615) 266-6751
HOTLINE(S): (615) 266-6751
* AD AM W Y B CU MC MD PR CH TX PV *

**JOSEPH W JOHNSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
HOLLIDAY BEND ROAD
CHAATTANOOGA, TN 37405
(615) 756-2740
HOTLINE(S): (615) 756-2740
* AD DT AM W MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

**CLARKSVILLE**
HARRIETT COHN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
511 8TH STREET
CLARKSVILLE, TN 37040
(615) 648-8126
HOTLINE(S): (615) 648-8126 AFT HRS BY ONCALL STAFF
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**CLAYTON**
MIMASSEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
TURNING POINT ALCOHOL AND DRUG DIV
2700 EXECUTIVE PARK PLACE
CLEVELAND, TN 37336
(615) 476-1024
HOTLINE(S): (615) 479-5454
* AD RR AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**CLINTON**
ANDERSON COUNTY HEALTH COUNCIL
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
141 EAST BROAD STREET
CLINTON, TN 37716
(615) 457-4300
* AD PV CT *

**COLUMBIA**
COLUMBIA AREA COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1219 TROTWOOD AVENUE
COLUMBIA, TN 38401
(615) 381-2335
HOTLINE(S): (615) 380-6655; (615) 381-2335
* AD AM W Y PI DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV *

**COOKEVILLE**
PLATEAU MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
BURGESS FALLS ROAD
COOKEVILLE, TN 38501
(615) 432-4123
HOTLINE(S): (615) 432-4123
* AD DT RR AM H Y PI CU DW MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

**COVINGTON**
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1997 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
COVINGTON, TN 38019
(901) 476-8967
HOTLINE(S): (901) 476-8967
* AD AM Y A HV DW MD PR CH TX PV *

**ELIZABETHTON**
CROSSROADS ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
413 ELK AVENUE
ELIZABETHTON, TN 37643
(615) 542-8011
HOTLINE(S): (615) 542-8429
* AD PV CI *

---

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOURS)

**TYPE OF CARE:**
BT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

**STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

**THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

**UNIT FUNCTIONS:**
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

---

452
TENNESSEE

MATAUGA AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
109 WEST MATAUGA AVENUE
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601
(615) 928-6545
HOTLINE(S): (615) 928-9062
* AD RR AM Y A B PG PI CU HV MC MD *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

KINGSPORT
HOLSTON MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1570 MAREVALY ROAD
KINGSPORT, TN 37664
(615) 247-9163
HOTLINE(S): (615) 246-2273
* AD DT RR AM W Y A PI HV DM MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

MCC BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
108 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 204
KINGSPORT, TN 37660
(615) 247-6255
HOTLINE(S): (800) 284-6764 AFT HRS EMER FOR CLIENT
(615) 247-6255
* AD AM W Y DH PR TX PV CI CS *

KNOXVILLE
AGAPE INC
HALFMOY HOUSE
205-211-215 EAST SCOTT AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-1661
* AD RR H CU DH TX *

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
116 DAMERON AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 524-7983
* AD RR AM H A H PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

DETOXIFICATION REHAB INSTITUTE
(DRI)
6400 PAPERMILL ROAD
SUITE 100
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
(615) 584-1797
HOTLINE(S):
(615) 523-4706; (615) 550-5702
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX PV CI SS CS *

DRD KNOXVILLE MEDICAL CLINIC
1501 CLINE STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37921
(615) 522-0161
HOTLINE(S): (615) 522-0161
* AD AM W A B H AI PG CU HV PR MM *
* CI *

E M JELLINEK CENTER
130 HINTON STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-4627
* AD RR B PI HV PR TX *

HELEN ROSS MCBAB CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1520 CHEROKEE TRAIL
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
(615) 657-9711
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX PV *

KNOXVILLE KNOX CO COMMUNITY ACTION COM COUNSELING AND RECOVERY SERVICES
2247 WESTERN AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37921
(615) 522-5197
* AD PV CI CS *

OVERLOOK CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3001 LAKE BROOK BOULEVARD
KNOXVILLE, TN 37909
(615) 588-9938 EXT. 3132
HOTLINE(S): (615) 588-2956
* AD AM W Y MC MD PR CH TX PV CS *

SAINT MARYS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
900 EAST OAK HILL AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 545-8000
* AD RR W Y A B H AI PG CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
1924 ALCO HIGHWAY
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
(615) 544-9600
HOTLINE(S): (615) 544-9600
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

LEBANON
CUMBERLAND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1404 WINTER DRIVE
LEBANON, TN 37087
(615) 444-4300
HOTLINE(S):
(615) 444-4300; (615) 452-1354
* AD AM MD PR TX *
TENNESSEE

LOUISVILLE

PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
LOUISVILLE, TN 37777
(615) 970-9800
HOTLINE(S): (615) 970-9800
* AD DT RR AM Y A CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

MADISON

DEDE WALLACE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
620 GALLATIN ROAD SOUTH
MADISON, TN 37115
(615) 860-7300
* AD AM W Y A B PG PI CU HV HW MD *
* PR TX MM PV CI CS *

MADISON CHRISTIAN MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS
500 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MADISON, TN 37115
(615) 865-0300 EXT. 4751
HOTLINE(S): (615) 865-2727; (800) 467-8262
* AD RR AM W A B PG CU HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI CS *

MARYVILLE

NORTHWEST COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT DIVISION
457 HANNINGS LANE
MARYVILLE, TN 37801
(615) 977-5645
HOTLINE(S): (615) 977-5645
* AD DT RR AM B AI MC MD PR CH TX *
* CS *

MEMPHIS

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1101 JOHN A DENIE ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38134
(901) 372-2269 EXT. 591
* AD AM B H HV TX PV CI *

FRAYSER/MILLINGTON MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2150 WHITNEY AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38127
(901) 353-5440
HOTLINE(S): (901) 577-9400
* AD AM W Y B PI CU HV MD PR CH TX *
* PV *

GOODWILL HOMES COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
EARLY INTERVENTION
4590 GOODWILL ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38186
(901) 785-6790
* AD PV *

GRACE HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
329 NORTH BELLEVUE STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 722-8460
HOTLINE(S): (901) 722-8460; (901) 276-2344
* AD DT RR W B PG PI CU TX *

HARBOR HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
1979 ALCY ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38114
(901) 743-1836
HOTLINE(S): (901) 743-1836
* AD DT RR A B CU HV PR TX *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE
6401 POPULAR AVENUE
SUITE 290
MEMPHIS, TN 38119
(901) 763-2673
HOTLINE(S): (901) 763-2673; (800) 388-6525
* AD Y A B CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *

MEMPHIS ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
1450 POPULAR STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 274-0056
HOTLINE(S): (901) 274-0056
* AD PV CI *

MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2597 AVERY AVENUE
ROOM 102
MEMPHIS, TN 38112
(901) 325-5810
* AD AM Y TX PV CI *

MEMPHIS RECOVERY CENTERS INC
219 NORTH MONTGOMERY STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 272-7751
* AD RR AM Y PR TX CS *

METHODIST OUTREACH INC
2009 LAMAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38114
(901) 276-5401
HOTLINE(S): (901) 722-2463; (901) 276-5401
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DW PR CH TX CI *

MID TOWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
427 LINDEN AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38126
(901) 577-0200
HOTLINE(S): (901) 577-9400
* AD AM W A B PG HV MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

NEW DIRECTIONS INC
642 SEMMES STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38111
(901) 327-6244
* AD RR W A B CU HV PR TX *

NORTHEAST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
5515 SHELBY OAKS DRIVE
MEMPHIS, TN 38134
(901) 382-3800
HOTLINE(S): (901) 577-9400
* AD AM MD PR TX CI *

RALEIGH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES
2960-B AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY
MEMPHIS, TN 38128
(901) 372-7878
* DA AM W A B PG CU HV MM *

SERENITY HOUSES OF MEMPHIS INC
1094 POPULAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 521-1131
* AD RR TX *

SOUTHEAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3810 WINCHESTER ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38118
(901) 369-1400
* AD RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERV ALC/DRUG DEP TRT PROG
1030 JEFFERSON AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 823-8990 EXT. 7713
HOTLINE(S): (901) 823-8990 X7713
* AD DT RR AM W A B PI CU HV DW TX *
* CI CS *

WHITEHAVEN/SOUTHEAST MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3127 STONEBROOK CIRCLE
MEMPHIS, TN 38116
(901) 346-8893
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

MILLINGTON

NAVAL AIR STATION MEMPHIS
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION MEMPHIS
BUILDING S-52
MILLINGTON, TN 38054
(901) 875-5687
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *
TENNESSEE

MAYORS OFFICE OF DRUG POLICY
211 UNION STREET
SUITE 601
NASHVILLE, TN 37201
(615) 862-7826
* AD *

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
2416 21ST AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 202A
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 383-5082
HOTLINE(S): (615) 383-5082
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW PR TX CI *

OASIS CENTER
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
1221 16TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 327-4455
HOTLINE(S): (615) 327-4455
* AD PV CI *

PARTHENON PAVILION CMC
DUAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2401 MURPHY AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(600) 727-2345 CMT ASS PROG REP
(615) 342-1450
* AD RR Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

PAYNES CHAPEL
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
212 NEIL AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 262-3675
* AD PV *

SAMARITAN RECOVERY COMMUNITY INC
319 SOUTH 4TH STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 244-4802
* AD RR TX *

VANDERBILT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1500 21ST AVENUE SOUTH
VAV2200
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 322-2028
* AD AM A HV DW MC MD PR CH TX CI *
* CS *

OAK RIDGE
HOPE OF EAST TENNESSEE INC
176 NORTHWESTERN AVENUE
SUITE C
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-4026
* AD RR W PR TX *
TENNESSEE

METHODIST MEDICAL CENTER
TURNING POINT RECOVERY CENTER
990 OAK RIDGE TURNPIKE
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 401-1680
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

RIDGEVIEW PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL AND CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
240 WEST TYRONE ROAD
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 402-1076
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

PARIS

CAREY COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
408 VIRGINIA AVENUE
PARIS, TN 38242
(901) 642-0521
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 826-7951 STATEWIDE
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD PR CH TX *

SAVANNAH

CARE OF SAVANNAH INC
JACK GEAN SHELTER FOR WOMEN
ROUTE 3
SAVANNAH, TN 38372
(901) 925-8619
* AD RR W B CU HV TX *

SHELBYVILLE

TONY RICE CENTER INC
SHELBYVILLE, TN 37160
(615) 685-0957
* AD RR B H PI CU TX PV CI *

TULLAHOMA

MULTI COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE MH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1803 NORTH JACKSON STREET
TULLAHOMA, TN 37388
(615) 455-3476
HOTLINE(S): (615) 455-3476
* AD DT AM MC MD PR CH TX PV *
**TEXAS**

**ABILENE**

**ABILENE REGIONAL MH/ER CENTER**

STAFF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

190 HOODLAM DRIVE

ABILENE, TX 79603

(915) 670-5050

* AD AM TX *

**HENDRICK MEDICAL CENTER**

CARE CENTER

1242 NORTH 19TH STREET

ABILENE, TX 79601

(915) 670-2273

HOTLINE(S): (915) 670-2273

* AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**SERENITY FOUNDATION OF TEXAS DETOX UNIT**

1502 NORTH 2ND STREET

ABILENE, TX 79601

(915) 673-6489

HOTLINE(S): (915) 673-6489

* AD DT RR AM H B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *

**SERENITY FOUNDATION OF TEXAS RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT**

1546 NORTH 2ND STREET

ABILENE, TX 79601

(915) 673-6489

HOTLINE(S): (915) 673-6489

* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

**ALICE**

**ALICE COUNSELING CENTER**

ADOLESCENT SUPPORTIVE OUTPATIENT

63 SOUTH WRIGHT STREET

ALICE, TX 78333

(512) 664-8829

* AD PV CI CS *

**ALVIN**

**ALVIN RECOVERY CENTER**

301 MEDIC LANE

ALVIN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

ALVIN, TX 77511

(713) 331-4104

HOTLINE(S):

(713) 388-5475; (800) 444-1137

* AD DT AM W CU TX PV CI *

**AMARILLO**

**ALCOHOLIC AREA RECOVERY HOME**

5407 EAST AMARILLO BOULEVARD

AMARILLO, TX 79107

(806) 381-8000

* AD RR TX *

**AMARILLO ALCOHOLIC WOMENS RECOVERYCTR**

THE HAVEN

1308 SOUTH BUCHANAN STREET

AMARILLO, TX 79102

(806) 375-5105

* AD RR TX PV CI *

**PANHANDLE ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER**

1505 WEST 10TH STREET

AMARILLO, TX 97910

(806) 371-7052

HOTLINE(S):

(806) 359-8255; (806) 350-6696

* AD DT RR AM MD PR TX *

**ANGLETON**

**GULF COAST CENTER**

STAFF SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM

2512 NORTH VELASCO STREET

ANGLETON, TX 77515

(409) 849-2311

* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *

* PR TX *

---

**ARCHER CITY**

**ARCHER COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC**

ARCHER COUNTY COURTHOUSE

ARCHER CITY, TX 76351

(817) 574-4485

HOTLINE(S):

(817) 574-4484; (800) 621-8504

* AD AM A HV HC MD PR CH TX *

**ARGYLE**

**THE ARGYLE CENTER INC**

SPECIALITY HOSPITAL

914 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD

ARGYLE, TX 76226

(817) 464-7220

* AD DT RR PR TX *

**ARLINGTON**

**COUNTERPOINT CENTER OF CPC**

1011 NORTH COOPER STREET

CPC MILLHOMED HOSPITAL

ARLINGTON, TX 76011

(817) 216-3121

* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV DM MC *

* MD PR CH TX CI *

**FAMILY SERVICE INC**

STAFF SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT

601 WEST SANDFORD STREET

SUITE 209

ARLINGTON, TX 76011

(817) 861-1777

HOTLINE(S): (817) 927-5544

* AD AM W Y A B H PG PI CU HV PR *

* CH TX *

**METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING INC**

EVENING RECOVERY PROGRAM

2001 EAST LAMAR BOULEVARD

SUITE 100

ARLINGTON, TX 76001

(817) 460-4234

HOTLINE(S):

(800) 283-6226; (817) 460-4234

* AD AM W Y A B H AI CU HV DM PR *

* TX CI *

---

**KEY**

- **AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- **DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- **AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
- **AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
- **DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
- **RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- **H** = HISPANICS
- **AZ** = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
- **A** = ALCOHOLIC PATIENTS
- **P** = PREGNANT USERS
- **PI** = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
- **MD** = MEDICARE
- **MD** = MEDICAID
- **PR** = PRIVATE INSURANCE
- **CH** = CHAMPUS
- **TX** = TREATMENT
- **PV** = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
- **CI** = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
- **SS** = SOBERING-UP STATION
- **CS** = COLLATERAL SERVICES

---
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TEXAS

VIEWPOINT RECOV AND LEARNING CTRS INC
ADULT INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
2212 ARLINGTON DOWNS CENTER
SUITE 200
ARLINGTON, TX 76011
(800) 762-1023
HOTLINE(S): (800) 828-6326
STATEWIDE
*  AD DT RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU *
*  HY DM PR TX *

AUSTIN

AESCHBACH AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2011-D EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78741
(512) 444-7000
*  DA AM PG HV PR CH MM *

ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
2018 SAN GABRIEL STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 476-7044
*  DA AM A HV TX CI *

AUSTIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
1377 POND SPRINGS ROAD
SUITE 104
AUSTIN, TX 78729
(512) 219-8180
*  DA AM MC PR TX CI *

AUSTIN FAMILY HOUSE INC
2604 PARAMOUNT AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 444-2086
*  AD RR MT TX PV CS *

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER
LAVENDER CENTER FOR ADOLESCENTS
3207 SLAUGHTER LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78748
(512) 280-5331
*  AD RR Y B H HV TX PV CI CS *

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3809 SOUTH 2ND STREET
BUILDING B SUITE 8400
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 326-2728
*  AD AM Y B CU MD TX CI CS *

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT
3921 STECK STREET
SUITE A105
AUSTIN, TX 78759
(512) 346-7007
*  AD AM B B H HV DM PR TX CI *

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
FEMALE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
1900 PEARL STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 477-9191
*  AD RR Y TX *

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
GARDNER/BETTS JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM
2515 SOUTH CONGRESS STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 440-7000
*  AD AM Y TX PV CI *

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
TREATMENT REHAB CENTER
1808 WEST AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 472-8189
*  AD RR H A B H CU HV TX PV CI CS *

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
OAK SPRINGS TREATMENT CENTER
3000 OAK SPRINGS DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 920-5301
HOTLINE(S): (512) 472-4357
*  AD RR AM TX CI *

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
COLLIERS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1430 COLLIERS STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-2055
HOTLINE(S): (512) 472-4357
*  AD RR AM TX CI *

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
EAST 2ND STREET OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1633 EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 476-2461
HOTLINE(S): (512) 472-HELP
*  AD AM Y H PG CU HV MC MD PR TX *
*  PV *

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
GATEWAY HOUSE
1210 ROSEWOOD AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 476-8013
HOTLINE(S): (512) 472-4357
*  AD RR H A B H AI PG PI CU HV TX *

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
OAK SPRINGS DETOX TREATMENT CENTER
4110 GUADALUPE STREET
BUILDING 785 MARD 8
AUSTIN, TX 78764
(512) 440-4009
*  AD DT PR TX *

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
ROSEWOOD OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2800 WEBBERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 107
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 476-7263
HOTLINE(S): (512) 472-4357
*  AD AM H B H CU MD PR TX *

AUSTIN-TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1631-A EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 472-6261
HOTLINE(S): (512) 472-4357
*  DA AM H A B H PG PI CU HV MM *

BERGSTROM AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS SUBST ABUSE CONTROL
AUSTIN, TX 78743
(512) 369-3426
*  AD PV CI *

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF AUSTIN
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1812 CENTRE CREEK DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78754
(512) 837-1800
HOTLINE(S): (512) 837-1800
ASK FOR ASSESMT & REFЕRALL
*  AD AM N CU HV MC PR TX CS *

CPC CAPITAL HOSPITAL
COUNTERPOINT
12151 HUNTERS CHASE DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78729
(512) 250-8667
HOTLINE(S): (512) 453-2323, (800) 526-8667
*  AD AM PR CH TX PV CI *

ESH INC
THE COTTAGE
403 EAST 33RD STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 476-8990
*  AD RR TX *

FAULKNER CENTER
1900 RIO GRANDE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 482-0025
*  AD DT RR AM Y B H HV MD PR *
*  CH TX PV CI *

GREATER AUSTIN COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
1609 SNOQUALMIE STREET
SUITE 305
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 873-8191
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 535-0714
LTD TO SERV AREA ONLY
*  AD AM Y B H PG PI CU DM TX PV *
*  CI *

HUMAN AFFAIRS INTERNATIONAL INC
505 EAST HUNTLAND STREET
SUITE 500
AUSTIN, TX 78752
(512) 451-4877
*  AD PV CI *

458
SOLUTIONS COUNSELING AND TREATMENT CTR
3809 SOUTH 2ND STREET
SUITE C-200
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 440-1922
* AD AM W CU PR TX *

TEEN AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
3516 BEE CAVES ROAD
SUITE 100
AUSTIN, TX 78746
(512) 327-5040
* AD AM Y PG CU HV PR TX CI CS *

TEXAS YOUTH COMMISSION
CENTRAL TEXAS REGIONAL OFFICE
44 EAST AVENUE
SUITE 200
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 478-2712
* AD RR Y B AI CU HV TX *

THE BRIDGE RECOVERY CTR OF AUSTIN INC
2579 WESTERN TRAILS BOULEVARD
SUITE 220
AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 892-7890
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

BASTROP

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 95
BASTROP, TX 78602
(512) 521-3903
* AD RR Y A H CU HV TX DV PV CI *

GREATER AUSTIN COUNCIL ON
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE/BASTROP OUTPATIENT
1001-B TAHITIAN DRIVE
BASTROP, TX 78602
(512) 237-4601
* AD AM Y A H CU HV TX PV *

BAY CITY

RICELAND REG MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE SYSTEM
400 AVENUE F
BAY CITY, TX 77414
(409) 245-9231

HDLINE(S): (800) 633-5686
* AD AM W Y A PG CU MD PR CH TX *

BAYTOWN

BAYTOWN MEDICAL CENTER INC
ADULT/ADOLESCENT/OUTPATIENT CDC
1700 JAMES BOWIE DRIVE
BAYTOWN, TX 77520
(409) 420-6100 EXT. 244
* AD RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI *

* CU HV WM CU MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *
TEXAS

JEFFERSON COUNTY JUV PROBATION DEPT PROJECT INTERCEPT
215 FRANKLIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-8490
* AD PV CI *

LAND MANOR INC
ADAMS HOUSE/ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL
190 AVENUE F
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-0036
* AD RR W PG PR TX PV CI *

LAND MANOR INC
FRANKLIN HOUSE RECOVERY CENTER
1900 FRANKLIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 833-6184
* AD RR W PG PR TX PV CI *

LIFE RESOURCE/A CMHC
ADDICTION TRT AND RECOVERY (ATAR)
2750 SOUTH 8TH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 838-0405
HOTLINE(S): (409) 838-0405
* AD RR AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BEDFORD
HARRIS METHODIST HEB
SPRINGWOOD
1608 HOSPITAL PARKWAY
BEDFORD, TX 76022
(817) 685-4000
HOTLINE(S): (817) 555-7777
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B H PG PI CU *
* HV DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

HARRIS METHODIST SPRINGWOOD HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
1600 HOSPITAL PARKWAY
BEDFORD, TX 76022
(817) 355-7700
HOTLINE(S): (817) 355-7777
* AD RR AM Y PG CU MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

TREATMENT CENTER AT BEDFORD INC
DBA THE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
2904 BEDFORD ROAD
BEDFORD, TX 76021
(817) 540-5222
* AD RR W B H MD PR TX *

BELLAIRE
CARE CENTERS OF TEXAS INC
BELLAIRE UNIT
4500 BISSONNET STREET
SUITE 333
BELLAIRE, TX 77401
(713) 668-6450
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

BELLEVILLE
RICELAND REG MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE SYSTEM
1412 SOUTH FRONT STREET
BELLEVILLE, TX 77418
(409) 865-3788
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

BIG SPRING
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1900 SIMLER AVENUE
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(915) 263-8304
* AD PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2400 SOUTH GREGG STREET
116
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(915) 263-7361 EXT. 7300
* AD RR PR CH TX PV CI CS *

BONHAM
FANNIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1221 EAST 6TH STREET
BONHAM, TX 75418
(214) 583-8583
HOTLINE(S): (903) 583-8583
* AD AM MD MD PR CH TX PV CI *

BOWIE
MONTAGUE COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
507 PELHAM ROAD
BOWIE, TX 76230
(817) 872-2272
HOTLINE(S): (817) 872-2273; (800) 621-6504
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

BRAZKETTVILLE
UNITED MEDICAL CENTER
HEALTH COUNSELING SERVICES
201 JAMES STREET
BRAZKETTVILLE, TX 78832
(210) 773-9271
* AD AM TX PV CI *

BRECKENRIDGE
STEPHENS/SHACKELFORD COUNTIES
MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
607 SOUTH ROSE STREET
BRECKENRIDGE, TX 76024
(817) 559-2491
HOTLINE(S): (817) 559-2491; (800) 627-3348
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

BRENNHAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
507 NORTH BAYLOR STREET
BRENNHAM, TX 77833
(409) 836-9349
HOTLINE(S): (800) 282-6467
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE
BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE
SUBST ABUSE CONTROL CTR SOCIAL ACTION
BUILDING 511
BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE, TX 78235
(512) 556-2021
* AD PV CI CS *

BROWNSVILLE
CAMERON COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY
JOVENES UNIDOS
833 EAST PRICE ROAD
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 541-4983
* AD AM TX CI *

JOVENES UNIDOS
833 WEST PRICE ROAD
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 548-0028
* AD AM H TX *

RIO GRANDE VALLEY MIDWAY HOUSE
BROWNSVILLE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1150 EAST MADISON STREET
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 423-9904
* AD AM H DH TX *

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/HR
BROWNSVILLE OUTPT SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
5 BOCA CHICA
COMMERCIAL PLAZA WEST SUITE 5
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 383-0121 EXT. 306
* AD AM A H MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BROWNWOOD
BROWNWOOD RECESSION CENTER
BROWNWOOD, TX 76804
(915) 666-5591
* AD CI *
COLUMBUS
RICELAND REG MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE SYSTEM
624 PRESTON STREET
COLUMBUS, TX 78934
(409) 732-6204
HOTLINE(S): (800) 633-5696
*AD AM MD PR CH TX CI CS*

CONROE
TRI COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
CRISIS RESOLUTION UNIT
301 SOUTH FIRST STREET
CONROE, TX 77301
(409) 760-6930
*AD DT MC MD PR CH TX MM*

TRI COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
LIFE SYNC
200 RIVER POINTE STREET SUITE 310
CONROE, TX 77304
(409) 539-5523
*AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

CORPUS CHRISTI
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF CORPUS CHRISTI INC
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
3126 RODD FIELD ROAD
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78414
(512) 993-8893
HOTLINE(S): (512) 993-8893
*AD DT RR AM CU MC PR CH TX CI*

COASTAL BEND ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB CENTER
DETOX AND EVALUATION
25 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 883-4994
*AD DT RR W TX *

COASTAL BEND ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB CENTER
HENDERSON HOUSE
36 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 883-8109
*AD RR TX *

COASTAL BEND ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB CENTER
IVY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
41 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 882-0904
*AD RR H PG TX *

COASTAL BEND COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ALPHA PROJECT
3154 REID DRIVE SUITE 2
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 551-8761
*AD AM MD TX *

CORPUS CHRISTI DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
DRUG FREE
405 JOHN SARTAIN STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78401
(512) 882-9979
*AD AM H A B H PG CU HV DM TX *

CORPUS CHRISTI DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
METHADONE CLINIC
405 JOHN SARTAIN STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78401
(512) 882-9979
*DA AM H A B H PG CU HV MM *

COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION
11001 D STREET SUITE 143
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78419
(512) 939-2273
*AD PV *

NUECES COUNTY MH/MR
POSITIVE LIFE SKILLS
1546 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6960
HOTLINE(S): (512) 886-6900
*AD PV *

NUECES COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
CLIENT AND FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES
1546 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6970
HOTLINE(S): (512) 886-6970
*AD AM Y MC MD CH TX CI *

NUECES COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
615 OLIVER COURT
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78408
(512) 886-6945
HOTLINE(S): (512) 886-6965; (512) 886-6970
*AD RR H A B H HV MD TX *

NUECES COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL
1546 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6900
HOTLINE(S): (512) 886-6900 5PM-8AM M-F
(512) 886-6966 8AM-5PM M-F 24 HOURS
*AD RR AM H Y H CU MD TX *

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES INC
3622 LEOPARD STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78408
(512) 882-2064
*DA AM H B H AI PG CU HV MM *

CORSICANA
CORSICANA STATE HOME
WEST 2ND AVENUE
CORSICANA, TX 75110
(214) 872-6821
*AD RR Y B H TX PV *

CROCKETT
CROCKETT STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CROCKETT, TX 75535
(409) 544-5111
*AD CI *

DALLAS
ALTERNATIVES FOR RECOVERY
10 MEDICAL PARKWAY
SUITE 303
DALLAS, TX 75234
(214) 247-1557
*AD AM PR TX PV CI *

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BAYLOR CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
3500 GASTON AVENUE
COLUMBUS HOSPITAL
DALLAS, TX 75246
(214) 820-3576
HOTLINE(S):
(214) 820-7676; (800) 828-0880
*AD DT RR AM H Y A B H PG PI CU *
*HV MC MD PR CH TX *

BOMAR EPSTEIN AND ASSOCIATES INC
THE CLIFFS
2303 WEST LEDBETTER STREET
SUITE 400
DALLAS, TX 75224
(214) 337-1082
*AD AM H B CU HV DM TX PV CI CS *

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
SAINT JOSEPH YOUTH CENTER
901 SOUTH MADISON STREET
DALLAS, TX 75208
(214) 943-3900
*AD RR H Y A B H AI MC MD PR TX *
*PV CI *

CHARLTON METHODIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
3500 WHEATLAND ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75237
(214) 709-9800
HOTLINE(S): (214) 709-9800 RN AVAILABLE 24 HOURS
*AD DT RR AM H HV MC MD PR CH TX *
*PV CI *

DALLAS COUNTY JUVENILE DEPARTMENT
DRUG INTERVENTION UNIT
4711 HARRY HINES STREET
DALLAS, TX 75235
(214) 920-7700
*AD AM Y TX CI CS *
TEXAS

Wise County Outreach Center
300 North Trinity Street
Decatur, TX 76234
(817) 627-3348

Hotline(s):
(817) 627-3348; (800) 621-8504
* AD AM TX PV CI *

DEL RIO

United Medical Centers
Health Counseling Services
1102 Bedell Street
Del Rio, TX 78840
(512) 775-7791
* AD AM TX PV CI *

Travis County Jail System
Correctional Center/Del Vallee Buildings CCE and CCD and 1-4
Units B and C
Del Vallee, TX 78617
(512) 247-5500
* AD RR H A B H PG PI CU HV DM TX *
* MM *

Travis County Jail System
Unit CCB Bay 1 and 2
3614 Bill Price Road
Del Vallee, TX 78617
(512) 247-5500 Ext. 422
* AD RR H A B H PG PI CU HV DM TX *
* MM *

Decatur

Wise County Outreach Center
300 North Trinity Street
Decatur, TX 76234
(817) 627-3348

Hotline(s):
(817) 627-3348; (800) 621-8504
* AD AM TX PV CI *

PARKSIDE LODGE/WESTGATE
INPATIENT/OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4601 North Interstate Highway 35
Denton, TX 76207
(817) 565-8100

Hotline(s):
(817) 565-8100; (214) 434-3540
* AD DT RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM PR TX *

EAGLE PASS

KICKAPOO TRADITIONAL TRIBE OF TEXAS
PREVENTION INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1109 Ferry Street
Eagle Pass, TX 78852
(512) 757-3036
* DA PV CI *

United Medical Centers
Health Counseling Services
2215 El Indio Road
Eagle Pass, TX 78853
(512) 775-9271
* AD AM TX PV CI *

EDINBURG

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
METHADONE/EDINBURG OUTP SA SERVICES
1901 South 24th Street
Edinburg, TX 78539
(512) 383-0121
* AD AM A H MC MD PR TX MM PV CI *
* CS *

El Paso

Alivianex NO/AD INC
INNER RES WOMENS/CHILDREN’S RESID CTR
11960 Golden Gate Road
El Paso, TX 79936
(915) 857-0083
* AD RR H H PG PR TX *

Alivianex NO/AD INC
INNER RESOURCES RECOVERY CENTER
10690 Socorro Road
El Paso, TX 79927
(915) 858-6208

Hotline(s):
(915) 779-3764; (915) 858-6208
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

Alternative House Inc
4910 Alamedia Avenue
El Paso, TX 79905
(915) 779-0882
* AD PV *

Community in Schools/El Paso
2244 Tramood Street
Suite 206
El Paso, TX 79935
(915) 532-4661
* AD RR AM H H CU HV PR TX *

Communities in Schools/El Paso
2244 Tramood Street
Suite 206
El Paso, TX 79935
(915) 532-4661
* AD PV CI *

COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FORT BLISS
Building 7124
El Paso, TX 79924
(915) 568-7011
* AD AM CU TX PV CI CS *

El Paso County Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services
Arcorix Program
1014 North Stanton Street
Suite 2 South
El Paso, TX 79902
(915) 533-5004
* AD RR Y H TX *

El Paso County Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services
Paisano Street Unit
702 East Paisano Street
El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 533-5004
* AD RR Y H TX *

El Paso County Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services
Administration and Treatment
1014 North Stanton Street
Suite 2 South
El Paso, TX 79902
(915) 533-5004
* AD RR H TX *

El Paso County Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services
Administration and Treatment
5004 Alamedia Avenue
El Paso, TX 79905
(915) 772-6555
* DA AM MM *
TEXAS

OAK BEND HOSPITAL
COUNTER POINT CENTER
7800 OAKMONT BOULEVARD
FORT WORTH, TX 76134
(817) 364-6043
HOTLINE(S): (800) 594-4454
* AD DT RR AM H Y B PG CU DV MC MD * 
* PR CH TX PV *

PERMENETE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF TX
Kaiser Permanente Chem Dep Trt Program
1001 12TH AVENUE
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 336-1189
* AD AM TX *

POLYTECHNIC COMMUNITY CLINIC
Mom and Baby Df for the Health of It
1516 VAUGHN STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 531-5314
* AD AM H PG CU HV TX PV *

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
MH Services Chemical Dependency Prog
1401 South Main Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 347-4731
HOTLINE(S): (817) 347-4711
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SALVATION ARMY
Community Corrections Treatment Center
1855 East Lancaster Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76103
(817) 332-1961
* AD RR A B H AI PI CU HV DW TX PV *
* CI CS *

SALVATION ARMY
First Choice
2110 HEMPHILL STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 926-6462
* AD RR H CU TX PV *

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL OF D/FM INC
4101 FRAMLEY DRIVE
FORT WORTH, TX 76180
(817) 284-9211
HOTLINE(S): (817) 272-0464
* AD DT RR MC PR TX *

SOCIETY OF MARY STARS INC
Star House
2740 AVENUE K
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 534-2679
* AD RR A HV TX PV *

TARRANT COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
1200 SUMMIT AVENUE
SUITE 320
FORT WORTH, TX 76102
(817) 332-6329
HOTLINE(S): (817) 352-6329
* AD PV CI *

TARRANT COUNTY MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION/OUTPATIENT
904 Southland Avenue
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 332-1978
* DA AM H A B AI PI CU HV TX *
* PV CI CS *

TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
ADDICTION SERVICES
3640 Hulen Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76107
(817) 737-6100
* AD DT RR AM H PG DV MC PR TX PV *
* CI *

TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1501 El Paso Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76102
(817) 334-0596
* AD DT PR CH TX CI *

TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
Dual Diagnosis Unit
902 Pennsylvania Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 870-0077
HOTLINE(S): (817) 335-3022
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
Spanish Alcohol Outpatient
2600 NW 24TH Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76106
(817) 625-7996
HOTLINE(S): (817) 921-3431
* AD AM H DW PR TX PV *

TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
Substance Abuse Outpatient Unit 2
1500 South Main Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 831-5451
* DA AM H A B H HV TX PV CI *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA NORTHERN TX INC
Gemini House
2841 Avenue H
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 831-0163
* AD RR H A B H HV TX *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA NORTHERN TX INC
Rosies House
2837 Avenue H
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 831-0163
* DA RR H B H CU HV TX *

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
Pennsylvania Avenue Clinic
514 Pennsylvania Avenue
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 334-0111
* DA AM MM *

WILLOUGHBY HOUSE
8100 West Elizabeth Lane
FORT WORTH, TX 76116
(817) 244-4992
* AD PV CI *

FREEPORT
Brazoria County Alcohol Recovery Ctr
Brazos Place
11034 North Avenue H
FREEPORT, TX 77541
(409) 233-5826
* AD RR AM H B H PG CU TX CI *

FRIODA
Central Plains Center for MH/MR and Sub
Parmer County Counseling Center
715 Main Street
FRIONA, TX 79035
(806) 247-3522
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555
* AD AM TX PV CI *

GAINESVILLE
Gainesville State School
Substance Abuse Services
4701 East Farm Road
GAINESVILLE, TX 76240
(817) 665-0701
* AD RR Y B H TX PV CI *

GALVESTON
Bay Area Council on Drugs and ALC Inc
Know More R and R/22nd Street
415 22nd Street
SUITE 400
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(713) 335-2311
HOTLINE(S): (713) 333-2311
* AD PV *

GULF COAST CENTER
123 ROSENBerg Street
SUITE 6
GALVESTON, TX 77553
(409) 762-5935
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PI CU HV *
* PR TX *

GULF COAST CENTER
Administrative Unit
123 ROSENBerg Street
SUITE 6
GALVESTON, TX 77553
(409) 762-5935
* AD *

ISLAND COUNSELING CENTER
Forgive
1925 Sealy Avenue
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 763-1181
* AD AM H Y B CU HV DW PR TX *
GLEN ROSE
PECAN VALLEY MH/MR REGION
ALCOHOL/DRUG REHABILITATION PROGRAM
209B BARNARD STREET
GLEN ROSE, TX 76043
(817) 897-4337
HOTLINE(S): (800) 772-5987
* AD AM HV MC MD PR CH TX *

GRANTHAM
YOUNG COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
GRANTHAM OUTREACH CENTER
806 CHERRY STREET
GRANTHAM, TX 76046
(817) 569-4344 EXT. 2
HOTLINE(S):
* (817) 569-4344; (800) 621-8504
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

GRANBURY
PECAN VALLEY MH/MR REGION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
104 CHARLES STREET
GRANBURY, TX 76048
(817) 573-2662
HOTLINE(S): (800) 772-5987
* AD AM HV MC MD PR CH TX *

GRAND PRAIRIE
AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER OF DALLAS INC
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
818 EAST DAVIS STREET
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75050
(214) 262-1349
HOTLINE(S): (214) 262-1349
* AD RR AI TX *

GREENVILLE
CROSSROADS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
2612 JORDAN STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 455-5438
HOTLINE(S):
* (903) 455-5438 ANSWERED 24 HOURS
* (800) 397-5448
* AD AM H Y A PG HV PR TX PV CI CS *

GREEN OAKS HOSPITAL
NEW FRONTIER UNIT
301 EAST DIVISION STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(903) 454-6000
HOTLINE(S):
* (800) 443-1109; (903) 454-6000
* PR CH TX CI *

GREEN VILLA
1014 MALMONT STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(903) 454-6853
HOTLINE(S): (903) 454-6853
* AD RR W A B H PG CU HV DM PR TX *
* CI *

GREEN VILLA
A TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
ROUTE 2
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(903) 454-6853
HOTLINE(S): (903) 454-6853
* AD RR PR TX *

HUNT COUNTY FAMILY SERVICES CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
3900 JOE RAMSEY BOULEVARD
BUILDING G
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(903) 455-1320
HOTLINE(S):
* (903) 455-3987
* (903) 455-1320
* AD AM A HV PR TX *

HARLINGEN
RIO GRANDE STATE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1401 RANGERVILLE ROAD
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-8000 EXT. 248
* AD DT RR H A H CU HV MC MD PR TX *

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDWAY HOUSE FOR MENS
1605 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-9984
HOTLINE(S): (210) 423-9984
* AL RR H H TX *

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDWAY HOUSE/WOMEN
1617 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-9984
* AD RR W H TX *

SOUTH TEXAS HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC COUNSELING PROGRAM
1/2 MILE SOUTH RANGERVILLE ROAD
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-3420 EXT. 444
* AD PV CI *

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/HR
HARLINGEN OUTPT SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
913 GRIMES STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-8094
* AD AM H H HV PR TX *
TEXAS

VALLEY HOUSE
1438 NORTH 77 SUNSHINE STRIP
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-6567
* AD PV CI CS *

HASKELL
HEADSTREAM MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1301 NORTH FIRST STREET
HASKELL, TX 79521
(817) 864-3472
HOTLINE(S):
(817) 864-3472; (800) 627-3348
* AD AM A HV MD PR CH TX *

HEARNE
ROBERTSON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
217 4TH STREET
HEARNE, TX 77859
(409) 279-6490
HOTLINE(S): (800) 282-6467
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HEMPSTEAD
RICELEAND REGIONAL MH AUTHORITY
ADOLESCENT ALTERNATIVES
926 6TH STREET
HEMPSTEAD, TX 77445
(409) 826-8467
* AD RR MD PR CH TX CI *

HENDERSON
SABINE VALLEY CENTER
HENDERSON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
116 SOUTH MARSHALL STREET
HENDERSON, TX 75652
(214) 657-7526
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 352-1009; (800) 526-0669
* AD AM M Y A B HV DM MC MD PR TX *

HENRIETTA
CLAY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
210 WEST SOUTH STREET
CLAY COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HENRIETTA, TX 76365
(817) 538-4351
HOTLINE(S):
(817) 538-4351; (800) 627-3348
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

HOCKLEY
FRIENDSHIP RANCH
ROUTE 1
HOCKLEY, TX 77447
(409) 372-3133
* AD RR A B H AI CU HV TX *

HOUSTON
AAMA/CASA PHOENIX
4039 GRAMERCY STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77025
(713) 666-8926
* AD RR Y H TX *

ADDITION TREATMENT CENTERS
ADDITION TRT CENTER OF FANNIN CLINIC
7225 FANNIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77036
(713) 482-4947
* DA AM MH SS *

ADULT REHABILITATION SERVICES
6624 HORNWOOD STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77074
(713) 541-4422
* DA AM N A B H AI PG CU HV PR MM *

ADVANCE TREATMENT CENTER
RUTH E WINN METHADONE TREATMENT
1320 MC GOWEN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 650-1166
* AD AM A HV MD PR TX MM *

ASSOC FOR THE ADV OF MEXICAN AMERICANS
(AAMA) COMP INHALANT DRUG ABUSE PROG
204 CLIFTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77011
(713) 926-9491 EXT. 13
* AD PV CI CS *

BAY AREA COUNCIL ON DRUGS AND ALC INC
KNOM MORE R AND R/EGRET BAY
18201-A EGRET BAY BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77058
(713) 333-2311
HOTLINE(S): (713) 333-2311
* AD AM TX PV CI *

BAY AREA COUNCIL ON DRUGS AND ALC INC
KNOM MORE R AND R/EGRET BAY OUTPT
18201-D EGRET BAY BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77058
(713) 333-2311
HOTLINE(S): (713) 333-2301
* AD AM TX *

BEN TAUB GENERAL HOSPITAL
NURSERY FOLLOWUP DEVELOPMENTAL CLINICS
1504 TAUB LOOP
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 793-5137
* AD PV *

CAMPUS/NEW SPIRIT
4515 LYONS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77020
(713) 871-0821
* AD DT RR AM M Y B H PG CU HV TX *
* PV CS *

CAMPUS/VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
4515 LYONS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77020
(713) 956-6310
* AD RR M A B H PG CU HV TX *

COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOLS/HOUSTON
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AGAINST SUBST ABUSE
1100 MILAM STREET
SUITE 3590
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 654-1515
* AD PV CI *

EXTENDED AFTERCARE INC
5115 DEL SUR
HOUSTON, TX 77018
(713) 695-8403
* AD PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
EL CENTRO FAMILIAR
7151 OFFICE CITY DRIVE
SUITE 101
HOUSTON, TX 77087
(713) 649-5400
* AD AM M Y A B H PG CU HV DM TX PV CI *

FIVE OAKS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1122 BISSONNET STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77005
(713) 524-4611
* AD RR Y PR TX *

GROUP PLAN CLINIC
DBA NEW SPIRIT
1775 SAINT JAMES CORP OFFICE
SUITE 200
HOUSTON, TX 77056
(713) 871-0821
* AD DT AM M Y A B H PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX PV CI *

GROUP PLAN CLINIC INC
NEW SPIRIT
2411 FOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
SUITE 175
HOUSTON, TX 77056
(713) 975-1580
* AD AM M Y B H CU PR TX CI *

GULF COAST COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
6300 BOWLING GREEN STREET
SUITE 147
HOUSTON, TX 77021
(713) 748-4410 EX 273
HOTLINE(S):
(713) 748-4410 X263
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MD PR TX PV CI *

HARRIS COUNTY
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION AND CORRECTIONS
49 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 229-2448
* AL CI *

* *
TEXAS

PASSAGES INC
7722 WESTVIEW DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 957-6910
* AD RR M A B H PG CU HV PR TX PV CI *

PHOENIX RECOVERY CENTER INC
9610 LONG POINT ROAD
SUITE 206
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 973-9555
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV DW PR TX *

RIVERSIDE GENERAL HOSPITAL
HOUSTON RECOVERY CAMPUS
4814 LYONS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77020
(713) 678-2000
HOTLINE(S): (713) 678-2000
* AD RR M A B H AI PG CU HV *
* AD RR M A B H PG CU HV *
* DH MC MD TX *

RIVERSIDE GENERAL HOSPITAL
TOTAL CARE/STRESS UNIT
3204 EMINI STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 526-2411 EXT. 204
* AD DT RR AM M A B H PG CU HV *
* MC MD PR TX CI *

SAM HOUSTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
1615 HILLENDALE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77005
(713) 468-4357
HOTLINE(S): (713) 468-4357
* AD DT RR AM M A B H PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX CI CS *

SANTA MARIA HOSTEL INC
807 PASCHALL STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77009
(713) 268-0125
* AD RR M A B H CU HV TX PV CI *

SUNRISE RECOVERY PROGRAM
550 WELLS FARGO DRIVE
SUITE 119
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 537-0800
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

TEXAS ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION INC
TEXAS HOUSE
10950 BEAUMONT HIGHWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77078
(713) 675-0426
* AD RR A B H PI CU HV DM TX *

TEXAS ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION INC
TEXAS HOUSE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
2208 WEST 34TH STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77213
(713) 956-6637
* AD AM M A B H PI CU HV TX *

TEXAS CLINIC/FULTON STREET
6311 FULTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77022
(713) 694-8100
* DA AM MM *

TEXAS CLINIC/WESTVIEW DRIVE
9520 WESTVIEW DRIVE
SUITE 10
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 468-0536
* DA AM MM *

THE HOUSTON CLINIC PA
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
7505 FANNIN STREET
SUITE 680
HOUSTON, TX 77054
(713) 790-0745
* AD AM M A B H CU HV DM PR TX PV CI *

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC
BLUE BONNET HOUSE
1420 MISSOURI STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 529-2555
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV *

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC
JASMINE HOUSE
1920 WEST CLAY STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77019
(713) 529-2555
* AD RR M PG CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC
MAGNOLIA HOUSE
4917 JACKSON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 529-2555
* AD RR M PG CU HV *

THE SHOULDER INC
7659 BELLFORT AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77061
(713) 649-7200
* AD DT RR M A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH CH TX CI *

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
550 NORTH BELT STREET
SUITE 311
HOUSTON, TX 77060
(713) 847-2093
* AD DT M A B H PG CU HV DM MM PV CI *

TX RECOVERING ADDICTIONS FOUNDATION
THE SERENITY CENTER
2511 GREGG STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77026
(713) 225-9418
* AD RR TX PV CI *

UNIV OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESEARCH CENTER
1300 HOURSUND STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 794-1497
* DA AM M A B H PG CU HV TX MM *

VETERANS AFFAIRS
ALCOHOL INPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
2002 HOLCOMBE BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 791-1414 EXT. 6861
* AD DT RR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS
DRUG INPATIENT PROGRAM
2002 HOLCOMBE BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 791-1414 EXT. 6693
* DA RR PR CH TX MM *

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
ALTERNATIVE DRUG ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
2525 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 754-7000
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV TX CI *

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
BEAUMONT HIGHWAY UNIT
10950 BEAUMONT HIGHWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77078
(713) 671-4320
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV TX *

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
NORTH BELT UNIT
255 NORTH POINT
SUITE 2
HOUSTON, TX 77060
(713) 447-6761
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV TX *

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
PAROLE SATELLITE PROGRAM
4849 WEST 34TH STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77092
(713) 957-5768
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV TX *

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
REVEILLE ROAD CLINIC
3716 REVEILLE ROAD
HOUSTON, TX 77087
(713) 640-0583
* AD AM M A B H PG CU HV TX *

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
MCGOVERN HOUSE/TRANSITIONAL SERVICES
312 EAST ROGERS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77022
(713) 692-8190
* AD AM M A B H AI PG CU HV TX *
* CI *

470
TEXAS

LAREDO

BASTA/DEAR/PASA
1205 EAST HILLSTREET STREED
SUITE 1
LAREDO, TX 78041
(210) 725-6317
HOTLINE(S): (800) 643-1102
* AD DT RR AM H H PI CU HV TX MM *
* PV CI *

LAREDO STATE CENTER
LA FAMILIA INHALANT ABUSE PROGRAM
413 CHERRY HILL DRIVE
LAREDO, TX 78041
(512) 724-9330
* DA RR Y H TX *

LEAGUE CITY

GULF COAST CENTER
CIRCUIT BREAKERS CSA PROGRAM
4444 WEST MAIN STREET
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573
(713) 332-4764
* AD PV *

GULF COAST CENTER
CIRCUIT BREAKERS PARENTS PROGRAM
4444 WEST MAIN STREET
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573
(713) 332-4764
* AD PV CI *

GULF COAST CENTER
FAMILY INNOVATION
4444 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 106
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573
(713) 332-4764
* AD PV *

LEOMINSTER

DENTON COUNTY MH/MD CENTER
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1310 SOUTH STEHMONS FREEWAY
SUITE A-4
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(244) 221-5686
HOTLINE(S): (800) 762-0157
* AD AM H Y A H CU HV TX *

LIBERTY

TRI COUNTY MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
612 HIGHWAY 90
LIBERTY, TX 77575
(409) 336-3675
* AD AM B H AI PR TX *

LITTLEFIELD

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA COUNSELING CENTER
100 WEST 4TH STREET
LITTLEFIELD, TX 79339
(806) 365-0013
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555
* AD AM TX PV CI *

LONGVIEW

EAST TEXAS COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
450 EAST LOOP 281
SUITE B
LONGVIEW, TX 75601
(903) 753-7633
* AD PV CI *

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
WOODBINE TREATMENT CENTER
103 WOODBINE PLACE
LONGVIEW, TX 75608
(903) 750-0596
* AD AM H Y A B H CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR TX *

LUBBOCK

CHARTER PLAINS HOSPITAL ADDICTIVE DISEASE TREATMENT PROGRAM
801 NORTH QUAKER AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79416
(806) 742-8772
HOTLINE(S): (806) 692-4606; (800) 744-5505
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX MM *

LUBBOCK FAITH CENTER INC
CENTER RECOVERY PROGRAM
2809 CLOVIS ROAD
LUBBOCK, TX 79415
(806) 762-8086
* AD RR PI CU DW TX PV CI *

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1202 MAIN STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0251
HOTLINE(S): (806) 766-0251
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H CU HV *
* DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
BILLY MEKES ADDICTION CENTER
1601 VANDA AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0256
* AD RR TX *

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
DRUG FREE AND METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0237
HOTLINE(S): (806) 795-9955
* DA AM MC MD PR CH TX MM PV CI *

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
LUBBOCK EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE NETWORK
1202 MAIN STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0251
HOTLINE(S): (806) 747-7555; (800) 776-1821
* AD *

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
PROJECT HOPE
1202 MAIN STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0251
* AD PV *

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
SH INSTITUTE FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
4000 24TH STREET/SAINMT MARY PLAZA
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 743-2800
* AD DT RR H A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WALKER HOUSE
1614 AVENUE K
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 763-7635
* AD RR CU TX *

LUFKIN

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF DEEP EAST TEXAS/FIRST STREET UNIT
304 NORTH RAQUET STREET
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 634-5753
HOTLINE(S): (806) 445-8562 INFO/REFERRAL ONLY
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

DEEP EAST TEXAS REG MH/MR SERVICES CHOICE
1601 B SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 633-7111
* AD AM Y MD PR TX *

DEEP EAST TEXAS REG MH/MR SERVICES PEAVEY SWITCH RECOVERY CENTER
FM 2497
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 875-4910
HOTLINE(S): (800) 545-6180; (800) 592-0343
* AD DT RR A HY MD PR CH TX *
TEXAS

MULESHOE
CENTRAL PLAINS CENTER FOR MH/MR AND SA
MULESHOE COUNSELING CENTER
623 WEST 2ND STREET
MULESHOE, TX 79347
(806) 272-4633
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555
* AD AM TX PV CI *

NAUGODOCHES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF
DEEP EAST TEXAS/PILAR STREET UNIT
118 EAST HOSPITAL STREET
SUITE 307
NAUGODOCHES, TX 75961
(409) 569-3445
HOTLINE(S): (800) 445-8562 REGIONAL 24HRS INFO/REF
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

STEPHEN F AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
CAMPUSS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
NAUGODOCHES, TX 75961
(409) 560-2401
* AD PV CI *

NAVASOTA
GRIMES COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
702 LA SALLE STREET
NAVASOTA, TX 77868
(409) 825-7969
HOTLINE(S): (800) 262-6467
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ODESSA
PERMISAN BASIS COMMUNITY CENTERS
TURNING POINT
2000 MAURICE ROAD
ODESSA, TX 79763
(915) 337-0211
HOTLINE(S): (915) 337-0211
* AD DT RR TX *

PERMISAN BASIS COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MH/MR
ODESSA SUPPORTIVE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2000 MAURICE ROAD
ODESSA, TX 79763
(915) 337-0211
HOTLINE(S): (915) 333-3265
* AD AM H A B H CU HV TX *

PERMISAN BASIS REGIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
5641 NORTH DIXIE STREET
ODESSA, TX 79762
(915) 550-4015
HOTLINE(S): (915) 550-4015; (800) 332-2174
* AD PV CI CS *

PERMISAN BASIS MH/MR
FACES
701 EAST 7TH STREET
ODESSA, TX 79760
(915) 334-8806
HOTLINE(S): (915) 570-5300 5:30PM-8:00AM
* AD PV CI CS *

ORANGE
BAPTIST HOSPITAL/ORANGE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER
600 STRICKLAND DRIVE
ORANGE, TX 77630
(409) 883-1291
HOTLINE(S): (409) 886-4357
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

LIFE RESOURCE/ A CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4303 NORTH TEJAS PARKWAY
ORANGE, TX 77630
(409) 883-2973
HOTLINE(S): (409) 883-2973
* AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX SS CS *

PADUCAH
PADUCAH OUTFREACH SERVICE CENTER
922 GOBER STREET
PADUCAH, TX 79248
(806) 492-3612
HOTLINE(S): (806) 492-3612; (800) 621-8504
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

PALESTINE
DAYTOP PINE MOUNTAIN RESIDENTIAL
ROUTE 3
PALESTINE, TX 75801
(415) 528-0647
* AD RR H Y B H CU HV DM MD PR TX *

PAMPAS
GENESIS HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
615 WEST BUCKLER STREET
PAMPAS, TX 79066
(806) 665-7123
* AD *

GENESIS HOUSE
GENESIS HOUSE FOR BOYS
632 WEST BROWNING STREET
PAMPAS, TX 79065
(806) 669-2134
* AD RR Y B H AI PG CU HV TX *

GENESIS HOUSE INC
GENESIS HOUSE FOR GIRLS
400 NORTH HARD STREET
PAMPAS, TX 79066
(806) 665-4996
* AD RR Y B H AI PG CU HV TX *

PARIS
LAMAR COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
YOUTH OUTPATIENT
50 NORTH MAIN STREET
PARIS, TX 75460
(214) 705-1608
HOTLINE(S): (900) 785-0393; (800) 235-8786
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH TX PV CI *

LAMAR COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT
50 NORTH MAIN STREET
PARIS, TX 75460
(903) 705-1608
HOTLINE(S): (903) 785-0393; (800) 235-8786
* AD AM Y A HV DH TX PV CI *

PASADENA
BAYSHORE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
4000 SPENCER HIGHWAY
PASADENA, TX 77504
(713) 944-6666
HOTLINE(S): (713) 944-INFO
* AD DT RR H HV MC PR TX *

HOUSTON COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
COMMUNITY UNIT PROBATION SERVS/CUPS 3
302 EAST SHAM STREET
PASADENA, TX 77506
(713) 520-5502
HOTLINE(S): (713) 520-5502
* AD PV CI *

PASADENA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
1803 STRAWBERRY ROAD
PASADENA, TX 77502
(713) 645-6303
* DA AM MM *

SAND DOLLAR INC
SAND DOLLAR EMERGENCY SHELTER
527 SPRING DRIVE
PASADENA, TX 77504
(713) 941-6129
* AD PV CI CS *
PLAINVIEW

CENTRAL PLAINS CENTER FOR MH/MR/SA
PLAINVIEW COUNSELING CENTER
1520 WEST 7TH STREET
PLAINVIEW, TX 79072
(806) 293-0190
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555 CATCHMENT AREA ONLY
* AD AM A B H HV PR TX PV CI *

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
INSTITUTE FOR ADOLESCENT ADDICTIONS
604 FLOYDADA STREET
PLAINVIEW, TX 79072
(806) 293-5224
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555; (806) 296-2726
* AD RR Y B H CU HV DW PR TX *

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
W ALLEN TREATMENT CENTER
715 HOUSTON STREET
PLAINVIEW, TX 79072
(806) 296-2726
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555; (806) 296-2726
* AD RR W B H CU HV DM PR TX *

CENTRAL PLAINS MH/MR CENTER
PLAINVIEW WOMENS CENTER
405 ENNIS STREET
PLAINVIEW, TX 79072
(806) 293-4450
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555
* AD RR W Y A B H PG CU HV TX *

METHODIST HOSPITAL PLAINVIEW
LONETREE RECOVERY CENTER
2601 DIMMITT ROAD
PLAINVIEW, TX 79072
(806) 296-0430
HOTLINE(S): (800) 438-8989
* AD DT RR DW MC MD PR CH TX SS *

SERENITY CENTER INC
806 EL PASO STREET
PLAINVIEW, TX 79072
(806) 293-9722
* AD RR Y B H AI CU HV TX CI *

PORT ARTHUR

ORGANIZATION OF
CHRISTIANS ASSISTING PEOPLE INC
600 FOLEY AVENUE
PORT ARTHUR, TX 77640
(409) 905-2535
* AD AM A B B TX *

PORT ARTHUR DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
METHADONE PROGRAM
530 MADO AVENUE
PORT ARTHUR, TX 77640
(409) 905-0838
* DA AM MM *

PYOTE

WEST TEXAS CHILDREN'S HOME
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
PYOTE, TX 77077
(915) 399-5555
* AD RR Y B H CU TX PV CI *

QUANAH

FOARD/HARDEN COUNTY
OUTREACH CENTER
510 KING STREET
QUANAH, TX 79252
(817) 663-5366
HOTLINE(S): (806) 663-5366; (800) 627-3348
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

RICHARDSON

DAYTOP DALLAS/RICHARDSON OUTREACH
902 SAINT PAUL DRIVE
RICHARDSON, TX 75080
(214) 680-8812
* AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CU HV MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

NEW PLACE PROGRAM
1730 NORTH GREENVILLE AVENUE
RICHARDSON, TX 75081
(214) 785-8085
* AD AM W Y H PG CU MD PR TX CI *

ROANOKE

LENA POPE HOME INC
UNHOOKED/ROANOKE
195 DUNHAM ROAD
ROANOKE, TX 76262
(817) 430-1283
* AD RR N Y H HV MD PR TX *

LENA POPE HOME INC
UNHOOKED/ROANOKE
195 DUNHAM ROAD
ROANOKE, TX 76262
(817) 731-0681
* AD RR W Y H HV MD PR TX PV CI *

ROMA

ROMA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
700 GLADIATOR DRIVE
ROMA, TX 78584
(512) 849-1585
HOTLINE(S): (800) 729-4227
* AD PV CI *

ROSEMBERG

RICELAND REG MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE SYSTEM
1110 AVENUE G
ROSEMBERG, TX 77471
(713) 342-6384
* AD AM MD PR CH TX CI *

RUSK

RUSK STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 69 NORTH
RUSK, TX 75785
(214) 683-3421 EXT. 3800
* AD DT RR A HV MC MD PR Ch TX *

SAN ANGELO

CONCHO VALLEY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP
2018 PULLIAM STREET
SAN ANGELO, TX 76902
(915) 659-7100
HOTLINE(S): (800) 227-5908
* AD DT RR AM W Y H MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

SAN ANGELO COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1017 CADDY STREET
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 655-6366
* AD AM Y MD CH TX *

SAN ANGELO COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
OUTPATIENT
1021 CADDY STREET
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 655-9641
HOTLINE(S): (915) 655-9641; (800) 880-9641
* AD AM TX PV CI *

SAN ANGELO COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
WILLIAMS HOUSE
134 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
SAN ANGELO, TX 76903
(915) 655-6210
* AD RR TX CI *

SAN ANGELO DETOX CENTER
609 NORTH PARK DRIVE
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 655-9641
HOTLINE(S): (915) 655-3692; (800) 880-9641
* AD DT TX CI SS *
SEAGOVILLE

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
SEAGOVILLE, TX 75159
(214) 287-2911
* AD RR H TX PV *

SEGUIN

GUADALUPE VALLEY HOSPITAL
TEDDY BUERGER CTR FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
1215 EAST COURT STREET
SEGUIN, TX 78155
(512) 379-2411 EXT. 367
* AD AM Y A HV HM MD PR CH TX *

SEYMOUR

BAYLOR/THROCKMORTON COUNTIES
OUTREACH SERVICE CENTER
300 SOUTH STRATTON STREET
SEYMOUR, TX 76280
(817) 880-2277
HOTLINE(S):
(817) 880-2277; (800) 627-3348
* AD AM A HV HM MD PR CH TX *

SHERMAN

ALCOHOLIC SERVICES OF TEXOMA INC
HOUSE OF HOPE
225 WEST BROCKETT STREET
SHERMAN, TX 75090
(903) 868-2123
* AD RR A HV MD PR TX *

ALCOHOLIC SERVICES OF TEXOMA INC
HOUSE OF HOPE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
400 NORTH CROCKETT STREET
SUITE B
SHERMAN, TX 75090
(903) 868-2123
* AD AM A HV MD PR TX *

TEXOMA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
100 SOUTH TRAVIS STREET
SHERMAN, TX 75090
(214) 892-9911
HOTLINE(S): (903) 892-9911
* AD PV CI *

SPRING

PRACTICAL RECOVERY
20807 SUNSHINE LANE
SPRING, TX 77388
(713) 355-0815
* AD RR PR TX *

SPUR

WHITE RIVER RETREAT
HCR 2
WHITE RIVER LAKE
SPUR, TX 79370
(806) 263-4354
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 327-9201; (806) 263-4211
* AD DT RR H B H AI PG CU HV PR *
* TX *

STEPHENVILLE

SUMMER SKY INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
1100 MCCART STREET
STEPHENVILLE, TX 76401
(817) 968-2907
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 588-2907; (817) 968-2907
* AD DT RR H Y A B H PG CU HV *
* MD PR CH TX CI *

SUGAR LAND

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF SUGAR LAND
1550 FIRST COLONY BOULEVARD
SUGAR LAND, TX 77479
(713) 980-4000
HOTLINE(S): (713) 980-4000
* AD DT RR H A M MD PR CH TX CI *

SULPHUR SPRINGS

'RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
HOPKINS COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
468 SHANNON SQUARE
SUITE 9
SULPHUR SPRINGS, TX 75483
(903) 885-7967
HOTLINE(S):
(903) 885-7967; (903) 795-7592
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

TAFT

SHORELINE INC
1220 GREGORY STREET
TAFT, TX 78390
(512) 643-6643
HOTLINE(S): (800) 460-3275
* AD DT RR AM H CU MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

TEMPLE

CEN/TEX ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CTR
2500 SOUTH GENERAL BRUCE DRIVE
TEMPLE, TX 76504
(817) 778-2286
* AD RR B H AI CU HV MD TX *
TEXAS

CENTRAL COUNTIES CTR FOR MH/MR SERVS
TEMPLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
304 SOUTH 22ND STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76501
(817) 776-2841

HOTLINE(S):
(817) 778-4941; (817) 526-4146
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* MC MD PR CH TX CI *

CHRISTIAN FARMS/TREEHOUSE INC
THE TREEHOUSE
613 SOUTH 9TH STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76504
(817) 698-6697
* AD RR TX *

OLIN E TEAGUE VETERANS CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE SATP/20AE
3001 SOUTH FIRST STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76504
(817) 778-4911 EXT. 5362
* AD DT AM H DM PR TX PV CI *

SCOTT AND WHITE SANTA FE CENTER
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCE TRT PROGRAM
600 SOUTH 25TH STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76503
(817) 771-8300
HOTLINE(S): (800) 722-4258
* AD DT RR AM W A B H PG CU HV DM *
* MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

TERRELL
TERRELL STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
EAST BRIN STREET
TERRELL, TX 75160
(214) 563-6452 EXT. 2478
HOTLINE(S): (800) 445-1031
* AD DT RR H AM A H HV MC PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

TEXARKANA

CARE UNIT HOSPITAL OF FORT NORTHER
CARE UNIT PROGRAM OF TEXARKANA
4520 SUMMERHILL ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75503
(903) 792-8887

HOTLINE(S): (800) 792-6713
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PI CU HV DM *
* MC PR CH TX CI *

CHOICES
501 WESTLAWN DRIVE
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(903) 832-1499
HOTLINE(S): (903) 832-1499
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PV CI *
* PR TX PV CI *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
TEXARKANA, TX 75505
(214) 836-4587
* AD AM CU HV TX PV *

LIBERTY/EYLAU INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DIST
SCHOOL OF SUCCESS
ROUTE 11
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(903) 831-5767
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU DM TX *
* PV CI *

RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
222 WEST 5TH STREET
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(214) 793-7592
HOTLINE(S):
(903) 793-7592; (501) 774-7962
* AD *

RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DOMED HOUSE
2101 DUBLIN AVENUE
TEXARKANA, TX 75502
(501) 774-7962
* AD RR TX *

RED RIVER REGIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/RESPOND OUTPT
222 WEST 5TH STREET
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(903) 793-7592
HOTLINE(S):
(903) 793-7592; (501) 774-7962
* AD AM TX PV CI CS *

TEXAS CITY

ALCOHOL DRUG ABUSE WOMENS CENTER INC
5TH AVENUE UNIT
712 5TH AVENUE NORTH
TEXAS CITY, TX 77590
(409) 945-0609
* AD RR TX *

GULF COAST CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
6510 MEMORIAL DRIVE
TEXAS CITY, TX 77591
(409) 935-6083
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* PR TX PV CI *

TEXAS CITY MENS CENTER
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT 1
124 6TH STREET NORTH
TEXAS CITY, TX 77592
(409) 945-6250
* AD RR TX *

THE WOODLANDS

INNERQUEST COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
25211 GROGANS MILL STREET
SUITE 211
THE WOODLANDS, TX 77381
(713) 567-0698
* AD AM W PR CH TX CI *

TULSA

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
TULIA COUNSELING CENTER
310 WEST BROADWAY
TULIA, TX 79088
(806) 995-3720
HOTLINE(S): (806) 296-5555
* AD AM TX PV CI *

DRISKILL HALFAY HOUSE
HIGHWAY 87 NORTH
TULIA, TX 79088
(806) 995-4552
* AD RR AM B H AI CU HV DM TX PV *
* CI *

TYLER

ANDREWS CENTER
THE BEGINNING
1010 TIMBERHILL STREET
SUITE 100
TYLER, TX 75703
(903) 597-7867
HOTLINE(S): (903) 597-STOP
* AD AM W Y AI PG MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI CS *

COUNTY REHABILITATION CENTER INC
315 FERRELL PLACE
TYLER, TX 75702
(903) 592-3131
* AD RR A HV PR CH TX CI *

SMITH COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC/DU/ABUSE/ADULT COUNSELING/EDUC
3027 LOOP 323 SOUTH SE
TYLER, TX 75701
(903) 597-0115
HOTLINE(S): (903) 597-0115
* AD PV CI CS *

UNIVERSITY PARK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4101 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
TYLER, TX 75701
(903) 566-8668
HOTLINE(S):
(903) 566-8668; (800) 443-0417
* AD DT RR AM MC PR CH TX *

478
TEXAS

PERRY

ANEY HOUSE INC
908 MILBARGER STREET
(817) 552-2725
* AD RR TX *

PERRY STATE HOSPITAL SOUTH
DRUG DEPENDENT YOUTH PROGRAM
433 AND SH 283
(817) 552-9901 EXT. 4600
* AD RR Y MD PR CH TX *

WACO COUNTY
OUTREACH ALC AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
6500 MILBARGER STREET
PERRY, TX 76304
(817) 553-4002
HOTLINE(S): (817) 553-4002; (800) 627-3348
* AD AM A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

VICTORIA

CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY PROGRAM
2701 HOSPITAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 572-5179
HOTLINE(S): (512) 572-5179
* AD AM M MD HC MD PR TX PV CI *

DEBOEUF FOUNDATION
DEBOEUF PSYCHIATRIC RES TRT CTR OF TX
120 DAVID MADE DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77902
(512) 575-8271 EXT. 316
* AD PV CI *

GULF BEND MH/MR
TABLOT HOUSE/RESIDENTIAL AND INPATIENT
210 EAST JUAN LINN STREET
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 578-1546
HOTLINE(S): (512) 578-1546
* AD RR A B B H AI PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

WACO

FREEMAN CENTER
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL
1425 COLUMBUS AVENUE
WACO, TX 76703
(817) 753-3625
* AD DT RR AM H A B H PG CU PR TX *
* CI CS *

HEART OF TEXAS MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
110 SOUTH 12TH STREET
WACO, TX 76703
(817) 752-3451 EXT. 308
* AD AM PR CH TX CI CS *

LAKE SHORE CTR FOR PSYCHOLG SERVS PC
BETTER WAY CHEM DEP TREATMENT PROGRAM
4555 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
WACO, TX 76714
(817) 776-0400
HOTLINE(S): (817) 776-0400 24 HRS 7 DAYS A WEEK
* AD AM PR TX *

PROVIDENCE HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6901 MEDICAL PARKWAY
WACO, TX 76712
(817) 751-4000
HOTLINE(S): (817) 776-5970
* AD DT W Y A B H CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI SS CS *

WEBSTER

BAYWOOD HOSPITAL
BAYWOOD PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION SERVS
709 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-9550
HOTLINE(S): (713) 332-9550; (800) 955-9003
* AD DT RR W Y B H AI PG CU PI DH *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

HUMANA HOSPITAL CORPORATION INC
RECOVERY SOURCE
500 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-2511
HOTLINE(S): (800) 334-4770
* AD RR AM W AI CU HV MC MD PR TX *
* PV CI *

WESLACO

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
WESLACO OUTPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
601 WEST 6TH STREET
WESLACO, TX 78596
(512) 968-8551
* AD AM A H PI TX PV CI CS *

WHARTON

RICELAND REG MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE SYSTEM
3007 NORTH RICHMOND ROAD
WHARTON, TX 77488
(409) 552-3098
HOTLINE(S): (800) 633-5686
* AD RR AM Y MC MD PR CH TX *

WHITE OAK

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
DEAR RECOVERY CENTER
2000 U.S. HIGHWAY 80
WHITE OAK, TX 75693
(903) 297-2191
HOTLINE(S): (800) 632-1009; (903) 750-6400
* AD DT RR W B H CU HV MC MD PR TX *

WICHITA FALLS

HCA RED RIVER HOSPITAL
CROSSTINGS
1505 8TH STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-3171
HOTLINE(S): (817) 322-3171; (800) 234-5809
* AD RR DT MC PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

HELEN FARABEE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT TRT PROGRAM
500 SOUTH BROAD STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-1585
HOTLINE(S): (817) 322-1585; (817) 322-1196
* AD AM PI HV MD PR TX CI CS *

WICHITA FALLS STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
LAKE ROAD
HIGHWAY 79
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76307
(817) 692-1220 EXT. 334
* AD DT RR W A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

HERNANDEZ

HERNANDEZ

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

77902
TEXAS

396TH MEDICAL GROUP
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER/SGHMA
SHEPPARD AIR FORCE BASE/TEXAS
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76311
(817) 851-2715
* AL DT RR W TX *

MYLIE

THE COUNTRY PLACE
adolescent residential trt center inc
2708 FM 1378
MYLIE, TX 75098
(214) 442-6002
* AD RR W B PR TX *
TRUST TER/PACIFIC IS

MCDONALD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DIVISION OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
KOROR (PM), TT 96940
(680) 488-2813 EXT. 1907
* AD DT RR AM TX PV *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

**THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:**
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
GI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES
SAINT BENEDICTS HOSPITAL/ACT
475 SOUTH 500 EAST
GONDUT, UT 84405
(801) 479-2250
AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SAVING ARMY
GONDUT, UT 84401
(801) 621-3580
AD RR TX *

SAND COUNTY HOSPITAL
CHRONIC DISEASE PROGRAM
2474 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT SUITE 100
PROVO, UT 84604
(801) 374-2820
HOTLINE(S): (801) 225-2800; (800) 365-9555
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

SAINT GEORGE
SOUTHWEST UT AH MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
354 EAST 600 SOUTH
SUITE 202
SALT LAKE CITY
660 SOUTH 200 EAST
SUITE 308
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 846-5042
* AD AM Y PR TX *

SALT LAKE CITY
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
660 SOUTH 200 EAST
SUITE 308
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 355-2846
* AD AM Y A AI PG PV PR TX PV CS *

STEP HOUSE
411 NORTH GRANT STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116
(801) 359-0862
* AD RR PI TX CI *

GREAT BASIN FAMILY SUPPORT
9750 SOUTH 700 EAST
SUITE 208
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84107
(801) 576-0677
* AD AM Y PR CH TX PV CI CS *

HIGHLAND RIDGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4578 HIGHLAND DRIVE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 272-9851
HOTLINE(S):
(801) 272-4357
(801) 621-4257 24 HOUR
* AD DT RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU *
* PV PR CH TX PV CI *

PAYSON
MOUNTAIN VIEW HOSPITAL
STEP ONE/PAVILION
1000 EAST HIGHWAY 6
PAYSON, UT 84651
(801) 645-7041
HOTLINE(S): (801) 465-ASAP
* AD DT RR AM Y A PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

PAYSON
FOUR CORNERS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PRICE CLINIC
PRICE, UT 84501
(801) 637-2258
HOTLINE(S): (801) 365-9555
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

PAYSON
PROVO CANYON SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4501 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PROVO, UT 84605
(801) 227-2000
* AD RR Y MD PR TX PV *

PAYSON
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONSULTANTS
420 NORTH FREEDOM BOULEVARD
PROVO, UT 84601
(801) 377-1212
HOTLINE(S): (801) 377-1212 9AM-5PM
* AD AM W A B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* TX PV CI CS *

PAYSON
UTAH COUNTY DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
100 EAST CENTER
SUITE 3500
PROVO, UT 84605
(801) 370-8427
* AD RR W PG PI CU HV DW TX PV CI *
* SS CS *

PAYSON
MASATCHE MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
PROVO, UT 84603
(801) 373-4760
HOTLINE(S): (801) 373-7393
* AD RR AM TX *

PAYSON
ROOSEVELT
UINTAH BASIN COUNSELING INC
ROOSEVELT OFFICE
510 WEST 200 NORTH
ROOSEVELT, UT 84066
(801) 722-4625
HOTLINE(S):
(801) 789-4222 UINTAH BASIN ONLY
* AD AM W Y AI PG PI HV DW MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

PAYSON
SOUTH DAVIS COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9601 SHULTS PARKWAY
PAYSON, UT 84651
(801) 645-6462
HOTLINE(S): (801) 645-ASAP
* AD AM W Y A AI PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX PV CI CS *
HOSPITAL + 84117 % 300 DW PR N A T I O N A L A M Y 5 8 3 - 2 5 0 0 W A R N I N G 2 7 2 - 8 0 0 0 A T X 8 4 0 7 4 5 8 0 7 4 8 4 1 0 7 (801) 2 6 2 - 8 4 1 6 * AD RR AM H Y A H PG PI CU HV MC * MD PR TX * VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNITS 5 0 0 F O O T H I L L B O U L E V A R D S A L T L A K E C I T Y , U T 8 4 1 4 8 (801) 5 8 4 - 1 2 1 7 * AD DT RR AM HV MC MD PR CH TX * VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALCOHOL AND DRUG DETOXIFICATION CENTER 2 4 9 W E S T 7 0 0 S O U T H S A L T L A K E C I T Y , U T 8 4 1 0 1 (801) 5 6 3 - 9 4 1 4 * AD DT PI TX CI SS * SALT LAKE CITY, U T 8 4 1 0 1 TREATMENT CENTERS/PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 3 5 4 0 S O U T H 4 0 0 0 W E S T S U I T E 5 5 0 S A L T L A K E C I T Y , U T 8 4 1 2 0 (801) 9 6 9 - 8 8 4 1 * AD AM Y MD PR TX * WESTERN INSTITUTE OF NEUROPSYCHIATRY RECOVERY CENTER/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 5 0 1 C H I P E T A W A Y S A L T L A K E C I T Y , U T 8 4 1 0 8 (801) 8 3 3 - 2 5 0 0 HOTLINE(S): (801) 5 8 3 - 2 5 0 0 * AD DT AM MC PR CH TX * TOOELE TOOELE ARMY DEPOT COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM COMMANDER SOSTE-PSD TOOELE, UT 8 4 0 7 4 (801) 8 3 3 - 2 5 8 4 * AD AM TX PV CI CS * TOOELE MENTAL HEALTH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING CENTER 3 0 5 N O R T H M A I N S T R E E T R O O M 2 4 0 TOOELE, UT 8 4 0 7 4 (801) 8 3 3 - 7 3 4 0 HOTLINE(S): (801) 8 8 2 - 6 5 8 1 * AD AM Y DH MC MD PR CH TX *
INTAH BASIN COUNSELING
ERNAL OFFICE
59 NORTH 1700 WEST
ERNAL, UT 84078
801) 781-0743
OTLINE(S):
801) 789-4222 UINTAH BASIN ONLY
AD AM W Y AI PG PI HV DN MC MD *
PR TX PV CI CS *

ODDS CROSS
ERMARK REGIONAL HOSPITAL
STANCE ABUSE SERVICES
92 WEST 1350 SOUTH
ODDS CROSS, UT 84087
801) 299-5300
OTLINE(S):
801) 299-5300; (800) 233-1972
AD DT M Y B H AI PG CU HV DM MC *
PR CH TX PV CI CS *
VERMONT

BENNINGTON
UNITED COUNSELING SERVICE OF BENNINGTON COUNTY INC
LEDGE HILL DRIVE
BENNINGTON, VT 05201
(802) 442-5491
HOTLINE(S): (802) 656-3587
* AD AM Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

BRATTLEBORO
BRATTLEBORO RETREAT
ADULT ALCOHOL AND SUBST ABUSE PROG
75 LINDEN STREET
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-7785 EXT. 336
* AD DT RR AM A PG PI CU HV DM MC PR *
* PR TX *

MARATHON OF BRATTLEBORO INC
101 WESTERN AVENUE
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-1147
HOTLINE(S): (802) 257-1147
* AD RR AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* PR TX *

YOUTH SERVICES INCORPORATED
11 WALNUT STREET
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-0361
* AD PV CI *

BURLINGTON
CHAMPLAIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
45 CLARKE STREET
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(802) 862-5243
HOTLINE(S): (802) 658-1912
* AD AM M Y PI DN DM PR TX PV SS *

HOWARD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
300 FLYNN AVENUE
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(802) 658-0404
HOTLINE(S): (802) 656-3587
* AD AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL OF VERMONT
DAY ONE
200 THIN OAKS TERRACE
SUITE 6
BURLINGTON, VT 05403
(802) 865-3533
* AD AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

HUNTINGTON
HUNTINGTON LODGE
DELFRATE ROAD
RR 1
HUNTINGTON, VT 05462
(802) 434-2929
* AD RR M Y MD PR TX *

MIDDLEBURY
COUNSELING SERVICE OF ADDISON COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
89 MAIN STREET
MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753
(802) 388-6751
HOTLINE(S): (802) 380-6741
* AD AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI SS CS *

MONTPELIER
WASHINGTON COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
36 ELM STREET
MONTPELIER, VT 05602
(802) 229-9151
HOTLINE(S): (802) 229-9151
* AD PV CI *

MORRISVILLE
LAMOILLE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
WASHINGTON HIGHWAY
MORRISVILLE, VT 05661
(802) 888-4914
HOTLINE(S): (802) 888-4635
(802) 888-5700 24 HR AA REFERRAL TAPES
* AD AM M Y A PG PI CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

* KEY *

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
CU = COCAINE USERS
HV = HIV POSITIVES
MN = DM/LASAP

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
MD = MEDICARE
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CH = CHAMPUS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

486
INT JOHNSBURY

NORTHEASTERN VERMONT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
COUNCILS HALL NON CDS UNIT
HOSPITAL DRIVE
INT JOHNSBURY, VT 05819
802) 748-8141
HOTLINE(S): (800) 243-7262
AD DT RR M PI CU HV MC MD PR CH *
TX CI *

NORTHEASTERN VERMONT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
COUNCILS HALL OUTPATIENT RECOVERY CTR
HOSPITAL DRIVE
INT JOHNSBURY, VT 05819
802) 748-1682
HOTLINE(S): (800) 243-7262
AD AM W Y DH MC MD PR CH TX PV *
CI *

SPRINGFIELD

CANTERBURY COUNSELING SERVICES
474 NORTH RIVER ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, VT 05156
802) 886-2577
HOTLINE(S): (800) 639-8036
AD RR AM M Y A H AI PG PI CU HV *
AD MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

UNDERHILL

MAPLE LEAF FARM ASSOCIATES INC
STEVENSVILLE ROAD
UNDERHILL, VT 05489
802) 899-2911
AD DT RR M A PG CU HV MD PR TX *
PV CI CS *

WALLINGFORD

RECOVERY HOUSE
WALLINGFORD, VT 05773
802) 446-2640
AD DT RR MD PR TX *

WATERBURY

VT OFFICE OF ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROGS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
103 SOUTH MAIN STREET
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
WATERBURY, VT 05671
802) 241-2170
AD *
VIRGIN ISLANDS

CHARLOTTE AMALIE
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SAINT THOMAS/SAINT JOHN (COAST)
7 BRED GADE
CHARLOTTE AMALIE, VI 00802
(809) 774-4358
HOTLINE(S):
(809) 774-4358 REFERRAL ONLY: 9-5 M-F
* AD PV CI CS *

CHRISTIANSTED
MENTAL HEALTH ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES/UNIT 1
3500 RICHMOND STREET
CHARLES HARWOOD COMPLEX
CHRISTIANSTED, VI 00820
(809) 773-1311 EXT. 3013
* AD AM HC PR TX MM *

THE VILLAGE/VIRGIN ISLANDS PARTNERS IN
RECOVERY
2012 QUEEN STREET
LOT 38
CHRISTIANSTED, VI 00820
(809) 773-6900 EXT. 107
* AD RR AM W Y B CU HV TX *

SAINT THOMAS
MENTAL HEALTH ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES/UNIT 2
C STREET
OSWALD HARRIS COURT
SAINT THOMAS, VI 00802
(809) 774-4888
* AD AM MC PR TX *

* KEY *

** ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
W = WOMEN
M = HISPANICS
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HIV = HIV POSITIVES
Y = YOUTH
PG = PREGNANT USERS
AIDS PATIENTS
DM = DWI/ASAP
B = BLACKS
PH = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

** THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MC = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE
CM = CHAMPUS

** UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
MM = METHADONE TREATMENT
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL
SS = SOBERING-UP STATION
C = COLLATERAL SERVICES
## VIRGINIA

### ARLINGTON

- **Arlington Hospital**
  - Addiction Treatment Program
  - 1701 North George Mason Drive
  - Arlington, VA 22205
  - (703) 558-6536
  - Ad DT RR MC MD PR CH TX *

### CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROG

- **Lexington Free Clinic**
  - 325 North Street
  - Lexington, VA 22902
  - (540) 361-3050
  - Ad DT RR MC MD PR CH TX *

### LEXANDRIA

- **Lexington Community Services Board**
  - Substance Abuse Services
  - 355-A Hill Road
  - Lexington, VA 22901
  - (540) 329-2020 Ext. 106
  - Ad DT RR AM H Y PG HV MC MD PR *
  - CH TX MM PV CI SS CS *

### LEXANDRIA

- **Lexington Hospital**
  - Counseling Center
  - 1916 Wilson Boulevard
  - Suite 100
  - Arlington, VA 22201
  - (703) 558-6750
  - Ad AM MC PR CH TX CI *

### DREHWY CENTER DAY TREATMENT

- **Northern Virginia Doctors Hospital**
  - Star Program
  - 601 South Carlin Springs Road
  - Arlington, VA 22204
  - (703) 578-2020
  - Hotline(s): (703) 578-2022
  - Ad DT W A B H AI PG CU HV DM MC *
  - MD PR CH TX PV CI *

### THE WOMENS HOME INC

- **Vanguard Services Ltd**
  - Phoenix Program
  - 506 North Pollard Street
  - Arlington, VA 22203
  - (703) 841-0660
  - Ad RR W B H CU HV PR TX *

### LEXANDRIA

- **Lexington Alcohol Abuse Prog**
  - 400 North Courthouse Road
  - Suite 230
  - Arlington, VA 22201
  - (703) 358-4440
  - Ad CI *

### KEY *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = Alcoholism Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA = Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = Detoxification(24 Hour Care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = Residential(24 Hour Care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM = Ambulatory(24 Hour Care)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF CARE!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H = Hombres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = Youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = Aids Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = Blacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M = HISPANICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX = American Indian/Alaskan Natives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG = Pregnant Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI = Public Inebriates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC = Medicare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD = Medicaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR = Private Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH = CHAMPUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT FUNCTION!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TX = Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = Prevention/Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = Methadone Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI = Intake/Assessment/Referral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BILLING!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS = Sobering-Up Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS = Collateral Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CHESAPEAKE**

CHESAPEAKE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
524 ALBEMARLE DRIVE
CHESAPEAKE, VA 23220
(804) 547-5336
* AD DT RR AM H PG MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

**CHESXFIELD**

JOHN TYLER ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROJ
9520 IRON BRIDGE ROAD
CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832
(804) 746-5365
* DA PV CI *

**CHRISTIANSBURG**

NEW RIVER VALLEY
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
100 ARBOR STREET
SUITE 6
CHRISTIANBURG, VA 24073
(703) 582-6911
* AD PV CI *

**CLIFTON FORGE**

ALLEGHANY HIGHLANDS COMM SERVS BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
601 MAIN STREET
CLIFTON FORGE, VA 24422
(703) 862-5713
* AD AM Y PR CH TX PV CI CS *

**CLINTWOOD**

DICKENSON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 83
KENDRICK BUILDING
CLINTWOOD, VA 24228
(703) 926-1600
HOTLINE(S):
(703) 926-1600 EMERGENCY
* AD DT RR AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

**CULPEPER**

RAPIDAN COMMUNITY MH SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SOUTH MAIN STREET
CULPEPER, VA 22701
(703) 825-9242
HOTLINE(S):
(703) 825-9566; (703) 672-2718
* AD RR AM H PG CU DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

**DANVILLE**

ALCOHOLIC COUNSELING CENTER INC
HOPE HARBOUR
1021 MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 793-8806
* AD RR TX *

DAN RIVER ASAP
530 MAIN STREET
SIGNET BANK BUILDING 2ND FLOOR
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 791-5395
* AL PV CI *

DANVILLE/PITTSYLVANIA MH SERVS BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES DIVISION
205 HAIRSTON STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24540
(804) 799-0486
HOTLINE(S):
(804) 793-4922; (804) 793-9431
* AD RR AM H Y B PG CU DW PR TX *

INTERVENTIONS COUNSELING AND CONSULTING SERVICES
105 SOUTH UNION STREET
SUITE 800
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 792-8341
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU MC PR *
* TX PV CI *

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER FIRST STEP PROG
412 SOUTH MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 799-4423
* AD RR RR A B CU HV MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI CS *

**FAIRFAX**

FAIRFAX/FAIRFAX COMM SERVS BOARD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
3000 JERMAN TOWN ROAD
SUITE 200
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
(703) 979-9476
* AD RR AM H Y A B H PG PI HV PR *
* TX PV *

METROPOLITAN ALCOHOLISM CENTER
3063 PLAZA DRIVE
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
(703) 352-2500
* AL AM H HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

THESIS 96 INC
LIFE LINE ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
10565 LEE HIGHWAY
SUITE 100
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
(703) 691-0096
* AD AM Y PG CU DW PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

**FALLS CHURCH**

COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES (CATS)
3300 GALLONS ROAD
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22046
(703) 698-1850
* AD DT RR AM CU DW PR CH TX MM PV *
* CI CS *

ETHOS FOUNDATION INC
3 SKYLINE PLACE
SUITE 100
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22041
(703) 671-5355
* AD AM Y B H PG CU DW PR CH TX *
* SS CS *

SKYLINE PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES INC
ADDICTIVE DISORDERS PROGRAM
5113 LEESBURG PIKE
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22041
(703) 951-0221
* AD AM H Y B H PG CU DW PR CH TX *

**FARMVILLE**

CROSSROADS
FARMVILLE, VA 23901
(804) 392-7049
* AD DT RR AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW *
* MC MD PR CH PV *

**FORT BELVOIR**

FORT BELVOIR COUNSELING CENTER
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG
BUILDING 1826
NORTH POST
FORT BELVOIR, VA 22060
(703) 806-6591
* AD AM H B H AI PG CU TX PV CI *

**FORT LEE**

FORT LEE ALCOHOL AND DRUG COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
BUILDING 12000
FORT LEE, VA 23801
(804) 739-2804
* AD AM TX PV CI *

**FREDERICKSBURG**

RAPPAHANNOCK AREA COMMUNITY SERVS BD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
600 JACKSON STREET
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401
(703) 299-2500
* AD AM Y B H PG CU HV DW PR CH *
* PV CI *

490
Virginia

UPSTAIRS COUNSELING AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
8409 DORSEY CIRCLE
SUITE 201
MANASSAS, VA 22110
(703) 335-5222
* AD AM Y PR CH TX CI CS *

MARION
SH VIRGINIA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
MEDICAL DETOX UNIT
502 EAST MAIN STREET
MARION, VA 24354
(703) 783-1200
* AD DT H A B H AI PI CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

MARTINSVILLE
PASSENGES
817 STARLING AVENUE
MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112
(703) 630-7728
* AD RR TX *

PATRICK HENRY DRUG AND ALC COUNCIL
CROSSROADS/INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
29 JONES STREET
MARTINSVILLE, VA 24114
(703) 632-6318
* AD RR AM H Y DW PR TX PV CI CS *

NASSAUADOX
EASTERN SHORE CHMC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10129 ROGERS DRIVE
NASSAUADOX, VA 23413
(804) 442-7707
* AD Y PG CU DH MC MD PR CH TX *

NEWPORT NEWS
CAPO CENTER DETOX
1003 28TH STREET
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23607
(804) 294-5400
* AD DT A PI CU TX PV CI *

NEW FOUNDATIONS
610 THIMBLE SHOALS BOULEVARD
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
(804) 594-5369
* AD AM H PG CU DH MC PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

PENINSULA ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
INTAKE AND OUTPATIENT
732 THIMBLE SHOALS BOULEVARD
SUITE 701-J
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
(804) 594-7321
* AD AM H B CU PR TX PV CI *

RIVERSIDE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
NEW FOUNDATIONS
500 J CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23601
(804) 599-2620
* AD DT RR H B MC PR CH TX CI *

SERENITY HOUSE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
926 H J CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
UNIT 4
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
(804) 593-4566
* AD RR TX PV CI *

NORFOLK
NAVAL AMPHIBIOUS BASE LITTLE CREEK
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 5007
NORFOLK, VA 23521
(804) 464-8148
* AD AM TX PV *

REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
300 WEST 20TH STREET
NORFOLK, VA 23517
(804) 628-3507
* AD RR TX *

TIDEWATER PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
860 KEMPSVILLE ROAD
NORFOLK, VA 23502
(804) 461-4665 EXT. 222
HOTLINE(S):
(804) 627-5433; (800) 443-5777
* AD DT RR H A HV MC PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

U.S. NAVAL STATION
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
BUILDING J-50
NORFOLK, VA 23511
(804) 444-1105
* AD AM H TX PV CI *

U.S. NAVAL STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
CONCORD HALL
BUILDING IE
NORFOLK, VA 23511
(804) 444-4019
* AD AM TX PV CI *

PETERSBURG
DISTRICT 19 SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
116 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
PETERSBURG, VA 23803
(804) 752-2672
HOTLINE(S): (804) 732-5000
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B PG CU HV DM *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
RIVER ROAD
PETERSBURG, VA 23804
(804) 733-7881 EXT. 250
* AD AM A B H CU HV TX *

HIRAM DAVIS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
PETERSBURG, VA 23803
(804) 524-7344
* AD DT H A B H AI PI PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

POPLAR SPRINGS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
350 POPLAR DRIVE
PETERSBURG, VA 23805
(804) 735-6874
HOTLINE(S): (804) 733-6874
* AD DT H A B H AI PI PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

PILOT
SERENITY HOUSE INC
ROUTE 1
PILOT, VA 26128
(703) 651-8583
* AD RR Y B H PI DW PR TX PV CI SS *

PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH COMMUNITY SERVICE BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 CRAWFORD STREET
SUITE 400
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 593-8618
HOTLINE(S):
(804) 593-0502 CONTRACTUAL SERVICE
* AD RR AM H Y B PG CU HV TX MM PV *

SE VA ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
505 WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 710
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 396-6900
HOTLINE(S): (804) 442-5491
* AD TX PV CS *

T.W. NEUMANN AND ASSOCIATES
720 RODMAN AVENUE
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23707
(804) 393-9611
* AD AM H DW PR TX *
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE MEDICINE
1200 EAST BROAD STREET
11TH FLOOR SOUTH MING
RICHMOND, VA 23298
(804) 786-9925
* AD DT H B H PG CU HV MC MD PR CH TX *
* TX HM CI *

RICHMOND AFTERCARE INC
MENS AND WOMENS PROGRAM
1109 BAINBRIDGE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23224
(804) 231-5592
* AD RR W TX *

RUBICON INC
1300 MACAVISH AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 359-3255
* AD DT RR AM H A B PG PI CU HV TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1201 BROAD ROCK BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23249
(804) 230-1316
* AD RR AM H A B CU HV PR TX MM *

VIRGINIA HEALTH CENTER
ADOLESCENT MEDICINE PROG/SUBST ABUSE
2203 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23223
(804) 643-0002
* AD AM H A B AI PG PI CU HV DM PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

ROANOKE
BETHANY HALL WOMENS RECOVERY HOME
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
1109 FRANKLIN ROAD SW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 363-4261
* AD DT H B PG CU TX PV CI CS *

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES OF ROANOKE VALLEY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
301 ELM AVENUE
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 363-9843
* AD DT RR AM H Y B PG PI CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

TOTAL ACTION AGAINST POVERTY INC
TAP/MHS HIGH RISK PREVENTION PROGRAM
145 WEST CAMPBELL AVENUE
ROANOKE, VA 24011
(703) 345-6781 EXT. 226
* AD PV CI CS *

SALEM
MOUNT REGIS CENTER
405 KIMBALL AVENUE
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 389-4761
* AD DT RR AM B CU DH PR CH TX *

ROANOKE VALLEY ALC SAFETY ACTION PROG
220 EAST MAIN STREET
SALEM BANK AND TRUST BLDG SUITE 218
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 389-3759
* AD PV CI *

SOUTH BOSTON
SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
424 HAMILTON BOULEVARD
SOUTH BOSTON, VA 24592
(804) 572-6916
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV *

STUARTON
VALLEY ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
HOLIDAY COURT
SUITE B
STUARTON, VA 24401
(703) 886-5616
* AD PV CI CS *

VALLEY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 WEST JOHNSON STREET
STUARTON, VA 24401
(703) 940-7732
* AD AM H Y B PG CU MC PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

STEPHENSON
SHALOM ET BENEDICTUS INC
ROUTE 664
STEPHENSON, VA 22656
(703) 667-0875
* AD RR Y PR TX PV *

SUFFOLK
WESTERN TIDEWATER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1218 HOLLAND ROAD
SUFFOLK, VA 23434
(804) 925-1550
* AD AM H Y B PG CU HV DM MD PR *
* TX CI CS *
WASHINGTON

ABERDEEN
GRAYS HARBOR COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
1006 H STREET
ABERDEEN, WA 98520
(206) 533-8500
HOTLINE(S): (206) 533-8500
* AD DT RR AM HC PR CH TX *

ARLINGTON
STILLAGUAMISH TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8439 STOLUCQUAMISH LANE
ARLINGTON, WA 98223
(206) 445-9535
* AD AM W Y A AI PG PI CU HV DH TX *
* PV CI *

SEATTLE
FEDERAL WAY CLINIC
WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
24507 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITE 3
AUBURN, WA 98003
(206) 874-2030
HOTLINE(S): (206) 874-2030
(206) 452-3735 STATEWIDE 5:30AM-3:30PM
* DA AM W A AI PG HV MD PR MM *

BELLEVUE
BELLEVUE DISTRICT COURT
PROBATION DIVISION DHI ASSESSMENTS
875 112TH AVENUE SE
BELLEVUE, WA 98009
(206) 455-6956
* AD PV CI CS *

EASTSIDE ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
5006 120TH AVENUE NE
PARK 120 SUITE D-204
BELLEVUE, WA 98005
(206) 454-1505
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE ADAPT
BRANCH FACILITY
2601 BEL-RED ROAD
SUITE 100
BELLEVUE, WA 98008
(206) 805-9942
* AD AM Y TX *

PROFESSIONAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
555 116TH STREET NE
SUITE 115
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
(206) 646-4000
* AD AM W DH PR TX *

STARTING OVER
ADOLESCENT RECOVERY SERVICES
515 116TH AVENUE NE
SUITE 285
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
(206) 637-9507
* AD AM Y DH PR TX CI *

BELLEFGHIS
COMBINED TREATMENT
1000 NORTH FOREST STREET
BELLEVUE, WA 98025
(206) 676-6829
* AD PV CI *

LUMM CARE PROGRAM
1790 BAYON ROAD
BELLEVUE, WA 98026
(206) 671-3277
* AL AM AI TX PV CI *

OLYMPIC CENTER/BELLEVUE
1603 EAST ILLINOIS STREET
BELLEVUE, WA 98026
(206) 733-9111
* AD RR H Y B H AI PG CU DH PR TX *

THE BELAIR CLINIC
1130 NORTH STATE STREET
BELLEVUE, WA 98025
(206) 676-4485
* AD AM H A B AI PG PI CU HV DH PR *
* CH TX *

UNICITYCARE
202 UNITY STREET
LOWER LEVEL SUITE 100
BELLEVUE, WA 98025
(206) 647-2341
HOTLINE(S): (206) 647-2341; (800) 640-2599
* AD AM W DH MD PR TX PV CI CS *

BOTHELL
ALPHA CENTER FOR TREATMENT INC
10614 BEARDSLEE BOULEVARD
SUITE D
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 985-4664
* AD AM PR TX *

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS INC
14506 JUANITA DRIVE NE
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 823-3116
HOTLINE(S): (206) 823-3116
* AD AM W Y AI CU PR CH TX *

RESIDENCE XI NORTH/BOTHELL
14506 JUANITA DRIVE NE
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 823-6894
* AD RR H AI CU DH PR TX CI *

BREMERTON
GROUP HEALTH ADAPT/BREMERTON
5002 KITSAP WAY
SUITE 202
BREMERTON, WA 98312
(206) 698-7970
* AD W A B CU HV DH TX *

KITSAP MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 UNION AVENUE
BREMERTON, WA 98312
(206) 479-4994
HOTLINE(S): (206) 479-3033
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU DH MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

X KEY X

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS:
MD = MEDICARE
MD = MEDICAID
PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT
PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION
CI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL

CU = COCAINE USERS
MV = HIV POSITIVES
DM = DMI/ASAP

AF = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES

495
WASHINGTON

KITSAP RECOVERY CENTER
1975 NE FUSION ROAD
BREMERTON, WA 98310
(206) 895-3925
* AD DT RR AM MD PR CH TX CI *

RIGHT CHOICE COUNSELING SERVICE
1740 NORTHEAST RIDDLE ROAD
SUITE 314
BREMERTON, WA 98310
(206) 375-4077
* AD AM NC PR CH TX CI *

BURLINGTON
FOLLMAN AGENCY
127 SOUTH SPRUCE STREET
BURLINGTON, WA 98233
(206) 755-1125
* AD RR DW PR TX CI *

CAMAS
DAY ONE TREATMENT CENTER
2045 SN 6TH AVENUE
CAMAS, WA 98607
(206) 694-6308
* AD RR AM PR TX *

CENTRALIA
MAPLE LANE SCHOOL
20311 OLD HIGHWAY 9 SOUTHWEST
CENTRALIA, WA 98531
(206) 756-1361 EXT. 297
* AD RR Y B H TX *

SOUTH SOUND ADVOCATES FOR DISABLED CITIZENS/LEGAL DEP SERVS
114 WEST PINE STREET
CENTRALIA, WA 98531
(206) 754-7582
* AD CI *

CHELAN
LAKE CHELAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHELAN, WA 98816
(509) 682-2531
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 233-0045 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR A AI HV DW MC PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

CLARKSTON
ROGERS COUNSELING CENTER
900 7TH STREET
CLARKSTON, WA 99403
(509) 758-4566
HOTLINE(S):
(509) 758-3341
* AD AM H Y A AI PG HV DW MD PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

COLVILLE
STEVENSON COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
1707 EAST BIRCH AVENUE
COLVILLE, WA 99114
(509) 684-6597
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

DARRINGTON
SAUK/SUATLLE INDIAN TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5318 CHIEF BROWN LANE
DARRINGTON, WA 98241
(206) 436-0131
* AL PV CI *

DAVINPORT
LINCOLN COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
407 MORGAN STREET
DAVENPORT, WA 99122
(509) 725-2111
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW PR TX PV CI *

DAYTON
COLUMBIA COUNTY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
221 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
DAYTON, WA 99328
(509) 382-2527
* AD AM DW MD PR CH TX CI *

ELLENSBURG
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICE
507 NAMUR STREET
ROOM 111
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
(509) 925-9821
* AD AM H Y A PG PI CU HV DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

EVERETT
A SOLUTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
7207 EVERGREEN WAY
SUITE M
EVERETT, WA 98203
(206) 355-6864
* AD AM H CU DW PR TX *

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
LIFELINE RECOVERY PROGRAM
1910 EVERETT AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 259-9100
* AD AM H Y A PG PI HV DW MD PR *
* TX *

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
DBA THE PHOENIX CENTER
2808 HOYT AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2662
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW CH TX PV CI CS *

EVERGREEN MANOR INC
EVERGREEN OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2601 SUMMIT AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2407
* AD AM PG MD PR TX CI *

EVERGREEN MANOR INC
EVERGREEN RECOVERY HOUSE
2601 SUMMIT AVENUE
BUILDING B
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2407
* AD RR PG PR TX *

EVERGREEN MANOR INC
EVERGREEN RECOVERY HOUSE/DETOX SERVICES
2601 SUMMIT AVENUE
BUILDING C
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2407
* AD DT RR MD PR TX *

FOCUS
909 SE EVERETT MALL WAY
SUITE D-364
EVERETT, WA 98204
(206) 355-1250
* AD AM Y DW TX PV CI CS *

PACIFIC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
1114 PACIFIC AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98202
(206) 259-7142
* AD AM H Y A PG CU DH MD PR CH TX *

FAIRCHILD AIR FORCE BASE
FAIRCHILD AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
92 MESS/MESS
BUILDING 3509
FAIRCHILD AIR FORCE BASE, WA 99011
(206) 247-2555
HOTLINE(S):
(509) 747-7202 IN CONJ W/FAMILY SERV
* AD W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* TX PV CI *

FEDERAL WAY
INTERCEPT ASSOCIATES
30620 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITES 108-109
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98030
(206) 941-7555
* AD AM Y DW PR TX PV CI *

FERNDALE
AVON COUNSELING AND TREATMENT SERVICES
1980 MAIN STREET
FERNDALE, WA 98248
(206) 733-2203
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *
PORT LEWIS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROG
3405 CORPS/PORT LEWIS BUILDING 4290 ROOM 207
PORT LEWIS, WA 98033
(206) 967-5831
* MD PR CH TX *

RIDAY HARBOR
SAN JUAN COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM CENTER
55 GUARD STREET
FRIDAY HARBOR, WA 98250
(206) 375-4994
HOTLINE(S): (206) 428-7669; (206) 375-4994
* MD PR CH TX *

SIG HARBOR
SIG HARBOR COUNSELING AND RECOVERY CTR
2620 GRANDVIEW STREET
SIG HARBOR, WA 98035
(206) 851-2552
AL AM W A AI PI CU HV MD PR TX *

GRANDVIEW
PHOENIX ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES
42 DIVISION STREET
GRANDVIEW, WA 98030
(206) 682-4427
* MD BK PR TX *

OQUIAH
EVERGREEN CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
10 1/2 8TH STREET
OQUIAH, WA 98550
(206) 532-1946
HOTLINE(S): (206) 532-4357; (800) 685-6556
* MD AM W Y PG MD PR CH TX *

KELSEO
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION CENTER
1112 SOUTH KELSO DRIVE
KELSEO, WA 98626
(206) 636-1050
HOTLINE(S): (206) 636-1050
* MD AM W Y PG PI CU HV *

KENT
CAREUNIT CLINICS OF WASHINGTON/KENT
25400 74TH AVENUE SOUTH
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 859-0951
* MD AM Y CU MD PR TX *

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL SERVICES
1609 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 1
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 859-5487
* MD AM PR TX *

KENT YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
232 SOUTH 2ND AVENUE
SUITE 201
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 859-0300
* MD AM Y *

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG CENTER
213 4TH AVENUE SOUTH
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 854-6513
* MD AM PG MD PR CH TX *

KIRKLAND
YOUTH EASTSIDE SERVICES
LAKE WASHINGTON
13009 85TH STREET
KIRKLAND, WA 98033
(206) 747-4937
* MD AM Y PR TX *

LONGVIEW
RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LONGVIEW
INPATIENT CENTER
600 BROADWAY
LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(206) 636-7329
HOTLINE(S): (206) 636-7364; (800) 344-9006
* MD PR TX *

RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LONGVIEW
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
600 BROADWAY
LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(206) 425-1914
* MD AM W A AI PG CU HV *

LYNNWOOD
CROSBY ENTERPRISES INC
3924 204TH STREET SW
LYNNWOOD, WA 98036
(206) 774-2955
* MD AM PR TX *

NORTHWEST ALTERNATIVES INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
15332 HIGHWAY 99
SUITE 2
LYNNWOOD, WA 98037
(206) 743-6046
* MD AM W CU PR TX *

PACIFIC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
19324 40TH AVENUE WEST
SUITE A
LYNNWOOD, WA 98036
(206) 771-6385
HOTLINE(S): (206) 722-3700
* MD PR TX *

MAPLE VALLEY
CEDAR HILLS TREATMENT CENTER
15900 227TH AVENUE SE
MAPLE VALLEY, WA 98038
(206) 296-8700
* MD PR TX *

MCCHORD AIR FORCE BASE
MCCHORD AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL BRANCH
BUILDING 100
ROOM 2057
MCCHORD AIR FORCE BASE, WA 98438
(206) 904-5675
* MD PR TX *

MONROE
VALLEY GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
14701 179TH STREET SE
MONROE, WA 98272
(206) 794-7497
HOTLINE(S): (800) 533-3046
* MD PR TX *

MOSES LAKE
GRANT COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
510 WEST BROADWAY
MOSES LAKE, WA 98837
(509) 765-5402
HOTLINE(S): (509) 765-5606
* MD AM W Y *

MOUNT VERNON
SKAGIT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
108 BROADWAY
MOUNT VERNON, WA 98273
(206) 336-2475
HOTLINE(S): (206) 336-2193
* MD AM W Y *
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SKAGIT RECOVERY CENTER
JENNIE RECOVERY HOUSE
1905 CENTRAL PLACE
MOUNT VERNON, WA 98273
(206) 428-6011
* AD RR A H PG PI CU HV PR TX *

NEWPORT
PEND OREILLE
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM CENTER
SOUTH 230 GARDEN AVENUE
NEWPORT, WA 99156
(509) 447-5651
* AD AM H Y AI PG DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

OAK HARBOR
WHIDBEY ISLAND NAVAL AIR STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE BUILDING 105
OAK HARBOR, WA 98278
(206) 257-2394
* AD AM TX CI *

OLALLA
OLALLA GUEST LODGE INC
12851 LALA COVE LANE SE
OLALLA, WA 98359
(206) 857-6201
* AD RR M A B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *

OLYMPIA
C G CAMPBELL ASSOCIATES INC
2633A PARKMONT LANE SW
SUITE A-1
OLYMPIA, WA 98502
(206) 754-2102
* AD AM H Y DH PR TX CI *

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
112 EAST STATE STREET
OLYMPIA, WA 98501
(206) 943-7177
* AD AM H Y A AI PG HV MC MD PR TX *

DAMON COUNSELING SERVICES
4412 PACIFIC AVENUE SE
SUITE B
OLYMPIA, WA 98503
(206) 491-0920
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *

NORTHWEST RESOURCES
115 MCCORMICK STREET
OLYMPIA, WA 98506
(206) 438-4398
* AD PV *

SAINT PETER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
4800 COLLEGE STREET SE
OLYMPIA, WA 98503
(206) 456-7575
* AD DT RR AM Y AI DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX CI *

THURSTON/MASON
ADDITIONS RECOVERY COUNCIL (TAMARC)
1625 MOTTMAN ROAD SW
OLYMPIA, WA 98502
(206) 943-8510
* AD RR AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

OKANOGAN COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
307 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OMAK, WA 98841
(509) 826-5600
HOTLINE(S): (509) 826-5600
* AD AM H Y A H PG CI PV CU HV DH MD *
* PR TX *

OTHELLO
ADAMS COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
165 NORTH FIRST STREET
SUITE 120
OTHELLO, WA 99344
(509) 886-5611
HOTLINE(S): (509) 886-5611; (509) 669-HELP
* AD AM H Y H DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

PASCO
BENTON FRANKLIN ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
720 WEST COURT STREET
SHERIDAN BUILDING OFFICE 4
PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 545-0855
* AD AM MD PR TX *

DISCOVERY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1020 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 736-0840
* AD DT PR TX SS *

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
520 4TH AVENUE
PASCO, WA 99302
(509) 547-7704 EXT. 377
HOTLINE(S): (509) 546-2377
* AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX *

UNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
303 NORTH 20TH STREET
PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 547-9545
* AD AM H Y B H PG CU DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

POMEROY
ROGERS COUNSELING CENTER
856 MAIN STREET
POMEROY, WA 99347
(509) 843-5791
HOTLINE(S):
(509) 758-3341; (509) 758-5511
* AD AM H Y A B AI PG PR CH TX *

PORT ANGELES
LOWER ELHMA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
1666 LOWER ELHMA ROAD
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-0471
* AD AM H Y AI CU DH PR TX PV CI *

NORTH OLYMPIC ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
315 EAST 8TH STREET
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-2381
* AD AM H Y H AI PG PI CU HV DH MD *
* PR TX *

PENINSULA COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
118 EAST 8TH STREET
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 457-0431
HOTLINE(S): (206) 452-4500
* AD AM M Y A HV MC MD PR CH TX *

PORT TOWNSEND
JEFFERSON COUNTY
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE CENTER
802 SHERIDAN MAILSTOP 115
PORT TOWNSEND, WA 98368
(206) 365-0650
* AD AM A PG HV DH MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

PULLMAN
WASHTAN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
NE 340 MAPLE STREET
ROOM 2
PULLMAN, WA 99163
(509) 332-6565
* AD AM Y PG DH PR TX PV CI CS *

PUYALLUP
COUNSELOR
315 59TH AVENUE SW
SUITE 11
PUYALLUP, WA 98373
(206) 848-2242
* AD AM PR CH TX *
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EDMOND
GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
700 152ND AVENUE NE
EDMOND, WA 98052
(206) 883-5151
AD DT RR MC TX *

ENTON
DRUG FREE SYSTEMS
17 SOUTH 3RD STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 228-2122
AD CI *

ENTON AREA YOUTH SERVICES (RAYS)
205 SOUTH 3RD STREET
ENTON, WA 98055
(206) 271-5600
DA AM Y TX PV CI CS *

ALLEY MEDICAL RECOVERY CENTER
100 SOUTH 43RD STREET
ENTON, WA 98055
(206) 656-4055
AD AM H PG PR CH TX CI CS *

LAHLAND
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS
UPATIENT DRUG FREE PROGRAM
946 STEVENS DRIVE
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
(425) 456-4055
AD AM H PG PR CH TX CI CS *

SEATTLE
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER AT
18TH AVENUE HOSPITAL
5060 5TH AVENUE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98125
(206) 361-7423
AD DT RR AM W Y A B AI PG CU HV *
DH HC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

ALCOHOL/DRUG 24 HOUR HELP LINE
700 RAINIER AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE B
SEATTLE, WA 98114
(206) 222-3703
AD DT RR MC TX *

ALTERNATIVES
818 HESTLAKE AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 106
SEATTLE, WA 98109
(206) 222-4162
AL AM H HV DW PR TX PV CI *

BLAIDE
8806 6TH AVENUE NW
SEATTLE, WA 98102
(206) 781-7220
AD DT Y B H AI PR TX *

CAIRN/JUSTICE ASSOCIATES INC
1207 NORTH 200TH STREET
SUITE 217
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 562-1136
AD AM PR TX PV CI *

CAREUNIT CLINICS OF WASHINGTON/SEATTLE
12305 15TH AVENUE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98125
(206) 363-0051
HOTLINE(S):
(206) 821-1122 24 HOUR HELPLINE
AD AM W B H AI CU DM PR CH TX CI *

CASCADE RECOVERY CENTER
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND
600 WINSLOW MAY EAST
SUITE 237
SEATTLE, WA 98110
(206) 846-9330
AD AM Y DM PR TX PV CI CS *

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
17011 MERIDIAN AVENUE NORTH
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 566-2411
AD AM Y TX *

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
10501 MERIDIAN AVENUE NORTH
SUITE E
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 364-3925
AD AM W B B A I PG CU HV DM MC MD *
PR CH TX PV CI *

CENTRAL SEATTLE RECOVERY CENTER
JEFFERSON STREET UNIT
1401 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
JEFFERSON CTR PROF BUILDING SUITE 300
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 322-2970
AD AM W B B H PG PI CU DM MD PR TX *
CI *

CHINOOK CENTER
220 QUEEN ANNE AVENUE NORTH
SEATTLE, WA 98109
(206) 282-9991
AD AM A AI CU HV DM PR TX CI *

CORNERSTONE TREATMENT CENTERS INC
207 44TH STREET NW
SEATTLE, WA 98107
(206) 784-9947
AD AM W PR TX PV CI CS *

DELL CRAIG THERAPISTS INC
MARINA PROFESSIONAL CENTER
22030 7TH AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98198
(206) 824-9273
AD AM W DM PR TX PV CI *

DRUG FREE SYSTEMS/TASC
611 FIRST AVENUE
COLMAN BUILDING SUITE 610
SEATTLE, WA 98104
(206) 467-0330
AD CI *

EVERGREEN TREATMENT SERVICES
1250 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98134
(206) 223-3644
DA AM W PG CU HV MD MM *

GENESIS HOUSE
621 34TH AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 378-0881
DA RR M PG CU TX *

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
1703 MINOR AVENUE
METROPOLITAN PARK II SUITE 1500
SEATTLE, WA 98101
(206) 287-2700
AD DT RR AM W Y CU HV DW TX *

GUARDIAN RECOVERY PROGRAM
2608 3RD AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98121
(206) 522-4256
AD AM Y B H AI PG CU HV DM PR *
CH TX PV CI CS *

HOPE RECOVERY SERVICES
974 INDUSTRY DRIVE
SEATTLE, WA 98180
(206) 575-8909
AD AM Y PI HV DM PR TX PV CI *

KING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1421 MINOR AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98101
(206) 296-7650
AD DT TX *

KING COUNTY PERINATAL TREATMENT PROG
1005 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 296-6825
AD RR AM W Y PG MD TX *

MILAM RECOVERY PROGRAM
12845 AMBAUM BOULEVARD SM
SEATTLE, WA 98146
(206) 294-0890
HOTLINE(S):
(206) 294-0890; (206) 294-HELP
AD DT RR PR TX PV CI *
WASHINGTON

NORTH SEATTLE TREATMENT SERVICES
4106 STONE WAY NORTH
SEATTLE, WA 98103
(206) 548-1246
* AD AM PG CU DH MD PR TX CI *

NORTHWEST TREATMENT CENTER
130 NICKERSON STREET
SUITE 210
SEATTLE, WA 98109
(206) 283-9013
* AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU DH PR *
* TX *

PRAKIS
3245 FAIRVIEW AVENUE EAST
SUITE 200
SEATTLE, WA 98102
(206) 726-8363
* AL AM PR TX PV CI CS *

RAINBOW TREATMENT SERVICES
14900 INTERURBAN AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 255
SEATTLE, WA 98168
(206) 246-2400
* AD AM M B H AI DH PR TX CI *

RUTH DYKEMAN YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICE
15001 8TH AVENUE SW
SEATTLE, WA 98166
(206) 243-5544
* AD AM Y PR TX PV CI *

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
12101 AMBAUM BOULEVARD SW
SEATTLE, WA 98146
(206) 244-8100
HOTLINE(S): (800) 272-8464
* AD DT RR W Y B CU HV DH MC PR TX *

SEADRUNAR
PHASE I/GEORGETOWN
976 SOUTH HARNET STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98108
(206) 767-0244
HOTLINE(S): (206) 767-0244
* DA RR H CU HV PR TX *

SEADRUNAR
PHASE II CAPITOL HILL
809 15TH AVENUE EAST
SEATTLE, WA 98112
(206) 324-8500
HOTLINE(S): (206) 324-8500
* DA RR CU HV PR TX *

SEADRUNAR
QUEENANNE
200 WEST COMSTOCK STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98119
(206) 280-2010
HOTLINE(S): (206) 280-2010
* DA RR PG CU HV PR TX *

SEATTLE INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT
611 12TH AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98144
(206) 324-9360 EXT. 322
* AD AM M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

SHAMROCK GROUP INC
8535 PHINNEY AVENUE NORTH
SEATTLE, WA 98103
(206) 789-4704
* AD AM A HV PR TX PV CI *

SHARED HEALTH SERVICES
6500 SOUTH CENTER BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
SEATTLE, WA 98188
(206) 246-8377
* AD AM M A B H AI PG PI CU HV DH *
* PR TX PV CI *

SOUTH KING COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTERS
15025 4TH AVENUE SH
SEATTLE, WA 98166
(206) 242-3506
* AD AM M PG DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

STONEMALL RECOVERY SERVICES
430 BROADWAY EAST
SEATTLE, WA 98102
(206) 461-4566
* AD AM M Y A HV DH PR TX PV CI *

SWEDEISH HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
157 SUMMIT AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98104
(206) 386-3150
* AD DT RR AM M A B PG CU HV DM MC *
* PR TX PV CI *

SWEDEISH MEDICAL CENTER BALLARD
NM MARKET AND BARNES AVENUES
SEATTLE, WA 98107
(206) 789-7209
* AD DT RR AM HC PR CH TX CI *

THERAPEUTIC HEALTH SERVICES INC
MIDVALE TREATMENT CENTER
17962 MIDVALE AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 150
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 546-9766
HOTLINE(S): (206) 546-9766
* DA AM M A B H PG HV PR MM CI *

THUNDERBIRD TREATMENT CENTER
9236 RENTON AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98118
(206) 722-7152
* AD RR M Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
1660 SOUTH COLUMBIAN WAY
SEATTLE, WA 98108
(206) 764-2123
* AD RR M A B H AI CU HV MC MD *
* PR TX HH PV CI *

VIRGINIA MASON CHEMICAL DEP PROGRAM
1100 OLIVE WAY
METRO PARK WEST TOWER SUITE 1000
SEATTLE, WA 98101
(206) 625-7406
* AD AM PR TX CI *

WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER
6532 PHINNEY AVENUE NORTH
BUILDING B ROOM 16A
SEATTLE, WA 98103
(206) 782-5500
* AD AM H DH PR TX CI *

SEDRO WOOLLEY
PIONEER CENTER NORTH
2268 HUB DRIVE
SEDRO WOOLLEY, WA 98284
(206) 856-3106
* AD RR M A I PG CU HV PR TX PV *

UNITED GENERAL HOSPITAL
UNITED RECOVERY CENTER
1971 HIGHWAY 20
SEDRO WOOLLEY, WA 98284
(206) 856-7324
HOTLINE(S): (206) 856-7324
(800) 544-0405 X7324
* AD DT RR AM M Y PG CU DH MC PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

SEQUIM
FAMILY CENTER
237 NORTH SEQUIM AVENUE
SEQUIM, WA 98382
(206) 685-2799
* AD AM M B AI CU DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV CI *

JAMESTOWN S KLALLAM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
305 OLD BLYN HIGHWAY
SEQUIM, WA 98382
(206) 683-1109 EXT. 47
* AD AM M Y AI CU DN TX PV CI CS *

SHELTON
OPPORTUNITIES COUNSELING
2201 OLYMPIC HIGHWAY NORTH
SHELTON, WA 98584
(206) 426-7483
HOTLINE(S): (206) 426-7483
* AD AM M A H AI CU HV DH MC PR TX *
* PV *
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SILVERDALE
ASCALANCE RECOVERY CENTER
SILVERDALE, WA 98383
206) 690-7267
AD AM Y DH PR TX *

NOQUALHE
CHO GLEN CHILDREN'S CENTER
3310 SE 99TH STREET
NOQUALHE, WA 98065
206) 831-1404
AD RR W Y B H AI PG CU HV PR TX *

SPokane
ADDITION OUTPATIENT SERVICES
ALLEY OFFICE BRANCH
1704 E MONTGOMERY DRIVE
SUITE 5
SPokane, WA 99206
(509) 928-6963
AD AM W Y B AI CU DM PR TX CI *

ADDITION OUTPT SERVICES OF SPokane
ASY 901 2ND AVENUE
SUITE 100-1420
SPokane, WA 99202
(509) 534-3312
AD AM W Y B AI CU DM PR TX PV CI *

ADDITION RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
EST 601 FRANCIS AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99205
(509) 327-9726
AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DM PR TX CI *

LCOHOL/DRUG NETWORK
101 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 324-1402
DA AM W Y B AI PG PI MD TX MM CI *

ENTER FOR DRUG TREATMENT
AST 115 INDIANA AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99207
(509) 458-7437
OUTLINE(S): (509) 838-4428
DA AM N Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV MC *
DA M F PR TX PV CI CS *

COLONIAL CLINIC
WEST 315 9TH AVENUE
SUITE 210
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 838-6004
OUTLINE(S): (509) 838-6004; (509) 466-2772
AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
PR CH TX PV CI *

DAYBREAK OF SPokane
INTENSIVE INPATIENT PROGRAM FOR YOUTH
SOUTH 4611 DYER ROAD
SPokane, WA 99223
(509) 448-1255
* AD RR Y PR TX *

DAYBREAK OF SPokane
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
EAST 918 MISSION AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99202
(509) 403-0107
* AD AM Y MD PR TX *

GENESIS COUNSELING SERVICE INC
NORTH 10103 DIVISION STREET
SUITE 100
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 466-1092
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DM PR TX *
* PV CI *

GROUP HEALTH NORTHWEST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
316 WEST BOONE AVENUE
ROCK POINTE CORPORATE CENTER SUITE 650
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-9757
OUTLINE(S):
(509) 327-9757 GRP HLTH NW MEMB ONLY
(509) 326-6900
* AD AM W Y A PG CU HV DM TX CI CS *

INLAND TRIBAL CONSORTIUM
YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
NORTH 1617 CALISPAL
SPokane, WA 99205
(509) 327-9416
* AD RR Y AI TX *

ISABELLA HOUSE
WEST 2308 3RD AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 624-1244
* AD RR AM N Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* PR TX MM *

MOUNTAINVIEW OUTPATIENT
517 SOUTH DIVISION STREET
SUITE 9
SPokane, WA 99202
(509) 456-0831
OUTLINE(S):
(800) 926-0048; (509) 624-3226
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PI CU HV DM *
PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

NEW HORIZON COUNSELING SERVICES
WEST 2317 3RD AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 624-1244
* AD RR AM N Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
PR TX MM *

RIVER CITY COUNSELING SERVICES
NORTH 7507 DIVISION
SUITE 300
SPokane, WA 99208
(509) 467-1115
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

SALVATION ARMY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
NORTH 2020 DIVISION STREET
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 325-6821
* AD AM W DH MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SALVATION ARMY
BOOTH CARE CENTER
WEST 3400 GARLAND AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99205
(509) 326-6800
* AD RR PR TX *

SPokane ADDITION RECOVERY CTR(SPARC)
INPATIENT SERVICES
WEST 1403 7TH AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99210
(509) 624-3251
* AD AM W B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

SPokane ADDITION RECOVERY CTR(SPARC)
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
SOUTH 812 WALNUT STREET
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 624-5228
* AD AM W B H AI PG PI CU HV DM MD *
* PR TX CS *

SPokane ADDITION RECOVERY CTR(SPARC)
RECOVERY HOUSE
1509 WEST 8TH AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 624-3251
* AD RR AM W B H AI PG PI CU HV DM *
* PR TX *

SPokane CARE SERVICE
SOUTH 165 HOWARD STREET
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 838-2771
* AD DT PR TX *

STEPPE/SOUTH HELP ASSOCIATION
WEST 522 RIVERSIDE
SUITE 600
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 455-5226
OUTLINE(S): (800) 942-0305
DA AM W Y PG MC MD PR CH TX *

TASC OF SPokane COUNTY
1324 NORTH ASH STREET
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 326-7740
* AD AM TX CI *
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VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
NORTH 4615 ASSEMBLY STREET
SPokane, WA 99205
(509) 327-0228
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DH TX PV CI CS *

SUNNYSIDE

MERIT RESOURCE SERVICES
702 EAST FRANKLIN STREET
SUNNYSIDE, WA 98944
(509) 837-7700
* AD AM H Y H PG HV DH MC PR TX PV *
* CI *

TACOMA

AFFIRMATION COUNSELING SERVICES
4301 SOUTH PINE STREET
SUITE 30
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 473-0155
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU HV DH *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

FAMILY RECOVERY RESOURCES
MOMS
2367 TACOMA AVENUE SOUTH
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 596-6655
* AD AM H A B PG CU HV MD TX *

GRiffin AND GRIFFIN EAP INC
4218 SOUTH STEELE STREET
SUITE 304
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 475-7504
* AD AM H Y B AI CU DH PR CH TX PV *
* CI *

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE ADAPT
4301 SOUTH PINE STREET
SUITE 219
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 472-3200
* AD AM TX *

METRO DEV COUNCIL CHEM DEP DIVISION
DETOX CENTER AND OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
622 TACOMA AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 6
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 591-7003
* AD AM PR CH TX *

PASSAGES PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
10510 GRAVELLY LAKE DRIVE SW
SUITE 200
TACOMA, WA 98499
(206) 581-5556
* AD AM H Y DH PR TX PV CI *

PIERCE COUNTY ALLIANCE
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
710 SOUTH FAMCETT AVENUE
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 572-4750 EXT. 120
* AD AM DH PR TX PV CI *

PIERCE COUNTY ALLIANCE
YOP/405 PROGRAM
1110 SOUTH 12TH STREET
TACOMA, WA 98405
(206) 591-6090
* AD AM Y B MD PR CH TX *

PIERCE COUNTY ALLIANCE/YOUTH
1110 SOUTH 12TH AVENUE
TACOMA, WA 98405
(206) 591-6090
* AD AM Y B H PR CH TX PV CI *

PLAZA HALL
1615 CENTER STREET
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 272-0906
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG MC MD PR *
* TX *

TACOMA DETOXIFICATION CENTER
721 FAMCETT AVENUE
ROOM 100
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 572-5333
* AD AM H Y B AI CU DH PR CH TX *
* CI *

TAComa PIERCE COUNTY
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
3629 SOUTH D STREET
CHD-049
TACOMA, WA 98408
(206) 591-6405
* DA AM A PG HV MD MM *

TRANSITIONS LIMITED
10116 PORTLAND AVENUE
SUITE B
TACOMA, WA 98445
(206) 531-0880
HOTLINE(S):
(206) 531-0880
(206) 597-1479 PAGER
* AD AM H B H AI PG PU PR TX *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
AMERICAN LAKE
UNIT 116C/D
TACOMA, WA 98493
(206) 582-8440 EXT. 6110
* AD AM H B H AI CU HV DH TX *

WESTERN WASHINGTON ALCOHOL CENTER INC
3049 SOUTH 36TH STREET
SUITE 214
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 536-5549
* AD AM H A B B AI PI CU HV DH PR TX *
* PV CI *

TAHOLAH

QUINault INDIAN NATION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
TAHOLAH, WA 98587
(206) 276-0211
* AD AM H Y AI PG CU DW TX PV CI *
* CS *

TOPPENISH

MERIT RESOURCE SERVICES
307 ASOTIN STREET
TOPPENISH, WA 98948
(509) 865-5233
* AD AM H Y H AI PG HV DH MC PR TX *
* PV CI *

VANCOUVER

CLARK COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUGS
8TH STREET BRANCH
509 WEST 8TH STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98660
(206) 696-1631
HOTLINE(S):
(206) 696-1631
* AD DT RR AM H Y PG PI DM PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

RECOVERY NORTHWEST
ALC/DRUG OUTPATIENT CENTER
210 WEST 11TH STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98660
(206) 695-1297
* AD AM PG DH MD PR TX CI *

SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
TURN AROUND AT VANCOUVER
400 NE MOTHER JOSEPH WAY
VANCOUVER, WA 98664
(206) 256-2170
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B AI PG CU HV *
* HM MD PR CH TX CI CS *

STARTING POINT
2703 EAST MILL PLAIN BOULEVARD
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 696-2010
* AD AM Y AI CU DH PR TX CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS REHAB SECTION
100 STREET AND 4TH PLAIN STREET
WARD 30
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 690-1841
* AD RR AM H A B H AI CU HV DH TX *
* CI *
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
HEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
7 MAINWRIGHT DRIVE
ALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 525-5200 EXT. 2674
AD RR AM W H B H AI HV DM PR TX CI *

ENATCHEE
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
ASA INC
27 OKANOGAN AVENUE
ENATCHEE, WA 98801
(509) 662-9673
HOTLINE(S): (509) 662-9673
AD DT RR AM Y PG DM MD PR TX *

HITE SALMON
COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER
HERICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
O SKYLINE HOSPITAL
HITE SALMON, WA 98672
(509) 773-5801
HOTLINE(S): (509) 773-5801
AD AM MD CH TX *

GOODINVILLE
OTIVATIONS
7311 135TH AVENUE NE
UITE C-400
GOODINVILLE, WA 98072
(206) 481-2112
HOTLINE(S): (206) 481-2112
AD AM W Y A CU HV DM TX PV CI CS *

AKIMA
J ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
C 3RD STREET
OOM 310
AKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 248-0133
HOTLINE(S): (509) 248-0133, (800) 922-2015
AD PV CI *

ARTH CLINIC
05 EAST E STREET
UITE 2
AKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 457-5653
AD H PG PR TX *

OLLMAN COUNSELING CENTER
12 SOUTH 3RD STREET
UITE A
AKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 575-4794
AD AM HC PR CH TX *

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROG
321 EAST YAKIMA AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 575-4084
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 572-8122; (509) 575-4200
AD AM A PG HV MC MD PR CH MM PV *
* CI CS *

DEPENDENCY HEALTH SERVICES
401 SOUTH 5TH AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98902
(509) 453-2900
* AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* TX *

RIEL HOUSE
1408 NEST YAKIMA AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98902
(509) 575-4810
HOTLINE(S):
(509) 248-1000; (509) 575-4810
* AD RR AM Y PG PR TX *

SUNDOWN M RANCH
2280 SR 821
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 457-0990
* AD RR W PR TX *

YAKIMA COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG CTR
102 SOUTH NACHES AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 248-1800
* AD AM W Y PG DM MD PR TX PV CI *
* CS *

YAKIMA HUMAN SERVICES
DBA DEPENDENCY HEALTH SERVICES
315 HOLTON AVENUE
SUITE 8-1
YAKIMA, WA 98902
(509) 248-1200
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU DM MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

YELM
RESOLUTION A COUNSELING SERVICE
806 YELM AVENUE EAST
SUITE 7
YELM, WA 98597
(206) 458-4349
* AD AM PR TX PV CI *
WEST VIRGINIA

ALDERSON
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ALDERSON, WV 24910
(304) 445-2901
* AD PV *

BECKLEY
FAYETTE/MONROE/RALEIGH/SUMMERS (FMR) MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
101 SOUTH EISENHOWER DRIVE
BECKLEY, WV 25501
(304) 255-7100
HOTLINE(S): (304) 256-7100
* AD AM H Y B PG PI CU DH MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI SS CS *

SOUTHERN WEST VIRGINIA FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
BECKLEY, WV 25501
(304) 253-1441
HOTLINE(S): (304) 253-1441; (304) 255-1132
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
200 VETERANS AVENUE
BECKLEY, WV 25501
(304) 255-2121
* AD RR PR TX CI *

BLUEFIELD
MERCER COUNTY FELLOWSHIP HOME
421 SCOTT STREET
BLUEFIELD, WV 24701
(304) 327-9876
* AD RR TX PV CI CS *

CHARLESTON
AFL/CIO APPALACHIAN COUNCIL INC
OCCUPATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
501 BROAD STREET
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 345-5811
* AD PV *

CHARLESTON AREA MEDICAL CENTER INC
BROOKS AND WASHINGTON STREETS
CHARLESTON, WV 25325
(304) 346-6660
HOTLINE(S): (304) 348-6060
* AD DT RR AM H Y A PG CU HV MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL REHAB AND EVALUATION SERVICES (CARES)
1716 7TH AVENUE
CHARLESTON, WV 25312
(304) 341-0337
HOTLINE(S): (304) 341-0337
* AD DT H PG PI CU DH MC MD PR TX *

KANAWHA VALLEY FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
1107 VIRGINIA STREET EAST
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 342-8051
* AD RR PI DM TX *

SHANNEE HILL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PEERS
1591 HAMILTON STREET EAST
CHARLESTON, WV 25311
(304) 341-0279
* AD AM Y PI CU DH MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI *

SHANNEE HILLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CTR INC
BROOKSIDE CAMPUS SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
705 SOUTH PARK ROAD
CHARLESTON, WV 25325
(304) 341-0298
* AD AM MC MD PR TX CI *

SHANNEE HILLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CTR INC
EXTENDED CARE SERVICE FOR WOMEN
705 SOUTH PARK ROAD
CHARLESTON, WV 25325
(304) 341-0223
* AD RR W MC MD PR TX *

SOUTHWAY TREATMENT CENTER
4605 MACCORKLE AVENUE SM
CHARLESTON, WV 25309
(304) 766-5021
HOTLINE(S): (800) 992-3010
* AD DT RR Y CU MC MD PR CH TX *

THRESHOLD AT BROOKSIDE
705 SOUTH PARK ROAD
CHARLESTON, WV 25304
(304) 341-0436
* AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX *

CLARKSVILLE
SUMMIT CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
6 HOSPITAL PLAZA
CLARKSVILLE, WV 26301
(304) 623-5661
HOTLINE(S):
(304) 623-5661; (800) 786-6481
* AD AM H Y PI DH MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 98
CLARKSVILLE, WV 26301
(304) 623-7613
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV DH MC PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

CROSS LANES
PHOENIX HOUSE
5405 ALPINE DRIVE
CROSS LANES, WV 25313
(304) 776-1643
* AD RR Y MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

ELKINS
APPALACHIAN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
725 YOKUM STREET
ELKINS, WV 26241
(304) 636-3252
* AD RR AM Y Y PG PI DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

* KEY *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF CARE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| STAFF SPECIFICALLY TRAINED TO TREAT: |
| H = HOMEN |
| M = MEXICAN |
| A = AIDS PATIENTS |
| B = BLACKS |
| P = PREGNANT USERS |

| THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS: |
| MD = MEDICARE |
| MD = MEDICAID |
| PR = PRIVATE INSURANCE |

| URGENT FUNCTION: |
| TX = TREATMENT |
| PV = PREVENTION/EDUCATION |
| GI = INTAKE/ASSESSMENT/REFERRAL |
| SS = SOBERING-UP STATION |
| CS = COLLATERAL SERVICES |
AIRIORT
AIRIORT GENERAL HOSPITAL ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT 325 LOCUST AVENUE AIRIORT, WV 26554 (304) 367-7239 HOTLINE(S): (800) 564-2499 TOLL FREE IN WV ONLY (304) 367-7239 * AD DT AM H PG CU MC MD PR CH TX * PV CS *

AYMPSY
AYSY, 58 MAIN STREET AYPSY, WV 26361 (304) 592-3592 HOTLINE(S): (304) 623-5661 * AD CI *

LOADMONT
LOADMONT HILLS REHABILITATION UNIT LODOMONT, WV 26744 (304) 789-2405 * AD RR PR TX *

HUNTINGTON
MCA RIVER PARK HOSPITAL Ridges Chemical Dependency Program 1220 6TH AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25701 (304) 526-9111 HOTLINE(S): (800) 621-2673 * AD DT RR MC PR CH TX PV CI CS *

RESTERA CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC 5375 U.S. ROUTE 60 EAST HUNTINGTON, WV 25705 (304) 525-7851 HOTLINE(S): (304) 525-7851 * AD AM Y WH MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

RESTERA CENTER FOR MH SERVICES INC NEW DIRECTIONS 1510 NORWAY AVENUE HUNTINGTON STATE HOSPITAL HUNTINGTON, WV 25709 (304) 525-5522 HOTLINE(S): (304) 525-7851; (304) 525-9524 * AD DT RR H A B PI CU HV TX *

SAIN T MARYS HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT 2900 FIRST AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25701 (304) 526-6000 HOTLINE(S): (304) 526-6000; (304) 526-6031 * AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

TRANSITION HOUSE 432 6TH AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25705 (304) 525-5250 HOTLINE(S): (304) 525-7851 * AD RR MC MD PR TX PV CI *

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT 1500 NORWAY AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25709 (304) 525-5521 * AD DT RR TX *

KINGHOD
OLYMPIC CENTER/PRESTON ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM ROUTE 7 KINGHOOD, WV 26537 (304) 329-2400 HOTLINE(S): (800) 498-6778; (304) 329-2400 * AD RR Y A PG HV MC MD PR CH TX *

PRESTON ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER 300 SOUTH PRICE STREET KINGHOOD, WV 26537 (304) 329-1600 HOTLINE(S): (300) 352-3602 (304) 329-1600 X251 * AD DT RR AM H Y PG PI DW MC MD PR CH TX *

LEWISBURG
HUNTER HOUSE 100 CHURCH STREET LEWISBURG, WV 24901 (304) 647-9831 * AD RR PI MD TX SS *

LOGAN
LOGAN/MINGO AREA MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES ROUTE 10 3 MILE CURVE LOGAN, WV 25601 (304) 792-7130 HOTLINE(S): (304) 792-7130; (304) 235-2954 * AD AM W Y PI DW MC MD PR CH TX *

PETERSBURG
POTOMAC HIGHLANDS GUILD INC 1 VIRGINIA AVENUE PETERSBURG, WV 26847 (304) 257-4678 HOTLINE(S): (800) 545-HELP; (304) 257-6392 * AD AM Y PI DW MC MD PR CH TX PV *

PRINCETON
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC 200 12TH STREET EXTENSION PRINCETON, WV 24740 (304) 425-9591 * AD AM W Y MC MD PR CH TX PV SS *

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM DRUG ABUSE UNIT/GERARD MORGANTOWN, WV 26505 (304) 295-4641 EXT. 325 * AD RR AM TX PV CI *

VALLEY COMPREHENSIVE CMHC MAIN UNIT 501 SCOTT AVENUE MORGANTOWN, WV 26505 (304) 295-1731 * AD RR AM W Y PG PI DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

PARKERSBURG
MID OHIO VALLEY FELLOWSHIP HOME INC 1050 GEORGE STREET PARKERSBURG, WV 26101 (304) 405-3541 * AD RR PI TX PV CI *

WESTERN DISTRICT GUIDANCE CENTER INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 2121 7TH STREET PARKERSBURG, WV 26101 (304) 405-1721 HOTLINE(S): (304) 485-1721 * AD AM W Y PI DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI SS CS *

MORGANTOWN
CHESTNUT RIDGE HOSP IN COOP WITH WV DEPT BEHAV MED/PSYCH ADDICTION UNIT 950 CHESTNUT RIDGE ROAD MORGANTOWN, WV 26505 (304) 295-4000 HOTLINE(S): (304) 295-4000; (800) 458-4898 * AD AM Y PI DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

* SS CS *

* SS CS *

* SS CS *

* SS CS *
WEST VIRGINIA

RIPLEY
JACKSON GENERAL HOSPITAL
JACKSON TREATMENT CENTER
PINNELL STREET
RIPLEY, WV 25271
(304) 372-4320
HOTLINE(S):
(304) 372-4320; (800) 273-6431
* AD DT RR AM M Y B PG CU MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI *

SNEVILLLE
SENECA MH/MR COUNCIL INC
1305 WEBSTER ROAD
SUMMERSVILLE, WV 26651
(304) 872-6503
* AD AM Y PI DW MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI SS CS *

SUTTON
BRAXTON COUNTY FELLOWSHIP HOME
11 STONEHALL STREET
SUTTON, WV 26601
(304) 765-2616
* AD RR TX PV *

WEIRTON
HANKOCK/BROOKE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
501 COLLIERS WAY
WEIRTON, WV 26062
(304) 723-5440
HOTLINE(S): (304) 723-6000
* AD AM M Y PG PI DW MC MD PR TX *
* PV CS *

WHEELING
NORTHWOOD HEALTH SYSTEMS
2121 EOFF STREET
WHEELING, WV 26003
(304) 234-3570
HOTLINE(S): (304) 234-3570
* AD AM M Y A B AI PG PI CU HV DW *
* TX PV CI SS CS *

NORTHWOOD HEALTH SYSTEMS
NEW HOPE
52 15TH STREET
WHEELING, WV 26003
(304) 234-3535
HOTLINE(S): (304) 234-3570
* AD RR M B H AI PG CU MC MD PR CH *
* TX PV *

OHIO VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2000 EOFF STREET
WHEELING, WV 26003
(304) 234-0123
* AD SS *
WISEN

BEAVER DAM COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADDA DETOX/ADDA INPT EMERGENCY CARE
707 SOUTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
(608) 887-7181
HOTLINE(S): (608) 887-4024
* AD DT MC MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
1010 DE CLARK STREET
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
(608) 887-3171
* AD PV CS *

BELLOIT

ADDITION TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROG
2091 SHOPPIERE ROAD
BELLOIT, WI 53511
(608) 364-1144
* AD AM W Y B CU DH MD PR TX PV CI *

BELLOIT INNER CITY COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
954 ALICE STREET
BELLOIT, WI 53511
(608) 365-6600
* AD PV CI SS CS *

INTOXICATED DRIVER PROGRAM
136 WEST GRAND AVENUE
BELLOIT, WI 53511
(608) 362-6223
* AD CI *

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WISCONSIN
2185 SHOPPIERE ROAD
BELLOIT, WI 53511
(608) 365-2709
HOTLINE(S): (608) 754-2264; (608) 365-2709
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

ROCK VALLEY CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS INC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
431 OLYMPIAN BOULEVARD
BELLOIT, WI 53511
(608) 362-7803
HOTLINE(S): (608) 364-8780 DIRECT REF & CRISISLINE
* AD RR AM W Y B CU TX CI *

BERLIN

BERLIN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
225 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BERLIN, WI 54923
(414) 361-3133
* AD CS *

BLACK RIVER FALLS

LUTHERAN HOSPITAL COUNSELING SERVS OF
BLACK RIVER MEM HOSP/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
610 WEST ADAMS STREET
BLACK RIVER FALLS, WI 54615
(715) 284-5561
HOTLINE(S): (608) 782-9010
* AD PV CI CS *

BOSCOBEL

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF BOSCOBEL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 PARKER STREET
BOSCOBEL, WI 53929
(608) 759-3677
HOTLINE(S): (608) 375-4357; (608) 375-2750
* AD PV CI *

BOWLER

STOCKBRIDGE/MUNSEE HEALTH CENTER
TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 1 MOHECONNOCK ROAD
BOWLER, WI 54416
(715) 793-4344 EXT. 136
* AD RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU DH *
* MC MD PR TX *

BROOKFIELD

ELMBROOK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
19333 WEST NORTH AVENUE
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
(414) 785-2233
* AD DT RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU DH *
* TX *

CHILTON

CALUMET COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE DEPT
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE UNIT
206 COURT STREET
COURTHOUSE
CHILTON, WI 53014
(414) 849-1400
HOTLINE(S): (414) 849-1400; (414) 751-3212
* AD AM W Y CU DH MD PR CH TX *

CALUMET MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX SERVICES
614 MEMORIAL DRIVE
CHILTON, WI 53014
(414) 849-2386
HOTLINE(S): (414) 849-9317 THROUGH CALUMET COUNTY
* AD *

CHIPPEWA FALLS

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
404 1/2 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BOX 4
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1101
HOTLINE(S):
(715) 723-1101 CHIPPEWA CO RESIDENTS
(800) 428-8159 X202
* AD PV *

L E PHILLIPS LIBERTAS CENTER
FOR THE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT
2661 COUNTY ROAD I
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-5585
HOTLINE(S):
(715) 723-5585; (715) 723-1811
* AD CI *

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM
2661 COUNTY ROAD I
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1011
HOTLINE(S): (715) 723-1811
* AD CI *

SERENITY HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
205 EAST GRAND AVENUE
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-8468
* AD RR CU DH PR TX *

TRANSITUS HOUSE
1030 MHEATON STREET
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1155
* AD RR W TX *

CLINTONVILLE

CLINTONVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
35 NORTH ANNE STREET
CLINTONVILLE, WI 54929
(715) 825-3121 EXT. 235
* AD CI *

GRANDON

FOREST COUNTY
POTAWATOMI ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
CRANDON, WI 54520
(715) 478-2903
* AD CI *

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON AODA INC
211 EAST MADISON STREET
CRANDON, WI 54520
(715) 478-5524
* AD AM W Y AI CU DH MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

508
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eagle River</strong></td>
<td><strong>Eagle River Memorial Hospital</strong></td>
<td>(715) 479-7911, (715) 479-4585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lakeland Council on AODA</strong></td>
<td><strong>Highway 45 North</strong></td>
<td>(715) 479-4585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eau Claire</strong></td>
<td><strong>Eau Claire Academy</strong></td>
<td>(715) 835-9110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Luther Hospital</strong></td>
<td><strong>Genesis Adolescent Chem Dep Program</strong></td>
<td>(715) 832-3471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lutheran Social Services</strong></td>
<td><strong>3136 Craig Road</strong></td>
<td>(715) 839-3585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Midelfort Clinic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Journey</strong></td>
<td>(715) 839-5369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TrinitiTEC</strong></td>
<td><strong>Treatment Alternative Program</strong></td>
<td>(715) 839-8114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEMORIAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>Community Hospital</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WISCONSIN</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parkside Lodge/Edgerton</strong></td>
<td>(608) 884-3381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAKESIDE - EAGLE RIVER</strong></td>
<td><strong>313 Stoughton Road</strong></td>
<td>(414) 741-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAFAYETTE</strong></td>
<td><strong>COUNTY Department of Human Services</strong></td>
<td>(800) 362-5717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOODSVILLE</strong></td>
<td><strong>United Counseling Services</strong></td>
<td>(800) 776-4888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DURAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>Department of Human Services</strong></td>
<td>(715) 835-9110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEPIN COUNTY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Community Center</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact Information**

- **Hotline(s):** (800) 244-3023, (800) 236-4747, (800) 244-2023
- **Fax:** (715) 479-4585
- **Email:** info@lakeside.org
WISCONSIN

FOND DU LAC COUNTY ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING CENTER
469 EAST FIRST STREET
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 929-3571
HOTLINE(S): (414) 929-3555
REFERRAL SERVICES ONLY
* AD DT RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU *
* HV DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ROBERT E BERRY HALFWAY HOUSE
178 6TH STREET
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 922-8580
* AD RR W TX *

SAINT AGNES HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION UNIT
630 EAST DIVISION STREET
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 929-2300
HOTLINE(S): (414) 929-1350; (800) 922-3400
* AD DT RR AM W Y CU DH MC MD PR *
* CH TX CI *

FORT ATKINSON
FORT ATKINSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EMERGENCY MED DETOX
611 EAST SHERMAN AVENUE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53558
(414) 568-5000
* AD DT W Y A B H PI HV MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

FRIENDSHIP
ADAMS COUNTY DEPT OF COMMUNITY PROGS
108 EAST NORTH STREET
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
(608) 339-7881
HOTLINE(S): (608) 339-7881
* AD DT RR AM W Y PG CU DW MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI CS *

ADAMS COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EMERGENCY SERVICES
402 WEST LAKE STREET
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
(608) 339-3331
* AD CI *

GREEN BAY
BELLIN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
ADDICTIVE SERVICES
725 SOUTH WEBSTER AVENUE
GREEN BAY, WI 54305
(414) 433-3630
* AD DT RR AM W MC MD PR CH TX *

BROWN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
(414) 468-1136 EXT. 400
HOTLINE(S): (715) 526-3240
* AD DT MD PR TX PV CI *

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
OUTPATIENT AODA PROGRAM
1544 DOUGMAN STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54303
(414) 466-3000
HOTLINE(S): (414) 436-8880
* AD AM W Y A AI PI CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

GENESIS II
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
(414) 466-1136
* AD DT AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

OUT LADY OF CHARITY CENTER INC
FAMILY PROGRAM
2640 WEST POINT ROAD
GREEN BAY, WI 54307
(414) 494-8700
* AD RR AM Y PR TX *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EMERGENCY DETOX SERV
1726 SHAHANO AVENUE
GREEN BAY, WI 54303
(414) 498-4291
* AD *

SAHARIAN HOUSE
630 CHERRY STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 435-2093
* AD RR W Y A AI PG CU HV TX CI *

GREEN LAKE
GREEN LAKE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
COMMUNITY SERVICES UNIT
500 LAKE STEEL STREET
GREEN LAKE, WI 54941
(414) 294-4070
HOTLINE(S): (414) 294-4000 AFTER HOURS CRISIS LINE
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

GRESHAM
MAEHNOMESEKIYAH TREATMENT PROGRAM
N 4587 COUNTY G
GRESHAM, WI 54128
(715) 799-3835
* AD RR AM W Y A AI PG CU DW MD PR *
* TX PV CI *

HALES CORNERS
FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY
5300 SOUTH 108TH STREET
HALES CORNERS, WI 53130
(414) 529-0600
* AD AM W Y B AI CU DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

HAYWARD
HAYWARD AREA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 3
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8911
* AD DT MC MD PR CH TX *

LAC COURTE OREILLES
ALCOHOL/DRUG AND MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
ROUTE 2
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-4795
HOTLINE(S): (715) 634-4795
* AD AM W Y A PI PG DW MC MD PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

SANEY COUNTY COUNCIL ON AODA
HILL HOUSE
COUNTY HILL ROAD
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-5112
* AD PV CI *

SANEY COUNTY INFO AND REFERRAL CTR ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
315 WEST 5TH STREET
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8270
HOTLINE(S): (715) 634-8270
* AD AM W Y A PI PG DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX PV CI CS *

HERTEL
SAINT CROIX TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
HERTEL, WI 54045
(715) 349-2395
* AD AM W Y A TX PV CI CS *

HILLSBORO
SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
400 WATER AVENUE
HILLSBORO, WI 54634
(608) 489-2211
* AD *

HUDSON
BURKWOOD RESIDENCE
615 OLD MILL ROAD
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 386-6125
* AD RR PR TX CI *
JEFFERSON
JEFFERSON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
HILLSIDE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
N9295 ANNEX ROAD
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
(414) 674-3105
HOTLINE(S): (414) 674-3105
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI *

JUNEAU
DODGE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
199 HOME ROAD
JUNEAU, WI 53039
(414) 386-3500
HOTLINE(S): (414) 386-3500
* AD AM PG DW MD MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

KENOSHA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CONSULTANTS
7543 17TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53143
(414) 652-6455
* AD CI *

ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS COUNCIL OF
KENOSHA COUNTY INC
1115 56TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 658-8366
* AD PV CI CS *

INTERCONNECTIONS
920 60TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-5335
* AD AM Y A B H PG CU HV DH DM *
* PR TX PV CI CS *

INTERVENTIONS
6755 14TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-0638
* AD RR H A B PG CU HV PR TX CI *

KENOSHA HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
3 WEST
6308 8TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-2011
* AD CI *

KENOSHA MENTAL HEALTH AND
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
1605 BIRCH ROAD
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 551-0566
* AD CI CS *

KENOSHA YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
(KYDS) SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
5407 8TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-6788
HOTLINE(S): (414) 657-7188; (800) 236-7188
* AD DT TX PV CI SS *

LAKESHORE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
3618 8TH AVENUE
LAKESHORE MEDICAL BUILDING
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-5155
HOTLINE(S): (414) 657-7188
* AD AM Y CU PR TX PV CI *

LINCOLN NEIGHBORHOOD COMMUNITY CTR INC
INNER CITY PROJ ON PREV OF SUBST ABUSE
1607 65TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53143
(414) 654-6200
* AD PV CI *

OAKWOOD CLINICAL ASSOCIATES LTD
3754 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 3
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-9830
* AD AM Y CU HV DM MD PR CH *
* TX CI CS *

SAINT CATHERINES HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL SERVICES/SE
3566 7TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-3342
* AD DT W A B PG CU HV MD PR TX *

KESHEWA
MENOMINEE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
KESHEWA, WI 54435
(715) 799-3861
HOTLINE(S):
(715) 799-3861; (715) 799-3881
* AD AM Y AI PR TX PV CI CS *

KEDASKUM
EXODUS TRANSITIONAL CARE FACILITY INC
1421 FOND DU LAC AVENUE
KEDASKUM, WI 53040
(414) 626-4166
* AD RR CU PR TX *

LA CROSSE
COULEE COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER CHEMICAL ABUSE
921 WEST AVENUE SOUTH
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 764-4177
HOTLINE(S): (608) 764-4177
* AD PV CI *

LA CROSSE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE DEPT
CLINICAL SERVICES SECTION
300 NORTH 4TH STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 785-6100
HOTLINE(S):
(608) 782-6010; (608) 784-4177
* AD AM Y A B H AI PG CU HV *
* DH MC MD PR CH TX *

511
REHABILITATION AND INTERVENTION CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE (PICADA)
1000 FORDEM AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 246-7600

THOREAU HOUSE
1102 SPAIGHT STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 255-2495
* AD RR Y B H CU TX CI *

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
ADOLESCENT ALC/DRUG ABUSE INTERVENTION PROGRAM
122 EAST OLIN AVENUE
SUITE 275
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 262-1111
* AD CI CS *

MANITOMOC
COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
3618 CALUMET AVENUE
MANITOMOC, WI 54220
(414) 682-6200
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

HOLY FAMILY MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
333 REED AVENUE
MANITOMOC, WI 54220
(414) 683-3030
HOTLINE(S): (414) 562-4673
* AD DT RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI *
* CU HV MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

MANITOMOC COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
COUNSELING CENTER
339 REED AVENUE
MANITOMOC, WI 54220
(414) 683-4300
HOTLINE(S): (414) 682-9172
* AD DT RR AM W Y B H PI DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

MARCO
1114 SOUTH 11TH STREET
MANITOMOC, WI 54220
(414) 684-0605
* AD RR TX *

MARINEVA
BAY AREA MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
3100 SHORE DRIVE
MARINEVA, WI 54143
(608) 504-5511 EXT. 173
* AD *

GOODHILL INDUSTRIES INC
MARINETTE COUNTY
1420 MAIN STREET
MARINETTE, WI 54448
(715) 732-0563
* AD *

MARINETTE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
ADAPT
400 KELLS STREET
MARINETTE, WI 54448
(715) 732-7760
HOTLINE(S): (715) 732-7760
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU HV DH MC MD *
* PR CH TX PV CI *

MAUSTON
HESS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1050 DIVISION STREET
MAUSTON, WI 53948
(608) 847-6161
* AD *

JUNEAU COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
220 EAST LA CROSSE STREET
MAUSTON, WI 53948
(608) 847-9400
HOTLINE(S): (608) 847-9400
* AD DT RR AM DM MC MD PR CH TX *

WISCONSIN WINNEBAGO HEALTH AUTHORITY
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
104 WEST STATE STREET
MAUSTON, WI 53948
(608) 847-7435
* AD RR AM W Y AI PG CU HV DN *
* TX PV CI *

MEDFORD
TAYLOR COUNTY
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
219 SOUTH WISCONSIN AVENUE
MEDFORD, WI 54451
(715) 748-3332
* AD AM DH MC MD PR TX PV CI *

MENASHA
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF FOX VALLEY
3400 KENWOOD CENTER
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 739-4226
* AD AM MC PR CH TX PV CI *

NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES
MENASHA OFFICE
222 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 725-5442
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

THEDA CLARK CENTER FOR RECOVERY
324 NICOLET BOULEVARD
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 729-2531
* AD DT RR AM W Y H MD PR TX CI *

MENOMINEE
DUNN COUNTY ASSOCIATION ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
320 21ST STREET NORTH
MENOMINEE, WI 54951
(715) 235-4537
* AD RR AM Y DH TX PV CI *
WISCONSIN

MERRILL
GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
601 SOUTH CENTER AVENUE
MERRILL, WI 54452
(715) 536-5511
* AD *

LINCOLN HEALTH CARE CENTER
MERRILL OFFICE
503 SOUTH CENTER AVENUE
MERRILL, WI 54452
(715) 536-9482
HOTLINE(S): (715) 536-9482
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX CI *

SACRED HEART OUTPATIENT CLINIC
OASIS RECOVERY PROGRAM
402 WEST MAIN STREET
MERRILL, WI 54452
(715) 536-4881
HOTLINE(S): (800) 772-4194
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX *

MILWAUKEE

ADDITION FIGHTERS INC
1840 NORTH FARVELL AVENUE
SUITE 304
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-2663
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX *
* AD *

AMERICAN INDIAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2240 WEST NATIONAL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 671-2200
* AD PV CI *

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICE INC
6249 WEST FOND DU LAC AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53218
(414) 536-4600
HOTLINE(S): (414) 536-4600; (414) 536-4400
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* MC MD PR CH TX *

COUNCIL FOR THE SPANISH SPEAKING
SALUD DE LA FAMILIA
616 WEST NATIONAL STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 304-3700
* AD AM H H PG CU DW TX *

CROSSROADS RECOVERY CENTER INC
2436 NORTH 50TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 462-5990
* AD RR H PG CU PR TX PV CI *

DE PAUL BELLEVIEU
EXTENDED CARE
1904 EAST BELLEVIEU PLACE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 964-6200
* AD RR MD PR TX *

DE PAUL HOSPITAL INC
ADDICTION AND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1413 SOUTH 13TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 281-9400 EXT. 341
HOTLINE(S): (414) 761-9409
* AD DT RR AM H Y A B H PG CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX CH PV CI *

EASTSIDE YOUTH AND FAMILY CLINIC
1840 NORTH FARVELL AVENUE
SUITE 304
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-2663
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU HV *
* DM MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

HARAMBEE OMBUDSMAN PROJECT INC
IMANI II
3614 NORTH 39TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 442-6334
* AD RR B CU TX *

HORIZON HOUSE
2511 WEST VINCE STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53205
(414) 342-3237
* AD RR H B CU HV TX *

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM(ICCA)
4365 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 444-4310
* AD *

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM(ICCA)
FAMILY PROG AND DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PGM
3660 NORTH TEUTONIA AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53206
(414) 871-5181
* AD AM H B PI CU DH MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM(ICCA)
SOUTHSIDE OUTPATIENT CENTER
1675 SOUTH 6TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 643-0060
* AD AM H H B H AI CU DW MC MD PR CH *
* TX *

IVANHOE TREATMENT INC
2203 EAST IVANHOE PLACE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-4030
* AD AM H A AI CU HV DM PR TX CI *

KETTLE MORAINE MILWAUKEE COUNTY
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION
1218 WEST HIGHLAND BOULEVARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53233
(414) 342-6200
HOTLINE(S): (414) 342-6200
* AL DT H B H PI TX *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
WISCONSIN AND UPPER MICHIGAN INC
3200 WEST HIGHLAND BOULEVARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 342-7175
* AD AM H Y B HV DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

MATT TALBOT LODGE
2613 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53205
(414) 342-9474
* AD RR TX *

META FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
META HOUSE
2571-2579 NORTH FARVELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 662-4024
* AD RR H B H AI PG CU PR TX *

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP INC
HELPLINE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-8487
HOTLINE(S): (414) 271-3123
(414) 271-6039 TDD
* AD *

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2266 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE
SUITE 324
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-8487
HOTLINE(S): (414) 271-3123
* AD PV CI CS *

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE
2462 NORTH FARVELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-7822
HOTLINE(S): (414) 271-3123
* AD PV CI *

MILWAUKEE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVS
ADULT SERVICES DIVISION ADMIN OFFICE
235 WEST GALENA STREET
SUITE 270
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
(414) 289-6660
* AD *

MILWAUKEE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
841 NORTH BROADWAY
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 278-3616
* AD PV CI *

514
WISCONSIN

MONTESLO
MARQUETTE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
HIGHWAY 22 SOUTH
MONTESLO, WI 53949
(608) 297-2085
HOTLINE(S): (608) 297-2085 PAGER SYS ON CALL
* AD AM HW MD PR TX *

NEENAH
FREEDOM HOUSE
135 CURTIS STREET
NEENAH, WI 54956
(414) 725-8796
* AD RR Y PR TX *

HAUKENESS COUNSELING SERVICES
307 SOUTH COMMERCIAL STREET
OLD POST OFFICE BUILDING
NEENAH, WI 54956
(414) 722-0139
* AD AM PR TX *

NEILLSVILLE
CLARK COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
517 COURT STREET
NEILLSVILLE, WI 54456
(715) 743-5204
HOTLINE(S): (715) 743-3400 COUNTYWIDE-COLLECT CALL
* AD AM HW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

NEW FRANKEN
ALPINE COUNTRY HOUSE INC
5628 STURGEON BAY ROAD
NEW FRANKEN, WI 54229
(414) 866-2301
* AD RR TX *

NEW LONDON
NEW LONDON FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1405 MILL STREET
NEW LONDON, WI 54961
(414) 982-5330
* AD *

RAWHIDE
E7475 WEILAND ROAD
NEW LONDON, WI 54961
(414) 982-6100
* AD PV *

NEW RICHMOND
SAINT CROIX COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1246 185TH AVENUE
NEW RICHMOND, WI 54017
(715) 246-6991 EXT. 8204
HOTLINE(S): (715) 246-8204
* AD AM HW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *
* CS *

OCONOMONOC
KETTLE MARINA OUTPATIENT CLINIC
612 EAST SUMMIT AVENUE
OCONOMONOC, WI 53066
(414) 567-8851
HOTLINE(S): (800) 472-5233
* AD AM HW A HV DW MD PR TX *

OCONTO FALLS
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
855 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OCONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 846-3444
* AD CI *

OCONTO COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
CLINICAL SERVICES DIVISION/SA UNIT
855 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OCONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 846-8114
HOTLINE(S): (414) 846-3444
* AD RR AM HW A PI CU HV DW MD *
* PR TX *

ODANAH
BAD RIVER ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
ODANAH, WI 54861
(715) 682-5961
* AD CI *

ONEIDA
ONEIDA SOCIAL SERVICES
KAHN KuhlIYO FAMILY CTR/ONEIDA AODA
3000 SEMINARY ROAD
ONEIDA, WI 54155
(414) 869-4415
* AD AM HW AI DW MC MD PR CH TX *
* CI *

ONEIDA SOCIAL SERVICES
LUTHAIY YOSTA GROUP HOME
5370 MEADOW DRIVE
ONEIDA, WI 54155
(414) 869-4415
* AD RR Y AI MD TX PV CI CS *

OSHKOSH
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RENAL CENTER
631 HAZEL STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 236-2000
* AD AM HW Y MC MD PR CH TX CI *

NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
429 ALGOMA BOULEVARD
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 251-2030
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX CI *

SUMMIT HOUSE
2501 HARRISON STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 426-7772
HOTLINE(S): (414) 233-7707; (414) 722-7707
* AD RR PI TX *

TERRA PROGRAMS INC
HORIZON HOUSE
968 BUTLER AVENUE
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 233-5150
* AD RR PR TX *

TERRA PROGRAMS INC
NOVA TREATMENT CENTER
111 JOSLYN STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-0143
* AD RR PR TX *

WINNEBAGO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
471 HIGH AVENUE
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 236-4734
HOTLINE(S): (414) 233-7707; (414) 722-7707
* AD PV CI *

OXFORD
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OXFORD, WI 53952
(608) 584-5511 EXT. 338
* AD RR AM A B H AI CU TX PV *

PARK FALLS
FLAMBEAU MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY DETOX SERVICES
90 SHERRY AVENUE
PARK FALLS, WI 54552
(715) 762-2484
* AD CI *

PHILLIPS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER
124 NORTH AVON AVENUE
PHILLIPS, WI 54555
(715) 339-2174
HOTLINE(S): (715) 339-2175; (715) 339-2174
* AD RR AM HW PR TX PV CI *
COUNSELING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
CODA TREATMENT PROGRAM
71 CHESTNUT STREET
HILLTOP, WI 54555
(715) 339-3048
HOTLINE(S): (715) 339-3048
* AD AM H Y AI PI CU DH MC PR TX *
* PV CI CS *

PLATTEVILLE

UNIFIED COUNSELING SERVICES
PLATTEVILLE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
707 SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53581
(608) 348-3001
HOTLINE(S): 800-362-5717 LATA-HIDE
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

POLOVER

WASHINGTON HOUSE
1608 WASHINGTON AVENUE
POLOVER, WI 54467
(715) 341-7301
* AD RR TX *

PORT WASHINGTON

OZAUKEE COUNCIL INC
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
125 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-3144
* AD PV CI *

OZAUKEE COUNTY DEPT OF COMMUNITY PROGS
OZAUKEE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
121 WEST MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-8128
HOTLINE(S): (414) 377-2673
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL/OZAUKEE
SAINT MARYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
743 NORTH MONTGOMERY STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-7909 EXT. 7417
HOTLINE(S): (800) 525-2324
* AD DT RR AM Y PI CU DW MC MD PR *
* TX *

PORTAGE

DIVINE SAVIOR HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBST ABUSE DETOX SERVS
1015 WEST PLEASANT STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-4131
* AD CI *

PATHFINDER
711 EAST COOK STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8565
HOTLINE(S): (608) 742-9262
* AD AM Y DH MD PR CH TX PV CI *

PATHFINDER HOUSE
106 EAST PLEASANT STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8565
HOTLINE(S): (608) 742-8565; (608) 742-9262
* AD RR W B H AI PG CU TX *

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
VILLA SUCCES
121 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53831
(608) 326-8424
HOTLINE(S): (608) 326-8424
* AD DT RR H DW PR TX *

RACINE

CRISIS CENTER OF RACINE INC
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF SE WISCONSIN
209 8TH STREET
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 632-2420
HOTLINE(S): (414) 637-9898
* AD PV CI 55 *

CROSROADS CONSULTANTS LTD
3308 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 632-2420
HOTLINE(S): (414) 632-8420
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU HV DM PR *
* TX PV CI CS *

KETTLE MORaine HOSPITAL
DURAND HOME
4606 DURAND AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 554-7728
HOTLINE(S): (414) 554-7728
* AD RR AM A B H AI CU HV TX *

KETTLE MORaine HOSPITAL CLINIC
1254 WEST BOULEVARD
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 663-5001
* AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU HV DM *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

LIGHTHOUSE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
5605 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-1240
* AD AM H Y B H PG CU DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GROUP
3105 LATHROP AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 554-2300
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CI HV *
* DM MC MD PR CH TX *

RACINE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
840 LAKE AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 634-8688
* AD AM H Y A HV MC PR TX *

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM
1320 WISCONSIN AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53404
(414) 632-2201
* AD *

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN
MED AND SOCIAL SERVICES RACINE OFFICE
1055 PRAIRIE DRIVE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-6575
* AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX PV CI CS *

URBAN LEAGUE RACINE/KENOSHA
YOUTH DRUG PREVENTION INTERVENTION PGM
718 NORTH MEMORIAL DRIVE
RACINE, WI 53404
(414) 637-8532
* AD PV *

WAYBRIDGE MANOR
1633 SOUTH MEMORIAL DRIVE
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 632-3336
* AD RR PR TX *

WESTHIND TREATMENT CENTER
5625 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-9020
HOTLINE(S): (414) 886-9020
* AD DT RR AM DH MC MD PR TX CI CS *

REEDSBURG

SAUK COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTPT SERVS
425 6TH STREET
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
(608) 524-6861
HOTLINE(S): (800) 535-5692
* AD DT RR AM MC MD PR CH TX *

RHINELANDER

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
DMI ASSESSMENT
705 EAST TIMBER DRIVE
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 369-2215
* AD CI *
KOINONIA
1991 WINNEBAGO DRIVE
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 362-5745
* AD DT RR W AI CU DW PR TX *

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON AGING INC
17A WEST DAVENPORT STREET
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 369-2210
* AD AM Y W AI CU DW MD PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

RICE LAKE
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
40 WEST NEWTON STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54868
(715) 236-1550
* AD AM Y W MC MD PR CH TX *

PARKVIEW CENTER
24 EAST DOUGLAS STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54868
(715) 234-6534
* AD RR TX PV CI SS CS *

RICHLAND CENTER
RICHLAND COUNTY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
1000 HIGHWAY 14 WEST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
(608) 647-6304
HOTLINE(S): (608) 647-6304
(608) 647-2106 5PM-8AM M-F, 24HRS-HKEND
* AD AM Y MC MD PR TX PV CI CS *

RIVER FALLS
KINNIC FALLS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
900 SOUTH ORANGE STREET
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
(715) 426-5950
* AD RR PR TX *

SAINT CROIX FALLS
SAINT CROIX VALLEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
200 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
SAINT CROIX FALLS, WI 54024
(715) 463-3261 EXT. 413
* AD DT RR AM Y W AI PG PI CU HV *
* DW MC MD PR TX PV CI *

SHAMANO
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
504 LAKELAND ROAD
SHAMANO, WI 54166
(715) 526-5547
HOTLINE(S): (715) 526-5240
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SHAMANO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM
309 NORTH BARTLETT STREET
SHAMANO, WI 54166
(715) 526-6464
* AD *

SHAMANO COUNTY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CENTER
125 NORTH MAIN STREET
SHAMANO, WI 54166
(715) 526-5547
HOTLINE(S): (715) 526-3290
* AD AM MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

SHEBOYGAN
COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
2205 ERIE AVENUE
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 459-8871
* AD AM Y W MC MD PR CH TX *

KETTLE MORaine HOSPITAL
KETTLE MORaine SHEBOYGAN CENTER
503 WISCONSIN AVENUE
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 457-7802
HOTLINE(S): (414) 457-7802 ; (414) 457-7803
* AD RR H B H AI PG CU TX CI *

REBOG MANOR
900 JEFFERSON STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 452-6492
* AD RR MP CI MD PR PX PV CI *

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1011 NORTH 6TH STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 459-3151
HOTLINE(S): (414) 459-3151
* AD AM PI DP MD MD PR CH TX *

SHEBOYGAN MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2629 NORTH 7TH STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53083
(414) 457-5033 EXT. 600
HOTLINE(S): (414) 457-5033 EXT. 600
HOTLINE(S): (800) 752-2673 ; (414) 459-5548
* AD DT RR AM Y W MC MD MD PR CH *
* TX PV *

SHELL LAKE
AIN DAH INC
108 WEST 6TH AVENUE
SHELL LAKE, WI 54871
(715) 468-2928
* AD RR AI TX *

INDIANHEAD RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY
SUNSHADOWS INC
230 WEST 5TH AVENUE
SHELL LAKE, WI 54871
(715) 468-2841
* AD RR W AI TX *

SPARTA
MONROE COUNTY GUIDANCE CLINIC
ROUTE 2
COUNTY TRUNK B
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-8630
HOTLINE(S): (608) 269-8630
* AL AM Y W AI PG CU DV MC MD *
* PR CH TX *

SAINT HARYS HOSPITAL
INPATIENT MEDICAL AND SOCIAL DETOX
WEST MAIN AND K STREETS
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-2132 EXT. 225
* AD DT RM A PI HV PR TX *

SPOONER
PINES II INC
DETOX
1885 NORTH RICE LAKE ROAD
SPOONER, WI 54801
(715) 635-7229
* AD *

SPOONER COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX
619 ASH STREET
SPOONER, WI 54801
(715) 635-2111
* AL *

STEVENS POINT
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
209 PRENTICE STREET NORTH
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 344-4611
HOTLINE(S): (715) 344-4611 ; (715) 345-0711
* AD AM Y W B H AI PG PI CU DV MD *
* PR TX PV CI *

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
OAKSIDE RESIDENTIAL LIVING FACILITY
201 NORTH PRENTICE STREET
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 345-0711
* AD DT RR W A HV MD PR TX *

FAMILY CRISIS CENTER/CAP SERVICES
1616 WEST RIVER STREET
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 344-8508
HOTLINE(S): (800) 472-3377
* AD PV CI *

518
SAINT MICHAELS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 ILLINOIS AVENUE
STEVENSVILLE, MI 49481
(715) 346-5645
AD CI *

OMA HOUSE
201 JULIA STREET
STEVENSVILLE, MI 49481
(715) 341-6765
* AD RR Y B AI MD PR TX PV CI *

TOUTGTON
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
HOME PROGRAMS/SERENITY UNIT
109 NORTH DIVISION STREET
STOUTGTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-7272
* AD CI *

TOUGHTON HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
SHARE PROGRAM/INPATIENT/OUTPATIENT
900 RIDGE STREET
STOUTGTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-2271
* AD DT RR AM Y B AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX CI CS *

STURGEON BAY
DOOR COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 SOUTH 16TH PLACE
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 743-5566
* AD CI *

STURGEON BAY
DOOR COUNTY UNIFIED BOARD
221 NEBRASKA STREET
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 746-2345
* HOTLINE(S): (414) 746-2345
* AD AM W Y B AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX CI CS *

SULLIVAN
KETTLE HOUSE
6756 NORTH INDIAN POINT ROAD
SULLIVAN, WI 53066
(414) 965-3900
* AD RR Y B AI MD PR TX *

SUPERIOR
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
2231 CATLIN AVENUE
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
(715) 394-4175
* AD AM MD PR TX PV CI SS CS *

RECOVERY CENTER INC
2231 CATLIN AVENUE
SUITE 2 EAST
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
(715) 392-2822
HOTLINE(S): (715) 392-2822
* AD RR AM Y B AI MD PR TX PV CI *

TOOMAH
TOOMAH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX SERVICES
321 BUTTS AVENUE
TOOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-2181
* AD *

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
VETERANS ROAD
116C/4
TOOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-3971 EX. 6758
* AD RR HV PR TX *

TOOMAH
LINCOLN HEALTH CARE CENTER
TOOMAHOffice/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
310 WEST WISCONSIN AVENUE
TOOMAH, WI 54667
(715) 453-5581
HOTLINE(S): (715) 453-5581
* AD AM MC MD PR CH TX *

SACRED HEART SAINT MARVY HOSPITAL
OASIS RECOVERY PROGRAM
216 NORTH 7TH STREET
TOOMAH, WI 54667
(715) 453-7780
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 483-3700 STATEWIDE
* AD DT RR AM Y B AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX CI *

VIROQUA
DOUGLAS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 14 NORTH
VIROQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-7052
HOTLINE(S):
(608) 637-7007 BACKED BY COUNS ONLY
(608) 637-7052
* AD AM W Y B AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX *

VERNON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
507 SOUTH MAIN STREET
VIROQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-2101
* AD PV CI *

WASHBURN
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
320 SUPERIOR AVENUE
WASHBURN, WI 54891
(715) 375-2227
HOTLINE(S): (715) 375-6169
* AD AM Y B AI MD MC MD PR CH TX *

WATER TOWN
DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER
129 HOSPITAL DRIVE
WATER TOWN, WI 53094
(414) 261-8888
* AD AM MD PR CH TX *

MAUKESHA
CENTURY HOUSE
N7200 WESTWIND ROAD
MAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 544-6233
* AD RR CU HV PR TX *

GENESIS HOUSE
1020 MOTOR AVENUE
MAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 544-1321
* AD RR CU TX *

KETTE MORaine OUTPATIENT CLINIC
416 WEST MORELAND BOULEVARD
MAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 544-1274
HOTLINE(S):
(800) 472-5233; (414) 567-0201
* AD AM W Y B AI PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX *

LA CASA DE ESPERANZA
AODA PREVENTION/EDUCATION
410 ARCADIAN AVENUE
MAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 547-0887
* AL PV *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
HOUSE OF HOPE
325 SENNITEL DRIVE
MAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 542-2663
* AD RR W Y PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR TX *

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN HOMES
NOAH HOUSE
WEST 222 SOUTH 3210 RACINE AVENUE
MAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 549-6638
* AD RR Y B AI MD PR TX *

MAUKESHA COUNTY COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
500 RIVERVIEW AVENUE
MAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 548-7666
* AD AM Y B AI MD MC MD PR CH TX *
WISCONSIN

WAUKESHA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
310 SOUTH STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 524-7921
HOTLINE(S): (414) 524-7920
* AD PV CI CS *

WAUKESHA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT AND EDUC CENTER
725 AMERICAN AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 544-2116
HOTLINE(S): (414) 544-2116
* AD DT RR AM W Y A H PG CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

WAUPACA
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
10558 EAST ROYALTON STREET
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 258-8459
HOTLINE(S): (715) 258-8459
* AD AM W Y B H AI PG PT CU DM MD *
* PR TX CI *

RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
800 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 258-1000
* AD CI *

WAUPACA COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES
811 HARDING STREET
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 258-6304
HOTLINE(S): (800) 472-3377
* AD AM CU DM MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

WAUSAU
CROSSROADS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
529 MCCLELLAN STREET
WAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 845-5000
* AD CI *

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
725 GILBERT STREET
WAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 842-5577
* AD AM Y MC MD PR CH TX *

NORTH CENTRAL HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
1100 LAKE VIEU DRIVE
WAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 848-4600
HOTLINE(S):
(715) 840-4600; (715) 845-4326
* AD DT RR AM W Y H AI PG PI DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

WAUTOMA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
OF WAUSHARA COUNTY
310 SOUTH SCOTT STREET
WAUTOMA, WI 54902
(946) 787-4656
HOTLINE(S): (800) 472-3377
* AD DT RR AM W Y H PI CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV *

WEBSTER
NORTHWEST PASSAGE
WEBSTER, WI 54989
(715) 866-8301
* AD RR Y TX PV CI *

WEST BEND COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER ABUSE OF WASHINGTON COUNTY
279 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE SUITE 4
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 338-1181
HOTLINE(S):
(414) 338-1109; (414) 255-7775
* AD PV CI *

KETTLE MORAIN TREATMENT CENTER
WEST BEND CLINIC
344 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 338-8611
HOTLINE(S): (800) 472-5233
* AD AM W Y A B PI CU DM MD PR TX *

WILD ROSE
WILD ROSE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY INPATIENT DETOX
601 GROVE STREET
WILD ROSE, WI 54984
(414) 622-3257
* AD *

WINNEBAGO ANCHORAGE
WINNEBAGO, WI 54985
(414) 235-4910 EXT. 2940
* AD RR Y A B MD PR TX *

WINNEBAGO MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
GEMINI
WINNEBAGO, WI 54985
(414) 235-4910
* AD RR W A B H AI PG PI CU HV MC *
* MD PR CH TX *

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
RIVERVIEW HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY INPATIENT DETOX
410 DENY STREET
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI 54494
(715) 425-6800
* AD CI *

WOOD COUNTY UNIFIED SERVICES
2611 SOUTH 12TH STREET
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI 54494
(715) 421-0880
HOTLINE(S): (715) 421-2345
* AD AM W Y AI PG CU DW MC MD PR *
* CH TX *

WOODARD HOWARD YOUNG MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EMERGENCY DETOX SERVICES
WOODBURG, WI 54568
(715) 356-8000
* AD *

MARSHFIELD CLINIC LAKELAND CENTER
519 HENLOCK STREET
WOODRUFF, WI 54568
(715) 356-1793
HOTLINE(S):
(715) 362-5619 DIAL 0,ASK ENTRPRSE6290
* AD AM W Y DM MD PR TX CI CS *

520
Wyoming

Mercer House Inc
425 CY Avenue
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 265-7666
* AD PV *

New Directions
102 South Lowell Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 237-6030
* AD RR Y PR TX *

The Prairie Institute Inc
1226 South Elm Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 266-2580
* AD AM W Y H AI PG DH PR CH TX *
* PV CI CS *

Wyoming Medical Center
High Plains
1233 East 2nd Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 577-7961
* AD DT RR MC MD PR CH TX *

Casper

Central Wyoming Counseling Center
Substance Abuse Program
1200 East 3rd Street
Suite 330
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 257-9583

Hotline(s): (307) 237-9583
* AD AM W Y H MD PR CH TX *

Crest View Hospital
Life Works Chemical Dependency Program
2521 East 15th Street
Casper, WY 82609
(307) 257-7444

Hotline(s): (307) 237-7444
Hotline(s): (307) 236-4766 Out of State
(307) 455-9312 In State
* AD DT RR AM W Y A B AI PG CI CU *
* HVC MD PR CH TX PV CI CS *

Southwest Wyoming Mental Health Center
Chemical Health Services
1609 East 19th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 632-9361
Hotline(s):
(307) 632-9361; (307) 632-6433
* AD AM W Y DH MC MD PR CH TX PV *
* CI CS *

* Key *

Orientation:
AL = Alcoholism Services Only
DA = Drug Abuse Services Only
AD = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
AM = Ambulatory (Less than 24 Hour Care)
HM = Hispanic
Y = Youth
A = AIDS Patients
B = Blacks
ME = Medicare
MD = Medicaid
PR = Private Insurance
CH = Champus
TX = Treatment
PV = Prevention/Education
CI = Intake/Assessment/Referral
SS = Sobering-Up Station
CS = Collateral Services

Type of Care:
DT = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)
RR = Residential (24 Hour Care)

Staff Specifically Trained to Treat:

Third Party Payments:

Unit Function:

521
Landmark

**Lander**

**Fremont Counseling Service**

748 Main Street
Lander, WY 82520
(307) 322-2231
Hotline(s):
(307) 322-2231; (307) 856-6587
* AD AM W Y AI DH MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

**Laramie**

**Southeast Wyoming Mental Health Center**

Substance Abuse Services
710 Garfield Street
Laramie, WY 82070
(307) 745-8915
Hotline(s):
(307) 745-8915
* AD AM W Y AI PG CU HV DM MC *
* MD PR CH TX PV CI *

**Lovell**

**Big Horn County Counseling**

441 Montana Avenue
Lovell, WY 82431
(307) 568-6503
* AD AM PR TX PV CI CS *

**Lusk**

**Eastern Wyoming Mental Health Center**

Substance Abuse Services
521 East 10th Street
Lusk, WY 82225
(307) 334-5666
* AD AM W Y A PG PI CU HV DM PD *
* CH TX PV *

**Riverton**

**Fremont Counseling Service**

322 North 8th Street West
Riverton, WY 82018
(307) 856-6587
Hotline(s):
(307) 856-6587; (307) 322-2231
* AD AM W Y AI DH MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

**Rock Springs**

**Rosen Recovery Center**

1414 9th Street
Rock Springs, WY 82901
(307) 362-1808
Hotline(s):
(307) 362-1808; (307) 362-6615
* AD AM W Y AI DH MC MD PR TX PV *
* CI CS *

**Sheridan**

**Northern Wyoming Mental Health Center**

Substance Abuse Services
1221 West 5th Street
Sheridan, WY 82801
(307) 674-4405
* AD AM W Y AI DH MC MD PR TX *

**Vet Affairs Medical Center**

Substance Abuse Treatment Program
Sheridan, WY 82801
(307) 672-2044
* AD AM W Y AI DH MC MD PR TX *

**Sublette**

**Sublette Community Counseling Services**

41 1/2 South Franklin Street
Pinedale, WY 82941
(307) 367-2111
* AD AM W Y DM MD PR TX PV CI CS *

**Verdelin**

**Carbon County Counseling Center**

721 West Maple Street
Rawlins, WY 82301
(307) 329-7156
Hotline(s):
(307) 329-7156
* AD AM PR TX *

**Lincoln County Mental Health Assoc**

Substance Abuse Services
230 Highway 233
Kimberly, WY 83101
(307) 877-9466
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

**Kimberley**

**Roosevelt County Services**

WYOMING HIGHWAY 218 Ext.
Kimberly, WY 83101
(307) 877-9466
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

**Lincoln County Mental Health Center**

Substance Abuse Services
529 Highway 30 W
Kimberly, WY 83101
(307) 877-9466
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *

**Lincoln County Mental Health Center**

Substance Abuse Services
529 Highway 30 W
Kimberly, WY 83101
(307) 877-9466
* AD AM MC MD PR TX *
HERMOPOLIS
OT SPRINGS COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE
21 SOUTH 4TH STREET
HERMOPOLIS, WY 82443
(307) 864-3138
AD AM M Y AI PG PI CU DW PR TX *
PV CI CS *

OUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
942 EAST D STREET
ORRINGTON, WY 82240
(307) 532-4091
AD AM DW MC MD PR CH TX PV CI *

HEATLAND
OUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
03 PARK AVENUE
HEATLAND, WY 82201
(307) 322-3190
AD AM M Y B H AI PI DW MC MD PR *
CH TX PV CI *

ORLAND
ASHAKIE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
09 BIG HORN AVENUE
ORLAND, WY 82401
(307) 347-6165
AD AM Y B H PI CU DW MD PR TX PV *
CI *
DATA PUBLICATIONS FROM THE OFFICE OF APPLIED STUDIES

**National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS)** - a point prevalence survey to measure the location, scope, and characteristics of drug abuse and alcoholism treatment and prevention facilities, services, and activities in the U.S

- 1992 NDATUS Highlights
- 1992 NDATUS Main Findings Report

**State Resources and Services Related to Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Problems** - an analysis of fiscal, client, policy, and other service data collected from the State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Agencies

- An Analysis of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Profile Data (SADAP) - Fiscal Year 1991

**Drug Services Research Survey (DSRS)** - examines modality specific facility and client records for experiences and characteristics of clients recently discharged from treatment, record-keeping, drug abuse services provided, and amounts and sources of payment for care delivered from a stratified sample of drug treatment facilities

- DSRS Phase I Final Report
- DSRS Phase II Final Report
- DSRS Instrument

**National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA)** - national data about the use of tobacco and alcohol, illicit drugs, and nonmedical use of prescription drugs from a random sample of participants

- NHSDA Advance Report - Preliminary Estimates
- 1992 NHSDA Population Estimates
- 1991 NHSDA Population Estimates
- 1991 NHSDA Highlights
- 1991 NHSDA Main Findings
- NHSDA Instrument

**Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN)** - a national information system designed as an indicator of the severity, scope, and nature of the nation’s substance abuse problem provided by collecting data from hospital emergency rooms and medical examiner jurisdictions.

- DAWN Advance Report - Preliminary Estimates
- DAWN Annual Medical Examiner Data 1992
- DAWN Annual Emergency Room Data 1992
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